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Popular Pictures Are

Made from Popular Books

of thevU

JUST recall the ten best moving pictures you have either seen

during the last few months or expect to see during the

present season. Nine chances out of ten, you will find that

a famous novel supplied the title, plot, action and characters of

each one of them. Eight chances out of nine, you will find their

names listed on this page. Not every good book gets onto the

screen, but nearly every successful picture is produced from a

good book.

A moving picture, fascinating as it is, supplies a passing pleasure.

The book from which it came is yours to keep—to give you new
delight every time you read it, to place on your book shelf as a

permanent treasure, or to give as a gift to a friend. Any of

these books can be obtained from SCREENLAND Book Dept.

I HE SEA HAWK Rafael Sabatini

THE COVERED WAGON Emerson Hough

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE Booth Tarkington

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS Henry MacMahon
SCARAMOUCHE ...Rafael Sabatini

JANICE MEREDITH Paul Leicester Ford

DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL Charles Major

AMERICA Robert W. Chambers

SUNDOWN Hudson-Eberhardt

WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND Zone Grey

MANHANDLED Arthur Stringer-Russell Holman

THE SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW James J. Tynan

YOLANDA Charles Major

THE WHITE SISTER F. Marion Crawford

BEING RESPECTABLE Grace H. Flandrau

LOVE INSURANCE (The Reckless Age) Earl Derr Biggers

ANOTHER SCANDAL Cosmo Hamilton

THE SALAMANDER (The Enemy Sex) Owen Johnson

MERTON OF THE MOVIES _. Harry Leon Wilson

THE MOUNTEBANK (The Sideshow of Life) Wm. J. Locke

THE JUDGMENT OF THE STORM Roy Mason
WILD ORANGES Joseph Hergesheimer

LITTLE OLD NEW YORK Rida Johnson Young

THE DAWN OF A TOMORROW Frances Hodgson Burnett

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST Gene Stratton-Porter

THE PLUNDERER Roy Norton
LEATHERSTOCKING George A. Gray
THE BREATH OF SCANDAL Edwin Balmer

PONJOLA Cynthia Stockley

WEST OF THE WATER TOWER Homer Cray

IF WINTER COMES A. S. M. Hutchinson

THE WAY OF A MAN Emerson Hough
THE HERITAGE OF THE DESERT Zane Grey
RITA COVENTRY (Don't Call It Love) Julian Street

A LADY OF QUALITY Frances Hodgson Burnett

IN THE PALACE OF THE KING F. Marion Crawford
UNDER THE RED ROBE Stanley J. Weyman
THE SPANISH DANCER Victor Hugo
THE CHEAT Turnbull-Holman
LET NOT MAN PUT ASUNDER Basil King

THE VIRGINIAN Owen W'ster
POTASH AND PERLMUTTER Montague Glass
RUGGLES OF RED GAP Harry Leon Wilson
THE ETERNAL CITY Hall Caine
THE CALL OF THE WILD ~. .- Jack London
CAPE COD FOLKS Sarah Greene
THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER Edward Eg'leston

ALICE ADAMS Booth Ta-kington

THE CHRISTIAN Hall Caine
THE COMMON LAW Robert W. Chambers
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA Anthony Hope
RUPERT OF HENTZAU Anthony Hope
FIGHTTNG BLOOD H. C. Witwer
THE TURMOIL Booth Tarhineton

THE LONE STAR RANGER Zane Grey
MATN STREET Sinclair Lewis
PENROD ,Booth Tarkington
PENROD AND SAM. !

Booth Tarhineton

TO THE LAST MAN Zone Grey
WHEN KNTGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER Charles Maior
THE RUSTLE OF SILK Co*nm Hamilton
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN Gene Stratton-Porter

THE FLIRT Rooth Ta*kineton
ROBIN HOOD f- Wa'ker McSpadden
THE RAMBLIN' KID Earl Wavland Bowman
ST. ELMO Augusta J. Evans
THE CLANSMAN Thomas Dixon

THE LEATHER PUSHERS H. C. Witwer

All books included in this announcement are full size standard cloth bound and

price $1.00 each or six books for $5.00, includes insured delivery charges to any

address in the United States, Mexico or Canada. Address Order to SCREENLAND
MAGAZINE, (Book Dept.), 145 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
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SCREENLAND

Discovers NewWay to

Seal Hernia
with Magic Dot!

JOHN G. HOMAN
Member American Association for Advancement

of Science

Associate Member American Physical Society

No more torturous steel springs; no more dragging,

weighty cushions; no more barbarous chafing leg

straps; no more dangerous trusses. At last there has

been discovered a new and entirely different way to

seal rupture which does away completely with cum-
bersome, annoying, undependable, ineffective, old-

fashioned devices. Now every hernia sufferer can

try this marvelous invention FREE and be convinced
that Magic Dot is the only real advance in the non-
surgical treatment of hernia during the present cen-

tury. Read Mr. Homan's comforting message—then
learn at once how you can use the Magic Dot FREE
for a time. Don't be a tortured truss victim another
day when relief and comfort can be yours if you will

accept this free trial offer.

An EntirelyNewandAmazing Invention

That Revolutionizes Hernia Treatment
[By John G. Homan]

MY FRIEND, why suffer? At last

you can throw away the abominable

truss or make-shift contraption that may
have been sold to you under another

name! You can be through forever with

the gouging and pushing into that tender

spot that keeps you from getting well and

may have made life a burden to you. You
say that I am very positive? Yes, I am!
Not merely because I have made a won-
derful discovery which has amazed doc-

tors—a discovery which you will at once
realize is the only real forward step

in the non-surgical treatment of hernia

during the present century—but I am go-

ing to make it so easy for you to use this

astonishing method, to try it yourself with-

out the risk of a penny, that I know you
will not let another day pass without tak-

ing the first step to put my claims and my
new discovery to the test.

Repair the Hurt Without
Surgery

When I set about, years ago, to de-

velop this invention, I asked myself this

simple question : Is it possible that hernia

is the only hurt that nature fails to heal

quickly?" My final discovery, and the ex-

haustive tests to which it has been put,

proves beyond question ordinary hernia ishing new method means more than

not of too long standing can quick- the support of hernia. It also embodies
ly, surely and safely be healed by the physical culture principles which have

aid of Magic Dot. Old-fashioned actually made hundreds of hernia

trusses and similar devices exert such sufferers well.

great pressure upon the injured spot
$en£ fto Monev T7T> I7T7

that the free circulation of healing _ _ . ^ Jr~, r^^Z, r* ffv s* T*
blood, which is absolutely necessary if

Try MAGIC DOT 1 1XJ-.1-I

nature is to heal the hurt, is completely 1 don '

1 want you to send me a penny of
, i i i rr

'

tit - your money—but 1 do want every hernia
or almost completely shut off. Magic sufferer in America to fill in and send me
Dot, which weighs less than 1-25 of the coupon below. I want every one of

an ounce, acts in support of the hernia these to learn the real and true facts about

to allow the more free circulation of hern
T

ia and * e non-surgical treatment of
« , * it. 1 want them to know the lull details ot

healing blood without exerting harsh the astonishing new discovery-especially
pressure. the Magic Dot. I want to give every truss

victim an opportunity of using this new

Physical Culture Methods and revolutionary method without the risk
J iiiii • °' a PennY °f their money. Simply write

to Heal Hernia for my free book or send the coupon today
, and learn how you can quickly, safely, and

Think, then, of the immense relief surely obtain relief the equal ofwhichyou
to be gained from substituting for this have never before dreamed of having,

intolerable shifting, gouging, pushing NEW gg mSTITUTE
condition, a tiny disk no larger than a Laboratories: Steubenville, Ohio
quarter, weighing almost nothing at .— i

all, which effectively seals the hernia JOHN G. HOMAN es^ ciay Street.
K . mi r i New Science Institute. Steubenville. Ohio,

and makes possible a Support SO light I Send me at once your Free Literature and I

thvt wrtii Wrllv rp^livp 1'r ie Kpino- wnrn I ' te!1 me pf
'
our Frce Trial offcr by which 1 can 1

tnat you naraiy realize it is Deing worn ! test the New Sciencc system.

And even of greater importance is the
[

fact that Magic Dot enables you to i

yamc
|

walk, run, climb, bend, even exercise,
| Address

j

in far greater security than you have i

•

likely known before. But this aston- I

''' " _lJ



Doris Kenyon, whose picture adorns

the cover this month, is hard at wor\
on "The Half Way Girl."

N L
"The Spirit of the <JVlovies"
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Eliot Keen, Editor
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THE photographs received in answer

to Mr. Terms' kind offer last

month are being carefully gone over;

the winner will be selected as soon as

possible, and will be announced in an

early issue.

The contest which Screenland pre-

sents this month (on page 32) is a very

novel one; in fact, it is the first contest

of this kind which is not based solely

on beauty.

Talent and personality far outweigh

a patrician nose, and a sympathetic

and responsive temperament are more

to be screened than a cupid's bow.

You may not think you are beau'

tiful, bu. a director, skilled in handling

human material such as beautiful girls

and stalwart men, might see in your

face a quality which the whole world

would glory in, once he brought it to

the screen.

QMary Pic\ford receives
a box of candy, and
invites you to have a
piece.

a whale of a difference

just a few cents maKe

NIPS
OF

IMPORTED PERFUMES
15 for 35c.

in Satin-Gold finished case
The ideal way to carry

perfume when travelling or
vacationing-.

UHoubigant's
Quelques Fleurs

Guerlain's Jicky

JJ
RnedelaPaix

" L'deure Blene

Caron's Narcisse

Noir

Coty's L'Origan
" Chypre
" Paris

"LaRoseJacq
Kerkoff's Djer

Kiss

Houbigant's Ideal

GUARANTEE- -Genuine im-
ported perfumes, rebottled
in the IT. S. A. by NIPS,
Inc., wholly independent of
the perfume manufacturers.
Indicate which one of the
above odors you want and
send this advertisement
with 35 cents to NIPOLA
PRODUCTS CO., 110 W.
14th St., New York.

Name

Street

Science has finally solved the prob-
lem of removing hair pleasantly
without discomfort to the skin or

complexion. This with NEET, a mild
and dainty cream. You merely spread it

on and then rinse off with clear water. That's all; the
hair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool,

smooth and white! Cld methods, theunwomanly razor
and severe chemical preparations, have given way to

this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the ac-
cepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.
Money back if it fails to please. 60c at Drug
and Dept. stores. Trial tube, by mail, free.

HANNIBAL PHAR. CO., 005 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME

Ton can earn good money at home in your spare

L

time making show cards for us. No canvassing or|
soliciting. We show you how by our new simple
instructograph method. We supply both men and I

women with work at home no matter where voul
live and pay you cash for all work completed each |week. Full particulars and booklet free. Write
today.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LIMITED.
254 Adams Building, Toronto. Canada



Is spooning dangef
ous? Does a petting
party stop with a
kiss? At last the
Question answered.
See "Safe Coun-
sel, " page J99.

Amazing
Secrets
Of Love, Courtship

and Marriage
Has true love come into your life — or didn't you
recognize it when it came ? Are you afraid now of

the baffling, perplexing mysteries of sex relation-

ship ? Are you discontented with the stupid lies

and furtive ashamed answers the world gives you
in place of the naked, fearless truth you desire? Do
you want some safe, sane, unashamed advice on
sex questions? Do you hesitate asking your doctor

certain questions? Clip coupon below, send it today

without any money and in a few days you will re-

ceive the most startling surprise of your life.

Life's Mysteries

At last a book has been published that digs into sex
matters without fear or beating around the bush.

This startling 512-page book, "Safe Counsel",
written by Prof. B. G. Jefferies, M. D. Ph. D., and
Prof. J. L. Nichols, A.M., contains just the infor-

mation you want. You will be amazed at its frank-

ness. Words are not minced. "Polite" phrases are
forgotten — the right word is used in the right

place. In this remarkable volume are answered all

the questions that brides want answered on the
eve of their weddings — at youths approaching
manhood demand of their elders — that married
people should know. The naked facts are told.

Ruthlessly ! Daringly ! But truthfully

!

The Truth At Last!
"Safe Counsel" contains nine startling sections:

I. The Science of Eugenics; II. Love; III.

Marria^- ly. Childbirth; V. Family Life; VI.
"
Sexual Science; VII. Diseases and Disorders;

VIII Principles of Health and Hygiene; IX.

The Story of Life. Here are just a few of the sub-

iects discussed—Love, Anatcmy and Physiology,

A Word to Maidens, Mistakes to Avoid, Signs of

Excesses, Law of Mutual Attraction, Answers to

Sex Problems, Controlling Your Impulses, Spoon-

ing, Maternity, Parental Influences, Change of

Life, Impotence, Fighting Modern Evils, and scores

of intimate subjects. Nothing withheld. You owe
it to yourself, to your happiness and your health

to read this wonderful book.

Send Kfo Money
—sSmplymaal the coupon
Just clip the coupon. Send it in today. No money
is required. In a few days when the postman
brings you "Safe Counsel" (in a plain wrapper)
you can pay him $1.98 and postage. If you are not
thoroughly satisfied after examination, return the

book and we will refund your money. Send the
coupon immediately. Mail it today to the Franklin

Association, 186 N. LaSalle St., Dept 3102 Chicago

Mail the Coupon NOW

!

IBIIIIBIBBlBSIIBfllBIIiaaSBillHflllBilBSl
Franklin Association

186 N. LaSalle St., Dept. 3102 Chicago, 111.

Please send me your amazing 512-pafre book, "Safe
Counsel," in a plain wrapper marked "Personal." I will
pay the postman $1.98, plus postage, upon arrival. If I'm
not satisfied, I'll return the book, within 5 days and you
are to refund my money.

SCREENLAND
An Answer Page of Information.

Address: Miss Vee Dee,
Screenland, 236 W. 55th St.,

New York City.

Name
Street
or B.F.D. .

City _ State _._

(Price outside of U. S.—$2.22 cash with order)
C. O. D. shipments are often delayed. If you want to bo

sure of getting book 60oner. send caBh with order.

Anna McGirr (Phfla, Pa.).

Antonio Moreno is at present in

Italy with Mrs. Tony, but mail

will reach him if sent to the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,

Culver City. May McAvoy's

mail goes to the same address,

and Anna Q. Nilsson, while in New York,

receives hers at the Biograph Studios. Percy

Marmont is with Universal, Universal Stu-

dios, Hollywood. Twenty-five cents is the

usual sum sent to cover postage, and you

had better send it in stamps.

Mrs. T. Neildlein (Maryland). Bebe

Daniels and Adolphe Menjou can both be

reached at the Famous-Players Lasky Stu-

dios, Long Island, N. Y.

Pearl. Gloria Swanson is on her way

back to the U. S. A. Address letters to

the Famous-Players Studios.

V. R. Seasic\. Don't like your nom-de-

plume, reminds me of too many unpleasant

experiences. In the March number of

Screenland you will see full results of the

Mae Murray "Circe" competition.

Mary Burns. Sessue Hayakawa is in

Europe with his Japanese wife, and he has

made films both in England, with Ivy Duke,

a popular English star, and in France.

Lucile Borg (Detroit). "North of 36"

was actually filmed near Houston, Texas,

and in the hottest of hot weather. William

Desmond and Eileen Sedgwick have mail

addressed to the Universal Studios, Univer-

sal City, Cal. Alberta Vaughn is with

F. B. O. Studios. Hollywood, and Barbara

La Marr with First National, 383 Madison

Ave., N. Y. C.

Screenland Fan. Love your stationery,

very chic. Clive Brook played Solomon in

"Declasse," and if you write him care of

United Studios, Hollywood, your letter will

find him. Ian Keith with First National at

the same address.

J^ut McQue. The Spanish-type of hero

seems to have all the innings these days.

Ricardo Cortez, was born of Spanish parents

in Vienna, twenty-six years ago. He's six

^fcet and has brown eyes and black hair.

A clause in his contract prohibits his marry-

ing for some years yet. Recent pictures,

"Feet of Clay," "The Swan," "Argentine

Love," and first starring picture will be

"The Spaniard" for Famous Players.

Flapper. The part of Detective Moore
in "Into the Net" was played by Bradley

Barker.

Romantic Old Lady. I'm printing your

letter because I feel as you do about Rock-

cliffe Fellows. "Tell us some more about

Rockcliffe Fellows. I am one of many who
are glad to see how much praise his work
is receiving. Why isn't he a star? Why
can't we hard-worked wives and mothers

have a Romeo or a sheik with a jaw like

Posed by
J^orraa

Shearer

that? Anyhow, the gal in 'The Border

Legion' ought to have eloped with him and

been glad of the chance!" . . . That letter

is something for producers to think about.

Hope they see it.

Charles Bush. Perhaps this information

will help you, although the figures men'

tioned are approximate. A story is worth

as a photoplay five to ten times as much as

it is in a magazine. For instance, "The

Great White Way" would bring the writer

about $1,000 in magazine-rights and

$10,000 in film-rights. "The Mail Man"
was written directly for the screen by Emory

Johnson, who also produced the picture, and

as he owned the picture I presume he paid

himself nothing for the story. Jt all came

in his net profits afterwards. "The Signal

Tower," "Roaring Rails" and "Arizona Ex-

press" should be worth about $2,000 each

in movies, perhaps more.

S. A. F. (Detroit). Aileen Pringle is

in her early twenties, was married, but as I

haven't been able to have a heart-to-heart

talk with Aileen, I don't know whether she

is partial to blond men or not. I'll keep

that in mind when I .see her. She is five

feet six and weighs 125. One of Aileen's

claims that may be handed down to poster-

ity is that she bears a striking resemblance

to the titian-haired writer of undiluted

emotions, Elinor Glyn. Address, care

Famous-Players Lasky Studios, Astoria,

Long Island, N. Y.

Three T^ovarro Fans, and T^ovarroits

(Michigan) Chia (H- T.). Hello there,

girls. All in the pool together, eh? It's

nice to hear from you again, and I wish

.-you'd get it out of your pretty heads that

you are "bothering" me. Ramon Novarro

is not engaged to Eleanor Boardman at

time of writing. Twenty-six last birthday.

Five feet six tall. Getting to be a big boy,

isn't he? Enid Bennett is twenty-eight and

ti natural blonde. I say "natural" because

I have seen so much peroxide misused that

I'm rather dubious nowadays. Thrilled that

some one thinks I'm humorous. I shall

read extracts from your letters to a man I

danced with the other night; maybe I'll

register stronger with him. "Ben Hur" will

be released some time in the Fall (we

hope) and Ramon's next is Mark Twain's

"The Million Dollar Bank Note." Sounds

heavy! Our covers are striking, aren't

they? I have passed your letter on to the

editor, "Novarroist." Mary Brian is now



on location in Bermuda with "The Little

French Girl" company, which is a Famous'

Players production. Mary is dark, with

brown curls falling to her shoulders. She

is sixteen and already has made a hit with

the Powers-That-Be up at the studios. Since

appearing in "Peter Pan" Miss Brian was

in "The Air Mail" for Paramount. Pierre

Gendron is unmarried.

Mr. Info. I saw Frank Mayo last week

at the El Fey Club, New York— he looked

awfully well, but, oh lordy, how that man

did need a shave! He was probably grow-

ing half a beard for a new part. He's tall,

dark, with grey eyes; has a most impressive

manner, and looks just a wee bit bored with

life in general. John Gilbert is the hand-

somest thing imaginable without being an-

noyingly aware of the fact. He's dark too,

with a profile of classic lines and a heart

of pure gold (wow!). Frank Mayo is mar-

ried to Dagmar Godowsky, and Leatrice Joy

is still Mrs. John Gilbert, although they

are separated at the moment. Frank Mayo's

address is 610 Bedford Drive, Beverly Hills,

California. Jack Gilbert and Norma Shear-

er have mail addressed to Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Marie Horns (St. Cloud, Minn.). June

Marlowe is at work on "Trapped in the

Snow Country," featuring the clever dog-

gie, Rin-Tin-Tin. She is just seventeen.

Do you by any chance mean Holmes Her-

bert? If so. why you'll see him in "Wild-

fire," a Vitagraph production starring

Aileen Pringle. He takes the part of Gar-

rison in this race-course story. We go to

press too early to permit immediate publica-

tion of answers, but watch and you'll al-

ways get it.

Conrad T^agel Fan. Conrad is married

to Ruth Helms, a non-professional, and his

address is Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver

City, Cal. Mae Busch, an Australian, was
married but seems now to prefer single

blessedness.

Artist (Chicago). Eyes dancing, and full

of her trip to Rome, Kathleen Key blew

into New York with the latest in Paris

fashions. She is glad to be back, but seems

to have had a great time in the Eternal

City. From rumors, I imagine the dash-

ing Kath left behind many grateful mothers

and sorrowful sons. I was with her one
night when she spoke over the radio and
registered, a decided hit.

]ohn A. Westin. Glad the facts I gave

you were what you wanted. Come again,

but don't call me "mister." even though I

do wear a boyish bob. Eileen Percy is free-

lancing, which means here today and some-

where else tomorrow. You can reach Aileen
Pringle at the Famous-Players Studios.

Mrs. Long and G. L. Davis. The article

by Mr. Thompson in the February number
of Screenland was intended to show
would-be writers exactly what is required in

the way of screen material. This was cer-

tainly not an advertisement. Hamilton
Thompson is scenario editor of Fox Films,

10th Avenue and 55th Street, New York.
Judging from the' avalanche of inquiries

for Mr. Thompson since he wrote his

article. Fd hate to have to answer his mail.

See answer to Mr. Info.

Romeo. Yes, Dorothy Mackaill has
joined the ranks~~of the bobbed blondes.
When she first saw herself with shorn
tresses Dorothy staged a crying bout, but
has now decided it is easier to keep short

hair in order. She hails from Hull, Eng-
land, where they have a "cockney" accent
all their own! Address, care of First Na-
tional, 383 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

SCREENLAND

A Brush forWaving Hair!
Waves the hair with every stroke!

Every strand—every hair-—is encour-

aged to curl as it ripples through the

waving rows of bristles in this scien-

tifically formed brush

!

If you want wavy hair—that really

waves, with a real, natural wave

—

use the new brush that brushes in

waves. Free proof, on your own
hair ; see offer.

For years women have done everything

and anything to make waves in their hair

—

only to brush them out ! The hair brush

with straight rows of bristles straightens

the soft hairs; how could it be otherwise?

But now, those who wish wavy hair may
have it. Your hair will be straight if you
brush it straight; it will wave if waved in

the brushing.

Any Hair Brush-Waved
With Ease

All hair requires ten to fifteen minutes
daily brushing to keep it healthy, or even

clean. So the brush-wave means no extra

time nor trouble; all you need is the right

brush. It's ready in limited quantity now

—

it is called Wavex—costs no more because
of the waving feature—a fine quality,

genuine pig-bristle hair brush that will be a
delight to use.

You need no preparation with this scien-

tific brush—there's no mystery or "magic"
in this discovery. No special skill in using,

just brush your hair—and Wavex will coax
to curliness in a perfectly natural and
beneficial way.

At New York's beauty show Wavex was
a sensation. Women were shown and con-
vinced on the spot. Every brush was soon
gone, and scores of others left orders. A
thousand Wavex brushes are reserved and
ready for this first published announce-
ment ; 3'ou are assured a Wavex brush if

you act promptly. Just your name and
address brings the brush, and you need not
send any money unless you want to.

If you want wavy hair, give Nature a
chance. All you'll ever require for hair

that ripples and falls into soft curl is the
right brush. You'll soon have an effect

that all the dressings ever made for hair

could not duplicate.

How to Get a Wavex
Soon the stores will be supplied with

Wavex brushes, but you need not wait for

yours. We will forward one brush to any
address. Then you may see for yourself
what a marvelous beauty aid has been
found in the curling hair brush. What you
save in beauty parlor fees makes the cost

of Wavex insignificant. Send for yours
now—pay the postman when you get it.

Note: Everyone needs, and should use a good
hair brush and the Wavex is a quality brush with
genuine pig bristles hand-set in its strong, grace-
ful ebonized wood back. The introductory price
is three dollars! So, the wonderful waving fea-
ture really costs nothing.

One Thousand

Curling Hair Brushes
Ready Now For FREE TEST!

Until further notice the makers of Waves
will distribute to readers direct. One brush
only, at the special price of 33 to each who
makes immediate use of the coupon printed
here.

Send no money unless you prefer; you save
the postage if you do. But either way. a
week's trial is absolutely free—with every
penny returned if you don't get results that
make you glad and grateful. Doubt it if you
like, but try it! Here is the coupon!

THE WAVEX COMPANY (99A)
310 So. Michigan Ave, Chicago. 111.

Please send me one Waves curling h3ir brush
for a week's free demonstration which must sell

me, or my money is to be returned. I will

pay postman S3 and postage. (Or enclose $3
now and get brush prepaid.)

Name

Address

City

State
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Free Trial

Forget

rayHair
Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Re-

storer is a clear, colorless liquid, clean as

water. Nothing to wash or rub off. Re-

newed color even and perfectly natural

in all lights. No streaking.

My Restorer is a time-tested preparation,

which I perfected many years ago to renew the

original color in my own prematurely gray
hair. I ask all who are gray to prove its worth
by accepting my absolutely Free Trial Offer.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Send today for the special patented Free

Trial Outfit which contains a trial bottle of my
Restorer and full instructions for making con-

vincing test on one lock of hair. Indicate color

of hair with X. If possible, enclose a lock in

your letter.

lPlease print your name and address" ~ ~
"JFREE

TRIAL
COUPON

MARY T. GOLDMAN
j

616-F Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. I

Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit. X shows
|

I color of hair. Black dark brown . ... medium .

1 brown . . . auburn (dark red) light brown 1

J
light auburn (light red) blonde

I Name —
j

J Street City --- I

$700
aweeK

from his own
\oto0rat

"My income now averages from S700 to

S1U00 0' week," writes Michael Oallo,

who owns his own photographic studio

on fashionable Fifth Avenue. NewTi ork.

lie adds, "My portrait studies bring me
as much as $200 a dozen."
llnmlrods of others are earning big money ev-

erywhere. Amazing growth ot 1 rolession.il

Pliotog.aphy oilers chan.i- of a lifetime; high-

salaried position or your own business. S20

to §75 a week in spare time!

LEARN AT HOME
No previous experience or special ability la

needed. New easy method makes you a Pro-
fessional Photographer in spru e hours at home.
Famous experts of New York Institute of Pho-
tr.tfraphy train you by mail. All branches: Mo-
tion Picture, Portraiture. Commercial, News
Photography. Earn while learning.

M
ortx

"
7
Pi
vtr CAMEHAFREE

Your choice absolutely free. Motion Pic-

ture Camera takes real Motion Pn.tnres on i

standard professional film used by all t hea-
tres View Camera is latest professional
model for all still photography; genuine
anastigmat lens.

WRITE FOR
Handsome, big new book explains wonder-
ful opportunities: positions paying $51} to

$250 a week; how to start your own busi-

ness: how to earn money in spare lime.

Send postcard or letter today for FRllE
BOOK and free Camera offer.

NOTE
If you prefer to come I

to our New York —
\ Chicago Studio
pors stru

day or evening N

classes, write for I

Catalog R-60 to
|

nearest addres:
West 36th St.,
York, N. Y., or 630 J

South Wabash Ai
nue, Chicago, 111.

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
_ 7 143 West 36th St., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Dept. 60, -

SLENDER ANKLES
CAN BE YOURS
PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES
Thick or swollen ankles can

quickly be reduced to dainty
slendershape by new discovery
of special processed rubber.

tenor Ankle Reducers
Ankles Actually Look Tnm

While Getting Thin

Different in reducing action from all

other reducers. Slip on when you go to

bed and note amazing results next morn-
ing Reduces and shapes ankle and lower
calf. Slips on like a glove. No strips of
rubber to bind and cause discomfort.
Nothing to rub in or massage. Enables
youto wear low shoes becomingly. Worn
under stockings without detection Used
byprominentactresses. Send $3.Z5and
we will send you Lcnor Ankle Reducers
inplain package subject to your inspec-
tion. Give size ot" ankle and widest ,

part ofc|lf
bR MFG _ co _ DeD , l-HG-

SQ3 Fifth Avenue Mew York

(\Every fan li\es

T^orma Talmadge
and she li\e s

every fan.

/3ehind
the H>

oJ creen

OU would think that Lillian

Gish's legal altercations with her

former manager, Charles Duell,

would somewhat upset that young
star's usual serenity. Not so. Per-

haps it is because she has won an injunction

and her case looks hopeful. Perhaps she

anticipates working again soon under other

management, which ambition is the object

of the case now in court. And then —
there may be other reasons why she goes

about looking so happy and unperturbed.

Can it be that George Jean Nathan has

something to do with it? That brilliant

young critic first' knew Miss Gish only

through her work, which he praised to the

skies, and then some. He met her through

Joseph Hergesheimer, and seemed to like

the real Lillian even more than he does her

shadow. They have been seen everywhere

together of late, and both seem to wear that

rapt look which is the customary accompani-

ment of Cupid's darts. Inasmuch as Mr.

Nathan is soon leaving The American

Mercury, and plans, according to report, to

go abroad to write, and since Lillian has

also expressed her plan of returning to

Europe some time— well, draw your own
conclusions. We like to see Lillian looking

happy, anyway.

OROTHY Gish is making a new picture,

Jiew Yot^ Life, for Famous Players,

under Allan Dwan's direction. It is

Dorothy's first appearance in the big Long

Island City studio, and strangely enough

her former boss, David Wark Griffith, is

also making his first picture there now.

Griffith is doing Poppy, adapted from the

musical comedy starring Madge Kennedy

and W. C. Fields. Carol Dempster will

play Miss Kennedy's part, Mr. Fields will

play his own. It's a distinct departure for

"the master" to be making a light comedy,

isn't it?

To return to Dorothy, she is in distin-

guished company. Ernest Torrence and

Rod LaRoque are the other principals in

the Dwan opus.

POLA Negri spent a hectic week in

Manhattan before catching a boat for

Europe. She dashed from Hollywood

directly upon completion of the last of her

scenes in The Charmer so that she would

be able to enjoy every day of her brief

vacation. Conferences with her company

officials, interviews, luncheons, theatre par-

Rmrzors in New York

about the players

ties and dinners occupied the Polish star s

every minute. The most exciting event ot

her .stay in New York was the very smart

dinner dance Famous Players gave for her

at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. It was given so

that Pola might meet all the newspaper and

magazine people who have written about her

since she came to America in 1922. When
she first arrived, she was oh, so continental;

but now she has become Americanized, at

least to the extent of a democratic warmth

and gracious manner. She never looked

lovelier in any picture than she did at her

dance, and everybody left with the feeling

of having dined with a charming and fas-

cinating woman with, it must be confessed,

far more of an "air" than most of our

native stars possess. She is that combina-

tion of naivete and sophistication that only

European women possess to an irresistible

degree.

She will remain only three weeks in

Europe, most of the time with her mother

in their native Poland. She plans to dis-

pose of her estate there and also to make

arrangements for the enlargement of an

orphanage which she is endowing. This or-

phanage now accommodates one hundred

and thirty-five children. Miss Negri will in-

crease the number to five hundred. Pans

will be visited for clothes, Berlin for busi-

ness. But Europe will never again be her

permanent home, says Pola. She intends to

live in America and it is for that reason

that she is disposing of her property and

also that she has taken out citizenship

papers in the United States. Good for her!

WE had a postcard from Tony Moreno

bearing a green stamp with the like-

ness of King Alfonso. Tony was m
Madrid and about to begin work in Rex

Ingram's Mare Nostrum, in which he has

the leading male role. He said: "Having a

great time in this place where my wife can t

talk for once in her life. Had a peculiar

tug on my heart strings when I first hit

Spanish soil, but ail the world is Gods

garden and America has been good to me

Now why did Tony have to spoil it by

remembering his manners?

Three motion-picture stars were includ-

ed in the first party given for Michael

Arlen upon his arrival in this country.

The English-Armenian writer, whose The

Green Hat has become the most widely

discussed book of the day, was entertained
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on his first night in New York by John
Farrar, an editor, whose guests included

Alice Joyce, Barbara La Marr, and Mary
Hay. The party was incidentally given at

Ciro's, where Mary and Clifton Webb are

dancing quaint and delightful character stuff

for their exclusive audiences.

[chard Dix has developed into a

fighter. Ordinarily he is blessed with

"a wonderfully even disposition-—
hardly anything ruffles him. But his last

two pictures have demanded belligerence,

and Richard has delivered. In Too Many
Kisses he fought a whale of a battle with

William Powell, who was much bruised in

the encounter. For The Shoc\ Punch he

has to face Gunboat Smith, a professional

of the ring, and Walter Long, screen villain

whose skill at fisticuffs has hitherto seldom
been challenged. No danger of Dix devel-

oping a waistline.

Glenn Hunter is back in New York
and making a picture called Once a

Peddler. Just to live up to his repu-

tation as a real guy with a marvellous sense

of humor, Glenn has rechristened it pri-

vately, Once a Peddler Always an Actor.

Which may be true of some thespians but

not of young Hunter, whose tour in Merton

of the Movies proved a triumph for his

talents. As soon as he finishes this film he

starts on another.

He and his Universal company making
the first-named opus gave a luncheon party

at Glenn's favorite Italian restaurant. The
riot of the occasion was Glenn's impersona-

tion of Olga Petrova. Until you see it you
will never really know what a good actor

the boy is. Edna Murphy is the leading

lady of Once a Peddler, and, so far she and
the star have not been reported engaged.

Ann Pennington, the darling of New
York in the "Follies" for so many seasons,

is really ambitious for a new career in the

movies. She has made two films besides a

brief appearance as herself in A Kiss in

the Dar\. Ann admits that when she had

a chance years ago to make good as a

Famous Players star she didn't quite appre-

ciate it. Now she is in earnest. And
whatever anybody may say about Ann's act-

ing, there are no differences of opinion

about her famous dimpled knees.

The prize plum for a picture player is a

Florida location. Among the lucky ones to

escape New York's blustery late-winter

weather were Richard Barthelmess, who
went south for exteriors for Soul Fire;

Thomas Meighan; and Dorothy Mackaill of

the Chic\ie company, in Miami for atmo-

sphere.
# * *

^iscilla Dean is in New York, mak-
ing personal appearances with her

picture, A Cafe in Cairo. We had

always thought that Miss Dean would be

even snappier and sweeter off the screen

than on, but her little speech to her audi-

ences rather disillusioned us. She's sup-

posed to have a great sense of humor and

yet she pulls the old, old line, something

to this effect: "Well, I suppose you're all

thinking, 'Gee, she don't look a bit like

Mary Pickford'," etc. Priscilla did not

exactly take the city by storm, in other and
harsher words.

k
OUGLAS MacLean is going to make his

future pictures for Paramount, also

known as Famous Players- Lasky. Doug
came east ostensibly for a vacation, but he

was kept busy with conferences. Mrs.

MacLean was with him.

i f ill 5-1 )V,
M'.:
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400 ROOMS ££?HS
together with many other comfort
features at most reasonable rates.

100 Rooms at '

100 Rooms at

!

100 Rooms at !

50 Rooms at I

50 Rooms at

2.50 per Day
5.00 per Day
5.50 per Day
LOO per Day
1.50 per Day-

There is but one price to everybody.
Rates are posted in each room.

Food Service the Very Best
Club Breakfast . . $ .75

Special Luncheon . .75

Table d'Hote Dinners 1.50

Coffee Shop and Tea Room

—

Finest in the city

Conveniently located in the heart of
Indianapolis, on WASHINGTON ST.
(National Trail) at Kentucky Ave.

HOTEL LINCOLN
R. L. MEYER, Manager

INDIANAPOLIS

BUST DEVELOPED
My Big Three Part Treatment is tha
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other danger-
ous absurdities. I send you ££

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAP.
14-DAY

TREATMENT
If you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-
der Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail.
Address MOW, with ten cents onn
Madame D.M. Williams. Buffalo. N.Y.

UULLAK

FREE

QDavid Butler and the famous Rm-Tin-Tin
as they will appear in "Tracked

in the Snow Country."

Weight and Health
/->< r> D j in as short a time
Can Be Restored as 10 days. To
prove that you can he rid of thinness, that

tired feeling] sleepless nights, nervousness, and
regain normal weight, health and vitality I send
you Hilton's Yitamines absolutely free and post-

paid to anvone who will write me. No cost. No
obligation! If it cures you, makes you strong
and gain weight, I will appreciate your telling

others. That's all I ask. Simply send me
yom- name and prove that you can feel and
"look 10 years younger. W. W. HILTON,
673 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Ho.

Songwriters/,

will be paid on songs found suitable for publication.

Submil your manuscripts for immediate examination

EQUITABLE MUSIC CORPORATION
1658J Broadway New York City

for Free Book

'

> ZVriting



YOUR happiness, like every -woman's, lies in
your being attractively beautiful. You may-
have eyes radiant with love ; cheeks reflect

ang the bloom of youth; lips simulating the per
fection of the rosebud. And yet a single un
wanted hair mars your charm and your happiness.
Can you afford to ignore objectionable hairs on

your face, arms, underarms, back of neck and
limbs, or shaggy brows? Can you longer neglect
to use a method which really lifts out the hairs
with the roots, gently, quickly and painlessly, and
thus destroys She growth? Such is the action of
ZIP, and it accomplishes its work with astound-
ing

_
effectiveness. So different from ordinary

depilatories which merely burn off the surface
hair and leave the roots to thrive; so far superior
to the electric needle with all its agony and dan-
ger of marring the skin; and so much more
effective than pumice with its massaging and
hair-growing effects.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

FREE BOOK AMD FREE SAMPLES »

Massage Cream and Face Powder with my 1

Compliments. Guaranteed not to grow hair
j

Name.

Address.

City and Stat

Remember, ZIP is not a depilatory—it is an
EPILATOR, and actually destroys the growth.

It is guaranteed absolutely harmless; contains no
injurious drugs; is easily applied at home, and
delightfully fragrant; leaves your skin as soft

and smooth as a babe's; and above all, is ac-

knowledged by experts as the scientifically cor-

r?cl method for really eliminating all your super-

fluous hair.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
Guaranteed on moneyback basis.

Treatment or FREE DEMONSTRATION at my Salon

MADAME BERTHE, Specialist,
Dept. 700 562 Fifth Ave., New York.

Please send me FREE samples of your Massage
Cream and Face Powder, and your Free Book
"Beauty's Greatest Secret," in which leadiiv
actresses tell how to be beautiful by usins Zip'
(PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME.)

Depi. 700 GG2 ¥\rt\-i Avenue
^Entrance on 46i'i St.) New York

'ZIP is marvelous for
clearing the skin of su-
perfluous hair and de-
stroying the; growth. I
am truly grateiul to you
forit."
MARIE PRSVOST

I am de-
lighted

with ZIP
It Is far
superior

to depila-
tories, shaving
or e I e c t r oly-
sis."

MARION
DAVIES

You are indeed to be con-
gratulated on bringing such
a perfect hair destroyer to
the attention of Filmland."

RUTH ROLAND

'Once a woman tries
ZIP she will never usa
any other method for
destroying objectionable
hair.

"

HOPE HAMPTON

CREATIONS N = YY YORK
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(I/ETTA GOUDAL
She has come into her

own 1
. After several

years, budding years,

iv ell- spent, hard'
wor\ed years, came
"Salome of the Tene-
ments," and tO'day
Jetta Goudal is the

greatest possibility for
unique, colorful star

honors of any screen

player now in the

movie world. Salome.

you have captured
Screenland's head
and heart!



Q[ Mr. R. A. Rowland, General Manager of
First Rational Pictures, Inc., who offers,

through Screen land, an opportunity for
some un\nown to climb to Fame.
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PICTURES of PICTURE

PEOPLE

The camera gets an eyeful on the moving picture lot.

12





(\Frorn his home in Hollywood Robert G. Vignola, the director, sees many lovely

homes ..'here success coo\s 'the meals and happiness waits on the table.

HOLLYWOOD is the £and of reams Qome True
Robert Z. Leonard, director, and cast of "Cheaper to Marry," musically inclined: Mr. Leonard,

Paulette Duval, Conrad Nagel, Marguerite de la Motte, and Lewis Stone.



SCREENLANDS EDITOR SAYS:

Hail to the UMarquise!

I LORIA IS BACK!

^—w The front pages of millions of newspapers

gave this great event their leading space.

Kings and crooks had to "move over"; race'horses

and radios, earthquakes and elephants had to do their

stuff on back pages of the paper— Gloria is back,

and the front pages of our hearts are hers.

If the carping gentlemen who cry for new screen

faces read their morning papers, they will read between

the lines the eager welcome and warm, loving interest

we movie fans all feel for Miss Swanson.

We're even beginning to find ourselves liking her

Marquis. He looks like a regular fellow, as much of

a real gentleman as Gloria, our favorite screen star,

is a real lady.

We welcome, joyfully and enthusiastically, the

return of the native, and greet the Marquise, title and

all. Her old title still continues in force, however,

and it is now proper court etiquette to address her:

Glorious Gloria, Marquise de la Falaise de la

Coudraye!!



a CCORDING to all the rules of the ^^gt^*^^^^,^ ^ . |

/\ game, Kirk was "licked."

y=\ All day long, even out in the

A J\.warm sunshine of a perfect Californian De- bedroom, that Kirkham Wayne felt ready to admit the

cember day, he had been haunted by the thought that possibility of defeat.

he had reached the end of his tether, but it was not In the darkness the young man groped along the

until the sun had set, and he had climbed the creaking bedroom wall until he found the electric push button,

stairs of the rooming house to his shabby little back and the gloom was diluted by the feeble glimmer of the

16



cheapest light that Mrs. Meadus, the economical landlady,

could find on the market.

Kirk tossed his cap dexterously on to a hook at the

back of the door, thrust his hands deep into his trousers'

pockets, and stared around his room with an expression

of unspeakable disgust. He was
fond of "nice" things. His

wide set brown eyes and sensi-

tive mouth told

HPk ...
'

> that.

his elbows on his knees and bowed his head while he
ran his fingers through his crisp mass of black hair. Then
slowly he started to take off his dusty and well-worn
tan shoes.

Broke after working conscientiously when he could,

and spending economically; jobless after a six months'
attempt to make a place for himself in the moving picture

world; a week in arrears for the rent of his room. He
had the best of excuses for admitting

failure, but as he worried at his knotted

laces, Kirk was not thinking of excuses.

Instead, he was thinking of his "fetish"
' against the waves of dis-

couragement that at last

seemed about to engulf

him.

He cast his

shoes from him,

and stretched his

toes contentedly.

He hitched h i s

chair a little clos-

er to his trunk,

and, opening it,

fished around un-
til he found an

T/ie shadows made
for them a little

world all their own
where they found
sympathy and the
delights of friend-
ship.

Kirk had hated that room from the day on which his

rapidly shrinking capital had driven him to it from his

snug quarters in the Mountain View Court, and he
never hated it more wholeheartedly than now. It was
not only undesirable in itself, but its shoddy discomfort

personified the thing that had happened to him.

Kirk was twenty-five, an age at which a normal young
man does not tire very easily, yet he moved across the

room and dropped into a battered yellow rocker, with

fatigue expressed in every line and motion. He rested

unsealed letter. With almost reverential care he removed
a couple of sheets of note paper, closely covered with a
crabbed masculine handwriting. This was Kirk's fetish.

There was really no need for him to read it, for he

already knew it by heart, but he needed at this moment
something more tangible than mere memory. He knew
his father's letter would give him the contact he needed,

just as it had many times in the past six months. And
so he read with the earnestness of a devotee at a sacred

shrine the letter to William B. (Continued on page 84)

1'



d Hobart Henley
and Harry Rapf

viewing the first

showing of T<{orma

Shearer and Conrad
J{agel in "So This Is

Marriage."

lain little dark room,
with a few scattered

chairs, but the setting

for a w o r 1 d event.

Chairs hard and uninviting, but

fit thrones for reigning queens.

A dozen or so men in shirt-

sleeves, smoking, chatting list-

lessly, rather bored with life, but

to be lifted in a moment to

heights of enthusiasm.

A bare little room it is, but

here they put to the test the

hopes of the extra girls, the hopes

of the "bit" actresses, the hopes

of the thousands who make the

movies and seek to make them

better.

A bunch of wise-crackers—
directors, scenario writers, cam-

eramen—grope into the darkness

and take the uncomfortable

chairs; the man in the projection

QPatsy Ruth Miller. It only too\
one showing in the "rushes" to

secure her picture future.

booth in the back of the room

throws the pictures on the screen.

Conversation, smoking, and shuf-

fling of feet subside, and the

spectators grow tense as they

await the scenes which mean

fame and fortune perhaps, if in

them they have put that elusive

thing which spells movie success.

At such a moment Valentino's

now famous tango scene in "The

Four Horsemen" flashed first be-

fore his eyes, that scene which

was and still is the high point in

his brilliant life, the scene that

"made" Valentino.

In just such a dark little room

Mae Marsh saw herself a won-

derful actress in the old "Birth

o f a Nation," although she
hardly could have imagined its

never-to-be-forgotten greatness.
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(IThe daily showing of the scenes just taken - they are

called "rushes" - is always dramatic, often epoch-making.

The moment when Lillian Gish first saw her paroxysm

of terror as the White Sister — the first time anyone

ever saw it— was in such a dismal, small, silent room.

They call them the "rushes,"

these exhibitions of the scenes

taken the day before; and they

are well named, for

meteors here have

rushed into existence

on their gorgeous

path to set a world

afire.

These men with

their " hard -boiled
"

attitudes who sit

watching the rushes

never miss a move
ment nor an expres-

sion shown on that

screen.

"Who's that girl?

What's her name?"
they question when
one of the performers

shows promise.

A very pretty girl,

up there on the
screen, pretends

to read a letter

containing bad
news; she looks

her part. She

reads an other

that holds good

news; again she

acts her part.

She hears her

sweetheart at the

door; she shows

her happiness.

She gets a tele-

gram; she regis-

ters her emotion.

The same old

test stuff— it is

used over and

over again on

every girl trying

for a part in the

movies.

But this girl
who is having her

shadow thrown
on the screen
somehow is doing

is all differently

—

you really weep
when she weeps, and

blase directors, even,

so poignant

ask, "Who
machine reads off her

Q jane Wintor (cen-

ter) shown in the

''rushes" of "To-
morrow's Love"
w i t h Rosemary
Cooper and joce-

lyn Lee.

(^Eleanor Board'
man's talent was
soon recognized.

Here she is in

"The Silent Ac-
cuser" which
everyone will re-

member

.

(j Little Marian "Njx'

on was discovered

in the "rushes"

and has been
rushed into the
leading roles oppo-

site famous men
ever since.

laugh when she laughs

gulp occasionally once or

These
twice,

and curse to hide their emotions. This girl is so natural, high.

so graceful, and so pretty, that again they

is she?" and the man at the projection

name again:

"Mary Brian."

"I choose her!" exclaims Her-

bert Brenon without a moment's
hesitation.

A n d that's how
Mary Brian happened
to play "Wendy" in

Peter Pan. She had
played only one small

bit before having en-

trusted to her that

great part — but her

acting, as seen in the

rushes, truthfully

showed her ability.

She is now practically

starring in Para-

mount's "The Little

French Girl." And
she is iust past six-

teen.

How many a tale

these "rushes" can
tell!

Eleanor Board-

.man waited three

years. She sat by
the telephone, just

like the sentimen-

tal person in "All

Alone." But she

wasn't waiting to

S hear from a lover.

11 Instead she was

iHj
quite practically

|H —but excitedly

—

g§ waiting to hear
from her test,

made down at the

World Film Com-
pany's studio that

day by Robert

Mcintyre. She
lived in quiet old

Philadelphia, o n

a quiet street, and

she was just a

high school girl,

full of romantic

ideas about the
movies. Mr. Mc-
intyre had seemed

to like her, too —
had said that she

recollection that did

to keep her spirits

(Continued on page 82)

looked like Elsie Ferguson— a

much to help keep her hopeful,

10



H ook\
The old gallery cry was once braved

by most of the comedy lot cut- up

s

By Helen Starr

We
HEN spring is in the air in Hollywood, a

certain few folk don't care whether pictures

keep or not. You'll see them around the

comedy lots displaying all the languor of

men occupied in digesting heavy breakfasts. In the pic

tures, light canters dispose of any necessary horse racing

and they stub their toes near spots soft for falls. And
they are generally uneasy. Shortly, they maintain an

attitude of "I don't have to work— I can starve," and

turn down calls from the studios. Then they examine

train schedules and slip away out of town one by one.

There are the circus folk — riders, tumblers, clowns.

They slink away individually and alone, for they don't

want to admit to other circus folk that they are senti-

mental fools. They don't want to admit that the smell

of the sawdust trail has them enthralled and that they

love the gleam of the stars above a big top. Silly, in

comparison to the success pictures mete out to the for-

tunate! Gf course, it's wiser to stay in Hollywood, but

it's spring again! And if you've ever been part of a

circus it's impossible to break away!
Vaudeville holds no such devastating financial lure, and

most vaudevillians had rather leave the circuits if they

think they can make good in Hollywood. They remain

in the movie town, and let the circus performers go their

way.
The training of vaudeville or burlesque is

value in comedies. Brevity is the keynote of

success in vaudeville. Jokes and songs, dance

steps and falls must go over fast, and the

added trick which gives them high comedy
value is to make each new move unexpected.
"Get the stuff over quickly, make it unex-

pected, and register for just one spontaneous

)f great

laugh." That's a brief training course which every

vaudeville comedian learns to know by heart. The pic-

ture comedy must move fast, too, and bring out quick,

spontaneous laughs when they are least expected.

Previous fame doesn't always hold water in picture-

dom. Stars of the stage have approached the making
of comedies full of stealthy fear and have been glad to

get out of them again before they were noticed. George
M. Cohan wasn't satisfied with his picture experience.

Carter De Haven has left. Al Jolson decamped for

Europe after he had seen the first runs of film, and left

company and director starless while the production was
half finished. Weber and Fields felt they didn't go over

in pictures, and Lew Brice found he couldn't begin to

create the laughs he gets in vaudeville. Comedians who
do funny voice stunts on the circuits scarcely realised

that they were giving up their

greatest asset in the silent
drama.

It's an entirely different sort

of game.

ways

QGeorgie Harris,

the young Eng-
lish comedian
who was discov-

ered in a London
music hall last

summer by Mac\
Sennett.

^Kalla-Pasha,
Fox Strong
Man.
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QThe road that leads to the comedy lot usually

ma\es more than one trip around the vaudeville

circuit.

Q It is possible that a person need not go

into vaudeville yet can be a comedy
player; but if you yearn to frolic with

the bathing beauties on the comedy lot,

it is good practice to start with the

trained seals.

(\ Amateur l^ight at the burlesque

theatre in your own city offers

a n opportunity for a screen

future.

There seems to be no royal road from vaude-

ville into pictures. Some make good in the

flickies for one reason, some for another. Walter
Hiers, although a capable actor, really made his

way into picturedom because he was fat. Even
back in military school days at Peekskill, New
York, the boys chose Hiers to star in their min-

strel shows be-

cause he was fat

and funny. Then
he did mono-
logues in vaude-

Bobby Ver-
non, Christy

C o m e dies,

used to be a

female imper-
sonator.

ville and went out in a sketch which
many of us remember because of its

title, 'The Villain Still Pursues
Her."

D. W. Griffith saw Hiers and,
needing a fat boy for a picture,

engaged him. That was in 191?;
from that time forth, his flesh has

been an asset.

You wouldn't think staid and
sober Iowa could produce one of

the funniest comedians of the

screen. Over on the Sennett lot I

met Harry Langdon, who hails from
the mid-west farmer belt. Langdon
used to be a cartoonist on the

Omaha Bee, played in

stock, and went out with

a medicine show where he

had to do five acts a day,

act as barker, and sell

Kickapoo medicines be-

neath the torches at night.

Then there was a season

as a circus clown with the

Wallace shows and tours

in blackface with the Gus
Sun minstrels. At one
time or another he learned

to play all the brass in

the band, but they made
him drum-major during

the noon parades because

he could twirl the baton

with such skill. Today
Langdon handles a pian >

and a saxaphone like a

professional.

"Was I begged to go
into pictures?" Langdon
grins. "I'll say not. I

hung around the New
York studios every season

when I came in from my
vaudeville tour. I took

my acts, 'Johnny's New
Car' and 'After the Ball,'

over the Orpheum each

year, and when I hit Los

Angeles I begged the

comedy s t u d i o s for a

chance, but they all gave

me the cold shoulder."

(Continued on page 80)

Harry Langdon before
entering pictures trav-

elled the vaudeville

circuits with acts called

"Johnnie's A[ew Car"
and "After the Ball."

<\Martin Wolf\iel
was engaged b y
Roach as captain of

his yacht. He was
too fat to get into

the engine room —
so — he became an
actor.
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<T2)ouglas ^racLean

(J Mac just returned

from Hawaii with a

load of tan, sun-

burn, and local
color.

Q[Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
MacLean. There's a

straight-at-you loo\ to

this family that we M\e.

ABOUT this chap Douglas MacLean. I am going to call him

/=aV "Mac. " Over in France, in the army, we used to call the

"^^fellows that seemed "hale, and well met," by the nicker of

"Mac." He's that kind of a fellow. That's the answer to that!
•

I interviewed Mac on a roof-top of old New York. . . . No, not the

sidewalks. Of course, he invited me to lunch. He's a very good sport sort

of chap. But I asked him to invite me some other day when I hadn't eaten

such a late breakfast. He's promised, and that's one square meal to think about.

We decided on the roof because there was so much noise and excited

enthusiasm in the Associated Exhibitors' office over arranging for the debut
of his new picture, "Introduce Me," we couldn't get a good look at

each other. You know how that is— office boys, executives, pretty stenogs,

et cetera, passing in and out of the picture, all telling Mac how glad they

were to see him back in town.

The roof was a dizzy place for me. Of course, Mac didn't mind being

twenty-odd stories up in the air. He's used to jumping off mountains in his

pictures; leaping over buildings; and falling through space! The minute we
got there he went right over and sat on the edge of the building, and pulled

out one of my favorite

kind of cigarettes. I began
to figure that he'd have to

broadcast his answers (if

I could think of any ques-

tions to ask) , because I am
edge-shy on roofs!

Most everybody knows
what Douglas MacLean
looks like. That is, every-

body who goes to pictures

— and who doesn't? You
certainly remember him in

"The Yankee Consul."

The English will never

forget him. Most of them
thought he was the Prince

of Wales. Mac and Wales
do look something alike.

Yet, it's no streak of

patriotism, o r national

pride on my part, that

prompts me to say we'll

divide the good looks of

the pair between Mac, and
give the Prince a fair

break by saying he is the

best dressed man in the

world.

But, since he made his

last real big picture Mac
has been taking ukelele

lessons in sun-splashed

Hawaii. His jaunt out

there, upon finishing

"Introduce Me," gave him
the chance he's wanted
for a long time. Mac.
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CALL HIM

"MAC"
HE'S that KIND

By T. Woiuard Y^elly

you see, is a boy who likes to keep fit. Swims, shoots

tennis, talks very good golf, and all that kind of thing.

So, out there where the sea is like a purple wave on
an opal beach (poet's name not remembered at this writing),

and the stars reel like drunken fire-flies against southern

skies, Mac strutted his self in a swimming suit all day long.

Up on the roof of the Pathe building, with the sun glaring down,
he showed up as brown as a berry. Honolulu done right by our Mac.

Yes, he's a brown man. Carries out the tan motif even in his eyes.

(That was a slip. It belongs in a regular interview. Not here. But,

excuse the break.) I like Mac's eyes. They look right at you, and
they sparkle. The boy's got a real sense of humor, not a profession-

alised smiling, or laughing, act. While I am on this subject, let me
say that he's not the type of actor who acts himself all over the
place, all the time. Some of them act so much before people that

they even forget to be natural with themselves when they get home
and lock the door.

Frankly, I'd have gone cuckoo on that roof if Mac had
turned out to be a high-hat, actorfied, movie star. About
his sense of humor. It must be real. 'Cause he's Scotch,

and he told one on himself. It went this way:
(Continued on page 79)

CI Douglas MacLean and the

author on the roof — no,

Mac didn't fall off. He
had plenty in "Introduce
Me." Besides, a roof isn't

an Alp.

01 Little Anne Cornwall,
vjho inspires Mac to climb
mountains in "Introduce
Me." and maybe he
didn't fall for her.

'J.Douglas MacLean and wk
his mut. Douglas T .

*

~rramed him Rover be-

cause, as he says, "It's

such a funny name for a dog



-h-h-h—Don't Mention her Knees

!

ANN PENNINGTON, THE STAR of

"The Mad 'Dancer", MAKES A KICK.
# »

« « By Bernard Sobel

(The little model retreats in confusion.

John Walter and Ann Pennington in

"The Mad Dancer."

athos is the last thing in the world that any one ever associates

with me," said Ann Pennington, as she gave me a tearful

glance that made her large eyes appear larger and more
luminous than ever. "But the truth is that I am woefully

tired of hearing people rave about my dimpled knees and my beautiful

legs. Won't the public give me credit for having a mind, for thinking

about life and its problems, about people, books and art?

"Oh to be sure, being a famous dancer, and a star in the Ziegfeld

'Follies,' has its rewards, but its penalties also. I admit that I like the

financial part of it and I am not averse to the applause and the praise

—

but I am heartily sick of having my abilities limited to my knees and

my legs. As soon as an interviewer enters my dressing rooms, I know
what the questions will be, before a single word is said : Here they are

:

" 'Can you tell me, Miss Pennington, how your feet have acquired

such agility?'

" 'What is the secret of a dancer's success?
1

" 'Can you prescribe an exercise for acquiring beautiful ankles?'

" 'Do men like your dancing better than women?'
" 'Do dimpled knees look well in lisle hose?'

"Always the same questions. I hate them! Indeed, one day last

week I told my maid that I would have some carboned answers prepared

and hand them out with my signature to save myself the trouble of

talking.

"Please don't think that I am ungrateful for attention or success.

What I really mean to say is that I wish the public would place dancing

on a higher plane— give it the value and dignity that is its due. In

days gone by, when the arts were taking on their

own particularized purposes, dancing took equal

rank with literature, sculpture, music and the rest.

It was neither greater nor lower than the others.

This means that its intellectual value was recog-

nized. It was a thing of the mind as well as of

the body and required (Continued on page 79)

QThe individuality

of the fascinating

mannerisms of
Ann Pennington
are n oticeablz
even in this pic-

ture.
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She's the sweetheart of the Follies and the darling of the screen
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How to be a

Tainted JCady
Doris Kenyon, the girl on the cover,

tells how to paint and powder fetchingly

By Nohdah Dexter

~T\ K~r any lipsticks have shaped my destiny since

j\/ 1 I stared wonderingly at the first acquired

/ V I complexion I had ever seen and gasped
at the lady who wore it, "Oo-oo, she must

be an actress!" Probably I was right, because those
were the days when the soubrette and the ingenue
literally considered all the world
their stage and never seemed to

take their make-up off. Now if.

anything ultra passes, I know it is

just some nice little girl, blonde,

bouncing and babyish perhaps,

hoping to be mistaken for her
favorite movie-star, who may be
brunette, slightly exotic, and well

suited with pale and pensive
effects, startling lips and hollowed-
out eyes.

With most of us a face is an
act of Providence, patiently with-
standing all the ravaaP « nf Vmman Q lo loolc 9uhsh >

1 use «s.anamg all the ravages ot human ^make-up instead of the customary
misjudgment. We attack blunder- yellow." Perhaps the get-up helps
ingly. Rouge is cheap and we the make-up.

'

' Have only one
lipstick, but apply
it more heavily for
night light. '

'

advertise the fact, instead

of tempering our powder-
puff with mercy and our

"natural pink" with gray

matter. Today it takes

the actress to teach us all

the wrinkles of the art.

without showing any
themselves. But art is to

conceal art. And some-

where in that is a bon-mot
which eludes my pen,
eager to violate secrets

Doris Kenyon has just im-

parted from the heights

of her bungalow atop a

swagger apart-

ment-house in

the West Fif-

ties. There New
York is at her

feet whenever
she cares to sur-

vey miles and
miles o f roofs,

river and what-
not, and at night

her world is a

thing of stars,

five - pointed i n
the high heav-

ens, becoming
rectangular in

the lower zones

"A dark gray
eyebrow pencil
softens gray eyes ;
black and red are
too harsh." Doris
at her incanta-
tions.
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of sky-scrapers and

thrillingly deranged

where baby Eski-

mos on advertising

signs mush sled-

loads of ginger ale

to the relief of

Nome.
It was the end

of a rushing-day

when Doris blew

in, as fresh as the

proverbial daisy,

with not one stain

of four hours at

the studio, and
four more at a pro'

fessional photog-
rapher's, upon her

face. Honestly, she

glowed. Eyes, hair

and skin. Not a

hint of fatigue mv
til she dropped in

a lounge and said

"Phew" with much
relief behind it.

The first secret

was ice. "And lots

of it," said Doris.

"All that the ice-

box carries. It's far

better than mas-

saging when I'm

fagged or feel out

of sorts. First I

bathe my skin in

warm water, which

opens the pores.

They breathe. And
then the ice. Isn't

that simple
enough?" Yes.
And girls, what a

hero that makes of

the stubbly Italian

who yells up the

dumbwaiter, "How
much this morning,

missus?"

Miss K e n y o n
walks and works in

beauty. Naturally

there are tricks of

the trade. Well,

"tricks" is scarcely

the word. Let's

stick to "Art"

—

an art requiring a

dual finesse of the

painter's brush,

since the lens and
the public eye see

two entirely differ-

ent things. Even
roles need distinc

tive treatment
(Continued on page

78)

'Doris Kenyon
The charm of beauty is worth an effort;

any effort, as every woman \nows.
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R E S S E S for

Eor the afternoon this love-

ly printed chiffon dress

catches Milady's eye.

colors are rose and
with green border
scarf. With this

goes a large yellow chiffon
hat with yellow roses and
long yellow streamers over
the right shoulder.

The
green
and
dress

Gowns worn by Miss Ralston

from

Franklin Simon & Co.

"or the. beach Miss Rahton
selects a white flannel s\irt

with inverted pleat in front,

trouser-creased, which she

wears with an imported
wool cross-stitch sweater of
red and white.

nt view of Miss Ralston
loo\ing as every one of us
would give ten years of our
lives to loo\.
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fSTHER KALSTON
;rr:r;r'-T ziT-i: v.'Ai'v. :n ! ::: ; ui; j.

:

wrap of blue and gold
brocade trimmed with yeh
low georgette. The collar

is of yellow and blue ostrich

plume. The slippers are

unique in that a rhinestone

buckle is ingeniously
caught at the side with two
buttons.

QJln \eeping with the new vogue
for dyed lace—this dinner dress
is of green dyed lace with a
green chiffon flounce around the
bottom. The long sleeves rep-
resent the new mode in dinner
dresses.

is new three - quarter

length coat is of white

coarse \nit— another im-

portation, embroidered in

red wool and strips o f
leather. It is held together

by a long leather tassel

pulled through the buc\h
at the side. Leather strips

also finish off the collar.

Especially posed

for Screenland by

Esther Ralsto



omebody in the ^^^ovies

CJAgnes Christine John'
ston originated the

Sidney Drew comedies.

"I am — I am a poet;

But for employment
Writing is a living—

Hardly!"

sang Rodolpho in "Boheme."
How the scenario writers whose names adorn

the featured pictures of 1925 would hoot at the

sentiment!

She— (they all seem to belong to what southerners

call "the other sex") — would probably rise in indigna'

tion and carol back at him:

"I am — 1 am a writer,

Arid my employment
l^ets me many hundreds

Weekly!"

There is every kind of

work in the movies —
even work for femina

sapiens.

Frances Marion, it is true, might
change the "hundreds''' to "thousands"

and not be exaggerating at all.

For Frances Marion stands at the top

of the ladder. As a free lance for some
time she has refused to accept any com-
mission at less than ten thousand dollars

a script, according to Hollywood studio

authorities, and her latest stories were
contracted for at the rate of fifteen thou-

sand dollars each. She has just finished

adapting "Graustark" for Norma Tal-

madge, and has to her credit such
scenarios as "The Lady," "Secrets," "Abraham Lincoln,"

and "His Supreme Moment."
Miss Marion has recently signed a contract with the

Fox Film Company at a huge sum to write five scenarios

for them.

But Miss Marion has also gone a step further in her
scenario writing by announcing that she will produce a

series of pictures of her own. The whoie wide world
can be waiting for Frances

Marion's first self-made, self-

directed, and self-supervised

picture, for Miss Marion has

been credited with one scen-

ario hit after another while

she has been working for

Samuel Goldwyn, First Na-
tional, and other companies

(^Frances Marion,
who adapted
" Graustark " for
~N,orma Talmadge.

T Babbitt
Dorothy
num's latest sue
cess.

i s

Far-
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HAS to have SOME

rains

By Alice Tildesley

Then there is Jeanie MacPherson, long associated with

Cecil B. deMille in his spectacular and dramatic suc-

cesses, of which "The Ten Commandments" is perhaps

the most notable. Fifteen hundred dollars a week is

the amount in Miss MacPherson's pay envelope every

Saturday night!

June Mathis, editorial head of First National, stands

with the top-notchers, too, and is one of the best known
of all the screen writers. Her most famous scenario

probably is 'The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."

She was one of the first of the film great who expressed

a belief in the acting ability of Rudolph Valentino; she

insisted upon his being given his part in "The Four
Horsemen." "Sally" is one of

the recent scenarios written by
Miss Mathis.

{Bess Meredyth went
to Rome to finish

"Ben Hur."

One of the most im-

portant scenario writers

is Marion Fairfax, with

First National Produc-

tions, who wrote the

continuity for "The
Lost World," Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle's

story, and has recently been working on "The Paupers."

Her annual salary is in excess of $50,000.

Miss Fairfax in private life is Mrs. Tully Marshall,

wife of the illustrious screen character actor.

Bess Meredyth of "Ben Hur" fame, who traveled to

Rome to put the finishing touches to Lew Wallace's

Q/une Mathis, dis-

coverer of Rudolph
Valentino.

QJeanie MacPherson
helps Cecil de Mille

with such successes as

"The Golden Bed."

(\Marion Fairfax spent
months preparing the con-

tinuity for "The Lost

World"

—

and ma\es more
than $50,000 a year.

famous story, has recently

left the banner of the

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
company and has signed

with Warner Brothers. She

and Agnes Christine John-

ston, who originated the

Sidney Drew comedies, had
been working together for

Metro-Goldwyn for a long
time, and making that company poorer by from five

hundred to a thousand dollars every week paid to

each of them, according to where and on what they
happened to be engaged.

Dorothy Farnum, who turns Warner Brothers'
purchased plays and stories into screen dramas, is

reported to be in the fifty-thousand-dollars-a-year
class, too, her latest outstanding successes being
"Beau Brummel" and "Babbitt."

None of the ladies, it will be agreed, need lie awake
nights wondering what to tell the rent collector this time,
or planning how to make over last year's suit into this

year's ensemble!

Yet they are all young, all Americans, and none of

this new land of milk and

them was born rich!

How did they get into

honey?

HOW THEY DID IT

There isn't any single narrow "right way," agree the
leaders of screen writers.

Frances Marion followed the path recommended by
all of them as being the surest one:

"Write fiction, sell it to a (Continued on page 7S)
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First National Pictures offers an opportunity to the girl

whose horoscope indicates most clearly that the astro'

logical influences favor her effort for a screen career.

CREENLAND, in col-

laboration with
First National Pic-

tures, invites you

to send in the date of

your birth. Miss Jane

Carleton, an astrologer of

note, will undertake to

select from among the
entrants to this novel

offering, the player fore-

doomed to screen success.

Screenland does not

undertake t o guarantee

the predictions of Miss

Carleton, but only to offer

to the readers interested

in the matter, an oppor-

tunity to have their horo-

scopes cast without charge

and to offer to one a job.

This is little more than a try-out.

It will actually be a small part in a

film, but if the girl is able, under the

trained eye of the director, to show
those qualities requisite to a screen star, she

will have her chance, stars or no stars.

Mr. R. A. Rowland, General Manager of

First National Pictures, Inc., has consented

to this experiment at our request, although

reserving his own opinion of what the

outcome will be.

QMr. Phil Rosen,
who directed
Barbara La Tvlarr

in "The Heart of

a Siren," studies

his star to find a

more revealing

method of
screening her
subtle charm..

QCorinrte Griffith's

new director— Al
Santell, who will

pilot the great star

through "Modern
Madness."

We thank Mr. Rowland for
collaborating with us in behalf of
the young lady who will enjoy this

opportunity.

Mr. Rowland may be, after ail,

but the instrument in the hands
of an all-seeing power or he may
be simply a generous business man
who has the power to do favors
for other people. In any event,
the young woman whom the stars
favor can be assured of a fair trial

in this, her first opportunity.
Send your photograph with the date,

hour and place of your birth.

As it is obviously impossible for Miss
Carleton to read the horoscopes of all

the hundreds of thousands of readers of Screen-
land, this offer is restricted to young ladies
between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five.
The girl will be selected by Miss Carleton

according to the signs of astrology. That is, the
girl whose influences are most favorable will be

invited to appear in a film

which will be produced by
First National Pictures.

The travelling expenses
of the person selected
will be paid and a salary
during the filming of the
picture will be paid. What
this salary will be will de-
pend upon the part avail-

able to the young lady. The
success of a picture depends
largely upon the talent and
beauty of its players, and
the winning beauty may
rest assured that enthusias-

QGeorge Fitzmaurice
during the filming

of his recent sue

'

cess, planning out

his very successful

\un-away scene.
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tic aid will be given to her and that should
she, in the opinion of the officials of this

company, qualify as a desirable player, her
services will be continued.

Even before the days of recorded history,

soothsayers and wise men studied the influ'

ences of the stars. There are many people

today who are quite skeptical concerning these

influences, and yet there are many who im-

plicitly believe. There are people who, seeing

the six-foot rise of the tides, year in and
year out, due to the influences of the moon,
have felt that, perhaps, the whirling planets

may also exert influences and that these may
deal with such elusive tides as human passions

and longings. Which name fame shall glorify

and which heart happiness shall cheer may
be predestined by the planets for all we
know.
The motion-picture directors are, as a class,

men gifted beyond ordinary mortals. Fate has
endowed them with far-reaching wisdom and
gentle sensibilities.

({Edmund Carewe,
filming "My Son"
at 'Monterey, Cali-

fornia. He is di'

recting the flaming
personality o f

Hazimova and the

boyish charm o f

]ac\ Pickjord both
in this picture.

The winner of this opportunity will be chosen by Miss Jane
Carleton, who will select the participant who seems to her to have
the best screen possibilities.

Screenland does not undertake to establish the accuracy of
astrological predictions nor to hold a brief for fortune-tellers:

There are, however, many people who
do seriously believe in this science, and
it is to them that Screenland makes
this unique offer.

NE of the men on this page has

been selected by Destiny to di-

rect you, per-

qfohn m. Stahi. haps in your
shooting "Fash- r
ions for Men" ;

tlrSt SCreen
on -location. O appearance
Problems of per- Hfc.

spective, person-

ality, of timing

speeds and maid-
ens' tears, are all

in a day's wor

(^Director George
Archainbaud and
Ben Lyon and cast

appearing in "The
Necessary Evil."
Mr. Archainbaud
is explaining the

pantomime which
will in his opinion

best carry forward
the dramatic ac-

tion.

Important details to be written on the back of the photographs:

Your name.
Your address.

The date of your birth.

The hour of your birth.

The place of your birth.

You can send as many photographs as you wish but each must
have the information requested.

If you will send a stamped and addressed envelope which will
hold your photograph, we will gladly return the picture to you
with a brief horoscope which Miss Carleton will outline without
charge.

No photograph will be considered which is received after
June 1, 1925.

Send photographs thus inscribed to:

HOROSCOPE EDITOR, SCREENLAND
236 West 55th Street, New York City, N. Y.
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MOVIE Teobhe are

By Delight Evans

you
and

Olive Tell was on the verge

of making a mista\e when
Miss Carleton pointed out

what the astrological influ-

ences were.

re you a killjoy? Are
cross before breakfast,

worse when your grapefruit

squirts in your eye? Do
you refuse to join in singing

"Good morning to you" with

your fellow-passengers on the

subway? When your elevator

man, a feeble old fellow with a

heart of gold, quavers "Nice

day," do you answer "Terrible,"

and refuse curtly to contribute

to the fund for indigent emus,

even though the birds have

helped you out so many times

when you were stuck with a

puzzle?

I, too, was once like you. It was before

1 took the course. This story is for you,

and may you profit by it. Would you

learn how to acquire a cheerful, even dis-

position—to greet your fellowmen with a

smile and a handshake, not to

mention a slap on the back?

Would you be rich, beautiful,

successful, famous—well, per-

haps not; but who can tell

positively? Anyway, I am
here to help you "find your-

self." You don't have to hand

out a cent, not even to the

postman. That's a promise.

What I have done, you can

do. True, I haven't done it

yet, but I may any time now.

There is no need for you,

either, to order chicken salad

all the time or to be fooled by
that filet mignon stuff. Stop

stuttering. Find out your mis-

sion in life. Develop your

crust. Let me help you.

Many have learned at home.

Why pay more?
And - all - that - sort - of-thing.

Now, don't you say "Bah!"

and stop reading. I used to

say "Bah!" all the time, too.

Do as I did. Let Jane Carle-

ton give you a punch in the

eye and see a few stars—as if she would do such a thing.

I have been seeing stars for years and asking them all

sorts of fresh questions. Miss Carleton saw a few the

other day and found out more about them in ten minutes

than I ever did.

It all happened in the interests of art—and curiosity.

I was the curious one. We were to go out to the First

National lot and give Miss Carleton a chance to test

her talents as an astrologer. The First National studio

(\Dorothy Mac\aill and Jane
Carleton, the astrologer.

in the Bronx and it takes an hour

get there. I figured that, with the

traffic what it is, I could get in some

two hundred "bahs" and "buts" on

the way.
• The only other astrologer I

had ever met was middle-aged,

plump and atmospheric—her in-

cense gave me a headache that

she hadn't told me I was going

to have. She told me, however,

about a dark man who was to

come into my life. For this I

paid out fifteen dollars; but she

never made good. Miss Jane

Carleton isn't plump or middle-

aged; she's young, attractive, and

to have a sense of humor,

trouble with her, as our ride

progressed, was that she didn't talk about

astrology. Never once was Mars men-

tioned, or Venus either. Neptune and

Uranus were likewise neglect-

ed. The nearest she came to

mentioning the purpose of our

call upon the cinemese was to

ask if Dorothy Mackaill were

the same as a Dorothy Mac
kaye in musical comedy. Ap-
parently she wasn't a picture

fan. No—she behaved like

any sane, sensible young wo- ..

man when she should have

been turning handsprings

among the planets. Gosh, I

was disappointed in her.

We were greeted at the

studio by a well-known actor,

a protegee of Director Lam-
bert Hillyer. Only his short

stature has prevented him

from attaining an enviable

position among screen stars.

His nickname is Rusty, and I

thought for a while that I

would never be able to get

Miss Carleton away from him.

He jumped right up and kissed

her and she took him in her

arms and—what's that? No;

she didn't read his horoscope. She could tell at a glance

that Rusty is a year old Scotch terrier with a lovely

disposition.

You can always tell directors in a studio because they

wear hats and nobody ever seems to pay any attention

to them. They are the ones whose camp-chairs are

specially engraved with their names, but outside of that

they appear to be unimportant. There were actors and

other publicity men. One of the press-agents asked

another if he believed in this (Continued on page 77)
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fourteen. Miss Mac\aill confirms this,

and says that she actually left Hull, Eng-
land, within a few months of her four
teenth birthday.

^JThe ancient art of the

star gazer is becoming

the mode ofthe motion

picture studio.

D orothyM ackaiWs

HOROSCOPE

Miss Mackaill was born with the super-

sensitive, emotional and introspective sign

Cancer rising, making her take on the con-

ditions of her environment, being very

much influenced by those with whom she

is associated. It is absolutely imperative

that she never be put under a director

who has the power to antagonise her, for

it will not be possible for her to do good
work. She will always be anxious to do
Lei best, a pat on the shoulder and a kindly

word of encouragement spurring her on to

renewed efforts, and helping to bring out

the latent dramatic ability this sign gives.

She will be much better in parts that bring

out the emotional and sympathetic side of

her nature; namby, pamby girls are foreign

to her makeup, as she has nothing in com-
mon with the sweet young things. The
Moon being her "Ruling Star," in the ar-

tistic sign Libra, in the house of the amuse-
ments of the public, will help to give her

the support of the pleasure-loving, theatre-

going masses; but because of its opposition

to Mars the War Lord, she must see that

she never does anything to lose their

respect, for "The Public" is a fickle friend

at best, and in her case even more than

usual. The Moon being friendly with Ve-
nus, the planet ruling the artistic side of

the nature, is another testimonial of artistic

ability, and promises gain and success

through catering to the public's tastes.

The Sun being in Pisces, makes her a

diplomat, with a kindly, sympathetic, and
loving nature. She can be very much the

chameleon, and fit herself into any environ-

ment, or adapt herself to any part. Be-
cause of this susceptibility it would be wise
for her to associate only with those who are

everything she wishes to be. The Sun be-

ing friendly to Neptune, the planet of our
aesthetic sense, gives her artistic ability of

a rare sort, and a most fascinating, wistful

and ever changing personality. If she cared
to she could become a very good musician.
It is very rare for a person born with Can-
cer strong in the horoscope to come com-
pletely into their own until after their

twenty-eighth or thirty-fifth year, and if

this little lady will only concentrate and not
scatter her forces, by the time she has
reached her twenty-eighth year she should
have reached great heights.

Having the two benefics, Jupiter and Ve-
nus, friendly is one of the nicest influences

Miss Mackaill has. She can truly say,

"Thank my lucky Stars." It promises her
a very good earning capacity, and she for-

tunately gravitated into the best possible
element for her monetary and artistic suc-
cess. She could have done very well on the
speaking stage; (Continued on page 74)
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IN THE

The Picture Business requires more Carpenters than Actors,

(| Skilled carpenters ivor\ out

the details of a roof and
window as seriously as if the

house had four sides.

Preparing the- settings for a shot for "High Jinks" on the

Fox lot in Hollywood. The master mechanic delights in

overcoming difficulties, in holding safely the players who must

be photographed from below in this 'plane with the engine

running, and not a brace must show in the picture.

E wasn't much to look at; considerably past fifty, scant of

hair and near-sighted to a pronounced degree. His clothes

were neither fashionable nor expensive. And it was evident

that they had not been pressed.

"He's in the movies" goes the whisper as he finds his way to a

table in the corner of a modest restaurant. "A very important man
in that great industry too, but the public will never know it, nor

know him, nor see him, nor appreciate the fact that much of the

enjoyment millions feel in witnessing great scenic productions is due

to him. He's an electrician."

And scores of thousands, just as inconspicuous in appearance, are

now laboring in offices concealed from the public, in laboratories, on

production lots, in studios, workshops, and other hives of toil and

research, to contribute something new to this amalgamation of Art
and Commerce embraced within the term "Moving-Picture Industry."

An infant in the world of Business, this world-girdling giant calls

to the betterment of Art the wisdom of the world. It lures to its

ranks the leading actors, and the world knows of their appearance

and hails them as the mainstays and foundation of the "Game"; yet

they are but the cogs which are on display. It also attracts authors

and artists, cartoonists, lithographers, stenographers and stereotypers,

engravers, electricians, carpenters, cabinet-makers, gold-beaters, weav-

ers, spinners, feather-dyers and curlers, tailors, jewelers, milliners,

bootmakers, wig-makers, and dressers, and so on, ad infinitum.
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OVIES
QA Moving Picture Studio is

peopled with experts. The beauty

in the "close-ups" may be the

least expert person on the lot.

more Plumbers than Stars. Bj Roy Crandall

QAccurately reproducing a colonial

stairway for the Fox production of

"The Warrens of Virginia."

And those few mentioned do not touch the list, nor give sufficient

emphasis to the admonition: "Persist in your own present work, perfect

yourself in your own trade or profession, and you may land a fine position

with one of the big producers, because there is a place in it for every man

or woman who can do or thin\."

But they must do and thin\ along original lines, or pass contemporaries

in skill. Be an expert at what you do today and you, too, may be indicated

some day as: "He's in the movies."

Did you ever stop to think that moving picture producers need plumbers?

They do; not the laggard plumber who strolls back to the shop to get a

candle with which to seek out a phantom leak in a pipe, but the plumber-

artist who can devise spectacular rain or fountain effects. The best

(Continued on page 76)

(^Machine Shop at the Wil-
liam Fox Hew Tor\ Studios.

ClT/ie extras, helpers, stars, photographers and mechanics

coming to wor\ on the "Ben Hur" production.
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ew o/crecnphiys
Reviewed By Delight Evans

SCREENLAND'S BEST BET

Of the Month:
"The Goose Hangs High" is not merely "An epic of the American

Family'; it is such good entertainment that it almost overloo\s its

own moral: That Dad is entitled to a little consideration besides

the Christmas cravat.

({'You'll be willing to admit that it's a miracle, all right.

%, Miracle of //..wolves
The Birth of Another Nation

QThe old walled city of Carcassonne, France, best

preserved feudal city in the world, was turned over

to the film company to stage its battle in.

ou have seen a lot— too much, maybe — of

French wolves in the silent drama. They occur

in pictures dealing with the well if not favor-

ably known Latin Quartier, and they are

usually mixed up with the war and a cabaret girl who
wraps herself in the tri-color and sings the Marseillaise.

They are referred to quaintly as "the wolves of Mont-

martre"; and the titles always include a spirited one

uttered by the heroine'
—

"Forward, my wolves!" The

wolves, lean and hungry-looking extras dressed as apaches,

rush into the eye of the camera, to emerge later with

a pardon and a Croix de Guerre for bravery in

battle.

But here are other wolves, my hearties. Nice, furry

ones with dripping jaws and furtive expressions. They

are just as French as the others— in fact, more so, as

they appear in a picture made in France, not Hollywood.

They provide one of the thrills of The Miracle of the
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Wolves, which has been honestly

heralded as "the French Birth of a

]\[ation." The French probably pre'

fer it to Griffith's masterpiece, as it

deals with the birth of French

national unity and features a na-

tional heroine—another Jeanne, this

time "Jeanne Fouquet— "Jeanne of

the Axe." And right here I wonder

how D. W. G. ever overlooked her

—as a suffering heroine she leaves

nothing to be desired. Lillian Gish

in her most tragic moments never

suffered half as much. What that

girl does go through!

She loses her lover. She watches

her father's murder. She plunges

through snow-drifts. She is beset

by wolves. She is involved in bloody

battles and others of a more subtle

kind. And finally—but here I am
giving the whole plot away. All I can add is that there

seems to have been nothing, simply nothing, that this girl

would not do for that dear France.

But even though it's the life story of another country,

the scenes at the siege of Beauvais are almost as stirring

as the call of the clans in Griffith's record of America's

birth-pangs. For one thing, you are not watching a mob
of extras jammed into a studio set. The "set" is the old

walled city of Carcassonne, best preserved feudal city in

the world, which was stripped of its modern conveniences

and turned over to the film company to stage its battle in.

And what a battle! When Jeanne with her axe appears

on the ramparts, or battlements, or whatever they are

called, as the leader of a small army of gallant women
in defense of the city, you will tear your program to

pieces or pick all the flowers off your new hat. It's a

(^Yvonne Sergyl plays
the heroine and with-

out a shoving to her

little French shoulders.

great scene. Intolerance held noth'

ing better. The battle is worth all

the effort you put in staying thru

the first half of the picture, which

is a seemingly endless introduc-

tion of characters about whom you
don't care anyway, and who, after

you do meet them, seem to be en-

gaged only in disentangling their

feet from their spurs. It must be

hard for modern actors to wear
coats of mail and go around with

ladies' hats on; but there must be a

graceful way to do it. The gentle-

men of feudal France didn't trip

themselves up continually, and their

snappy costumes didn't interfere

with their warlike activities in the

least. Somehow, justly or not, I

expected French actors to wear
spurs and things with eclat, savoir

faire, and all those other French words. Only Charles

Dullin as Louis XI appeared at home in his clothes.

But then he didn't have to wear armor.

Yvonne Sergyl plays the heroine. She is blonde, but

that is her only resemblance to Lillian Gish. Even her

placidity, however, did not detract from her big scenes.

You forgot she was an actress, and saw only the gorgeous

pageant of which she was a small part.

As for the miracle of the wolves—in which Jeanne is

completely surrounded by exceedingly bad - tempered

beasts who refuse to harm a hair of her head or, for that

matter, any of her—don't ask me how it's done. They
look like wolves and they act like wolves. Surely they

aren't stuffed. And when you see them tearing at men's

throats—close-up, too—you'll be willing to admit that it's

a miracle, all right.

<\"Sally' the screen seems pretty good light stuff.

Jally
Sally Comes

Back to Our Alley

OLLEEN MOORE is a girl I get lots of letters

about. They write, "You are prejudiced against

her. . . . You don't know what you're talking

about. . . . You must have a personal griev-

ance against her. . . . Why don't you try to like her?"

I wouldn't admit the first three allegations; but I

thought that there might be something in the fourth sug-

gestion. Maybe I hadn't tried hard enough. Maybe I

had overlooked her more sterling qualities simply because

I had never been willing to concede them. Well, then,

I would try. I'd try hard. I did at Sally.

Now it seems ridiculous to me to pick on this comedy
because it departs from the original version now and then.

After all, the first Sally starring Marilyn Miller was a

musical comedy with chorus girls running on and off

and, however unfortunate the fact may be, you can't do
that in a picture. So Sally on the screen seems pretty

good light stuff. I tried hard and liked flashes of Miss
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Moore as the little Irish dish-

washer from "our alley." One
crying close-up of her was

fully appealing. But that girl

and I just can't, in our respec-

tive capacities of star and re-

viewer, get along. Colleen in

her Russian costume as a viva-

cious dancer confirmed my
theory that there was no use

trying. In an elaborate pro-

duction such as Sally, this

star's abilities strike me as

pathetically inadequate.

It was Leon Errol, playing

his priceless role of the Grand
Duke, who stole the show. He
is almost as funny without his

voice. His legs, after all, are

the really marvellous things

about him. And after all,

Sally does give the orchestra a

chance to burst into "The
Silver Lining" on little or no

provocation.

(J Leon Errol as the Du\e of
Chec\ergovinia and Colleen

Moore as Sally in "Sally."

Encouraged by the Du\e,
Sally began to believe that

maybe after all she had some
talent as a juggler.

QGiue.s Miss ]oy an opportunity to wear strange and unusual gowns

ressmaker from arts

A FASHION
SHOW

>

({Allan Forrest

and Leatrice ]oy

in "The Dress-

ma\er From
Paris."

N my quaint fashion I ex-

pected that Leatrice Joy, upon

her return to the screen after

a year's absence, would show
"jBk us some great acting. You know

it was announced that Leatrice was
to leave the screen forever to take

care of her baby. Not long after,

she made The Dressma\er from
Paris. And why they gave her a

story like that is one of the mysteries of

the movies.

It's nothing more or less than a fash-

ion parade, giving Miss Joy, as the star, an

opportunity to wear a number of strange and
unusual gowns, but not a chance to do any
real acting. And so I might as well say good'
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bye to all my dreams about Leatrice, which, summed up,

were that in her the films had an exceptional actress who
might, dependent upon her directors, develop into a

Maude Adams or a Julia Marlowe. I thought that when
she left Cecil de Mille's company she might leave the de
Mille technique behind her. But here she is again, and
if the program didn't say "directed by Paul Bern," Fd

have sworn she was still working on the deMille set. It

is not as a beauty or a clothes'model that Miss Joy will

chiefly shine. Mildred Harris, to me a shallow and in-

competent actress, but nevertheless a beauty, actually
rivals the star in magnetism. Not even Ernest Torrence
could interest me in The Dressmaker from Paris. Hdw
about you?

Of A human, warm, sincere screenplay — the best domestic drama we have had for months

1

s

PAPA LOVE MAMA?

HOME, in the movies, is where Alice Joyce is.

Her place, assuredly, is by the fire, foot on the

fender, rocking the cradle, tapping the time of

"Bye-Baby Bunting." But here we are making
Alice a candidate for Mr. Ringling's entertainments,
when as every one knows she is a beautiful and highly-

paid screen star with only two feet, both very small and
shapely.

You have to hand it to Alice. She is almost invariably
cast these days for domesticity. In real life she may be
domestic but she is also alluring, with a French bob and
clothes to match. On the screen her bob, actually the
same, looks sedate and her clothes severe. Her home life

in the studio is a harrowing affair. She is simple and
self-sacrificing, and consequently Daddy goes A-Hunting.
And when little Junior—it's a girl, but I don't know her
name—asks, "Mother, where's Daddy gone?" Alice is

forced to answer, "God knows!" Eater she turns the
tables. But for most of the picture she is Home Sweet
Home in cross-stitch.

Frank Bouage is a director who always puts his best

into every picture. From the looks of him you would
never suspect him of being able to analyze adult emotions
as ably as he does. He's a good-looking, merry young
Irishman whose grin gives you no inkling of the depth
and sympathy he grinds into his film. Daddy's Gone
A-Hunting was a maudlin mess on the stage, to me. Bor-
z,age shapes it into a human, warm, and sincere screenplay
—the best domestic drama we have had for months.

Although Alice Joyce as the wife is sweet, and forgiv-

ing, she is not an ivory angel. There are women just like

her—as there are men just like her artist-husband, su-

perbly played by Percy Marmont. He tires of the wall-

paper and seeks inspiration in Paris. He finds everything
but that. Meanwhile there is Holmes Herbert's broad
shoulder for Alice to weep on, only she isn't that kind
of a neglected wife. The scene of her husband's return
is made almost heartbreaking by the simple power Borzage
gives it, aided by the best acting Miss Joyce has ever done.
That would go for Percy too if one forgot If Winter
Comes and The Clean Heart. Mr. Marmont has a harder
role here—imagine Mar\ Sabre inspiring disgust in his

audience! He's such a good actor he even does that.

The ending may
.
disappoint, but is there any little boy

or girl in the audience who can think up a better one?
I can't. Besides, Percy Marmont is good at heart, and
you wouldn't have had Alice leave him—even for Holmes
Herbert, would you?
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QA great comedy— a riot — realizes all the comedy chances in mountain climbing.

WE'VE MET BEFORE

Introduce Me," says Douglas MacLean with one

of his nicest smiles. And who can resist the

man? You shake his hand — you're glad to see

'him again— so glad you'll even listen to the same

old story he has been telling for so long.

If MacLean were an elderly gent with long whiskers

and wobbly knees there would be some excuse for his

living in the past. But he's young, sprightly, smart, and

he must know some new ones. Why doesn't ^he stop

being stingy and tell 'em to us? After all, we've been

pretty faithful—at least I have!—haven't missed a Mac-

Lean comedy since Twenty-Three and a Half Hours'

Leave. But if he starts to tell me the same story once

more, I'm going to run out on him.

Introduce Me would be a riot if we hadn't seen The

Hottentot, The Tan\ee Consul, and Hever Say Die. The

first two, particularly, had the same theme— that of mis-

taken identity. Now, that's one of my favorite ticklers—
the poor sap who -finds himself, through no fault of his

own, obliged to assume another man's baggage, boasts,

and abilities. But it can be overworked. And that, I'm

afraid, is what Douglas MacLean is doing. This time, he

pretends to be a mountain climber— the world's greatest.

The comedy chances are obvious, and they are all realized.

But there are patches in the crazy-quilt which are some-

what worn and threadbare, and you can see the stuffing.

The best part of Introduce Me is the scene on the bus

which involves that time-honored device, the explosive

cigar. But that is so funny that it makes Introduce Me
worth seeing.

The other really funny bit comes when MacLean, his

reputation as a mountain-climber at stake, hurries up a

mountain, pursued by an agile bear. The spectators cheer

as he reaches the top in the lead, but one of them adds,

"And who is the man in the fur coat?"

It is the curse of fame and popularity that the world

expects the best of you all the time. A film comedian

cannot rest on his laurels. I am sure Douglas MacLean
is the last man in the world to want to. Introduce Me
would be a great comedy if some one else had made it;

but for a MacLean effort it is only good. Come on,

Doug— get busy. Next time I see you I hope you'll

take me aside with a brand-new twinkle in your eyes

and cup your mouth with your hand as you whisper,

"Have you heard this one——

"

(\]ust a little bit better than others of its sprightly and sophisticated school.

e HEART of a SIREN
The 'Eart (Art) of Barbara La Man

Tff just happened that Barbara La

1 Marr, accompanied by Gladys

I
Brockwell, came into the projec-

tion room to see her own picture,

The Heart of a Temptress, afterward

changed to The Heart of a Siren, the

same time I did. It's hard on a re-

viewer, having the star present. For

instance, if you want to laugh when

the fair heroine supposedly goes off

her head, you have to remember your

manners— even reviewers sometimes

have them. How can you gurgle at

the wrong place when the heroine

herself, in person, not a moving pic-

ture, is sitting right behind you? You
can't. The result is that all the

laughs you might have had in the

projection-room come out in the re-

view. If I were a star— but, putting

all vulgar thoughts of material gain

from my mind, I am glad I'm not a

({Barbara La Marr and Conway
Tearle in "The Heart of a Siren."

star. Think of the reviews I'd get!

I have even heard, from between the

pretty clenched teeth of a screen idol,

the following hiss, addressed to me:

"I'd just like to see you on the screen,

and review the picture!" I always

smile rather forcedly at this and lead

the irate lady into pleasanter pas-

tures. After all, I have the last word.

The Heart of a Siren may remind

you of Mae Murray's Circe. For it,

too, concerns one of those very beau-

tiful and fascinating and dangerous

women for whose sake men kill

themselves, neglect their mothers, and

desert their fiancees. To the impar-

tial observer, especially female, it is

never quite apparent just what pecu-

liar quality exercises this fatal fascin-

ation, particularly as the sub-titles are

always careful to emphasize the fact

that, all through this maelstrom of
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love and luxury, passion and Pomeranians, our heroine

remains as pure as Lillian Gish. It happens to be Con-

way Tearle who leads Barbara from her career as a

virtuous heart-breaker to a life of love. But somehow
Conway makes everything seem so respectable. A heroine

may entertain for him a burning passion, and it looks

like platonic love.

It's hardly fair to stars like Barbara La Marr to be

inspected under a feminine microscope. She looks very

beautiful except when she makes faces. I think that is

when she is acting. If only Miss La Marr would stop

"acting" altogether and merely pose for a series of lovely

portraits, her pictures would be so much more entertain-

ing. Her gowns are gorgeous, and with great strength

of character she wears only one spangled creation. There

is a lot of comedy in this picture, some of it intentional.

This is chiefly supplied by Clifton Webb, who, well

directed, shows that he has a definite place on the screen.

And I suppose that when you get right down to cold,

hard facts— difficult when discussing a La Marr drama
— The Heart of a Siren is just a little bit better than

others of its sprightly and sophisticated school.

GJWiII send you out of the theatre rather refreshed than jaded.

Here's an honest, well-meaning

melodrama with a brand-new

idea, and it's good fun. That
enterprising young man, Irvin Willat, for whom
I have always entertained additional respect since

he married the lovely Billie Dove, leaves no stone,

or airplane, either, unturned to make The Air Mail

one of the good, red-blooded thrillers.

It's all about the pilots who make our air service pos^

sible— their risks and their heroism, their devotion to

duty and indifference to danger. Warner Baxter must
have enjoyed playing the leading part— he acted as if

he relished it, and everybody will assure Warner that

aviators' togs are just so becoming. He seems at home
in a 'plane. So does Douglas Fairbanks, Junior, who, as

you would expect of his father's son, does some high fly-

ing and lands on both feet. Doug is an ingratiating

youngster with an ivory grin like his famous dad's. Billie

Dove is a heroine who deserves the title. Instead of

clutching at her chin throughout all the exciting action,

Billie does her bit. She should thank her husband for

directing her . to behave as most girls would instead of

shivering in a corner. She is pretty enough to brighten

({Billie Dove in "The
Air Mail" in a home
made out of bottles

found on the desert

location.

a corner where she is, but in action she's even prettier.

I don't know how you feel about pictures like The Air

Mail, but I would rather have one of them than a dozen

"society dramas." They are frank and unashamed, and
they send you out of the theater rather refreshed than

jaded. Perhaps it is that we all like to see actors earn

every cent of their enormous salaries—what?
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Qjames Cruze ta\es a good stage play and makes it into an even better picture.

The Goose Hangs High
GLORIFYING the AMERICAN
FATHER

hank God, it's been done at last.

All my life I have been waiting

for the screen to come to the aid

of the party— the grand old party

who supports the family, takes all the sar-

casm without talking back, and goes around

in his old suit so that his family may go

through college.

The Goose Hangs High saves the screen father

from utter oblivion. James Cruze has taken a

good stage play and made it into an even better

picture. True, there's a mother in it, too— even

a grandmother— but it's the old man who
stands out, about whom the story is shaped, and

who finally has his reward. He isn't such an old

man at that— just the average, middle-class,

middle-aged American, who is so often shelved

so that his good wife and helpmate, the Ameri-

can mama, may be glorified. She deserved it, but she

got more than her share. Three cheers for dad and

switches for the kiddies!

A story of an American family and how they grew—
the boys into selfish collegians and the girl into a spoiled

flapper. Mother and father deny themselves comforts

to see them through college, only to be left alone on

Christmas eve while the children bang off to a party. A
different kind of grandmother takes the situation into her

firm hands and a happy Christmas is had by all. Even

if the big scene does come on Christmas eve, you can't

hold it against the picture. Director Cruze waves his

mgaic wand and his actors behave like the average family

they are supposed to be. (Note: somehow I can't imag-

ine the stalwart Cruze waving his magic wand— a tinsel

crown wouldn't be becoming; but I hope he won't take

it as a personal affront.) Myrtle Stedman as the mother,

Gertrude Claire as the belligerent grandma, and Zell

Covington as that usually unwelcome character, the

"family friend," are all good. The children, especially

the boys, annoyed me, but they were supposed to anyway,

George Irving as the father in

"The Goose Hangs High."

so that was all right. But why pick such youngsters?

Constance Bennett seems mature and sophisticated beside

them.

It is George Irving, however, who really makes The
Goose Hangs High an epic of the American father. The
gentleman made me cry. Not sob, you understand— just

a few quiet tears; but they're the greatest tribute you
can pay any actor. Where has he been— playing villains

or country sheriffs? Just because he isn't paunchy and
ponderous I suppose they never thought of him as a

father before. Besides, movie fathers are always either

brutes or bankers. Irving is real. I'm going to write to

him and ask him for his autographed photo.

Q(Th.is will give you a hit of a shoc\, hut don't let it upset you too awfully much.

of the
STARTLING INNOVATION IN SCREEN CIRCLES!

-jOW, I want all of you to clench your little fists

and try not to cry out at what I am about to

tell you. Gather 'round, listen quietly, and

promise not to ask embarrassing questions. All

such will be answered, by request, and mailed in a plain

wrapper, upon receipt of a fifty-dollar bill. I know that

this is going to be a bit of a shock, but don't let it upset

you too awfully much. After all, when there happens

such a radical departure in moving pictures, it is best

for you to be "in the know."

All ready? All right!

I have seen a screenplay in which the two leading

characters are a rich girl and a poor girl, and they are
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both played by the same actress!

There, now! Doesn't that make
your heart go pit-a-pat? I thought

it would. What a novelty it is, to

be sure; and I don't know if the

more conservative element among
you will accept it, on such short

notice. Especially as it involves

double-exposure, another daring

scheme. But I just ask you to con-

sider how the movies are ever go-

ing to get anywhere along the lines

of "art" if they don't try some-

thing new once in a while?

The name of this late—oh, very

late development is Lady of the

J^ight. The title does not, I hate

to inform you, tell the story. In

New York at present there is a

snappy little sermon carefully

sugar-coated by Mr. David Belasco,

with the assistance of th*. N. Y.
police department, called Ladies of

the Evening. Of course the film

company couldn't have seen the

play or they would never, never
have called their picture Lady of

the 7\[ight.

The two heroines are not twin
sisters—sorry to disappoint you.

Their lives happen to be drawn
together by Fate in the form of

Malcolm MacGregor, a former Yale football star who
somehow wandered into the movies and has stayed to

perform mysterious duties— I hear he is called "leading

man." The company saves salaries by giving Miss Norma
Shearer a chance to realize every young actress' dearest

ambition, to play two parts in the same picture—prefer-

ably twins, but a good girl and a bad girl will do. The
nocturnal character seemed to me to be a model of

[goodness and purity—she busted a gentleman in the nose
for dancing "cheek to cheek" on a dance floor. And
that, if you know your film . etiquette, means "good" all

QT^ortna Shearer in

as the lowly girl

over. But as she wears short skirts

and chews gum we may take it for

granted that she is not all that she

should be. Mr. Hays has nothing

to complain about, which ought to

make him pretty darned mad.

Monta Bell is a director whose
title to a place among the Chaplin;

and Stroheims has hitherto been

undisputed. Let him have it, if

it means anything to him. Perhaps

he did the best he could with Lady

of the K[ight. Perhaps the exper-

ience was too much for him. Imag-

ine Mr. Bell being summoned into

the Big Chief's office to learn that,

as a special reward for having been

a bright boy, he was to direct a

story about two girls, both played

by the same actress? Imagine

young Mr. Bell reeling out into the

air to meditate upon this so-great

honor that had been thrust upon
him—imagine him, almost over-

come, gazing towards the distant

purple hills and contemplating hid-

ing himself among them, fearful

that his talents might not be able

to stand the strain put upon them?

But here I stop. Because Mr. Bell

did direct Lady of the KLight, and

there's no getting around that fact

no matter how hard you may try.

Norma Shearer is in the process of being discovered.

Critics reviewing her work in this picture announce

proudly that they have unearthed a new actress destined

to be heard of some day. Inasmuch as Miss Shearer has

been one of Screenland's best bets for a long time, you

can't expect me to jump up and down over the fact

that, at last, she too has reached the goal—the supreme

test of artistry—playing two parts at once. I was simply

sorry to see her, I hope at directorial request, call upon

chewing gum and ' aigrettes to put over her part.

"Lady of the Night
of the underworld.

QConfirms my opinion that in Jetta Coudal there is a potential great star

SALOME of the TENEMENTS
Tfyt a Costume ^Picture

T"s^ HAT title is going to bring a lot of people in

and send them out disappointed. -There is no
Biblical sequence in the picture, Salome of the

Tenements; no dance of the seven veils; nothing

much at all, in fact, except Jetta Goudal, one of the

most glamorous young women on our screen. The idea

of the story, if any, is never clearly brought out. One
accepts the fact that Jetta is fascinating, because she

factually is; but her role doesn't help her much. Nature
did a lot for Miss Goudal in the first place. She doesn't

really need the title-writer to tell her public that she is

j^quite as capable of collecting heads as her namesake,

fehe is a mysterious and unique actress. She is given

scarcely a single close-up. She needs no close-ups. In-

stinctively she does the right thing. With little exper-

ience she displays vague shadows of an art as rare and
unerring as Chaplin's or Gish's or Raymond Grif-

fith's.

Salome of the Tenements was important to me only

because it confirmed my opinion that in Jetta Goudal
there is a potential great star. A popular star? I doubt

it. She is such an exotic that she can be easily crushed

by clumsy direction. There are studio stories about her

"temperament." She is supposed to be "hard to handle."

She looks as if she might be, but the results would be

worth the trouble.
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(\]ac\ Holt and Lois Wilson follow each other around again.

THE THUNDERING HERD
The Covered Wagon at Play

(\J<loah Beery, Raymond Hatton, Lois Wilson and
Holt in "The Thundering Herd."

JUST what will that covered wagon do next? The
little rascal has been cutting up high-didoes ever

since Jim Cruze took him out several years ago,

and there seems to be no stopping him now. His

latest escapade is The Thundering Herd, in which he

encounters a herd of buffaloes, not to mention his usual

skirmishes with red men (Indians) and bad men (Noah

Beery)

.

It's beginning to look as if almost

any one can direct a covered wagon.

Cruse started it; but Irvin Willat

carried on, and now William How-
ard is driving. Howard has the

advantage of being able to pilot his

craft through some of the most amaz-

ing scenery that good old Mother

Nature has to offer, and so his re-

sults are impressive if not always

exciting.

Jack Holt and Lois Wilson follow

each other around again— but somehow I never get

tired of watching the manly Mr. Holt face desperadoes,

Indians, buffaloes, and Lois. He is so businesslike about i

it that there is no room for resentment. That goes for

Miss Wilson, even in her desperate fights for honor.

Even if you know the plot by the second reel you'll

enjoy it.

(\Little Rollo himself never saw such strange and exciting things.

Tlaymg with Souls

AND now,
lad-eez

and gentul-

m u n, we're

back in Paris.

Yes, sir. That
Paris you
have all

heard so
much about—Eiffel

Tower and the Arc

de Triomphe and

wild women and

wine. You may
not see the first

you'll surely see tr

Playing with Souls

the motion picture idea ot

Paris— only it's never
called just "Paris" — always

Paree." ^"^Bi

That's the place "Buster" Collier comes to in his latest

screen adventure, and my, my, what times the boy does

have there! Little Rolld himself, even in the unexpur-

gated version, never saw strange and exciting things.

"Buster" sees just everything. He goes to such places

as "The Den of the Dead Ducq" — a Latin Quarter

cafe— and 'The Bottom of the Lake," another L.Q.c.

He goes to ;

g a m b 1 ins

hall. It i

there that h^

meets hi
mother in

blonde wig1

only o

course th

boy doesn't knov

it's his mother
She gives him gam
bling money —
only of course sh

doesn't know it's her sor

Things go on like this unt

the father comes in. L3

knows them both — cleve

man! — and before long th

mother takes off her wig and "Buster

is seen marrying Mary Astor. That

the kind of snappy stuff it is.

The
a
wild women" are" represented by Jacqueln

Logan, who goes through the routine of shrugs, gesture

and moues to show she's playing a French girl. I advi;

Miss Logan, and all other American actresses called upc

to play Parisians, to go to see Mile. Sergyl in The Mirac

of the Wolves. (Continued on page 7'
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SOME NEW FILMS by Martin B. Dkhtein

Y:
vr ou will find "Taming of the West"

(Universal) a real, old-fashioned,

double-barreled thriller, reminis-

cent of the good old Essanay A
and Bison days when no good bad man
would be seen on the highways
without his little black mask and
a row of horse pistols hanging
from his belt. You will see Hoot
(nee Edward) Gibson as a ten- J
derfoot from way back East— 1

somewhere around Kansas City
who is sent to his dad's ranch
in Montana to learn the

secret of taking bulls by the

horns and turning them into

T-bone steaks. Before he
has come to know a saddle

horn from a good soup
ox-tail, Hoot falls in love

with a rival ranchman's 1

daughter, and you know then
'

that it won't be long before

the gel begins to say things

like, "Thar'll be a mewn aout ,

tonight thar will," and Hoot
*

from back East'll come back with
something snappy like "Sure, kid,

il'm wise; Ell meetcha at de kitchen

daw at nine bells."

The cross- country saddle marathon
between the hero and the cattle rustlers

furnishes only one of the many thrills in

[Taming of the West" and, though we have
jjseen it all so many, many times before, some-
how those lurid drammers of the West still

manage to hand

(

us a pleasant jolt

with each new
demonstration.

melodramas of the "western" variety.

In "The Saddle Hawk," Marion Nixon has

X little else to do than look pretty. As a

bit of faithful reporting, it should be

\ added that she carries out that duty.
* * *

"Breed of the Border" (F. B. O.)
is a tale of horses of much the

\ same color as those in "Taming

|
of the West" and "The Saddle
Hawk." Maurice B. (Lefty)

Flynn, who once bucked the

Harvard line so valiantly for

dear old Yale, is discovered
now as a hair-trigger Romeo
in one of those time-hon-

I ored and spavined dramas

^ ] wherein the sheriff and his

deputy and the real bandits

who held up the mail coach
. . . and "Lefty" runs them
to cover at the peril— no
less than a dozen times — of

his own precious life. As you

/j have very probably guessed
W ere this, there is a plaid skirt

and a braid or two of golden
hair back o f Lefty's heroism.

Both skirt and braids are becom-
ingly worn by Dorothy Dwan. This

by the way, was that lady's last pic-

ture before assuming the more matronly
ole of Mrs. Larry Semon.

Hoot Gibson's

pictures, such as

his "Saddle
Hawk," make no
oretensions about
icing anything

r
han just what
jhey are— plain,

actus buncombe
jjjjor consumption

by a large audi-

ence o f yokels

pvho still believe

n cowboys and

Santa Claus.
\nd in review-

ng Hoot's pic-

tures in that
ight, it must be

'aid that they
I uffer little by

•omparison with
"

> t h e r celluloid

"Lefty" Flynn,
who once bucked
the line for dear
old Tale, is now
in the movies.

"Breed of the Border.

Only a poor chorus girlie, but her name
remained unsmirched to the end! Follow-
ing the lead of Florenz Ziegfeld, Ralph
Lice, in (Continued on page 76)

a hair-trigger Romeo
As he appears in

G[A bad man tries

to get the drop

on "Hoot" Gib-

son in "Taming
of the West."
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omen and

Among the beauties of Hollywood

there are a few "Pearl Women."

To them the whole of loveliness

lies in a pearl's translucent secret

and from them radiates a strange,

exotic charm.
By Gayne Dexter

I
Only beads, but
under their in-

fluence, Jacque-
line Logan be-

comes a being
more exquisite.

xa hey called him Mad Aleck around the pearl

'fisheries at Broome, which is a place where

nicknames are substituted for surnames.

To outward appearances Aleck was far from

mad. A rawboned, sandy-headed fellow, he could be

drunk in all parts of him except his eyes; but by the

same token when his limbs were sober, his eyes were

not. They dreamed. Perhaps submarine pressure in his

old diving days left them hazy. A hard customer whose

lugger sailed with the fleet and returned piled high and

smelling higher with shell in the abominable process of

"rotting-out," Aleck occasionally reaped a pearl or two—
nothing much, because pearls grow rarer every season;

but shell is profitable enough.

IB
"Sure, Aleck's mad," a *,,

buyer insisted as we stretched

one evening on the hotel

verandah and prayed for an

east wind to drive the ghast-

ly odors of drying shell to sea. Phew!

The memory lingers!

"Eight years ago," continued the

buyer, "Aleck brought in a pearl

worth thousands. Talk about a tear

from Buddha's eye! It was pear-shaped with a perte.

skin and orient. You know how they are when yo

get them that good! Translucent white outside bi

smouldering underneath. Boy, what a beaut!
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Pre-Jhowing of Creature C/ilms

• C5/X, MANSION o

B. P. SCHULBERG
Production

CulUn Landis as "Bill Smith"

see\s consolation from the

only person in town who
understands and sympathizes

with him— Barbara Bedford

as "Martha."

Q Bill is strangely attracted to

Ethel Clayton, the woman
whose starved mother instinct

'finds an uoiilz'.

ing with him.

ipathiz-

\



c 7)ramaland
By John Eliot

The New York Stage has become the testing

ground for dramatic ideas. The shows which
have been endorsed at the box offices on Broad'

way are then, and only then, worthy of the

greater glory of the screen.

The following stage plays are among those

which have been screened:

LIGHTNIN' SALLY
COBRA KIKI

DECLASSEE

SECRETS WHITE CARGO
TARNISH THE SWAN

THE MERRY WIDOW

YOU take Sally now; formerly Leon ErroFs underpinning gave away in
just one place (to wit, the New Amsterdam Theatre) but now it's

failing successfully all over the place, and Leon is falling like the gentle
rain and laughs are springing in full bloom all over.

Anyway this establishes the general idea— first the successful show, and then
the million dollar film.

This theatre department, viewing the matter with a movie-goer's eye, cannot
refrain from looking past the theatre's show of tonight to the months later when
the big "production," costing hundreds of thousands where the show cost only
hundreds, bursts upon the gaze of the guests of the silver sheet.

HE HAHDT MA7\[ isn't a bad idea for a movie, now that you call it to
our attention. The odd job carpenter pokes around and foils every darn thing

from the slick girl crook to the city detective, to say nothing of the boy. But in
the film there will be changes of scene and the Handy Man will be Charlie Murray
or Theodore Roberts— and how much better it will be!

HPHERE is one film coming just as sure as anything and that's The Fall Guy.
It is so sure to be a film of the good, homey, everyday sort that you will talk

about after you have seen it that we are going to beat you to it and tell you

Photograph by Schindele
Studios

(\Katherine Revner
brings to "The Rat"
a charming simplic-

ity which is very

delightful.

Photograph by White Studio

(\]ames Rennie and Ruth Sh?p\e v give u» excellent

performance in "Cape Smoke" — a play with

many thrills by W. A. Frost.
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Photograph by
Florence Yandamm

^Gertrude Bryan is

at her best in "The
Way of the World."

about it first. As a

play it is one of those

all in the same stage

set, but as a film you

will go to France and

then you will come home and

find the girl waiting — darn

nice girl— and you will see

them after they are married,

and the job is gone, and the boy

turns bootlegger. You may not

be able to hear the lovely voice

of the girl wife when she holds

up the boy by sheer heroic love-

power to the level of her idea!,

but what a wonderful chance

for the chase and thrilling wind-up when
the boy, the Fall Guy, starts to vindicate

the blood of his policeman father and takes

the old cop's advice to "Go git this feller."

Ernest Truex had better play the film

version, for there is no actor alive who
could do it as well, unless it is Geo. M.
himself.

You have to take a look at the film

possibilities of light shows and revues or

where would Sally, or The Merry 'Widow
be, I ask you.

'E went to see Elsie Janis and her

Puzzles of 1925, and had a right

pretty evening and got kind of choked up,

too. But make no error in locating the

reason. This is not a slam at a good little

show. No, these were chokes of emotion,

the kind that you try like the very dickens

tO hide De Mirjian Studios

It was all because of a thickset individual near me. There is something

about loyalty, loyalty that is all wool and a yard wide, genuine enthusiastic

loyalty that gets you, and the ex-doughboy had it. Elsie Janis should have

heard him, and I think very likely she did. Every time Elsie appeared he

announced to his neighbors that she was the greatest actress in the world, bar

none, and whenever a little climax came along he applauded her with a

willingness that had love in it. I became curious: "Friend of yours?" I asked.

"Uh-huh."
"Clever actress," I ventured.

"You said it."

His attention was given to a fusillade cf clapping. I wondered why Elsie

had inspired this very vital young man to such very real admiration.

"You've seen her before?" I asked.

QAn Easter Lily from
"Artists and Mod-
els," Marie Marce-
line.

(^Beautiful Leyla Georgie

who gives an impressive

performance in "What
Price Glorv."



"Before? — Fll say so. f

our place and she did her

and she knew what it mean
She's the greatest actress ii

AND speaking of light

which is going on ai

the moving picture theat

Here is a form of tall

and is practical at that,

this story of "The Stude

theatre orchestra gave v

The show has to do wi

a regular student and the

his sweetheart, Kathie, z

Marvenga to appreciate 1

to be a pretty good kingd

into such competition,

the Al Jolson theatre

these nights is because of

in fact, we heard the

male chorus over the r,

we saw the show. Incid'

were interested in one

singer equipped with two

he was what we thoughts

We are an enthu=iasi

for the film and h^fieve 1

Dunn in

s Bells."

Q Patty Hastings lendsher
'piquant beauty to the

"Music Box Revue."

; the weeks and
months stretch into

years and Abie's Irish Rose
continues to bloom on
Forty-second Street, we are

wondering about the film

production of this epoch'

making success. There
have been so many millions

of people who have laughed

and cried at that, poor hap'

py lowbrows that we are,

that it would be very difficult to

make a film without disappoint'

ing all hands. In order to get in

before the rush starts, we recom-
mend Emil Jannings for Abie's

papa and Larry Semon for Abie.

What are your suggestions?

Send us the names of the well-

known motion picture players

you would select to play the four
leading parts of Abie's Irish Rose.
The best selections will receive

as a reward two tickets to the
New York performance.

Mail suggestions before May
15, 1925.

Photograph by ApeJa

Q[ S/itrley Boot^ una Humphrey
Bogart in "Hell's Bells."

phere can be delivered by the silver sheet that cannot be
created with paint and canvas, BUT DeMille, Fit2;maurice
and Murnau together will be required to duplicate the royal
flavor of the third act of The Student Prince.

There are a lot of films in this world that need Charlie
Murray. George Hassell is very like him, and although he
can never be spared from The Student Prince, George
Hassell has a screen fortune any time he cares 'to move
in and start counting the money.

QTom Walsh and Eddie
Garvie, the "gold diggers"
in "Hell's Bells."
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How Your ^Boy Friend Ought to

The well-dressed man is at his best in his dinner coat, and
Ronald Colman is properly attired to dine with

Mr. and Mrs. Elite.
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^ Hollyivood

jOSSIP
By H. B. K. Willis

(\Louise Dresser certainly pic\s

out some peculiarly attractive

places to correct her ma\e'Up.

1
-sllEY are having a regular Old Home Week celebration

these days out at the white-walled enclosure where

Mary Pickford hangs her shingle on the door.

"I knew him when " and "Do you remember

when " are the words often bandied about for a very good

reason.

Years and years ago in Little Old New York a slender

blonde child had a part in "The Warrens of Virginia." Some

one told her of the moving pictures that were being made down

on Fourteenth Street. The next day she

caught a car and applied for a job at the

Biograph company.

She was so tiny and so young and her

hair was so very blonde and curly that it

was impossible to turn a glassy eye upon

her. She was cast as a maid for a grand

dame at five dollars a day.

"Do I come back tomorrow?" she queried

of the director when her day's work was

over.

"Sure," said he.

The next day the blonde child played the

role of a princess in a long purple robe and

a coronet. Her scenes were many and the

hour was late when another five-dollar gold

piece reposed in her hand, marking the end

of her toil.

"Gee," she thought, "Fd rather be a

maid. Fd get five dollars just the same

and be able to go home earlier."

The second property boy at the Biograph

studio was a stripling who had also heard

of the moving picture through friends.

He worked from morning till night with

scarcely a breathing space.

(SSVilliam Beaw
dine is directing

Mary Pichjord

in "Little Annie
Rooney."

(IMay MacAvoy has returned to

Hollywood from her trip to Italy

with the "Ben Hur" company.

"Boy! Bring a

throne from the

prop room," or

"Boy! Get me a

couple of safety

pins" were direc-

torial cries which were as spurs

to his flagging zeal. He did not

think so much of the moving-

picture business.

Then the blonde young thing

with the glorious eye made her

Biograph bow. He decided that

being a prop boy had its com-

pensations after all, for the boy

was an artist and he dreamed

great dreams.

He dreamed that the funny

little Fourteenth street studio

would some day be an enor-

mous place where he would

make artistic and dramatic pic-

tures as a director.

H e watched the golden-

haired girl; scrutinized her pen-

sive face; saw the reflection of

the gamut of human emotions

mirrored in her eyes,, He saw

that it did not make any differ

-
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({Marshall K[eilan,

-getting bossy.

encc whether she played the

role of a maid or the part of

a princess. He knew that she

was to become a great artist;

that some day she would play

upon the emotions of the people

in the darkened pit, moving

them to laughter, to tears, to

rapture or remorse.

"Some day she will be a great

star and I will direct her," he

resolved.

His dream has become a reality. William Beaudine is

directing Mary Pickford in "Little Annie Rooney."

Cecil B. De Mille has taken over the Thos. H. Incc studios

in Culver City. The day he made his triumphal entry into

the village he noted the flags and bunting and pennants hang'

ing from gable and balcony and staff.

Right away he began to bow and smile

to the folks on the street as he tipped

his hat.

"Who is that bozo and what's he

making all those funny faces for?" my
informant said his curbstone comrade
asked him.

"I don't know," my informant an'

swered. "But I do know he ought not

to be allowed to act like that in our

town on Washington's Birthday."

Losing one's singing voice at the out'

set of a musical comedy career would
have been almost a fatal blow to any

one not as courageous as Dot Farley.

Sixteen years ago, when she realized that

the last chirp had gone from her voice

box Dot essayed a picture career with

Essanay. Since that time her career has

been as varied as could be imagined.

She has done wild and woolly Westerns,

Mack Sennett custard pie operas, and
finally a love-lorn widow with a humor-

ous twist, her contribution to "So Big."

({Carmel Myers of the

"Ben Hur" company
has also returned to

Hollywood, bringing

in her eyes the lure

of Italian s\ies (only

thev're brown, darn

it!)

({Evelyn Pierce in a scene

from Josef von Sternberg's

"The Exquisite Sinner."
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1

q"The Studio Blues"
— Marshall ~H.eilan

and his willing -^m

wor\ers driving

Dull Care away.
(L. to R.: Evelyn

Peirce, Blanche Sweet,
Ronald Colman, Mic\y

Heilan, Paul Ellis,^ and

Lew Gody with the 'cello.

While Hobart Henley was casting "Nothing to Wear"

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios were besieged by bevies

of bathing beauties displaying their most abbreviated cos-

tumes. They were aghast to learn that clothes were to be

an important item in the production and that the title

applied only to those women who always wail "IVe nothing

to wear!" when, in reality, their wardrobes are full to the

bursting point.

1 —o—
A straggly old pup

of uncertain ancestry

adopted the M-G-M lot

the other day. The
stars' canine pets and

the dog-stars ritz;ed him

outrageously, having
nothing to do with him.

But his timely bark

kept a little girl from

being crushed beneath

the wheels of a truck.

Big-hearted Mickey
Neilan saw the inci-

dent. The purp's re-

ward was a full meal

in the studio cafe and

a part in Neilan's new
picture.

—o

—

One hundred per
cent of the sex appeal

of "Ben Hur" has re-

turned to Hollywood.

Ramon Novarro came home first. The other ninety-nine

per cent, May McAvoy, Kathleen Key and Carmel Myers,

arrived two weeks later.

Scenes in the picture, which will cost millions, are now

being shot at Culver City. Production will be hurried so

that the girls can get back to Rome for the chariot races

this summer.

The cast acquired a lot of Italian color while

roaming in Rome, but Kathleen Key, it is reported,

acquired a Latin lover. His name is James Prochet

and he has scads of money though he is, as yet,

like Mickey Neilan"s new picture, untitled. M'sieu

Prochet is coming to America this month and their

wedding is set for

the early summer.

But Kitty has a

swarm of swains

and a woman can

always change \

her mind.
j

Kathleen has
been stepping for-

ward both in and

out of the movies

lately.

(\Hazel Keener braves the

"bareness" of a French
haircomb—we would too,

if we looked li\e Hazel.

QFred ~Hiblo interviewed

more than three hun-

dred blue-eyed girls in

his effort to fmd^ the

madonna for the "Ben

Hur" part.
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Fred Niblo appre-

ciates the meaning of

the old maxim about

finding the needle in

the haystack to the full.

He has interviewed

more than three hun-

dred blue-eyed girls in

find the madonna for the

part. Niblo declares the

today have too much sophistica-

tion in their eyes.

He remarked thusly to one of the applicants.

"Huh!" she sniffed. "That's not sophistication.

That's mascara!"
* ••-

'

•
'

. . —o— -

Los Angeles now has an ice palace in which
many of the movie colony are taking an active

interest. Norma Shearer, a resident of Montreal
for many years, is going in for California skating

with a vengeance. Conrad Nagel,
who knew the ice of Iowa as a boy,

and Eleanor Boardman, who grew up
in Pennsylvania, often join her on the
rink. They say artificial ice is just as

hard as the natural kind and, unlike

a bill collector, cannot be sat upon with
impunity.

' —
No man is a hero to his vaiet but

Erich von Stroheim must be a devil of

a fellow to himself. At any rate he
selected Roy Guisti, pronounced
DArcy, for the part of the Crown
Prince in "The Merry Widow" be-

cause of Guisti's looks. When both
are in make-up the property boys can-

not tell them apart. DArcy is ex-

tremely devilish looking.

—o-

—

This tendency should be nipped in

the bud or else all of Neilan's actors

will be Irish and all of De Mille's bald. man -

-—o

—

There's a great deal of pranking going on these days
at the Famous Players-Lasky lot. Raymond Griffith, Wal-
lace Beery and Louise Fazenda are making a comedy "The
Night Club," with a dash of Spanish, but many of the
gags are for the benefit of the hired help alone

(\Alma Rubens
freed from
bonds with

QOIive Borden, one of the

fourteen beauties appear-
ing as models in Para-
mount's "The Dressma\er
From Paris."

They were using a bull on the

set the other day. The bovine was
supposed to chase Ray but re-

mained supremely indifferent to his

opportunity, sort of a case of bull-

doze, as it were.

The director grew frantic and
was waxing incoherent from lingual

exhaustion when a bystander suggested

that the critter be given a shot of Ja-

maica ginger.

The "jake" was administered without
Ray's knowledge, and the bull awakened.
The shrieks of the bystanders caused

Ray to snap into it at the crucial mo-
ment. On they came toward the camera, Ray leading

by a hair. The cameraman ground furiously but the

bull did not know when to quit, chasing Ray right over

the cameraman's point of vantage, demolishing the in-

strument.

recently

her marital

Dr. Good-
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QB 1 a n c h e Mehaffey, the

gifted actress, giving an

imitation of a straddle

bug.

Q[A curious fact about

Clara Bow is she

hasn't Bow legs.

The bull then became comatose again, and Ray, as

soon as he regained his breath and his hair abandoned

the perpendicular, prevailed upon the director to cut out

the bull and substitute a snail.

—o

—

Hal Roach has another find, a girl already heralded

as a rival for Mary Philbin, whom she somewhat resem-

bles. Her name is Fay Wray and she is extremely

"feyish." Miss Wray was born in Canada and came to

Hollywood three years ago. She has played in pictures

for two summers, attending Hollywood high school in

the rainy season.

—o

—

We have heard a lot about the hard-hearted motion

picture producers who figure everything from a box-office

viewpoint, but now comes one who sacrificed an artistic

ending just to spare the feelings of a million children.

Last year Hal Roach made a picture called "The King

of Wild Horses" with Rex, a black stallion, as the star.

The critics went mad about it.

This year Roach made another, "Black Cyclone," the

love story of Rex and Lady, a beautiful dappled grey

mare, whom Rex wins from a pinto heavy. Plot con-

struction demanded, later in the story, that Lady fall prey

to a band of wolves so that the final tragic and beautiful

fade-out should show Rex alone on the sky-line.

Roach would have none of it.

"Have you

ever seen a child

who has just lost

a pet, whose pet

has died?" Roach queried of his high-priced executives.

"They'll love that grey mare and if she dies any motion

picture with an animal in it will be hated by them forever

more. Story or no story, the grey mare will live."

•—d—
The small towns furnish more than their share of the

beautiful women of the world. Survey of the fourteen

beautiful models appearing in Paramount's "The Dress-

maker from Paris," in which Leatrice Joy returns to the

screen, shows that but three were born in cities of the

metropolis class.

Here are the girls and their birthplaces:

Clara Morris, "Neysa McMeins Regal Red Head,"

Des Moines, Iowa.
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Cecille Evans, "The Girl with the Coles

Phillips Ankles," Oxford, Kansas.

Mabel Coleman, "The Gibson Girl of To' .

day," Mason, Ohio.

Etta Lee, "Princess of the Orient," Honolulu.

Sally Rand, "The Most Beautiful Girl in

America" (according to C. B. DcMillc), Win-
chester, Kentucky.

Jocelyn Lee, "Ziegfeld's Queen of Beauty,"

Chicago.

Dorothy Seastrom, "Venus of the Snows,"

Stockholm.

Adalyn Mayer, "Cinderella Girl of 1925,"

Hastings, Minn.
Olive Borden, "Wampas Baby Star for

1925," Richmond. I

Sally Long, "D. W. Griffith's Most Beautiful j

Discovery," Kansas City.

Yola D'Avril, "Jean Patou's Famous Model,"

Paris.

Thais Valdemar, "Fairest of Europe's Nobil-

ity," Rostoff Don, Russia.

Eugenia Gilbert, '"The Girl of the Sun-Kissed

West," East Orange, N. J.

Cristina Montt, "South America's Favorite

Daughter," Santiago, Chile.

—o

—

Hollywood has a new menace. It's the beard.

When William K. Howard, Famous Players-

Lasky director, was finishing "The Thundering
j

Herd," he stumbled across the bitter war that |

is now raging between the old and new whis-

kers of the screen.
;

Professional beards — men who make a living

by the length of their beards or, better be it jfi

said, men who live by their beards alone— are

up in arms against the invasion of a large force *sg

of amateur beards. The latter, Howard found,
are largely retired farmers from the Middle
West who like to pick up loose change by
working in mob scenes requiring bearded par-

ticipants, "peddle the brush" as Flip put- it.

The professional beards say it is a close shave
as to whether they get the jobs or not.

This is the day of the specialist even in

motion pictures. Douglas Fairbanks in 'Don
Q,"Jiis present picture, has been surrounded
with"* a court of dancing masters, fencing in-

structors, bull-fighters, whip-crackers and what not. The
Pickford-Fairbanks lot again harbors a bit of Spain as a

setting for Doug's bid for Valentino's honors as a danc-
ing sheik.

Alan Crosland, now under contract to Famous Playcrs-
Lasky, and soon to become a free lance director at his

own election, was one of the original motion picture
press agents. He began his_ film career with the old
Edison company as a publicity representative, leaving his

reporting job on the New York Globe. He reformed,
however, and became a casting director before he attained
the rank of director.

He denies equally however that he was' the originator
of the famous press agent wheeze about the make-up
expert who fooled the studio gateman. That was old,
even when he was young in the movies, Crosland declares.

—o

—

Before Ricardo Cortes became popular he could have

({George Stewart visits Sister Anita while she
is playing the lead in "The Boomerang."

married the girl of his choice without difficulty. But his

latest Paramount contract contains an anti-matrimony
clause. Alma Rubens, recently freed from her marital

bonds from Dr. Goodman, and Ricardo are said to be
very much in love, but his new contract will no doubt
prove a muffler for the wedding bells.

I've always been of the opinion that Viola Dana always
was and is very much of a girl but never did I believe

that she was the type who revelled in tears. It seems,
however, that she likes to indulge in feminine freshets

as well as the next one. She declares "The White Sister""

is her favorite picture because it made her weep so

copiously that she was afraid the ushers would put her
out of the place.

. —o

—

Carlo Schipa, brother of the gifted Tito, will no doubt
have his name in electrics as a result of his fine work
as "Sascha" in Colleen Moore's "Sally."



(\Douglas Fairbanks

and Juliette Bekm-
"Don Q"

Tangoing some!

(^Raymond Griffith,

featured player i n

"The Night Club"'

as the sturdy oa\;

the clinging vines
are sup plied by
Paramount.

big production, 'The Wanderer." Remem-

ber, don't you, that Raoul Walsh directed "The

Thief of Bagdad," and now comes "The Wan-
derer" with this great part for some young

fellow. Walsh calls it a "terrific" part. The

chosen one will be "made," and the worth of

the picture depends to a great extent on

whether or not the choice for the part has

the "stuff." Of course the part is a Novarro

part — his type absolutely— but he belongs to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and Paramount has to

do without him. There are three particular

juveniles in Hollywood waiting and hoping to sign on

the dotted line— they've taken test after test, and when

the "Prodigal Son" gets to us via the screen, may the

one best suited to the part sway our emotions and take

us through the trials and tribulations of the young

Biblical son who thought the tumultuous life of the

dark, wicked city could lead him to the light of life

quicker and more perfectly than could the light of the

sun and the waving of the grain in the fields.

Having removed his miniature city from the lobby

of his Hollywood Egyptian Theatre, right in the middle

of Hollywood's busiest streets, Sid Grauman has put up

an Indian village— tents and all. That's Hollywood

for you! The Indians perform in the prologue to Sid's

UMMER already— hottern
anything out here — like

New York in July— with

the call of the great open

spaces getting into the blood— and

the new ice-skating rink a good

place to cool off in— the return of

all the prodigals to the land of sun-

shine—Ramon and Rod and Norma
back from Europe— Pola leaving

for a European trip — and Cecil

DeMille getting the keys to Culver

City and opening up the new De
Mille Studio out there. It's a great

year for the movies, all right — Fred

Niblo and his "Ben Hur" company

back— with Hollywood actors get-

ting the long lost chance at "Ben

Hur"— contracts being signed

—

everybody happy and busy— it's a

great year for the movies, all right!

Hollywood's humming.

They Say —
Like "Peter" in "Peter Pan" and

the Prince in "The Merry Widow,"
speculation, hopes, fears arid antici-

pation are being talked about as to

who will play the part of the

"Prodigal Son" in Raoul Walsh's
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By
^Marion o

'WOOd

The latent slang in Hollywood

"He's a Spaniard''
(Synonymous with Sheik )

1

showing of "The Iron Horse," and, according to Colonel McCoy, we're liable

to have a battle out here any day. For the first time in hundreds of years,

he says, the Shoshones and Arapahoe Indians are living side by side! On
their own reservation they are such deadly enemies that they won't speak

to each other, let alone be near enough to see each other daily! As it is,

they don't speak, they won't eat together, and they pass each other with
dark, threatening glances; but at last Colonel McCoy has succeeded in

patching up the quarrel to the extent that they will work together on the

stage. It's a way he has with

them, this Colonel McCoy, and
_

...

those great big Indian kids will do
as much for him as they would do
for "The Great
Spirit."

Having watched
this Hatton fellow

and that great Wal-
lace Beery fight to

the last ditch i n

muddy, dirty, dis-

graceful apparel
over everything from
"that thar gal" to

vast and uncounted
riches, imagine my
chagrin at seeing
each of them dressed

up like the highest

of high, having a

terrific battle over a

puny, defenseless

box of chocolates

!

Such naughty boys!

But you can really

see 'em do it in their

latest, "In the Name
of Love."

They Say —
It's no cinch being

a burglar anywhere
— even if you're a

good one— but in

Hollywood a p o o r

burglar fellow hasn't a chance in the world.

Perhaps it's on account of picture pistol practice,

i

The other night— psst— a noise woke Pola

j

Negri. She was all alone— far from the maddening crowd, and the noise kept

coming nearer— just like in the movies. Pretty quick the door-knob of her bed-

room door turned. Did Pola scream? I should say not! She picked up a revolver

which was lying on the table side of her bed and shot three beautiful, resounding

shots out of the window. The poor burglar is now somewhere south of the equator.

In these days of high-society and educated women-folk, a poorburglar hasn't a chance!

(\Ramon J^ovarro, in

Italy, introduces a

new mode in bath-

ing suits and fancy
sport belts.

q Benny Stoloff, the William
Fox comedy director, tells

funny stories to his lio>i

actor to \eep him in good
humor.
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qMat ge Bellamy, Peggy, and the

en of Madge's Beverly Hills

home. "Painted Souls" is her

next film.

Peter B. Kyne is coming to Hollywood to pay

Anne Cornwall a visit. I suppose he means to

visit Anne's husband, Charlie Maigne, too, but he

doesn't count so much any more than that other

half of the family counts in any home. Pete is

a great friend of the Maignes, has just returned

from a trip around the world, and comes to Holly-

wood to get all the picture news, scandal and so

forth, and watch somebody else's oil well burn up.

Of course, watching somebody else's oil well burn

is another matter altogether.

They Say—
It's pretty hard on the old

man when the son and heir

disapproves of one's brain-

child! The other day a bit'

QJ. Farrell MacDonald, the care

free and combative "Casey ' of

"The Iron Horse," this time as

"Donovan," a loyal but pugna-

cious horse trainer, who shares

feature honors in "Kings of The
Turf."

(JThis is Lu\e Cosgrave,
the

.
peppiest young

man in Hollywood.
Lu\e plays the leading

role in "Welcome
Home," James Cruzc s

next Paramount pro-

duction.

terly critical letter
came through the mail

to Alan Crosland. It

concerned Crosland's

last picture, and read:

"How do you expect

to keep me for a fan if

you don't let the hero

sock the villain on the

nose? You know he

had it coming. How
can he be a hero when
the other guy knocks

him all over the place 1

Say, I never saw such

a silly picture!" And
then came the crudest

cut of all. The letter

was from his eight-

year-old son, Alan, Jr.

Our Matrimonial

News for the month is

very scarce. The town
reporter chalks up only

one success for son

Cupid— that of C.

Gardner Sullivan tak-

ing unto himself a

wife, Ann May, sistef

(^Toodles tells the

family secret to

Raymond Hat-
ton.
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(\Adolphe Menjou
evening dresses the

part.

of none other than Doris

May, wife of Wallace Mac-

Donald. Everything ought

to go along very nicely, but

I see that C. Gardner is tak-

ing no chances! He just now
is cutting and titling his lat-

est production, "If Marriage

Fails ?"

A little note of "Auld

Lang Syne" comes into the

announcement that Alan

Hale will direct Rudolph

Valentino's next picture. Do
you remember them together

in "The Four Horsemen,"

when neither was particular'

ly famous? When Rudie

was doing his famous dance

for the first time and Rex
Ingram was telling them

both what to do? It looks

as if these two ought to hit,

working together. "Too
many cooks," you know,

"spoil the broth," and when
Hale is directing a picture

he'll be the director or he

won't direct. Too many
players in the past have

figured that they can make
the picture alone — do the

acting and the directing—
and it's a wise man, like

Valentino, who's willing to

admit he's wrong and start

all over again.

"Say, she's a Cobra, all

right!"

"And talk about him, he's

some Spaniard!"

Hollywood's latest, those

two expressions. Not many
words, but as the old saying

goes, they mean a "mouth-

ful." If someone calls you a

"Cobra," it means that you
are a very attractive bit of

Q Betty Compson, now making "Eve's Secret," is

"^.guratifely" shown on the beach at Hollywood— and we don't mean mayhe.

QGayne 'Whitman has signed a long-term starring contract

with 'Warner Brothers, leaving the Los Angeles Morosco
Theatre to find another leading man.

QRaouI Walsh, who directed "The Thief

of Bagdad," has just pluc\ed another

plum as director of "The Wanderer,"
the tremendous Biblical stage produc-

tion of the "prodigal son" story, which

is expected to he the most pretentious

offering on Paramount' s 192? program.

femininity— you have that

elusive thing called "person-

ality," and that indescribable

appeal for the stronger sex;

not a "vampire," but a vam-
pire with a softer mixture

of a more delicate attraction

— Florence Vidor, for in-

stance, with a tremendous
feminine appeal, and yet a

greater appeal mixed in.

And a "Spaniard" — not

a "sheik," but a sheik with

a quality of softness mixed
in, too. The definition on
this is rather vague, but they

tell me Novarro, the young
"Ben Hur," is a shining ex-

ample. If that's the case,

I'm for the "Spaniard!"

Who started rumors that

Ricardo Cortez has a wife

tearfully trying to get a

divorce from the fair Ricar-

do? 'Tis false! Although
Ricardo is Sheikish, Span-

iardish, Appealing and Tre-

mendously Approving of the

fair sex, thus far the County
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QT^ormd Talrnadge is now engaged
in ma\ing "Graustark" under
the direction of Dimitri Bucho-
wets\i.

Clerk has received no Cortex signature on
any marriage certificate of his. Ricardo is

vigorously denying the charge and crying to

the press to let him enjoy his bachelor days
in peace.

May the gods smile with pleasure on the

blessed white-haired Luke Cosgrave! First,

because he's just Luke; second, because he's

a fine old actor; and. third, because he's so

full of pep and has such a smile for every-

body that you can't help smiling with him.

He starts in a couple of days with Jim Cruze
— "Welcome Home" is the picture— and
he has a marvelous part. Luke's worth isn't just his

acting ability, for with some sixty-five years to his credit,

Luke's mind and body are still twenty-five and his pep
must be an inspiration to Jim and the rest of the crew.

Whoever heard of a theatre suffering because of a

knock-out leading man? It sounds ridiculous, but it's the

awful truth in the case of the Morosco Theatre versus
Los Angeles, simply because a good leading man is always
grabbed by the Hollywood movie-snatchers. And the
latest is Gayne Whitman, who has just signed on the
dotted line to star in Warner Brothers' Classics. It's

getting serious with the defenseless Morosco! Look at a
partial list of those lost to moviedom and judge for your-
self: Richard Dix, Douglas MacLean, Edmund Lowe,
Warner Baxter, David Butler— and many others. And
wait until you see this Whitman fellow! Morosco should
feel lucky to have kept him as long as they had him!

They Say —
In this dav of queer-sounding lines on the backs of

QJjS(o one but Douglas
Fairban\s could get

aivav with this eet-a-

ramshackle Lizzies, it's a

wise fellow who can find

the license plate any
more. Anyhow, such is

the case in the great

open West. With "The
Iron Horse" at the Egyp-

tian Theatre, and the

billboards and newspa'

pers plastered with signs

reading : "The Iron
Horse, A John Ford Pro-

duction," what can you
do when a broken-down
flivver comes along with

a sign reading: "The
Tin Horse, A Henry
Ford Production"?

"T h e Heritage o f

Johnny Harron" —
that's what they're talk-

ing about out here.

Johnny, brother of Rob-

ert, last week signed a

long-term contract with

Warner Brothers.
"What will he do?" —
"Has "he the goods?"—
"Will he be as good as

his brother?" and even

as far as "He'll never

come up to his brother"
— and all this without

even a picture started.

I've seen him in a num-
ber of pictures—the last

one with Constance Tal-

rnadge—and I would be

willing to predict what
his chances are and how
far he'll go and how
near he'll get to his

brother's reputation i f

any one asked me.

qEarle Williams
and his daugh-
ter.
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hy Costume Pictures
If you think a gorgeously dressed character

must be a fop, read this story of Dick Turpin.

By Tom Mix

HEN you can show me a

man of today who is as

brave, as reckless, and as

gloriously picturesque a s

was Dick Turpin, the most gentlemanly

rascal who ever robbed a bishop or

kissed the hand of a countess, Fll ask

to have a picture play based on his

appearance and character prepared

without delay. But until I find one
I'll continue to base my faith on Dick
Turpin as the most dashing and com'
pelling romantic figure I have ever

encountered.

Every schoolboy has heard of

Turpin, for his ride to York has been
the theme for songs, stories and poems
innumerable; but even the grownups
know little else about him. Some
few who study history know he was
born in Essex county, that he was

tarting on their
famous ride to Yor\.

QTom Mix as the
romantic bandit.

hanged at Knavesmire on Tyburn Hill

in 1739, that the king put a price of

two hundred pounds upon his head,

that he rode a wonderful mare called

Black Bess, and that he was only

thirty-three years of age when the

officers of the law "draped him per-

pendicular
1
' from the end of a rope.

In preparing to picturiz;e the color'

ful life of this witty rogue, Mr. Fox's

research men spent months in the

British Museum and the Royal Library

in London, photographing the pages of

ancient books that dealt with Turpin's

life and the fashions of the early

eighteenth century. It wasn't until

this material reached California that I

learned I would have to rival the rain-

bow and the butterfly if I were truth-

fully to depict the dashing rascal which

was Dick—the dashing rascal who was

73
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a gentlemen by day, a rogue by night.

Dick, I learned, was sent to Whitechapel

to be apprenticed to a butcher when he

was a boy of sixteen. Almost as soon as

he arrived he became enamored of the

gorgeous costumes and roystering pleasures

of the wild young nobles he saw about

the White Hart Tavern, Blue Boar Inn

and strolling in Oxford Road and on The

Strand. They wore brocaded velvet coats

of robin-egg blue, crimson, dove grey and

f,ea green. The enormous cuffs were laced

with threads of gold, and butterflies, hum-

ming birds and flowers were embroidered

on the lapels and flowing skirts. Hats were

broad-brimmed velour, turned jauntily up-

ward on one side, and fluttering ostrich

plumes surmounted them. Shoes had red

heels, and silken hose rolled above the knee

were held in place by striped garters with
fluttering ends. Cravats were of precious

lace, and amber-headed canes hung suspend-
ed by satin bows from the third button of
the waistcoat.

Pure opera-bouffe to us, one would say,

and yet, as I read, I learned that these

fops, who thus out-shone the flowers of the

held, were hard-drinking, hard-swearing
"he-men" who fought with fist, sword or
pistol at the slightest affront. They were
the frequenters of the amphitheatres and
pavilions where bulls were baited by bull-

dogs and where savage prize fights were
held between the brutal sluggers of the days
of bare knuckle "mills." They dressed like

"cake-eaters," but they were bold, dashing,

daring, and "hardboiled."

By producing the most dashing and

romantic character of this most picturesque
period of English life, I submit myself to

the accusation of having done a costume
picture. Guilty, and happy in my guilt, I

live in the hope that some thoughtful and
earnest author will dig out from history's

warehouse another character as colorful as

Dick Turpin, and IT1 leap at the chance to

picturize him, let Truth costume him as

it will.

A wise man went on record years ago
by saying that clothes don't make the man.
That man knew Humanity. Suppose Tur-
pin had robbed coaches when wearing a

battered derby hat and tattered overalls.

He wouldn't have earned a paragraph. But
because he was as he was, he earned shelves

in libraries, a permanent place in history,

and even, greatest of honors, a film.

Women and ¥earls—Continued from page 49

cleared out with a Jap, and yet that crazy

Scotchman wouldn't chase them. Said he

loved her sufficient to let her keep the pearl,

and besides it would bring her back to him.

He's a white man, mind you," spat the

buyer, disgusted not at miscegenation or

anything so commonplace, but by the mem-

ory of profits he missed.

I wanted the" rest of the yarn. "Did the

girl ever come back?"

"Sure. But her Japanese Romeo had

stolen the pearl" . . .

Did you ever put a shell to your ear

and listen to whispers of the sea? Little

copper-skinned Mary did so one night on

an island beach not far from Samarai.

Mary .scarcely expressed ' the girl, but the

missionaries erased her real name when they

enmeshed her in arduous Christianity.

Finally she broke and ran, or rather swam.

The skipper of th ; schooner on which she

had stowed tossed her overboard incontin-

ently. The island, being a harborage for

beche-demer luggers, was a bad place for

a good girl. The little pagan loved it. And
here she sprawled, shell to her ear, clad

as the full moon silvered her.

"Know what this fella shell tellem me?"

she enquired. " 'Bout Piala and Happi and

Kambo. Kambo him big fella boss and Piala

is daughter alonga him. Happi, fine fella,

and sposem Piala make plurry good missus

alonga him."

Mary's pidgeon-English murdered the

myth; but, being translated, it concerned

the Great Chief Kambo who ruled hills so

high and distant that none had ever seen

the sea. He was rich in land, warriors,

pigs and charms, and extraordinarily mighty

by virtue of many witch-doctors and gods
whose images stood in tabu-ground. So
beautiful was Piala, his daughter, that mor-
tals dared not aspire to her hand; she must
be wedded to a god. But Piala loved
Happi, a tribal warrior, who guarded her
until a marriageable deity arrived. Because
he would flinch at her touch, and her hand
brought pain to his face, she knew he loved

her, too.

Though Piala waited, no god came. Then
Kambo cried out that he was the last living

god; he would marry his daughter! Prep-

arations for the feast were finished, but
when the witch-doctors went to fetch Piala,

she had fled with Happi. Southward and
downward the lovers ran, day and night,

warriors pursuing them and Kambo's voice

an angry thunder through the hills. Reach-
ing the sea, they could continue no further.

Here the world had changed to strange blue

water, which they feared. War-drums beat,

Kambo's thunder grew closer, and when
they were almost overwhelmed, when paint-

ed savages raced yelling through the last

grove, a great shell floated to the beach
and opened for them.

Immediately they stepped aboard it

drifted beyond range of spears. There the

mighty Kambo beheld them. He called, but
wind swept his voice back into the hills;

so what he shouted went unanswered. At
length the shell, closing gently, sank with
Piala and Happi.

Then Kambo, understanding he could not
follow, learned he was no god. And only
a god may marry a daughter. So Kambo
had contemplated a grievous sin. He beat

himself for forgiveness and commanded his

men to build rafts to cross to where the
shell had disappeared. That done, he flung

his warriors into the water, forbidding them
to return from the ocean-bed until they
brought the_ shell. (Lord knows how they
learned to swim!) Over they went, tens,

twenties, hundreds of them. Diving down,
they grasped the oyster, which had sunk a

thousand feet. All started to the surface
with it, heavy by the weight of Happi and
Piala inside; yet as they rose, it dwindled
smaller and smaller until Kambo could lift

it from the water with his own hands.

He opened it and found not the lovers
but a pearl. Never had he seen one before.
Weeping, he carried it ashore. Suddenly
rejoicing, however, he cast off his necklets

of bone and strung the pearl at his throat.

"The gods have given back to me Piala

and Happi, their love and their first-born—
to comfort me in life, and to lie at my
breast in death!"

Whether pearls are genuine or not, means
nothing. Despite what the jewellers say,

the difference between the real and seven
dollars' worth of imitations is more a matter
of reincarnation, of memories faintly re-

tained through centuries, than of mere ap-
pearance. Some women are born to them.
So the little stenographer, dreaming into
"orientals"; the $5000-a-week star sensing
the throb, the fantastic, eddying mysteries
of ocean-depths in her strings of first-water;

Mad Aleck's Jap girl in the rusty shack at
Broome; and Pagan Mary spinning Piala's
legend on the beach, are daughters, not of
Eve, but of Cleopatra— of the blood of
Aphrodite, goddess of Love and Beauty,
who «rose from the sea. Is that the spell

of the pearl?

Dorothy MackaiWs Horoscope—Continuedfrom page 35

but the screen where there are always new
parts to portray and one doesn't have time

to get tired of a character before it is fin-

ished suits her active, restless temperament

much better.

For the past four years, and continuing

through this year, Miss Mackaill has been

under one of the most beneficial influences

it is possible for a person to have, the

Progressed Sun conjunction with Jupiter,

the giver of all of the good things of life.

As long as this is in force it will be possible

for her to realize her fondest hopes, wishes

and ambitions. Things that would have

seemed impossible will reach completion

readily. Next year the beneficent Jupiter

will be friendly to Venus and her Moon,
and as this too is a constructive force she

has it within her power to lay the founda-

tion for lasting success, and I hope she will

make the best of the marvelous influences

of the next two years. The Sun is also

conjunction with Mars the "Warlord," an
influence that it is best to hold in obeisance.

It tends to extravagance, a liability to acci-

dents, and also a tendency not to weigh
carefully enough the pros and cons of a

proposition. If she can overcome the too

forceful side of her nature, take care not
to be aggressive, and above all see to it that

she doesn't have an accident, particularly to

the head or abdominal region, she will be
circumventing this destructive influence, and
we need not worry, for kindly, benevolent

Jupiter will protect her. During all of 1926
she will have to be most careful not to let

the foregoing operate, although it is also in
force this year; and during April, May and
also October and November of 1928 is an
other period when she must not take
chances. Because of these indications it

would not be well for her to do "stunts."

Beginning in April, 1927, and continuing
through 1928, she will have to be very care-

ful of her money, for she will have Uranus,
the Planet of sudden and unlooked for hap-
penings, going over her Jupiter, and it can
mean sudden and unexpected money losses.

Dorothy Mackaill,

Born: Hull, England,

March 4th, 1904,

11 A. M.
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New Screenplays—Continued from page 46

You have often heard about ugly duck-

lings that have become swans. Well,

here's a swan who turns out to be a

duckling. The result of the effort to

picturise Molnar's satire, The Swan, reminds

me of the effect upon the spectator who
is watching one of the graceful white birds

circling a lake when the silly thing suddenly

turns itself upside down and floats on its

head in a forage for food.

The Swan was not screen material for its

better qualities. As a picture, to people

who never saw the play, it may offer satis-

factory and even, because Adolphe Menjou

is in it, delightful entertainment. ft has

one or two moments of carefree comedy,

but it is not comedy of the Molnar school.

The ending is as ridiculous as anything I

have ever seen, and the fact that its fadeout

is shared by Ricardo Cortez and Frances

Howard, both appearing extremely uncom-

fortable and ill at ease, doesn't do it any

good at all. It is Miss Howard's screen

debut, and so one mustn't be too hard on

the girl. Only why go to the legitimate

stage for a Frances Howard when the

studios are filled with bright and charming

actresses such as— but no, no— mustn't

call names.
Menjou saves The Swan as he has saved

so many other films. It's getting to be an

old story with him now. I hope he will do

as much for his own pictures as he has for

others. As a rollicking prince he is such a

dear that he makes the heroine an even

greater ninny than the plot does for refus-

ing him for Ricardo. Clare Eames, as his

mother, is simply corking —-she should al-

ways play queens. Here is one player worth

going miles to get—which is practically what
the company has done, for Miss Eames
graced the more rarified dramatics units of

the theatre. The third party to make The
Swan entertaining is Helen Lee Worthing,

who may have come from the Follies but

she'll never go back there if she can troup

like this. As an indiscreet countess she is

irresistible.

~S[ew Lives for Old exhibits Betty Comp-
son as one of those loyal French girls who,

during the war, decided to give all for

France. When Theodore Kosloff, as a spy,

says all he means all; and Betty really has

an awful time dodging him and disguising

herself as a laundress. Wallace MacDonald
believes in her all the time, which is lucky

for Betty, as nobody else does.

One thing I must say for Betty's imper-

sonation here, however. She nobly refrains

from shrugging and going "ooh la la all

the time. And that, in a picture like New
Lives for Old, is a lot to be thankful for.

The Top of the World is fsom a story

by Ethel Dell. It features Anna Q. Nilsson

and James Kirkwood, the latter essaying a

dual role. In one part he portrays an

honest, upright man—one of nature's very

ownest own. In the other part he is a

dirty dog—a dope fiend and heaven only

knows what else. When I tell you that

Mr. Kirkwood in one part just about finishes

me, you'll understand how I felt while

watching The Top of the World. Anna
was good, though.

Richard Dix is making some pretty good

pictures. He and his director, Paul Sloan,

understand each other; and one of the best

examples of their team-work is Too Many
Kisses, in which Richard plays a young man
with acute heart trouble. He goes to the

Pyrenees for it, but there he meets Frances

Howard who, unfortunately for Dix's health,

proves much more attractive in her brunette

wig as a senorita than she did as The Swan.

The inevitable happens amusingly.

RAMON NOVARRO AS "BEN HUR"

Upon completion, in September, "Ben Hur" will have been in

process two years and is by far the £re::test of productions.

Mo^st of the scenes were ta\en in Italy.' Even the King's Villa

was used. And last but not least, we just learn that our little

Peter Pan— Betty Bronson— has been selected for the role of

the Madonna. This completes the most notable cast ever assembled.
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A Job in the Movies

Continued from page 37

carpenters in the world are in "the movies,"

and the marvelous architectural masterpieces

seen in many super-productions would never

have been seen had not such master car-

penters left the more prosaic walks of life

and taken their talents to the "lots."

Electricians are always in demand; not

the electrician who feels that he has mas-

tered the mysteries of "controlled lightning"

when he can climb a pole and splice two
wires, but those blessed with skill and imag-

ination who can aid' in the producing of

glorious light effects. The woman who can

devise an unusual costume has a place wait-

ing somewhere within the borders of

"movie-land," and at a salary that would
.startle her plodding husband. The scientist,

with eye glued to a microscope or telescope,

may at any moment see something that

Nature has long kept concealed from man

and which a prophetic visioned moving
picture producer wishes to share with all

humanity. The book-lover, ensconced in a
library, may turn a page and reveal a gold
mine, for stories of romantic worth or his-

toric value are earnestly desired and eagerly

inspected. The explorer in jungle depth or

on mountain peak may first see that which
the producer believes should be seen by all.

He, the explorer, is therefore on the thres-

hold of "Movieland" and he can pass that

threshold if he will.

The "movies" are illimitable, unmeasur-
able, and all-embracing, and hold forth a

welcoming hand to all men who have made
of their work an art, because art means
beauty: beauty inculcates a love of culture,

and culture makes your neighbor a far more
comfortable companion.

(^Eleanor Boardman is the sad senorita

and Harrison Ford the dashing young
Spaniard in "Proud Flesh."

QThe Supper Clubs of Hew Yor\, which
pulse to jazz and broadcast pep and youth
get their hale fellows and merry villagers

from the movie studios. Delight Evans tells

the tale in June SCREEHLAHD.

Some New Films—Continued from page 47

"The Chorus Lady" (Prod. Dist. Corp.)
here takes his megaphone in hand and
glorifies the American chorus girl as she has
never been glorified before. First he causes

her (the lady's name off-stage is Margaret
Livingston) to rescue her .sweetheart's cham-
pion race horse from a burning stable and
later she is seen assuming the disgrace of
her little sister, who has been caught in a

compromising situation. A lady, even if

she is a chorus girl, who will do things
like that and not even breathe a word- of
it to her press agent, deserves to be glorified.

Ralph Ince has the right idea, he has, and
besides he has made a right smart entertain-
ing picture of this seemingly shambling
melodrama. Alan Roscoe is the hero and
Virginia Lee Corbin is the little sister who
thought being compromised meant some-
thing about coming to an amicable decision.-
And, for all we know, it does.

Unli\e "Parisian J^ights," "Love's Bar-
gain (F. B. O.) doesn't make a bum of
the American tourist business in France.
Where the one fairly knifed us in the back
and then spun us around to spit in our
face, the other reveals only Parisians with
clean collars and moustaches that are waxed
to needle points. It is a fairly gainly com-
position, this five-reel, tear-stained yarn
about a little French dancer who sold her
affections to the greatest theater manager in
all Pans so that she might win fame and
acquire riches without ever having worn the
rags. And it happened that .somewhere else
in that great bargain basement of Love that
is Paris, there lived another who grieved
and suffered in silence when he learned that
the soul of Joan had foundered in the
treacherous currents of Montmartre. Fie
loved her, did this man who suffered

alone, loved her with the grand passion that
defied even expression in the sub-titles. And
so he went off to Egypt. (In the movies
it is the fate of every disappointed lover

to go to Egypt or the South Sea Islands,

yes?)

Marjorie Daw, Clive Brook and a hand-
some john by the name of Warwick Ward
contribute excellent performances to the

leading roles and the film seems to be rather

well directed. If seen, "Love's Bargain"
should be appreciated.

And now we're getting down to the au
jus drama of Harold Bell Wright — "The
Re-Creation of Brian Kent" (Principal).

Unlike a certain snooty and gossipy weekly
which has only recently invaded the side-

walks of New York and which claims that

it is "not written for the old lady in Du-
buque," these Harold Bell Writhings make
unashamed efforts to cling to the petticoats

of even the old ladies of the Back Bay
section of Boston. Usually, and "Brian
Kent" is no exception, they're so damned

QPhilo "McCullough and Margaret
Livingston in one of the tense

scenes in "The Chorus Lady." It

loo\s \inda bad for Margaret.

romantic that even an end lady in a two-

a-day burlesque show couldn't resist their

appeal.

Director Sam Wood has made a faithful

picturization of this erstwhile best seller,

the synopsis of which needn't be retold here
for it was none other than Mr. Wright
himself who assured us that no less than a

million copies of "Brian Kent" were ladled

off the bookstands like so many wheat
cakes off a Child's Restaurant griddle. Now
it may be told, however, that Kenneth Har-
lan is a most sincere and convincing Brian,

and Helene Chadwick never has done her-

self prouder than in the role of Betty Jo.

Mary Carr plays the mother role, which is

positively as it should be, and ZaSu Pitts

is a perfectly delightful slavey, Judy.

We have no hesitation in recommending
this film to the old lady in Dubuque or,

for • that matter, to any one who has ever
run a paper-knife into the gizzards of a

brand new Harold Bell Wright thriller.

And that takes in an awful lot of territory.

For a number of reasons, one of the fore-

most being the fact that Claire Windsor as

a mother on the screen is hardly convincing,
The Denial, a picture, is a great blow to

any one who has seen the play from which
it was adapted, a drama called The Square
Peg. They have so little in common that I

see no reason why the producer should have
bothered buying the original. If it was to

give Claire Windsor a chance to play a
mother role it was entirely unnecessary, and
so was the idea in the first place. Miss
Windsor is an exquisite Fragonard girl, who
should portray only the fluffier emotions: a
butterfly actress wholly delightful in gay
and light roles. The Denial is no place for

her. Emily Fitzroy, in fact, is the only
reason for its worthiness, if any. Miss Fitz-

roy has had bigger and better chances her-

self. In other words, it's just one of those
pictures which even a scenic or the news-
reel outshines.



The Movie People Are

Taking Up Astrology
(Continued from page 34)

bunk about reading horoscopes and the

other remarked that the only other woman
he had ever • met who read 'em was an
awful nut.

The Jack Dillon company was making
O'Malley—that's the name of Milton Sills'

latest. The feminine lead in The Maying
of O'Malley is Dorothy Mackaill. She had

! been told she was to be horoscoped and
I was excited about it. When I say excited

I forget you don't know her as well as I

do and might imagine her jumping up and
down and clapping her little hands and
gurgling, "Goody, goody—I'm going to

have my fortune told." Miss Mackaill isn't

at all like that. She's very calm and cool,

direct and boyish, and when she said she

was awfully interested in meeting Miss
Carleton she must have meant it.

We all sat down on the edge of the set

which was a courtroom with a portrait of

[I a fat old man under the American flag

—

you can always tell a courtroom scene by
that. Miss Carleton plunged: "Most girls

don't like to tell their age, but I must have

it to do good work. Mind writing it down
if I promise ?"

"Twentyone," said Dorothy, just like

i that.

"And the date—hour, minute
"

"1904—eleven A. M."—began Dorothy
!

ij

—"see how I rattle it off? Now you know
I'm telling you the truth."

Miss Carleton drew a circle on a piece

of paper and a lot of numbers around it;

then some mysterious figuring. She paused
a minute to remark that what she was doing

]
was not as accurate as it should be—her
real study of Mjss Mackaill would come

|

later. It seems astrology is an exact mathe-

I
matical science, just like any other, and has
to be worked out that way. However, she

discovered enough in her five minutes to

suit me—if it had been my horoscope.
"You left your home (Hull, Yorkshire,

England) when you were fourteen, did you
not?" she asked.

Miss Mackaill gasped and nodded.
By this time the circle around us had

been augmented by four or five actors,

maids, electricians, and more of the public

j

ity department. They looked on curiously

—several as if they were watching a circus

act, and others as if there might really be
something to this horoscope stuff, though
darned if they knew what it was.

Did it disturb Miss Carleton—or Miss
Mackaill? It did not. When Dorothy said

she had broken a contract once and Miss
Carleton warned her to be careful about
breaking them in the future, I thought the

I

show might adjourn to the star's dressing-

[

room. But Dorothy didn't care, and after

all it was her horoscope. "Go on," she
said, sitting forward in her chair and look-
ing like a kid on Christmas morning. "I

i could listen to this all day!"
"You're a chameleon," said Jane Carle-

ton. "You take on the color of your sur-

roundings. You must have a sympathetic
director or you can't do good work. You
have often been so upset in a studio that
you have not been able to finish your
scenes."

"I've even been known to walk out on
'em," admitted Dorothy with an impish
grin. "But with a spontaneous director,

like Jack Dillon, I can work my head off."

"You are super-sensitive and you should
make this gift work for you. You can if

you will. For one thing, you have never
been beaten yet andwon't be. No scene

has ever been too hard for you to do, has
it? Or too downright dangerous?"

"Funny!" said Dorothy. "I don't want
to hand myself anything, but there was that

time making The Mine With the Iron
Door. I did some riding. And I was, de-

pite my English birth, never much of a

rider except for a still picture. When we
went on location it was intended that I

should have a double. They had asked me
if I could ride and I said yes—I'd never
have admitted I couldn't. But the joke
was on me, for the double didn't show up
and I had to pretend that I'd been raised

on a horse. There was some real riding in

that film, if you recall; one shot especially

shows the heroine—me—dashing madly by
on her foaming steed. I dashed, all right.

There was once when the horse slipped and
I thought 'Here's the end of Mackaill.'

But he got up again and we went rushing
on. I've loved horses ever since."

Just then an unfeeling director called

"Miss Mackaill," and she turned on the
technique and went through a beautiful

emotional scene. She's a quaint, elfin little

thing, and you'll hardly know her with her
new bob in Chickje. She felt the part called

for bobbed hair, and her own was so long
she couldn't have kept a wig on. So snip,

snip, and off came Dorothy's golden tresses.

At the same time she plucked her eyebrows
—remember they gave her face much of its

individuality; but they didn't, she says, go
with short hair. "I feel so much lighter

now," she exclaimed. "I used to be serious,

But I never got any credit for my eyebrows.
Everybody wondered why I made them up
so heavily, when I never touched them at

all."

While Dorothy was doing her stuff on
the set, up came Olive Tell. If you're any
kind of a fan you know Olive. Famous on
the stage as one of the beautiful Tell sisters

—the other one is Alma—she has come
back to the screen to play in the O'Malley
picture. She's a stunning brunette, and she

said she'd love to know what her horoscope
said.

"Now, Miss Tell—your age," said Miss
Carleton, only she didn't mean to pun.

"Oh dear, do you have to know?" As-
sured that it was necessary, she agreed if

it could be kept a deep secret, between the

planets and Miss Carleton. She wrote it

on a slip of paper and Miss Carleton took
it; and I know one woman can keep a secret

because I tried to read it over her shoulder
and couldn't.

By this time I was wishing I was in the

movies so I could have some claim on Miss
Carleton's attention and find out whether I

was a chameleon or not—I love that word!
There must be a good many tips from the

planets as to planning your future and if I

had a future I wanted to know about it.

Wouldn't I be a great silly to keep on
pounding a typewriter when ringing a door-
bell was all I had to do to keep the electric

fan going? If Miss Mackaill thought
enough of the advance information she had
received to crave advice about her future
as a film star, I was willing to tell my age
too if it would get me anywhere. But we
were leaving the studio and on our way
heme before I gathered enough courage to

tell Miss Carleton that I had a little friend
who might be interested in having herself
horoscoped and while I, myself, didn't
know the difference between a horoscope
and a gyroscope, and didn't care, wouldn't
she tell me something I could pass on to
my friend?

She smiled indulgently and gently but
firmly required to know where I was born
and when. Although I repeated "Bah!"
to myself again and again, it didn't work;
and I found myself divulging the informa-
tion. The first thing she told me was that
I should get as far away as possible from
my birthplace, and that although I was at
present an overnight ride from it, I would
probably be much more successful abroad.
Now, what would you do? So am I. I'm
going to trot my little friend right up and
get all the real dope. And maybe I can
find out whether she should keep on review-
ing pictures, or merely usher at them.
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Somebody in the Movies

Has to Have Some

Brains
(Continued from page 31)

magazine -or book publisher, and keep your

photoplay rights! Then sell those to a film

company."
Having done this, Miss Marion went to

the studio to attend to negotiations in

person, decided to study the new art of

screen writing, got a small part in Mary

Pickford's company, made friends with the

star, and promptly wrote thirteen stories,

one after another, for her!

Jeanie MacPherson came from the stage

to Hollywood, tried to see D. W. Griffith,

who was out, and left this— certainly

intriguing — message:

"Tell him I'm half-Scotch and half-

French. On my French days, Fll act for

him. On my Scotch days, Fll make money

for him."
She says she was hardly back in her room

before the telephone bell rang.

"Which are you today — Scotch or

French?" asked Mr. Griffith.

"French!"
"Put on a pretty dress and come and

act for me!" he directed.

And fr she graduated intoacting,

writing.

Bess Meredyth hails from the footlights,

also, but it was back in the old Biograph

days that she first ventured before the

camera. After she had been every kind of

heroine imaginable, the .supply of stories

ran out, when Miss Meredyth was at

Universal.

"Wait a minute and Fll write one!" said

Miss Meredyth.
"I didn't exactly mean 'wait a minute',"

Miss Meredyth explains, in speaking of the

incident, "but I don't think it took me very

much longer. You see, Fd had early train-

ing. When I was fourteen, I used to write

a short story a day for the Buffalo Times.

I got a dollar each!

"After my first Universal picture 'got

over,' without any casualties, I was drafted

to write a story a week. No, it wasn't

hard. We had no rules and regulations in

those good old days. I acted while I

wrote!"
Fiction was the gate through which

Dorothy Farnum entered into the golden

game of scenario writing, but now that she

has her own office at Warner Brothers'

stately studio, she works entirely upon adap-

tations of the works of other people, for

Warner Brothers never produce an "orig-

inal."

Agnes Christine Johnston sold her first

scenario while she was still in high school.

Vitagraph bought it.

"So when, shortly afterwards, the family

fortunes took a turn for the worse. I dashed
out to the Vitagraph studios in Brooklyn
and applied for a job writing more of 'em,"

says Miss Johnston.
"They hadn't any writing jobs open, but

when I told them I simply had to have
some sort of work, they asked : 'Can you
type?' I could — with two fingers— so I

said: 'Yes, indeed!' and they let me type
manuscripts for a few months at ten dollars

a week.
"I think the best thing to do, if you

want to break into screen writing, is to get

inside a studio and see how it's done—
get the atmosphere -— learn the possibilities

and desirabilities.

"But get in, even if you have to get in

as a scrub-woman!"

MADGE BELLAMY
Her part in "The Iron Horse" is still

fresh in the minds of most fans.

A Motion Picture

College

A recent conversation with Mr. Will

Hays gave SCREENLAND a glimpse of

the elaborate plans under consideration by

him for a motion picture college. Shaping
his thought somewhat upon the existing

universities, and also upon the practical

trade school of the printer's arts, Mr. Hays
voiced his hope that in the near future a

real institution could be brought into exist-

ence. A university, with all that univer-

sity life means, having for its mission the

development of the proper mental attitude

for motion picture acting and having also

athletic fields, gymnasiums, swimming
pools, etc., to develop the essential grace

and strength on which pantomime so

largely depends.

Perhaps the first step toward such an
institution is the announcement by the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation of their

school to train young men and women for

screen-acting. The location will be the

Paramount Long Island studio. Twenty
students, ten young men and ten young
women, will compose each class.

Adolphe Zukor, president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, is chairman, and
many noted names are on the board of

directors. Each section of the country will

be provided with a representative of this

school, and local talent will be examined.
If you would like to get in touch with

these local commissioners, write to Screen-
LAND, 236 W. 5 5th Street, New York City.

How to Be A Painted

Lady
(Continued from page 27)

now, although heretofore the same com-

plexion was deemed good enough for both

ingenue and vamp, and only eyes were

changed. Doris and Aileen Pringle shared

the discovery.

"Aileen and I noticed that actors who
were normally too old for their parts whit-

tled down the years by using a pink

make-up instead of the customary yellow.

Results on the screen showed. A man of

nearly forty became a perfect twenty-six.

You could see the— well, call it the bloom
of youth. Because our parts today might
be as eighteen-year-old girls, tomorrow as

sophisticated women, we wondered whether
the camera would catch the difference in

color-values as satisfactorily for us as for

the actors. It did. And the hint holds

good for off-stage use as well. Yellow
powder will do the trick for a girl who
wants to look older, while pink will hide

the years."

Since black on some occasions must be
worn, it also must be overcome. That is

the only time Miss Kenyon borders ex-

tremes. Either she rouges higher— or not

at all, paling down instead until her white-

ness dominates.

White has a mean little trick, too. By
contrast it develops shadows in the fairest

skin, unless liquid-powder covers arms, neck

and shoulders. That's for evening, of

course. It's hard to imagine Doris strolling

down Fifth Avenue these bright afternoons

with anything more elaborate in the way
of cosmetics than a touch of powder and
lipstick, out of habit, not necessity. Women
simply must do it; for the world's first

powder-puff was the apple Eve picked.

Before she ate it she rubbed it on her

cheeks to see if the color would come off.

Incidentally the clock rules Miss Kenyon's
lipstick — Guerlain, if you're interested in

the brand. She has no assortment of

shades, but applies the one more heavily

at night.

We arrived at hair. "What have the

movies taught you about hair?" I asked.

One of these questions that accept the

screen as a profound educational force to

be inflicted on children along with Latin

and wiggly things under a microscope.

"To keep it," said Doris. The hair, of
course. And she has, too, against the
million scissors that humble woman's crown-
ing glory at one dollar per humble. Not
every heroine can be bobbed.

Her hair is spun-gold — honestly, and
with apologies because every blonde on the
screen claimed or endured that word; and
while it's unfair to Doris, spun-gold is the
only description possible. It's wavy, too,

and so vibrant that you think of electric

currents running through silk threads. I

fiad to know how she kept it thus— as

though studio lights played on it all the
time.

"Every other time I wash my hair I put
about two tablespoonfuls of washing-soda
in the water. Then I rinse once in clear
water; for the second rinsing I add the
juice of one lemon; and for the last I use
clear water again."

For her gray eyes Miss Kenyon has found
black and red eyebrow pencils too harsh,
whereas dark gray softens them; and if in
working moments she must cry, cosmetic
takes the place of mascara on her lashes—
because the sting of mascara has dammed
more tears than were ever shed in behalf
of suffering womanhood.
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Continued from page 24

all the imaginative, creative forces that go
to writing a great book or painting a great

(picture. Nowadays, however, dancing is

[really unappreciated. It is almost looked
[down upon. People associate it almost en'

tirely with the body and never with the

mind.
" 'Oh, look at that girl's figure,' some

|

one will say. 'What beautiful limbs and feet

'she has.' 'What a wonderful dancer she
will make."

"And when I hear them I always laugh

j

to myself, for I know that they have no

]

conception of real value. From my own
i experience I can certainly say that I have
'to use my mind continually to keep up my
work. I study constantly all sorts of things

I
that have apparently nothing whatsoever to

|

do with dancing. In the first place, I go
to the art galleries frequently. I study the
pictures, ancient and modern, the statuary
land the potteries also. From these I get
many ideas, really new ideas, despite the
fact that they are based on works that are
centuries old. On a Greek vase or frese in
a bas relief, I find often a mood or move-
ment that is refreshing and beautiful as it

is modern.

"Color, too, is a great help to a dancer

—

I feel that I must understand the scenic
artist's aims in order to blend my dance

with it— so that the two are a unit that

convey a single impression.

"In my spare moments I read biography,
especially biography that has to do with
famous dancers, and I wish to comment
right here on the scarcity of such volumes.
Princesses, prima donnas, scientists and
authors write their biographies, but very,

very few dancers.

"When it comes to reading, as a matter
of fact, I guess the public will be surprised

to know that I spend a great deal of time
glancing through old geographies. But the

truth is that in them I often find a great

deal of experience and subject matter for

dance creations. A glimpse of the tropics,

a view of the Arctics, a group of natives

in their odd costumes, sometimes gives me
suggestions for dance numbers. I think also

that American audiences enjoy dances that

represent nations not their own.

"Even national dances are unrestricted

by rules and customs. I have no liking

for the steps that are done because they
represent a conventional idea of what is

the characteristic dance of a certain nation.

For instance, if I am called upon to do an
Indian dance, I would hardly attempt to use
slow, gliding steps. I would use an irregu-

lar, wild sort of motion, but I would not
go to the extreme of going through various

familiar movements representing war-whoops
and that sort of thing. Similarly, I could
not do the kiddie dance I am now doing in

the 'Follies' by adhering to a rigid pattern.

It would not spring from me naturally, and
the most important phase of any dance is

the extent to which it fits the personality

of the actress who is portraying the role."

Miss Pennington stopped talking for a
moment and started looking about her dress-

ing room in search of some decoration that

she wears in her "Biminy" dance in the

Ziegfeld "Fellies" that is so representative

of the South Sea Island charm. Her move-
ments were duplicated all about her, for

there are long, slender mirrors which sur-

mount a shelf-like dressing table, rectangu-

lar in form. Her walls are decorated with
telegrams and notes, continually refreshed.

There are boxes of candy and orchids. On
her left, dolls, souvenirs and other mementoes.

"I speak of these things in passing," said

Miss Pennington, "not to show with any
degree how studious I am, but to illustrate

speedily that a dancer who is really inter-

ested in her art has something to think of
constantly, to study about and work over.

And now, I suppose, you will understand
why I get a little bit sad when I have peo-
ple rave so much about my dimpled knees.
Because nature gave me those, and the rest

I have to work for."

Douglas MacLean Continued from page 23

"Mr. Kelly, do you know why Scotch-
men make such darn good golfers?"

By the by, before I give you my answer
(which was "no") let me advise that this
was the first question of the interview that
passed between us.

"Because," he answered, "golf's a gift!"
The laugh this got from me stirred a

question on my part. I assure you it didn't
have any reflection on the interview at all.

Except that I wanted to confirm his much-
talked-about sense of humor:
"Mac," I began, feeling familiar by this

time. (Ten minutes exposure on the roof.)
"Do you know how much whiskey a Scotch-
man can drink?"
He had heard it before. But he laughed

anyhow, because the answer is, "Any given
quantity." After that I took myself serious-
ly, and began to worry about how to open
up this interview business. I hadn't really
written out any questions on slips of paper,
and, anyhow, I didn't know just what to
ask him. He's a helpful chap, however.
He began talking. Refreshingly enough,
it wasn't about himself in pictures. I say
"refreshingly enough," meaning that most
cinema performers do like to speak their
pieces. I guess it's because the silent drama
suppresses their vocal talents, so to speak.
Mac told me all about how he learned

to ride surf-boards in the waters of Hawaii.
He told me how romantic and glamorous
life is out there. It's a good thing he
switched to some local color quickly. I

was all for starting toward Hawaii.
"Gosh, what a place" this New York is—

if you want to ever get a wink of sleep!
I think the telephone operators must be on
the job all night long, the way they keep
the phones going

"

"But look 'ere, old man," I cut in, "I've

got you up on this roof for an interview."

"All right, go ahead . . . shoot," he in-

vited, smiling.

My moment had come. But instead of
grasping it gingerly, I just stood there about
five feet away from Mac, and the edge of

that roof, and lit another of his cigarettes.

Somehow I couldn't get up interviewing
steam. A great silence fell between us,

broken only by the thunderous roar of the

teeming streets below, by the rumble of

elevated trains, and by the screech of noon-
day whistles. It continued until Mac said

he was sorry for one thing about the inter-

view. I expected him to say he was sorry

I had come. But he fooled me.

"You know who I wish was here with
us for this— interview?"

"Who else?" I ventured.

"Anne Cornwall who played the lead op-
posite me in my new picture 'Introduce
Me.' And I'll tell you why. Anne's such
a sweet girl, and she did such good work
in our picture, that she could tell you all

about pictures. Say, you'd get ideas enough
for pages and pages

'

"That's funny," I crashed in. "I know
Anne quite well. She's getting on splen-

didly these days, I hear
"

"1 picked her as a comer, and to prove
my judgment the Wampas Club named her
as one of their baby stars for this year.

I'm sort of proud of having made such a

smart pick," he said.

At last I had an idea for a question!

Here was a star talking about how good his

leading lady was! Actually giving her pub-
licity! You know most of the stars don't
stand for anyone else going on the set with
them, where publicity is concerned. I

asked Mac about this. He said that proves
he is a regular fellow, and deserves to be
called "Mac."

"I'm tickled to see anybody who works
with me get all the publicity they can. If

they do good work in my pictures, it cer-

tainly won't hurt me. I'm not trying to

be the 'big-hearted Bill' type. It's good
business as well as the square thing to do."

From then on we became fluent with each
other. Mac told how he never had wanted
to get into movies; how he came to like

the work; and said that he was in them for

good now. Then he recited his adventures
with the bear that plays a wild part in
"Introduce Me." If a star has to be play-
mates with bears, and all that kind of thing,

then I'll stick to this interviewing. The
only kind of bear I'm interested in ^are the
bare facts about these movie people, and if

this gets over maybe I'll write another piece
about them.

When we got started talking, though, we
forgot all about the other movie things I

should have asked. We didn't even men-
tion, for instance, Mac's new long-term con-
tract with Famous Players-Lasky.

I forgot to say that Mac wore a blue suit
and a sporty tie the color of Joseph's coat.

I interviewed him attired in a 1924 model
of the same pattern and color.

The interview being over, we then posed
together as you see us hereabouts. Mac is

the good-looking youngster in the picture.
You can't miss him. I'm the big boy, who
appears nervous and ill at ease before the
camera.

Then, much honest-to-goodness hand-
shaking, and all that kind of thing. End of
the interview.
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Are Yours
If you'll accept them

By EDNA WALLACE HOPPER
OP 4ft years I have searched the world for the

I

'

} utmost in beauty helps. As a girl, I cultivated

I bcautv until I became the rage. As a woman, I

1 have kept that beauty to a grand old age.

JL. Thousands see me daily on the stage. And they

marvel at the fact that I still look a girl of 19. Many
a lovely debutante envies my hair and complexion.

By countless request I have placed these helps at

every woman's call. I have had great experts combine

rhe best in four preparations. All druggists and toilet

counters now supply them. I gladly send samples free.

And I am taking time in my busy life to urge you to

learn what they do. .. . _„
Let me briefly describe four products, combining 52

ingredients, which mean most to girls and women.

For the Skin
Mil Facial Youth is a liquid cleanser which I

found in France. It contains no animal, no vegetable

fat. It cannot assimilate, in any way with the skin.

It simply cleans to the depths, then departs. All that

clogs or soils the skin comes with it.

Neither you nor I jjver knew a cleanser to compare.

It will be a revelation to you. I wish you would let it

show vou what a clean skin means.

Mu Youth Cream combines all the best I have
found to foster, feed and protect the skin. A large number
of experts have helped to perfect it. My baby skin at a
grandmother's age shows what it means to women.

It comes in two types—cold cream and vanishing.

One for night and one for day. My skin is never

without it. I wish that every woman could discover

how much this Youth Cream means.

White Youth Clay
Clay is woman's supreme help. It has been for ages.

But now the crude and muddy clays are displaced by
modern methods.
Mine is White Youth Clay—the final result of 2ft

years of scientific study. It is refined and dainty. It

combines many factors which modern experts have dis-

covered for the skin.

It purges the skin of all that clogs and mars it.

Removes the causes of blackheads and blemishes. Com-
bats all lines and wrinkles. Brings the blood to the

skin to create that rosy afterglow. Many women seem
to drop ten years with one application.

If every woman knew what White Youth Clay can do
it would be in universal use. Let a sample show you

—

free
- Hair You Envy

My hair is a glary. Thousands who see me daily on
the stage envy its thickness, its luster and luxuriance.
I have never had falling hair or dandruff, never a
couch of gray. Every year my hair grows finer.
That is due to my Hair Youth. I found the basis in

France, years ago. But other experts, year by year,
have added something to it.

I apply ITair Youth with an eyedropper, directly to
the scalp. There it combats all that clogs and stifles

the hair roots. It tones and fertilizes. It treats the
scalp like a garden, and fosters hair just as an expert
fosters flowers.

I never knew anyone who in other ways attained re-
sults like mine. And I don't think you can do so.

All druggists and toilet counters now supply Edna
Wallace Hopper's beauty helps, exactly as I use them.
Tell me on the coupon which you would like to try and
I will send it free. My latest Beauty Book will come
with it. You will thank me always if you send this
coupon now.

YOUR CHOICE FREE
Insert your name and address. Mark sample

desired. Mail to Edna Wallace Hopper, Inc.,
036 Lake Whore Drive, Chicago, 111.

905-S
.... White Youth Clay .... Youth Cream

.... Facial Youth .... Hair Youth

Nam

(^Dorothy Devore and Matt Moore in "How Baxter

Butted In." Evidently one of those animal stories.

Get the Hook— Continued from page 21

Then finally it seems as though all the

comedy producers woke up at once. Of a

sudden, they saw something awfully funny

in Langdon's oval, trusting countenance and

his boob characterization. Several produc-

ers pursued him last year when he came

west, and he is now under long'term con-

tract with Mack Sennett. As Harold Lloyd

has been taken over by Famous, it means

that Langdon has practically taken Lloyd's

place in the former company. From two-

reelers, it is believed that Langdon will soon

be put in longer pictures.

"The Foy family aren't worth a cent

separated. Got to keep together," Eddie

Foy is reported to have confided to his

famous brood. Bryan Foy, eldest of the

Foy kids, wanted to make good on his own.

I believe papa insinuated that the Foy name
was, of course, always valuable on any

vaudeville circuit.

So Bryan, in order to divorce himself

from all suspicion of family pull, decided

to make a try in new fields. For years

Bryan had written the music and songs for

the Foy act and because they had gone

over in big fashion, Gallagher and Shean

engaged him to write some of their lyrics

and melodies. This same ability to write

snappy, funny lines and lyrics stood him in

good stead when he applied for a job on

the Fox comedy lot, for a comedy lot can

never have enough clever gag men around.

Now Foy is directing comedies at Fox
There seems to be a number of reasons

why vaudevillians drop off in Los Angeles

and get into pictures. Some of them are

simply tired to death of living'- in trunks

and they want a permanent home. Some
acts which are not going well go broke in

Los Angeles and have to get studio work
to tide them over until they can make good

in pictures or can rehearse another better

act. Others, entirely successful on the big

time, deliberately close in Southern Califor-

nia because they want to break into pic-

tures. At any rate, there is an array of

ex-vaudeville talent on every comedy lot.

I saw the famous Nazetti family, well-

known tumblers and acrobats, over on the

Fox lot taking neck-breaking chances doub-

ling for stars.

Lee Moran who used to tour the circuits

was doing a comedy on a nearby stage.

The Cecoma Family, ground act tumblers,

are stunt men on the lot.

Llyn Cowan, who used to headline in

vaudeville does characters, as does Ford

West, who, you may remember, did that

famous old soldier act for years en tour.

Clyde Cook, circus clown at the Hippo-
drome in New York, did some comedies

in the west but has gone back into vaudeville.

Neely Edwards deserted the well-knowi

act of Flanagan and Edwards, "The Hal

Room Boys," to do a series of pictures, anc

William Gillespie of the act of Robert

and Gillespie deserted vaudeville seven year:

ago and has been in Roach comedies eve;

since. He sings exceptionally well and i

often heard over the radio.

Jimmy Adams came to the Christie lo

from cabaret, and Bobby Vernon used t<

be a female impersonator.

It isn't surprising that Kalla Pasha, stron<

man and professional wrestler, featured b

Fox, is popularly known as "the terribl

Turk." All his terribleness isn't apparen

on the screen, for he has red whiskers anc

bristling gray hair. And Fve heard it whit

pered that he really doesn't hale from th

land of the cigarette but came direct fror,

Erin.

Noah Young, another well-known stron<

man of the circuses and vaudeville, is ove

on the Roach lot playing powerful.

Helen Gilmore, who does funny old maic

characterizations on the Roach lot, playec

out here eight years ago. Returning tc

vaudeville, she became stranded and wirec

Hal Roach for help. He wired her to comi

west and signed her for pictures.

Sammy Brooks, who is only four fee

tall, has been a good pantomimist anc

clown in his time, and you'll often see hin

in "Our Gang" comedies cavorting with th

kids.

You're familiar with "Mr. Twiksbun

Spat," the tall, thin gentleman of Spal

comedies. Well, that role is played b\

Frank Butler, who is a graduate of Oxford

Butler began to write after he left the uni

versity, but realizing he had had litth

actual contact with the world conceived th

idea of getting material by means of first

hand knocks. He toured the world with ai

English pantomimic company and circus

played in Canada, and eventually came t

Los Angeles to break into pictures.

Martin Wolfkiel, dubbed "Tonnage," go

into comedies by perhaps the oddest rout

of all. Martin has been a seaman all hi

life and when he heard Hal Roach intends

to overhaul his yacht and engage a nev

crew, Wolfkiel asked to be captain. H
was engaged for the job, but down at th

wharf the position proved hopeless. Woli

kiel was too fat to get into the engin

room! He hung around the Roach studi

for a month, filled with despair, and becorr

ing alarmingly thin. Then somebody di-

covered in Wolfkiel another funny fat ma
and he became an actor. The route int

comedies is devious. You've got to se

somebody the idea that you are funny an

prove it.
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She Came Back toTown
On aMagazine Cover

!

MY dear old Gertrude Follis Left Home an Ugly Duckling, NowNew York
Artists Pay to Paint Her Likeness and Her New Beauty

Was Won in Three Months

Departing an 'Ugly
Duckling'

JC/Dad used to saymy
looks would never
take a prize. My broth-
ers frankly called me
homely. No girl in
Kingston had wished
harder for beauty—or
had tried any harder

to win it. But that was back in King-
ston, N. Y., when my features, face,

and skin, and even my hair looked
hopeless. Today, illustrators who are
supposed to be authorities on beauty
tell me—well, they ask me for sittings

and pay well for them.

"For the encourage-
j

mentit ought to be to

others I willrelatethe
whole story of how
plain Me— an 'Ugly
duckling'—became a
a model for magazine
covers.

"When I first came to
New York City to
take a position I was
too busyto givemuch
time or thought to
'beautifying.' Besides
all my efforts in the
the past had gained
me nothing. Com-
plexion treatments?
I had tried a score; and my pores had ^Zfemllfllo
grown steadily coarser. I used to do
everything anyone would advise for

wrinkles — and the wrinkles stayed.

I knew loads of people who had had
success with things for the hair—but
none seemed to give my sparse locks

any health or sparkle.

wrinkled condition disappeared. Her
method with hair was to revitalize it

—and so on.

"I was elated with even with the first

week ofmy newly found beauty plan.

m

"But I soon saw that beauty counted
in a large publishing office quite as

much as at parties or dances. Within
a year my employers filled three secre-

tarial positions with women I knew
were scarcely as well equipped as I

—

except in looks! Then I concluded
I would make myself attractive in
appearance if it took every dollar I

earned. My first thought was beauty
parlors, but a fortunate circumstance
put a vastly better beauty plan in my
own hands. I met a girl who told me
of a woman who had devoted years
to working out a regular beauty sci-

ence. She worked on skin structure

instead of on the surface; she did
nothing to wrinkles themselves but
changed the facial contours and the

I never have
seen its origi-

nator to this

day. She does
notsee anyone— just advises

and directs
hundreds who
seek her direct methods of cultivating

natural beauty. I wrote her, got her
instructions, did as directed, and in a
few weeks the altered glances of
friends and associates confirmedwhat
mymirror toldme. Ino longer needed
to feel sensitive aboutmy appearance!
Then came the day Greiner, the artist,

asked how I would like to sit for a
"head " on a magazine cover!

"I could scarcely wait for the Satur-
day when the picture of me would be
published. When the magazine did
appear, can you blame me for mailing
several copies to my home town, and
marking the covers 'This is me.' I

knew they would doubt that the
portrait was mine— or else accuse

the artist of using a vivid imagina-
tion. So I made my old home a visit.

Wouldn't you have done the same?
And I gloated some, too, as folks
were forced to admit that the face
on the cover was Gertrude Follis.

My 'new' face has since been used
for many illustrations. But I'll never
feel prouder or be more thrilled than
that day at the station when my
father hesitated as I emerged from
the train—then came forward and
stammered, 'As I live, it's true!'"

The methods with which
Miss Follis obtained such
remarkable resultsincul-
tivating personal attrac-
tiveness are available to
anybody, anywhere. A
Chicago woman has
learned how to bring
any type of skin to nor-
mal color and fineness,

i how to rejuvenate sag-

I
ging tissues, and en-

|
hance one's looks in

| many ways. She tells

how to do it, and
what to use. Her
name is LUCILLE
YOUNG, and her
offices are in Chica-
go. The way to be
come acquainted
with her astonish-
ingly successful
beauty methods
is to write for her
remarkablebook

Miss Follis
as She Appears Now

"Making Beau-
ty Yours."It re-

vealseverygen-
eral principle
sheusesandthe
book is at pres-
ent distributed
FREE. Use coupon Returns a Pretty Girl

LUCILLE YOUNG
Room 354 Lucille Young Bldg., Chicago

Please send me, by return mail, your Free
Booklet "MAKING BEAUTY YOURS".

Name

Address

City State

.
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Let Love Guide

Your Marriage
Love should be the

guiding principle in

marriage. But it can
only be this when
knowledge of its
privileges and re-

sponsibilities is pos-

sessed by both hus-
band and wife.

Anv good physician

or judge will tell you
that serious marital
misunderstandings
are always caused by
incompatibility. This
can be remedied by
reliable information
that will allow both
husband and wife to

be free and natural

in the most sacred and private experiences.

A Course in Marital Conduct
By BERNARD BERNARD, Phys.B., M.P.C.

(Editor of "Health & Life")

has been compiled especially to meet the heeds of the

married or those about to be married. It is written

in plain, blunt language, so that every point is

perfectly clear and clean.

Obviously it is not possible to convey here more

than a mere suggestion of what the Course contains.

Only actual reading of it can do it justice. But m
it you will find: Laws Which Should Govern Court-

ship—How The Wife Should Respond— Details of

Communion—Husband's Difficulties Remedied—Wife 8

Difficulties Remedied—The Spacing of Children—Mari-

tal Communion for Reproduction—Marital Communion
for Love— Maintaining Ability to Love Freely.—And
ever so many other most vital facts concerning mantal
life that every husband and wife in this world of

ours ought to know, in order to get the best and

the happiest out of marriage. .mmCT TNr
Naturally, we can only send this COURSL XJN

MARITAL' CONDUCT to those married or anticipat-

ing marriage, and, when ordering, this declaration

must be made in writing. '

.. . . .,

The Course is absurdly cheap, considering what it

contains. „ .„ . . -„
Mail the coupon and the Course will be sent by

return mail in sea:ed plain wrapper. Pay the post-

man only $2.75 plus postage upon arrival.

HEALTH AND LIFE PUBLICATIONS,
Room 11. 50S S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago, 111.

Please send me the COURSE IN MARITAL
CONDUCT. I will pay the postman $2.7d plus

postage upon arrival.

Address

City State

(Sometimes COD packages are delayed. To get

quickest action send cash with order.)

(Cash must accompany foreign orders.)

FRECKLES
Now is the Time to Get Rid of These

Ugly Spots

There's no longer the slightest need of feel-

ing ashamed of your freckles, as Othine

—

double strength— is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.

Simply get an ounce of Othine— double
strength—from any drug or department store

and apply a little of it night and morning
and you should soon see that even the worst
freckles have begun to disappear, while the

lighter ones have vanished entirely. It is sel-

dom that more than an ounce is needed to

completely clear the skin and gain a
beautiful complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength

Othine as this is sold under guarantee of

money back if it fails to remove your freckles.

We recommend Othine Complexion Soap
for use with Othine, also as a shampoo—it's

wonderful for bobbed hair—25c a cake at all

drug or department stores or by mail.

Othine Laboratories, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.

Song Poem Writers

Send for my proposition
today.

Ray Hibbeler

D15, 4040 Dickens Ave., Chicago

(^William Desmond, Mary McAllister and Fran\

Lanning in a scene from "The Ace of Spades.'

"Whist, gal, thar's the deuce to pay'."

The "Rushes"—Continued from page 19

But Mclntyre lost her address, and so

she never heard from that test. She said

to herself that she guessed she just wasn't

good, that's all, and went back to high

school and Philadelphia.

In the meantime, on that evening, a

group of men sat in the projection room.

And when Eleanor's test was flashed on

the screen, they all sat up and took notice.

"But she never came around again to

see me," explained Mclntyre, the other day,

as he sat in his office at the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer studio, where he is casting

director at present. "I lost sight of her for

three years. Then I went back to New
Yor-k again, and the second day I was there

a girl came to see me. She was the girl

who had looked like Elsie Ferguson. But

back there at the World studios we had
few facilities and no wardrobe, and I

hadn't really imagined how lovely Eleanor

could look. I asked her if she could come
to California. She said she could, and she

did. We made screen tests, and we found

she screened wonderfully.

"Marshall Neilan saw her in the theater

scene in the rushes of 'The .
Bitterness of

Sweet,' with Colleen Moore, and exclaimed:

"Who is that sweet girl playing that bit?^

So he put her in 'The Strangers' Banquet,'

and she made a big hit,- and was given a

contract, after which she played an impor-

tant part in 'Souls for Sale'."

Rupert Hughes had exclaimed: "I'll take

her!" the minute he saw her on the screen

in rushes of "The Strangers' Banquet."

Aileen Pringle got in because of the way
she opened curtains.

It was ever so quiet in the projection

room. Everybody there had something to

do with "Souls For Sale," Rupert Hughes'

picture, and everybody was eager and tense.

It was one of the first of those pictures

showing life in Hollywood, and everybody

wanted it to be good.

The picture wasn't finished, to be sure—
these were just some of the "rushes"— but

they were the most important scenes, and
the picture would stand or fall according

to them.

The theater sequence began. Light was
thrown on the boxes. Suddenly the cur-

tains parted at the back of one of the

boxes— and in stepped a gorgeously mag-

netic, beautiful, graceful woman.
The people in the projection room

gasped and caught their breath.

"I told you so!" exclaimed the somewhat

impulsive Major Rupert Hughes explosively.

The girl was Aileen Pringle. Those

scenes in the theater box made her.

"We will tie her up on a contract right

away!" exclaimed an official of the com-

pany.
"I'll never forget that moment," said

Miss Pringle. "I had been rather discour-

aged. When I was playing on the stage in

'The Green Goddess' in New York,"^ she

explained with a quizzical little smile, "Sid-

ney Franklin saw me. He came back stage,

and asked me to take a test for the screen.

We had the test, but somehow Mr. Franklin

didn't approve of me— said I wasn't really

a screen type!" She laughed indulgently.

"Naturally I was discouraged, but I decided

to have a try at it anyway."

Miss Pringle signed her contract with

Goldwyn on Christmas Eve.
• .Major Hughes had wanted Miss Pringle

from the minute he saw one of her photo-

graphs. In fact, the casting department tell

me pathetically of how they were working
overtime to find out just where she was.

There was a lot of luck in her success,

too.

At the time of casting "The Christian,"

she'was brought in and introduced to Frank
Urson. But she wasn't tall enough, the

powers figured. However, she was given a

part anyway. Then she did a part in "The
Strangers' Banquet," with Marshall Neilan.

After that she was loaned to Lasky. And
it was while she was working for Lasky that

Major Hughes sent out his insistent call

for her.

Marian Nixon was one of the lucky girls

whose personality flashed forth like a flame

in the rushes, securing her a contract at

once.

It was her appearances in the rushes

when she was playing extras that secured
engagements for her. Her first job was
with Sid Smith, who took her on in a com-
edy as atmosphere. And the very first day
she came near to losing her precious job

by laughing out of turn!

"One of the comedians accidentally fell
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7 Pieces Genuine Cut Glass
"Cut Glass, consisting of: Pitcher of 2 quart capacity and 6 tumblers each of 9

oz. capacity. Each piece is pure, sparklingly clear, thin and dainty; hand cut decorations
consisting of large floral design with appropriate foliage. A useful set for water, lemonade
or other home beverage. Will make a handsome display among your glassware.
We are giving away free, a limited number of these 7-Piece Genuine Cut Glass Sets just to
get new customers and to get them Quickly. The prices on our goods are figured at rock
bottom, as you'll see when you read our offer on that handsome Floor Lamp shown below.
This Free Gift Offer is extra. So read our offer now—and act today while these beautiful
Cut Glass Sets last,

Gas or
Electric

The Lamp
Comes equipped for choice
of gas or electricity. Has
2 -light Benjamin socket
for electricity only, with
8- ft. silk cord ready for
use; or comes with 6-ft.
rubber hose, burner, man-
tle and chimney for gas.

Mahogany Finish
Standard is 69 in. Thigh,
3 in. in diameter. Highly
polished French mahog-
any finish.

TheShade
Made in Fifth Avenue de-
sign, 24 in. in diameter, of
delft blue silk, shirred top,
alternating plain and fancy
art silk panels. 12 panels in
all, tinsel braid borderwith
4-in. Chenille fringe. Amer-
ican beauty shirred lining.
The harmonious color
scheme gives effect of red ||J|
light shiningthroughablue
haze— a rich warm light.
Shipping weight, 27 pounds.
Marshall Silky Fringe Pall -Cords

Also pair of Marshall silky
fringe cords with ZVz in. silky
fringed tassels, giving an add-
ed luxurious effect.

7-Piece Cnt Glass Set FREE
For gas ase, order by No. G8000A.
For electricity, order by No. G8001A.
Send only $1.00 with the coupon,
$2.00 monthly. Total Bargain Price
for lamp and shade, $19.85.

Free Bargain Catalog
Shows thousands of bargains in
borne furnishings: furniture, jew-
iery, rugs curtains, phonographs,
stoves, dishes, alaminum ware etc
All sold on easy terms. Catalog
Bent free with or without order,
bee the coupon.

Brings

DOWII This

Floor Lamp
5th Ave. Silk Shade

and 7 Piece Genuine Cut Glass Set FREE
Here is something you have always wanted—a beautiful floor lamp with handsome and elegant
tf ifth Avenue silk shade—to add an extra tone of elegance and luxury to your home On this gener-
ous offer you can see just how this floor lamp and silk shade will look in your home without risking
anything. Send only $1.00 with the coupon below, and we will send it complete to your home on
approval, equipped for use with either gas or electricity. We take all the risk. Special now—
7-Ptece Set Genuine Cut Class FREE!

44% V%*&mf 1*««Sa1 y^f" th
i
'amp outfit comes, use it freely for 30 days.A/«IY» A&ldl See how beautifully the colorings of the handsome silk

vT ti , *r. . , . .
shade blend and harmonize with everything in thehome. How useful it is, too—so handy for reading, can be moved around with ease to furnish a

beautiful light and rich warmth and coziness to any room in the house. If after 30 days trial voudecide not to keep the lamp, just return it at our expense and we wiU refund your $1 00 deposit
plus any freight or express you paid. You cannot lose a single penny.

'

$*2QO O HrW/TfeM^ffl M v
.

ou discover that this lamp is a tremendous bargain
-fc iwm%jn*LM9 L4 fhe price we ask and you decide to keep it, send only

. s,„ v . omoci <-t_- i • *
,

U 3 mont
,
n unt" you have paid the total bargain priceof $19.85 Yes, only $19 85 for this luxurious lamp and silk shade complete. Compare this valuewith anything you could buy locally at anywhere near the same price—even for spot cash ' Straus& S

T
ch

<r
an

l T

glv
,

es vou this bargain price and almost a year to pay. We trust honest people anywherem U. S. No discount for cash; nothing extra for credit. No C.O.D.

Price Slashed!
Decide now to see this beautiful floor ^"fc B mT% _ m . _ _ __
lamp and silk shade in your home on £»D#*#ftff BJfBiSMftfl IWtfY irl/F
approval on this price-smashing offer. VM^#VHB f 2F Hr E? <8>

Think how the nickels and dimes slip away for useless things; save them for something worthwhile that will give satisfaction for years. Send coupon with only $1 now! Satisfaction guaranteed IS7-Ptece Genuine Cut Glass FREE to those who order at once. |B

Straus& Schram, Dept. 3959, Chicago
*

This bargain
offer is lim-
ited. Send
the coupon
now while of-
fer lasts.

Straus & Schram, Dept. 3959, Chicago, HI.

S2.00 a month. If not satisfied, I am to return the lamp and shade and 7-Piece cut glass set witmn
30 days and you are to refund my $1.00 plus any transportation charges I paid.

Gas Floor Lamp No. G8000A, $19.85. \ 7-Piece Genuine Cut Glass
Electric Floor Lamp N0.G8OOIA, $19.85.

J Set Free with Either Lamp

Strgt.R.F.D. Shivr
or Box An Point

Post Office State

H If you want ONLY our free catalog of home furnishings, mark X here
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1000 People Killed

By Tuberculosis

So many marriecl couples yearn for children

that thousands of copies of a new book by Dr.

H. Will Elders are being distributed without
cost to childless women. Any family Interested

In overcoming conditions of nature that hinder
the gift of children should write for this free

book today. It describes a simple home treat-

ment based on the use of Steriltone, a wonder-
ful sclentiflo tonlo that has had marvelous suc-

cess all over the country In relieving constitu-

tional weakness.
Every woman who wants to live a normal,

happy home life with little ones around her

Bhould consider it her first duty to know what
Steriltone is and why it should be so wonderful
an aid to her. Bead this little book which Is

Bent without charge or obligation in a plain

envelope. It unfolds facts that most women
never have had explained to them. Send NO
Money, NO Obligations. Simply name and ad-

dress to Dr. H. Will Elders, 2018 Ballinset

Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.

THICK LIPS REDUCED!
{Free Folder Tells How)

Thin, adorable lips is beauty's cry. Cloree's
lip-reducing lotion makes unnaturally
thick, protruding lips, thin, shapely and
bewitching. No plasters, rollers or cutting;

a simple, painless, harmless lotion. If you
value sweet, lovely, alluring lips, start

using "Cloree" today and watch results.

Particulars free; send today.

M LLE. CLOREE of NEW YORK,
25-Z—West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Unless checked, it's fatal. So stop

Weak Lung and Bronchial Trou-
ble—Catarrh of Nose and Throat

—

Asthma at earliest possible moment,
with Aeriform Medicated Vapor
Treatment—the Great Lung Tonic.

Almost instant relief is given by
means of the warm antiseptic heal-

ing medicated vapor carried direct

to all the Lung passages—bringing

the healing elements into direct

contact with the affected parts—the

common sense way of reaching the seat of germ
action.

I had Weak Lungs, the Aeriform Treatment
saved my life. Mrs. Nora Butler, 243 S. 9th

St., Mt. Vernon, 111.

It is sure a wonderful Remedy for Lung Suf-

ferers. Rev. J. Rozak, 2209 S. Irving Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

I used the Aeriform Treatment. It made a well

woman of me. My Throat is well, discharges

from my Nose ceased entirely. Mrs. Lilly

Dewey, 218 S. Boylston St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Our confidence through years of successful

treatment of weak lungs—Bronchial Trouble,

Catarrh of Nose and Throat, and Asthma,
enables us to offer to suffering humanity the

following

;

SEND NO MONEY— Just write and explain

to us your trouble and we will send you The
Aeriform Inspirator and Medication without one

cent of expense to you—Try it for 10 days,

and if benefited—Send us $2.00. You are to

be the sole judge, and
%
only in the event of

benefit to you, do we wish any pay. Address,

over a park bench in a scene," explained

Marian. "He did it so comically that

before I thought I exploded in laughter.

Instantly Sid Smith, who was in the scene

with me, saw that I would probably lose

my job. He kindly started laughing, too."

And that night, Jo and behold, the scene

turned out to be so amusing that Marian
was given small parts to do. Later she

went over to the Fox studio. Nothing
doing there except an extra part along with

fourteen other girls, in "The Temple of

Venus," which Henry Otto was directing.

When Mr. Otto got his scenes taken

amid the rocky Santa Cruzes down to the

studio, he immediately ran off the rushes.

He had been delighted with Marian's cheer-

Marion wasn't one of these poor Cin-

fulness amid hardship, saying that she was
the only girl of the fourteen who emerged
from her tent in the morning with a smile. _

So he was probably all prepared to like her

work.
But he hadn't expected that Marian's

personality among that whole girl group
would fairly steal the picture. But it did.

So he gave Marian a part to play in the

picture. Now Marian is doing leads with

Buck Jones and Tom Mix. and it looks as

though something even better is looming

up ahead for her.

Samuel Goldwyn took an idea, one day,

that he must have some new feminine faces

in his pictures. He sent for Robert Mc
Intyre, his casting director, and they went
to see some of the rushes of "Where Is

My Wandering Boy,'' in which Patsy

Ruth Miller loomed up like six bits in hard

times.

Then into the scene came another girl —
it was in the grocery store scene— and Mr.
Goldwyn exclaimed; "Who's that?"

The girl was Kathleen Key.

Mr. Goldwyn was delighted with both

her and Patsy Ruth, and gave them con-

tracts.

Paul Bern is a discriminating as well as

a sympathetic human being. He has a keen

eye for talent, and he has discovered a

number of embryo geniuses.

The director was invited with some others

to take a look at De Mille's picture,

"Locked Doors." Into a scene slipped

Rosemary Cooper, playing a bit. He de-

manded to know who she was, was told,

and sent for her to play a nice part in

"Tomorrow's Love."
These are but a few of those whom the

camera, that odd little clever bit of mechan-
ism, has revealed as having something that

other people haven't— a fresh personality.

THE AERIFORM LABORATORY,
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

32 Amazon

DON'T BE BALD
"r X ~\~\ /t tne new scientific scalp treatment

i j \J lVlv^V^I banishes DANDRUFF, FALLING
IIAHi and grows new hair in 30— 1 clays, restoring youthful beauty to

thin and fading hair. It's 100% beneficial without a

single drawback. Recommended and sold by Druggists

everywhere. Write today for FREE booklet "Permanent
Hair." Address Lumco Laboratories, Dept. DR.
Kimball, Nebr.

Each Contest in SCREENLAND is the

milestone in the life of someone that

points to the magic land of success.

"Pull"
(Continued from page 17)

Marston, director and producer, Eagle Film

Corporation, Hollywood, Cal.:

It is a long time since you and I were
trouping together in Sammy Cline's little

old road show, but I know that you will

not have forgotten Jim Wayne. Well,

the bearer of this letter is my boy Kirk,

who thinks he has something to contribute

to the screen in the way of Art.

Whether he has or not time alone will

tell. I have tried to show the boy that

pull and influence will never take the

place of ability and hard work, and I

have brought him up to stand on his own
feet.

I would like him to .succeed in the

thing he wants to do, but not at the

expense of his manhood; and I have his

promise that he will not use this letter

until there is no other way out. I know
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Tours
Master

What was to be

was this strange emissary whom no one really knew r

SICK at heart the trembling girl shud-

dered at the words that delivered her

to this terrible fate of the East. How
could she escape from this Oriental mon-

ster into whose hands she had been given—this mysterious

man of mighty power whose face none had yet seen ?

Here is an extraordinary situation.

the fate of this beautiful girl? Who

MASTERPIECES OF ORIENTAL MYSTERY
11 SUPERB VOLUMES

By SAX ROHMER
Written with his uncanny
knowledge of things Oriental

THESE are no ordinary detective stones. The hid-

den secrets, mysteries and intrigues of the Orient

fairly leap from the pages. Before your very eyes

spreads a swiftly moving panorama that takes you

breathless from the high places of society—trom

homes of refinement and luxury, to sinister underworlds

of London and the Far East-from Piccadilly and Broad-

way to incredible scenes behind idol temples in tar orr

China—from hidden cities in the jungles of Malay along

strange paths to the very seat of Hindu sorcery.

11 Mystery Volumes Packed with Thrills

Be the first in your community to own these, the most wonderful

Oriental mystery stories ever published— books that have sold

by the hundred thousand at much higher prices— books you vv

enjoy reading over and over again. Handsomely bound in su

stantial cloth covers, a proud adornment for your table or shell.

THE T«£
•mwms «»H»or j.-^--
DH.FU DRFW FU DOPE
MASCBU MANCHU MAHCHU -—

THE
YELLOW.
CLAW

TALES
" OF.
SECRET
EGYPT

QUEST CREEN
OFTM£ EYES
Sacred or
SUPPER BAST

GOLDEN BAT FIRE
SCORPION WING TONGUE

«CK0HMER SWROHMIR 5JXR0HM5R

5*XR««M£» MisOHMB SAXRAMMER SttROSNffl

Vv , i ... V*i Vol.3 VoVt

Enjoy Yourself!

These are the sort of stories that President Wilson,

Roosevelt and other great men read to help them relax-

to forget their burdens. To read these absorbing tales qt the

worries into oblimvstenous East is to cast your

to increase your efficiency many times over.

Extraordinary Offer—
Don't Wait a Minute!

Printing these volumes by the hundred thousand

when paper was cheap makes this low price possi-

ble. Only a limited number left. Don't lose a minute! t M

11

2 BEAUTIFUL
BOOK -ENDS

tllC HUUUicu Luuuiiaiiu v j
VA

McKINLAY>
STONE &

SEND NO MONEY—^tL^W 30"HIS
ination Coupon Today Sure! Read them ^ ^ ^
TEN DAYS FREE, without a penny down. - -

all cnarges prepaia.

^•v^ set of your special Master-

pieces of Oriental Mystery, in

11 handsomely bound cloth

volumes. If after 10 days' free

<5»£$ examination I am convinced they

a?-^ are the most extraordinary, most fas-

"jS — ,;ns Oriental mystery stories I have

ad and are easily worth twice the

. . . N- _ i will keep the books and send you

be sent absolutely FREE as a premium for -4$? 51. on promptly and Si.oo a month for only

"th the first orders from this 12 months; when you receive my first payment

IF YOU ACT
AT ONCEFREE

A LIMITED Quantity on hand of beautiful cinat

sphinx polychrome book-ends, will A>£> ^ \

e

promptness ....

Ad. After you have received your set tor ^
free examination, just mail your first

installment within ten days and these

two handsome book-ends (5 inches

high) will be delivered to you

free—but send the coupon /
today! / A

you are to send me promptly, absolutely free,

two beautiful polychrome sphinx book-ends.
* Otherwise. I will return the set within 10 days of

f receipt at your expense, the examination to cost me
noUiing.

McKINLAY, STONE & MACKENZIE
Dept. va, 30 IRVING PLACE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

/ Occupation.
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Classic Development of the Bust
YOUR WOMANLY BEAUTY can be developed. The secret of woman'scharm is a beautiful, fully developed figure—a bust like sculptors carve inmarble and artists portray on canvas. The Very femininity of woman demands

that she be thus perfectly developed.
BEAUTY OF FORM is woman's natural birthright. It is just as whole-

some and right that a woman should be physically charming and attractive
as it is for flowers to bloom in springtime and cast a sweet fragrance by
their presence. Physical beauty can be cultivated, for the body—plastic likeclat—will respond to the application of nature's laws to a degree littledreamed of by the average person. There is' always a way to accomplish
the things that are wholesome and right, and since it is perfectly natural

lor every woman to have a full, rounded bust, it is easy to produce
such development with the right method.

Motion Picture Actress Delighted
Betty McCoy. Movie Aetress, Los Angeles, whose photo is shown at

the left, says: "I am delighted with the results from the use of TheNew National, which has given me a three-inch increase in size—

a

remarkable firmness and classic contour. A number of my friends
have recently remarked on my improved appearance."

Booklet Tells "HOW" FREE!
Write today for free booklet containing an article by Dr C SCarr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine ' tellin"how any woman may receive development in the shortest possible time"Simply wonderful the results produced. Let us send vou photographicuoof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method

desired. (This information sent under* sealed 'post^T if Ton ene™ T^sT™ ^ *m* «

THE OLIVE CO., Dept. 30 GLARINDA, IOWA

CanYou Stand
the Truth?

FREELET ME
TELL YOU

Some of your past experiences, future
prospects, financial possibilities and other

AVTRmnrv mAtters as indicated, byAjyiKULOOY, the most ancient scienceknown to history. Your prospects of life,
death, happiness in marriage, friends!
enemies, success in all undertakings, lega-
cies, speculation and many other vital
ouestions can be revealed through thegreat science of ASTROLOGY. Let me
ML££"*J!BEiF, startMn* fa<*s that maychange the whole course of your life amiw ne * succ«ss - happiness, and prosperity
!^wea.

d °f despair and failure, which may
S?tLi

be
-
st

,
a,.',n5 you in the face. Yourastrological interpretation written in plain,simple language will consist of not less**»«• tw« solid pages. To avoid triflers and

„„, . „ children, enclose 10 cents in anv form toand
!

give BIRTH DATE. There will hp „„ ^,
c
?
ver

?,? «>is notice, mailing etc

M17
>

166 Temple St., New Haven, Conn.

GIVE BIRTH DATE

FARN MONEY
AT HOME 1

VOU can earn $1 to $2 an hour in your spare
time writing show cards. No canvass-

ing or soliciting. Weinstruct you by our new
simple Directograph System, supply you with
T j ?

nd pay you cash each week Writetoday for full particulars and free booklet
WEST- ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED

Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00
'69 Colborne Building, Toronto, Can.

INSTANTLY, makes them aj>pear naturally dark, lone andluxuriant. Adda wonderful charmbeauty and expression to any fa™'Perfectly harmless. Used by mill V.

'

of lovely women. BLACK orBROWN'cotamable in solid form or to™:proof liquid. 75c at your dealer'sTornir.-rf postpaid.
MAYBELLIME CO. CHICAGO

swetheSt
6 tEnt\?bont yourself, friends and <

MAIL SAMPLE' OP HAND.WRITING KOwordsJfornnWM 1

reference revelation. FREE toeveryone ordering our famous I

fe?SS CHARACTER INDICA-TED BY HANDWRITING. All ,

I the secrets exposed; tells how you /too, can read handwritingrs. Fas->
cinating entertainment. Surprise*
your friends. Character revela-
tion and book Bent postpaid on re- 1
Iceiptof $1.50 (C.O.D. ixtra).
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you. will be only too glad to do anything
you can for him, for old times' sake, but
there is nothing would give me greater
pleasure than to see him win his spurs
by his own ability.

Kirk will play square with you, I know,
and will not take advantage of your
friendship for me. If you ever see this
letter

; it will be in a case of extreme
emergency, or I don't know my own son.

Very soberly, Kirk refolded the letter and
inserted it in its own envelope. Was this
the time to use the letter? Would his old
dad consider this a real emergency? Wasn't
he, after all, a darn fool to pinch and starve
with a letter of introduction to the great
Bill Marston lying idle in his trunk?
He put the letter on top the dresser, and

started to change his shabby suit of heather
mixture tweed for his "other" suit of navy
serge. He noticed with misgiving that it

was getting very shiny. An inspection of
his "other" pair of shoes disclosed the fact
that unless he took them very soon to be
repaired the soles would be gone too far
for another span of life.

Some one passing down the hall stopped
at his door and knocked peremptorily.

"I'd like to speak to you!" The voice
was thin, hard, and feminine.

Kirk knew what was coming, and with a
grimace opened the door to Mrs. Meadus,
the^ peppery little landlady.
"How about that rent?" she asked aus-

terely.

Kirk cleared his throat and fidgeted. "I'm
very sorry to keep you waiting like this,
Mrs. Meadus," he said, "but you know I
have not had a call from the studios for
over two weeks, and I am afraid that I will
have to ask ypu to wait another day or so.
Something is bound to turn up soon."

"Arid suppose it doesn't turn up, what
then?" Her attitude suggested a prosecut-
ing attorney badgering a reluctant witness.

Kirk forced his best smile to the surface.
"Oh but it will, I am sure!" he stated with
great earnestness.

Mrs. Meadus was not so optimistic. She
wagged a skinny finger at him. "Now don't
you stall with me, young man," she warned
him. "You know very well that you can't
be sure of anything in the movie business,
except that something unpleasant is sure to
happen. My landlord expects me to talk
casn to him when rent day comes round
and that's the kind of talk I want 'out of
you — she raised her voice hysterically.
1 give you until tomorrow, and if you

haven't got the money by that time, you'll
have to make room for them that has." She
marched downstairs with head held high.

Kirk felt no resentment toward Mrs. Mea-
dus. He knew that her attitude was fully
justified. It was just another reminder that
he was at the crossroads. He must either
admit that he was beaten in his attempt to
win success through his own unaided effort,
and use his letter of introduction; or he
must drop all thoughts of movie work and
rustle a job—any job that would run to
three square meals a day and a place to
sleep.

The odor of frying steak permeated the
whole house, and now drifted to his room
His stomach contracted in painful reaction
in his rigid economy he had not yet eaten
his first meal today, and now, after walkino-
around the studios all day, he was ravenous*
ly hungry. The hall clock chimed six He
dived a sunburned hand into his pocket and
pulled out his wallet. Two dollars and
ninety-five cents! Well, it would mean a
few more meals. He would eat imme-
diately and then he would make up his
mind definitely what he should do He
dimly wondered what the old dad would
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What Did
To Win

She Do
Him ?

IMm Gilbert and Mae Murray in a scene from "The Merry

Widow " The original musical piece set the country to dancing,

and the film seems certain to teach us a step or two.

have done in similar circumstances.

His reverie was broken by the voice ot

Mrs. Meadus calling from the bottom of the

stairs. Hesitatingly he opened the door.

"Mr. Wayne. . . . There's a young wo

man to see you!"

KIRK thought that he could not have

heard aright. His feminine acquaint-

ances were few, and none were likely to

call on him.
"What was that?" he asked.

"I said there's a young woman to see you,

and I ain't no megaphone!"

He stopped short when he reached the

archwav at the foot of the stairs. He took

one deep-drawn breath of glad surprise, and

then ran forward and took the girls slim

little hand in his, while his eyes devoured

the piquant face and sparkling blue eyes

beneath the snug black turban
^

"Betty Deane! Betty Deane, by all that s

wonderful!"
She answered with a musical laugh that

was very near to a happy sob. Excitedly

she placed her free hand over the big brown

ones that were holding her own so tightly,

and they shook, and laughed, and shook

again.

"If you are half as glad to see me as

you seem to be, Kirk, I am glad I looked

you up," she said.

"Glad to see you! Sit down and tell me

how the miracle happened. Betty Deane!

Gosh, I can't get over it!"

Kirk dropped into a chair beside her, and

together they laughed and talked with

wholesome and undisguised pleasure^ I

have a tremendous lot to tell you, Kirk,

Betty told him, "and I hardly know where

to begin."

It is most embarrassing and distracting to

interview a charming girl whom one has not

seen for six months in the public sitting

room of a rooming house where the land-

lady is frankly hostile; and it is doubly dis-

tracting when one is hungry, and delicious

odors of frying steak are wafting on the

breeze. Kirk squirmed uneasily and came

to a decision. A sum of money which is

J}

equivalent to the price of three meals for

one person should be equal to the price of

one meal for each of two persons. With

boyish enthusiasm he put the question.

"Why not dine with me, Betty/ 1 m as

hungry as a hunter. Let's eat while we

talk." - . . . .

Betty accepted his invitation with gra-

cious readiness, and Kirk led her to a little

near-bohemian place just off the boulevard

and known to the studio colony as

"Beppo's." Here, beside a vine-encrusted

plebeian board fence at a rickety little table,

Kirk and Betty found a sympathetic atmo-

sphere for the exchange of their confidences.

The table stood upon flags whose uneven-

ness gave a footworn feeling, an unsteadi-

ness to the table. As the daylight waned,

candles in the necks of bottles cast a flicker-

ing light over Betty's woe-begone little tace

and the shadows threw a hush around the

two that made for them a little world all

their own. At peace with the whole world,

with all thoughts of his own predicament

banished, Kirk leaned forward, chin rested

in his cupped hands, eager for news and

for the sound of Betty's voice. ^

"You didn't tell me when you arrived,

he prompted. ....
She toyed with the .silver, hesitatingly.

Then she looked up with a serious, almost

apologetic expression.

"As a matter of fact, she said, ^ 1 have

been in Hollywood over six weeks!

Kirk's brows contracted slightly. And

you have only just looked me up. How
come, Betty?"

Betty gave a little sigh and a quaint ges-

ture of resignation. "It's a long story, but,

briefly, I persuaded mother to let me come

to Hollywood to try my luck in the movies.

Go on, why don't you laugh?"

"I will in the right place!" Kirk assured

her soberly.

"I had heard so much from your dad ot

the wonderful things you were doing," she

continued, "and I had read so much about

the way other girls had made their
_
way

here, that I couldn't see why I shouldn't do

the same. The folks wanted me to write

you I was coming, but I wanted to wait

until I had made a good start, so that I

How a demure little wren of a girl was changed almost

over-night into an attractive Bird-of-Paradise woman
—how she who had been neglected by her young men
acquaintances suddenly became a center of attraction

and within a few weeks the radiant bride of the man
she had loved in vain for years—this is the theme of a,

Krter received today. Hundreds of other letters just

as wonderful have come to us voluntarily from readers

rf our new, revolutionary book deahngnot with sex,

but with psychology. "Fascinating Womanhood,
shows how any woman who understands certain pecu-

liarities about man's psychology can attract and wm
the love of practically any man she chooses.
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of Studios

FOR DANCE
Dance for Happiness

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

East of Times Square

DEMUTH
SCHOOL OP ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway Phone
New York circle 10319

B. BERNARDI, M.B.
Formerly ballet master Breslau Theatre:

Solo danseur, Grind Opera, Paris,
Royal Theatre, Munich

Personal Instruction in Toe, Ballet,
Oriental, Spanish, etc.

Teachers' Course Children's Classes

Classes now training for forthcoming
productions

Students of approved talent are offered an
intensive course on attractive terms

SEND FOR BOOKLET
124 West 75th St. New .York

Telephone Endicott 5144

CLIFF JEROME
formerly of "NED WAYBTJRN STUDIOS"

Specializing in Ci r-v

Sensational stage Dancing
Special Rates — $5.00 a week

A professional "specialty" routine every week
Studio 711, 1658 BROADWAY

Phone CIRCLE 9121 New York City

DON LENO
Who has been established 20 years, is known toevery Theatrical Manager as an Actor, Producer

vLSl "? tV
*
S
|
a9e ° a "<=es, Musical Comedy and

arranged
Exhibition Dances created and

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Was taught the ARGENTINE TANGO bv thefamous DON LENO. Maker of Stars and DancingTeachers. 117 West 48th St., New York

UanClns

LENORA iV
1 St

?r i,Dancing Taught
PUPILS PLACED

STUDIO 310 — 1658 B'way, N. Y.
Circle 3127.

MARTIN FERRARI
Progressive School of Dancing. Special feature
foi Motion Picture Artists. Instructions in the
ait of Mimeodrama and Pantomime.

1658 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Phone Circle 10455

LOUIS VECGHIO
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.
"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.
1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., N. Y. CITY

OMR.
and MISS B

URYE II
Tuition in Jp4

DANCE CALISTHENICS
BALLET AND BALLROOM DANCING
Teachers of Teachers and Lay StudentsBALLROOM HOTEL DES ARTISTES

1 West 67th St., New York

Mme. LA CHAPPELLE
149 West 57th Street Phone
New York Circle 1243

Thorough training in the art of dancing, all
branches, including acrobatics.

The

JOHN BOYLE
324 WEST 42nd ST., N. Y

Tel. Penn. 4733
Dance Master who starts in where all the

others leave off.

All styles taught. Pupils — Fred Stone
Prances White, Wellington Cross, Tom Patri-
cola, Hal Skelly, Ida May Chadwick, Tom
Dingle, Chester Fredericks, Olin Howland

HARRY CLARA
LAUGHLIN - WEST
ALL STYLES TAUGHT
Competent Pupils Placed.

SUITE 411 1658 B'WAY (51st St.) NY
EVANS & FLETCHER

SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
All Styles Stage Dancing

313 W. 46th St., N. Y. Long. 9089

SPANISH DANCING
Taught by

AURORA ARRIAZA
637 Madison Ave. New York

Cor. 59th St. Tel. Regent 7348

Specializing

in Acrobatic

Instruction

for

Sensational

Stage

Dancing

Illustrated Book, $1.25, Cash or M. O.

Course contains Sensational Acrobatic
Course contains Sensatonal Acrobatic Dancin"
Buck and Wing, Bar and Stretching Exer-
cises. Mile. Amy Mantova and Eddie Russell
both formerly New Tori: Hippodrome, are now

with

GEO. COLE STUDIOS
249 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK CITY

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACK BLUE
231-233 W. 51st ST. Circle 6136

EMETERIO GALI
Modern Argentine and French Tango

Simplified Method of Teaching
Calisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom

Lessons can be given at your
home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK
Telephone, Circle 8495

"A mcm§
Our Instruction in Spanish Dancing
and Fado Portuguez Is Unrivaled.

Specialists in Genuine Tango Argentina (Tango Milonaa)
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'
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c. , ,. , , ,
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tional Dancing. Personal instruction for

every pupil.

??3-??5 West 46th St., New York
'Phone CHICKERING 3127
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taught by

MISS FAY EVELYN
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method of instruction is unrivalled.

900 7TH AVE. (at 57th St.) Phone CIRCLE 7592
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M A C H A I R A
Formerly dancer with Dolly Sisters

Society and Stage Dancing

Specializing in Tango

BVay & 77th St., N. Y. Endicott 7330

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing

from 10 a. m. to S p. m. — Classes every evening

Booklet on request Phone Academy lo81

2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

4 Newly Created Books
|

for Home Study
|

At a price that would not pay for
|

one private lesson from the author, =

A. TOMAROFF. I
Book No. 1—SI.50 . |

Body Building, Stretching. Limbering. =

Book No. 2—$1.50 §

Simple and advanced tumbling such as g
high kicks, cartwheels, hand stands, splits, g
limbers and somersaults. =

Book No 3—S2.75 3

Tans Alusical Comedy, Character Dancing. =

Book No. 4—$2.00 3

Bar exercises, a fundamental study tor
|

i ballet and toe dancing. 3

\ Entire set of 4 books—$6.50 3
! 6 sample lessons 15c ... =

Make your selection and send cash (reg- =
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A. TOMAROFF
5 110 West 47th St., New York City 5
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= Satisfaction Guaranteed =
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JOHN TILLER'S
DANCING SCHOOL OF AMERICA, Inc.

226 West Seventy-second Street, New York City

Special Rates to Professionals Now Working Who May

Wish To Improve. Classes Forming in

Groups of Six or Eight.
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Special Attention to Children

MARY READ, Secretary.

New York
IF IT'S DANCING 1 HAVE IT

Charleston "Strutt" and Black Bottom

The BILLY PIERCE STUDIO
Lady Attendant — Colored Instructors — No Classes

Suite 307, Navex Bldg., 225 W. 46th St.

New York
Phone Lackawanna 0275 Walter Brogsdale, Instructor

Open 10 A. M. 10 10 1*. M.

Courtesy Our Watch Word

Chicago

ESTABLISHED 1914

RICHARD O. KANDLER
DANCING ACADEMY

The Art of Dancing

All Branches

Ballroom Dept.
EXHIBITION DANCING. REVUES

RICHARD O. HANDLER, Dir.

Stage Dept.

ARTHUR KRETLOW, Master

SENSATIONAL DANCING
1301-2 CAPITOL BUILDING

159 N. STATE ST. CHICAGO

The

HAZEL SHARP SCHOOL
of Dancing

25 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD
CHICAGO

Classic Ballet — Character — Ballroom Dancing

MME. MARIE YUNG
EUROPEAN BALLET SCHOOL

Formerly Instructor of the

CHICAGO GRAND OPERA BALLET
Downtown Studio North Side Studio
Fine Arts Building The North End Club

110 So. Michigan Ave. 6200 No. Sheridan R'd

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Madame Ludwig
SCHOOL OF DANCING

1105 Lawrence Avenue

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Ballet Character

PHONE ENDICOTT 8215-6

Belle Bender
The school that specializes in all forms

of artistic Dancing.

218 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Tel. Wabash 5985
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could drop in on you and surprise you."
Kirk grinned appreciatively. "You little

witch! And you have broken into the game
so^soon. Good for you. Tell us all about
it!" His delight was genuine and unselfish.

BETTY lowered her eyes. Again there
was the slight hesitation and an almost

imperceptible sigh. She shook her head,
"No!" The firm little mouth drooped ever
so slightly. "It's no use bluffing, Kirk. I

have not broken in, or even made a little

dent. To tell you the truth I have worked
just one day at the Paragon studio in a
street crowd. I don't know what it was all

about, but about a hundred of us had to
crowd forward and try to see something that
was supposed to be happening up a side
street— and wasn't." Her tone was an ob-
vious attempt to make light of something
that was obviously anything but a light mat-
ter to her. Kirk caught the touch of hu-
miliation which Betty was trying to hide.
"And this is all the work you have had?"

he enquired at length, with an attempt to
make the question casual.

"Every bit!" Betty's expressive shoulders
dismissed the subject, but Kirk sensed
something vital beneath the unspoken
thought. He regarded her judiciously.

"You look gorgeous, Betty," he told her.
"You know how to dress and what to do
with your hands and feet, but, girl, you are
bucking a terribly hard game. I wish you
had let me know you were thinking of
doing this."

"And then what?" She was on the de-
fensive immediately. The rounded chin
was tilted provocatively, and her eyes chal-
lenged his.

"I would certainly have discouraged the
idea!" He smiled as he said it, but his

tone was emphatic.
Betty shook her head with equal empha-

sis. "Oh, no, you wouldn't. You couldn't
have discouraged me, Kirk. Could any one
have discouraged you when you made up
your mind to come?"

This was getting uncomfortably close to
home, and Kirk fidgeted in his seat. "It's

a very different thing for a man," he re-

plied halfheartedly.

Betty's rippling laugh was very disturb-
ing. "You say that as if you almost be-
lieved it. You are just as unsophisticated
as ever, even if you are spruced up a bit

and look so politely cave-mannish." Then
her mood changed again. "Why is it that
you people who are making good in the
business are always trying to scare the be-
ginner, with your mysterious warnings of
the terrible things that are waiting for
them?" Her question was lightly spoken,
but again Kirk sensed something beneath
the words that meant more than the surface
indications.

Kirk hated to refer to his own affairs,

but he felt that he could not allow her to
run away with the idea that he was the
brilliant success she seemed to think him.
He braced himself for an unpleasant con-
fession. He wished very much that she
were not watching his face so intently. He
compelled himself to meet her gaze, and
drummed nervously with his fingers on the
edge of the table.

"Do you know, Betty," he began, "I'm
afraid that you have a wrong impression
of my standing here. I'm a long way from
success yet, and, as a matter of fact, I—it

keeps me scratching to hold my own."
Kirk was miserably conscious that even -now
he had not told the whole truth.
He expected her to be surprised, but he

was totally unprepared for the look of
shock and bewilderment which she turned
on him. Her eyes were terribly troubled,
and she was app .rently groping for words

which would express an elusive thought.

^
regretted his frankness immediately,

and hastened to reassure her.
"Not that I am in line for the poor-

house, you know," he said, with a painful
attempt at jocularity. "But a fellow has
to keep his hand to the plough and all that
sort of thing."

,
"Goodness!" breathed Betty, limply

For the moment I thought that you were
going to tell me that you were discouraged,
and broke, and all sorts of horrors." Her
relle ' Ms so genuine that any further
fought of Kirk's confession was nipped m
the bud. He would not bother her with
his affairs anyhow. Sufficient unto the day-
is the evil thereof. He was glad to turn
the conversation from picture work to the
folks back home. He was hungry for news,
and Betty supplied him with delightful little
details of his old dad, the old home, and
the old home town.

Chatting pleasantly, the meal passed al-
most unconsciously for Kirk, so absorbed
was he in his charming guest and what she
had to tell him. As the meal drew to a
close, however, he was conscious of a ner-
vous restraint in Betty's manner, and he
noticed that she made one or two feeble
attempts to turn the tide of conversation
back to picture work and his own supposed
success.

In self defense he found that he would

£i"j
e t0

j
Carry the attack into the enemy's

field, and he adroitly steered the conversa-
tion back to Betty's own exploits in tryin^
to get work.

"I'd like to see a screen test of you,
Betty. One can never tell how one may
look on the screen, no matter how good
looking one may be, until one has actually
been photographed in action. It's rather
expensive to have these tests taken, however—somewhere round twenty-five dollars."

Thirty for a hundred feet!" Betty cor-
rected him, calmly. "I had one taken

at the Drexel Studios, and I bought at
the same" time a dozen of their best pro-
fessional photographs for the casting di-
rectors. That cost another twenty-five."

"Phew! Pretty classy! You're surely go-
ing the whole hog!"

Betty wrinkled her nose saucily. "You
ain't heard nothin' yet, Mister," she chirped
quaintly. "There's a little item of ten dol-
lars for membership in the Sol Dresser
Studio Club, ten dollars advance fees for
the Ivan Kolb Agency, and another twenty
for tuition in the Phoenix Make-up School,
and— oh lots of things too numerous to
mention, as the auctioneer says." Beneath
her bantering tone there was that persistent
note of uneasiness which puzzled and dis-
tressed Kirk.

"See here," he said. "It's not for me
to say what you shall do with your money,
little girl, but for the luvva Mike be careful.
If you go broke it's no joke, I can tell
you. It's bad enough for a man, but for
a girl a thousand miles away from home

—

Good Night Nurse!"
He knew that it was too late to tell her

that as far as any assistance she might
expect from the concerns she mentioned,
she might just as well have rolled her money
into a neat ball and tossed it into the
gutter.

A deep flush spread over Betty's face,
and she picked nervously at the pattern
on the table cloth. When she looked up,
her mouth was smiling, but her eyes were
misty. He reached across the table and
laid his hands on hers. She gave a little
gulp and forced herself to speak, jerkily,
unsteadily.

"I don't know how to tell you—Kirk
b-but I am broke!"
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Kirk felt a sinking sensation at the pit

of his stomach. He knew now why she

ad looked him up, and why she had so

^rvoQsly been edging around the subject,

^etty felt his fingers tighten over hers. but.

except for the slightest possible flicker of

the eyelids, bis face betrayed no sign of

the shock he felt.

His fingers slowly relaxed, and a slow

smile spread over his face.

"Don't let's get hysterical over it, Betty."

he said. "It isn't fatal. Let's tackle this

thing sensibly. Just how badly are you

bent?"
Betty tried hard to match his cheerful-

r.ess. "I'm not bent. I'm broke. See here!"

She picked up the beaded bag at her el-

bow, opened it. and shook out on the table

cloth a tiny powder compact, a lipstick, a

dainty lace handkerchiei. a buffalo nickel,

and three copper cents.

Kirk regarded the jumbled pile with ab-

surd seriousness. "I thought you said you

e," he remarked gravely. "Youwere DroKe, ne remark
must let me show you
best use of your capita

management, you know."

playing for time.

Betty blinked

would be a spoi

hard before, she .

a soul

)W to

It's

He rs

rapii 1v

Kjrk!

"I knew you !

She bit her lip
j

continue. "I haven't

except you. I dare !

not let mother know, for it takes every cent

she can spare to put Sis through High

School, and I wanted so much to help her.

I have made an awful mess of things, and

you don't know- what it means to me to
j

have you to fall back on!"

Kirk hardly heard what she was saying.

He was making a rapid mental calculation.

Two dinners at a dollar each is two dollars.
!

Two dollars from two ninety-five leaves

ninety-five. Two bits for the waitress leaves

seventy cents. Not much on which to n-
j

nance a damsel in distress.

Betty was very quiet as she returned her

"capital" to the handbag. Kirk couldn't
j

seem to think of a single appropriate thing
j

to say, and there was an electrical tense-

ness in the air. -

"Er—how much do you figure it will

take to see you through?" Kirk found him-

self saying, at the same time wondering

what use he could possibly make of the

information.

Betty made a show of calculation. "I

won't take a cent more than ten dollars.

Kirk, even from you. A ten will see me
through nicely till something turns up. I

Thank goodness, my room is paid for until

next Wednesday." Her cheeks were burn- i

ing now.

Tp^iRK felt a surge of rage within himself.

jr\ To think that he was so helpless! !

"This will never do. Betty. This is cutting
j

things altogether too fine." he said.

"Oh I am sure ray luck will turn in a

day or two," Betty spoke with an eagerness

that betrayed her real anxiety.

"But suppose it doesn't!" Kirk regretted

the words the moment they were spoken.

Betty looked at him with actual panic

in her eyes, and Kirk inwardly cursed him-

self for a blundering tool. He reached

out his hand again and patted hers reas-

suringly. "Of course the luck will turn,"

he said eagerly. "It always does. I am a

braying jackass. Things are picking up
at the studios now__ and I will keep my
eyes open for you."

In his anxiety to allay her fears, he had

now gone to the opposite extreme, and had

strengthened her erroneous opinion as to

his own position.

"That's awfully good of you. Kirk. Your
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own success hasn't spoiled you a bit. I

didn't like to ask you to pull any strings
for me, for I didn't want to be a millstone
around your neck."

"Some little millstone," chuckled Kirk,
and Betty rewarded him with a moist but
flashing smile that warmed his heart. He
grabbed fate, with both hands as he assumed
a brisk and businesslike manner.
"Now about this ten dollars, Betty. Of

course I'll let you have it, and anything
else, even to half of my kingdom. But I'm
short of actual cash. I'm going to see you
through, though. I'll see you home right
away and then rustle you enough for the
time being."

"Oh I am putting you to a lot of
trouble. . .

."

"And I want you to sit up and wait until
I return with the bacon."

Kirk paid his bill, added a quarter for
the waitress with reckless abandon, and es-
corted Betty to her boarding house on
Yucca. Throughout the short walk he was
dimly conscious of talking a great deal in
a masterful fashion, but he could never
remember a word of what he said, for the
conscious side of his brain was grappling
with a big problem quite apart from the
conversation.

Betty was very gracious as she stood at
her door and thanked him again, and Kirk
thrilled at her implicit faith in him. As
the street door closed on her, however, his
self assurance collapsed, like a punctured
balloon. Wild ideas raced through his
brain as he made his way down the dimly
lighted street toward the boulevard. All
kinds of impossible schemes for raising
money occurred to him, from highway rob°
bery to the selling of his heart or brain or
something. Out of the mad tangle one
thought alone was clear—he had pledged
himself to raise ten dollars immediately, and
he had allowed Betty to think that he was
a prosperous screen actor.

He even went so far as to think of bor-
rowing from Mrs. Meadus, but that was
too ridiculous. There was not a soul to
whom he could turn in this plight—except
Big Bill Marston.

Turning the corner into the bright lights
of the boulevard, he stopped and smote a
clenched fist into his open palm with a re-
sounding smack. "I'll do it!" he muttered,
and strode on with straightened shoulders
and quickened step.

Cutting down side street and back alleys.
Kirk came out near his boarding house!
dashed up the steps and through the house,'
raced up the creaking stairs to his room!
and switched on the light. Snatching at
the letter of introduction, and neglecting
in his haste to turn out the light, he ran
downstairs, taking three steps at a time.

In a moment he was at the phone, thumb-
ing the directory. He called his number
with nervous haste, and was presently re-
warded by hearing a deep bass voice at the
other end of the line. He recognized it at
once as that of the big director who had
megaphoned his commands on the Eagle
"lot" one day when he was working as an
extra in a crowd of five hundred tame
Arabs.

"Is that Mr. Marston?" Kirk enquired
for verification. "This is Kirkwood Wayne
speaking, son of Jim Wayne who was
trouping with you in the Sammy Cline road
show. Wayne—W-a-y-n-e. Yes—yes, you
have it. I thought you'd remember him.—Well, that's very kind of you, Mr. Mar-
ston. It was just what I was going to ask
you. I won't keep you more than a few
minutes. Yes, I'll be right over."

Ten minutes later Kirk was ushered into
the study of Big Bill Marston's beautiful
Spanish home on Los Palmas. A big pow
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erful looking man, with iron grey hair a

ttle thin on top, and a keen, intellectual

Tace, arose from his seat at the big black

alnut desk, and held out his hand in

Greeting. , ,
~"

Marston indicated a chair, and dropped

back into his own seat at the desk, while he

read the strange letter of introduction. A
chuckle from the big man told Kirk that

Marston had reached the postscript I he

director looked up suddenly and bored Kirk

with a look that made the uncomfortable

oung man more uncomfortable.

"So you're Jimmy Waynes boy, eh!

You don't look an awful lot like him

"I take more after mother in looks, bne

was half Spanish, you know." Kirk's voice

as soft and tender.

MARSTON tapped the blotter nervously

He had lost nothing ot the quick flash

of emotion. ,

"Your dad doesn't say anything about

himself. How is he keeping?"
_

"Dad is fine and hearty. He is always

too busy to be anything else."

Marston's laugh rumbled deep m his

che^t "Sounds like Jimmy Wayne, btill

up "to his old tricks, eh? I would surely

like to drop in on him for a gabtest

Hi- glance fell on the letter, and his laugh

stooped. He picked up the letter and

turned it over and over in his hand.

"Now son," he said kindly, "what can

I do for you? I take it that you are up

against it?"
, . . llv

Kirk flushed deeply under his tan. Yes,

"I see by the date of this that you have

been down here six months. What have

>0u been doing?" Marston's tone was

businesslike now.
"Working some of the time as an extra

in different pictures, but most of the time

I have been unemployed." Marston nodded

understandingly. This was an old, old

story. "I worked in the mob scenes m
your two pictures, Bondage and A Man s

job, and I have had odd jobs with most

of the studios."

"What can you do?"

"I can tackle anything in the line of

sport, and I know how to handle myself in

the soup-and-fish— just like twenty thou-

sand other fellows,"^ he said.

"Ever do a 'bit'?"

"No, sir. Never had a chance!

"Got any stills?"

"A dozen or so, but they don't jnean

much." Kirk shrugged and smiled. "I am

usually in a bunch of others, and too far

from the camera to look like anything."

Marston rubbed his chin, while his eyes

roved over every detail of Kirk's face and

figure. Then he reached for a pencil and

scribbled something on a small pad.

"Well, young man." he said, "I can't

promise you anything much until I have a

chance to see what you can do, but I can

try you out in a bit in the picture I am
starting in a day or so, and I can throw a

good bit of extra work your_way. If you've

i

got anything in you, I'll give you a chance

to show it."

Kirk knew that he was being offered a

chance for which thousands of aspirants to

screen fame would sell their immortal souls,

and, being young and human, he thrilled at

the thought.
,,

"it's very kind of you, Mr. Marston,

he said. "Of course, I understand what

you are offering mev and I am very grate-

ful." Marston waved a hand as if dismiss-

ing the thanks. "But," continued Kirk,

hesitatingly, "I—I don't want any help for

nw.elf."

Marston's brow contracted instantly, and

he leaned back heavily in his chair, regard-

ing Kirk with a puzzled expression.

"What d'you mean? You are up against

it, I offer you a chance, and now you say

you don't need my help!"

"I said not for' myself, Mr. Marston!"

"What the devil arc you driving at?"

ow tnat the time had come, Kirk found

n, it far more difficult than he had ex-

pected. Reduced to plain English his

proposition seemed rather fantastic, even to

himself. "It's rather a hard thing to ex-

plain in a few words," he said at last, with

desperate energy. "A girl friend of mine

drifted into town a few weeks ago, and like

thousands of others thought that all she had

to do was leave her card at the studios and

the next day she would be an actress. Just

the same she's intelligent, looks like a mil-

hon dollars, and is a little lady, but she's

broke even flatter than I am. I want noth-

ing for myself, but I would like you to see

her, and if I may take the liberty of sug-

gesting such a thing, would like you to give

her the chance you have just offered me,

instead."
.

Kirk's speech was a breathless affair. He
talked fast and to the point. Marston's

face was expressionless as he leaned for-

ward.
"This, er—young lady? Has she got any

claim on you? Engaged or anything like

that?" His voice was slightly disapproving.

"No, sir, certainly not. Just an old

school chum, and a friend of the family."

Another silence, then: "Does she know

what you are doing for her?"

"Good lord, NO!" Kirk was explosively

emphatic. "She'd have a fit if she knew.

She—she—I guess I'd better come clean!"

Marston took the cigar from his lips and

nodded approvingly.

"Well, she thinks that I am comfortably

fixed, and headed for stardom. This fix of

hers was sprung on me suddenly tonight,

and I have offered to help her. Like a fool

I could not tell her of my true position.

Behind his big hand, Marston sneezed

violently and made a great fuss with his

handkerchief. When he looked back at

Kirk again, his face was as placid as ever,

but his manner was a trifle more sym-

pathetic.
,

"Tell me, son, honest injun, he said,

"why are you so interested in her, and

why are you so ready to sacrifice your own

interests to give her a chance?" His tone

invited confidence, and Kirk relaxed a

little.
, . „

"Oh, I couldn't do anything else, he

replied. The idea seemed to be entirely

new. He had never stopped to figure it

out. "We have always been such ^ good

friends—I couldn't do anything else!"

Marston hitched his chair a little nearer

the desk, and looked away from Kirk to

hide a smile that showed a complete under-

standing of the situation. "Well, my boy,"

he said, trying to be severe, "I think you're

very foolish to get mixed up in this tangle.

I'm ready enough to help you, but you must

work and keep clear of these clinging

vines."

Kirk sat up very straight. Again the

Latin shone in his smoldering eyes, and in

the unconscious gesture of his strong hands.

"But. Bet— this young lady is not a cling-

ing vine. She's quite different!" he said.

Marston's eyes were twinkling, but his

voice was severe when he grunted, "They

are all different. Say, if you are going to

take care of all the stranded little gold

diggers in Hollywood. . . .

"Kirk was on his feet in a flash, eyes blaz-

ing indignantly. "Not another word, sir.

You are unjust!"

Marston smiled warmly. "Sit down,

Kirk 1 " There was a new note in his voice.
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"I owe a great deal to your dad," he
continued soberly, "and I want to believe
that you would not do anything that he
would be ashamed of. As man to man,
what do you expect to get out 0} this deal
for yourself?"

Kirk's face was flaming now, and his re-

ply was an obvious effort at self-control.

"I must ask you to accept my word that
there is nothing more between us than what
I have already told you. The only thing I

can do is ask you to forget that you have
ever seen me, and accept my apologies for
taking up so much of your time." He
reached for his hat.

Marston reached out a restraining hand.
"Just a minute," he said. "Let's get this

thing right."

Kirk's young face was hard. "It is use-
less for us to go any further unless you
are ready to believe that this young lady
is not a vulgar little gold-digger, but is just
as sweet and good as your own mother.
Such girls still exist you know, even in
Hollywood."

Marston nodded reassuringly. "All
right, Kirk. I'm going to accept your own
estimate of her. What is name, address
and 'phone number?" Kirk gave the name,
and Marston made a quick pencil note.

"Any experience before the camera?"
"Very little, I believe." Kirk could

hardly restrain a smile as he thought of
Betty's experience.

When Marston looked up at Kirk again
he was an entirely different personality.
There was a friendly gleam in his eyes, and
the lines of his mouth had softened. Kirk
gave an involuntary sigh of relief, for he
felt that he had accomplished his purpose.

"I'm going to give her a tryout," said
Marston. "Tell her to be at the" studio at
eighty-thirty and ask for me, personally.
And to bring any photographs she has."

Marston looked deeply into Kirk's eyes.
"Now, what about yourself?" he asked, sug-
gestively, invitingly.

Kirk smiled and shook his head. "I'm
still standing on my own feet, thank you
just the same, and I have forfeited my right
to your interest, but there's just one thing
more I'd like you to do for me." The
blood mounted again to his temples. "I

—

I need ten dollars—immediately!"
"For the girl?"

Kirk looked steadfastly into the. now
genial face. He understood a bit now this

big, masterful but kindly man.

"I would not deceive you if I said no!"
he replied smilingly.

Marston's own lips twisted whimsically,
and Kirk suddenly felt that he had not
shown Marston the confidence that was hi?
due. "She's only a kid, Mr. Marston," he
said impulsively. "She doesn't realize what
she is up against. She's down to her last

nickel—literally—and I haven't the price to
help her. It's a damn ridiculous position
lor me, but a mighty serious one for her."

Big Bill was already digging down into
his hip pocket. He produced a bulky

leather billfold, and handed a crisp bill to

Kirk. It was a twenty. With a quiet smile
Kirk said, "It's mighty good of you, sir,

but Betty would not accept more than ten.

She doesn't want to run into debt even to

me. Haven't you a ten?"

Big Bill muttered something under his

breath, but it wasn't an oath the way he
said it. "What about yourself?" he asked,
aloud.

Kirk smiled bravely. His spirit was never
more buoyant than at that moment. "I'll

manage," he said. "I never died in the
winter yet."

Marston explored the billfold again and.nd

J
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(\Frances Howard, who made her

screen debut in "The Swan,"

was the lead in "Too Many
Kisses" with Richard Dix. Her
next picture will be "The Shock

Punch."

this time held out a ten which he exchanged

tor the twenty. Kirk tucked the ten care-

fully away in his own wallet, but not before

the quick eyes of the director had noticed

that, except for his own bill, the wallet

was empty.
Kirk picked up his hat, stood up, and

squared his shoulders. His whole being

emanated vigor and happiness.

"It's discourteous of me to want to run

away, but you will understand what this

news will mean to Miss Deane!" he said.

Marston was reaching for his pencil

again. "Where do you live, and what is

your phone number?" He made a note of

what Kirk told him.

"I want you to regard this as a loan,"

Kirk told him anxiously. "I'll pay you

back you know." Kirk swallowed some-

thing that was choking him, and with an-

other shake, and a look which spoke the

thanks he could not utter, he turned and

left the room. Blundering blindly into the

street he was conscious of the fact that

tomorrow he would probably be washing

dishes for a living, but he was never so

painfully happy in all his life.

Hardly nad the door closed on him,

when Marston snatched at the desk

phone and called a number. Impatiently

he jiggled the receiver, while his big chair

creaked as he fidgeted in his seat.

"Hullo! This is Mr. Marston. I want

to speak to Jack Croft immediately. In the

swimming pool? Get him out, and hustle

him to the phone. I'll hold the line!"

Reaching out awkwardly at arm's length,

he picked "a cigar from the box, and with

his ear still at the receiver, bit off the end

of his smoke and was still fumbling for

matches when he heard Croft's voice at the

other end of the line. "That you, Jack?"

he enquired with incisive energy. "No, the

studio is not on fire. Listen, did you get

that contract signed for that young ice-

cream warrior for the lead part? Well,

kill that contract right away. Just been

talking with a regular person, and I'm going

to give him the part. — No, you don't

know him. Just an obscure extra, but he

won't be an obscure extra this time next

year .
— Eh?— You bet I am enthused.

Say, I struck more real emotional sparks

from that boy in five minutes than we could

coax out of that other sheik in five months.

Get around to me as soon as you can. I've

got to grab that boy, if I have to kidnap

him. Clean as a whistle, looks and acts like

a man, and has got a heart as big as the

well-known all-out-doors. The part of Lo-

lita's brother will fit him like a glove."

Kirk had broken all the rules of the

game, but he had won.
And little did he realize how much he

;had won!
W

TRE-JUR Compact scarcely thicker

than a gold-piece and as precious

The convexity of the beautiful metal case

fits the palm—And in the large mirror the

swiftest glance shows every facial detail.

The touch of Tre-Jur powder is as soft as a

lover's caress—perfumed with the new Joli-

Memoire, a scent that savours of happiness.

"THINEST" will vastly surprise you. It looks

so expensive and costs so little—to be exact,

One Dollar! Ask at your favorite store for

your own shade of powder and rouge....Or

order by mail from us.

THE HOUSE OF TRE-JUR
19 WEST 18TH STREET, NEW YORK

-JUR
THE "PURSE
SIZE TWIN"
Powder and rouge

ingeniously pre-

sented in a case

that snuggles into

tie smallest purse

$1
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Entertaining and Instructive Books
THE ROMANCE AND REALITY OF FILM LIFE
IS REFLECTED IN THE BOOKS LISTED BELOW

U If you are interested in photoplay writing, screen acting, motion
picture directing, or motion picture production, the books listed below
will be of great interest. Each book is handsomely bound in gold
decorated cloth cover and will be delivered anywhere in the United
States at prices mentioned. Canadian and foreign orders extra for
shipment and duty.

SCREEN ACTING
(By Inez and Helen Klumph) — An authoritative

presentation. Enables the reader to judge just what the opportunities are
and the training required. This work was developed through the valuable
assistance and advice of Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mabel
Ballin, Mae Murray, William S. Hart, Euth Roland, and many other distin-
guished motion picture players, directors, cameramen, and make-up ex-

Perts Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING
(By Peter Milne)— Of

special interest to those in the Motion Picture Industry— or intending to
enter this field. T.he author was critic for years on Motion Picture News
and Wids (Film) Daily. He was a member of Scenario and Production
'Department of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. This work contains data
about Marshall Neilan, William C. DeMille, Eex Ingram, Cecil DeMillie,
and other famous directors Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
(By T. 'Conor Sloane,

Ph.D., LL.D.) — The enormous growth in number of motion picture theatres
has created a large and increasing demand for operators. It is an interesting,
good paying field and requires but a short time to qualify as a projector.
This book includes the fullest details of practice. . . . Price $5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING
(By William Lord Wright) — The author

was formerly Editor for Selig Polyscope, Pathe Exchange, and Universal. The
book is a thorough and authoritative presentation of this lucrative field for
writers.

_

Every year new. writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pictures and how and where to
submit your ideas price $3 00

MOVING PICTURES
How They Are Made and Worked

$3.50

A Veritable

Encyclopedia of the

Moving Picture

Art

By FREDERICK A. TALBOT

New Edition, Completely Revised and Reset.

Numerous Illustrations.

It tells of the romances, the adventures, the great prepara-
tions of marvellous ingenuity and the hundreds of other
things that go into the making of moving picture plays.

It shows how inventors have overcome difficulties up to
the present status of the business. It is a popular account
of everything concerning the subject—trick pictures and
how they are produced; pictures in color; pictures that
move and talk; the making and costs of the most elaborate
'

' sets
'

' and studio equipment ; the risks taken by photog-
raphers and players; the secrets of many sensational clirnb-~
ing and jumping feats; what the audience does not see
in the most daring wild animal films, and a great many
other inside facts the "movie" patron delights in knowing.

Any one of the above books will be mailed on receipt of advertised price to any address
in the U. S. A.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
BOOK DEPARTMENT

236 West 55th Street New York, N. Y.



Loses 23 Pounds With
Madame X Reducing Girdle

In only 2 months—without diet, special exercises or drugs

—

Miss Kenney remoulded her figure to the straight, graceful

lines you see in the picture. Just by wearing the comfortable

Madame X Reducing Girdle—which makes you look inches

thinner at once and soon brings real slenderness.

<4T HAVE just stepped from the scales

JL and was overjoyed to find that the

hand pointed to 142 pounds.
"Previously I found that no matter how I

tried I could not bring my weight below 165
pounds. I was hopeless. I did not bother,

thinking it useless. Finally, being so un-

comfortable in heavy bone corsets I de-

cided to try the Madame X Girdle for com-
fort if nothing else.

"During June and July I

wore it constantly as it im-
proved my appearance
immensely. I noticed that

I was gradually getting

smaller. My friends say I

look years younger, having
lost 23 pounds with a de-

cided improvement in

health.

"I am three or four in-

ches thinner in waist and

hips.

"Everyone has noticed the

change. I shall continue to

wear my girdle as it is so

extremely comfortable."

(signed) Anne L. Kenney,

509 W. 170th St., New York
Miss Kenney's experience

is by no means unique. Wo-
men everywhere write us

enthusiastically to tell us of

the amazing reductions

which this marvelous girdle

has quickly brought about.

Look thin while
getting thin

Best of all you don't have
to wait to LOOK thin. As
soon as you put on the Mad-
ame X, which is worn over

the undergarment, in pace of a corset, you
appear several inches thinner at the waist

and hips without the

slightest discomfort.

And day by day, as

you continue to wear
the girdle, it gently

kneads away the ex-

cess fat and moulds
your figure to new
beauty and slender
grace. The massage

action, though powerful, is imper-
ceptible—but your scales, mirror and
tape measure quickly tell the story!

Women usually lose from one to

three inches the very first week, and
almost before you know it, four, five

and sometimes even ten inches have
disappeared for good from waist,
hips, thighs, and you look and feel

younger and better.

What Others Say
Reduces Waist 9 Inches

"It gives me long waist lines,

something I never expected as I

am very short waisted. Reduced
hips 12 inches, waist 9 inches."

Mrs. G. F. Raymond
Saranac Lake. N. Y.

Five Inches Smaller at Once

"The very minute I put it on I

measured five inches less around
the waist. To date I have lost

32 pounds and my former con-
stant backaches are gone."

Lillian Greenwood
North Uxbridge, Mass.

"No More Corsets For Me!"

"Have been wearing the Madame
X steadily for three weeks ami
am more than pleased with it.

Have taken 5 inches from my
waist and 4% from abdomen and
hips. No more corsets for me!"

Belle Folsom
517 Main Street
Watsonville, Cal.

Loses 21 Pounds Quickly

"When I started to wear Madame
X Reducing Girdle in March I

weighed 192 pounds. I am now
down to 171, giving the girdle all

credit as I gave up nothing that

I really wanted to eat."
Edith C Manning

246 Thomas Street
We:t Haven, Conn.

Physicians
endorse it

The Madame X
Reducing Girdle is

based on scientific

principles of reduc-

tion by rubber mas-
sage, which have
long been advocat-
ed by health au-
thorities and pro-

fessional athletes

because of the ease,

quickness and safe-

ty which this

method takes away
'
5, 10, 20 pounds

—

or more. The rubber is

scientifically cured by the

dry heat method, so it wil

be specially strong and
resilient.

You can exercise

—

work, play, sit—in per-

fect comfort, for it is so

soft and flexible, it allows

the utmost freedom of

motion.

New Madame X Brassiere

The new Madame X Brassiere does for

the upper figure just what the girdle does

for waist, hips and thighs. Made of live,

flesh-tinted brocaded rubber of the same
high quality. Carefully moulds the figure

without binding or bulging and gently mas-
sages away the fat.

See the Madame X for yourself. Get a
fitting today at any good store where corsets

are sold. But be sure to insist on the orig-

inal patented Madame X—there is no
other ''just as good."

Miss Anne
L. Kenney

after
reducing
23 pounds
with her

Madame X

Send for free 24. page booklet showing
why the Madame X Reducing Girdle re-

duces you so quickly and how it brings

renewed health and energy. Address The
Madame X Company, Dept G-36H, 404.

Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Special hand-
turned hem
absolutely
prevents
splitting
or tearing

New Clasp-Front Model
rhe Madame X comes in

Ijoo models, the original
step-in'' and a new

u^clasp-front*' illustrated
' 're—Both have adjust'

ble back lacing.

On Sale at All Leading Stores Where Corsets Are Sold

vMadameVReducing Girdle
Makes You Look Thin -/«. While Getting Thin

WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS: I. NEWMAN & SONS INC. CHICAGO
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: DOMINION CORSET COMPANY LTD. QUEBEC



'HEREVER Fashion
gathers, at the Flower Carni-

val at Cannes, at Nice on the

sunnyRiviera or in Paris,one
will find this the law im
mutable of the fashionable

toilette: "On ne melange-pas

les parfums." (One never,

never mixes perfumes.)
Rather shall each necessite de

toilettebe graced by the same
Parisian odeur.

So will the chic Americaine

use my specialties Djer-Kiss,

not alone one, but all: par-

fum, talc, face powder, eau

de toilette, vegetale, soap,

creams, rouges, compacts.

For they are each endowed
with the alluring fragrance,

my masterpiece, Djer-Kiss

itself.

Kerkoff,

63 Champs Elysees, Paris

'X>,,p
owl Rouge and loose powder
in one exquisite Canity Case

ROUGE £,• LOOSE POWDER

^Vanity

Now those shops that carry,

always, the newest aidsto beauty

and fashion are showing a novel

double vanity— for both your

rougeandyour loose face powder.

"Within its light and charmingly

dainty case it combines these

quite -unusual advantages:

A compact ofDjer-Kiss Rouge.

A compartment for loose face

powder, with ingenious "pow-
der pockets" that release just

enough powder on the puff each

time you open the case.

And a double-faced mirror! On
one side a detail mirror reflects,

in close-up, any part of the face.

On the other side a reducing

mirror reflects your entire face

at a glance, so that you may
view the general effect achieved.

This new Djer-Kiss Rouge and

Loose Powder Vanity is exqui-

sitely fashioned of nickel-silver

—its cover, artisticallyembossed

.

Each vanity comes in its own
silken -lined box.

Send 25c for

<_7WONSIEUR ./vERKOFF'S ~Nj!W

Qhamps-Slysm Paquet

Monsieur Kerkoffs new Champs-Elysees

Paquet of toiletry treasures contains dainty

samples of Djet-Kiss Parfum, Djer-Kiss

Face Powder, Djer-Kiss Cold Cream and

Vanishing Cream (in tubes) and a fragrant,

miniature satin Sachet Pillow. To receive

it, simply send 25c in stamps or coin to his

importateurs, Alfred H. Smith Company,
30 West 34th Street, New York, N. Y.

i A. H. S. Co. 1925
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WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS IN SEPTEMBER. 1<525

g/jm . treats for (picture 'Patrons I

QhcIRON HORSE
^> One upar in TsJf=>w V'r>rl' wifVi a 5nnprKOne year in New York with a Superb

Cast of Leading Players

and
a Regiment of United States Troops and
Cavalry; 3,000 Railway Workmen; 1,000
Chinese Laborers; 800 Pawnee, Sioux and
Cheyenne Indians; 2,800 Horses; 1,300

Buffaloes; 10,000 Texas Steers.

<lA JOHN FORD 'Production

AS NO MAN
HAS LOVED

A soul-stirring spectacle based on
EDWARD EVERETT HALE'S

"The Man Without a Country"

A record-breaker at

the CeHtral Theatte, New York

ROWLAND V. LEE Trodudtion

PAULINE STARKE
WHO PLAYS

ANNE BISSELL it

"as no man
has loved - EDWARD HEARN &o

- ^ PAULINE STARKE in a scene

from "AS NO MAN HAS LOVED"

- , The Picture

^Hr« that succeeded in

/ f spit? of

J the Druil!

Based on

Channing Pollock's great play

THE FOOL
EDMUND LOWE

y BRENDA BOND
&-> RAY BLOOMER /

a scene from THE FOOL jS

Another New York hit that has swept

the Nation, setting new high marks for

its entertainment powers.

HARRY MILLARDE "Produdtion

THE FOOL

F
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Many successful business men have sent for this amazing book now mailed free. Such men as Walter O. Fovd,

of the Ford Manufacturing Company; C. F. Bourgeois, President of Robischon and Peckham Company; ri. r>.

McNeal, President of the Telephony Publishing Company; Guy H. Shearer, Cashier Filer State Bank; and many

other prominent, prosperous business executives are unstinting in their praise of it. But don t think it is only

for big men. Thousands of young men have found in this book the key to advancement in salary and position,

popularity, standing, power and real success. You can now obtain your copy absolutely free by writing at once

Today business demands for the big, im-

portant, high-salaried jobs men who can
dominate others—men who can make others

do as they wish, whether it be one man
or a thousand. It is the

power of forceful, convinc-

ing speech that causes one

man to jump from obscur-

ity to the presidency of a

great corporation. Another
from a small, unimportant
territory to the salesman-

ager 's desk. Another from
the rank and file of politi-

cal workers to a post of

national prominence as a
campaign speaker. A timid,

retiring, self-conscious man
to change almost over-

night into a popular, and
much applauded after-

dinner speaker.

Either You Become a Powerful

Speaker — or Your Training

is FREE
You are shown how to conquer stage

fright, self-consciousness, timidity, bash-

fulness and fear—those things which keep

you silent when men of lesser ability get

what they want by the sheer power of con-

vincing speech. You are told how to bring

out and develop your priceless "hidden
knack '

'— the natural gift within you—
which will win for you advancement in

position and salary, popularity, standing,

power and real success. This simple, easy,

sure and quick training is guaranteed to

do this. If it fails your training will not

cost you a single penny.

WHAT 15 MINUTES A DAY

WILL SHOW YOU

How to address business meetings.

How to propose and respond to

toasts.

How to make a political speech.

How to tell entertaining stories.

How to write better letters.

How to enlarge your vocabulary.

How to develop self-confidence.

How to acquire a winning per-
sonality.

How to strengthen your will-power.

How to be the master of any
situation.

Easy for Anyone—Only 15

Minutes a Day
Required

There is no mystery

about the power to work
wonders with words. Prac-

tically anyone can do it.

It makes no difference how
embarrassed or self-con-

scious you now are when
called upon to speak. Cer-

tain principles will show
you how to rise head and
shoulders above the mass
and make yourself the

dominating figure in any
gathering. How to be a leader among men.

How to rise to any occasion and demand
what you -nant with force, vigor and con-

viction. Give only fifteen minutes a day in

the privacy of your own home and you can

accomplish all this in a few short weeks.

MAKE THIS FREE TEST
If you will fill out and mail the coupon at

once you will receive besides this remark-

able new book, "How to Work Wonders
with Words, '

' an amazing five minutes test

by which you can determine for yourself

whether you are one of the 7 men out of

every 9 who possess the "hidden knack"
of powerful speech but do not know it.

Decide for yourself if you are going to

allow fifteen minutes a day to stand be-

tween you and success. You, like thou-

sands of others, can quickly and easily

learn how to bring out and develop your

"hidden knack" and gain for yourself

high position, standing, money and power.

Just- send your name and address now

—

thousands have found this to be the big-

gest forward step of their lives. If it has

played such an important part in the lives

of many big men, may it not in yours?

North American Institute

3601 Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Dept. 632-A

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE. Inc.

Dept. 632-A. 3601 Michigan Ave.,

Chicago. III.

Please send me FREE and without obligation, my copy

of your famous book. "How to Work Wonders with

Words." Also your FREE 5-minute test by which I

may make a self-examination.

City State..
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Discovers NewWay to

Seal Hernia
with Magic

No more torturous steel springs; no more dragging,

weighty cushions; no more barbarous chafing leg

straps; no more dangerous trusses. At last there has

been discovered a new and entirely different way to

seal rupture which does away completely with cum-

bersome, annoying, undependable, ineffective, old-

fashioned devices. Now every hernia sufferer can

try this marvelous invention FREE and be convinced

that Magic Dot is the only real advance in the non-

surgical treatment of hernia during the present cen-

tury. Read Mr. Homan's comforting message—then

learn at once how you can use the Magic Dot FREE
for a time. Don't be a tortured truss victim another

john G. homan day when relief and comfort can be yours if you will

Member American Association for Advancement accept this free trial offer.
of Science

Associate Member American Physical Society

An EntirelyNewandAmazing Invention
That Revolutionizes Hernia Treatment

[By John G. Homan] proves beyond question ordinary hernia, ishing new method means more than

not of too long standing can quick- the support of hernia. It also embodies

MY FRIEND, why suffer? At last
jy) surely an d safely be healed by the physical culture principles which have

you can throw away the abominable
ajj Q f JVIagic Dot. Old-fashioned actually made hundreds of hernia

truss or make-shift contraption that may trusses and similar devices exert such sufferers well.

have been sold to you under another great pressure upon the injured spot cGnJ NJo Monev mi?r
name! You can be through forever with

that the free circulation of healing ZT MACTP DOT F K tLEi
the gouging and pushing into that tender blood, which is absolutely necessary if

l ry mAKil^, uk> i

spot that keeps you from getting well and namr >
is to heal the hurt , is mplete ,y

y
^™J^

may have made lite a burden to you. i ou Qr aimost completely shut off. Magic sufferer in America to fill in and send me
say that I am very positive? Yes, I am!

J) t, which weighs less than 1-25 of the coupon below. I want every one of

Not merely because I have made a won- ounce acts in support of the hernia these to learn the real and true facts about

derful discovery which has amazed doc- tQ a„ow t

'

he more free delation of ^^^S^SfgSbSJ
tors—a discovery which you will at once healing blood without exerting harsh the astonishing new discovery—especially
realize is the only real forward step

presSure. the Magic Dot. I want to give every truss

in the non-surgical treatment of hernia victim an opportunity of using this new
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Is spooning danger*
out? Does a petting
party stop with a
kiss? At last the
Question answered.
See ' 'Safe Coun-
sel, " page 199.

Amazing
Secrets
OS Love, Courtslilji

assd Marriage
Has true love come into your life — or didn't you
recognize it when it came ? Are you afraid now of
the baffling, perplexing mysteries of sex relation-
ship ? Are you discontented with the stupid lies

and furtive ashamed answers the world gives you
in place of the naked, fearless truth you desire? Do
you want some safe, sane, unashamed advice on
sex questions? Do you hesitate asking your doctor
certain questions? Clip coupon below, send it today
without any money and in a few days you will re-
ceive the most startling surprise of your life.

Life's Mysteries
Revealed

At last a book has been published that digs into sex
matters without fear or beating around the bush.
This startling 512-page book, " Safe Counsel ",
written by Prof. B. G. Jefferies, M. D. Ph.D., and
Prof. J. L. Nichols, A. M., contains just the infor-
mation you want. You will be amazed at its frank-
ness. Words are not minced. "Polite" phrases are
forgotten — the right word is used in the right
place. In this remarkable volume are answered all
the questions that brides want answered on the
eve of their weddings — at youths approaching
manhood demand of their elders — that married
people should know. The naked facts are told.
Ruthlessly ! Daringly ! But truthfully 1

>•

"Safe Counsel" contains nine startling sections:
I. The Science of Eugenics: II. Love; III.

Marriage; IV. Childbirth; V. Family Life; VI.
Sexual Science; VII. Diseases and Disorders;
VIII. Principles of Health and Hygiene; IX.
The Story of Life. Here are just a few of the sub-
jects discussed—Love, Anatomy and Physiology,
A Word to Maidens, Mistakes to Avoid, Signs of
Excesses, Law of Mutual Attraction, Answers to
Sex Problems, Controlling Your Impulses, Spoon-
ing, Maternity, Parental Influences, Change of
Life, Impotence, Fighting Modern Evils.and scores
of intimate subjects. Nothing withheld. You owe
it to yourself, to your happiness and your health
to read this wonderful book.

Send No Money
—ssmpiymmS the couposv
Just clip the coupon. Send it in today. No money
is required.^ In a few days when the postman
brings you Safe Counsel" (in a plain wrapper)
you can pay him $1.98 and postage. If you are not
thoroughly satisfied after examination, return the
book and we will refund your money. Send the
coupon immediately. Mail it today to the Franklin
Association, 186 N.LaSalle St.. Dept 3102 Chicago

Mail the Coupon NOW !
BIBIIIIllllllBBIIIIlliiBigiiiBiiiiiim
Franklin Association

186 N. LaSalle St., Dept. 3102 Chicago, 111.
Please send me your amazing 512-page book, "Safe
Counsel, " in a plain wrapper marked "Personal "

I will
pay the postman $1.98, plus postage, upon arrival If I'm
not satisfied, I'll return the book within 6 days and you
ere to refund my money.

Name
Street
or R.F.D

City state
(Price outside oJ U. S.-S2.22 cash with order)

%/. O. D. shipments are often delayed. If you want to bo
sure of getting book sooner, send cash with order.
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illy Don . In the screen version of

"Cobra" Gertrude Olmstead will be in

the part created by Clara Moores, and
Nita Naldi has the role originally played

by Judith Anderson. Casson Ferguson
plays the best friend, interpreted on the

stage by Ralph Morgan. The wise ones

whisper that "Cobra" will be a sensation,

even though the story departs from the

original stage version. Oh yes, and Rudy
is an Italian count instead of a college-boy,

and he wears his famous beard in a flash'

back. Ricardo Cortex is no relation to

Cortez, the dancer. Ricardo is still un-

married.

Mimi. Mary Hay has only appeared in one
picture, prior to "New Toys"; this was
"Way Down East." Miss Hay has been
dancing at Ciro's and the Keith vaudeville

houses in New York this spring. Her real

name is Mary Caldwell. Mary's retrousse

nose and funny little haircut have won her

more admirers than twenty ravishing beau-

ties put together.

Lecmie Maynard. Alice Joyce is back to

the screen for good, pos-it-ively. Perhaps
Alice keeps her youthfulness by her early-

to-bed ideas. She "hit the hay" at 10.30

every night during the filming of "The
Little French Girl" in Bermuda, and the

gay snowdodgers saw little of her, so a pal

just returned tells me.

Aileen Pringie Fan. Thanks, little one,
for your kind remarks. Aileen Pringie was
born in San Francisco. She married an
Englishman and lived in Jamaica for many
years. Bobbed hair? Sure, Aileen's one
of us! Her first part was in "The Cost,"
starring Violet Heming.

Zano de Mille and Sadona Alvone. Dear
Authors — Barbara LaMarr has finished

"Heart of a Siren." Conway Tearle was
her leading man. Miss LaMarr is living

on Riverside Drive, New York, but prefers

to have mail addressed care of First Na-
tional, 383 Madison Ave. Good luck to

your pens, little ink-slingers. Hope some
day you'll use them to "sign on the dotted
line."

Walter L. So you want to send your
favorite a basket of flowers. I'm sure she'd
appreciate it very much. Why not try

roses and lily-of-the-valley? Much more
sympatica than orchids.

Clara (a lover of dogs). Thanks for the
good-luck. William Collier, Jr., has mail
addressed to Famous- Players-Lasky, Long
Island City, N. Y., and Rin-tin-tin gets his

An Answer Page of Information.
Address: Miss Vee Dee,
Screen land, 236 W. 55th St.,

New York City.

at Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood. "Buster" will play the

role of the Prodigal Son in "The Wan-
derer." If I commenced to tell you about
my Airedale there wouldn't be room for

any answers this month. I'd much rather

have my hountd for a friend than a lot of

people I could mention!

Doris Mont (Chicago). Dick Lee is with
Vitagraph and will be in their picture

"School for Wives." Conway Tearle plays

lead. An energetic person is our Conway.
Claire Adams came from Canada (where a

lot of other good things come from— but
not so publicly). She is in her early

twenties and was on the stage prior to try-

ing the movies. A contract with William
de Mille demands all her attention just

now.

Esther Moon. Glenn Hunter will soon be
seen in "My Buddy's Wife" with Edna
Murphy as leading lady. Gareth Hughes
has returned to the legitimate stage and
won't be seen in pictures for some time to

come. Lillian Gish's last picture was "Ro-
mola." By the way, Lillian has set a new
fashion in nerve tonics. Eat a raw carrot.

Don't know what it does to you, but if

you get one vivid enough it should brighten
up a dark frock,

Mildred (Los Angeles). Pierre Gendron
played Captain Jose in "The Dangerous
Flirt." Sally Rand has been signed by
Cecil de Mille for his stock company. Re-
member Sally in "The Dressmaker of Paris,"

starring Leatrice Joy?

J^[ed E. The elegant Elsie Ferguson is to

star in "The Unknown Lover," a Vitagraph
production. Count Morner, "Mr. Peggy
Hopkins Joyce" in private life, plays a small

part in this film. Miss Ferguson's first

screen appearance was in "Barbary Sheep"
about 1917. Rudolph Valentino has fin-

ished "Cobra" and his next, I understand,
will be called "The Scarlet Power" or "The
Hooded Falcon" or both. That takes us

back to the good old days when the "dram-
mer" had such spicy names as "The Face
at the Window" or "The Blood-stained
Putty-knife." Nice night-marish titles!

G-r-r-r!

Ella-May. "Evangeline the Astrologist" is

Evangeline Adams, and her address is Car-
negie Hall, New York. I have not yet paid
Miss Adams a visit, but I've threatened to

as soon as I can save up the necessary ten
dollars.

Ray Lane (Memphis) . At last a school for
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mbitious young men and women to train

s screen actors. Famous-Players-Lasky

ave decided to take ten men, ages 16 to

5 and ten women, 18 to 30. For a fee

,{'$500 and an additional $25 per week

.ver a period of 23 weeks, which totals

,1075, these aspirants for screen fame will

>e given every opportunity to show their

bilities. But if an applicant shows unusual

alent the fee won't matter.

pilfem (San Francisco). Kindness is my

ruddle name, Lil, when even your hand-

writing smiles. Viola Dana was born 1898

n Brooklyn and has grown to be five-feet-

wo since then. Patsy Ruth Miller is a

Western gal and admits to 22. Agnes

\yres' fivcfeet-five wouldn't look much

gainst a skyscraper in Chicago where she

vas born. Betty Compson owns to Salt

,ake City as her birthplace, is five-feet-four

md about 27. Richard Dix, who saw the

ight of day in St. Paul, Minn., in 1894,

.tands six feet, as against Richard Barthel-

'ness' five-feet-seven. Dick is a New York-

•r, and 29 years old. Jack Mulhall ditto

md ditto and five-feet-eleven. Thomas

vleighan is Pittsburgh's most famous citizen

in his forties now and six feet tall.

A/. Morrisson. Oh, Corinne Griffith seems

,.o enjoy life all right! It is "Jes' her way."

ks a matter of fact, it's that languid don t-

Jive-an-ahem air of Corinne's that her fans

leem to like. Webster Campbell has not

named again.

VTame (Cleveland) . Rex Ingram is in Nice

it time of writing. The little Arab boy he

idopted is with him. The lad causes quite

ii sensation wherever he goes, with his spot-

.ess white burnouses and gracious old-world

fnanners. It is rumored Mr. Ingram has

nought a home in France and intends to

make pictures there in future.

R-V-R (Clover, S. C). Being strictly

honest with you, it's practically impossible

to get a child in the movies. You see,

most screen youngsters are the children of

players, and are more or less born to the

grease-paint. Thousands and thousands of

little kids have been offered- since Jackie

Coogan and Baby Peggy made good— so

many that directors have long since given

up making film-tests or even looking at

them.

Marilyn Lee. I have never heard of

Theodora Warfield. so am unable to give

you information regarding this young lady.

Thais de Tienne. Mary Brian is with

Famous Players, Long Island City, and she

'ks just sixteen. Lois Wilson, Famous Play-

iers Lasky, Vine Street, Hollywood. Ben

Turpm is still at 1712 Glendale Boulevard,

Hollywood, which is the home of Sennett

icomedies. Barbara La Marr's mail is ad-

dressed care of First National Pictures, 383

Madison Avenue, New York, and Norma
Talmadge and Colleen Moore have their

letters sent to United Studios, Hollywood.

Mabel H- (Patterson). Your wish is to

be gratified— yea verily, and speedily.

Leon Errol's wobbly ankles will bend all

;>over the screen again in "Irene." Remem-
iber the musical comedy of that name? Mr.

Errol is just as funny in private life as he

is on the stage or screen. An eccentric

! dance he does with Mrs. Errol is one of

the best things I've seen. His wife is an

1 ex-dancer, a little dainty thing, and very

proud of her famous husband. Eva Novak
is Jane's younger sister.

^Wkat a whale of a difference

just a few cents maXe

IOHB

Agents
Wutet/.BeeUse and I

froduce MELUNGER CORD TIRES

15,000 GUARANTEED
Lowest Wholesale Prices in Amer-"
Sea. Shipped prepaid on approval. _Maki
big money all or part time. No capita 1 oi

experience. Sample section9 furnished

YOUR TIRES FREE
Simply send name today for FREE BOOK, tell

how thousands do biff business. Special Agents
Oft«r, Wholesale Prices and FREE Sample Kli

MELLINGER TIRE & RUBBER CO.
Philadelphia, Pa. or Kansas City, Ma. Dept. \Q2<

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and B ROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-
pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adds wonderful charm
beauty and expression to any face
Perfectly harmless. Used by million;

of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN
obtainable in solid form or water
proof liquid. 75c at your dealer's o
direct postpaid.
MAYBELLINE CO. CHICAGO

Big Band Catalog
Sent FREE

Anything you need for the band
—single instrument or complete
equipment. Used by Army and
Navy. Send for bic cate.!og.

liberally illustrated, fully de-
scriptive. Mention what instru-
ment interests you. Free trial.

Easy payments. Sold by leading
music dealers everywhere.

LYON & HEALY
61-69 Jackson Blvd., Chicago

WhereNeet is Used
Science has finally solved the prob-
lem of removing hair pleasantly
without discomfort to the skin or

complexion. This with NEET, a mild
_-id dainty cream. You merely spread it

on and then rinse off with clear water. That's all ; the

hair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool,

smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor

and severe chemical preparations, have given way to

this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the ac-

cepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.

60c at Drug and Department stores or by mail.

Money back if it fails to please you. Buy now.
HANNIBAL PHAR. CO., 605 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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f^fiAND
.INSTRUMENTS
WORLD'S LARGEST, b

Carroll,
Martin

Famous trombone
virtuoso, u
endorses the Co no

X fA^TPT? playing qualities of

A l*rxOkdI\ Conn instruments,
the result of exclusive Conn proc-
esses, speed your progress, give
you quickly the pleasure and
profit of. personally played music.
Used and endorsed by the world's
greatest artists.

FREE ,TRIAL: f
a
a
s
/-

mentson any instrument forba^d or
orchestra. Send today for catalogs
and details; mention instrument.

C. G. CONN, Ltd.'^'1

684 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.

lode Him i "VO
PROPOSES

My dream had come true—after months and months of despairing
waiting, the only man in the world I cared for was mine forever.

Almost immediately after I had read an amazing new book en-

titled "Fascinating Womanhood," hisold indifference toward me
had vanished as if by magic. This book showed me how to attract

men by using the simple laws of man's psychology and human
nature. I could just as easily have fascinated any other man. You,
too, can have this book; you, too, can enjoy the worship and ad-

miration of men, and be the radiant bride of the man of your choice.

Just cut out this ad, write your name and address on the margin,

and mail it to us with ioc in stamps. The little book outlining

these revelations will then be sent you, postpaid in plain wrapper

Knowledge is power. Send your dime today.

THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
119 South 14th St., Sc. Louis, Mo. Dcpt.29-T

Tobacco Habit

Let Us Help You

4
No craving for tobacco in

any form after you begin taking
Tobacco Redeemer. Don't try to
quit the tobacco habit unaided. It's often
a losing light against heavy odds and may
mean a serious shock to the nervous sys-
tem. Let us help the tobacco habit to quit
YOU. It will quit you, if you will just take
TcbaccoRedeemer accordingto directions.
It is marvelously quick; thoroughly reliable.

Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-
forming drugs of any kind. It is in no sense
a substitute for tobacco. After finishing
the treatmentyou have absolutely ncdesire
fco use tobacco again or to continue the use
of the remedy. It makes not a particle of
difference how long you have been using
tobacco, how much you use or in what form
you use it—whether you smoke cigars,
cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or
use snuff.TobaccoRedeemer will positive-
ly remove all craving for tobacco in any
form in a very few days. This weabsolutely
guarantee in every case ormoney refunded.
Write today forour free booklet showing

thedeadly effectof tobacco upon the human
system and positive proof that Tobacco
Redeemerwill quickly free you of the habit.
Newell Pharmacal Companyj
Oept. y97 St. Louis, Mo.

I

GLORIA has done it again! For

tune is with this girl who, not so

many years ago, was waiting

patiently— more or less— on the

"extra bench" at the Essanay studio in

Chicago. She has always done the unusual

and probably always will, although what

else she possibly can do is hard to say.

She has risen sensationally to the coveted

position of most discussed feminine person'

ality in pictures. She has made many small

fortunes and spent many. She is earning

—

some say seventy-five hundred a week;

others say more—but it is true that her

salary far exceeds that of kings and presi'

dents. She is scarcely thirty, yet she has

received recognition in her work from the

government of France, which allowed her

company access to the invaluable treasures

of Napoleon's time so that Madame Sans

Gene should be accurate in every detail.

And now—Gloria comes home, with a title

—a title which should mean very little to

her when she looks at the young man who
gave it to her.

His official name is the Marquis de la

Falaise de la Coudraye—and then some.

His plain first name is Henry—and he looks

more like Henry than he does all of his

titles. He is very young, and very hand'

some, and very distinguished. More, he is

very real. America is giving him the thrill

of his life, and he- is naively enthusiastic

about everything. When Famous Players

honored Miss Swanson with a huge dinner

dance at a Park Avenue hostelry soon

after her arrival from France, Gloria's hus-

band shared all the attention and applause

of the evening. When he stood, with his

tiny wife, under the flags of France and
America in brilliant electric lights above
their table, and listened to the orchestra

play the Marseillaise, he was impressed and
touched. Funny, but the Marquis really

looks less like a Marquis than you would
expect. For one thing, he speaks excellent

English, to which he has added practical

American. He and Gloria have known
each other for more than six months, you
know , dating from the star's arrival in

Henri's home-town; and their friendship

was no sudden thing, but a gradual affair.

And so she has had plenty of time to

coach him in Americanese and cinemese.
Gloria looks as French as her husband, with
her startling new Parisian hair-cut, which
allows her shapely head a little more cover-

ing than a man's, but not very much! She
seems much more democratic than she used

to when she was merely Gloria Swanson
They're both just nice kids.

It is said that Paramount is doing every-

thing in its power to keep its foremost

feminine drawing'card in its fold. Al-

though announced that she is under con-

tract for five more pictures at least, thers

are other rumors which credit her with

considering other offers. Warner Brother;

is reputed to have offered her $17,50C

every week to work for them! Gloria, ac-

cording to another story, promised Cecil B
de Mille, under whose tutelage she wa-

groomed for stardom, that whenever h(

wanted her to work for him, when he

present contract expired, she would give

him an option on her services. But it i:

all up in the air right now; and the nexi

thing on her program is a sojourn in Holly-

wood which hasn't seen her for many
many months, for the purpose of filmini

The Coast of Folly.

Two girls are attracting particular ad

miring interest at various film' function:

around Manhattan. One is a gorgeou

blonde with pansy eyes and long curlin

lashes and a peaches-and-cream complexion

She is Esther Ralston. The^other is a ven
young, piquant person with -curly browr

hair and the sweetest smile you ever saw

She is Mary Brian. You. remember then

as the Mrs. Darling and Wendy respec

tively in Peter Pan. For being such gooc

children in that picture, Paramount reward

ed them with nice fat juicy contracts

They are making good again in Littli

French Girl.
* * #

Would you believe that one yoaiij

leading man could play such a dirt;

trick on another young man, the latter ;

star? Well, he did; and I only wish
could tell you his name, but I wouldn't b
that mean. It was at a very nice dinnc

given by the company which employs botl

boys. One, the star, was assigned to i

prominent position at the guest of honor
table—a place he deserved, because every-

body wanted to see him. The leading mar
found his place card way, down at the end
So what did he do but change the card

so that he was observed sitting right uj

among the magnates and other importan
personages? I'll go so far to tell you tha

he is about to leave the company he's witl

right now to join the stock company o

the director who gave him his big chanc-.'
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Adolphe Menjou, it is said, wants to

leave Famous Players, where he has a

contract to play featured roles for $2,000

a week. Not many actors would want to

leave, but Menjou is not the average actor.

His reason is a unique one. He claims

there is too little time to prepare for his

pictures, too many of them, anyway, to do

him justice; and that the fulfillment of his

contract would 'mean professional ruin. In

other words, he is willing to free-lance for

Famous if he can play the parts he wants.

Otherwise he wishes to seek other and

wider pastures for his talents. In this, Mr.

Menjou is not evidencing any of the usual

temperament or plan for monetary advance

ment; he is merely anxious to arrange his

future along the right lines, so that he will

be a permanent fixture in the films and not

a comet. According to Mrs. Menjou, his

business manager. Paramount is willing to

pay him $3 500 a week if he will work as

they want him to for the remaining two

years of his contract. But not even that

offer can tempt him from the way he wishes

to go. He is consulting with his lawyer,

according to report, as to the course he

should take in the event that Famous Play-

er's will not talk terms with him.

LILLIAN GlSH won her case against

Charles Duell, her former manager;

and has signed a new contract with Metro-

Goldwyn. At the same time she is said

to be about to sign another and even more

important agreement: to marry George Jean

Nathan. In the event that she decides to

wed the writer—and he has already, it is

said, confirmed the engagement—she will

act in scenarios supplied .
by him. With

Joseph Hergesheimer in Mexico gathering

material for a Pola Negri story; and

Michael Arlen accepting fifty thousand

from Famous Players for two originals

—

and now Mr. Nathan having interested

himself in the art he once despised—we'll

have them all working for us!

Paramount Pictures has decided that

something should be done about that

so-called "crying need for new faces"

—

with which, however, not every fan is in

accord—and has accordingly established a

school for screen acting. The Paramount
School, Inc., with headquarters at the Long
Island City studios of that company, will

begin its six months' course soon for ten

young men and ten young women. There

will be thorough instruction in every

branch of screen acting, we understand;

and there will be three groups: technical

instruction, physical training, and lectures.

The first includes such things as correct

carriage and poise; etiquette; the wearing

of clothes; make-up, and pantomime. The
second includes swimming, riding, dancing,

fencing, "gymnastics,'" and driving. Lec-

tures will be given by distinguished mem-
bers of the motion picture and stage arts

and will cover every subject from scenario

writing to photography. Tuition fee is five

hundred dollars, payable in advance. Stu-

dents must be prepared to pay their ex-

penses at the rate of at least twenty-five

dollars a week for twenty weeks. The in-

struction, it is said, will be given only to

those who are serious about taking up
screen work as a career.

That's all great. You can get further

information from the film company. But
we can't help thinking that almost every

great actress received her training in the

school of actual experience, hard work, and
harder knocks. Mary Pickford, Lillian

Gish, Norma Talmadge — they went to

school in the studios. Experts argue that

times have changed, and new conditions call

for new treatments. But talent hasn't

changed and never will.

TOM Mix has been in New York—and

left for Europe—and probably has

come back to New York again by the time

you read this, for Tom travels fast. He
created somewhat of a sensation by riding

into the dining room of a Broadway hotel

on his co-star, Tony, before the guests

assembled to greet him. Tom's sombrero

became a familiar sight on the Manhattan
streets, and the western star presented

duplicates to such notables as Governor Al
Smith. When the Mix family, including

Mrs. Victoria Mix and Baby Thomasina,

sailed on the Aquitania for their jaunt

abroad, Tom declared $285,000 in jewels

for Mrs. Mix. He sure is good to his little

woman!
The first reports of his trip came back

in a cablegram: "Passengers kicked about

me wearing my spurs in the ship ballroom.

I told them they were lucky I left my horse

outside."

Q Raoul 'Walsh is directing one of the greatest productions Famous Players

has ever made. It is "The Wanderer" and the story is the wonderful
ageless tale of the Prodigal and his forgiveness.

FREE- TrialBottle

Don't
Be Gray
When I can stop it

To let gray hair spoil your looks, by making
you seem old, Is so unnecessary when Mary T.

Goldman's Hair Color Restorer will renew tho
original color surely and safely. Very easily

applied—simply comb It through hair. No in-

terference with shampooing, nothing to wash
off—Just beautiful, natural, becoming hair.

My Restorer is a clear, colorless liquid, clean
as water. No danger of streaking or discolora-
tion, renewed color is perfect In all lights.

Mail Coupon Today

Send today for the absolutely Free Trial
Outfit which contains a trial bottle of Mary
T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer and full in-

structions for making the convincing test oni

one lock of hair. Indicate color of hair with
X. If Dossible, enclose a lock of your hair ia
your letter.

Please print your name and address— —

«

FREE
i TRIAL
COUPON,

Mary T. Goldman,

516-J Goldman Bldg. , St Paul, Minn.
|

P Please send your patented Free trial Outfit. X shows ,

' color of hair. Black f dark brown„.

„

L
niedium

|

I

brown auburn dark red) light brown.
I Ught auburn (light red) blonde

I NaTne

City.

FRE
monstratron

HOSE dPJUSTER
The GENUINE (Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid, pain-
less and safe. The ANITA is a GEN-
UINE and most COMFORTABLE
NASAL SUPPORTER, absolutely
i, u .\ i;a >, n- i >. iiii-My re- fST pes,
commende.l bv physicians.

Write iV.r FREE Booklet,
"Nuture'sWay to Happiness."

TheflniTft Co.
Dept. 6(>9. Anita Building.
65-fHigh St., Newark. N. J. KF0RE .AFTEB

o
aweek
fromhmmms own

PhotographStudio
'My income now averages from S~00 to
S10U0 a week," writes Michael Gallo,
who owns his own photographic studio
on fashionable Fifth Avenue. Xew York.
He adds, "My portrait studies bring ine
as much as S250 a dozen."
Hundreds of others are earning big money ev-
erywhere. Amazing growth of Profession" 1

Photography offers cnan
salaried position or vo
to $75 a week

_ lifetime,
own business

spare time!

LEARN AT HOME
expo rial ability ia

NOTE

No previc
needed. New easy melhod make:. .
fessional Photograph or in spare hours at home.
Famous experts of New York Institute of Pho-
tography train you bv mail. All branches: Mo-
tion Picture, Portraiture, Commercial, News
Photography. Earn while learning-.

^JET CAMERA FREE
Your choice absolutely free. Motion Pic-
ture Camera takes rial Motion Pictures on
standard professional film used by all thea-
tres. View Camera is latest professional
model for all still photography; genuine
anastigraat lens.

WRITE FOR BOOK
Handsome, big new book explains wonder-
ful opportunities: positions paying $50 to
S250 a week; how to start your own busi-

Send' postcard *or letU-r"'today
S
for FREEBOOK and free Camera offer.

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 60, ,143 West 36th St.. NEW YORK, N. Y .

If von prefer to come
to our New York or
Chicago Studios for
personal instruc-
tion, day or evening
classe s . write for
Catnlog R-60 to
nearest address: 141
West 36th St.. New
York. N. Y.. or 630
South Wabash Ave-
nue. Chicago. III.



w/GENUINEwhiteDIAMONDSx
NoMoneyDoWn !
\10MONTHS TO PAY
©EEATOSTT ©EAM©MP. SALE

Every reader of this magazine should take an active interest in the
special diamond ring bargains pictured here, or listed in our catalog
You get bettervalue for your money than ever before has been possible

This 45-year-old concern imports best quality genuine blue-white dia
monds direct from the diamond cutting mills of Europe through its
offices in Antwerp and London. We sell these diamonds to you at about
half their regular market value. Unexcelled as engagement rings.

The finest and best diamonds in the world are the blue-white diamonds
which have no flaws—no imperfections—no spots or scratches or
blemishes of any Islnd. Every solitaire diamond in this advertisement
(except the diamonds at $197.00 per et.) is guaranteed the finest quality
absolutely perfect and flawless.Priced at $297.00 per ct; worth double!

WA!£ltf?Wd o Do not be fooled '"to thinking that diamonds
T7 ^a^.iniaff^lW a described as "perfectly cut" are absolutely

perfect in quality. Diamond experts will tell you that 95£ of all dia-
monds advertised as "perfectly cut" actually are imperfectly cut and
besides have flaws and spots and scratches and Imperfections of
one kind or another which decrease their value. Buy only blue-white
diamonds guaranteed in writing to be absolutely perfect and flawless.

WILL STAN© ANY TEST
Every one of our diamond rings is sold upon the distinct guarantee
that it will stand any test or comparison. The hardest test you give
it will just help prove that it is the very best value for the money.

NO RE© TAPE Cf& ©ELAY
All credit dealings are guaranteed confidential.No one will know you are
buying from us unless you toll them so yourself. Just select your ring,
send the coupon and we'll ship the order. Men's Rings Same Price.

\% YEARLY INCREASE IN VALUE
Diamonds have increased steadily in value for hundreds of years. We
guarantee to allow you 8% per year moro for your diamond than
Sfou paid for It, in exchange for a higher priced larger diamond.

You do not take any chances in buying diamonds from us because we
guarantee in writing to return your money if you return the dia-mond within ten days'trial. $1,000,000.00 back up our guarantees.

You receive a large sized,
handsomely lithographed,

(guarantee certificate which protects you against loss and guarantees
to satisfy you or return your money. Send the coupon for free trial.

SEND MO MONEY
Just tell us which ring you like best (or more than one ring) and we'll
send it free of charge to your bank or express office where you
can inspect it, compare it, test it, before deciding to pay deposit.

(You can send the deposit with order if you prefer.)

SEE BEFORE YOU BUY
You do not have any money on deposit while inspecting and comparing
the diamond. If you decide not to keep it, just tell the agent or bank
to return it to us, and the trial costs you nothing. Don't buy until you
are convinced that it Is the finest diamond value you ever saw.
If satisfied, pay only a small deposit and take the ring home with you.
Wear it wherever you go and show it to all your admiring friends.

WEAR WHILE YOU FAY
You will will never miss the small convenient monthly payments. Pay-
ilng for the diamond is like putting money In the bank, except that
the diamond increases in value at 8% yearly. No one should be without
(a diamond ring when they can buy one on such easy payment terms.

JUST CHOOSE YOUR RING
Decide which diamond ring you prefer. Then send the coupon and we'll
send your ring. Be sure to give your finger size. Gift Box FREE.

PT DELAYS SEND TODAY
[
Thousands of customers will answer this advertisement. Don't be the

I last one. Decide right now. You will be very glad you wrote to us.

TEAR OUT AND MAIL
STERLING DIAMOND & WATCH CO.

63 Park Row, Dept. I960 New York
GENTLEMEN : I HAVE SELECTED KING
1 |

Please send size to me at the bank or express office written
i—

I
in the margin below. If satisfied, I'll pay the small deposit and the bal-
ance in ten monthly payments, like depositing money in the bank.

|
1 1 enclose $ _ as a deposit to show my good faith. Please send

S—
I
size direct to my home for me to wear on free trial. If
satisfied, I will pay balance in ten installments as specified above.

1 { Do not send a ring but send your big bargain catalog to me show-—
I
ing thousands of diamond, watch, jewelry, silverware and toiletware
bargains for me to select from.

LOCAL
ADDRESS

FREE
TRIAL

Every diamond at $197.00 a carat
guaranteed sparkling, brilliant,

flashing all the colors of rainbow.
Greatest diamond value in U. S.

SPECIAL MOUNTING
Men's or Ladies' plain gold ring FREE.
This fancy 18 Kt. white gold ring $15
extra. Mention weight of diamond,
mounting and size. Only 10% deposit.

$£^7 a earaf
Blue White
% Ct. $25.00

76 " 40.00
lA " 50.00

Vs
" 66.00

% " 74.00

V.
" 98.50

Vs
" 123.00

3A " 147.75

% "172.50

$3.00 DEPOSIT
$4.<S>» A Monti:

Give finger size and send for this
special diamond bargain.

$2.00 DEPOSIT
$6.50 A Month

Former price $100. You save $33. Most
beautiful cluster ever sold.

No.

amoni
colors and brillian

18 Kt. solid white gold ring.

AT $297. A CARAT
Just ask any other jeweler what
he charges per carat for abso-
lutely perfect, flawless blue white
diamonds.

Ma /t si.o© depositWW* 74t $4.70 A Month
finest possible quality, flawless dia-
mond in engagement style ring.

l&J<«k r"* / » $2.00 DEPOSIT
JH5 %»• Y O S5.70 A Month
Supremely pretty, quality diamond
in handsomest ring you could want.

Seven brilliant, blue white, perfect-
ly cut diamonds are set in platinum.
Looks like 2 ct. solitaire worth $600.
Fully guaranteed to stand any test.

TWO BLUE SAPPHIRES
|

are set in the shanks of this 18 kt.

solid white gold engraved and
pierced ring to add beauty and style.

ABSOLUTELY PERFECT
Flawless blue white diamond, full
of .sparkling, brilliant radiance.
Money-back guarantee bond. Will
stand any test. Simply Exquisite .'

LATEST STYLE RING
Beautifully engraved, 18 karat white
gold, with two blue sapphires set in
shanks. To see it. is to love it. Order
it. Wear it. Show it. Keep it.

FREE!
Every customer ordering from this advertisement
will receive absolutely free of charge a large
sized, satin and plush lined, artistically designed,
plush jewel case with double compartment,
having retail value of $5.00. Makes splendid gift.

ORDER TODAY

! WHITE FOR THIS CATALOG
I Every person interested in jewelry should have this book. Thousands of bar-
|

gains in sparkling, brilliant, blue-white, genuine diamonds, high-grade
watches and wrist watches, jewelry of all kinds, ivory toilet sets, silver Bets,

I etc., are shown. It brings our large jewelry store right into your home.

j
VALUABLE DIAMOND INFORMATION

You owe it to yourself to get fully posted, on diamond grades and values be-
' fore laying out your money. This catalog tells you how to buy diamonds :

I
|
u .st like an expert, so you will be sure to get your money's worth. It con-

I
tarns information that other jewelers dare not show. Be sure to read page 6.

ll>I\JLlIlU WJ1TCH ClNC.
\\em*e 63 PARK TCOWTW.OT IQffl UrWVATJV
tk^ THIS COUPON MAKES IT EASY



CREENLAND
June, 1925

Can you enter a race with the swift and qualify? Can you

match your skill with experts and hold your own? . . . Alyce

Mills did! ... At the Rialto Theatre in New York City

recently a picture show was electrified by an unknown girl

in a "bit" part. The great critics wrote of her, neglecting

the star; the audience remembered her, forgetting the "lead."

That week she signed a contract with B. P. Schulberg.

She is Alyce Mills and
not only is she comely,

shapely and graceful,

but she has the divine

spark. She is the find

of the month. Her
future will be glorious,

for she is bringing to

others hours of perfect

happiness.

Q Under her new contrict

Miss Mills will play tlit

lead in "Faint Perfume,'

hy Zona Gale.

Photograph by
Harold Dean Carsey

Studio.
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These are the two reasons why, through all Harold
Lloyd comedies, runs like a bright thread the joy of life.



The- Most Beautiful Still of the Month
From a scene in

"BEN HUR"
Taken among the age-old

cypresses of Rome.



ictures of PICTURE PEOPLE

(\The famous of
the films are al-

ways big game

for the camera

hunters ....

Q[ Douglas Fairbari\s wor\s
magic with his stoc\ whip
as "Don ^" just as he
did with his carpet in

"The Thief of. Bagdad."

["Here's How"! Alice Terry has' just fin-
ished "Any Woman" for Paramount and
has left to join her husband in Europe.

C[ "Marion Davics and
little "Zander" who
helps to ma\e a

success of the film

version of the stage

success — "Zander
the Great."

12



SHOTS and MISSES of the STUDIOS

Q Royal Gorge. Colo*

rado, filmed for "The
Limited Mail" with
Monte Blue as the

engineer and Willard
Louis as the hobo.
This is positively the

Gorge's first appear-
ance in motion pic-

tures.

During an idle mo'
ment in the filming

of "The Merry Wid-
ow" Mae Murray and
John Gilbert pose out

of character.

Q Aileen Prtngle, look-

ing for all the world
li^e the lady of mys-
tery i n "Three
Weeks."

13



HOLLYWOOD
Where There Is ^Always a Chance

QMillard Webb, director of "The Golden Cocoon,"
is a boy from the country and he can prove it.

Li\e President Coolidge, he is a typical American.

(\Here you cornel The eye of the

camera is the eye of every movie

fan. A Hollywood director with

his megaphone,, cameraman and
assistants from "Go Straight."

Q In Hollywood, they

do not judge you

by what you were,

but by what you

bring with you.

14



SCREENLAND'S EDITORIAL COMMENT

RASS

NCE in a while a film comes along that is not a

"production" at all; that has no scenario, no cast

and no director, but which brings a lesson for every

director, has in each role a character startlingly personal,

and brings material for a hundred stories.

Such a film is "Grass."

If you know of one man who holds that the movies "do

not interest" him take him to this film and he will see such

a throbbing but simple narrative, so tremendous and yet so

human a picture, that the screen will mean to him henceforth

and forever a unique and wonderful ART.

The Baktiari tribe migrate with their flocks by way of

dangerous fords and terrifying heights to new feeding grounds.

This trip is filmed. That's all. But never has a theatre or

book so convincingly revealed the iron that is in the sinews

of man.

Other films, Flaherty's J^anoo\ of the T^orth and Johnson's

films from the South Seas, have shown us other peoples whose

lowly lives we pitied, but this film shows a race whose energy-

shames us and whose marvellous stamina deserves to be

glorified by a classic. And it is a classic which Merian C.

Cooper, Marguerite E. Harrison and Ernest B. Schoedsack

have recorded.





And the fOVELY /JAR
By Guy Fowler

Ej I'm Perry Allison, Press Agent for Central

Films, Inc., New York and Hollywood. The
one referred to by the columnists and movie

editors as P. A. I'm in right with the news-

paper boys, and there is one big reason for it. I never

fake them. When I turn in a tip it's a fact, or if it

isn't one at the moment, I make it one before the rag

goes to press.

But you're interested in Helene Eynon. Of course,

so am I. But I knew Helene when
Well, if you want to learn the straight inside stuff

about Helene, a close-up, it will be all right to start right

where I did. You only know her as the most beautiful

girl on the screen, whose salary makes bootleggers green

with envy. There's more to her than that!

The way I landed this job was worth a laugh. I

came in off the road as exploitation

man for a picture that flopped. Some-

body down around Forty- fourth and
Broadway told mc that Central Films

wanted a press
agent. I knew Ja-

cobs, the General

Manager there.

He started to boil at birth and he's still bubbling. But

I braced him that same day.

It must have been that I agreed to go to work for

fifty dollars a week less than any one else, because he

put me on. I needed the job, and in New York lucrative

employment is just as necessary to a press agent as the

marines are to a group of besieged missionaries on a

cannibal isle.

"We're making a picture called "Drawn Shades' that's

good for a Broadway run," said Jacobs. "What I want

you to do is put it across." Just like that. "Every pub-

licity man in town is hankering for the job, sc you've

got something," he went on.

That was my cue to bow modestly, but I asked him

instead: "Who's the star?"

"There isn't any. You've got to ma\e one!"

He looked at me steadily and his blue eyes suggested

twin caves in a frozen grotto. Also, there was something

in the tone of his voice no warmer than the ammonia

pipes in an ice plant.

"We're casting a new girl in the lead," he continued.

"She's never been heard of, so you've got all the chance

in the world."

"Well, you never get a chance unless you ta\e one,"

1 wise-cracked. "Who is this dame? Where do I get

the dope on her?"

"Her name is Helene Eynon. She's making the picture

out at "our west coast studios. But look here, Allison,"

he leaned forward in his big chair, "I

don't want you to get this girl in love

with herself. I want her to listen to

reason in a contract if this film goes

over. Play her up and all that, but

don't forget the picture's the

thing."

Shakespeare figured the
play was, I thought, but

after all, Jacobs was sign-

ing my payroll, so why argue

about it? Anyhow, Will
never saw a movie. I under-

stood Jacobs' language all

right, because I had seen too

many (Continued on page 87)

I feel li\e a little girl," she

said. "Everything is so new—people

are so \ind to me Oh, I than\—
than\ you, very much." She san\
down smiling, still frightened.



Q[ Enlargement from the news reel ta\en at Fortress Monroe, showing the antv
aircraft battery banging away, gunners rushing about, shells flying and guns
\ic\ing. The public \nows they tried.

'ORDS, words, words! Oceans
of them, pouring over a

Congressional committee in

Washington from witnesses

who contradicted each other, called

each other names; fountains of words,
tumbling forth and coalescing in foam-
ing torrents on which tossed fragments
of true statements, of false statements,

of personalities and reputations; columns
of words, dished up to us under red
hot headlines in the newspapers, to be
rehashed every week in the magazines.
And what about? Well, about some-
thing to do with aviation and a chap named Mitchell.
At least that's as much as the average citizen could

have told you about the great aviation controversy when
the Aircraft Investigating Committee adjourned, just

before the Inauguration. Then something came to dispell

the fog in his brain that had succeeded the storm of
words, something not unlike a flash of lightning in its

suddenness and illumination. He had a vision, literally.

But that is getting ahead of our story.

For seven months, beginning last August, the Select

(| Seeing is believing, and

the public has formed its

own opinion of the merits

of General Mitchell.

Pathe's Weekly has the

thanks of every -voter.

Aircraft Investigating Committee of the

House of Representatives held hearings

in Washington. In that time it listened

to the testimony of high officers of the

Army and Navy, to the Secretaries of

War and Navy, to the heads of the

Army and Navy air services and of the

Air Mail, to engineers, manufacturers,

civil and military pilots, and a great

array of others more or less qualified to

have opinions on aviation. The Com-
mittee sent investigators to Europe who
brought back a detailed report of

foreign air strengths and policies.

The fireworks didn't begin, however, until Brig. Gen.

(now Col.) William Mitchell took the stand. General

Mitchell (we shall call him_ General, although he has

been demoted for his testimony) was at the time Assistant

Chief of the . Army Air Service. He is, or was, known
as "the flying General," for the simple reason that he

was the only General in our Army who could pilot his

own plane. In the World War, according to "Who's
Who in America," he was the first American officer to

fly over the lines; "at St. Mihiel he commanded the

18



Goes *» a* movies By
William Morris

Houghton

(\General Mitchell, completely happy, points to the one lone bullet hole made

by a machine gun. The "Archies" hit nothing at all. Truth is a beautiful

thing, and the news reels are without fear or favor.

largest aero concentration in the r"

history of the world
1

'; and he was
decorated by the American, British,

French and Italian Governments.

What he said to the Committee,

which set the Army and Navy and
the Government in general by the

ears, may be summed up in a few fib

sentences

:

''Vested interests in the Army
and Navy are resisting any H
change which will in any way
curtail or modify their authority or
permit the development of aviation

as anything more than a mere aux-
iliary of their activities."

"The system now in operation will

seriously compromise our national
defense should an emergency arise."

"Air power can destroy any battleship that has
been built or that ever can be built."

"As a defensive agent on the surface of the

waters along our shores, a navy's usefulness is

QA portion of the news film

showing the target being towed
above the deadly (?) guns. The
movie goers of America \now
the facts, and General Mitchell

is in a fair way to become a

national hero.

gone.
"Testimony given by certain

agents of the Government
shows wilful ignorance, and
falsification with intent to con-

fuse Congress."

"New York City lies at the

mercy of a hostile air fleet."

"$433,000,000 has been spent

for aviation in the last five

years but we are not getting

results."

"The United States now ranks
fifth in air power, being surpassed

by England, Japan, France and
Italy, and we are falling behind all

the time."

A perfect Niagara of denials and

counter accusations from associates and superiors in both

services cascaded down over the intrepid General's head

and flooded the press, following these statements. He
reiterated and amplified them. The quarrel became a

tempest, leading to such (Continued on page 86)
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Director Raoul Walsh, just returned from Tahiti, says: "It seems to me the u;a;y to get

o£ove
'Better

BY Southern

Q What is that strange in-

fluence that makes ftrong men

tremor to gentleness and lovely

women sloop to conquer ?

By Qayne T}>exter

^

orinne Griffith had just returned from the
tropics, although by the color of her skin

you would not have thought she had been
further away than Fifth Avenue. But Corinne's

skin is of fine satiny texture that greets tropical sun as
naturally as it greets face-cream. So no outward sign
betrayed the weeks she had scampered along endless
yellow beaches, bare-footed, bare-armed, in a costume
short, tattered, but picturesque. White-crested surf-
heads had rolled over her, and surf is no respecter of
stars; slanted drives of spindrift from the reefs had stung
and sparkled about her. Nevertheless I knew these
things were true, having written the South Sea tale
Corinne was filming; and what happened to my heroine
in harmless type happened actually to her.

After such vicissitudes you might have expected quite
reasonably that Corinne, who somehow appeals as the
Spirit of Fifth Avenue with that elegance and delightful

20

insouciance of hers, would have wel-

comed New York.

Did she? Her eyes saw little of the setting wherein
I discovered her— and that apartment at the Hotel des
Artistes expressed much of Corinne in taste and savoir-

vivre. She ga2;ed outside where rain shone briefly in the
window's glow, splintering the night with cold white
shafts.

"Glad to be home?" I suggested. The question went
unanswered for a moment.
"Won't you write me another story—so that I can

go back there?" said Corinne quietly.

Huge purple canopies of (Continued on page 82)



the best out of players is to put them on a Tropic Beach and give them a free rein."



LEARN
There is a day coming . when every

movie show will have the words of the

drama with the acltion— when every fan

will read the lips of the actors. And
when that day comes deafness will hold
no terrors, and the movies will repro-

duce completely the literature of

the world.

Q The appearance of the

lips saying "L."

he was a small

child, with large

brown eyes and
straight dark bob-

bed hair which lent her

something of a pertness.

She sat alone on the far

side of the room and her
starched pink frock was
spread out daintily. She
was intently turning the

pages of a picture maga-
zine. I went over and
sat down beside her. She
looked up, a bit startled.

"What is your name?" I inquired.
"Helen "

"And how old are you?"
She smiled at me then and answered

proudly, "I was ten last January."
I watched her a moment as she shyly

turned back to the pictured page.
"Do you like the movies?" I asked.

She looked up again quickly, and her smile
broke into a laugh, a sweet, happy laugh
like the tinkle of some evening bell.

(\0nly the sound
of "Ah" can
produce this ex-

pression. It is as

sure as hearing it.

\"Sh-h'h" says Miss
Murphy. K[otice
how your mind
supplies the sound
as you loo\ at it.

(^Photographs especially posed
by Edna Murphy through
the courtesy of Tom Terriss,

directing Miss Murphy and
Glenn Hunter in "My
Buddy's Wife."
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THE Movies

By Theodocia Vearce

The movies have always

lacked the third dimension,

sound and color, and have

gained in popularity there-

by. The imagination of

the audience has supplied

them. Will lip reading

add a charm to words that

sound cannot give? ' ' '

("W-Wh" as in

Which — as in

When — What.

CJ"S'S-s." How you
loo\ to the pup
when you say, "Sic

'era."

love them!"

Q[ "Tli" — as i n
Throw. 7\(o one
can say "This"
without putting

the tongue t o

the teeth, even
though they
ma\e more noise

than "Thunder."

"Oh— I

she cried.

Another child drew
near and watched us in-

tently. Then she spoke

—

"I often go to the
movies," she offered. "I

i v e over in Brooklyn.

The other night I saw
Peter Pan."

The pink one laughed

again : "I saw it too—
Peter and Wendy— and
Tinkerbell— and all the

little lost boys."

We got quite excited. There was so much
for one to talk about— Jackie Coogan and
sweet Baby Peggy— funny Charlie— and all

of Our Gang kids

"Can you read the lips of the screen stars?"

I questioned, just a bit doubtful. But the

answer came quickly from two eager little

girls

"Oh yes— most of it — if they don't turn

their faces away from us."

Read the lips? (Continued on page 79)
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QThe girls of the picture

studios have to learn to

move pictorially as well

as naturally.

1A newcomer among the
Fox contract-holders is lit-

tie Judy King, who is, as

you will see, all wrapped
up in her vJor\.

Betty Compson
has a message

for the Tired

Business Man,
which she de-

livers in person.

yHEN you rise from your
, / typewriter do you move

gracefully? When you dust

the Victrola do you bend

with a fascinating rhythm? If you
were in front of a camera while you
make the beds would the resulting film

show a succession of pictures of airy

grace and movements of sweet music?

Probably not.

"But," you think, "if I stopped to

look pretty I wouldn't get my work

24



It is worth

while to be

an eye-ful

whileyou are

being useful.

By

]ames Mile

done, then I'd be fired and then

I could have all day to pose

around on a park bench, yes,

right through lunch time."

There's where you are just as

wrong as a gas meter.

Doing things gracefully does

not require more time, often

less. Looking beautiful is a

matter of rhythm, not of lost

motion. Have you ever ob-

served an expert bar-keeper—
pardon, soda water jerker—
and studied his movements,

particularly when he is busy?

It is a revelation to see the

unconscious grace and rhythmic

dance-like motion which h e

naturally adopts.

What is the use of being so

darn graceful, you may ask.

Here are some of the reasons:

If you can move gracefully,

then you are in good muscular

shape; and that means that you are in good

health.

If you can bend and bow, stoop and skip

with movements of rhythm, that means that

you do not eat too much, and that means

you will probably live long.

Best of all, if you are graceful you are

more apt to be charming; and if you are

charming you will have friends. And these

are possessions greater than jewels, and riches

beyond the precious mines of all the world.

\Blanche Sweet has

nonchalance and an

easy, graceful poise.



HAS ROLLED

ACROSS the

ORLD
The pioneering spirit of

American enterprise has

upheld the traditions of

the Forty-Niners.

By

O. R. Geyer

(fTTze Paramount Theatre in the heart
of the jungle at Tandjong Karang,
Sumatra. Here the native tiger-hunt-
ers saw and understood the Indian
fighters of our Western Plains.

Peddling film, even in the
foreign market, is just busi-

ness merchandising. But
when that film happens to

be the story of the men who drove
their wagon trains across the West,
the pleasant feeling of satisfaction
comes to us that the old spirit still

survives. Across the plains of the
world still forge the Yankees. In-

domitable Argonauts. Overcoming
handicaps and difficulties, they drive
on to the gold fields of foreign
markets and to the hearts of all the
world.

Sailing into the harbor of Singa-
pore today, one would not have to
walk a mile from the docks to find
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THE

COVERED WAGON
CIA poster in Chinese to

advertise t h e Shanghai
opening of "The Covered
Wagon."

(^Theatre decorated at Asa\usa
Par\, To\yo, and fans gathering
to see "The Covered Wagon."

himself more or less at home. Scattered

about the city he would find several

motion picture houses, and on the fronts of

these theatres he would find the very same
posters so common at home, with just

enough foreign atmosphere in the attached

lettering to remind him that he is some
thousands of miles from the U. S. A.

Stepping inside the theatre he would
find an American motion picture

—

perhaps one he had seen months
before in the States— but neverthe-

less a genuine American motion
picture. If it were a Norma Tal-

madge feature, he would be certain

to feel that he was back at home in

his own neighborhood house when
the storm of applause marked her
first appearance upon the screen.

And if he could carry on a conversa-

tion with his neighbor, doubtless he
would be startled to find that this

foreigner could tell him as much
about the life of his own favorite

home star as he could tell himself.

This is true not only in Singapore,

but in every part of the world. The
foreign motion picture lover, if any-
thing, carries a little more earnest-

ness into his worship of the screen
and its luminaries. And this ardent
worship of an art so thoroughly
American in its early roots and cub



({These covered wagons used

by progressive Far East thea-

tre owner to advertise Yan\ee
pioneers at least show the

same spirit that conquered
our far 'West.

tural development is doing more

than any other movement to bring

about a mutual and common under-

standing of ideals throughout the

world. Hollywood has become the

mecca of hope for tens of millions

of motion picture fans in all cor-

ners of the globe.

It would be astonishing for the

average American individual to

know of the lengths to which his

foreign cousin goes in his efforts to

become better acquainted with his

favorites on the American screen.

This is particularly true in Japan,

the Far East, and in all Latin coun-

tries, notably South America. Be-

cause of the insurmountable dim- ~
, , , . r1 (\Lhe Corso cinema

culty of translating film captions in Rome decorated
into Japanese, it is necessary to use

the regular English titles and sup-

plement them with the services of a

reader, who can glibly translate the

titles into understandable Japanese
and tell in sing-song fashion the

story of the picture.

One cannot pass a newsstand on QThe film carrier_of

any principal street in Rio de Jan-
Batavia

- Java

eiro or Buenos Aires without being

visibly reminded by the faces of the

stars upon the magazine covers that

he is not so far from home at all,

thanks to the (Continued on page 79)

for showing o f

Cecil B. De Milles
Paramount special,
" The Ten Com-
mandments."

The
posters advertise
Elliott Dexter i n
"A Daughter of the

Wolf" and Robert
Warwic\ i n " In
Mizzoura."
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Ljetter BOY (J^friends
Plans and Specifications

by an Expert

By Grace KJngsley

E were exposed to beaux terribly, Pat

and I, there in the Biltmore tea room!

Pat is a sort of belle of Hollywood,

you know. It was around her that the

beaux were flocking. I was merely getting what
you might call the backwash.

I guess that's what started Pat and
me off talking about film heroes, and c ,

their comparison with regular, every'

day beaux.

And I find that Pat likes the real

article much better

than the celluloid

hero.

ph hy Witzel

has stud

QPatsy Ruth Miller giv-

ing the bobbed haired

beauties something to

thin\ about.

QPatsy Ruth, who

screen shei\s, ' \

tells why they
are never con-

vincing. "For one thing," explained Pat,

"on the screen they never get over
the kidding that happens in real life

between two honest-to-goodness lovers. Griffith, to be
sure, gives us a glimpse of the fact, once in a while,
that he knows how the nineteen-year-olds act. It would
annoy me to death to have men as punctilious as they
are in the screen drama. And yet I have the nicest
collection of men on my staff— but there, some of the
girls will say I am bragging!

"For instance, the rigamarole a man goes through when
he visits his lady-love on the screen— first course with
the butler, second course with the maid, third course with
papa. Why, our doors at home are never locked! Any
friend of mine, boy or girl, can walk in any time of day
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or evening, and if I'm not

there, my father or mother
or kid brother will entertain

my friend— give him food

or drink or a place to rest

the soles of his weary feet.

Or if none of us is at home,
the maid has instructions to

let my friends enjoy them-

selves any way they like—
on the tennis court, playing

the victrola or radio, or out

of the ice-box!

'And as for frankness—
well, can you imagine one of

those film heroes ever talking

Most of them belong to the

judging from their manners,
would deliver themselves of the kind of conversation that
goes with 'tidies' and shells on the what-not."

I asked Pat how about this sexy flapperism. She's a
flapper and ought to know.
"Why, young people aren't more sexy than they

always were. They simply are franker— more honest if

you want to put it that way. I would much rather marry
a man I had talked life over with. There aren't so many
illusions now when two people marry. It should make
for happier marriages, and I think it will."

Goodness, but Pat was serious. Who says a flapper
can't be in earnest?

"Most of the mistakes in living are made through

about life as it really is?

Mid-Victorian era, and.



demands Tatsy Ityth JMiller

QPatsy Ruth Miller "does her stuff" for Harry

Beaumont, directing "Rose of the World."

The leading lady is always the center of in-

terest, but if she lets this admiration ruin her

simplicity, she is spoiled for the screen forever. sit

ignorance. There is no excuse for ignorance now
a-days."

"Of course," I said, '"you admire the film hero's

manners?"

"No, I don't," said Pat. "They aren't natural.

People take correct behaviour as a matter of course

— don't fuss so much about the details. Nice men's

manners are informal; any way the American's are.

"My ideal man?" repeated Pat dreamily. "Well,

first he must be physically fit— not necessarily a

wonderful dancer or floor decoration— not even

handsome. And he must be mentally alert all the

while, and
"

Just then up sailed two of Patsy's beaux. They

wanted her to go to a

dance that night.

"But I was chewed by

the lions in 'Lorraine of

the Lions,' and frozen

stiff in a rain storm last

(Continued on page 78)

(\"Tom Mix is

absolutely fear'

less," says Patsy.
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LUBS
(\Here you can see

:

—
Lillian Gish Frank Mayo
Bebe Daniels

Constance Talmadge
Barbara La Marr
Ben Finney

Bessie Love
James Kirkwood
Lila Lee

Mary Hay
Richard Barthelmess

Harold Lloyd
Marshall Neilan

Hal Roach
Edna Murphy
Constance Bennett

MANHATTAN

Where the Movie Girls

Step Out"

By Delight Evans

IT'S
the end of a long, hard day.

Little Susie Simplex has been working since
very early that morning. Her long curls are
tossed and tangled; her pink toes peep through

the holes in her worn shoes; her dress is tattered
and torn; her hands are grimy; and smudges of dirt

obscure the smooth whiteness of her face. She is

very, very tired. Would the day never end?
Susie waited for a chance to approach her boss,

the big man in the striped shirt with the hat on
the back of his head. "Please," said Susie in her
soft little voice, "won't you let rne go now? Tve
worked so hard today. I'm all tired out. I don't
think I can stand it any longer. It's six o'clock,

i hungry.'" Then, as the big man seemed not
hear her, she added: "And besides, I've got a

He turned at that. "All right, Susie,"
he grinned. "You can go in a minute.
Almost through with you. Stepping to-

night, eh? Well, just one more close-up."
Susie Simplex, the poor little rich motion

picture star, faced the camera for the last

close-up. Her eyes sparkled. She was no
longer a poor, beaten slum child. Her

rose-bud lips parted in a sweet
smile. Songs of angels, but Susie
looked seraphic! A visitor to

QPriscilla Dean and Addison Fowler, famous
exponent of the real Argentine Tango.
Priscilla's recent appearance "In Person" at
the premiere of her film, "A Cafe in Cairo,"
in J^ew Tor\ gave her a few happy nights
at the clubs.



the studio, passing,

paused to watch the " *
• ...

pretty scene. Surely

this star was thinking beautiful, beautiful

thoughts— how ethereal, how spiritual, she

looked! The visitor was right. Susie was

thinking about her date; she was stepping out

with a perfectly grand new man to a first

night and th$n on to a night club. The poor

little working girl did her stuff and then

trotted to her dressing room, attired her slen-

derness in a bit of a frock and, escorted by a

secretary and two maids, not to mention an

-Airedale and a Pekingese pup, proceeded to

the studio gate where she hopped into her

brand-new, snow-white, imported perambula-

tor, manned by an oriental chauffeur in

immaculate uniform. She forgot the head-

ache that the blinding lights and her heavy

wig had given her; and thought only of the

evening ahead. Susie, in fact, was just

like other girls.

The supper club is the most popular

prescription tor tired motion picture stars

that good ole Daddy Knickerbocker has to

offer. Society and the stage gather there; but -

actually it is the morie contingent that makes V *

or breaks a new club. And why not? Youth V
and beauty, and— important consideration when the check says,

as it often does, two hundreds dollars or so for several hours"

enjoyment— money— they're all in the movies; and the movies

bring the golden triplets right along with them into the clubs.

These clubs, you understand, are (Continued on page 76)

Bebe Daniels and Ricardo
Cortex, dancing in "Ar-
gentine Love." Bebe loves

to tango and is frequently

seen at the Trocadero.
West 52nd Street.



(\Marvel Quivey had Beauty, Brains and Training but could not gain a

'Quack"

QShe longed to he in pic
tures but she tried in vain
until last summer, and
then her luc\ changed.

Photograph by Melbourne Spurr

I
y Tf N(HE "quack" — opprobious epithet applied

to irregular practitioners from time im-
memorial by ethical physicians— reputedly
has never done anything for long-suffering

humanity. But that is all changed now, for Marvel
Quivey"s "Quack" has placed her on the screen,

her life-long goal. And since Marvel is exceedingly
good to look upon, this particular "Quack" has
helped picture-loving humanity a lot.

By H. B. K. Willis

You all know "Quack." He was the admirable duck, "Peter,"

in "New Lives for Old," Betty Compson's recent Paramount
starring vehicle, in which he waddled into countless hearts

with his ducky antics.

You will recall how he followed Olympe down the truly

rural lane like an adjutant, two paces in rear of his colonel,

when she was masquerading as une jolie paysanne. His de-

meanor was almost ducal. "Quack" scored again in the shot

showing the column of doughboys swinging down the road,

headed by Olympe and her young American captain (Wallace
MacDonald) . His efforts to keep ahead of his mistress and
her sweetheart won roars of laughter from spectators at the

performance of the picture I witnessed.

"Quack" as "Peter" was such a remarkable duck that I

decided to learn more of him. Inquiry at the Famous Players--

Lasky studio in Hollywood brought forth the information the

estimable duck was owned by Marvel Quivey (pronounced
"mar - VELL kee-VAY), who had the part of "Nancy," the

captain's sister in the film.

I rickenbackered over to the Quivey home on North Man-
hattan place, Hollywood, and was greeted by Mile. Marvel
herself— a bewitching blonde with big violet eyes.

"I've come to see about the duck," I stammered after a
few bowings and scrapings.

"Quack?" she queried.

"Quack," I quacked in • reply.
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place in the movies until
t(Quack" solved her problem in a very ducky fashion.

Q[Filming "§>iiac\" with Betty Compson in "New
Clarence Badger, the director, \neeling by
directing Marvel Quivey's Fairy Godmother.

?rom then on we gave each other quack for quack.

Marvel, it seems, is not yet seventeen and has

been enamored of the cinema since the age of seven.

Her father, Claude E. Quivey, the noted painter of

miniatures, early realized the futility of

crossing the will of a daughter with

violet eyes, especially when she was
aided and abetted in her artistic aspira-

tions by her mother. So he saw to it

that Marvel had ah of the training that

an actress in these versatile days should m
have.

He sent her to Miss Hamlin's Select

School for Girls in San Francisco',

where, by the way, Francis Teague, now with
Fox, was Marvel's classmate. Then she studied

dancing four years with Ted Shawn and Ruth
St. Denis before attending dramatic school.

Right here it can well be said that Mile. Marvel's artistic

aspirations are ancestral as well as apparent. On her mother's
side she is descended from English nobility, John Quincy
Adams and Ralph Waldo Emerson. Her father's family tree

contributes such illustrious forebears (Continued on page 76)

Lives for Old."
the camera, is

(\"£lua.c\" watches anxious

see that Wallace MacD
and Betty Compson do not
duc\s and dra\es of the pi

ly to

onald

a\e
cture.
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oris j&enjion's XT™»i y Horoscope

Q[ Photograph of Doris Kenyon and Jane
Carleton, the astrologer, ta\en at Miss
Kenyon's lovely home in JSfeu) Tor^ City.
Miss Carleton sees in the horoscope of Miss
Kenyon a continuance of a brilliant career.

TT~ T may be as well to confess at the outset that this

I

isn't at all the sort of story the respected editor of

I Screenland asked for. He said: "I want you to

translate the whys and wherefores of this horoscope
business into simple, every-day language. Explain to my
readers just how the thing is done. Jane Carleton is

going to read Doris Kenyon's horoscope tomorrow. You
go along and find out the method of procedure and write
an illuminating story."

So the next day found me wending my way via self-

service elevator to the roof-top apartment in the West
Fifties where the Kenyons— Doris and her mother—
have been living since their return from Hollywood last

fall.

I found the usual serenity of the household slightly
disturbed by the presence of carpenters putting up
orange-colored awnings over the rear garden— Doris
having discovered that southern exposures, while extreme-
ly beneficial for gardens, are not conducive to a soft,
restful interior atmosphere. Kenneth Alexander, the
photographer, was there, with much camera apparatus,
waiting for Miss Kenyon to pose for portraits. Mrs.
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Made Her

A MOVIE

By Christine Nalleau

Kenyon, Miss Carleton and myself completed the

merry party.

Doris was a little distracted, but sweet and smil-

ing as ever and looking exceedingly beautiful. The
telephone and doorbell had rung all morning, she

said, and the carpenters had hammered loudly.

Everything had gone wrong.
Mr. Alexander, meantime, had been searching for

a fuse-box. It seemed there was every, probability

of a fuse burning out unless that box could be
located. Mrs. Kenyon searched too — kitchen,

bathroom, bedroom, everywhere— but it couldn't

be located.

"Well, Ell take a chance," said the photographer, pessi-

mistically. "If a fuse burns out we're just out of luck."

"If a fuse burns out," observed Doris with a sigh, "my
day will have been quite perfect."

"And now," she said, brightening up, "what's all this

about horoscopes? I'm crazy to have mine read again.

It's already been read twice."

Miss Carleton studied her "case" for a moment. "I
think you were born " she began.

"With Gemini rising," finished Miss Kenyon promptly,
"and Neptune in my first house."

I began to feel uneasy. Gemini rising— first house—
what did that mean? If Miss Kenyon were going to talk

the lingo I was lost.

"You see," she went on, at Miss Carleton's look of
interested surprise, "I've studied it a little bit myself, in

a very amateurish way.
,
A friend of mine happened to

be interested . . . and lured me into it."

Well, I was lost. Ordinarily Miss Carleton would
endeavor to conduct her readings in terms that even a
child could understand. But there was no necessity here.
Miss Kenyon was on common (Continued on page 60)



in the Movies
With all your expenses paid and a salary

besides?

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
Will give an opportunity in a real production to a

GIRL SELECTED BY

SCREENLAND
The selection will be made as follows: Any young
lady wishing to enter the movies must send her

photograph and date of birth to Screenland;
and Miss Jane Carleton, Astrologer, will cast the

horoscope of each candidate. And the girl whose
astronomical influences indicate that she will be suc-

cessful on the screen will be given this opportunity
to fulfill her destiny and come into her fortune.

Here is your opportunity — carefully follow the

directions.

*i Important details to be written on the back of the photographs:

Your name.
Your address.

The date of your birth.

The hour of your birth.

The place of your birth.

T[ You can send as many photographs as you wish but each must
have the information requested.

U If you will send a stamped and addressed envelope which will
hold your photograph, we will gladly return the picture to you
with a brief horoscope which Miss Carleton will outline without
charge.

1i No photograph will be considered which is received after
June 1, 1925.

Send photographs thus inscribed to:

HOROSCOPE EDITOR, SCREENLAND
236 West ?5th Street - - New York City, N. Y.

Q Doris Kenyon is much inter- '

ested in astrology and has

already fulfilled by her great

screen success predictions |

u;/iic/i were indicated hy
Venus in her astronomical
chart.



The Huntly Gordon die

He had to be a success;

they wouldn't let him

be anything else.

Photograph by Melbourne Spun-

({What You Can Do!

If you have not the success that you long for,

probably you have not found the right job. h
is very easy to \now what you can do best—
it is what you WA7\£T to do.

OU know him and you have probably envied him. He seems
the personification of the rich men that he plays. Big business!

Success! And successful he is NOW. Where a successful

business man might be known in an average city to a hundred
thousand people, Huntly Gordon is known to a hundred million. Any
tailor is honored to make the clothes that he wears. Any friend of a

friend is proud of the remote connection. Huntly Gordon is a success

because he has found the work that he can do.

In Hollywood on the motion picture lots they build of canvas and
papier mache convincing facades for impregnable fortresses and gor-

geous castles. And behind these imposing fronts, there is nothing more
than braces and supports. If anything could be said to be utterly false,

these sets are the symbols. And yet they are perfect for their purpose.
In Hollywood is Huntly Gordon, with the imposing front of the

astute business man. But in business life he failed — a failure as a
banker, a failure as a miner, a jest as a broker, a false alarm as a
contractor, a flop as a cigarette factory owner, and as a salesman he
was just an "also ran."'

He admits that he would probably die in poverty if he had to earn
his livelihood in any other than his present occupation.

Banker, miner, broker, contractor, cigaret factory owner and sales-

man . . . these are the fields he explored before he finally drifted to the
stage and thence to the screen.

He first branched out of short pants into man's sized garments when
he cast his lot in a bank in Montreal, Canada, his home town. But
he hates figures. Even now his income tax (Continued on page 73)

^Huntly Cordon in his latest

picture, "The Golden Co-
coon," is the personification

of the successful American
business man. Do you won-
der hovj they \eep him in

the movies when, obviously,

he could juggle a trust or
corner the wheat mar\et?
The truth is that he was a
failure at everything until he
became an actor.
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What He Wanted To c^J
By James M. Yidler
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ew creen
Reviewed Bj/ Delight Evans

SCREENLAND'S BEST BET
Of the Month

:

Madame Sans Gene took in laundry before landing
a good job as a Duchess. Gloria Swanson was once
a bathing beauty— and now look at her. Cheer up
everybody; there may be a chance for us.

Q "Madame Sans Gene" has more than its share of that rare thing Ror

MADAME SANS (JENE

Imagine a little figure— all gay
impudence and daring— skipping
down a great hall where a king
.once walked. Imagine her calmly

removing her slipper in the room
which has witnessed some of the most
brilliant and formal gatherings on record.
Imagine an American screen actress, un-
heard of ten years ago, invading the
almost sacred settings of history— stand-
ing on one foot, doing comedy falls,

making a moue at the world?

G[ But through
pageant, it's

who shines.

That's what Gloria Swanson does in

Madame Sans Gene. That's what she
does; and it gave me a thrill to see

her do it. To think of all the long
way she has travelled to this triumph,
and how gracefully she stands on the
pedestal now that she's there, gave her
new picture an added kick." She's a

superb Sans Gene; she works

all the
^e a small fury to put every

Gloria scene across; she looks more
enchanting than she ever did



before; and she lends more glamor to a screenplay which

has more than its share of that rare thing: Romance.

Because it's romance all the way, Madame Sans Gene.

Isn't it romantic that the actor playing Napoleon should

take his snuff out of the jewelled snuff-box which be-

longed to Bonaparte? That when the script called for

Versailles, it was the fairy-like beauty of the real

pleasure-grounds that the camera caught? That the

Louvre, opened by the co-operation of the French Govern-

ment, should have yielded up its priceless treasures so

that an American film company with an American star

should make a French classic immortal? FU say it is!

I am not given to the sanctification of film magnates or

box-office attractions, but I think we should all be a

little proud of our Adolph and our Jesse and our Gloria.

The romance of the little laundress who becomes a

duchess in Napoleon's court is one of the most exciting

in history. It's the kind everybody loves. It has "local

girl makes good" for its theme. The rise from obscurity

to fame and fortune is the favorite literary formula of

the ages. It has the same appeal that Miss Swanson's

own story has. Maybe that is why she makes Sans Gene

really live again. She understands her. The pert and

saucy piece whose head is as level and heart as kind in

her duchess days as in her laundry is a great heroine—
once played by Rejane and Rehan. I didn't see them;

but I know that no other screen star could have done it

except Gloria. The few who still insist she is only an

expert clothes-model should see her in her laundress'

garb, and admit she never wore a deMille gown with

more grace. Her antics in her elegance are uproarious,

but she is not always the comedienne. She surprised

me in her serious scenes. She has, for the first time,

created for me a character. I can never forget Sans

Gene.

Leonce Perret, the director, made some appalling pic-

tures over here. But he is at home with Madame Sans

Gene; and displays delicacy and strength and tact. He

has the right idea about "costume stuff." His actors do

not behave as if they are attending a fancy-dress ball;

they are attending a fancy-dress ball; they are inspired,

not awed, by their surroundings— and such surround-

ings! Except for a few scenes at the outset, the settings

are the real thing — get that? — not studio sets, but the

actual furniture, tapestries, trinkets, and even costumes

of the time. You are living over again, by the magic of

the camera, the days of the little Corporal's glory.

The cast— French with two exceptions— is splendid.

Emile Drain is Napoleon— physically and artistically ex-

cellent. Charles de Roche, already ours by adoption, is

the stalwart soldier Lefevre; Warwick Ward, from Eng-

land, is handsome and sympathetic— in the Barrymore

manner! — and two very lovely and gifted actresses play

the sisters of Bonaparte— what cats they are, and how

Sans Gene does put them in their place!

But through all the pageant, it's Gloria who shines.

Her role demands it, and she doesn't fall down once,

except when she is supposed to. Sans Gene is supplied

with the spice of satire— it endears Napoleon to us

by letting us in on the fact that he was hard on his hose.

Gloria lives up to her picture. She's seen her name in

the largest electrics ever lighted for any star on Broad-

way; she has been the heroine cf an ovation rare even

on that glittering street; she has conquered France and

carried off one cf her sens. But your applause rtill

means a lot to her. Go ahead — Vive Gloria!

Q[ "Grass" is an interestin g account of the travels of three Americans with the Ba\tiari tribe in Persia.

Qo to Qrass

QThe Baktiari

find the long

green at the

Criterion.

T^he Broadway crowd gathered

around the posters outside the

Criterion Theatre. It seemed

to concentrate on one sign in

particular which said, in elegant words

to the effect that right inside there

were fifty thousand naked bodies hurl-

ing themselves against the mighty

bosom of nature. The crowd was im-

pressed and most of it bought tickets

Grass is offered to the breathless

world by the benevolent Messrs. Zukor The dangerous quest of sustenance for themselves and beasts
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and Lasky, who have this to say about it, among many
other things: "It is a lesson in sacrifice, courage, and
daring, paralleling any previous camera effort. It is our
hope that the public will respond to the showing of
'Grass' for it will encourage the sending of "the camera
into other unknown parts of the world for other strange
adventures with which to entertain and instruct."

There you have it. We are being Uplifted again.
The company which let The Last Laugh slip out of its

hands because, presumably, it wasn't instructive or sacri-
ficial enough, gives us Grass with a noble gesture. Re-
member that in your prayers, little lads. Remember
tonight, too, that it's fifty thousand— fif-ty thous-and.

Statistics aside— and I'm fed up with them, aren't
you? — Grass is an interesting account of the travels of
three Americans with the Baktiari tribe in parts of Persia
on their search for— you guessed it— grass. Merian C.
Cooper, Marguerite E. Harrison, and Ernest B. Schoed-
sack were the intrepid trio— the lady is the only one
we see, the men being busily engaged with their cameras.
They endure many hardships for the sake of their cinema

mission, and are the only living rivals of the hardy news-
reel cameramen — don't you always get a laugh out of
the sub-titles in the current events which read, "Daring
cameraman risks life in volcano's crater?" We are told,
again and again, via the captions, that we are witnessing
a death-defying, soul-stirring, epic adventure— accom-
panying these modern martyrs, the "forgotten people,"
on their dangerous quest of sustenance for themselves
and their beasts. I had a feeling all through the picture,
however, that these same martyrs would be much aston-
ished to walk into the theatre and see themselves strug-
gling on the screen; and if the titles were translated to
them, they would doubtless have hysterics. Probably
their semi-annual pilgrimage to the grass-lands is no more
exciting to them than crossing Broadway at the busy
hour is to us. It's a matter-of-fact, businesslike proposi-
tion, and all the agony is in the advertising.

Although I would have enjoyed Grass much more
without being urged to suffer with the Baktiari, I have
to admit that the captions, by Terry Ramsaye, are as
scholarly as any I have ever read.

(| A noble compromise for little sister's sa\e

Sackcloth and

(\Take off that Wig

—We Know You.

' EET your
old girl-

friend,
the suf-

fering sister. I

thought she was
gone for good; not
so. Here comes
Alice Terry as one
of those noble
blonde girls who
compromises herself

for little sister's sake.

It's just too sweet of
her; only little sister

never appreciates it

and neither does the

audience.

Why pick on Alice, anyway? Here's a young woman
who is, from all accounts, a very modern, sophisticated
screen star with a sense of humor. And in the movies
you'd never know her. She puts on that wig, checks
her Irish wit, and suffers. She has become virtually
the leader of the suffering sisterhood of the screen. She
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Q Alice Terry is the sacrificing sister who
brings happiness to Orville Caldwell
and Dorothy Sebastian.

is so self-sacrificing she probably refused to accept her
salary. She must suffer; and suffer she does until the
last reel, when death, the great healer, fixes everything,
and little sister gets what's coming to her. So does big
sister— she gets her man, her raw-boned, virile west-
erner, that's what she gets; and she is welcome to him.

Miss Terry must have needed all her reputed sense



pf humor to accept a role like Big Sister in Sac\cloth

end Scarlet. Director Henry King must have thought

he was still directing a Florentine classic; he seemed grim

and desperate about the whole thing. I don't blame him.

But Lillian Gish is the only actress I know of who can

register thought in a close-up without losing two-thirds

of^her audience, who are either running, not walking to

the nearest exits, or simply asleep. I watched Miss

Terry's longest close-up for quite a while; then I ran

out, had a snack and a chat with a friend, and came

back to the same close-up.

Dorothy Sebastian, a newcomer, is the bold, bad little

girl. She had all my sympathy. The blonde angel of

mercy in her home, not to mention the little stranger

who is the cause of it all, was enough to send any ingenue

down the primrose path with a song on her lips. As

for Orville Caldwell as the combination villain-and-hero

in one, he suffers too, and it's only fair that he should

after the way he made me feel. Take that any way you

want to.

I can't help imagining the surprise and consternation

of Henry King when, after treating Sackcloth and Scarlet

as a masterpiece, he discovered he had all the time been

grinding out Sausage 9999.

Q It gets to be quite a game after a while.

omen

Button, Button—Who's Got the Bonds?

JUST as things were get-

ting very complicated for

poor, dear Richard Dix

in Men and Women,
and good, honest Robert

Edeson was pointing a

stern finger at charming

Neil Hamilton and ac-

cusing him of really tak-

ing the papers; and
Claire Adams came in,

threw herself a t Bob,

and exclaimed hysteri-

cally, "No, no — blame

me— I am the real
thief!" six or eight peo-

ple including myself rose

solemnly, raised our

hands for silence, and
said: "You're all wrong.
I took them!"

It got to be quite a

game after a while. Of
course, the audience

knew all the time who
took those darned securi-

ties, so it was no fun for

us; but nobody but Rich-

i

ard Dix and another

man knew who took

them in the picture; and
the other man died; so it

must have been lots of

fun for the cast. Neil Hamilton seemed to have a rather

uneasy look all the time; he was being a philanderer and

maybe had an eye out for Mr. Griffith, who might fire

him if he found out. Mr. Dix doesn't seem any too

happy, either; and Claire Adams, an obviously nice,

ladylike girl, has to pretend to be the sort of wife who
would accept jewelry from Neil, who would never have

Q Claire Adams is an obviously nice, ladyli\e girl

who causes all sorts of complications for poor

dear Richard Dix. There is plenty of action.

offered it to her in the first

place.

Years ago, this play by the

father of the deMille boys was

doubtless thought very

advanced stuff. In its

film form, it has to try

awfully hard to keep up

the pace, and the poor

old plot must have been

all tired out by the time

Robert Edeson had done

his usual fatherly bless-

you-my-children act and

sent Richard and Claire

off to raise rubber or

something in the tropics.

Director Bill deMille is

so intent upon perfect

deportment in his pic-

tures that we have all

we can do to keep from
going right out and slug-

ging the first person we
run into on the street.

Q[ Things get

complicated

for Richard and Clo
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Q "The Charmer" is the Terrible Example of what the movies can do when they want to

armer
The Song for Today:
Toreador-a,

Don't play that any morca.
We're getting sore-a—
We've heard it all before-a.

Iabelling a picture The Charmer puts an awful
responsibility on the poor star. She's just got

j to be charming whether she feels like it or not.

^3 Pola Negri is charming but not nearly so

charming as The Charmer has to be. Nobody could be,

and live. The real Negri is a subtle, tigerlike woman
with glittering gray-blue eyes, a lithe grace, a curious,

husky voice. Her charm is not of the ogling variety.

She doesn't work at it; she doesn't have to. But some'
how the potent appeal of the living and breathing Pola
is not so apparent on the screen; and The Charmer is

the Terrible Example of what the movies can do when
they want to be mean.
They have certainly picked on Pola. It's the old one

about the two Irishmen, Pat and Mike, who were walk'

ing down the street one day, and No; it's the story

of the Spanish girl who comes to America to go on the

stage with her mother and her pet kid -— young goat,

you know— well, they don't all three go on the stage,

but Pola does; and she's the sensation of the season.

And there's a young millionaire with designs on her;

and his chauffeur, who knows what a Dirty Dog he is;

and Pola listens to the one and goes to his apartment
and then — my dears— guess what happens? Why, the

same old thing that's always been happening in rich

young men's apartments when virtuous dancers visit

there at night, of course. You know the chauffeur will

arrive because he is played by Robert Frazier. And so

Pola decides to give up Wallace MacDonald— and keep
a chauffeur. Oh, it's snappy stuff, let me tell you.

(][
The Glyn brand of exotic romance — honest, blundering, naive

(\More Glynned

AN and MAID TM than

j Glynmng.

Q Harriett Hammond and Lew Cody.
Harriett, once an adornment of Mr.
Sennett's studios, has been glorified
into an Elinor Glyn heroine.

YES, I know that's terrible. But then, so is

the picture. Man and Maid is the latest

effusion of Madame Elinor Glyn. There must
be people who dote on Madame's books and

so I suppose Man and Maid will satisfy. But while the

screen always had its faults, I don't think it should be
entirely blamed for the Glyn pictures. After all, I never
saw the particular Glyn brand of exotic romance in films

before. Honest, blundering, naive romance — but not
this heavily sensuous stuff that her pictures give us. Well,
if you like it— go ahead. I am no sissy; give me a

Sennett comedy any old time.

Speaking of Sennett: Harriett Hammond, once an
adornment of Mr. Sennett's studios, has been glorified

into an Elinor Glyn heroine. She's the only member
of the cast in my opinion who is worth worrying about.

She doesn't seem at home here. Therefore, Harriett,
listen to your elders. Get your bathing suit out of moth-
balls. Back to the old lot, Harriett — go and Glyn no
more.
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Q Has about everything in it except a train wrec\

i_A School for Wives

a School forA Wives
/=A has just

JX. about
everything in it ex'

cept a train wreck.

But there's a fire

to make up for it.

There are ballroom

and boudoir
scenes; a n ailing

child and Conway
Tearle as an artist;

scenes at sea and

Sigrid Holmquist

in an ermine coat;

Sigrid, again, as a

hard-working giri,

with the same ui<n -

eel; a chorus number from a Broadway show and— it

there's anything else you want, just write to the producer-

author-director, Victor Hugo Halperin, and maybe he'll

put it in for you. At that, it's lavish entertainment.

But despite all these attractions, despite, even, Con-

way's emotional eyebrows, pretty Peggy Kelly, and a

rather promising young actor named Brian Dunlevy

-

the best thing about this film is a very brief scene^ showing

a girl scrubbing the floor. Now, this doesn't sound

especially attractive. The scene is introduced so that the

luxurious heroine may see the noble example of the scrub-

girl, renounce her life of ease, and go back to Conway —

-

no 'hardship; just ask any girl. . It is not, in fact, the

dramatic touch it lends to the plot which makes tins

Q Conway Tearle is the artist, and
Sigrid Holmquist is the hard-wor\-

rl who has lovely cloth

scene interesting— no, dear readers, I have not been

taken in. It is the flash it gives of one Alyce Mills,

whose name doesn't mean a thing to you now, but will

in a few years. In the few seconds allotted to her, she

manages to convince you that she is beautiful, charming,

and distinctly promising. How does she do it? Don't

ask me. I'm no mind-reader. She made me sit up and

watch her. She looks like Griffith material to me. She

has just been handed a long-term contract by anotner

producer. Just watch Alyce.

(| Frothy fun that triumphantly turned out a real picture

(57,//ay Of a (jkl (\lt's All in¥un

I
don't know whether The Way of a Girl is a happy

accident or not. It looks as if they started out to

make one of those old-fashioned melodramas which

shows the pampered daughter of luxury being trans-

formed into a Real Woman by contact with fresh air

and escaped convicts. Then somebody with a sense of

humor saw it, added a prologue, kidding captions, kept

the girl from her awful fate as a R. W., and triumph-

antly turned out a real picture.

The Way of a Girl is all frothy fun. It is a naive

little piece taking the audience behind the scenes while

the scenario-writer is preparing his story — a harassed

scenario-writer who is beset by his adventurous heroine

whenever she is in a tight place— she comes right up

and sits on his typewriter until he gives her what she

wants, which happens to be Matt Moore. She refuses

to take her hair-breadth escapes very seriously, and gives

us the cue to laugh it all off too. If it had been played

in earnest, as it was doubtless originally intended, we

would have gone away sighing over "just another movie."

But not even her rescue from a watery grave, her en-

counter with two desperate villains, and the romantic

ending to her escapades can be criticized because they

are all performed in the spirit of good, clean fun. The

Way of a Girl indulges in a little ridicule of previous

pictures with almost the identical plot, which leads me
to wonder how the same company can ever use the old

plot seriously again.
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Of course the company will. But why worry about that when
there is this refreshing thing to laugh at right now? Eleanor
Boardman, whom I never suspected of concealing a talent for
comedy, is perfectly delightful as the girl with wild ways, and I

wouldn't blame her for striking the next time she is made to play
the same girl in earnest.

Q[ Matt Moore rescues Eleanor Boardman time and again
just as the villain, crouches near his prey.

Q Closely follows the play

cl<issc
(\What Ho, and All That!

IT
is no reflection on the rest of the screen sisterhood to say that
Corinne Griffith can play a frail aristocrat a little better than
any of them. But she can. There's no one else who could
have taken Ethel Barrymore's role in Declasse and made it

something more than a purposeless puppet— except, perhaps, Elsie
Ferguson of the earlier screen days. So many actresses, when sup-
posedly portraying a Lady, believe that the only way to do it is

to preserve a cold and haughty countenance, scarcely ever smile,
and wear dresses with trains. They are so darned refined about it

they give me a pain. I haven't met many Ladies— capital L,
printer— in fact, only one; but she was quite human and even said
a four-letter word beginning with "D" and ending with ' mn" when
properly aroused.

But Corinne Griffith is so lovely in Declasse that she sweeps aside
all skepticism about the story. It closely follows the play except
as to ending; and we can't have Corinne dying, can we? Chorus
of agitated sophomores: "Rather not!" But the picture happens to
expose the skeleton which the delicate humor of the dialogue care-
fully covered in the play; and it isn't the picture's fault if at times
it takes on the tinsel of "a drama in high life."

Clive Brook helps Miss Griffith to carry the
acting honors. Don't confuse him with Holmes
Herbert— they're both British and both good.
But Brook is decidedly himself, and as the rich
man who seeks to purchase Lady Helen Haden,
he is not at all despicable and quite interesting.
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I
am starting a

movement to

establish a fund

for the Sup'

pression of Cruelty

to Irene Rich. I am
getting tired of the

way this poor girl is

being treated. She

has stood too much
already. Won't you

all join me in this

drive to make a free

woman of Miss
Rich? She can play

the neglected wife,

all right; but shell

b e getting so she
can't play anything

else, if they don't

give her a rest from

these roles. I doubt

if she would ever be

a neglected wife

anyway.
Outside of the

fact that it offers '^P'~~
i,

&WF
Irene in the same old part, that of the wife with the

handsome husband who neglects her for a fair flapper,

My Wife and I is excellent all the way. It is thoroughly

human. Now, I detest that word human as much as

you do. It's come to apply to any picture in which

the cast does not behave exactly foolish. But I can't

think of any other word to describe this one. Irene is

the wife who takes reducing exercises; Huntly Gordon

is the husband who takes pills: Johnny Harron, ingratiat-

ing brother of the beloved Bobby, is the son who is

smitten with the charms

of the capricious Con-

stance Bennett, who in

turn manages to ensnare

the old man. And all

that is human. It could

happen; it does happen.

The ending may not be

as realistic as it should

be; but it's more satis-

factory; and we can al-

Q Irene Rich is the neglected wife, Huntly

Gordon the husband who ta\es pills,

and johnny Harron the lovesic\ son.

ways read the illustrated papers for the other kind.

This Constance Bennett, when properly cast, is a

revelation. She is the most daring, dashing, unscrupulous

charmer we have on the screen. Her clothes— well, it's

a crime for any one girl

(\ Do you read Delight Evans Reviews? They

are considered throughout the Moving Picture

Studios as the fairest and most intelligent as

well as the most readable of all reviews. . . . She

says what she thin\s. Try and influence Delight

Evans . . . just try it!

to wear such stunning

clothes so well. Con-

stance may not be so

popular with the ladies,

but boy, what she is go-

ing to do to the male

portion of the audience!

Gentlemen, leave your

wives at home. Now
I've done it!
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Reviews

Cf"Lilies of the
Streets" — We
don't \n o w
when we've seen
a better picture.

The story is

based on the ac
tual experiences

of Mary S .

Hamilton, 7\[ e w
Tor\'s chief of

- police women,
V ir ginia Lee
Corbin plays the

pampered daugh'
ter of the rich

with an amazing
depth of feeling;

and ] o h n nie
Walter and
'Wheeler a\-
man w al\e d
straight into our
hearts with her
~and sat down!

dMolly-0 Qoes to the ^Movies
~TjT~ "T7"APPY New Year everybody!
L= I Yes, we know it isn't the first of January,

but 'member those old copy book lines—
Every day is a fresh beginning,

Every morn is a year made new —
So what's the difference in the date, can you tell me?

Here's where we make our bow to you, dear Screenland
reader, so what's wrong with a "get acquainted" party,
right now?
My job is to write reviews, yours is to read them.

Oscar just came along and read that over my shoulder.
"Rub it out," he advised. "Anybody can tell who's

getting the worst of the bargain."
But to get down to brass tacks, here's William Des-

mond waiting to be nailed. His latest picture, "The
Burning Trail," is the real thing. Honest Injun, we
mean it. It's a story of the ranch country, Wyoming,
a feud between the sheepmen and cattlemen and "Smiling
Bill" Flannigan. William Desmond is no Adonis, but
give us the plain hero. Only an Irishman and a prise
fighter like Bill could flip a hot pancake over his shoulder
and plaster Texas, the local bad man, one on the ear.

Oscar laughed so nard we had to poke him. Anyhow,
Bill, when the picture comes to town we're going to see

it again. Poor Bill found the walking mostly up hill.

Every time he lost a job he shot a hole in his hat, until

you'd have thought his head gear was made out of Swiss

cheese. But if a fellow keeps walking, he is sure to get"

there. And there he found "the right girl" waiting.

Boiled down, his philosophy was just this: "It's hate

"

and greed that makes all the trouble in the world. What
we need is friendliness and love."

I went to see this next picture alone. Poor Oscar
stayed at home with a perfectly good tootlvache to keep
him company. So when I returned I had to tell him
all about the movies the first thing.

"When Jim Fairfax graduated from Yale, what do you
suppose he did? I'll give you three guesses, Oscar."

Oscar held his bandaged face in his hands and made
three grand misses.

"Went into the bank with father
"

"Started in an aeroplane factory to learn the business

from the ground up
"
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Every dog has his day,

but not every dog gets a

day li\e Strongheart in

"White Fangs."

"Got a job in the movies."

Well, I suppose it
1

s up to me to tell

you, folks, same time as I do Oscar. He
went to Texas, donned the picturesque

garb of his forefathers, and soon became

known the whole country over as "That

Devil Quemado." There you have the

title of this new picture featuring Fred

[Thomson. We can't remember ever meet-

J

ing Fred before, but
we'll call it a day when
we have the luck to

meet him again.

This Quemado isn't

such a bad lot after all,

|

even though he abducts

a beautiful bride right

in the middle of the
marriage ceremony.

Right on top of this

he meets Joanna That-

cher visiting on her
father's ranch. Joanna

is effectively played by

Gloria Hope. The min-

ute Quemado sets his

eyes on Gloria, he knows
where his Hope lies.

Ned Thatcher, the del-

icate son, does the com-

edy stuff. We've often

heard of "mother's
angel boy," but Ned
surely was "father's lit-

tle pest." Poor Ned has

every ailment in the al-

manac. "When he learns of a

new one, he goes out and gets

that too. He carries a dinky

little thermometer in the place

where a cigarette ought to be.

His tonic, disguised under a

Q The thrills in
"

Aller.e Ray and

Q[ Fred Thomson is a new \ind of
Don ]uan and Lochinvar in "That
Devil Quemado." "Westerns" will

he in style as long as hard-riding,

good-looking heroes such as Fred
Thomson rope them and bring

them to the screen.

Sunken Silver" terrified the lovely

sent the shivers down our spines.

patent medicine label, is the stuff

Mr. Volstead is so bitter- against.

Every once in a while, Ned comes

out with— "Oh, I wish I were

dead!" But when Quemado shoots

the thermometer right; out of his

mouth and sends a playful bullet

through the tonic, even while Ned
is holding the bottle in his hand,

the poor sick fellow suddenly

shows the speed that is in him.

All the excitement centers

around Joanna's abduction. Joan-

na i s terribly frightened and
thrilled too. Not evesy girl has

an honest to goodness romance like

hers. Why tell what's in the pie

before it's cut? But we will say

this much, any fellow who rides

so hard and shoots so well for the

real girl, as did Quemado, deserves

to get her in the end.

To-morrow we are going to take

Oscar to the dentist. It'll be as

good as another scenario!

"Sun\en Silver," the new Pathc serial,

is sure to keep you coming for ten weeks
anyway, at the rate of a chapter a week.
The story is from the novel, "Black
Caesar's Clan." (Continued on page 78)
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'Before they were

Conrad Nagel's High School Days

By

AGNES
BEARMINGTON

(^Conrad l^agel's house

doesn't get finished fast

enough to suit him,

so he tries his hand
and only succeeds in

building up a large

appetite.

'OU all know Conrad Nagel, one of the most
popular screen stars of today. Well, I knew
him when he was one of my classmates at

high school in Des Moines, Iowa.
I remember so well the first time I saw Conrad. He

sat across from me in the assembly hall, and looked
around like a scared rabbit, just as though he didn't

quite know what it was all about. In his short trousers

and Norfolk jacket he resembled "Mama's boy" let loose

amongst a gang of roughnecks.
The upperclassmen teased him unmercifully, calling

him "Angel Child" and "Darling Boy," so that by the
end of the first month poor Conrad was looking around
for a friendly hole into which he might crawl, thereby
ending his misery.

I am sure his freshman year was a nightmare to the
boy. We girls, I remember, liked Conrad, as he was so

nice and polite to us, and we
felt sorry for him because the

boys insisted that he was a

sissy and treated him as such.

However, he stuck it out, and by the time he had

completed his second year he had won most of the boys

over to his side. One could not help liking Conrad, as

he had a very winning personality, but his main trouble

was that he was so shy. It took one a long time really

to know him.

Putting on long trousers made a great difference—
Conrad looked more grown'up. During his junior year

he became a member of our football team, and by the

time he was a senior he was one of the most dependable

members of the class.

The night we received our diplomas I remember how
thrilled we girls were when Conrad got up to give the

Class Poem. Even the boys were impressed.

After I graduated, I went away to school and in that

way lost track of Conrad for several years. Then
through a friend, I heard that he had gone to California

and had entered the movies.

QWrite to Screenland if you \new any of There Conrad has succeeded,

the Movie Stars before they were famous. and has changed from a modest,
Every letter printed will be paid for. retiring boy into a real actor.
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The slage of Broadway, not unlike the ancient om-

nibuses, brings every sort of visitor. Some are week-

enders but some Bay on and thrive, save their

money and then take a trip to Hollywood.

By John Eliot

T

Q Lyonel Watts and Martha-Bryan Allen in

"O Nightingale."

"O NIGHTINGALE"
\r w si His is a charming play and Martha-Bryan Allen is an equally

charming girl, and as the play could not possibly exist without the

girl— and the girl we are sure is exactly the same offstage as on—
then together, they must go into the movies. They will be welcomed

throughout this land of flickering romances, for they are Brave Youth and

Gentle Fancy.

The story is woven by Sophie Treadwell (she plays a part, too) and she

has taken as a theme the armor of virtue, the safety of the innocent, and

while little Appolonia Lee as given life by Martha-Bryan Allen was earnest

and ambitious she never does win to the role of Juliet nor even to the stage;

however, she finds her Romeo.
The little country girl is fed and clothed by an excellent roue, Ernest

Lawford, and if he did come to learn that there is such a thing as innocence,

he remained a gen-tle-man. And then, of course, the boy, Lyonel Watts.

He tried to avoid women, and here was one, and he didn't believe her at

all until finally he believed in her more than in anything else in this very

nice old world.

<\ Gareth Hughes, who gave

up an enviable place in

the films to star in Lula

Vollmer's new play, "The
Dunce Boy." Here he is

as Tude, the "dunce boy."

(\ David Tearle and Eve Bal-

four in Congreve's "Love
for Love" at the Green-

wich Village Theatre.
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60 SCREENLAND
Doris Kenyon's Horoscope—Continued from page 34

ground with her.

"It is an exact mathematical science,"

Miss Carleton had told me, "worked out

by spherical trigonometry." I believed her.

If spherical trigonometry had anything to

do with it I was out of the running.

Having retired from the unequal struggle,

I sat back to enjoy myself, as a dramatic

critic might settle down to enjoy a play he

didn't have to review. Miss Kenyon, I dis-

covered, is a very easy person to gaze upon
— in fact, I might say it is somewhat diffi-

cult to refrain from gazing. Here is the

fragile beauty that the camera can capture

but a fraction of, for an essential part of it

is the delicate gold and blue and white

coloring which is, of course, totally lost in

photographing.
Her hair is gold, with a tinge of red in

it, and because red photographs black, as

any good fan well knows, in a portrait her

hair looks almost a dark brown. She has

large blue eyes, and one of those creamy

white skins-you-love-to-touch, with just the

proper dash of pink in it.

Her dress was blue, a perfect shade, and
had pink flowers— roses, I think— painted

about the hem. The sun was streaming

through the French doors leading into the

garden. Out there, forming a nice back-

ground, was a fountain, circled about with

flowers. (Doris is an authority on gar-

dens.) A perfect setting, .if ever there was
one, and Miss Kenyon, with hardly the least

effort, succeeded in looking utterly seraphic.

"Miss Kenyon was saying something about

having thrown away one of her two
previous horoscopes because she worried

about things it predicted. I pricked up
my ears again.

"But you mustn't use it in that fatalistic

way," Miss Carleton protested earnestly.

"Why, it's the worst sort of a handicap if

you do— not a help at all.

"In the particular aspect of ill fortune, it

is intended to warn you against certain

situations or events which your chart shows
could occur, under certain conditions. If

I should tell you that some time next De-
cember you are apt to meet with an acci-

dent, it doesn't necessarily follow that that

accident is going to happen. If you exer-

cise care to avoid it. The signs might point

to your participation in a shipwreck, but
if you deliberately refrained from ship

travel during that period, you'd be beating

the game, wouldn't you?
"Similarly, I might tell you of a wonder-

ful business success that lay ahead of you
in a certain line of work. It could never
be more than potential success; it would be
up to you to be prepared to seize it when
it came along. If you deliberately gave up
your work and entered something else you
would have thrown away your opportunity.
Use your horoscope as a guide. Don't let

it be a source of worry."

"I know. 'A wise man rules his stars; a
fool obeys them'," quoted Miss Kenyon.

Miss Carleton assured her that from the
superficial reading she could give on the
spot, there didn't seem a great deal for her
to worry about. If the hour she had given
for her birth was absolutely correct, the
coming year should start a marvelously
successful and happy period, she said.

Neptune and Jupiter, it seems, had much
to do with Miss Kenyon's career. Neptune— I learned at least this much— brings a,

marked aesthetic sense, a high idealism, love
for the arts,, particularly music. Jupiter
brings a love of the stage. Their combined
influence, it appears, has made of Miss Ken-
yon a musician, a poet, a connoisseur of all

the rest of the seven arts, as well as an
actress of rare charm.

Doris Kenyon and the Astrologer—by Jane Carleton

,nr"Y afternoon with Miss Doris Ken-

/ 1 yon was a pleasant, enjoyable

break in this work-a-day monot-
ony. Not only did I find her

charming, but a kindred spirit— she has

studied Astrology.

I started my reading of her Horoscope by
saying: Gemini was rising on the Eastern

Horizon at the time you were born. And
Miss Kenyon, much to my surprise, an-

swered right away: "Oh yes, Gemini is the

Twins; one Twin says, 'Let us do it this

way,' and the other twin says, 'No, we
must do it this way,' that accounts for my
love of change." Not only for your love

of change, say I, but your adaptability.

Because of the changeableness in your
nature you can suit yourself to any environ-
ment, and take on for the time being the
conditions and moods of those with whom
you are associated. It is this influence that

stands you in such good stead in your
screen work, making it possible to be one
type today, and tomorrow play a part en-

tirely different. Also it makes it easy for

you to carry out direction.

Gemini rising gives you the mental
planet Mercury as your Ruling Planet.
Mercury was the messenger of the gods, in

Grecian mythology. Not only that but he
was a peacemaker. One day when out on
an errand for one of his many god friends,
he saw a staff that he liked very much.
It was just what he needed on his many
flying visits through the vaulted blue, for
he also was the treasurer for the gods and
handled the purse, and I suppose even in
those days he was afraid of hold-up-men, so
he wanted it for protection. Anyway, lik-

ing it and needing it, he took the staff.

Continuing on his way he saw two snakes
in battle. He put his staff down between
them to stop their quarreling, and much
to his surprise, they coiled themselves
around it in perfect contentment and har-
mony. In all of the pictures or statues of
the winged Mercury, notice how he is hold-
ing his precious staff. He is bringing his
love of peace to the troubled world. Being

your ruling planet he gives you this quality;

you are a natural born peace maker.

One of the nicest influences in your chart

is the Sun, the giver of life, and Jupiter

the planet that gives us our greatest ma-
terial blessings, in the fifth house, or the

house of the amusements of the public.

Here again Miss Kenyon surprised me by
saying: "Oh yes, I remember that, let me
see what else does that house stand for?"
And then I said that same little house has
a very great deal to do with love affairs,

and the Sun and Jupiter there will give

you many of these pleasant pastimes, for

you see Jupiter is the cornucopia, and he
gives and gives and gives, and the Sun too
makes things grow— strange to say, Miss
Kenyon didn't look as pleased as most
young misses would. But, being on the
subject she couldn't help asking a few
questions, for it is some time since she
studied astrology, and being so much occu-
pied otherwise, she has become a little

vague. "What is the planet that rules our
love affairs, Venus isn't it?" Again you
are right; Venus, beautiful Venus, our
Morning Star at the present time, is the
planet of Love and the Artistic side of the
nature, and with you she is in Leo the
natural sign ruling both Love Affairs and
the Amusements of the Public, and friendly
to Mars, who always brings into activity the
nature of the planets he influences, and she
is also mingling her rays with those of Mer-
cury your ruler, so you see it was fore-
ordained; you were born to give pleasure
to others. But thank the gods for these
positions of the planets in your horoscope,
for they promise you marvelous success in
any artistic profession where you are cater-
ing to the public at large; and you must
take the added sweet to the Sweet, for
without this Love Interest so strong in your
chart, you would not be loved and adored
by the masses.

Neptune, the planet of our aesthetic sense,
is in the first house of your horoscope;
Neptune's mission is to refine the feelings,
and he usually gives genius in some form

when he is so well placed. You could have
made a very good violinist, and even, if you
didn't learn to play the violin I am sure
you must be fond of all music. Whether
or not you have developed your natural

talents it is impossible for me to say. "I
did study the violin-Tor a while, but it took
so much time I finally gave it up, for I

knew it would take years before I could,
hope to be a proficient performer, and with
my other studies I simply didn't have time
to do it justice, but I do play the piano,"
said Miss Kenyon.

Later I asked Mrs. Kenyon about her
daughter's musical ability, and she told me
that Doris composes for her own amuse-
ment; so you see Neptune so strongly
placed has bestowed upon her the unusual
artistic abilities it is in his power to give.

All during this conversation with Mrs.
Kenyon, Doris was in the other room
changing her frock, for the photographer
was there. I was most anxious to see how
Miss Kenyon responded to exotic Neptune,
so just casually I said, "I am sure Miss
Kenyon would never have done this room
in these dark colors. If she had decorated
it herself she would have picked out lovely
pastel shades, for Neptune delights in the
lovely warm rose and the delicate pink of
the inside of a deep sea shell, the beautiful

mauve and lavender that blend into the
fading yellow of the setting Sun, the iri-

descent pastel hues of the fiery opal. But
whatever she picks will be delicate, nothing
harsh, nothing that could offend. Before
Mrs. Kenyon had time to answer, Doris
came into the room. The most ravishing
creature imaginable, in a chiffon frock, on
the mauve shades, and all over the skirt

were sewed glistening ornaments that made
her look like the beautiful planet that so
strongly affects her life. She was aesthetic,

exotic, transparent Neptune brought to life,

in the embodiment of a rapturous, smiling
girl, but "with a smile so ethereal that one
would have been afraid to touch her for

fear she would go back to the Sea and take
her rightful place as one of Neptune's
daughters.
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WHAT THE WELL-DRESSED MAN WILL WEAR
after finishing "The Merry Widow."



THE

The ] u n e

bride is Mae
Murray i n
"The Merry
Widow."

rom

OAST
By H. B. K. Willis

)ear Maw, Paw and the Kids:

Things do not happen anywhere else in the

world like they happen out here in Hollywood.

Betty Bronson has stuck her thumb in the

cinema pie again and pulled out a picture plum that is as

equally delectable as her Peter Pan role. She has been

chosen to play the part of the Madonna in the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer "Ben Hur" spectacle. "Ben Hur" might

well be called a pair of spectacles, for it will cost as much
when completed as any two of the other so-called big

pictures of the past.

Betty vanquished two hundred and fifty charmers for her

Peter Pan opportunity and surpassed an equal number of

pulchritudinous persons for the religious role she is now
essaying.

Ever since the "Ben Hur" company first went abroad,

France, Italy and Germany have been scoured for a girl

suited to the role of the Virgin Mary. Scores of screen

tests of continental girls were made but none could meet
Director Fred Niblo's exacting requirements. When the

company returned to Los Angeles the search was renewed.
For three weeks scores of girls were interviewed and screen

tests, acid tests of their screen value, were made until Betty
Bronson came along.

It is a far cry from the realm of Barrie's film fantasy,

"Peter Pan," to that of the Lew Wallace classic, but Betty
Bronson's sweet, wholesome, spiritual beauty will make of
her a marvelous Madonna.

—o

—

"The luck of the Irish" again comes to the fore with
the selection of sweet Sally O'Neil to play the leading
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Q Charlie and his brother, Syd Chaplin, who
scored as "Charlie's Aunt," photographed
on "The Gold Rush" set.



*

<3['The Gold Rush," Chaplin's great

picture now just completed, is the

story of the Tu\on stri\e and has a

rich vein of pathos as well as comedy.

feminine role in Alf Goulding's M-G-M produc-

tion, 'The Rebellious Girl," an adaptation of

Rupert Hughes' "The Girls' Rebellion."

Sally's first picture was made with Marshall

Neilan at the megaphone and the one she will

make with Goulding will be her second. She is

sixteen years old and hails from Los Angeles. She

will invest the role of the small-town girl who
kicks over the traces of conventional restrictions,

in which she is hitched by blue-stocking parents,

with a great deal of charm.

Sally is a slender child of medium height

with blue eyes and curly hair. Though
typically American she has the wit and

vivacity of the "ould sod" where her fore-

bears once trod.

Q Robert Vignola
Corinne Griffith,

during the filming

of "Declasse."



The mountain could not go to Mahomet so Mahomet went to the

mountain. Romain de Tirtoff-Erte, the artist, who has drawn many

fantastic and fanciful front covers for the fifty-centers in the magazine

class, has come to Hollywood to go into the movies. He has left his dear

Paris and its atmosphere for the modern plumbing of the capital of Cellu-

loidia. You have all seen countless examples of his art. His wan-eyed,

anaemic beauties and their advanced

modes, done in bold colors, have been the

despair of American designers. He is to

design gowns for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Erte is a product of Russian aristoc-

racy. Three of his ancestors were Slavic

sea commanders of distinction. His father :

was a vice-admiral under Czar Nicholas

for twenty years until the Bolsheviks went

that way.
—o

—

When Lilyan Tashman murmurs "I do"

to Edmund Lowe in her cellar contralto

this August, Edmund will be the husband

of one of Hollywood's most beautiful

stars.

Lilyan and Edmund have purchased a

home in Beverly Hills and are now busy

furnishing it. It is Italian in aspect

though without the flavor, but Lilyan has

an agent in Italy who is buying much
furniture for it so they can move in just

as soon as the wedding bells stop tinkling.

Lilyan has made sensational progress in

pictures. She made her debut less than a

year ago in "Nellie the Beautiful Cloak

Model," arriving from Broadway, New
York. Since then she has played in a

dozen others and is now doing a "vamp
till ready" — she always plays vamps

—

in Monta Bell's "Pretty Ladies." She

sure qualifies.

Q Station KFWB where
the screen players of

Warner Brothers
broadcast to all the

world that stays home
from the movies.

C| Marie Prevost— pos-

ing for a publicity

photograph. And
don't let em tell ye

different.

QPatsv Ruth Miller at

the new Hollywood
indoor s\ating rin\—
and strangely enough,
sheis s\ating.

With nearly everyone in Hol-

lywood related to each other by

a marriage in either die past or

present tense, the problem how
one's "exes" should be treated is

sometimes a delicate one, espe-

cially when they work on the

same lot.

Renee Adoree came into the

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer restau-

rant the other noon when it was

crowded with the lunch-time

horde. The only vacant seat

was next to one occupied by Tom
Moore, her ex-husband, who was

doing a part in "Pretty Ladies."

Hunger conquered diffidence

and Renee slipped into the chair

at Tom's elbow. No untoward

complications ensued— which
makes it news as well as gossip.

They chatted amiably and parted

gaily, which proves that friend-

ship lasts even if marriage sometimes doesn't.

—o

—

Two directors with notably good voices are using

them in their business now. Bob Leonard, who says

he doesn't know whether Mae Murray has gone to Paris

to divorce him or just to buy some new clothes, has a

deep, rich baritone. He wanted Mae Busch to ooze real, briny

tears in a scene from "Time, the Comedian," so he had the

set closed in and softly sang to Mae until her tear ducts began

to drip.

Alf Goulding, former vaudeville topliner and now a movie

director, duplicated Leonard's stunt in his picture, "The Rebel-

lious Girl." He wanted little Sally O'Neil, Marshall Neilan's

"find," to weep. She did.

Bob sang "Oh Promise Me" to Mae and Alf yodeled "I

Wonder What's Become of Sally" to his victim.

It's going to be terrible if any more directors turn sirens

successfully as these two have done.
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the "Chinese Charlie Chaplin.'" Now that's

all over and he is content to be Lew's man-

servant. What price glory?

When Edmund Coulding had a birthday

recently, he didn't take time off to celebrate.

Instead he gave a party right on the set and

invited all the principals of "Wrath," which

he is directing for M-G-M. Pauline Stark-:.

Conrad Nagcl, Lucille La Verne, Edward
Connelley, George K. Arthur, Arthur Ran-

kin, Sam De Grasse, Norma Wills, Monte
Collins,

gannon

Q Of to location'. Mr.
Lubitsch t a\e s his

stars out to ma\e
scenes for "Kiss Me
Again."

And speaking of Mae
Busch, wait till you see her

in "Time, the Comedian!"
In the early part of the pic-

ture, laid in 1900 — like

some of the cold-storage eggs

—she wears the wide-sleeved,

broad-hipped, full-busted

dresses of the period. In a.

later sequence, she appears

in a costume of even an
earlier period, like that of

Solomon's favorite bride.
Though she is supposed to be

twenty years older, she is

one of those modern women
who have hired help to keep
them handsome and the
clothes have much to do with
her youthful appearance.

—o

—

At last Zasu Pitts, the grey moth
of the screen, is going to emerge as

a butterfly. Usually seen in drab
characterisations, her newest role in

"Pretty Ladies" gives her a chance
to wear beautiful clothes. She plays
a musical comedy comedienne of the

eccentric type who has risen to star-

dom but who is heart-hungry. Three
choruses of shapely choristers provide
her background.

In one of the stage scenes, Zasu
came on to sing a comic song, in a
freakish mountaineer make-up, lead-

ing a goat. The goat became tem-
peramental and butted her in her
southern exposure. The scene,
though not in the continuity, proved
so much of a laugh-producer in the
projection room that it will probably
be left in the finished picture.

Lew Cody claims the distinction of
being the only film star who has a
star for a valet. His valet is Chai
Hong, once starred in comedies as

Jobyna
whom

Ralston and her brother Angus
she is sending, through college.

Jr., Robert Owens and James Kil-

all cut themselves pieces of cake.

—o

—

Norma Shearer has a new coif-

fure in "Nothing to Wear," which

is so becoming that it may start a

new fad. The hair is parted and
waved tightly back from the brow,

similar to the Frances White hair-

do. Try and do it.

—o

—

Perils in the making of motion

pictures have been publicized so

frequently as to arouse suspicion

whenever anything that even
smacks of the perilous is printed.

So Reginald Barker didn't tell the

M-G-M press agentry about any of

the hardships he and his company
encountered in the making of "The
White Desert" atop the Continent-

al Divide. Percy Hilburn, one of

the cameramen, was nearly killed by
a snowplow; several of the company
suffered severely from frost-bite:

two were lost in a blizzard and an-

other was almost asphyxiated while

riding on top of a locomotive.

"No one would believe it if the

Offred Windemere, Belle Bennett, Creighton Hale. Shannon Dav,
Robert Vignola, the director; Vera Reynolds. Pauline Garon. Jane
Post and Marjorie Daw. abovt to fly to San Diego.
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($ Extra girls on the Paramount lot between

scenes of "Eve's Secret." This secret evi-

dently has something to do with bathing suits.

papers printed it," Barker said. "So what's the use?"

—o

—

Hank Mann was a proud papa for ten days and

didn't even know it. His wife should have written

him a new song entitled "Unsuspicious Papa" to

apprise him of the arrival of the eight-pound girl but

she didn't.

Hank was away on location with Mickey Neilan,

and Mrs. Mann knew that if she wired him of the

stork"s visit he would come galumping home, leaving

the company flat and delaying the picture. So she

didn't.

But when he finally arrived at the station in Los

Angeles ten days later, somebody's "Hello, Pop!" by

way of greeting to him caused the famous comedian

to hurry homeward faster than the traffic laws permit.

Yes, Hank walks the floor with her.

Diana Miller, once plain Ruth Miller, of Seattle,

Washington, though she is far from plain, owes her

success in motion pictures to her dancing. She was
about to embark on a big'time vaudeville tour when
the late Wallace Reid saw her dance at some affair

Q ]ohn Harron, Bobby's brother, exper-

iencing a dar\ moment in the course

of ta\ing "Below the Line," which

Herman Rayma\er i s ma\ing for
"Warner Brothers.

in her home town and was struck by her grace and beauty.

When he returned to the Lasky studio in Hollywood, he

talked to the powers that be, for Wally was always happiest

when doing some one a good turn.

The result was that Diana came to Hollywood and made

her picture debut. She did extra work and small parts for

five years but now she has a Fox contract.
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Lloyd Hughes, accompanied by Gloria

Hope, is visiting New York. Now, just a

minute, this is no scandal. Gloria Hope is

married to Mr. Hughes and they are there on

a holiday. It seems to me everyone is in

New York at this time— a sort of Spring

reunion, as it were.

—o

—

Rod La Rocquc has returned to California

to begin work on 'The Coming of Amos,"

his first starring vehicle for Cecil DeMille.

He made two pictures in New York, "Night

Life in New York" and "The Wild, Wild

Girl." All this was done while Gloria Swan-

son was making up her mind to start "The

(\Lila Lec andTommy Meighan
during the filming of "Old
Home Week." Tommy Meig-

han is said to have the larg-

est fan following of any male

star.

Housewarming in Hollywood

will soon become the leading

indoor sport if the film stars do

not stop buying the choice

realty bits. Patsy Ruth Miller,

recently decorated with the or-

der, L. T. W. B. C. (long-time

Warner Brothers' contract) , has

acquired a new Beverly Hills

home. Patsy is also an ardent

ice-skater. She is a frequent

patron at Hollywood's Palais du

Glace, which would be "ice

palace" anywhere else, even as it is here.

—o

—

Another "unknown" has won fame in

Hollywood. Her name is Trilby Clark and

she hails from Australia. Miss Clark has

been in America about two years and was

in the "Greenwich Village Follies" until a

William Fox scout sent her to Hollywood.

Hunt Stromberg recently signed her to a

five-year contract.

Harry Langdon caused Hollywood Boule-

varders to stand and wonder a few days ago

when, seated on top of a fire engine with

three plunging horses ahead of him, he led

an assortment of old-fashioned fire-fighting

apparatus of the horse-drawn variety down
the popular thoroughfare for one of the big

scenes in his new starring " .vehicle, "His

First Flame," with Harry Edwards directing.

Vernon Dent, Natalie Kingston and Ruth

Hiatt are in the cast.

\Rin-Tin-Tin. The pup is a sculp'

tor's portrait of the famous dog star.

[
Mary Brian. Her first part

as a leading woman is in

"The Little French Girl."

Coast of Folly," and now,

after all there will be another

hero in Rod's place.

' —o

—

Malcolm MacGregor has

started work on "The Happy
Warrior," under the direc-

tion of J. Stuart Blackton,

for Vitagraph. In this pro-

duction, Mr. MacGregor,

who has been advancing in

popularity by leaps and
bounds, will attempt the big-

gest portrayal of his career.

Alma* Rubens will play the

famous and imperishable

Lady Isabel, she of the many
tears and wrongs, in the Fox
production of "East Lynne."
Eddie Lowe, as recorded last

week, will be Archibald Car-

lyle.
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_

'

xjvlarion

of

Hollywood

<\}ac\ Holt was a
rancher- in the

'Horthwest cattle

country before
he became a n
actor.

QCo!!een Moore and June Mathis,

the scenario chief, gossiping. Col-

leen's next picture is "The Desert
Flower."

last being Betty Bronson. as the "Madonna."
All of which means prosperity and hard work
for us out here.

But "Ben Hur" Junior— oh well, that's

something else again! Haven't met him? No?
Don't know him? I guess he didn't cost six

million, but ask his pop and mom how much
he's worth. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Niblo (Enid

Bennett) present a "fighting blood" series in

one act, Fred Niblo, Junior! Now for the

chariot race, with the young man cheering at

the finish.

a PRIL . in Hollywood— rain and more rain—
A\ most unusual— but Springtime is coming, too,

/\i and love— weddings— comings and goings—
•A- -studios busy— brand new babies— everything
good in the air— Springtime, glorious Springtime, has
sneaked up on us "all unaware!

They Say —
"Ben Hur," Senior, will cost approximately $6,000,000,

which isn't much if you can say it fast enough. Every-

day another well-known player is added to the cast, the

In Hollywood everybody knows who the

speed director is— the fellow who "shoots

'em" the fastest. Jim Cruse just can't shoot

'em slow— it's sort of in his bones to get

there quickly. All of which brings us down
to Luke Cosgrave— Luke, white of hair, old

in years, but youth eternal in mind. Luke and Jim are

fast friends of the days gone .by. The other day Jim
finished "Welcome Home," in which Luke has a "beau-

tiful part," as he says. If some other director had been

making the picture, Luke would have earned three times

the amount of salary he could earn with Jim.

"Well, Luke," I said to him, "too bad you weren't

working with some one else so you could get a little

money out of such a peach of a part."

Luke stroked his white beard (I've been accusing him
of bleaching it, because it's so white, but he only smiles
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(\Lois Wilson, cooking

her father some Holly
wooden biscuits.

and tolerates me as if I were a little

kid who has to play, and said:

"That's right— it didn't take long

— but working with Jim like that—
say, I've had a taste of what Heaven's

like." And verily I say unto you,

Luke, we on earth could be using

more like YOU!

My pets again— Betty Bronson

and Doug Fairbanks, Jr., "when you

and I were seventeen" stuff, with

that unknown dream of beautiful

maidens and young Lochinvars in

the air. Doug tells me of a mind-

reader, a sort of soothsayer, who
unravels the past and the mysteries

of the future to you. Yes, he told

Doug lots of things— about the past

and the future. He even described

the "best girl"

I

Lu\e Cosgrave

({And how he gets that

way. James Cruze trims

his star for "Welcome
Home."

and predicted

the wedding
day. I asked
Doug if he told

the "best girl," and he blushed; I asked him

what she said about it, and he blushed; then

I asked him if I could write it, and Doug just

blushed again! But they're only kids, with their

dreams. Their blushes come easy, and perhaps

fate knows as much about their destinies as does

the soothsayer.

Springtime again, helping along our

monthly Matrimonial Bureau. Even the

radio knows about it, because over the

air last night Mr. Town-Crier tuned in

from the Cocoanut Grove at the Los

Angeles Ambassador Hotel, and played a

"number" in honor of Mr. and Mrs. John
Patrick, "bride and groom." Mrs. Patrick

was Miss Mildred Legaye, of New York
City. The worst of these film romances

is that the groom immediately has to leave

for location!

Which brings us down to the radio and

ary Pic\f or d as

"Little Annie Rooney"
and Douglas Fairban\s

as "Don still the

undisputed rulers o f

the real m of the

cinema.

the movies. Some day you radio fans will

be straining your ears to "get the an-

nouncement" and you'll hear: "KFWB,
Warner Brothers Studio, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. The Voice of Movieland.' The

only motion-picture studio broadcasting

station in the world." And maybe Monte

Blue will say good evening; and Adolphe

Menjou might sing a song, or Bill Des-

mond might give you a few lines from

some old production of forgotten stage

days. Oh boy, ain't it a grand and glorious

feeling!

They Say—
Hard luck comes knocking at every-

body's door. Most everybody gets a share,
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and the only difference is that some get the papa bear's share! I was

talking to a gentleman the other day about parts— moving picture parts.

He was going to play the part of an alligator in a big Universal picture,

he said. In fact, he had his suit all made and had even spent weary

days getting used to being an alligator on and off land. After about two

weeks of this, studio officials decided to use a real alligator! Seems to me
that's taking a terrible chance, too, because, according to Clarence Brown,
director of Universal^ "The' Goose Woman," when he started making

that picture his live-stock consisted of "fifty geese, three goats, swine and

other domestic animals." After working six weeks, the natural course of

events increased the families to such an extent that the sets became too

Photograph by Melbourne Spun-

^ Leatrice Joy and little Leatrice ]oy and evidently
considerable joy of motherhood.

QLouise Fazenda and her
mother. Louise is the
leading comedienne of the

screen, and her mother
\nows it.

small to hold the population. If

that's the case with geese, whadal

they ever do about alligators?

They Say —
John Ford is going to direct an-

other picture for Fox under the

queerest circumstances ever heard of

in the movies. The picture is

'Thank You" and deals particularly

with the hardships suffered by a min-

ister who practically starved himself

to death to serve his parishioners.

Ford gave a speech before a large

body of ministers, explained to them

how sincerely he felt he could depict

such a narrative because of his famil-

iarity with the life of his father-in-

law, a minister under the same cir-

cumstances, and he so thoroughly

convinced the good men of his ideas

and ideals in their direction that they

pledged themselves to stand back of

him and help him in any way within

their power.

I have been told that German hotel

people have scathingly denounced
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G(Irene Rich and her
home in

two daughters at their

Hollywood.

Emil Janning's interpretation of a German hotel porter in

'The Last Laugh," and say the whole film is a slander on

the noble calling of a hotel porter and tends to make them

all ridiculous in the eyes of the public. Of course, I had

never thought of it that way, but decided I would make a

little investigation of my own. First I went to the telephone

operator at the Lasky Studio. I asked her if she felt ridiculed

in the eyes of the public because in many films she is pictured

as a gossipy, meddlesome, gum-chewing sort of person. She

laughed and said, "You know, just because I am a telephone

operator and because they do make us out so funny, I get

much more enjoyment out of a movie telephone operator

than any one else does."

Then I went to one of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer secretaries. "Say," I said,

"because you see yourself in a movie pictured as a brainless, powdered, painted

vampire, do you consider yourself disgraced before all the world?" She laughed,

too. "I don't know," she said. "Some day Fm going to be a great scenario

writer, and the first time I get a chance at writing a script, Fm going to take

myself as a secretary and burlesque myself until I get such a good laugh at

myself that when the director comes to that part in the script he'll tell me
I ought to go back- to being a secretary!" Who can judge? I guess, though,

QAhtid Rubens and
her mother. It is

easy to see where
Alma gets her

beauty from.
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QGeorge O'Brien, Fox
star, plays bas\etball

and scores heavily

with us.

that we think no less of the German hotel porters on account of

"The Last Laugh." In fact, if every one of them is as true to himself
and to his little niche in life as this old man was, they must have some
pretty fine hotel porters in Germany!

They Say—
It must be on account of the good roads (cheers from the native sons

of California) . Certainly there is some fine excuse for screen luminaries
vs. speed cops. Cecille Evans started the ball a-rolling. Cecille of the
pretty grey eyes spent five hateful, tearful, foodless days in the Lds
Angeles county jail on account of speeding. - It was no joke for Cecille,

either; she says they were the most painful days of her life. Followed
by Cecille, was Rudolph Valentino, who was hailed into court in Mexico.
His fate wasn't harsh, though, like Cecille's. And on the same day,
Larry Semon was trying out the smooth California highways in the little

town of marriage licenses, Santa Ana. As it happens, Larry's director,

Mr. E. T. Montgomery, was piloting the car. Starting the day Larry's
new feature production is finished, please address Mr. Montgomery, for

the next five succeeding days, at the County Jail, Santa Ana, California.

A couple of days ago Mary O'Connor, head of the Story Department
at the Lasky Studio, gave a little party to all the folks in her department
in honor of having completed thirteen years of work in the moving
picture business. Thirteen years is a long, long time to have been in

this infant movie game, and for those of us who figure on going into it

and who think perhaps that it's a bit soft to be sitting pretty as head

of the
.
Story Department in one of the biggest com-

panies, hear ye how Mary got her start!

She was working in New York, but wanted to come

to Los Angeles in order to be near her sister.. The
movies seemed to offer her the only opportunity, so

for TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS a week she

Wrote the scenario for the picture,

Assisted the director,

Played a part in the picture — AND
If the company went on location, Mary's twenty-five per included

carrying the camera!

Will Hays, the "daddy"
of the movies, with

Louis B. Mayer a n d

Harry Rapf.

QFor what
"
puppose" does Dorothy Devore play with this bas\et

team? Oh,—just preparing for the California dog days.
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Then Huntly Gordon Did What He Wanted-Contimedfrompage 36
SCREENLAND 73

t
Huntly's greatest annual worry. Receiv-

ig and counting change from a twenty-

ollar bill after an eighty-cent purchase is

is principal abhorrence. He dreaded the

aily opening of his teller's window at the

,ank and the endless stream of numerals

h it was constantly before him. With his

,eart thus separated from his work he

ould not hope to succeed ... and didn t.

He gave up banking permanently when

ic reached the point where he had night-

Bares in which numerals with legs chased

urn over giant ledgers.

It was at about this time that the Cobalt

mver and the Porcupine gold booms swept

Canada. Huntly was little more than an

^venturesome kid and the lure of possible,

riches a few feet underground proved

stronger than his resisting powers. So he

became a miner.

Far out in the mountains, he mined dur-

ing the day and after sundown dreamed of

himself as a stage actor. Many times, when

the day's labor was done, he wandered oft

alone and, with only the sky and trees to

'ihear him, played that he was an actor and

talked and rehearsed for hours. That, was

'when he first began to feel the ingrowing

pains of a stage ambition. There, far back

in the hills, he was physically in search of

silver and gold, but mentally in search of

a more artistic life.

Huntly found no minerals. Either ill

luck caused his pick to avoid the hidden

nuggets, or thoughts of the stage so occu-

pied his mind that when he unearthed ore

he did not recognize it. He soon lost

interest in mining and returned to Montreal.

Somewhat disheartened by his two fail-

ures, he next turned his attention to some-

thing more semunerative. This something

proved to be selling sugar and canned

goods for his father, who is a prominent

wholesaler in Canada. Here his well mod-

ulated voice, his poise, his great personality

and his handsome appearance stood him in

good stead; for a time he made good.

But soon the novelty of selling goods to

I hardboiled store owners wore away and the

yearning for the stage returned stronger

than ever. Huntly returned at night to the

small hotels in which he found lodgings

while traveling around the small towns, and
' there he play-acted for hours. He always
!

secured rooms with full-length mirrors, so

that he could watch his reflection in the

J

glass and criticize his own work,

j

With his mind thus diverted from selling,

hi: received a letter from his father suggest-

ing that he return to Montreal and enter

the offices of the firm. He returned to

Montreal, disheartened, but he did not

enter the company's business office. He had

lj
experienced his fill of business in the bank.

Instead, he decided to take his savings

and become a contractor. His first job

was the building of a garage, which en-

tailed about five hundred dollars, almost all

that Huntly possessed. With little exper-

S
:

ience at such work, he first measured the

length of the automobile that was to be

kept in the garage, then built what he be-

lieved would be the most ideal automobile-

shed in Montreal. However, there was one

fault. He made the garage exactly the

same length on the outside as the car was

on the outside, so that when the machine

was driven through the doorway, it pro-

truded about one loot into the open air.

It took the last of Huntly's money to repair

his error.

By this time he was thoroughly discour-

aged. He had come to the conclusion that

he was a misfit in life. He was in reality

a lost soul, groping for its guiding light.

And all this time Fate, the same hate that

had given him the business man's body and

an artist's soul and heart and brain, sat

back and shaded the light.

With what money he was able to salvage

following the disastrous and brief career as

a contractor, he went to New York. There

he located a cheap place in which to
>

live

while he cast about to learn what should be

his next venture. All this time he had been

growing . . . growing taller and more hand-

some and more impressive. One day he

was walking down Broadway when he met

a former school friend.

"I've a real opportunity for you, Hunt-

ly," this friend confided. "I know where a

small cigaret factory is about to go bank-

rupt. You can buy it for next to nothing

Here was irony. Gordon doesn t smoke

and he was a total failure in life. And

he was offered an opportunity to purchase

a cigaret factory that was almost bankrupt.

He was interested, however. and_ imme-

diately set about investigating the factory.

When he concluded, he wanted it,_ but

found himself with just about halt the

funds required to purchase it. Then it was

that Gordon became a promoter. He or-

ganized a small stock company and set

about to re-finance the little factory.

The first man he visited was a prominent

banker in New York City. Upon his ar-

rival at the office of this man, he was

guided into an outer room where .some six

or seven people were waiting. Rather hesi-

tant, for this was a new experience, he took

a seat. He was self-conscious because he

knew that every eye in the room was fo-

cused on him. He could not see that in

every eye there was only respect and admir-

ation. Every other person in the room

adjudged him to be quite important. They

were judging entirely by his outward ap-

pearance. ,

A door opened and the banker stepped

into the room. His cold, grey eyes passed

along the line of waiting people and rested

on Huntly. He smiled slightly, then indi-

cated the doorway into his private office:

"Come in," he said, not uncordially.

Once inside. Huntly accepted a chair

across a big mahogany desk from the bank-

er. The latter smiled, looked at the card

in his hand, then at his visitor:

"What can I do for you. Mr. Gordon?"

he asked „

Huntly plunged into his subject, tie was

there to sell stock in his new cigaret fac-

tory. As a matter of fact, he wanted to

sell the banker ten dollars' worth of stock.

To insure the safety of the purchase, he

was giving ten dollars" worth of cigarets

with each sale. He could afford to do it,

because he made the cigarets for about five

dollars.

The banker's jaw dropped in amazement.

He stared at Gordon as if to catch a slight

quiver beneath the set muscles of his face

to suggest a hidden laugh. He thought

Gordon was joking. It took Huntly five

minutes to prove that he was very much

in earnest.

"yvhy— why. I thought you were a big

business man." ejaculated the banker, then

feeling that he might have offended with

his words, he hastened to add: "I was

judging entirely by appearances. When I

saw you outside. I thought you were here

to borrow a hundred thousand dollars, more

or less . . . not to "sell me ten dollars'

worth of stock."

But Huntly sold him the stock, and he

sold many other men. Finally, he raised

enough money to start his cigaret making

business. For quite a while he went along

languidly, neither failing nor succeeding.

He might have done better, but for one

1

That was the still unquieted love of the

stage. It was a bad malady in New York,

for Huntly soon learned that he could learn

much at the afternoon and evening per-

formances of the various shows.

Huntly's landlady was a very kindly

woman who had harbored many actors

within the four walls of her home As she

saw his business failing and realized h.s love

of the stage, her heart went out to him,

lor she knew him to be a square peg in

a round hole. She recognized also the

spark of artistic genius which dwelt be-

neath the big business exterior. It was this

landlady who persuaded him to give up the

cigaret factory and attempt the stage.

So once more Huntly changed careers.

This time he went on the stage. He cast

his lot in this new field with an eagerness

that was almost pitiful. H* wanted to be

an actor; that he knew. But he began his

stage career with the feeling that in this

new business, as in all others, he would

soon fail. He gave himself one year in

which to again brand himself a tailure

What has happened since is biographical

information. He has -found himself .
.

the inside man that is so strange to the

outside shell. He attained his first suc-

cesses on the stage. There Ralph Ince, a

motion picture director, saw him and real-

i-ed at once his screen possibilities. It

was Ince who first contracted with Gordon

to enter motion pictures, and it was under

Ince's direction that Huntly achieved his

initial silversheet success.

As a result of the Ralph Ince picture,

Huntly was contracted to cross the con-

tinent and play his never-to-be-forgotten

role in "The Famous Mrs. Fair, which

Louis B. Mayer produced. This was the

real beginning of his present high position.

It brought him his first long term contract,

with Mr. Mayer. It led to "Bluebeard s

Eighth Wife." It was in this picture that

he° played opposite Gloria Swanson. Of

course, it established him firmly.

When Mr. Mayer affiliated with Metro

and Goldwyn. the three forming the organ-

ization now known as the Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Corporation. Huntly joined the new

alliance. He continued there until a short

while ago, when he signed a starring con-

tract with the Warner Brothers.^ His first

picture for the new company is "My Wife

and I." in which he co-stars with Irene

Rich. His second is "The Golden Co-

coon." in which he shares starring honors

with Helene Chadwick.

I asked Huntly. after we had discussed

the story of his life, to point out the moral

he had gained from his own experiences.

"There isn't any moral," he replied.

"Every man has his niche. The reason so

many men fail is because they do not find

their niche. I do not believe success can

come to any man unless he is interested,

heart and soul, in his work. I wasn't in-

terested in banking or salesmanship, and I

failed in all of them. I am interested in

acting, which accounts for what little suc-

cess I have attained in motion pictures."

Huntly Gordon is the best in his line,

and that means success. He has friends,

position and hard work in plenty— and all

because he .
found his right place. It is. in

his case, as it is in your own and as it

always was and ever will be— his success

came when he did what he it-anted to do.

u



(\In Hollywood, the new
fashions are eagerly seized

upon, for, to a movie sJar,

appearance is everything,

wmmm
(HClaire Windsor has the reputa-
tion of being one of the best
dressed women on the screen.
This little afternoon dress is of
tan and rose printed georgette
with a large Bertha collar.
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FASHIONABLES
r,M.

By Madame Bally

QWe have had light hose and

dark hose, long hose and short

hose, sheer hose and heavy silk

hose, and just when we think

old Dame Fashion is complete-

ly exhausted, Paulette Duval
introduces this new creased

stocking which all Hollywood
has taken up enthusiastically.

QMarie Prevost (on the oppo-

site page) is irresistible in this

charming little dancing frock

of soft gray chiffon, with its

unique sprinkling of tiny

stars and crescents. Gray
stockings and satin slippers to

match complete the costume.

(JWe caught Marion Davies just about to

step into her Locomobile landaulet for a

spin around the park- Marion told us the

color of her costume was the new Coolidge

gray with felt hat, gloves and stockings

to match.
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Marvel Quivey's Godmother—Continuedfrom page 39

as Millet and Corot and the composer,
Saint Saens. One of Marvel's aunts is
Grace Van Studdiford, Metropolitan sopra-
no, and the other is Mary Quivey, Orpheum
headliner.

But let's get back to the piece de resist-
ance, the duck.

Marvel had soaked up a lot of training
by the time she was fifteen and the next
year started to haunt the studios for a
chance to display her talent.

But Hollywood is, as you know, filled full
of pretty girls with all sorts of talents, so
Marvel hardly got a tumble from the cast-
ing directors. It is true she had a part
with Gordon White when he made his
"Puppy Love" series, but she was dissatis-
fied with that.

Her inability to score an immediate suc-
cess in Hollywood wore heavily upon her,
so her parents decided a rest back on an
uncle's ranch in Indiana would do her a
world of good. Hence Marvel was packed
off to the rustic regions protesting.

It was there that she met "Quack" the
duck, just one of the plain everyday farm-
yard variety, faced with a destiny of some
day being hung up by his paddlers in front
of a butcher shop with a neat price-card
pinned to his breast bone.

^ Marvel says that from the very first
"Quack" seemed to have something of the
super-duck about him. He would follow
her about the farmhouse yard like a dog
except that he waddled when he walked.
"Quack" would even come when called and
was able to learn some tricks, like kissing
his mistress (although it is very difficult to
see anything difficult about that), and to
zig-zag in and out between her feet as she
walked.

Mile. Marvel grew to be very much at-
tached to the duck during her period of
rustication and when she returned to Los
Angeles she brought "Quack" with her.

Another period of haunting the studios
ensued with little result. Marvel accepted

<3 Esther Ralston has the lead
opposite Richard Dix in "Cali-

,
fornia or Bust."

the role of the flapper in "White Collars,"
a
utf

wblcn nas been running a year and
a half at a Los Angeles theater. But she
never gave up her ambition to become a
motion-picture star. She knew she would
be able to achieve it if she could only gain
an entry or entree, suit yourself.

Then, one day last summer, her luck
changed. She was out on the front lawn

°n ,„ b°me Peking around with
Quack, when a serious young man, whose

attire was enhanced with rubber-tired spec-
tacles, stopped to watch her put the duck
through his paces. Out came the young
mans note-book and pencil, along with a
whole flock of questions, which Marvel
answered. The next day she was called
to report at the Lasky studio. Clarence
Badger, the director, went wild about the
duck and was not so oblivious to the crea-
ture's sophistication, as to miss Miss Marvel
whom he signed up for the part of
Nancy in "New Lives for Old."
Mile. Marvel is not so keen about the

work she did in the Compson film. She
declares her make-up was all wrong and
that practically all of the scenes in which
she appeared were left on the cutting-room
floor But she has a pound of determina-
tion for every ounce of her 118 pounds,
and knows that she will succeed since she
has at last effected an entrance and gained
program recognition.

Incidentally she has as many followers
as most of the people of the films whose
names are up in electrics, for she attended
school m twenty-three American cities while
her peregrinating, portrait-painting parent
was journeying over the country. Hence
there will be scores of young people in
Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Portland, San
f-rancisco, Chicago, New York, Washing-
ton, Fort Worth, New Orleans, Detroit.
St. Louis, Kansas City, Minneapolis, and
points east and west, who will be eager to
see her advance.

Yes^she was born in Los Angeles.
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nusie, dancing—all good. But somehow

being at Ciro's is like being shut up in a

dainty taffeta band box, and you behave

accordingly. Decorous dancing on the tiny

floor; a duke and a duchess seated nearby;

Dick Barthelmess waiting to escort his wife

home—its atmosphere is downright home-

like! And shouldn't a night-club be one

of those places in which you could, if the

fancy seized you, turn handsprings, play in

the orchestra, or rise and "Sing of joy sing

of bliss, home was never like this

You may have to go clear down to

Greenwich Village to find the kind of

night-club you like best. There is Jimmy

Kelly's Allegria which, on Saturday nights,

packs pleased patrons into its tiny rooms

and induces them to rotate on a floor which

seems to be, if it actually isn't, the smallest

in town. Here you'll see the excitement-

seekers, lustily applauding the entertainers,

who happen to be artists from the Columbia

Burlesque show uptown, but most of the

audience is blissfully unaware of the fact.

It was on a crowded Saturday night—
along toward morning— when the place

was blue with smoke and resounding with

the combined good will of all present, that

I happened to turn and see. at one of the

tables along the wall, a quiet couple with

eyes which, when they weren't turned on

each other, were watching with amusement

the antics of the patrons at their determined

merry-making. Were they holding hands?

I couldn't be sure. I stopped at their

table. The frail blonde girl in the big hat

was Lillian Gish; her squire was George

Jean Nathan, the critic. I couldn't believe

my eyes. Lillian Gish at Jimmy Kelly's!

She is one of the few celebrities who is

rarely seen in public, least of all the night

clubs. When she does step out it is usually

with her mother, or her sister and brother-

in-law, James Rennie. Why, I remember

the dainty and ethereal Lillian describing

to me a the dansant to which she had been

inveigled once upon a time and how
shocked she was at the manners of the

frisky debutantes! And here she was at

Jimmy Kelly's! Mr. Nathan, critic and

connoisseur, was responsible for the phe-

nomenon, and he looked as if he were quite

willing to take the blame. Is it any wonder

that when I hear rumors of a matrimonial

nature about the film star and the litterateur

I should jump at conclusions? They say

that he is leaving his editorial duties flat

to write scenarios for her.- And it is very

likely that they sought out the noisy isola-

tion, of a night club to talk over their plans!

A screen star's recreation need not neces-

sarily be gay and giddy; even Lillian Gish

found the nocturnal rendezvous a welcome

refuge from the click of the cameras.

Other stars are more familiar figures in

what is vaguely referred to as "New York

night life." Peggy Joyce, a screen debu-

tante, is a veteran of the night clubs, if

anyone as pretty as Peggy can be called

that. I think it was on my first visit to

a cafe that I first saw the blonde Miss

Joyce; and the last time I went, there she

was. Bebe Daniels has rather taken the

place of the vivacious Connie Talmadge in

the younger screen set, since Constance has

deserted the east for California— against

her will, as she loves the bright white way

and its attractions. Constance, a marvellous

dancer, used to step out regularly, often

attended by the- son of one of the old

town's first families—so often that they

were rumored betrothed. But Constance's

heart was as light as her feet, and besides,

there is always an adoring circle of young

men around her. Maurice, the dancer, for-

mer partner of Florence Walton, was a

Talmadge fan. Now he is a Daniels fan

—

SCREENLAND
or was when he caught a boat for France

to dance there with Barbara Bennett. You

see Maurice held forth nightly at the

Trocadero with Leonora Hughes as his part-

ner Bebe Daniels was a frequent unpro-

grammed added attraction during that en-

gagement. Bebe and Maurice danced and

played bridge together and were even

reported engaged. As is usually the case

the rumored engagement, never materialized.

Miss Hughes took it into her head to marry

an Argentine millionaire and desert Maurice

and the Trocadero; Maurice had to find a

new partner. So he looked to the films tor

one Out flashed Barbara Bennett, daugh-

ter of Richard and sister of Constance Ben-

nett, the budding ingenue. Barbara is a

striking brunette with several screen appear-

ances to her credit. Now the team is

Maurice and Bennett, and when they have

tired of the Continent they will come trip-

ping back to Broadway. Before she became

devoted to her picture work, the lovely

Constance Bennett was seen almost every

night at one or another of the fashionable

night clubs, dancing the night away and

ordering ham and eggs or something sub-

stantial toward morning

Oh yes—that's the thing to do. You go

to the club after the theatre. You dance

and—dance, and—well, maybe hold hands,

or drift to another table for more lively

badinage; and dance some more; and then,

"Comes Dawn"—creeping into, the canyons

of Broadway and even through the closely

curtained "windows of night clubs; and its

time for you to beckon the waiter and say,

"Ham and eggs"; or "Wheat cakes with

maple syrup," or "Scrambled eggs and sau-

sages," or, sometimes, just a mutter, Black

coffee." Chicken sandwiches may still be

ordered if you really must have them; but

remember I told you. It's ham and eggs

or "wheat cakes, or sausages, these days.

Welsh rarebit is simply not being ordered

I heard that the last time a man ordered

it—

i

n a temporary fit of aberration, and he

was a habitue, too, and should have known

better; he was mobbed and escaped with

his life only by hiding behind the bass viol.

But wait—you haven't seen anything yet.

No tour of the battlefields of Broadway

would be complete without a visit to the

El Fey Club, now padlocked for a few

weeks. There is a club. It has more

atmosphere, undoubtedly, than all the

others put together. If it isn't run for,

by and around the movies, it might just as

well be; for picture people are the life of

the party at the El Fey. It's a real club,

where you're out of it unless you can

exchange greetings with practically every-

body in the room. You don't get in unless

they know you. "They" practically means

Texas Guinan. Texas was once the "two-

gun woman" of the films. You may re-

member her. She is what Aunt Tabitha

would call "a character." Texas was once

a Winter Garden queen. She was a hard-

ridin', straight-shootin' movie actress in the

old Triangle days. Then she went into

vaudeville. Some one had the bright idea

of making her hostess of the El Fey Club;

and there she reigns as undisputed em-

press. It's Texas' club, and don't you for-

get it. She is said to have at least a

bowing acquaintance with everybody in the

world—that is, everybody who is anybody.

That's easy to believe when you see the

folks she brings to her club. Every screen

star in captivity comes there sooner or later.

If you sit long enough at a sidewalk table

at a certain cafe in Paris you are sure,

they say, to see the whole world pass by.

That's doubly true of the El Fey. If you

are lucky enough to get a ring-side table

you're in ior a good time. There's Barbara
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La Marr over there, with Ben Finney

handsome and rich, Ben is—a regulat.on

motion picture hero; he is in Barbaras

picture, The Heart of a Temptress. The

party entering now includes Bessie Love

and Mr. and Mrs. James Kirkwood—Lila

Lee you know. That's Frank Mayo.

The're's—but look! Here comes Texas.

She's blonde and elaborate, and makes her

way through the crowded room with a

laugh and a hand-clasp and a quick retort

or two—she has a flashing wit and a gay

spirit and a genius for making people feel

important. She brings new life into the

place She calls the famous— whether

screen star, film magnate, sportsman or

politician—by their nicknames and they

love it. She kids the dignified and makes

them like it. A word from Texas and you

feel that you own the El Fey. There is a

show and nobody has ever decided whether

it is a good show or a rotten show, because

Texas introduces the performers and leads

the applause. "Now, this little girl—

—

she will say, pulling forward by the hand a

youthful dancer; and when this little girl

has done her stuff Texas calls for cheers,

and her crowd responds whole-heartedly.

"Come on," Texas will cry, "give her a

hand. That's nothing—let's have real en-

couragement" — and there is a dreadful din

until Texas is satisfied. She's an artist in

her line. Half the crowd stays until morn-

ing— until appetites demand the inevitable

scrambled eggs or wheat cakes.

The screen world drifts to the El Fey

sooner or later. It's the approved and

enjoyable way for winding up an evening.

Harold Lloyd went when he was in New
York- in fact, few pilgrims from the west

fail to visit it. And it is one place where

the stars seem to feel they can throw oft

all their tinsel trappings and have the kind

of fun they used to have before they ac-

quired French maids and accents and im-

ported motors. It has the carnival spirit,

and all those boys and girls who earn their

livings by hard work that seems to be play,

like to play just as hard as they work.

And the supper club is just the place to

do it. It isn't so much that the stars like

to show off their newest jewels and beaux

and gowns to each other; or talk about

their latest productions; or exchange choice

morsels of gossip. It's more like a picnic,

with everybody determined to have a good

time. No chicken a la king, but good old

ham and eggs. No weighty talk of con-

tracts or continuities, no apprehensions

about the reviews of the newest million-

dollar-super-de-luxe production; but a fox-

trot to George Gershwin's latest.

There are other supper clubs. The Club

Lido, where Billy Reardon, a familiar figure

around the Hotel Algonquin, dances with

Edythe Baker. The Mirador, one of the

very smartest, although it is in a basement,

with superb setting by Marjorie Moss and

Georges Fontana. There used to be the

Plantation, where Florence Mills and her

dusky damsels held forth—I remember see-

ing Marshall Neilan there: and on another

occasion Hal Roach and Edna Murphy.

There's one for every night in the week.

While thousands of housewives are rush-

ing through the supper dishes to d,ash off

to the Bijou Dream to see Susie Simplcx's

latest masterpiece, Susie herself, and her

screen sisters, are rushing through the last

close-up and looking ahead to an evening

off. Both "stepping out." After all, it's

much the same idea, isn't it?

7win\le, tumble, little star;

Jump into your motor car.

Leave the studio and the lights—
For the gay old 7J.ew Yor\ nights!
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to France by the United States for the
Louisiana Purchase, away back in 1804.
The ship bearing the money never reached
France but was lured to a watery grave off
the Florida coast by the notorious bandit
black Caesar. The excitement deals with
the hazards of locating and making off with
this treasure.

With Milo lives his beautiful half-sister,
Claire, a part well taken by lovely Allene
Ray. Claire does not know what the mys-

["u:
iS

ij
11 about

'
and 1S terrified by the

half wild dwellers of the swamps, believed
to be guarding the lost money.

If you like beautiful scenery, wild men
alligators, daggers, Chinese cooks and tons
of -

Strongheart, the wonder dog, does his
part to live up to movie traditions. You
know how it is with all these stage vil-
lains— their bark is worse than their bite.

His latest picture, "White Fang," will
add one more laurel to his already weighty
crown.

The story is laid in the far north amid
the white expanse of frozen snows, where
the wild wolves lurk in the shadows of
every wood. Even on a hot summer after-

"°ij
n V S enou8h t0 make your blood run

cold when you see a pack of these man-
eating demons.

To the little outpost of Gold Creek is
brought an animal, half dog, half wolf,

of mystery, you won't want to miss one
brought an animal, half do

chapter of this serial. When we got out
named White Fang. He has

I took a good look at Oscar. as a killer, and before the .

' "Gracious !" I cried. "Oscar, what's
Ke fully llV6S Up t0 hls reput

a reputation
~ story is done

ully lives up to his reputation.
" ^»1-<11, Wlldl S \T7t_-. t-tne matter with your hair? It's—it's stand-

white fang is as good a sheik as any ofmg up. them, and judging by the wag of his tail

"Well," says Oscar, "how'd you expect
'n t

|

le/" al
,

close -uP.
T̂

has completely cap-
it to sit down during a thriller like that?" T ,

heart of Lady Julie >
the flaPPer

dog_ next door.

great dog like Strongheart, to bring "White
Fang to life.

—o

—

There's no end to the gallop in any horse
even a wooden one. But the way Lefty
Flynn handled his in "O. U. West" made
us sit up and take notice. He is such a
likeable sort of a chap, and his pleasant
smile helps along m many a tight situation
In this picture, Lefty's reel self is Oliver—
O. U. West, to be exact. Things begin
to hum at the ranch the minute Oliver ar-
rives. There's plenty of action, prairie
dust and an honest-to-goodness runaway.
You 1 fall for Tina, the ranch owner's
daughter, maybe harder than did Oliver
But mark me, we said maybe, and we don't
mean perhaps. The part is played by Ann
May, and she surely knows the way to a
man's heart is via the culinary route. She
feeds him so well that it must have seemed
to him like Christmas every day. If you
like thrills you'll surely be satisfied with this
picture. And you'll get your money's
worth of chuckles from the sub-titles.
Evelyn Francesco, Fred Burns, and Leonard
Iramer lend a hand to this romance.
Iheres always the "Villain"— and thev
are IT.

Better Boy Friends—Continuedfrom bage 29
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A11 ^dsc, liic nero
was supposed to rescue the heroine from
drowning, but he got scared out there in
the water and she had. to go out and rescue
him! And I know a certain film actor who
would have yelled for a double if he had
had to do the things I did in 'Lorraine of
the Lions .

"Do you like the sheiks?" I inquired.
"Not particularly— either in pictures or

real life, answered Patsy. "In real life
they are such heavy lovers— never seem to
be able to forget they are lovers, and just
be a good tennis partner or something like
that.

I asked Pat if she usually liked the char-
acters she herself played.

,

"°h
;

goodness, no, not always!" ex-
claimed Patsy. "I like a real girl like the
one I played in 'On the Stairs,' which

a
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- 1 was a little bit good
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nse of humor relieved
the high-hat-ness of the conversation-

But I suppose that I shall fall in love

Elinor Glyn and Harold Bell Wright —W the
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can
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be no whicher and

iSl^ - various screen l^^^^
f.^"Matt Moore is the" most natural lover Tom
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He neyer,does a thing on "'Oh » ' .... "But of course," I

u xectors about But we can't!' I expostulated.
men they meet every day."
"Of course not," said Patsy.
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'he Covered Wagon Has

lolled Across the World
(Continued from page 27)

xcellent ambassadorship of the American

'practically all of the cinemas in the

,oUth American countries screen American

, ctures almost exclusively, and each year

nds the South American release schedules

,f the principal American companies creep-

L closer to the time of our own releases

n
g
this country. Thanks to the motion

Eeture the South American citizen knows

ore about North American ideals, customs

P manners than ever before. His women.

Liic ar» turning more and more to Amen-

bn modes of dress, due to their increasing

familiarity with American styles as reflected

through the medium of the screen

I might go on indefinitely calling to mind

, the thousand and one things which
.

have

common place in the worldwide brothe

i hood of motion picture fans. Sufficient it

[
is to state that one can scarcely find a

civilized country on the globe in which he

cannot find the homey atmosphere ol a

'luood American picture.

i Because of this tremendous wor d-wide

demand for Hollywood news the leading

companies have found it necessary to estab-

lish foreign language publicity department,

for the broadcasting of this greatly desired

information throughout the world. In ad

dition, scores of the best known papers in

Europe, South America, Asia and Australia

maintain accredited correspondents in Hol-

lywood and New York to supply heirread-

ers with the latest developments in the

motion picture industry for their own

'
"

American films are known and loved in

all countries and the titles are read m every

language on the face of the globe. Qr as

the doughboy put.it: "I am t hep to the

words, but the pictures are in English.

<l Gertrude Ohnstead has

finishing "Cobra,"' in whi
signed with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer after

ch she played opposite Rudolph Valentino.

Tearnlj^Readim from the Movies—Continued from page 23
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Xere he deaf person will always find

"T AnH then vou see'it— that listening cap, .set about to study lip reading, that where P ^ fricnd Whs
grrls. And then you see tt^ _ nJff/ ^ ^ of hean WIth the eyes. He warm

wQuld make a book ,

find a

at
warm wtnumt - ---- — , , .

the League achieves would make a book m
itself Last year one hundred and sixty-

seven deaf persons were found employment

covering fifty-four occupations. All this is

done without charge to the deaf, since the

League is, kept by outside voluntary con-

tributions. Their stirring motto— Re-

habilitation through Service —tells its own

fook m their eyes! Suddenly you under- ^ ~
and form

stand. They ate deal.
vowel sounds, consonants and even com-

they heard you.
, . T illnotratp go to a mirror and

Yes,;they heard me, but^ with their eyes, Just to to**ate^
go

„

h&ttue' Howmthe er and round. Now say— E. See how
amazement Is it really true

.

.

s ^ ^ & ^ ^ T
world can they do

,

it ' Are >ou q — "S this time. The lips part, the teeth story
parties, lip-

EsCEss- sf^^^'SSapS ^^SfsS ^JA^AW
Ws-SSSSfci S^te^ii 2fl&»to:*»fls
deaf- To°the dwellers in the silence, there is

of'them- were happy!
. SVscSoF situated *N«wK the hope and the solace and the regenera-

"Unbelievable!" you exclaim. Why Nitchie School, situatea m i ^ q{ ^ m plcture .

they dont look deaf." »
Tonntrv ^ r many others in Deaf folks don't have to sit at home any

And it seemed, in the gay flow of chat- the countrj
.

I
' 7 bofh mQre through long lonely evenings, while

ter, in the warmth and the genial glow of near^every aty ot the U ^ ^ g the

friendship, that they did not feel deaf either. P^^^^^lring for the greater halls and the theatres They are off and

The life of a deaf person of to-day is and eager hearts are wonting s
away— gaily as the folks in the magazine

J\l o„, o, h„d4 *
«J

ev» .re.de™
fc-**^ „ „act ^fc, ^ylJ«-.o

twenty-five years ago. io De sure_mey ^
the picture show!

ver been an exact tuum. uui. q^v-^">j --
. r , T.-f_

have broken the prison bars ot that silence, deaf o^near deal, g ^ sllence.

And they are free!
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18 K. White *Gcl<$^ a

S 1?^??^2^^11 send this beautiful^ 18K White Gold Ladies' Dinner Ring set
|with 7 sparkling, brilliant, blue-white dia-

monds for a 15 DAY FREE TRIAL. Try to
duplicate it anywhere at our price. If you
are convinced that it represents exceptional

I value, pay only $6.25 monthly—price $64 50
Otherwise return and your deposit will be

I
sent back immediately.

NoJH? Tape FRFF A completeNo Delay r catalog ofTransactions Diamonds, Watches Jew-
I
» Confidential elry. Ten months to payRush Order Today on everything. Send for it

*u™0«l*EO CAPITAL « 1,000,000.

LW-SWEET INC
J 66,0. BROADWAY. NIFW vnnv

FREE HOROSCOPE FREE
Are You Happy and Contented? Is
Your Home in Good Order? Have
You Any Troubles? Are You Success-
ful in Your Love and Business Affairs?

Are You Sick?
If so, write me and I will send you a horoscope
tree. VVU1 give you my professional advice and
WI >1 help you in the best way possible.

Will tell you what you are best suited for in
lite. Just send me the correct month and date
oi your birth. Tou may endorse 25 cents (coin or
stamps) to help pay for this notice.

Write your name and address plainly.

on. w . ^SJ R 9 PHRENO STUDIO'
210 West 62nd Street, Room 2, New York City

EVELOPED
Si'lW"! Treatment is theONLY ONE that gives FULLDEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other danger-

14-day rprn
TREATMENT I IXLli
If you send a DIME toward expenses.(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-der Cream included.) Plain wrapperIS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?U y<S^?J,me back by fi^t mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only
Madame D.M. Williams, Buffalo.N.Y.

SuperfluoujHAIR'allGONE
Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the heir root
without pain or injuries to the
skin in the privacy of your own
home. We teach BeautyCulture.

Send today 3 stamp3 for
Free Booklet

O.J, MAHLER CO., 36-B Mahler Part, ProvidencT.R.L

Q Warner Baxter and his dog Flash. Mr. Baxter
has just signed a contract with the new Cecil
B. De Mille organization.
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and we l>mitless opportunity to develop this "audi-

ner rl^ V.

Y J°U aTe * °ne hundred ^ sight.'" What happiness the growing
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not guess what ability would bring to these handicappedhey must mean to the deaf person? More ones. For deep within the heart of every

ttv m more than mere fan- deaf person, hidden by brave smiles and

th ?t «™ I
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n Life itSelf> and a11 amazing courage, there is that hunger of

W?°
t0 make U5 f° r Happiness! desire-to hear, to be not shut off from
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Uch of of a bird on the and to answer to1 St°ry ™.d y°u understand if there the music of the wind's light step in thewere no sub-titles? long grass that must remafn fore^er as a
borne years ago, Edison produced a pic- lost joy. The yearning they feel—it is like

ture— With Eyes of Love." To the deaf the ceaseless cry of the sea along the un-
it was a picture they will never forget, seen shores of the soul. Any. assistance
there were no sub-titles but the whole that tends to break down that barrier be-
story was so cleverly worked out that an tween the deaf person and the world with-
adept lip-reader could follow every word out, can you not guess all it must mean
of the screen stars. What a thrill of joy *o them?
and satisfaction it gave them to be able to To the deaf, motion pictures enlarge the

npirK. ,

Rome .was not hul}t m a day; experience. No longer shut in a world byneither is hp-reading mastered in an hour, themselves, the deaf persons find Life inter-but only after long hours of persistent prac- esting through what they can see They
:
1C6
Vr; movm

g. Plctures offer limitless break the bondage surrounding their silence
possibilities as an aid to perfecting this art. and live anew—in each drama and comedylo those who do not hear perfectly, who of the screen. Absorbed in a moving pic-hnd themselves carrying a dread of future ture story, the self is forgotten. Even thedeafness in their hearts, I would like to deafness becomes as something unreal.
"
"Don't tj r ,

And in this *orgetfulness is the real
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?e of good courage, source of Happiness!Learn all you can of the basic theory of rrr. i-U A t t-x.
• • j ,hp reading. Go to the movies as many A
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!
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times a week as is possible. Watch closely L n , -
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d real pe0ple of the

for every word of the screen stars You ,

in l°
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ep th^? c°mpany. They
can and will learn to hear something with

n° l0
j
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al°ne
! Th

^
w° rld is not

your eyes. Gradually' you will gam confi- ^"T a*!?
" hus^\ R°mance is

dence in yourself and you will grow less
Adventure 15 theirs! Mystery is

and less afraid of your deafness." 4-
r
,

S
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Iney laugh along with the worldThere is no movie to-day without some a / ,

,

verbal speech on the part of the players— ,
P

r
themselves they can

the beginning of a sentence or the last
smg WIth the W of \™hip!

words of one—an exclamation—sometimes ,

ey t0°' know the priceless joy and the
a complete thought. Learn to discern these.

beauty of a dream come true!

A few words recognized from the move- Back they must go to the daily round of
ment 01 tne Hps, and quickly, like the flash existence, to the task which must be done,
of lightning along a storm-tossed sky, the and tne plain business of living. But they
mind leaps to a comprehension of the whole are not shut off from the world. Through
thought. At first a lot of it may seem like the motion picture they find the happiness
guess work, but what does that matter, if and the heart ache, the pleasure and them time one learns to guess rightly? pain, of countless others. They belong
To-day the movies are being employed [o the great brotherhood. Laughter and

more and more for educational purposes in singmg has broken their silence into a mil-
colleges and schools. What a great thing lion bits. They participate in this drama
it would be if some big-hearted directors of existence, and Life becomes a beautiful
and some sympathetic stars( the studios are thing. They learn, by pictures, to hear
lull of them) would work to create a few with the ears of the spirit!

And hearing so—they become conquerors, ~ ^^^-o i^uvc, /wiu iieariny so-
and so give to the vast army of the deaf a of their handicap!

Why don t you call your magazine 'The screen magazine of ideas'?"
writes William Middleberry. Screen-land reflects the spirit of the movies
and the movies are the richest mar\et for "ideas."
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Departing an'Ugly
Duckling'

EVEN MY dear old

Dad used to saymy
looks would never
take a prize. Mybroth-

ers frankly called me
homely. No girl in

Kingston had wished

harder for beauty—or

had tried any harder

to win it. But that was back in King-

ston, N. Y., when my features, face,

and skin, and even my hair looked

lopeless. Today, illustrators who are

opposed to be authorities on beauty

^elfme—well, they ask me for sittings

and pay well for them.

"For the encourage-

mentit ought tobe to

i

others I willrelatethe

whole story of how
plain Me— an 'Ugly

duckling'—became a

a model for magazine

covers.

"When Ifirst came to

New York City to

take a position I was

too busyto givemuch
time or thought to

'beautifying.' Besides

all my efforts in the

the past had gained

me nothing. Com-
plexion treatments? m
I had tried a score; and my pores naa Taken 6 Months Ago

grown steadily coarser. I used to do

everything anyone would advise for

wrinkles — and the wrinkles stayed.

I knew loads of people who had had

success with things for the hair—but

none seemed to give my sparse locks

any health or sparkle.

"But I soon saw that beauty counted

in a large publishing office quite as

much as at parties or dances. Within

a year my employers filled three secre-

tarial positions with women I knew

were scarcely as well equipped as I-—

except in looks! Then I concluded

I would make myself attractive in

appearance if it took every dollar I

earned. My first thought was beauty

parlors, but a fortunate circumstance

put a vastly better beauty plan in my
own hands. I met a girl who told me
of a woman who had devoted years

to working out a regular beauty sci-

ence. She worked on skin structure

instead of on the surface; she did

nothing to wrinkles themselves but

changed the facial contours and the

Gertrude Follis Left Home an Ugly Duckling. Now New York

Artists Pay to Paint Her Likeness and Her New Beauty

Was Won in Three Months

wrinkled condition disappeared. Her

method with hair was to revitalize it

—and so on.

"I was elated with even with the first

week of my newly found beauty plan.

Artists Acknowl-
edge Her Beauty

ofFace

I never have
\

seen its origi-

nator to this
I

day. She does
notsee anyone— just advises

and directs
hundreds who
seek her direct methods of cultivating

natural beauty. I wrote her, got her

instructions, did as directed, and in a

few weeks the altered glances of

friends and associates confirmedwhat

my mirror toldme. Ino longer needed

to feel sensitive about my appearance!

Then came the day Greiner, the artist,

asked how I would like to sit for a

"head" on a magazine cover'.

"I could scarcely wait for the Satur-

day when the picture of me would be

published. When the magazine did

appear, can you blame me for mailing

several copies to my home town, and

marking the covers 'This is me.' I

knew they would doubt that the

portrait was mine— or else accuse

the artist of using & vivid imagina-

tion. So I mademy old home a visit.

Wouldn't you have done the same?

And I gloated some, too, as folks

were forced to admit that the face

on the cover was Gertrude Follis.

My 'new' face has since been used

for many illustrations. But I'll never

feel prouder or be more thrilled than

that day at the station when my
father hesitated as I emerged from

the train—then came forward and

stammered, 'As I live, it's true!'"

The methods with which
Miss Follis obtained such-

remarkable results in cul-

tivating personal attrac-

tiveness are available to

anybody, anywhere. A
Chicago woman has
learned how to bring

any type of skin to nor'
mal color and fineness,

how to rejuvenate sag-

ging tissues, and en-
hance one's looks in

many ways. She tells

how to do it, and
what to use. Her
name is LUCILLE
YOUNG, and her
offices are in Chica-

go. The way to be-
come acquainted
with her astonish-

ingly successful
beauty methods
is to write for her
rem arkablebook

Miss Follis

as She Appears Now

"Making Beau-
ty Yours."It re-

vealseverygen-
eral principle

sheusesandthe
book is at pres-

ent distributed

FREE. Use coupon Returns a Pretty Girl

LUCILLE YOUNG
Room 354 Lucille Young Bids ,

Chicago

Please send me, by return mail, your Free

Booklet "MAKING BEAUTY YOURS".

Name.

Address .

.

City. . State

.
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Wm. J. Brandt

Liquid

EAU DE

HENNA

Hair Color

Restorer

covers the grey, and restores the color to grey,
taded. bleached, or streaky hair, leaving it Soft,
Glossy and Natural.
Works so well no one will know the color has

been restored. Covers ALL the grey; covers ANY
grey, no matter how stubborn or how caused.
Does not interfere with permanent waving.'
Eau de Henna is two liquids, one application.

It colors at once. No. mess. No pack. Does
not shade off reddish as with many powdered
Hennas.

Anyone Can Put It On
No experience necessary. Will not rub off. Not

affected b.v sea bathing, sun. shampooing, or per-
manent waving. Will withstand tropical climates.

Wonderful For Touching Up
You can put it on just where it is needed. Can

be used where powdered henna dves have been
used. The shades blend in beautifully. Can be
used over other hair dyes or restorers. Direc-
tions in English and Spanish.
Eau de Henna comes in colors: Black, dark

brown, medium brown, light brown, drab, blond
auburn. State color desired. Price -postpaid $2 50
or C. O. D. $2.65.
Order through your Druggist. Department Store

or Beauty Parlor, or direct from us.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 65, 112 East 23rd Street. New York

Men as rceJl as women can use
Eau de Senna to advantage.

WEAR ONE 7,iDAYS FREI

if You Can Tell It From A Genuine DIAMOND
S»END IT BACK Vlcse Ama^oh) Beautiful CORODITE
riTMnrMcntAMminc"'13 match the ecmtilating Beauty ofGENUINE DIAMONDS in every way. Thcv have the same gorge-
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?y, riKht at home
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„„„ . j "." ' send name and address slating which ring
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hown by sliD of PWer fitting end to end™~"a tmger joint and your ring will come by return mail. Depositamount shown above with postman. You do not risk a ienn. iiour binding legal guarantee to rotund your money in full is at-tached to every ring we sell. SEND TODAY.

L RICHWINE CO., Dept. 298 ^V^/^Hi''-
' CORODITE GEMS

BEAUTYPEEL "SB^&BU-
CREATES BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION BY PEELING OFF

tan. freckles, blemishes, pimples, blackheads, liver
l. wrinkles, acne, muddy, oily skins. .NON-ACID

j-
I lonon. PMnleBS. harmless. EITects astounding.TRIAL COSTS NOTHING Write today

„ Offer and -The Art of Face Peeling" FME.
onTuJ^r. c.

^wiyn Chemica! Company
207H Newlyn Building El Paso> /exas

They Love Better by Southern Seas
Continued from page 20

night, the Southern Gross leaning just
above your head; days that aren't days but
wide canvases brushed splendidly in indes'
cribable blues, emeralds and yellows; seas
that sleep until the smash of sunset wakens
them, and then they croon the rest of the
world to sleep! No million dollar set ever
caught the glory of that "exterior-stage."
A thousand companies would work there
simultaneously, each in a different back-
ground. Even the temples of "Intolerance"
were hovels compared with mosques of
morning-cloud.

I didn't know atmosphere meant so
much to players before," remarked Raoul
Walsh when he blew back from Tahiti
where he had been directing "Lost and
Found" for Goldwyn. As usual the con-
versation had drifted to the subject of how
members of his company trouped: which is

always a topic, since you can't herd a
dozen volatile temperaments together, then
remove civilisation, without expecting fire-

works. But Tahiti worked the miracle.
^It .seems to me," proceeded Mr. Walsh,
"the way to get the best out of players is

to put them on the beach and allow their
imaginations to run."

Exactly the word— imagination! Of
course, it may run too far, and not neces-
sarily the players' imagination either. A
company once sailed from Sydney to New
Guinea to shoot native sequences. There
were three actors and the leading lady, who
afterwards came to Hollywood, but has now
dropped from sight. The resident-magis-
trate received them cordially; the natives
co-operated unstintingly under the direction
of their fuzzy-headed chief.

Now the chief developed an imaginatio
and the star was a pretty little blonde
with no thought of marriage ... no amb
tion to be queen of a slightly canniba
isle

. . . and the only safe place was
wooden stockade which served as a jail

To elude that wild man's love she went tc

jail and every evening the actors and thi
magistrate paced sentry-beats with guns out-
.side her sleeping-cell. . . .

"Pep, jazz, New York, pretty clothes
society, and especially one of those Spanisl
tango-strutting pale-fac£s for a hero— givt
the fans

^
all that ' and you have a box-

office hit," a producer told me recently,
jOn the same day a magazine editor re'

quested a story with the following qualifica
tions: "No petting-parties, no Sunday
supplement scandals. And keep your her
ten thousand miles from Broadway and th_
nearest barber-shop. The public taste il

swinging out to the ends of the earth."
Analyzing both statements and admitting

that movies follow the magazines (try and
sell an original unpublished story if you
don't believe it) it looks as though the
sheiks must fold up their sashes and rol!

their round hats away. Possibly the nexl
man you'll love on the screen will be a—
beachcomber! Clothes and burnsides coiled
like question marks on pallid cheeks can'l
make an actor famous forever. They may
please the eye, but the heart counts more
and, after all, doesn't every woman's hean
contain a corner for the man whose only
strength is^ love? There the beachcomber
fits. I don't mean the hapless derelicts who
float around shipping-ports of Honolulu,
Tahiti, Suva, Santos, waiting for tourists to

q Raoul Melnotte (Ricardo Cortez) carrying his bride (Greta
Missen) over the threshold of their home, according to an old
trench custom. Scene from "In the Name of Love

"
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IWtttProveToYoa ThatYou CanMake

HOOaWeek

Will Begin
At Once

These records show you how
our Representatives make
large profits the first day.

You can easily do as well.

$16 Profit First Day
That's the record of Alyse
Leblanc, of Massachusetts.

$32 Profit in 8 Hours
is the result of the first

day's work of Adolph Mon-
toya, of New Mexico.

$4 in One Evening
is pretty good pay for 2
hours' spare time. That is

what Samuel Miles, of

Arkansas, made his first day.

$13 Profit First

Afternoon
Jacob Myron, of Connecti-

cut, started in the morning
and cleared over $13 before

evening.

$4 an Hour
was what Margaret La
Roux, of Michigan, aver-

aged her first afternoon.

$40 in 24 Hours
was the result of the first

work of B. Collander, of

Massachusetts.

(Yes you can make $100 a week. You can make $5,000 a year and not

work half as hard as you do now. You can do as well as H. T. Pearl,

of Oklahoma, who made $750 in one month. You can begin like

R L Marshall, of New Jersey, who made $80 in five hours. You

don't' have to wait. You don't have to invest any money. You don't

have to take any course or do any studying. You can start right m next

week You can begin at once to make a really big income. The op-

portunity is waiting. The money is there for you to get. Do you want it?

Then read this ad carefully and answer it, for this offer is meant for you.

700 Men and Women
Wanted At Once

We are now ready to appoint 700 more
Representatives in all parts of the coun-

try You can be one of them, and by simply

doing what we suggest you can make a net,

clear, cold profit for yourself of anywhere from

$50 to $100 a week with very little effort. Your

first day will bring you big money. W. A Web-

ster of Virginia, made $6 in l/2 hours ;
Dennis

Spear of Kansas, cleared $8.901
his first day;

W P Stone, of Maine, made $24 m 4J4 hours.

Ali without experience or training and you can

do as well, or better.

Easy
We are the originators and manufactur-

ers of Zanol Products—the nationally

advertised line of pure food products toilet

preparations, soaps, perfumes, household and

laundry necessities—over 350 different kinds.

Four million dollars worth were bought last

year but none of these products are sold in stores.

We sell direct from factory to customer.

By this means we give greater values
and lower prices than could be secured in stores.

We have thousands and thousands of customers

in every section of the United States. But in-

stead of sending their orders direct to us we
appoint a Representative in each locality through
whom our customers send us their orders.

Exclusive Territory
We offer to assign you an exclusive ter-

ritory and let you handle all our deal-
ings with our customers in that territory. You
will simply introduce our products and let the
people know that you have become the Zanol
Representative. The rest is easy. Our products
are nationally advertised and well known in

every locality. We have been in business for

16 years and have resources of more than a
million dollars. The local man or woman who
becomes our Representative is given complete
instructions, full equipment and everything
necessary for success.

More Than a Million Dollars Made
By Our Representatives In 8 Months
If you want your share of these big

profits all you need do now is write.

You won't believe how easy it is nor what won-

derful profits you can make until you get started

and the money begins to roll in.

We furnish all of our people with com-

plete equipment for doing business. We
furnish it free. We tell you in detail exactly

what to do. We make it easy for you We
help you in every way to get started quick and

to make big profits without waiting or delay.

You will be given the same proposition

that has brought thousands of dollars in

cash to E. S. Shelly, of Pennsylvania ;
Mrs Nona

Kerns, of Mississippi; Edgar Banville, of Mas-

sachusetts; and dozens of others. It has en-

abled G. C. Henry to make four times as much

money as he ever did on a farm and G. A.

Becker, of Iowa, to earn more than he did in

22 years in the grocery business.

Send No Money
Just send me your name and I will tell

you how to get started. I will give you

all the details. I will show you how you can
make $100 a week and even in your spare time
$8 to $10 a day for a few hours' work. I will

show you how you can have a permanent,
profitable, honorable, pleasant and fascinating
business that will bring in a bigger income
than you ever thought possible. It is the one
opportunity that you have been waiting for.

It is your chance to get ahead. It means
thousands of dollars to you. And you are not
risking a penny. You are not agreeing to pay
anything or do anything.

So mail the coupon. Don't wait until
someone else gets in ahead of you. Don't
delay until it is too late. Write now.

tfHE AMERICAN PRODUCTS CO.

President ami General Manager

Dept. 1310 Cincinnati,

tagen

Ohio.

We Furnish An
Automobile
We want you to realize that this is a

high-grade proposition. We want to

help you in every way to make large

profits and we offer to provide a car

.without any expense to you whatever,

'just write for our proposition. Mail

the coupon for details of the plan that

will give you this automobile without

expense and from $10 to $30 a day

in cash. —

MaaTbistiOW
Be" Mills.

*»^ent,

The American g™"^ Ohio t
Dept. 1310 ^ wUhout one cent o

d ,

srss&'Sr °Xn
gt°Vanrorwhich

,

F^rro^^to^lOOaweek.

Name ••

Address

'

(Write plainly!
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assic Development of the Bust

BEAUTY OF FORM is woman's natural birthright. It is just as whole

as it is for floweis to bloom m springtime and cast a sweet fragrance bv

l^wmTsnonrrfb CSn be °UltlVated '
for theTody-Sr^e

V i
Respond to the application of nature's laws to a degree littlPdreamed of by the average person. There is always a way to I compUshthe things that are wholesome and right, and since it is perfect* na£for every woman to have a full, rounded bust, it is eaTy to proa cesuch development with the right method.

Proauce

IK Motion Picture Actress Delighted
] nX ^v?'^ ^',l0S

-

Aneeles
'
whose photo is Eh0™ «t

! y v\ ,

am deUEhted with the results from the use of The
I

Mew National, which has given me a three-inch increase in size-fremarkable firmness and classic contour. A number of my friends
i Have recently remarked on my improved appearance."

|
Booklet Tells "HOW" FREE!

I '
Write today for free booklet containing an article bv Dr n «

I ,

C
n
a"' f0™e* Published in the Physical Culture MagLtae telling

:

bow any woman may receive development in the shortest possfble t me

s^rfi—ht
-red. .This information sent ^ SfposS^ Tou SosHc °» *

™^
THE OLIVE CO., Dept. 30 CLARINDA, IOWA

1 Brings This
j Oenume
.diamond

Easy for you to own this beauti
fill ring or give it as a present.
Simply send $1 to us today.

10 DAYS' TRIAL
Wear ring 10 days and if you
ctuu t agree it is an amazing bar-
gain return it and we will re-X « 0ur mSne*- If satisfied
Paj W a month until $30 is paid
FREE catalog. Diamonds, Watches

Baer Bros. Co.6 MAIDEN LANE - NEwToRK

A New Scientific Discovery
which painlessly and harmlessly replaces
the old skin with a new and removes all
Surface Blemishes, Pimples, Blackheads,

uiseoiorations, Tan, Eczema, Acne, Large Pores, etc A
non-aoid, invisible liquid. Produces a healthy new skin,
beautiful as a baby's. Results astounding. Booklet "The
magic of a New Skin" free in plain sealed envelope.

Youth-Ami Laboratories, Dept. F.B 30 E. 20th St., New York

Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketing ofthe Short Story,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; EditorofThe
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

The Home Correspondence School
Established 1897

Classified

Advertising
Rate 25c a word. Forms June close April 15

ALL MEN WOMEN, 18 to 65, wanting to
quality tor Government Positions, $140-$300

T
trav

.

elin 6' °r stationary, write, Ozment,
lo9, St. Louis, Mo.

AG
«
Ei

n
T£~7: WRlr^ F0R FREE SAMPLES.

bell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large
Manufacturers direct to wearer. No capital or
experience required. Many earn $100 weeklyand bonus. MADISON CORPORATION, 501Broadway, New York.

SONG WRITERS: WE PAY $250 ADVANCE
royalty on songs found suitable for publica-

tion. Submit your compositions now or write

i/rf^-rP 001^ 1
' Equitable Music Corporation,

1654-H Broadway, New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS SEND FOR PROPO-
sition Ray Hibbeler, D14, 4040 Dickens

Ave., Chicago.

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED: All or spare
time, to take and deliver orders for Trans-

parent Handled Pocket Knives. Big commis-
sions. If inexperienced, we train and help vouNOVELTY CUTLERY CO., 450 Bar St Ell-
ton, Ohio.

STAMPING NAMES
MAKE $20 PER 100, STAMPING NAMES
.

on Key Checks. Send 25c for sample and
instructions. S. Keytag Co., Cohoes, N Y.

Dept. 25 >* Springfield, Mass.

New6Hollywood Craze!
Movie-Fan's Locket Ring i'or

displaying your favorite's photo
where you can see it all day long I

Or put in sweetie's picture, a
butterfly, or lock of hair. Solid
Sterling Silver SI.97. * Genuine
Gold -Shell S2.97. Send stamps or

_J money order (15c extra if C.O.D.).
Orient Exchange, Box 14, Sta. M, New York, Dept. S.L-l

INVENTIONS
INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED What have

GROWS NEW HAIR
LUMCO is

•

keeping its promise. Thousands of satisfied
users say LUMCO is growing new hair in 30 days alsobanishing dandruff and falling hair. Sent in nlain
package prepaid $2.50. Send for free leaflet -tvt>

DelT™ t-

A
T;; AddreSS LUMC0 LaboraS:

Dept. DR, Kimball, Nebr.LUMCO T?kes your
hair grow"

Q Colleen Moore— It comes to our
ears that Colleen did so well with
"Sally" that First Rational has
decided to have her do "Irene."

feed them; but the boys who drift 'way out
and fancy a feminine face through every
plume of spray.

Dick Barthelmess is "on the beach" al-

ready with' little Bessie Love to kindle
"Soul Fire"—quoting their new produc-
tion's title; and from a glance, at Dick and
Bessie between the palms I defy any one
to ask "What's wrong with this picture?"
Dick fulfills what sundry million fans have
wanted since "Tol'able David"—his return
to rags; while even the immaculate John
Barrymore of a dozen successes never won
response that equalled the tattered Jack, cast
on a dazzling scimitar of sand in "The
Lotus Eater."

Take Kipling's word for the tropical
"wrecks-appeal"

—

"Tho' 1 wal\s with fifty 'ousemaids outer
Chelsea to the Strand,

"An they tal\s a lot o' lovin ', but vjot
do they understand!

"Beefy face an grubby 'and —
"Law! wot do they understand? . . .

"Ship me somewheres east of Suez
"

• But always when I've read "Mandalay"'
that far I want to shout "Attaboy, Rud-
yard!" and hurl myself down the hole in
Times Square with some wild idea that I'll

go skittering completely through the earth
and emerge in a coral lagoon. That's where
the hole would lead if they bored it deep
enough. At present it's only a subway en-
trance and I've no yearning to land nose-
first on the platform below, or to pass out
in a blue blaze of glory as I hit the third-
rail. Still I can turn away to flow with
Broadway's currents and steer by the light
of a million electric stars to South Seas
on the screen; and whether Barthelmess,
Barrymore, Meighan or Monte Blue loaf at
the water's edge, or whether my beach-
comber is some one I've never known be-
fore, makes little difference to me. If the
girl's a dusky islander, a stranded million-
airess or some poor Sadie Thompson means
nothing either. Whatever they do will be
instinctive—and that represents drama in
its purest form.

But most of all I'd like to see Pola Negri
"on the beach." It always strikes me that
civilization has tamed even her since the
clays of "Passion," "Gypsy Blood," and
"One Arabian Night."

Well, Pola, why not?
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Tours
Master

8?

ICK at heart the trembling girl shud-
dered at the words that delivered her

to this terrible fate of the East. How
could she escape from this Oriental mon-

ter into whose hands she had been given—this mysterious
iian of mighty power whose face none had yet seen?

jiere is an extraordinary situation. What was to be
jhe fate of this beautiful girl? Who was this strange emissary whom no one really knew?

know the answer to this and the most exciting tales of Oriental adventure and mystery ever
old, read on through the most thrilling, absorbing, entertaining and fascinating pages ever written

MASTERPIECES OF ORIENTAL MYSTERY
11 SUPERB VOLUMES

By SAX ROHMER
Written with his uncanny
knowledge of things Oriental

T^HESE are no ordinary detective stories. The hid-

den secrets, mysteries and intrigues of the Orient
airly leap from the pages. Before your very eyes
oreads a swiftly moving panorama that takes you
reathless from the high places of society—from
omes of refinement and luxury, to sinister underworlds
f London and the Far East—from Piccadilly and Broad-
way to incredible scenes behind idol temples in far off

-hina—from hidden cities in the jungles of Malay along
:range paths to the very seat of Hindu sorcery.

11 Mystery Volumes Packed with Thrills

e the first in your community to own these, the most wonderful
riental mystery stories ever published— books that have sold

y the hundred thousand at much higher prices—books you will

ijoy reading over and over again. Handsomely bound in sub-
:antial cloth covers, a proud adornment for your table or shelf.

- THE „ THE • TKS .

'NS1DHKJS RETURN HAND or
VfLTV DRFO Fir DOPE
manchu Mascot manchc —
stxwdMV' «tsoHMH SAxmmei s/ximia

Forget Your Troubles—Relax-
Enjoy Yourself!

These are the sort of stories that President Wilson,
Roosevelt and other great men read to help them relax

—

to forget their burdens. To read these absorbing tales of the
mysterious East is to cast your worries into oblivion

—

to increase your efficiency many times over.

Extraordinary Offer—
4

Don't Wait a Minute! /
Printing these volumes by the hundred thousand
when paper was cheap makes this low price possi- «^ /
ble. Only a limited number left. Don't lose a minute! -j?

VA

SEND NO MONEY—fc[tU"^
ination Coupon Today Sure! Read them

MeKrSXAY,
STCKSE &

MaoKEXZIE
30 Irving Place

New York

2 BEAUTIFUL
BOOK -ENDS

IF

C -"V

TEN DAYS FREE, without a penny down. ^
.cr V

YOU ACT
AT ONCE

Please send me on ap-
proval, all charges prepaid,

set of your special Master-
pieces of Oriental Jlystery. in

11 handsomely bound cloth

volumes. If after 10 clays' free

examination I am convinced they

A,
t i t it™ i . -

i v are the most extraordinary, most fas-
LIJVII 1 LD quantity on hand of beautiful T^S cinating Oriental mystery stories I have
sphinx polychrome book-ends, will _4>!fS? ev«' read and are easily worth twice the

price. I will keep the books and send you
SI. 00 promptly and $1.00 a month for only

"*'<t
12 montns : when you receive mv first payment

Ad. After you have received Your set for ^"V tJ°
u

,;Y5„h? ?
en

2 ,

me
,

promPtl5\ absolutely free.

r • •, "
,- V * r.'

nn beautiful polychrome sphinx book-ends,
tree examination, JUSt mail Your hrst ,* * Otherwise. I will return the set within 10 days ofVi receipt at your expense, the examination to cost me

FREE
LIMITED quantity on hand of beautiful
sphinx polychrome book-ends, will

be sent absolutely FREE as a premium for

promptness with the first orders from this

installment within ten days and these

two handsome book-ends (5 inches

high) will be delivered to you S Name.

free—but send the coupon f
today! * Address..

noihins

IcKINLAY, STONE & MACKENZIE,
Dept. va, 30 IRVING PLACE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

t Occupation.
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MADE AT HOME FROCKS
The Semi-Made Dresses are sent to you already cut, including

necessary findings, such as buttons, loops and thread, with full

detailed directions for putting them together either by hand or by
machine— thus eliminating the dressmaking expense.

The dress is not merely stamped, but HAND EMBROIDERED
or HAND DRAWN and CUT TO YOUR SIZE, making it very
easy to put together.

Each dress represents the latest mode and is fully guaranteed
to answer the description mentioned.

Model 205 — Accentuating the grace-
ful, straiglitline frock and showing another
mark of its originality by its fine Val
lace, which conies to you sewed on, and
hand drawn work down the entire length
of the frock. The frock is finished off at
the neck with a satin ribbon tie.

Sizes— 14 to 20 and 36 to 44.

VOILE: Copen, Corn, Tea Rose and
Orchid $3.49

Model 206— An afternoon frock in

Crepe de Chine, English Broadcloth, or

Imported Irish Linen. The drawn work
is all done by hand and follows the youth-
ful lines of the frock itself. Fine ball

pearl buttons and hand-made loops down
the front of- the waist. Convertible
collar.

Sizes— 14 to 20 and 36 to 44.

CREPE DE CHINE: Blonde, Poudre
Blue, Navy and Black $9.98

j

BROADCLOTH : Copen, Com and Lan-
vin Green $4.98

LINEN: Copen, Orchid and Leather
B™™ - - $4.98

205

Model 207— Long, graceful lines are embodied in

this frock cut from a fine quality Voile. Made more
exquisite by rows of hand drawn work and long tucks.

The frock is tucked when received by you. A real

Irish hand made collar and Irish Crochet edging on
cuffs. A silk ribbon tie finishes off the frock.

Sizes — 14 to 20 and 36 to 44.

VOILE: Copen, Corn, Tea Rose and Orchid $3.98

Screenland Shopping Service, 236

West 55th Street, New York City,

will be glad to buy for you any of

these attractive frocks. Send check

or money-order, together ivith size

and color desired.

General Mitchell's Case

Goes to the Movies
(Continued from page 19)

confusion in the minds of casual readers

that they stopped following the subject

entirely, lapsing into a state of indifference

if not of open hostility to it.

To have maintained this attitude would
have been a national calamity. For if even
a part of General Mitchell's statements

square with the facts then it is high time
public opinion forced radical action. For-

tunately we have today a news agency that

doesn't depend on words, whose messages
are, literally, self-evident, whose facts are

incontrovertible— the motion picture. It

was this agency that in the end came to

the rescue. In the ^pace of a few minutes,
in the fragment of a news reel, it let the

light of truth so shine upon the world that

the mental mists of seven months' accumu-
lation vanished into thin air and the facts,

the incontrovertible facts, for which the
whole country had been hungering, stood
revealed.

On March 6 the Army staged a series

of aircraft tests at Fortress Monroe, near

' Just \eep your eye on Sally O'Ked.
the new Metro - Goldwyn * Mayer
"find. ' Her first picture will be
"Patsy," which is almost ready for
release.
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Q "Don't get careless with those guns," Tsjoafi Beery and ]ac\ Holt
tell Billie Dove. All three are featured players in Zane Grey's
latest for Paramount, "The Light of Western Stars."

Langley Field, Virginia. These were to

prove Secretary Weeks' contention before
the Aircraft Investigating Committee that

anti-aircraft guns are adequate protection
against enemy airplanes. Secretary Wilbur
of the Navy, too, had contended before the

Committee that anti-aircraft guns would
furnish adequate protection for battleships.

General Mitchell, of course, had maintained
the exact opposite, dismissing the "archies"

as giving negligible protection either afloat

or ashore.

March 6 was the day the General was
demoted for flouting his superiors' opinions
in this respect as in others. But he was
on hand for the tests. So was the Pathe
News.
A Martin bomber took the air towing a

"sleeve" target, which consists of a canvas
cylinder measuring ten feet in length and
four in diameter. As it soared above
Fortress Monroe at elevations ranging from
3000 to 6000 feet a battery of anti-aircraft

three-inch guns blazed away at the target

to the tune of thirty-nine shots.

Not a single hit!

Then eight 30-calibre Browning machine
guns took up the target work, the plane
dropping to altitudes averaging one thou-
sand feet. They were joined later by the
anti-aircraft 50-calibre machine guns, the
whole firing four hundred and fifty shots a
minute.

And then the plane descended, and while
soldiers supported the sleeve target General
Mitchell and some fellow officers examined
it. It was a dramatic moment and the
Pathe News made the most of it. As the
General hunted, passing his hand over the
smooth canvas, the smile on his face per-
ceptibly broadened. Finally, for a brief
moment, he faced the camera and in a swift
gesture held up one finger.

Out of all that barrage of lead, one tiny

little bullet from a 30-calibre Browning had
pierced the target!

There followed a demonstration to test

the efficiency of aerial bombing, to prove or

disprove General Mitchell's contention that

"air power can destroy any battleship that

has been built or that ever can be built."

This time the target was the outline of a

battleship drawn on the ground. Martin
bombers took the air and from varying

heights launched dust bombs at it. With
hardly an exception these bombs landed
squarely within the outline, leaving great

round splotches which in other circum-

stances might well have been yawning cra-

ters in a steel deck.

But as if this weren't sufficient evidence
for the Pathe patron, the camera man went
up himself in one of the bombers and
filmed the bombs as they left the plane.

Swiftly they fell away in a dizzy parabola
toward that checkerboard of earth such a
ghastly distance below. How tiny that great

target looked from such a height and how
unerringly those snubnosed bombs with
their metal fins winged their way to the

very heart of it! Those who saw that

demonstration won't forget that aerial

bombs find their objective.

Every one of the tests was a victory for

General Mitchell. And the beauty of it

all was that none of us this time had to

dive for the truth into newspaper columns
already made nauseating from seven months
of conflicting testimony. We could get it

in less than five minutes, vividly, convmc-
ingly presented in the universal language.

And something like ten millions of us did
get it in that form, enough to become a

very splendid nucleus for that public opin-
ion which will force action in Washington.
For what it did for its country that one
picture deserves the D. S. M.

The Press Agent and the Lovely Liar
Continued from page 17

extras move up-stage when they got a small
part.

But that didn't make me sympathize with
Jacobs. He was the sort who would have
gypped Cleopatra after he filmed her trip

on the Nile. The life of a movie queen
j

isn't anything for an inefficient business girl

to tinker with, believe me. What she has
to sign away in a contract with a bird like

Jacobs doesn't amount to much more than
her right eye.

The G. M. of Central Films was the big,

aggressive executive type. When he spent
money for a press agent, he expected the
skies to cloud up and rain hot type all

ready to be locked in a form for Page One
of the metropolitan dailies, including the
German sheets.

I said nothing, because I've learned that
a press agent ought to say it with clip-

pings.

"You'd better look over the stills," sug-
gested Jacobs. He touched a button, and
his secretary fluttered into the room like a
partridge that's been scared off the nest

by a bird dog. She came back with the
pictures in less time than it took me to

light a cigaret.

One turn through the stack convinced
me. The girl was good looking. You

V/YI T CAN WEAR THISIUU GENUINE DIAMOND'
CLUSTER FOR ONLY*
MoHt wonderful offer ever ma»l<. I

Pin a. dollar to thin "ad." .Slip it in an
cnv-lopi; with your n;ir<re un<J a.J.lr- . i

and send it on to uu TO-DAY! Thin bin
l>«autiful clunt.T ol n.-v.-n fin,- li.-r/
l.rilhant CiKNUINE DIAMONDS
I'I.atinum set comei to
you AT ONCE. -

WEAR IT 30 DAYS/

1

cataloo to-day
rated paK«
catalog "D

w

ly S4.76 me
lli. 70. Oth .

. una your dolls

actly
UJO. try to buy it any-
price. 1/ xati.slicd pay
thly. Total price ONLY

KuhI, your dollaNo red tape! No delay! 72 beautiful Mlunt-

'/?^™
J

;
'.l

!

,£",-,'PaY--s-you-please. Auk lor

O.F. BALE CO.
I establishto tuea

Maiden Lane New York N.Y.

$ $ For Photoplay Ideas
Don't send your manuscripts to studios until
first protected by copyright. Plots accepted in
any form; revised, criticized, copyrighted, mark-
eted. We are right on the ground in daily touch
with the studios. Not a school—no courses or
books to sell. Advice free.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CORPORATION
204 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and Western Ave.,

Hollywood, California

Send for free
Publishers Popular Scenario Writer sample copy

A Baby In Your Home

So many married couples yeam for children
that thousands of copies of a new book by Dr.
H. Will Elders are being distributed without
cost to childless women. Any family interested
In overcoming conditions of nature that hinder
the gift of children should write for this free
book today. It describes a simple home treat-
ment based on the use of Steriltone. a wonder-
ful sclentifio tonic that has had marvelous suc-
cess all over the country In relieving constitu-
tional weakness.

Every woman who wants to live a normal,
happy home life with little ones around her
should consider it her first duty to know what
Steriltone is and why it should be so wonderful
an aid to her. ltei-a this little book which is

sent without charge or obligation in a plain
envelope. It unfolds facts that most women
never have had explained to them. Send NO
Money, NO Obligations. Simply name and ad-
dress to Dr. H. Will Elders, 201S Balllnger
Bldg.. St. Joseph, Mo.

FARN MOINFY
K AT HOME '

"VOU can earn $1 to $2 an hour in your spare
* time writing show cards. No canvass-
ing or soliciting. We instruct you by our new
simple Directograph System, supply you with
work and pay you cash each week. Write
today for full particulars and free booklet.

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00

169 Colborno Building, Toronto, Can.

Songwriters/
will be paid on songs found suitable for publication.
Submit your manuscripts for immediale examination
EQUITABLE MUSIC CORPORATION
1658 J Broadway New York City

vrite for. Free Book ON S°»g Writing -
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„ DANCE
Dance for Happiness

New York

Phone BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

East of Times Square

L V

/?
= A

B. BERNARDI, M.B.
Formerly ballet master Breslau Theatre:

Solo danseur, Gr ind Opera, Paris,

Royal Theatre, Munich

Personal Instruction in Toe, Ballet,

Oriental, Spanish, etc.

Teachers' Course Children's Classes

Classes now training for forthcoming
productions

Students of- approved talent are offered an
intensive course on attractive terms

SEND FOB BOOKLET
124 West 75th St. New York

Telephone Endicott 5144

g
MR. and MISS

DANCE CALISTHENICS
BALLET AND BALLROOM DANCING
Teachers of Teachers and Lay Students

BALLROOM HOTEL DES ARTISTES
1 West 67th St., New York

Mme. LA CHAPPELLE
149 West 57th Street Phone
New York Circle 1243

Thorough training in the art of dancing, all

branches, including acrobatics.

HARRY CLARA
LAUGHLIN - WEST
ALL STYLES TAUGHT
Competent Pupils Placed.

SUITE 411 1658 B'WAY (51st St.) N.Y.

FLETCHEREVANS
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
All Styles Stage Dancing

313 W. 46th St., N. Y. Long. 9089

EMETERIO GALI
Modern Argentine and French Tango

Simplified Method of Teaching -

Calisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom

Lessons can bo given at your
home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 W. 57th ST., -NEW YORK
Telephone, Circle 8495

New York

HERMANN
SCHOOL OF

1658 Broadway
New York

& DEMUTH
ACROBATICS

Phone
Circle 10319

CLIFF JEROME
formerly of "NED WAYBURN STUDIOS"

Specializing in Starfe Danrinsi
Sensational Stage oancing

Special Rates — $5.00 a week

A professional "specialty" routine every tceelc

Studio 711, 1658 BROADWAY
Phone CIRCLE 9121 New York City

All Styles

Dancing Taught
PUPILS PLACED

STUDIO 310 — 1658 B'way, N. Y.

Circle 3127.

LOUIS VECCHIO
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Artj.

"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.

1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., N. Y. CITY

JOHN BOYLE
324 WEST 42nd ST., N. Y.

Tel. Penn. 4733
Dance Master who starts in where all the

others leave off.
The

All styles taught. Pupils— Fred Stone,
Frances White, Wellington Cross, Tom Patri-

cola, Hal Skelly, Ida May Chadwick, Tom
Dingle, Chester Fredericks, Olin Howland.

V;-

SPANISH DANCING
Taught by

AURORA ARRIAZA
337 Madison Ave. New York

Cor. 59th St. Tel. Regent 7348

New York

DON LENO
Who has been established 20 years, is known to

every Theatrical Manager as an Actor, Producer
of Novelty Stage Dances. Musical Comedy and
Vaudeville Acts. Exhibition Dances created and
arranged.

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Was taught the ARGENTINE TANGO by the
famous DON LENO, Maker of Stars and Dancing
Teachers. 117 West 48th St., New York.

MARTIN FERRARI
Progressive School of Dancing. Special feature
for. Motion Picture Artists. Instructions in the

art of Mimeodrama and Pantomime.

226 WEST 50th STREET, NEW YORK
Phone Circle S170

fr

Specializing

in Acrobatic

Instruction

for

Sensational

24owEST48 ,h ST W Stage

Phone

N

c^c
Y
K°rNC 2435® Dancing

Stretching and. Limbering Exercises
ALL TYPES of DANCING TAUGHT for STAGE

or SOCIAL AFFAIRS

Mile. Amy Mantova and Eddie Russell
Formerly N. T. Hippodrome

Associated with the COLE STUDIOS.

TOE — BALLET — CLASSICAL — CHARACTER
DANCES — BUCK-WING — CLOG

ECCENTRIC — HIGH-KICKING — ACROBATIC
and CHARLESTON DANCES

Arranged and Routined.

GEO. COLE STUDIOS
249 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK CITY

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACK BLUE
231-233 W. 51st ST. Circle 6136

.Academy
(Dancing

'

Our Instruction in Spanish Dancing

and Fado Portuguez Is Unrivaled. *

Specialists in Genuine Ta ngo Argcntino (Tango Milonga).
Classic, Ballet and Toe Dancing taught. Limbering and Stretching Exercises.

Instruction in Apache. Character, Oriental and Greek Dancing-.
' Courses for children, beginners, professionals and teachers.

Private or Class Lessons,
method of Ballroom Dancing, also La Java and Ballroom Tango.

% SPANISH DANCING daily, from 12 to 1.

Evening classes for business girls.

Castanet playing through the unexcelled Beaucaire
method easily and quickly mastered.

Juan de Beaucaire, Director
173 MADISON AVENUE (34th Street)

Telephone, ASHland 2059 New York City
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Instruction
Dance for Health

Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military^

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

Dance for Strength

New York

LA SYLPHE
Ballet : : Acrobatic : : Orientale

1658 Broadway, corner 51st Street

Telephone Circle 1044S New York City

-

JAC MAC'S
Famous School of Acrobatics
For the Development of all kinds of sensa-
tional Dancing. Personal instruction for
every pupil.

223-225 West 46th St., New York
'Phone CHICKERING 3127

BALLROOM DANCING
taught by

MISS FAY EVELYN
Beginners and Advanced Pupils.

Lessons private. Day or evening.

-t=s. Tango Specialized.

Instruction Unrivalled.

S00-7th AVE. (at 57th St) N.Y.C.

Circle 7592

MAGHAIRA
Formerly dancer with Dolly Sisters

Society and Stage Dancins

Specializing in Tango

B'way & 77th St., N. T. Endicott 7330

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancins

j
from 10 a. m. to S p. m. — Classes even- evening

Booklet oh request Phone Academy 1581
! 2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

John Tiller's
DANCING SCHOOL OF

AMERICA, Inc.

226 West Seventy-second Street

New York City

Special Rates to Professionals Now Working
Who Hay Wish To Improve.

Classes Forming in Groups of Six or Eight.

Special Attention to Children

MARY READ, Secretary

Phone Endicott 8215-6

Texas

Sproule School of Dancing
Interpretive : Ballet : Classic

Send for Information Regarding
"Musical Exercises of the Sproule

School"
1882 McFaddin Ave., Beaumont, Texas

New York

TiriM MTIJT1ITII 1 1 1 M r|
1 11 II r? I ri I ! m mt nun niTti

f|jome^|?uc(y"^ourse

of

)3ancing *^)3oc(y')3uilc(ing

| 4 Newly Created Books \

for Home Study
= At a price that would not pay for one private =

= lesson from the author, A. TOMAROFF. s

1 BOOK No. I — SI. 50 |

I Body Building, Stretching, Limbering. =

| BOOK Nc. 2 — SI. 50 =

[
Simple and advanced tumbling, such as =

[
cartwheels, hand stands, splits, limbers and |

= somersaults. =

[ BOOK No. 3 — $2.75 =

[ Taps, Musical Comedy, Character Dancing, =

= High Kicks. =

: BOOK No. 4 — $2.00 =

I Bar exercises, a fundamental study for =

= ballet and toe dancing. |
=

' Postage 10c Extra =

ENTIRE SET OF BOOKS — $7.00
|

| 6 sample lessons 15c
|

| Make your selection and send cash (reg- 1

I istered), monev order or check to =

A. TOMAROFF
I 110 West 47th St., Dept. 10, New York City =

j Phone Bryant 9339
j

I Satisfaction Guaranteed
-.iiiiiii luiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimii mi "inn in:

Los AnSeles

GrmSt 'Belcher's
CELESTE

SCHOOL OF DANCING
634 West 15th St.

LOS ANGELES

TEACHERS'
NORMAL COURSE

July 6 to 31

Spend the summer in Southern California

Applications •

v
Information

Received Now on Request

BENDA DANGERS
Starring on tour

and in pictures

SUMMER NORMAL COURSES

ST. RITUS BENDA STUDIOS
Show place of the West

Western at Fifth Los Ansreles

New York
IF IT'S DANCING I HAVE IT

Charleston '-Strutt" and Black Bottom

The BILLY PIERCE STUDIO
Lady Attendant — Colored Instructors — No Classes
Suite 307, Navex Bldg., 225 W. 46th St.

New York
Phone Lackawanna 0275 Walter Brogsdale, Instructor

Open 10 A. M. to 10 P. 11.

Courtesy Our Watch Word

Chicago

(< ^
ESTABLISHED 1914

RICHARD O. KANDLER
DANCING ACADEMY

The Art of Dancing

All Branches

Ballroom Dept.
EXHIBITION DANCING. REVUES

RICHARD O. KANDLER, Dir.

Stage Dept.
ARTHUR KRETLOW. Master

SENSATIONAL DANCING
1301-2 CAPITOL BUILDING

159 N. STATE ST. CHICAGO

The
HAZEL SHARP SCHOOL

of Dancing
25 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD

CHICAGO
Classic Ballet — Character — Ballroom Dancing

MME. MARIE YUNG
EUROPEAN BALLET SCHOOL

Formerly Instructor of the
CHICAGO GRAND OPERA BALLET

Downtown Studio North Side Studio
Fine Arts Building The North End Club

410 So. Michigan Ave. 6200 No. Sheridan R'dCHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Madame Ludwig
SCHOOL OF DANCING

1105 Lawrence Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Ballet Character

Belle Bender
The school that specializes in all forms

of artistic Dancing.

218 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Tel. Wabash 5985
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The Tiller Shoe
DANCING FLATS for STAGE AND

STREET WEAR
Writes the famous John Tiller: "Mr. Barney is the only

American manufacturer who has been able to make shoes

that can stand up under the hard wear given by Tiller girls.

This special dancing flat- -leather lined, hand turned, cov-

ered heels--now obtainable for general use onstage orstreetl

Write for Catalogue W - MAIL OKD13R our specials

Mailed C. O. D. - satisfaction guaranteed - on receipt of foot outline.

"arneys
304 W. 42nd ST.
NEW YORK

Patent Leather
Bl. & W. Kid
Gr. & Red Kid
Bl. & W. Satin
W.& Pink Canvas
Split Fiber Soles,

$1.50 extra

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME

You can earn good money at home in your spare
|

time making show cards for us. No canvassing or

soliciting. We show you how by our new simple

instructograph method. We supply both men and
women with work at home no matter where you

live and pay you cash each week. Full particu-

lars and booklet free. Write today.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LIMITED,
254 Adams Building. Toronto, Canada

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OP
AUGUST 24, 1912, of SCREENLAND, published

MONTHLY at NEW YORK, N. Y., for April 1,

1925 State of NEW YORK, County of NEW
YORK, ss. Before me, a NOTARY in and for

the State and county aforesaid, personally ap-

peared J. THOMAS WOOD, who, having been

duly sworn according to law, deposes and says

that he is the PUBLISHER of the SCREEN-
LAND and that the following is, to the best of

his knowledge and belief, a true statement of

the ownership, management (and if a daily

paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid

publication for the date shown in the above

caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912,

embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Reg-

ulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to

wit: 1. That the names and addresses of the

publisher, editor, managing editor, and business

managers are: Publisher, J. THOMAS WOOD,
23S WEST 55TH STREET, NEW YORK,
N Y.; Editor, ELIOT KEEN, 236 WEST 55TH

That the owner is: (If the publication is

owned by an individual his name and address,

or if owned by more than one individual the

name and address of each, should be given

below; if the publication is owned by a corpora-

tion the namo of the corporation and the names
and addresses of the stockholders owning or

holding one per cent or more of the total amount
of stock should be given) THE MAGAZINE
BUILDERS, INC., 236 WEST 55TH STREET,
NEW YORK, N. Y. ; J. THOMAS WOOD,
236 WEST 55TH STREET, NEW YORK,
N. Y. : ERNEST ADAMS, 236 WEST 55TH
STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 3. That the

known bondholders, mortgagees, and other se-

curity holders owning or holding 1 per cent or

more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or

other securities are: (If there are none, so

state \ NONE. 4. That the two paragraphs
next above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if any, con-

tain not only the list of stockholders and secur-

ity holders as they appear upon the books of

the company but also, in cases where the stock-

holder or security holder appears upon the

books of the company as trustee or in any other

fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is

given ; also that the said two paragraphs con-

tain statements embracing affiant's full knowl-
edge and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and secur-

ity holders who do not appear upon the books
of the company as trustees, hold stock and se-

curities in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to

believe that any other person, association, or

corporation has any interest direct or indirect

in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him. J. THOMAS WOOD,
Publisher. Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 3RD day of APRIL, 1925. (Seal.) MAE
LEVINE, Notary Public, New York County,
No. 724. (My commission expires March 26th, 1926.

)

know that, of course. Her poses in char-

acter looked natural enough, but a good

director usually can do that with any of

the Elks Beauty Contest winners. I was
judging her from the technical standpoint,

not from the personal. My illusions about

movie actresses had worn out with my ad-

jectives, which I used as lavishly as a show
girl uses rouge, putting them anywhere,

you know, and spreading them heavy.

"She clicks," I admitted to Jacobs.

"She has to. And so do you," he added
peevishly. "We need publicity and lots

of it."

I nodded cheerfully.

"Look at these damned reports from the

branch exchanges," he barked, sweeping a

stack of yellow sheets before me. They all

contained bad news. The branches were
reporting a falling off in the demand for

Central Films pictures.

"Our product is just as good as it ever

was . . . better. Why do the exhibitors

hand us the razz?" Jacobs acted as though
he blamed me for it.

I could have told him, but why should I

punch the last number on my meal ticket?

The trouble was that Central Films squeezed

the exhibitors down to the final note in

their electric organs. 'A showman who
wanted one of the feature pictures had to

buy three mediocre films to get it. He lost

on them what he made on the big one. So
he bought from the companies that were
willing to sell one picture at a time.

"Maybe this campaign will start a come-

back," I offered.

"Fll say it better," Jacobs snapped.

After which he outlined the sort of cam-

paign he wanted me to general. He
wanted pictures in the Sunday rotogravure

sections and the magazines, plus stories and

even an editorial now and then. Oh, he

didn't want much.
"There are fifty men after this job, Alli-

son. You're lucky. Now Fll expect ac-

tion!"

Those were his parting words. I went
away from there about as cheerful and op-

timistic as the man behind a post in a

three dollar and a half seat at a Broadway
hit.

I started with a little story for the New
York papers that told of the launching

of "Drawn Shades" at the west coast

lot— just a paragraph.

The hook in the story announced that

no star had been cast and we were open
to suggestions. In the meanwhile, the im-

portant scenes were being held up and we
were shooting only those sequences in

which the star would not appear. Pictures

are made, you understand, in starts and
jerks, like a trip on a New York surface

car. They don't start at the beginning and
work through to the finish like a book,

or a play. Not at all.

Most of the papers printed my para-

graph. Then I had it multigraphed and
mailed out to every sheet of any impor-

tance and some of none, all the way to San
Francisco. It worked! Movie fans began
to write in suggesting this girl and that one

for the role. Every girl who had entered a

beauty contest must have thought this part

was made for her.

That little preliminary done with, I was
ready for the real job. Our file records

gave me no help. You can't get the public

interested in' a girl from Delhi, Ohio, who
went to the University of Cincinnati and

Q[ Vera Reynolds, Raymond Griffith and Louise

Fazenda in a scene from "The Night Club."
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then took a job as extra in the movies
because she needed the money and the op-

portunity presented itself. That was Helene
Eynon's record. About as colorful as a

pink .shirt after its third trip to the laundry.

You notice that I stuck to the truth all

through the whole battle. It was true that

no star had been cast. I merely omitted

to mention in that first story that Jacobs

had selected an extra girl tor the part.

However, my conscience bothered me, so in

the next one. I gave the newspaper boys a

close-up, but not too close.

I told the truth, as usual. Helene Eynon
was an unknown, and this was her first

effort before the camera in an important

part. I told them a little about her social

life in Delhi and her career at school in

Cincinnati. But the big punch, the angle

they took hook, line and sinker, ran like

this:

"To launch her career before the

camera, this girl from Delhi sacrificed

love, wealth and social position. The
martyr is a wealthy New York business

man. Miss Eynon rejected his offer of
marriage, with all that it might have
brought her. She refused to divulge the
identity of the man."

Again, most of the papers carried it.

Some of them turned it over to their re-

write men who added the little artistic

touches which a press agent could not
imagine. I had not overlooked pictures

either. And take it from me, an expert,
that when the public looked at that face,

even in the coarse screen that newspapers
use, they saw something.
A week before the premiere of "Drawn

Shades" on Broadway, Helene Eynon came
to town. Naturally I was with the delega-
tion from the main office that met her at

the Grand Central Station.

You'd think that a little nobody, coming
to New York to file her claim for fame
and fortune, would be frightened and
somewhat awkward in the glamor that is

Gotham's. Not Helene Eynon. She came
out through the gate behind a red cap,
self-possessed as a veteran trouper on her
current farewell tour.

"So you're Perry Allison!" she said,

when my turn came to be presented. "Your
stories are simply immense."

She has blue eyes, you know. Well,
I've seen all kinds of eyes, but hers were
the first ones that ever made me feel bash-
ful. I .swallowed, though, and acquired one
of my inspirations. At least, I wasn't
tongue-tied.

"I've all sorts of things to take up with
you, Miss Eynon, and we have to work
fast," I lied. "Could you take dinner with
me tonight?"

I got the equivalent of three fingers of
pre-war Scotch from the blue eyes again
and while my head was whirling I heard
her saying to them all: "Of course, I know
that what I say doesn't matter to the press
agent, but

"

"You don't refer to me. Miss Eynon,"
I cut in. "When I use quotes you can
get the line in court records as testimony.
That's why I want to talk to you

"

"Oh!"^
I didn't want this girl to high-hat me, so

I had to take her down right at the start-
ing tape. That little exclamation of hers
was an apology, I figured, because any time
a movie performer scorns printer's ink is
the time to listen hard for old Gabriel's
trombone.

'Have you any favorite dining place in
town?" It was expense money from Cen-
tral Films and the roof was the limit — any
roof in town regardless of cover charges.
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"You choose the place," she said quickly.

"Everything in New York is my favorite."

So I took her to the Spanish patio in

one of the fussy hotels downtown.
"A setting for Carmen," I said.

"Or a tamale," she grinned.

I suppose, in a story like this, you should

describe the girl and go into ecstatic details

concerning her clothes. In this yarn, it

can't be done. I've told you about her

eyes. Well, she wore a blue hat that was il

small and fitted closely over bobbed hair I

that looked like a bronze rug I watched
,j

two Turks weaving one day in Constan- I

tinople. The fur trimming on her coat was

the color of her hair, but it lacked the

lustre. She frankly touched up her cheeks

and her lips, but that's superfluous descrip-

tion.

I started the conversation because it wc$

my play. There was that sob story of her

wrecked love on the coast of ambition and

I had to make it good. So I told her about

it. She let me go into all the details.

"Yes," she said casually, when I finished.

"I read it."

"That's certainly good of you to tell me.'

I was peeved and I showed it.

"I wanted you to talk about that," she

went on, "because I've been wondering
how you found out about it."

"Found out about what?"
"My affair with this man."
Imagine that! This little extra kidding

me!
"Why, a little bird told me," I kidded

back. Still she was serious.

"I've never told any one about it, sc

naturally I wondered," she said soberly.

"It certainly proved your contention that

you don't fake."

"Miss Eynon, let's be serious. I honestl

want to make that story look good. It'.;

the first real fake I've pulled in years

Look here " I was warming up to my
subject now— "couldn't we find a man t<

play with us?"
She gazed thoughtfully at me, bu

through me. Of course, if she wanted ti

pretend that my fiction was a slice of life

all right, but that didn't change my belie

at all.

"You mean, a man who would carry ou
this story of yours for the reporters' bene!

fit?" she asked.

"Exactly. You get the idea perfectly,

assured her.

She smiled, and I thought of Mona Lisa

the Sphinx, the Goddess of Liberty on ou
coins and all of the other unfathomabl
women I'd heard of. There was somethin
about Helene Eynon that was deeper thai

I could drop a hook.
"Yes, I know just the man." She wa

laughing at me inside. Her eyes told m
that. But she had nothing on me. I wa
having my little joke, too.

"It won't be hard to put over," I e>

plained. "You just appear around wit
this— this fictitious sweetheart of your:

The boys will nick the story without m
having to tap a typewriter key. But don
forget he has to be somebody . . . I'v

given this bird some rating
"

"Don't worry," she interrupted genth
"He is."

"Is what?"
"Somebody."
Again that intimation that this particuh

"he" really existed. I let it pass with
smile. We talked some more about tf

general scheme -and then I gave her sorr

advice about her future. That just carr

along naturally. You couldn't help but fe

that Helene Eynon was the real thing, eve

when she was spoofing you. I knew tl

other type so well that I recognized her t

the contrast.

«•
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CJ Casting Director William CohiU at the Paramount Long Island studio

has brought Director Herbert Brenon a group of li\ely young players

to register in his hoo\. L. to R.—Mr. Cohill, Brenon, Edmond Burns.

Behe Daniels, Rod La Rocque and Dorothy Gish.

'.Hi

It was a good dinner and a success on

every count. I taxied her to the office and

it didn't hurt my sense of loyalty to warn
her on one thing.

"Look out for that bird," I said, refer-

ring to old Jacobs. "Let him do the talk'

ing. You do the thinking."

She looked at me oddly in the dim light

of the cab. "Why do you say that?"

"Oh, I just mean— if you have any gold

teeth, padlock 'em."

That laugh came again. And she

squeezed my hand when I helped her to

the curb.

"I'll do all I can to help," she assured

me.
"That'll make it a hundred per cent," I

returned.

I was looking over the stories in the

morning papers next day, with my electric

lights switched on. It was that kind of

a day. Helene Eynon came in and it was
just as though the sun had burst through

the clouds.

"Well, I still have my gold fillings," she

said gayly.

.

"Some oeople have all the luck," I re-

plied.

She sat opposite me and picked up one

of the papers I had marked with blue leaa

for the attention of Jacobs.

"And you're still at it." She smiled at

the ringed story.

"As still as a press agent ever is," I

went on with my work. "Tell me about

your lion taming." I was curious to know
what Jacobs had done.

"He wanted me to sign a three-year con-

tract."

"Make it one," I cautioned.

"Don't worry. I did."

That lifted my eyebrows right up to the

part in my hair. Imagine this girl holding
her own with Jacobs!

"At a decent rate?" I tried to speak
casually.

"He balked at more than five hundred
for every week I work, but we finally

agreed on eight hundred," she reported, in

a matter of fact tone. And until then, I

had thought there weren't any new thrills!

She was looking at me curiously.

"Will you tell me something, Mr. Alli-

son?"
"Anything." I was thoroughly rash.

"Why do you advise me as you do?
You're Jacobs' man, aren't you?"

"I am not," I snapped. "I'm a Central
Films press agent. And I advised you be-
cause I thought you were different. You

don't know the ropes around here, yet.

I'd advise anybody. I like to do it. Jacobs

doesn't need any advice, or I'd give him

some."
That rang the bell for another silvery

laugh. Which encouraged me.

"How does our plan come along? Will

you see this man today?"

"Oh, I meant to tell you. I 'phoned him

this morning. He's wild about it. He's

the best old dear
"

She .seemed about as enthusiastic as I was

curious.

"Who is he?" I sounded like the re-

porter who had put that question to me.
"1 think it's best not to tell you that,"

she spoke quite firmly. "Then you can tell

the truth and you won't have to fake a

thing."

"That's all right with me." I tried to.

show a poker face. "Just so you put it

over. I'm satisfied."

But she couldn't keep him from the news
hounds. Try and do it! Before the open-

ing of "Drawn Shades," they knew the

man and named him. James R. Kent, with

offices on lower Broadway, a bachelor in

his early fifties, who made business a game
and liked it so well that he kept on play-

ing. He didn't need the .money.

"He doesn't look to me like a man who
has no hope," remarked Dan Larkin, of

The World, as we sat in the theatre on the

opening night and watched Kent and
Helene Eynon in their box. They were
chatting like a couple of class mates after

the summer vacation.

"Maybe he's getting used to being hope-
less," I offered. "Or maybe she changed
her mind after all. I don't know."
"You talk like you mean it," Larkin

looked at me sharply.

"I always talk that way."

I could see Kent pretty close-up. The
man was about as handsome as they come.
Distinguished looking, I believe you'd call

him. I was never sad about my own ap-

pearance until I saw him. He had smooth
gray hair, almost white, which made me
realise that the dingy tufts over my ears

might have grown on an old gray mule.
He commanded attention and I could easily

imagine him commanding men. That sort

of a chap.

The orchestra tuned up and the lights

went down, so I settled back to be bored.
Pictures never interested me much as enter-

tainment.

But believe me, I didn't stay settled.

Larkin wasn't so impressed, but he doesn't
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TRE-JUR Compact scarcely thicker

than a gold-piece and as precious

The convexity of the beautiful metal case

fits the palm—And in the large mirror the

swiftest glance shows every facial detail.

The touch of Tre-Jur powder is as soft as a

lover's caress—perfumed with the new Joli-

Memoire, a scent that savours of happiness.

"THINEST" will vastly surprise you. It looks

so expensive and costs so little—to be exact,

One Dollar! Ask at your favorite store for

your own shade of powder and rouge....Or

order by mail from us.

THE HOUSE OF TRE-JUR
19 WEST 18TH STREET, NEW YORK

TRE-JUR
THE"TRIPLE"
Combines powder,

rougeand lip-stick
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case—with the
famous sliding
drawer

$1.25

THE "PURSE
SIZE TWIN"
Powder and rouge

ingeniously pre-
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that snuggles into

the smallest purse

$1

know a picture when he sees onj. i ou

remember "Drawn Shades." Its L.; c~.dway

run bears me out. Then look what it did

in Boston, Chicago, and Philadelphia. One
of the best box-office attractions ever

screened. Of course, Helene Eynon walked

away with it.

The audience called for her at the fade-

out and I thought she was going to faint.

Kent whispered something and she rose. I

remember every word she .said.

"I I feel like a little girl. Every-

thing is so new people are so kind to

me Oh, I thank, you—thank you, very

much."
She sank down smiling, still frightened.

The only other thrill I ever got at a movie

was when the roof caved in, letting the bal-

cony down on the pit.

Old Jacobs had arranged a dinner for a

few of us after the show. He had to do

it because it was the usual thing. You
would have thought, to hear him tell it

from his fat seat at the head of the table,

that I was drawing important money. I

mean that he praised the publicity cam-

paign. He lauded Helene Eynon, the direc-

tor, the production department, the whole

staff,- and - congratulated himself on select-

ing them all. Words just fell from his lips

like the beads of sweat tumbled from his 1

brow. And they meant just as much, too.

I was seated across the table from :

Helene. We didn't get much opportunity :

to talk. Anyhow, Kent was on one side of

her and she was on the right side of the

G. M. My chance was as slim as the fash-

ionable 192? female figure. She did man-
age to introduce me to Kent, though, with

a kind remark about my responsibility for

her success.

"Ah, so you're the star maker," he

greeted me affably.

A crack like that doesn't call for an

answer.
Kent touched off the bomb, just after

Helene responded to another blurb from

Jacobs, by asking to be excused! Get it?

Leaving her flat on a night like this? A
pressing engagement— ah, business, you

know. We would understand and sym-

pathise with him! Yeah, we would!

Anyhow, when he went away, I was the;

first one to take his place, and that's that.

'

"That was the greatest picture ever

made," I said to her. "It's a wow!"
"You're the perfect press agent," she re-

turned.

"If I'm personal, tell me, won't you?" I

went on. "But are you as keen for this

man, Kent, as you act?"

"Why. do you ask?"

"You've got all the newspaper boys

thinking you're going to marry him after

all." I can play a good hand of poker in

the average game, but I don't talk when
I'm playing. My voice gives me away. It]

did this time.

"What do you think?" she asked me
and her lies were smiling with her eyes.

"I've quit thinking. The picture's made
It's time for me to be looking for another

job."

"Then why do you want to know whai !

I think of Mr. Kent?" she persisted.

"Oh, good luck either way." I tried to!

laugh. "I'll tell you one. thing, though

You're too good for the movies."

She considered me for quite a long

ment. "Do you know who Kent is?"

"I'm beginning to think that he's

luckiest bird in the world," I assured

"He's my uncle!"

Something inside that had been a leaden

weight melted then and all I could do was

stare at her. She laughed that silken laugh

which I had listened for and imagined 1

the

her
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)uld hear, as I watched her play through

:r role on the screen. I couldn't laugh

oud, but inside I was chuckling until' it

art. Happiness like that is real.

But what I have to chuckle about? Just

ilief, I guess.

"And what about this man you were en-

aged to?" I urged, all confused. "Didn't

ju tell me that I had hit the truth in my
ike?"
She was quite amused about it all.

Don't you see, George Washington, I

juldn't let you tell a lie?" Her voice was

abbling. "So I told just a little one my-

;lf. As long as it relieved your con-

:ience
"

And that's that! She had been kidding

ie all along, both ends against the middle,

'le, Perry Allison, wise in the ways of all

okum. She had made me believe her, too,

ght up to the last minute. What a lesson

i the gentle art of exploitation I got,

hat?

When the party broke up, it was me who
)ok Helene home, but first we drove

irough Central Park. I needed the air.

was the hour before dawn and New
ork might have been across the sea—on
nother atom flinging across the universe

—

nywhere but a few blocks away on all

des of us.

So I went around to the newspaper
ffices in person the next morning. No-
ody but the City Editor could handle my
usiness either, and I got to all of them.

"Well," I told them, "Helene Eynon's
Ding to marry that jasper after all."

"So it w. s press agent hokum." some of

lem yelped.

"No. I'll give you my word she hadn't

pe least intention of marrying him when
gave you the story. That's a fact."

i
"Well, give us the details."

"To teH you the truth," I replied, "we
javen't made our plans yet, but

"

Have you ever seen a City Editor get a

'ijrprise? You've got a new thrill coming
i|hen. And in their stories they said that I

ras to be. Helene's manager as well as her
usband! Picture that! Imagine me man-
ning a girl who could write her own ticket

"ith Jacobs and put it over on Perry Alli-

en. I leave it to you who is our manager!

Practical and Authentic Books
for Everybody Interested in

PHOTOPLAY WRITING
THERE is only one way to became successful in writing' photoplays

and that is "TO KNOW HOW."
If you are ambitious to become a successful photoplay writer, the

' royal way to success is told in the authoritative books listed below. Each
book is cloth-bound, written in non-technical, understandable language

and will be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned;

Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
J. BERG ESENWEIN

Editor of The Writer's Monthly
and

ARTHUR LEEDS
Late Editor of Scripts for Thomas A. Edison, Inc.

Cloth, 12 mo., gold lettering, gilt top. 383 pages.

Illustrated. Postpaid, $2.65.

SOME CHAPTER HEADS
1. What is a Photoplay? II. Who can Write Photo-

plays? III. Photoplay Terms. XXI. Marketing the

Photoplay Script.

"With the help of 'Writing the Photoplay' I have just

written and sold my first script. No more helpful volume

could be placed in the hands of the would-be photo-

playwright. '
'— Homer Croy.

THE FEATURE PHOTOPLAY
HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS

Cloth, 16 mo. 285 pp. Postpaid $2.

THEORY: The feature photoplay — Utility of a

standard form— Dividing the play into parts— Photo-

drama vs. pictures— Tvpes of photoplay — Personality

f piays_ The art of treatment, TECHNIQUE : The

big idea— Plot and counterplot— Drama's converging

lilies— Life-giving motivation—Sequence, suspense and
consequence— Coincidence, crisis and climax. PRAC-
TISE : Value of outline— The working terms— Cast-

ing characters— Building by parts — The readable

synopsis.

id|f Q[ Clara Bow has just finished "Kiss
Me Again" for Warner Brothers
and will star for B. P. Schulberg
for a while.

THE PHOTODRAMA
HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS
Formerly of the Staff of Pathe Freres

Introduction by J. Stuart Blackton

Cloth, 16 mo. 221 pages. Postpaid, $2.00

CONTENTS
" Part I. — The Principles of The Photodrama.

I. A New Medium of Artistic Expression. II. Differ-

entiation. III. Parts of the Photoplay and Their

Purposes. IV. Various Devices—Their Use and Misuse.

V. Visualization. VI. Characterization. VII. Theme,
Treatment and the Censor. VIII. Rules of the Game.
IX. Bromides Worth Repeating.

Part II. — The Plot of The Photodrama.
I. What Plot Material Is. II. Where to Get Plot

Germs. III. Beginning with the End. IV. Develop-

ment and Continuity. V. The Climax and Completed
Plot.

Any of the Above Books will be forwarded to any address in tin

United States on receipt of advertised price.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE.
236 West 55th St., New York, N. Y.BOOK DEPARTMENT
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Entertaining and Instructive Books
THE ROMANCE AND REALITY OP FILM LIFE
IS REFLECTED IN THE BOOKS LISTED BELOW

T| If you are interested in photoplay writing, screen acting, motion picture

directing, or motion picture production, the books listed below will be of

great interest. Each book is handsomely bound in gold decorated cloth cover

and will be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned.

Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.
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SCREEN ACTING (By Inez and Helen Klumph) — An authoritative

presentation. Enables the reader to judge just what the opportunities are

and the training required. This work was developed through the valuable

assistance and advice of Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mabel

Ballin, Mae Murray, William S. Hart, Euth Eoland, and many other distin-

guished motion picture players, directors, cameramen, and make-up ex-

perts Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING (By Peter Milne)— Of
special interest to those in the Motion Picture Industry— or intending to

enter this field. The author was critic for years on Motion Picture News

and Wids (Film) Daily. He was a member of Scenario and Production

Department of Famous Players - Lasky Corporation. This work contains

data about Marshall Neilan, William C. DeMille, Eex Ingram, Cecil DeMille,

and other famous directors. . . Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION (By T. O'Conor Sloane,

Fh.D., LL.D.) — The enormous growth in number of motion picture theatres

has created a large and increasing demand for operators. It is an interesting,

good paying field and requires but a short time to qualify as a projector.

This book includes the fullest details of practice. . . Price $5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING (By William Lord Wright)—The author

was formerly Editor for Selig Polyscope, Pathe Exchange, and Universal. The

book is a thorough and authoritative presentation of this lucrative field for

writers. Every year new writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete

information on how to write for Motion Pictures and how and_ where to

submit your ideas Price $3.00

MOVING PICTURES
How They Are Made and Worked

$3.50

A Veritable

Encyclopedia of the

Moving Picture

Art

MOV1
r Pictures

!tr,» rh.T> Aiv M*dC

By FEEDEEICK A. TALBOT

New Edition, Completely Eevised and Eeset.

Nu merous Illustrations.

It tells of the romances, the adventures, the great prepara-

tions of marvellous ingenuity and the hundreds of other

things that go into the making of moving picture plays.

It shows how inventors have overcome difficulties up to

the present status of the business. It is a popular account

of everything concerning the subject— trick pictures and

how they are produced; pictures in color; pictures that

move and talk; the making, and costs of the most elaborate
'

' sets '
' and studio, equipment ; the risks taken by photog-

raphers and players; the secrets of many sensational climb-

ing and jumping feats; what the audience does not see

in the most daring wild animal films, and a great many
other inside facts the '

' movie '
' patron delights in knowing.

Any one of the above looks will be mailed on receipt of advertised price to any address in the

U. 3. A.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
BOOK DEPARTMENT

236 WEST 55th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.



Popular Pictures Are

Made from Popular

THE SHOOTING
OF DAN M°GREW

He
J&fc

M>vtes

JUST recall the ten best moving pictures you have either seen

during the last few months or expect to see during the

present season. Nine chances out of ten, you will find that

a famous novel supplied the title, plot, action and characters of

each one of them. Eight chances out of nine, you will find their

names listed on this page. Not every good book gets onto the

screen, but nearly every successful picture is produced from a

good book.

A moving picture, fascinating as it is, supplies a passing pleasure.
The book from which it came is yours to keep to give you new
delight every time you read it, to place on your book shelf as a
permanent treasure, or to give as a gift to a friend. Any of

these books can be obtained from SCREENLAND Book Dept.

I HE SEA HAWK Rafael Sabatiui

THE COVERED WAGON :' Emerson Houuli

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE Booth Tarkington

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS Henry MacMahon
SCARAMOUCHE Rafael Sabatiui

JANICE MEREDITH Paul Leicester Ford
DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL Charles Major
AMERICA Robert W. Chambers
SUNDOWN Hudson-Eberkardt
WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND Zane Grey
MANHANDLED Arthur Stringer-Russell Holman
THE SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW James J. Tynan
YOLANDA Charles Major
THE WHITE SISTER F. Marion Crawford
BEING RESPECTABLE Grace H. Flandrail

LOVE INSURANCE (The Reckless Age) Earl Derr Biggers

ANOTHER SCANDAL Cosmo Hamilton
THE SALAMANDER (The Enemy Sex) Owen Johnson
MERTON OF THE MOVIES Harry Leon Wilson

THE MOUNTEBANK (The Sideshow of Life) Wm. J. Locke
THE JUDGMENT OF THE STORM Roy Mason
WILD ORANGES Joseph Hergesheimer
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK Rida Johnson Young
THE DAWN OF A TOMORROW Frances Hodgson Burnett

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST Gene Stratton-Porter

THE PLUNDERER ,Roy Norton
LEATHERSTOCKING George A. Gray
THE BREATH OF SCANDAL Edwin Balmer

PONJOLA Cynthia Stockley
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER Homer Croy
IF WINTER COMES A. S. M. Hutchinson
THE WAY OF A MAN Emerson Hough
THE HERITAGE OF THE DESERT Zane Grey
RITA COVENTRY (Don't Call It Love) Julian Street

A LADY OF QUALITY Frances Hodgson Burnett
IN THE PALACE OF THE KING F. Marion Crawford
UNDER THE RED ROBE Stanley J. Weyman
THE SPANISH DANCER Victor Hugo
THE CHEAT Turnbull-Holman
LET NOT MAN PUT ASUNDER Basil King
THE VIRGINIAN Owen Wister
POTASH AND PERLMUTTER Montague Glass
RUGGLES OF RED GAP Harry Leon Wilson
THE ETERNAL CITY Hall Cai tie

THE CALL OF THE WILD ~ Jack London
CAPE COD FOLKS Sarah Greene
THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER Edward Egeleston
ALTCE ADAMS Booth Tarkington
THE CHRISTIAN .....Hall Caine
THE COMMON LAW Robert W. Chambers
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA Anthony Hope
RUPERT OF HENTZAU Anthony Hope
FIGHTING BLOOD H. C. Witwer
THE TURMOIL Booth Tarkington
THE LONE STAR RANGER Zane Grey
MAIN STREET Sinclair Lewis
PENROD Booth Tarkington
PENROD AND SAM Booth Tarkineton
TO THE LAST MAN Zane Grey
WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER Charles Major
THE RUSTLE OF SILK Cosmo Hamilton
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN Gene Stratton-Porter

THE FLIRT Booth Tarkington
ROBIN HOOD f. Walker McSpadden
THE RAMBLIN' KID Earl Wayland Bowman
ST. ELMO Augusta J. Evans
THE CLANSMAN Thomas Dixon
THE LEATHER PUSHERS H. C. Witwer

All books included in this announcement are full size standard cloth bound and

price $1.00 each or six books for $5.00, includes insured delivery charges to any

address in the United States, Mexico or Canada. Address Order to SCREENLAND
MAGAZINE, (Book Dept.), 145 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
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Dinner hour in the gardens of the Ritz at Taris— painted for Djer-Kiss by John La Gatta

In so dainty a case^

(S^/jJould one expect a "Vanity

quite so complete?

ANEW double-vanity, light and bewitchingly dainty.

Petite enough to tuck with ease into your small

purse or hand-bag. Yet it carries your Rouge, your loose

Face Powder and a convenient double-faced mirror!

Yes, a compartment for loose face powder [ See

—

ingenious "powder pockets" release just enough
powder on the puff each time you open the case.

Rouge compact, too. And a double-faced mirror. On
one side a detail mirror reflects any part of your face.

On the other side a reducing mirror reflects your entire

face at a glance.

Exquisitely fashioned of nickel-silver, its cover an

artistic cameo-effect—this Djer-Kiss Rouge-and-Loose-
,

Powder Vanity awaits you at shops which feature the

newest aids to beauty.
ft jf'^i

ROUGE £y LOOSE POWDER

Canity

^ASHION'S "GVW
"Letbut a single French
fragrance breathe its al-

luring parfum fromeach
necessite de toilette."

—Kerkoff, Paris

Monsieur Kerkoff's

DJER-KISS

Aids to Charm
PARFUM

TALC • FACE POWDER
VEGETALE • TOILET WATER

BRILLIANTINE
LIP ROUGE • CREAMS
ROUGE • SACHET

SOAP

^At your favorite shop

Re-fill with Djer-Kiss Face Powder, for
no other powder is quite so soft and fine
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X^ANT TO BE A SCREEN HERO?
film part FREE to some YOUNG

MAN — See Page 34.



is Tours
Master

CICK at heart the trembling girl shud-
^ dered at the words that delivered her
to this terrible fate of the East. How
could she escape from this Oriental mon-

ster into whose hands she had been given—this mysterious
man of mighty power whose face none had yet seen?

Here is an extraordinary situation. What was to be
the fate of this beautiful girl? Who was this strange emissary whom no one really knew?

To know the answer to this and the most exciting tales of Oriental adventure and mystery ever
told, read on through the most thrilling, absorbing, entertaining and fascinating pages ever written

MASTERPIECES OF ORIENTAL MYSTERY
11 SUPERB VOLUMES

By SAX ROHMER
Written with his uncanny
knowledge of things Oriental

npHESE are no ordinary detective stories. The hid-

den secrets, mysteries and intrigues of the Orient
fairly leap from the pages. Before your very eyes
spreads a swiftly moving panorama that takes you
breathless from the high places of society—from
homes of refinement and luxury, to sinister underworlds
of London and the Far East—from Piccadilly and Broad-
way to incredible scenes behind idol temples in far off

China—from hidden cities in the jungles of Malay along
strange paths to the very seat of Hindu sorcery.

11 Mystery Volumes Packed with Thrills

Be the first in your community to own these, the most wonderful
Oriental mystery stories ever published— books that have sold
by the hundred thousand at much higher prices— books you will

enjoy reading over and over again. Handsomely bound in sub-
stantial cloth covers, a proud adornment for your table or shelf.

IF

THE _ XHE THS
'"SIOIOOS RETURN UAMO or
DR.ru DR.ru pu DOPE
manchcj mavchu mawcho
SWKMJJB! SttRMMEK SttRojWB Hxj«j|B(Bl
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GOLDEN BAT FIRE
SCORpfdM WING TONGUE

SWMHMia SBKOWgR SttttWMCR

Forget Your Troubles—Relax—
Enjoy Yourself!

These are the sort of stories that President Wilson,
Roosevelt and other great men read to help them relax

—

to forget their burdens. To read these absorbing tales of the
mysterious East is to cast your worries into oblivion

—

to increase your efficiency many times over.

Extraordinary Offer— ,
Don't Wait a Minute! /

Printing these volumes by the hundred thousand
when paper was cheap makes this low price possi-

,

ble. Only a limited number left. Don't lose a minute! S

SEND NO MONEY—£—
ination Coupon Today Sure! Read them

2 BEAUTIFUL
BOOK -ENDS FREE

A

VA
-rv McKINLAY,

<S^v STONE &
^. A MaeKENZIE

JS^iy 30 Irving Place
,£»:<V New York

TEN DAYS FREE, without a penny down. Please send me on an-
r J q> V proval. nil charges prepaid.

TT . A,n set of your special Master-

J \J \J 1 «,v pieces of Oriental Mystery, in

.^T.O 11 handsomely bound cloth

ONCE Wl^m V volumes If after 1" days' free
so^^» / examination I am convinced they

LIMITED quantity on hand of beautiful
are the most extraordinary, most fas-

cinating Oriental mystery stories I have
ever read and are easily worth twice the

price. I will keep the books and send you
$1.00 promptly and $1.00 a month for only

12 months: when you receive mv first payment
Ad. After you have received your set for *^ J°

u^^^"^.S^'g^^
tree examination, just mail VOlir first - > Otherwise, I will return the set within 10 davs ofV> receipt at your expense, the examination to cost me

sphinx polychrome book-ends, will

Co*be sent absolutely FREE as a premium for

promptness with the first orders from this

installment within ten days and these
two handsome book-ends (5 inches
high) will be delivered to you
free—but send the coupon
today! *

nothing.

Name.

McKINLAY, STONE & MACKENZIE,
Dept. va, 30 IRVING PLACE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

/ Occupation.
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Use These New Secrets

of Powerful Speech
To Win Popularity,Money, Success!

No longer is there any mystery to the art of

public speaking— and how to talk cunningly.

No longer is it necessary for any man to be

held back by the handicap of ineffective speech.

Smashed by actual proof in thousands of cases

is the old tradition that "Only a few are born
with the natural gift of forceful speech." Now
it has been conclusively shown that seven men
out of every nine have this "hidden knack" —
and that a few scientific principles, easily

learned by anyone, develop this "hidden knack"
into a potent force which can be used to bring
amazing salary increases— popularity— success— the greatest reward that the world has to

offer.

See How Easy It Is

College education or previous training is not
needed. Right in your own home, in 1 5 minutes
a day, you can learn these secrets of powerful
speech, as they are given to you by a man
known throughout the world for his successful
experience in teaching public speaking.- The
knowledge that he gives you is more than train-
ing in speech. These little secrets are principles
that have been applied by men of prominence,
in gaining the things that every ambitious man
or woman is striving for. They are the things
that cause one man to rise from an obscure
position to the head of a great corporation

;

another, from the rank and file of political
workers to real prominence ; an ordinary trades
union member to the national leadership of
great labor unions; a timid and retiring man to
develop into a popular and much applauded
after dinner and banquet speaker. They are
secrets that will make you the ready speaker
and conversationalist under all social or busi-
ness conditions.

Free Test To Prove You Have This

Hidden Knack

An amazing book has been written which
enables you to decide for yourself whether you
have this hidden "knack" — whether you pos-

WHAT 15 MINUTES A DAY WILL SHOW YOU

How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How

to talk before your club or lodge.

to address Board Meetings.

to propose and respond to toasts.

to make a political speech.

to tell entertaining stories.

to make after-dinner speeches.

to converse interestingly.

to write better letters.

to sell more goods.

to train your memory.
to enlarge your vocabulary.
to develop self-confidence.

to accruire a winning personality.

to strengthen your will-power and ambition.

to develop your power of concentration.

to become a clear, common, accurate thinker.

to be the master of any situation.

Mail Coupon For Free Book

Mail the coupon immediately. Find out for
yourself the secrets that have helped timid, back-
ward men into successful positions. Find out if

you are one of the seven men out of every nine
who have this hidden "knack," and learn how
you can use this talent to gain the things you
want. It gives you many hints on How to
overcome stage fright, How to speak before
Club or Lodge, How to Sell, How to act as a
Toastmaster, How to persuade— by simply
spending 15 minutes a day in the privacy of
your own home. Mail the coupon immediately.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601 S. Michigan Avenue

Dept. 632-B Chicago, III.

sess the qualifications that will make you a
leader in business — an effective public speaker— and how these little secrets can be used to
bring out your latent ability. This book is

primarily intended not only for those who have
realized the importance of being able to talk
effectively, such as lawyers, and other profes-
sional people — but those who have felt the
handicap of bashf illness, self-consciousness and
ineffective speech. Men who have made millions
have sent for this book. It may prove to bo
the most important step in your life when you
send for it.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE,
.Dept. 632-B, 3601 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me at once your free book
"How to Work Wonders With Words." It
will enable me to decide for myself whether
I am one of the seven out of every nine who
have the "hidden knack" of effective speech.
I am not obligated.

Address

City State.
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Is a Rupture
Wreckingiburlife?

THOUSANDS of men and women are letting

rupture make a tragedy of their lives, needlessly.

Many of them do not realize that rupture, if it

is allowed to go on, saps the vitality—slows them up
mentally and physically, and actually shortens their

lives. Others realize the significance of their condition,

but have the mistaken idea that nothing can be done to

actually heal the hurt.

New Natural Healing Method

But now science knows that it is unnecessary for

you to put up with steel springs, obnoxious pads and
cushions, leg straps and other weighty old-fashioned

contraptions. It has been demonstrated that these

old-fashioned methods actually retard the healing of

ruptures in many cases, often leading to strangula-
tion. And a way has been found to seal rupture
without the pressure of a heavy truss. A Member
of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science has invented a little device, weighing less

than one twenty-fitfh of an ounce, which provides a

new matural method for supporting rupture, pre-
vents slipping and paves the way for a genuine healing
hygiene.

Free Offer

So phenomenal has been the success of this in-

vention that the inventor is offering to send it for

free test to any ruptured man or woman. Unless it

produces immediate results you pay nothing. Full
details of this free offer will be sent if you will

merely send the coupon below. Fill it out carefully

and get it in the very first mail.

John G. Homan
6814 Clay St. Steubenville. Ohio
r _____ _ ____ __ _
, Mr. John G. Homan,
1 6814 Clay Street, '

[
Steubenville, Ohio. .

Please send

obligated.

r Name

me immediately your free trial offer. I am not
|

Address

City- State-
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That
In My Hair
By Edna Wallace Hopper

Countless women ask me how I attain

that wonderful glint in my hair. This is

the story of it.

I have been famous as a stage beauty for

some 40 years. I have written millions of

words about youth and beauty. I have

searched the world for the best it had to

offer. Now I am offering other women

—

everywhere—the best helps I have found.

All toilet counters supply them. And a

vast army of girls and women now employ

what I use.

As a result, experts who discover some-

thing new send me their productions. If I

adopt them and advise them, a world of

women will employ them. So I think I get

the best new helps created.

Last year, some famous experts sub-

mitted to me a new type of shampoo. They
had studied shampoos for 50 years or over.

They had made about 250 kinds of sham-

poo, perfecting it step by step.

They called this their final creation.

They said it embodied 20 ingredients, all

designed to help the hair. And two of

them gave a glint to the hair.

I tried the shampoo, and the glistening

hair I show today is one of the results.

I asked other women to try it—hundreds

of them. And there came to me an over-

whelming demand for more. It is, beyond
doubt, the greatest shampoo in existence.

Now I have employed the creators to

make it for you. It is called Edna
Wallace Hopper 's Fruity Shampoo. All

druggists and toilet counters supply it.

And I hope it is going to bring to millions

the lustrous hair I show.
I send a sample to anyone who asks,

enough for one shampoo. It will amaze
and delight you, as it did me. You have
never dreamed that anything could do

what my Fruity Shampoo does for hair.

Try it for your own sake. Cut out this

coupon now. My Beauty Book will come
with the sample.

Trial Bottle Free
Edna Wallace Hopper,

536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago.

I want to try Fruity Shampoo.
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An Answer Page of Information,

Address: Miss Vee Dee,
Screenland, 236 W. 55th St.

New York City.

A. L. I. Yea, Constance Bennett danced

for a short time at one of the New York

clubs. Her sister Barbara has never been

in the movies. Barbara is at present in

Paris with Maurice, whose dancing partner

.she is. Leonora Hughes, it is said, has

given up professional life. Irene Castle is

now the wife of Major McLaughlin and

the mother of a little Irene. Rather crazy

about dancers, eh?

Miss X- F. R. While Pauline Frederick's

latest release is "Smouldering Fires," Paul'

me is personally showing the folk in the

land of the leaping kangaroos, in other

words Australia, just how to act these days.

June Elvidge— remember her?— is also a

member of this company.

Roy F. Louise Fazenda was born in

Lafayette, Ind., in 1895; so work it out

yourself, Roy. She commenced her stage

career in stock, then to Universal, Keystone

and Sennett comedies. She is five feet five

and weighs around 128. Light hair and

hazel eyes. Alice Terry was born in Nash-

ville, Texas, and has looked at calendars for

twentyeight years. Her hair is actually

Titian, not blond; that's a wig she wears.

Gray eyes and weighs 115.

Jane Ellen (Mass.). James Kirkwood's

first wife was Gertrude Robinson; his sec-

ond is Lila Lee. They have a James, Jr.,

nowadays. June Marlowe was Ann in

"The Man Without a Conscience."

Mary M. (Baltimore). No set rule gov-

erns the buying of personal photographs.

If the company for whom the artiste works

desires special poses, the company pays for

them: if the star wants them, the star pays,

and this being the case nearly all the time,

photographs cut a large hole in the pay-

envelope.

7\[orman Esteve. Charles Hutchinson is

now directing pictures instead of acting.

His wife, who is Edith Thornton on the

cast-title, and whom he met in England two

years ago, plays lead. Here's wishing the

family luck.

M. E. B. Horoscope letters should be

addressed to Miss Jane Carleton, care of

Screenland, 236 W. 55th Street, New
York City.

Armando Fernandez. If you tell me ex-

actly what studios and what stars' addresses

you want, I'll do my best to oblige. But
remember I'm a hard-working woman and
not a directory, so don't ask for too many
all at once. Dribble them in.

Duane Thompson Admirer. Duane is an

American girl — straight from Iowa, where
the corn grows higher than her five feet

three and some pumpkins weigh more than

her one hundred and fifteen pounds. "Some
Pumpkins" — why, that's the name of her

next picture with Charles Ray. She has

played in Christie Comedies, too.

T. J. W. (San Pedro). Harold Lloyd

can be reached at the Roach Studios, Holly-

wood, Cal. Herbert Rawlinson is with

Associated Exhibitors, 36 West 45th Street,

N. Y. C. Tom Terriss has mail sent to

Famous Players-Lasky Studios, Astoria, L. I.

William S. Hart hasn't made a picture for

some time, but he is getting ready to pull

his guns for United Artists, Hollywood.

Mildred M a r \ s (Oakland). Address

Mary Philbin at the Universal Studios, Uni-

versal City, Cal. Watch for the fair Mary
in "Phantom of the Opera."

A Tearle Fan. Glad to hear from you
again. Conway was born July 10th, 1880,

right here in New York. He commenced
his stage career with Sir Charles Wyndham
and later played with such well-known play-

ers as Ellen Terry, Billie Burke, Ethel

Barrymore, Viola Allen, and in stock with

Grace George.

Everitt M. Don't tell me you intend

sending birthday gifts to all the players you
mention! Baby Peggy was born October
26th and is just seven. Mae Murray is

about thirty-eight. Monte Blue has a birth-

day July 11th and was born in 1890.

Other dates are: Ronald Colman, February

9, 1891; Reginald Denny, November 21,

1895; Carol Dempster, January 16, 1902;

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., December 9, 1910.

Dorothy and Lillian Gish are twenty-six

and twenty-eight respectively.

Sonny. Claire Adams, a Canadian, and
on the stage before entering the movies,

recently signed a contract with William De
Mille for Famous Players-Lasky. Judging
by the number of questions I get about

Claire, she's forming an army of friends.

Len G. Victor Potel is with Rin-Tin-Tin

in that li'l lap-dog's next, "Below the Line."

Harry Myers is now working in "Grounds
for Divorce," a Paramount production.

Yes, I'd like to see Myers in another "Con-
necticut Yankee," but first find another

Mark Twain.

Rob Roy. Understand May Allison and
Robert Ellis are divorced. May is with

First National. Olive Borden has a small

part in "The Happy Warrior," a Vitagraph

picture starring Alice Calhoun. So look

out for her. Another starlet on the rise.

F. R. O. Natalie Kingston and Madeline
Hurlock are both with Pathe. Madeline

has been throwing her hair around lately;

how many girls could do that nowadays?
She is having her portrait painted but, after

several sittings in New York, was obliged

to return to Hollywood before its comple-

tion. The portrait had to be finished from
memory. The painter forgot the exact
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shade of Madeline's hair, so she sent a tress

by air mail. Wonder what we boyish'

bobbed women would have done. A couple

of girls I know could have sent the right

shade in a bottle. "Puss! Puss.'"

S\eezix (H. B. T. M.). Address Lloyd

Hughes care First National Pictures, 383

Madison Ave., N. Y.; Jacqueline Logan,

F. B. O. Studios, Melrose and Gower
Streets, Hollywood; Douglas MacLean, As*

sociated Exhibitors, Hollywood; Lois Wil-

son, Famous Players-Lasky, Vine Street,

Hollywood; and Patsy Ruth Miller, Warner
Bros., Hollywood. So you want a descrip'

tion of your favorites. Gosh! Well. Lloyd

Hughes is six feet, weighs HO, has dark

hair, greenish-gray eyes, and altogether is a

very handsome leading man. Jacqueline

Logan has auburn hair, grey eyes, is five

feet four and weighs 120. Douglas Mac-

Lean is a brown-eyed, brown-haired lad

from Philadelphia. He weighs 145 and is

five feet ten. Lois Wilson has brown hair

and hazel eyes, weighs 120 and is five feet

five and a half. Patsy Ruth Miller is a

jolly-looking girl with brown hair and eyes,

and a slight little figure which doesn't re-

quire dieting to keep it so. You adore

Lloyd Hughes and Jacqueline Logan.
You've picked two winners,' haven't you?

Twenty-five cents is the usual sum sent to

cover cost of posting photos.

Emma. Mary MacLaren is married, you

know, to an English army man. She is

living in India, at present, I believe.

Dory (X- ]) February 6, 1901, is Ben
Lyon's birthday and you can reach him at

the First National Offices, 383 Madison
Ave., N. Y. Ronald Colman, with United

Artists, Hollywood, Bebe Daniels and Rich-

ard Dix at Famous Players-Lasky, Astoria,

L. I., and Marie Prevost at the Warner
Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd., Holly-

wood, Cal. Ben Lyon is now working on
"Winds of Chance" and "The Pace That
Kills" will follow.

S. D. D. You're so crazy about Harold
Lloyd that you want to know exactly what
his wife, Mildred Davis, looks like. Far be

it from me to prolong the agony. Mildred

is five feet, has blond hair and blue eyes,

and at the present time rather overlooks

the question of calories. So she's somewhat
plumper than she should be. A great

favorite in the Hollywood film world, invi-

tations to her luncheons and recherche din-

ners are much coveted.

Desiree. Wrong this time. Seena Owen
was Mrs. George Walsh, so Miriam Coop-
er, who is Mrs. Raoul Walsh, was her
sister-in-law. Seena's very own sister is Lil-

lie Hayward, a clever scenario writer for

Cosmopolitan.

Margaret R. I liked the photo of George
Carpentier. He always was a favorite of

mine. Ralph Graves, born in Cleveland,
Ohio, started his screen career with the old

Essanay Company. He is six feet one,
weighs 170, and has brown hair and blue
eyes. ' His address is the L. A. A. Club,
Los Angeles.

Avon. I think Texas Guinan is making
too much as a cabaret hostess to return to

the screen permanently. Texas' salary is

$1,000 per week, and only recently she had
an offer of $6,000 to take her El Fey Club
entertainers into vaudeville. She is to ap-

pear in one film with her Elfey Girls, and,

as Texas puts it, "she gets $1,000 a day
and eats." And very nice, too!

Mat G. Constance Talmadge's nexc pic-

ture will be "Because I Love You." Con-
nie's a connoisseur they say!

Tire
Agents
Wanted

IS,

_ 9 Use and In- MS
ftroduco MELLINGER CORD TIRES /M
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' GUARANTEED
Lowest Wholesale Prices in Amer- "

fca. Shipped prepaid on approval. Mi
bigmooey allorparttime. Nocapita
experience. Sample sections furnish

YOUR TIRES FREE!
Simply send name today for FREE BOOK, tallc
how thousands do bis businesB. Special Agents'
0«»T. Wholesale Prices and FREE Sample. Kit.

MELLINGER TIRE & RUBBER CO. _,
Dept.31 6, Philadelphia,Pa..orKansas Cii

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-
pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adda wonderful charm,
bounty and expression to any face.
Perfectly harmless. Used by millions
«.f l..v. ly w«.men. HLACK or HROWN.
obtainable in solid form or water-
proof liquid. 75c at your dealer's or
di-ect postpaid.
r^AYBELLINE CO. CHICAGO

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
10c for our Twelve- Hour Talent-Tester or Key to

Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel,
instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on.

Movie Acting included FREE.
FILM BUREAU Station 5 Jackson, Mich.

Science has solved the problem of
removing unwanted hairpleasant-
Iy, without discomfort to the skin

lur or complexion. This with NEET. a
mild, dainty cream. You merely spread

it on and then rinse off with clear water. That's all;

the hair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool

.

smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor

and severe chemical preparations, have given way to

this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the ac-

cepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.
50c at Drug and Department stores or by mail.

Money back if it fails to please you. Buy now.
HANNIBAL PHAR. CO..G05 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Riverside Drive, New Tor\,

is what ma\es St "Wild Wild
Girl"

—

as\ Bebe Daniels.

Delica Laboratories, Inc., Dei
4003 Broadway, Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Please send me generous samples of Kissproof
IJ •»£.• n.l Ki»t|,r»»r Lipstick. I encli.se liv lor packing »;,.!

mailing. If regular size package is wanted enclose yUc for
each one checked.

Lipstick Rouge

, AM

NoBunions
Happy Feet Now

Oh! the joy of shapely feet that feel

snug and happy in stylish small shoes.

You need no longer tolerate Bunions.

PEDODYNE, the magic Bunion bol-

vent removes that ugly hump.
Instantly, harmlessly and pleas-

antly, stops the pain; gives you courage to

dance,walk or run with the hvest of them.

Sent on Trial»en-
J •y- To introduce

,1 your neighbo
^fTW for n shor

this wonderful remedy in

.....jnuorhood 1 make this limited— offer for a short time only. Write today

and I will cheerfully arrange to send you a

treatment of Pedodyne Solvent for your own use,

so you can recommend it to your friends. No
obligation, please write me personally NOW.
GEO. J. KAY, care KAY LABORATORIES

186 N. La Salle St., Dept. F-426, Chicago, III.

SLENDER ANKLES
CAN BE YOURS
PEOPLE ADMIRE D6INTY AHKLES
Thick or swollen ankles can

quickly be reduced to dainty
slendersttape bynew discovery
of special processed rubber.

tenor Ankle Reducers
Ankles Actually Look Thin

While Getting Thin
Different in reducing action from all
other reducers. Slip on when you go to
bed and note amazing; results next morn-
ing. Reduces and shapes ankle and lower
calf. Slips on like a glove. No strips of
rubber to bind and cause discomfort.
Nothing tf rub in or massage. Enables
youto wear low shoes becomingly. Worn
under stockings without detection. Used
byprominentactresses. Send $3.25and
we will send you Lennr Ankle Reoucers
inplain package subject to your inspec-
tion. Oive size of ankle and widest

-*!>1 MFC. CO. Dept. I-HG-5
503 Fit h / venue New York

Iarold Lloyd and Mildred Davis

came to town on a vacation.

Although they call each other

"Pa" and "Ma" just for fun, and

because they're so proud of being the

parents of Baby Gloria, they look younger

than they ever did. Mildred, slim once

more, looks like a kid. Harold is a proud

husband, and Mildred's jewels testify to the

delight he takes in pleasing her. But Mil-

dred as Mrs. Harold Lloyd is no different

from the little girl she used to be before

her comedy romances turned into a real

one. She went to Philadelphia during their

eastern sojourn and met again the first

teacher she ever had in grade-school, and

was thrilled about it. Before the Lloyds

left for home and Baby, they went to Wash-

ington, presumably to shake the President's

hand.

The last Lloyd comedy for Pathe, before

he begins his Famous Players-Lasky con-

tract, is said to be his best. It's a college

story and will be released as soon as a suit-

able title can be found.

Because Joe Schenck bought the screen

rights to Ki\i for his wife, Norma
Talmadge, a break was precipitated between

Lenore Ulric, the stage Ki\i, and her man-

ager, David Belasco. Lenore wanted to

play in the film version; Belasco had other

plans. So Miss Ulric is on her own now
and may soon appear in pictures. Norma's

Ki\i will be an event of the late fall season.

Marion Davies paid us a flying visit

to see herself on the screen in Zander

the Great. Marion says if you all like her

in comedy roles she'll give them to you.

If Zander is a success, she will act accord-

ingly. Speak up, now.

Colleen Moore and her husband, John
McCormick, First National official,

have sailed for Europe, to be gone three

months. While they're away, their com-

pany will decide upon future plans for Miss

Moore. Other producers are angling for

her services but it is generally believed she

will stay with the company which first

starred her. Before the McCormicks left,

Colleen was the guest of honor at several

feminine functions. "Cat parties," they're

called. They originated in Hollywood, but

when the starettes were transplanted to

New York they brought the idea along.

Mildred Lloyd was also included among
those present.

Mary Hay and Dick Barthelmess have

come to the parting of the ways.

After several months of rumors and denial

of separation, the famous pair have at last

admitted that they will agree to disagree.

There will be no divorce, simply a separa-

tion.

The break was brought about, it is said

by those who should know, by Barthelmess'

opposition to his wife's career as a dancer.

He preferred that she should retire into

private life. Mary thought differently. She

has had great success the past few months
as the dancing partner of Clifton Webb,
in big-time vaudeville and at Ciro's, the

smart supper-club. Recently the Webb-Hay
team received a flattering offer to dance

abroad, in the English music-halls and also

at a fashionable club. They accepted, and

will sail very soon. Meanwhile Richard

must continue his screen work, which keeps

him in New York; and thus a charming

romance goes on the rocks. Baby Mary,

their little two-year-old daughter, will re-

main with her father for the present; when
Miss Hay returns from Europe, little MarY

will spend six months with her. The child's

time will be divided between her parents.

The Barthelmess separation seems a little

sad, when one thinks over their romance.

They were married June 18, 1920, at the

Church of the Heavenly Rest on Fifth Ave-

nue, when both were working in Griffith's

Way Down East. Strangely enough, this

little church was torn down about the same

time that the Barthelmess union was shat-

tered. Dick fell in love with little Mary,

daughter of Colonel Frank Merrill Caldwell

of the U. S. Army, when she was attracting

attention as a piquant dancer for Ziegfeld.

Their marriage was always pointed out with

pride to the scoffers at domestic bliss among

movie folk. It's too bad.

Dorothy Gish has already been signed

to play opposite Dick Barthelmess in

his next picture to follow Shore Leave. It

is expected that Inspiration will star her

soon after.



Mae Marsh has left us to make another

feature abroad. She sailed with her

mother and her daughter Mary.

Another one of those motion picture

fairy-tales is now being told.

Cinderella, this time, is little Lois Moran,

only sixteen, blonde and blue-eyed, slim and

wistfully charming. Sam Goldwyn met her

and her mother in Paris on his last trip.

Lois had been dancing in the opera ballet

and had also made appearances for a French

film company. Mr. Goldwyn advised Mrs.

Moran to bring the girl to America. They
came; they met Henry King, one of Gold'

wyn's directors, and after a screen test,

"they" got the job! Which means that lit-

tle Lois Moran will

play a principal role

in Stella Dallas un-

der King's direction;

and has also signed

a long-term contract

for future Gold'

wyns.

SCREEN LAND
having finished her leading lady role oppo'

site Doug in Don % Son of Zorro, will

play in The Scarlet Saint for First National

at the Bronx studio; and Hobart Bosworth,

here to appear with Doris Kenyon in The
Half'tuay Girl for the same company.

Corinne Griffith deserves, and usually

gets, a special paragraph to her beautiful

self. Corinne came east to film the ex'

teriors for her next picture, Classified, from
Edna Ferber's story. When I saw her at

her hotel she was completely surrounded by
friends, her husband, and flowers. Wish
she worked here all the time, but Califor'

nia doesn't.
* * *

You'd never believe it of Lila Lee, de-

voted wife and mother of James and
Jim Junior; but she

has gone on the

stage in a very

frisky little farce

from the French,

called The Bride
Retires.

BY the time you
read this, Lil-

lian Gish will prob'

ably be in California

making her first pic-

ture under her new
contract for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer. It

will be, according to

last report, Annie
Laurie. Lillian, be-

fore she left, was
heard to remark

that she wasn't en-

gaged to be married

to George Jean Na-
than or to anybody
else; that for the

next two years work
and nothing but
would occupy her

mind. She will

make six screenplays in two years.

Before she left for the coast, she was

present at the opening of Fiske O'Hara in

The Great Mogul and applauded enthusias-

tically. She was thinking that years ago

there was a little golden-haired child in a

kid part in the same show with the same

star and an even littler child in another

baby role. The two little girls were Lillian

and Dorothy Gish.

Gloria has gone to the coast to make
The Coast of Folly.

The whole world has heard of the excit-

ing opening of Madame Sans Gene at the

Rivoli in New York, where Gloria and her

Marquis trod a path of real roses to reach

their box. She will have a hard time

duplicating this triumph. But as the film

world remarks these days, "What will

Gloria do next?"

HILE Gloria is working in the west,

it seemed to be a good time to let

Pola Negri make a picture in New York.

The continental star returned from Europe
and had a lot of fuss with the customs

officials because she failed to declare a small

fortune in gems. Pola pleaded that she had
forgotten she'd become an American citizen!

She remembers it now and says she's glad

to be back home.

Mr. and Mrs. McCormic\ sail for

Europe— yes, it's Colleen Moore.

urope s gam is

they say. Mr.

DO you recall
Louise Glaum,

who used to be la-

belled the leopard

woman for her
vampish ability on

the screen? Well,

Louise has reformed

her shadow to such

an extent that she

declares herself
ready and willing

to play nice, quiet

girls. Her latest ap-

pearance is in Fifty-

Fifty. How does it

happen, anyway,
that it's always the

charming, refined

young women who
play the bold, bad

ones?

New York's loss, as

and Mrs. Jack Demp-

ecent arrivals listed in Father Knicker-

L bocker's register are Mary Astor, who,

sey have sailed for Berlin, where Jack will

add to his income by performing to fhe

tune of three thousand a week or so before

German audiences. According to report,

Estelle Taylor Dempsey has made up the

champion's mind that he will retire without

fighting another battle. They may do pic-

tures together later on. Their last, Man-
hattan Madness, was completed before they

left -

TWO square-shootin', hard-ridin' sons of

the west have been, and gone, and the

eastern film world proceeds more calmly.

Tom Mix spent only a few days in New
York after his return from a triumphal

tour of Europe. Bill Hart came to talk

over his new contract with United Artists

by which he will make two super-westerns

every year; but he spent lots of time back-

stage at Ziegfeld's Follies. What? Oh,
no— he went back to see his old friend,

Will Rogers.

ALL the friends that Alma Rubens and
her handsome and genial ma can boast

in New York are wiring congratulations to

the star in California. No; she hasn't de-

cided to wed Ricardo Cortez,. But she and
Mrs. Rubens have been notified that they

are heirs to an estate of over one million

dollars! Added to Alma's already large

income, this should enable them to live

quite comfortably. But it won't change

them a bit.

GrayHair
Unnecessaty
A9 I Have Proved

I proved it many years
ago by renewing; the
original color in my own
prematurely gray hair
with the Restorer I now
offer you. This time-
tested preparation never
fails, as hundreds of
thousands of gray haired
people have learned.
There is not space in

this advertisement to tell

my story. Send for Free
Trial bottle and learn
all.

Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Color Restorer is a
clear, colorless liquid, clean as water. No in-
terference with shampooing. Nothing to wash
or rub off. Application easy, renewed color
perfect, in any light.

MAIL, COUPON TODAY for special patented
Free Trial outfit and full instructions for mak-
ing the convincing test on one lock. Indicate
color of hair by X. If possible, enclose lock of
your hair in your letter.

Please print your name and address———

j

MART T. GOLDMAN
516-K. Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn,

]

Please send your patented Free Trial

| Outfit. X shows color of hair. Black darkbrown I

. medium brown auburn (dark red) ... .light brown.... I

| light auburn (light red). ...blonde....

I

Trial Bottle
Absolutely
FREE

FREE
TRIAL
COUPON

Name

.

J

Street City -

FRECK
Sun and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spots,

How to Remove Easily
Here's a chance. Miss Freckleiace, to try a

remedy for freckles with the guarantee of a re-

liable concern that it will not cost you a penny

unless it removes the freckles; while if it does

give you a clear complexion the expense is

trifling.

Simply get an ounce of Othine — double

strength — from any drug or department store

and a few applications should show you how
easy it is to rid yourself of the homely freckles

and get a beautiful complexion. Rarely is more
than one ounce needed for the worst case.

Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine,

as this strength is sold under guarantee of money
back if it fails to remove your freckles.

We recommend Othine Complexion Soap for use
with Othine, also as a shampoo — it's wonder-
ful for bobbed hair— 25c a cake at all drug or

department stores or by mail. Othine Labora-
tories, Inc., Buffalo. X. Y.

Sizes for
all types
of noses

FREE
Demonstration

if desired

/U1IT& HOSE ADJUSTER
The GENUINE (Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid, pain-
less and safe. The ANITA is a GEN-
UINE and most COMFORTABLE
NASAL SUPPORTER, absolutely
GUARANTEED. Highly re-
commended hv plivsieians.

Write for FREE Booklet,
**Nature'sWay to Happiness."

IheflniTft Co.
Dept.' 69 . Anita Building.
655 High St., Newark, N. J. BEFORE'AFTER

SuporfluoujHAIR'allGONE

Forever removed by theM abler
Method which kills the hsir root
without pain or injuries to the
skin in the privacv of vour own
home. We teach BeautyCulture.

Send today 3 stamps for
Free Booklet

O.J. MAHLER CO., 37-B Mahler Park, Providence, R.I.
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FRFF* 10 daytriali
"T * Send no money.
Simply clip coupon below.

marcel your hair

beautifully

— in 5 minutes — at home!
An alluring wave guaranteed, bobbed or unbobbed

And the cost is but half-a-penny!
Coupon offers free 10-day trial

THE loveliness of softly waved hair —
chic, alluring!—may always be yours,

now. No more times, between waves, when
the curl has gone—when hair is not as
pretty as it might be—when it is hard to
arrange.

For now you can do as thousands of other
attractive girls and women do—whether
your hair is bobbed or long. Every day, if

you wish, have a fresh marcel. Right at
home—in five minutes! And the cost is

actually about half a cent. It is a new
method, approved by hair specialists.

The coupon below offers you an oppor-

tunity to try it, without cost, for io days.
Send no money—simply clip the coupon.

An exquisite wave
This new way to keep your hair beauti-

fully dressed was perfected to do two things:
First, to give you a really professional wave
in a very few minutes at home; and second,
to reduce the cost.

You use the YVETTE Marcel Waver to
do it. Specially designed to impart an ex-
quisitely soft, but very distinct wave.

.
Simply attach it to an ordinary electric

light socket, as you would an old-style
"curling iron." But the YVETTE
does what no "curling iron" could
ever do.

First of all, it uses less heat. So cannot pos-
sibly burn or injure the life and lustre of your
hair in any way. And this heat is applied by
a new principle, to all parts of all hair.

So it does not matter whether your hair is

dry and brittle, or whether it is very oily.
The YVETTE Marcel Waver gives a per-
fectly charming wave to any hair. Not a
round curl, but a real, professional-
looking Marcel wave 1

In five minutes your hair is beau
tif ally waved. How nice to have
this help, for instance, when
going to the theater some
evening—with little time
to get ready. What a
comfort not having
to bother with hair-

dressers' appoint-
ments and
waiting I

Buy several $20 hats

with what it saves!
In twelve months The YVETTE Marcel

Waver will actually save you from $40 to $50
over and above its slight cost! And it will last
for a lifetime. We guarantee it against de-
fective workmanship or material, you know.
Remember, too, that you take no risk at all in
testing it for ten days.

Then, too, it saves you a great deal of money ! More
than ten times enough to pay for itself, in twelve
months. The cost for electric current, each time you
use it, is less than half of a penny.

A remarkable offer
This unusual, new waver will delight you as it has

thousands of others. It was originally made to sell at
$10—which is really a low price, when you consider
the time and money to be saved. But we have deter-
mined to reduce the price—and, by selling still

greater numbers, have just as large a business as ever.
So we make this amazingly generous offer.

Simply clip, fill in and mail the coupon below.
Don't send any money, unless you particularly wish
to. We will immediately send you a YVETTE
Waver. When the postman delivers it to your door,
give him $4.97, plus a few pennies postage, the new,
reduced price. But—note this:

Keep and use the Waver for ten days. Test it in
any way you see fit. Then, if you are not entirely and
completely delighted with what it does for your hair,
with the saving in time and money, just send it back

to us. Immediately, and without the slight-

est questioning, we will mail back your $4.97.
Isn't that fair?

Just think what a pleasure it's going to be.
Bp having your hair freshly and beautifully
Hr waved all the time! And with enough money

saved to pay for several very lovely hats, a
new suit, or frock! Clip your coupon now.
Mail it today, sure.

YVETTE
MARCEL WAVER

pronounced EE-VET'

SendNoMoney—10 Days'Trial
Distributing Division,

YVETTE et Cie., Dept. 23

26 East Huron St., Chicago.
Please send YVETrE Marcel Waver. I will deposit

$4.97 with postman when he brings it. You are to return
this $4.97 to me if, after 10-day trial, I do not care to keep
the waver.

Name . .

Address.

City .State.
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Q Filming "The Little French Girl," in which Mary Brian first

played a lead part. Can you see Old Man Opportunity snoop-

ing around? Mary found him and her future right here.

HOLLYWOOD
T 'heCityW here£ verfD ay

'B rings S uccess toS omeQ ne.

0[ Ben Lyon and Viola Dana in theii

leading roles in "The Necessary

Evil." George Archainhaud, direc-

tor, and George Folsey, cameraman,-

on. The simplicity of sincer-

ity marks them as artists.
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SCREENLAND'S EDITORIAL COMMENT

Co rinne Griffith

Introduced Us

NOW "came dawn" of vacation time. The dust gathers on the old work

bench and typewriter and on our usual seat in the movies while we are off

and away to other horizons where everything is different— everything but the

passion for pictures. And when you reach the rural haven or the restless edge

of the sea you will find new faces and stranger folk— we did.

There was the pretty miss at the grocery store, for example. Corinne Griffith

served as a common enthusiasm, and before we had spoken of Jackie Coogan,

of Gloria Swanson, and of the recent films, we were friends. . . . Try it. . . .

You will find that your movie stars, will introduce you anywhere you may
be— and to the friendliest people in the world.

THE report comes that now not one motion picture is being made in Great

Britain— that all their films are made in America. Before you cheer your head

off with patriotic pride wait until you see "The Gold Rush." Charlie is ours,

but he is from England — and he represents about one-half of all the talent

in pictures.

THOMAS MEIGHAN"S new film has reached most of you by now, and

"Old Home Week" has reached down into you and stirred a part of you which

is responsive only to sentiment. The stern critics have frowned upon Tommy
many times, but his success daily grows greater, and his following increases.

His work is to add to the screen broad kingdoms of homely and wholesome

sentiment.

There was, years ago, an opening of government land in the Southwest, and

one would-be settler met with an injury before the Rush started and lay

temporarily helpless at the starting line. The cannon roared and horses and

"schooners" raced into the unsettled region. This one injured homesteader could

not go, and soon was left alone. He reached for a stake, rolled across the

line, and thrust it into the very valuable land nearest the settled community.

That was his claim. Tommy is like that. He lets others go far afield— he

stakes his claim right in our home love and in our hearts.

15



UTH SEA
Folks from

'Hew York Qty

(| Have you ever longed to

view the languorous - dusky

maidens in their native

villages? Jusl drop off at

125th Street on the subway.

Q[ The abandon and grace

of the ladies of the caw
nibal isles comes from
eating at the automat.

1
"\|HE plaintive strains of "Aloha Oe' filled the

air. A violin sobbed, the haunting melody. Up
on a silver screen was a scene of moonlit beauty
and romance. Fragrant tropical night— sway-

ing palms —- silver-tipped waves caressing the white sandy
beach; and silhouetted against the sky, in the path of

the moonlight, graceful figures moving to the measures

of a native dance.

Stalwart men, their burnished bodies bending; girls in

grass skirts and strings of beads, and not much else,

undulating in perfect rhythm. A beach in the South

Seas caught by a camera from California. Dusky
natives inspired by other voices than a movie director.

Here was the real thing! No Hollywood lot tricked up

with a property moon, with industrious extras striving

to put over the false glamor. Real!

As the final note of "Farewell to thee" was wafted

from orchestra to audience, and the last scene faded out

with two lovers embracing against the sky, an excited

voice rose uncontrollably with the lights.

16



ISLANDERS
Bj' 'Delight Evans

are

It is fortunate that

the design in na-

tives varies little

between Haiti and
Harlem; the back-
ground, however,
shows the genius of
the director.

"Lawdy, Lillybelle, you sure screen grand, and I don't

mean maybe!"
The speaker was that slender gentleman on the aisle.

As the lights went up, details of his ensemble were ap'

parent. His checked suit was, obviously, the very latest

Q "As Man Desires" had a thrilling

scene of the primitive. Rastus
developed his technique as a Red
Cap at the Grand Central Station.

example of an inspired tailor's art. His purple tie was

in pleasing contrast to his pale yellow shirt, and the

magnificent diamond horseshoe sparkled. It could be seen

that he was a gentleman of consequence. At any rate,

his opinion carried weight. For at his words, his com-

panion wriggled negatively in ecstasy.

Her swain protested. "You only been working at that

etudio three months and (Continued on page 93)



AIT!
By Theodocia Vearce

their choice
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F
^jOR three weeks now Alice Ralston, the motion

J picture star, known in private life as Mrs Gilbert

1 Wheeler, had not laid eyes upon her husband

The worst three weeks she had ever lived through!

Sh^ did not intend to go through another three like them,

cither It was this decision, made only the night beiore,

which caused her to hum a little tune to herse f in her

dressing room, as she made ready for her work of the

day With deft fingers she applied her make-up, and

from time to time she smiled to herself in the glass.

For three weeks now, no one knew of the ache she

carried in her heart. She would not even admit to herself

that it had been an ache, so why tell the world about

it? It would be a bit embarrassing to say the least, for

all the studio world had considered the Wheelers to be

"happily married." .

"And they will be " Alice laughed to herself

"from now on. Thank goodness their first little quarrel

isn't going to get any publicity. I'll fix that all in no

time "
. , ,

Her little maid, Nanette, hearing the soft humming,

smiled and said

"This morning— you seem to be happy. it is a

beautiful day."
, , , ,

"It is a beautiful day," Alice echoed her and stretched

slim white arms high above her head. "A gorgeous day—

a never-to-be-forgotten day! Oh Nanette— I am going

home! Think of it— I am going home!"

Nanette's dark eyes widened with surprise. And

Alice, seeing her surprise, laughed from sheer delight.

"Of course you don't know anything about it," she

said. "How could you— when I haven't told a soul?

Nanette— you are married, aren't you?^

Nanette nodded: "Yes, Miss Ralston."

"Say " Alice beckoned her to come nearer and whis-

pered, "Do you ever fight— have little quarrels, I mean?"

"Oh, of course
—" the little maid answered quickly

enough. "We do that often."

"And then what ?"

"Oh — we always manage to make up. That's easy.

Nanette cocked her head and laughed. "Why— it's fun!

I'll tell Pierre that I have been all wrong— and Pierre

will tell me that he has been all wrong — and in just a

jiffy — everything will be all right!"

"And that is what I am going to do." Alice closed

her eyes and pictured it aloud to herself, "I am going

home, right after my work is over. And Til tip-toe in

and surprise Gilbert. And then I'll put my arms about

him, and snuggle down close to him, and I'll whisper in

his ear— 'Gilbert — I was all wrong. I'll give up my
career if you want me to. Anything to make you happy.

What will you have me do, dearest?' And then Gilbert

will hold me so close and he'll say to me— 1 want you

to do anything you please— as long as you are happy.

Only you have got to keep right on loving me, while

you are doing it.' And then

I'll tell him that I will— I

will— and he'll forget that he

insisted that I give up my
work. And I'll forget a 1 1

about how lonely I've been for

(Continued on page 82)

Illustrated by
A. J.

Trembatk

"Love is greater than all the gold

in the world," Timmie assured her.

Alice thought it over a minute.

"Greater than Fame, Timmie? —
Oh, Timmie — I wonder . .

."



Q[ Jeanne Lorraine, of Stamford, Conn., who wins
the chance to play a real part upon the screen
under the direction of Tom Terriss.

A print from the motion
picture test made of Miss
Lorraine t o determine
her screen qualities. It

was not until Mr. Terriss

had seen this screen test

that he_ selected Miss
Lorraine for the part

offered in the April
Screen land.

hoever it was who said that "The prettiest girls in the world are

in America" was right. I, for one, certainly believe him.

Whew! Jehosophat! Gosh! And Golly! What a job we've had
trying to select a winner in the Opportunity Contest!

My chief, Tom Terriss, and I have worked overtime trying to make a suitable

selection. And it certainly has been a strain on what I call his Destiny Eye. While
he has often chosen some one for a start in pictures, he has always chosen them
from a limited number. But in this instance there were some five thousand entries.



Selected by Tom Terriss
Hoiv the winner of the

Opportunity Contest ivasfound

By Rodney Hzckok

Assistant to Tom Terriss

Q Hiawatha ]ac\son of Oklahoma

City, 0\la., is one-eighth Chicka-

saw Indian and seven-eighths

Irish. Miss Jackson ivas a heavy

favorite.

and this rather added to the difficulty of

choosing. If there could have been a thou-

sand winners, the job would not have been

so difficult; but to choose just one from all

that crowd was certainly a herculean task.

You can imagine, possibly, the size of the task

when I tell you that the majority of candi-

dates were simply beautiful. As they

say in the classics— they nearly all

looked good to me!

Mr. Terriss, however, waded through

the entire lot of photographs and letters

very painstakingly. And when I say

waded, waded I mean. To see him

seated at his desk surrounded by the

piles of letters and photographs certainly

presented a picture like a suburbanite

qMiss Ella Landre. of Wil-

mette, Illinois. To Miss
Landre goes the honor of

being the only other contest-

ant to be tested.

q Stephina Herrewyn of Albany,

7i. Y. One of the first five in

the contest and not the fifth either.

q Hazel Vance of Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. Terriss says that Miss Vance

has the same slumberous, pas'

sionate, expressive eyes as Gloria

Swanson.

q Tom Terriss has picked

more beginners who
became successful than

any other director.

wading through the winter's

snow in an effort to get

home. But Mr. Terriss

finally reached home all right

and chose a winner. How
he made his choice may be

of interest, so here goes:

His first journey through

the ambitious applicants

brought him out with
twenty-two possibilities un-

der his arm, and he had to

go over and over these before

he was able to reduce the

number. But he did even-

tually, and had seven photo-

graphs before him, any one

of which certainly looked

like a winner. And he even

admitted to me that it was

one of the most difficult jobs

(Continued on page SO)
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he Man Who Called Them

Heroes
Is ls(gw in the Hospital

F
-^ALL off the cliff, then get

up and fight the villain, and
then carry the girl through
that whirlpool and those

rapids."

Strenuous orders? Well, they are
all in the day's work of the average
movie hero, and he rather expects
the director to megaphone them
during the filming of a picture.

Which all goes

Q[ George O'Brien to prove that the
defeated the yOUng man who
light heavy h^ ambiti toweight champion , .

at the Pacific become a screen

Coast 7$ aval
Station.

William Russell is

th e idol of the
"western" fans. As
wea\ and lady-li\e

as a rhinoceros.

*5 Vict or MacLaglen
and George O'Brien
mix it to \eep in

condition.



JuSt because they make up their faces do not

think of the screen men as effeminate. They

are upstanding wallopers and fighting fools —

and—proud of it.

QThis is Reginald Denny

flying his own aeroplane

over Los Angeles.

<\ Douglas Fairban\s

introduced the ath-

letic hero to the

screen.

player will find his

chances are as good as

his wallop. The "pret-

ty boy" finds a part on

the screen now and
then, but the standard

of manly beauty has

grown steadily lower

and the standard of

physical fitness has
increased accordingly.

The football hero comes

to the studios to be

welcomed cordially and

enthusiastically. The
"cake-eater" is not as

popular as in former

days.

Check over the popular idols of the motion picture world,

and you will find that outside of their wooing, and their

dancing, and their painting from a make-up box they have

plenty of desires that are normal and masculine and virile:

ice-skating, hiking, football playing, tennis, aviation, boxing,

swimming, and all the other multitude of sports.

But carrying the heroine up the stairs through many

rehearsals and performances is not everything, nor is the

ability to give and take in a screen fight with the villain

of utmost importance. There is much more to a screen

success. The charm of a winning personality, the mentality

to grasp subtlety and express it fleetingly and understand'

ingly, these are as essential as an attractive physique for the

lad who would be in the picture with the heroine at the

fade-out.

Q Richard Talmadge recover-

ing from a broken nec\

which he suffered while
making a stunt film.



appy New Year in ifi

Movies

^y4.t this sea-

son the pro-

ducers plan

the bigger &
betterpiclures

i I

1
HERE is nothing

haphazard or
hit ' and - mis s

about the pro'

duction of motion pio
tures. The new movie
year is now at its begin'

ning and the plans for

the coming twelve
months are completed,

the stars and directors

are engaged, the stories

are purchased, and from
now on the work will

be done. Practically no
changes in the programs
of the biggest producers

will be made; and so

next May, when you see

a picture just completed
and released, you may
be very sure it is one of

the number counted on
this page.

The house of the movies is laid out, the house guests

soon will come to admire and to be entertained. Some
there will be who will be
inspired perhaps, and some
who will be comforted, for

kindly and hospitable is the

House of the Movies.

(| The rooms of this, our new Home of the Movies,
are drawn in proportion. The numbers on the
blue print represent the number of films released

by each company. Of course, number indicates

bul\ and business undertaken; but there is just

as much, if not more, credit coming to the great

producers who are content to hold down the
number of reels they release in order that they
may improve the quality... The Paramount Golden
40 will no doubt give more entertainment than
any other hundred miles of film, but apparently
the Metro-Goldwyn " Ben Hur " will be THE
picture of the next wonderful movie months.

Q Irving G. Thalberg of the
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
Studios hands Marion
Davies her new contract,

l^low get to wor\, young
lady; we li\e your stuff. Q The trac\less advertising train of Metro-Goldwyn
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Photograph by Melbourne Spurr

anon jDavies
Her first picture under the Metro
Goldwyn-Mayer banner will be made

under the working title of "The

Merry Wives of Gotham."
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(| Viola Dana \nows
a great deal about
being before a cam-
era. For example,
when you are snap-

ped in your bare

feet, ALWAYS rise

on your toes o r

point them down.
It gives shape to

the—the—picture.

OUR
Q SCREENLAND'S
beach is where the

Pacific rolls over on

its back and purrs,

and also it is Long
Beach and the swells

of the Atlantic.

*OU take a movie

girl and m i x

with one ocean,

add a camera,

and you have peaches and
cream. Or perhaps you
don't go in for fancy

dishes. If so, keep away
from Screenland's
Beach, and have your

copy sent to

you at the

morgue, for
youVe dead,

my boy.

EACH

QJ Some people,

Elsie Tarron
and Hazel
Williams, for

instance. \ic\

at anything.

(\ George O'Hara lost

h i s presence o f

mind, and he is

loo\ing for it on
the F.B.O. lot.
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•Q( Alberta Vaughn doing a Monte Cristo or telling a fish

story. After the tide has gone out far enough, they
' send Alberta Vaughn out and the tide comes right bac\.

There is a world of difference in beaches. A movie beach

is the most different of all. Why, at a regular movie beach,

they can't keep the trout and halibut in the sea at all, poor fish.

:

A movie girl in a bathing suit is a bunch of vibrating emo-

tions, the personification of vigor and peppy mischievous madness

—a whirlwind of youth and lure.

And put a boy's bathing suit on any girl and she becomes

screen material without an effort—one knee straightens, a hip

here and there sags gracefully, twists and curves show up all

over, and any ocean throws its waves up in the air with joy.

A one-piece is the entire garment (or gamut) of emotion

—

so to speak.

[Alberta Vaughn anc

'Ada Mae, both nice gentle girls.

!N{o rougher than Zbysz\o.
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TThe FIRST
(\ Appearance k everything before the camera;

these movie sfars constantly Study the vkible

signs in themselves and in others. What

would they think of you?

Q Carmelita
Geraghty.
She notices if

they vibrate.

By Carmelita Geraghty:

I
CALL it "vibrations." You
know, there's a certain

feeling between people

when they first meet —
something on the order of elec-

tricity that makes you realize at

once whether or not you two

vibrate on the same plane.

I like a man who has a sense

of humor, and I can always tell

if a stranger possesses one just

by looking at him and feeling this queer

vibration. An impression, merely, but it

never fails.

If he lacks my idea of a sense of humor,

he fades right out of the picture as far as

I'm concerned. . . . And never comes back!

By Dorothy Mackaill:

PERHAPS it's because I

wasn't blessed with
curls that the first thing

I notice about a man is

his hair.

Q Greta T^issen.

Believes in

first sight.

i
Dorothy
~Mac\aill.

Her long

is hirsute.

suit

Did you ever see the like of the gorgeous curls given to men who

don't need them and very rarely want them?

The minute I see a "new" man, my eyes travel immediately to his

crowning glory. I don't say that his ringlets or lack of 'em affect my

liking or not liking him, but I always, always look there first!

jj^jis complexion!

By Ltlyan Tashman:

Lilyan

Tashman.
She can't

blondes.

resist

(\May McAvoy.
Wins in a

wal\.

That^is, whether he's dark or fair. I like blue-eyed men best. Some-

how or other, they always seem so much more to be trusted. But that's

probably because I've had stage training and most stage villain's seem

to be dark.

"A dark man is coming into your life," old-fashioned fortune tellers

used to say, and the phrase meant some one who intended you no good—
indeed not!

The prince in the fairy stories always had blue eyes and fair

skin, and though I've grown beyond Hans Christian Andersen,

I still feel that my prince should be fair, too.

By May McAvoy:

It's a man's walk I notice first.

If he slouches along, I form an unfavorable impression,

a mental picture of some one who is ashamed of something.

If he walks briskly, I connect him with business. If his steps

are light, he must be gay and carefree.
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Hgtice ^About a MAN

Q Betty

Compson.
You have to

hand it to her.

There's the pan'

ther tread of o u r

Latin lovers, the

rolling gait of the

sailor, the ambling

walk of the purpose-

less soul, the jerky,

undecided move-
ments of the ner-

vous, irritable man.

We all have dif-

ferent tempo of
movement at differ'

ent times, of course,

but at the same time

we have our indi-

vidual walks.

The flatfooted walk, the mincing

step, the stride, the shuffle, the "rubber'

soled" stealthy tread.

I feel I can fit a man into his proper

niche when once I've seen him walk.

By Greta Nissen:

Q Corinne
Griffith.

She tells a
"shine" by
his shoes.

by the

Expert Man
Noticers of

the

FILMS

Q Florence

Vidor.
She is fussy

about lips.

IN this country you have no gallantry.

You do not kiss the hand nor make

the bow.

I think that every girl has illusions about men being

chivalrous and gallant, of their being princely and charm-

ing, and so I like it best when the men I meet preserve

my illusions. Therefore, that is what I look for first, the—
shall I say?— initial salutation.

If he is courteous in his greeting, I wish

to go farther with him along friendship's

road. I like it best when he shows poise

and reserve.

There is an excuse for people not getting

along together after they know one an-

other, for they may have different ways of

looking at life. But there is no excuse

for people not trying to make a good

impression at the first meeting.

Bjy Betty Compson:

Q "Virginia

Browa Faire.

Loo\ing for

a cave-man.

(]( ]S[ormd

Talmadge.
It's a case of

"Mind over

J^lorma."

Hands fascinate me.

They are the first things I notice. I don't mean that a man's hands must

|j§ be equipped with highly polished fingernails and be nice and soft and smooth,

or that I'm a palmist and have to take a look at the lines and mounts and all

*
that; but the way he holds his hands, the way he keeps them, and the way he

takes mine when he's presented, all count.

If he's a wolf in sheep's clothing, I'll know it as soon as I see his hands. Nails

bitten to the quick— hands habitually clenched— pointing his finger at you

dictatorially— these are clues.

How a man shakes hands— I could write a volume on that!

Does he crush your rings into your fingers?

Does he give you a limp and fishy hand?

Does he hold it, lingeringly?

Does he grasp it firmly? Drop it quickly?

Whatever he does, I know him as soon as my hand leaves his!

(Continued on page 79)
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efore they were (^J^AMOUS
RECOLLECTIONS ofRUDOLPH VALENTINO

By Richard H. Warner

"HO is the foreign-

looking dark
chap?" I asked of

the "hostess" o f

the tea-dance place of that

particular moment, indicating

a youth seated at the opposite

side of the dancing space in

company with several friends.

"That is the Marquis di

Guglielmi," she replied self-

consciously and impressively.

Thereupon she spelled the

name, taking for granted —
rather impertinently, I thought
— my utter ignorance of the

Italian language. That slim,

handsome boy, sitting unob-
trusive and unnoticed in the

garish restaurant, has since

burst upon the world in the

radiant guise of Rudolph Val-
entino.

Never shall I forget how
the future sheik was dressed

on that day when I first

beheld him. He wore a tight-

fitting suit of light, plain gray.

It was made, as I learned

subsequently, by a tailor in

Taranto, his home town,
which is situated on the Bay
of Taranto, in the old prov- i

ince of Apulia, in the south-
'

eastern part of Italy. The
trousers, after the foreign

fashion, extended well up around the

waist, fitting snugly, and the waist-

coat was cut low, almost like that of

a dinner jacket. Sometimes, on later

occasions, he varied this costume by
a waistcoat of white flannel, cut in

the same quaint manner. Even in

those days one glancing at him was
reminded, subconsciously at least, not
of some character suggesting Italy,

but of a toreador. A presage, pos-

sibly, of "The Four Horsemen."
"

Shortly afterward I was presented to Signor Guglielmi,
and a few days later I invited him to have dinner with
me. He accepted. We went to the cool roof of the
Rits, I remember, it being a hot night in midsummer.
Here, over our coffee and cigarettes, Rudolph confided
to me his troubles. He was a stranger in a strange and

30

Q[ Rudolph Valentino — the man
who gave the word "shei\" a

new meaning.

idifferent land; recognition

was slow in the overcrowded
profession of his choice—
stage dancing. And he -

far too proud to seek aid aGm
his family. Full of sympathy
I suggested that he share my
quarters with me for a few
days— or until things looked
up a bit. He acquiesced with-
out hesitation, accepting my
invitation i n the spirit in

which it was proffered.

Next morning I journeyed
over to the house where he
lodged, which was, as best I

can recall, on Forty-fifth

Street, just west of Broadway.
Here I found Rudolph occu-
pying rooms which were any-
thing but cheerful. We packed
his belongings at once in a
strange-looking traveling bag
of foreign make. I remember
most distinctly his dress suit,

also the handiwork of the
tailor in Taranto. It had
great pockets in the tails like

those from which magicians
used to draw rabbits and
bowls of water when we were
children.

Rudolph was soon ensconced
beneath my ample roof where,
before we knew it, the "few
days" of my invitation had

lengthened to weeks We lived in

perfect amity we two— we three,

that is, Rudolph, Prunella and I.

Prunella, I hasten to explain, by way
of robbing Mrs. Grundy of a coveted

tid-bit, was a small alley cat I had
rescued from an area-way earlier in

the season. I do not remember who
gave her her dressy name. Life soon
became a mad whirl for Prunella.

She adored Rudolph, who played with her by the hour.
Yet we deserted her shamefully once, going to Long
Beach, leaving her locked in without food, quite for-
gotten. When I wired back to New York for some one
to go to her aid an eminent English actor, who was
playing an engagement here at that time, scaled the wall,
playing Romeo to her Juliet, (Govtiv^ >-





A T the house across the way this

/A morning was tremendous trou-

/ \\ ble. Everybody was looking

—

-4- looking. It was evident that
something or somebody was lost.

I went over.

Junior was gone. He was only half past two and
had been among those missing for over two hours.
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Q[ Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
gave Iiaoul Walsh the direct-
ing of this, their higgest
picture of the year. William
Collier, Jr., as the Wanderer
and Kathryn Sill as Naomi.

The household of Junior was topsy
turvy. His mother was nearing pros-

tration. Oh, for just one sight of him

—

one little sight of his curls or his eyes

or his saucy dimples. But he was gone, and certainly

he'd never come back whole. He was so little and
helpless!

We sat down. Looked helplessly .
ft each r'l

i



Q[ The Story old and human of the

Son who was a Prodigal has been

told again, reverently and beautifully.

^By JMarion

^Brooks

%itchie

Life is before him— the
fields are so dull, the flocks

are so lazy, and the day is

so long— the call of youth

Two thumps on the outside steps. A
pause. The screen door slowly opened

—

;and there stood The Wanderer, the

Prodigal Son, come home.

Now he's washed, fed and fast asleep in his mother's

'[arms, of course. But his story—only his mother could

tifiderstand it.

1 ~ in front of the house on his own

street. It wasn't a nice street. He had

played on it ever since he could walk,

almost a whole year ago. But the next

street—ah, the next street!—it was full

of lions and tigers and Indians to conquer. And there,

most likely, were huge buckets of pink lemonade, and

great sticks of candy and lolh/'pops!

Well, his mother understood; (Continued on page IS)



^^irector Will Nigh will give

C\A part under a great director— what a won-

^ derful opportunity! It is characteristic of "Bill"

Nigh that he is willing to help a boy to a Start.

By T. Howard Yally

^HEY call Bill Hart a two-gun man because he totes a pair

trusty shooting irons. Well, by the same law of figur- «

facts, I am going to call Bill Nigh a triple-threat mow- man.
This boy packs three mighty fine reasons why he's been in charge

of all the shooting on dozens of studio sets. He can write a stage, or

screen play, take a leading part in the same, and, to round out a day's

work, direct it before the camera!

Now, I know lots of movie directors. A few are topnotchers in the

game because they are vital forces in the busi-

ness of Life. But, unfortunately, most of the

megaphone wielders are "one-way guys." Their
minds run on a single track that circles them-
selves. Their vision of Life amounts to the

reflections they find in their mirrors.

I'm not in this interviewing business to hand
out flowers and soft music to any one. If

William Nigh (as he signs his checks and con-

tracts) had turned out to be a high-hatted, or

Smart Aleck director, I would have given you
an echo of my laugh, or a description of the

particular kind of pain he inflicted.

We met each other at the Lambs Club.
Within three minutes I knew that his real name
was "Bill" and that he was an honest-to-goodness

human being who was tremendously interested

in the same things as interest you, me, and Jim
Smith down in Rome, Ga.

Bill Nigh's no mere pretty-minded idealist.

He knows that any student of life can't afford

to be suffering from glamouritis, or the chronic
enchantment that comes with looking upon
things from a distance. Bill believes in going

Q William High di-

recting, with h i s

camera man ready

to shoot. His sense

of the dramatic

amounts practical-

ly to a sixth sense.

Will 'High's cus'

tomary "intimate

direction"— Da-
vid Higgins and
Pete Raymond in

a scene from
"The Little Gi-

ant" directed by
High for Uni-
versal fall re-

lease.



a SCREENLAND BOY a chance

^ju give a Screenland
-^ung man a try-out in my
next picture.

This will be a real part, not

an extra part nor "atmosphere"

—but a part which will enable

the young man to show me and

every one who sees the finished

film what qualities he possesses

for a career on the screen.

This part will pay the same
salary to the young man I select

in this contest as if he had
The n secured by the regular

..i p>ds— no more and no less.

I sha.j expect the boy selected

to present himself at the studio

when notified. His railroad

fares and hotel bills will, of

course, be paid by himself.

Send your photograph and
have carefully written on the

back:

Your name

Your address

Your height

Your weight

Your color

Your nationality

And, briefly, your acting ex-

perience, if any.

If a stamped and addressed
envelope which will hold the

photograph is included, your
photograph will be returned.

Address Screenland's Registry

Bureau, 236 West 55th Street,

New York, N. Y.

right down to rock-bottom. He's

lot interested in photographing

camouflage. And, right here, let

a
j
me pass on what this director has

;:
'

:o say about Hollywood's insidious

" Inflect upon men who go out there

8 fto make pictures.

"As a residence for movie direc-

tors, Hollywood is a fine Peacock

Alley. It's just one cross-section

of Life. Just the dessert .course—
the froth! The successful men and

women out there make a lot of

uraney. They live high among
themselves. They see Life only in

what goes on around them. How
can a man who is supposed to

interpret humanity on the screen

keep up with the parade of Life

this parade from only one window?"
"You mean moving picture directors ought to be in

the parade, not just looking at it?" I asked.

"That's the idea. That's why I refuse to live out

there. That's why if I can't be travelling, and bumming
around different parts of the world, I stay here,in New
zUu^u^whp,-,, the races, all the types, and all the ends

r

jhen he's looking at

G[ Will 'High, director, author, actor—
but not too busy to give a hand-up
to somebody else.

of the earth rub elbows simply and dramatically. I'm

out to give Life a chance on the screen. That's the only

thing that counts in a story— a play— or a film!"

Yes, you're right, this chap is a bit of a hard-boiled

egg when it comes to his demands for realistic quality in

photodrama. Bill started off with his brave dreams. He
gave up dreams only when they refused to lend them-

selves to Life. (Continued on page 60)
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Mary Astor

$
Lillian Rich

Mabel Balli

t0 MAKE
(TF Go into the movies, of course. In

order to assist you to your for-

tune, SCREENLAND calls to

yourattention some triflingdetails.

ID you ever wonder if you had a chance to be successful in thr:^ 'ZZiisl

You can make a million in the film business, if you know how tc go about

it. But there are a few little matters that are important to consider.

You do not buy a camera, for instance, and merely have your boy friend

turn the crank while you pose, then sell the film and make your fortune. No, indeed.

Cecil De Mille knows just how to go about the business of making pictures and
of making a million dollars doing it. This article tells you how carefully he plans

each detail in advance.

You will be wise to follow his example of careful forethought if you are planning

on making a fortune out of the moving pictures.

Mr. De Mille sat in his office at the De Mille Studio, formerly the Thomas H.
Ince Studio. It was to be three months before the studio was to start on its first

production. Mr. De Mille pointed to a six-inch stack of papers weighted down
with a paper weight. "There," he said, "is a compilation of something over ten

thousand articles with prices from competing firms. (Continued on page 77)

01 A fully equipped motion
picture studio must have
a General Manager, As-
sistant General Manager

,

Business Manager, Au-
ditor, Cashier, Publicity
Director, Casting Direc-
tor, Purchasing Agent,
Production Editors,
Story Department,
Studio Superintendent,
Art Director, Wardrobe
Designer, Technical Di-
rector, Transportation
Manager, Chief Electri-
cian, Drapery Depart-
ment, Research Depart-
ment.

C( Cecil B. De Mille poses
with his associates : Sit-

ting (left to right) —
Bertram Millh a user,
Production E ditor;
Beul'ah Marie Dix, wri-
ter; Mrs. E. K. Adams,
head, Story 'Department

;

Jeanie MacPherson, spe-
cial writer;. JettaGou-:
dal, featured player;
Cecil B. De Mille ; Fred
Kley, General Manager ; _

Frank Vrson, director;
Paul Iribc? director;
and many others cover-
ing all departments.

Rod La Rocque

$
36
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fit's a domestic drama, and a pretty good one, with a refreshing note of novelty.

e G 7ALKER
=1

if

-vT-O. This doesn't refer to the pest who sits

directly behind you and persists in reading

all the captions out loud. One of these

pests, by the way, was hit on the head by

•e patron the other day. I merely mention this

t readers of this department

remember that they are in

.eatres catering to the silent

. jrama and act accordingly.

The Tal\er is a motion picture,

|nd a pretty good one. It's a

t omestic drama, but it comes near-

jr to hitting the nail, or the wife,

n the head than is usual in this

prm of entertainment. The wife

JiAnna Q. Nilsson) talks too

jbucH. She tells the world that

women should have their indepen-

dence and offers, as a means to

Jiis end, the suggestion that all

ivomen should have three hus-

bands— one to support her; one

({Anna Wlsson tells the world her

opinions and doesn't ma\e an awful

hit with her husband. Lewis Stone.

to entertain her; and one to manage her household. As

you can imagine, this sort of thing makes an awful hit

with her husband, Lewis Stone. Shirley Mason, as Lew's

little sister and the pet of the house, takes Anna's stuff

seriously and runs away with Ian Keith, cast as a crook

and a married man. Poor Mr.

Keith. The Talker finds herself

without a husband of any kind.

Shirley's young life has been blast-

ed; and it begins to look as if

Anna will have to do a lot of talk-

ing to square herself. Let them

finish the play for you, at your

favorite theatre.

While Lew and Anna Q. are

competent, as always, it is Shirley

who supplies the surprise She

walks away with the honors. Not

only pert and pretty; she's really

appealing. Gertrude Short as a

particularly pessimistic and plump

neighborhood child is a riot.

1A spar\ling comedy imbued with' the spirit of good, innocent fun.

1SS gain
(\A Continental Cocktail

iss Me Again is Ernst Lubitsch's latest con-

tribution to the gaiety of the gelatines. It is

a sparkling comedy, directed in such a spirit of

bubbling good humor that not

even the soberest of the debbies and tab-

bies will be able to resist its frothy appeal.

More than any other director, to my
mind, Herr Lubitsch reveals his own dis-

position in his direction. He is always

in excellent spirits. Kiss Me Again is a

j| delicious cocktail, expertly mixed and

r iJ shaken by such assistants as Monte Blue,

Marie Prevost, John Roche, and Clara

Bow. A great quartette that insures a

happy party.

Lubitsch has laid his story in Paris—
not the usual motion-picture idea of Paris,

but the luxurious and joyful atmosphere

of the really French. He's a master

magician. He turns our good old lean

and lanky Monte into a boulevardier, and

makes us like it. Blue has developed into

a skillful comedian under the German's

tutelage. And what wonders he has done

with Marie! She simply scintillates as a gay little French

wife who fancies a fatuous pianist until Monte makes

her see the error of her ways. This involves the services

of Clara, as a saucy stenographer; and

once again Lubitsch proves his genius for

selection. She sheds her awkward man-

nerisms and emerges as a deft and airy

ingenue. With John Roche, too, the

magic has been at work. As the pianist

he strikes the right key. Now that that's

over with, and no casualties so far, I

mustn't forget to mention that Under

other auspices Kiss Me Again might

flavor of the frisque. But Papa Ernst

carefully avoids any complications by im-

buing all his actors with the spirit of

good, innocent fun— they're just nice

young people enjoying themselves. And
so, if we're any use at all, are we.

(I Monte Blue as a

Parisian boulevardier

engages Clara Bow as

a saucy stenographer,

and she emerges as a

deft and airy ingenue.

DELIGHT EVANS sees the new films

with an unprejudiced but expert eye.

Unprejudiced! Her compliments are real

praise and her fault-finding is the helpful

sort— she is a real critic.
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Some NEW FILMS

[Bob Custer and
Sally Rand i n
"The Texas
Bearcat."

;

AY folks, what
would you
t h i n k o f a

,
_

motorcycle cop
who would hold up traffic for

five minutes— maybe it was a

lot more—anyhow, long enough
to kiss a lady? Well, that's what Lefty
Flynn does in Speed Wild.
The story is all about a likely looking

chap named Jack Ames. He spends most
of his time thrill-hunting, and it keeps him
busy. His valet, Ulysses, helps him cut.

Dark as a thunderstorm is this Ulysses

—

dubbed by the nickname "Llseless." He
may be useless in his head, but not in his

feet. Never have we known one of the

'

watermelon race to trip it more lively.

MOLLY-O
Sees Some

Action Pictures

and

Likes Them

' (J It : must be j

jailing in love
your father's u

enemy. But t,

what Jean does

When Jack ler

there is a thrill

doing your duty,

becomes a motoro
cop, and of course he is a'
right from the beginning,
goes riding right through

difficulties and comes out— on the btf
side. He is after a band of smugglers 3
you'll never guess what it is they
bringing into the country. Picture bri—all the way from China. We got a f
fleeting glimpses of them and wished
more. Oscar wonders how they know tf
are up for the day, when they wear th«
pajamas all the time ?

Mary Bryant is a girl for you, and Js
Ames knows it from the very first. Doi

Q They ma\e the underworld so attractive that even the
subway seemed better afterward. William Mong, Malcolm
MacGregor and Evelyn Brent in "Alias Mary Flynn

"



y Dwan makes an

lorable heroine. Wild
Deed isn't so wild, but

i.ere's plenty of speed,

ay, we heard that Flynn's other name
Maurice. And they want him to

jse it again after all these years,

laurice may do all right for a chris-

ning, but for a star, well—what's

.e matter with Lefty Flynn? You
n ask us.

Q[ Dorothy Dwan is a girl for you,

and ]ac\ Ames (Lefty Flynn)
\nows it from the very first,

when he chases her for speeding.

t was a wild night, about as wi

as bursting bombs, and

t||jachine guns, and sob

ers' curses could make
Everybody was up in

e air, especially Richard

[arch. And why
ouldn't he be, piloting

i aeroplane in an attack

;ainst the enemy? Tho 1

: routed the intruder, his

wn machine caught fire

id down he came crash'

g to earth. For a few
inutes Richard almost

plieves that he is killed,

u t he gets up and
rushes off the dirt. And
ong comes Marion Wes'
n, driving a motor am'
alance. A critical mo-
ent, you see, and Rich-

d, a bit upset from his

j-gh fall, loses his head
id kisses this unknown

Id

Right at once he decides he is her future husband
hut he doesnt tell her about it until— well— the

critical moment. Dorothy Dwan in "Speed Wild."

girl. There you have the beginning of

The Kiss Barrier, featuring Edmund Lowe.

With the war over, back in New York,

Richard Marsh resumes

his career on the stage.

But he can't forget this

girl he had met— and
kissed— and lost. He
knows she is the one girl

in the world for him.

And when he does meet

her, she hasn't forgotten

the kiss any more than he

has, but she is still mad
about it. Not just pro-

voked, mind you, but

downright mad. And
while everyone raves over

the actor, Marion turns

him down cold. Nothing

daunted, Richard deter-

mines to win her just the

same. It might have been

an easy task if it were

not for Connie. She is

Marion's flapper cousin,

and she actually flaps.
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WHAT THE WELL DRESSED MAN WEARS
on the Cecil B. De Mille lot.

(\ Edmund Burns, leading man for Leatrice
Tou will see them if you visit "Hell's High

Joy.

oad."

We liked her. Fact is, we liked her a whole lot! She
gave us some genuine laughs and her slang was the real
thing. She was the fastest little worker on record and
she led poor Richard Marsh a hot time of it, especially
when she hid in his clothes press and wouldn't get out

when he told her to. A regul
she-devil, this Connie, but the pa
was made highly amusing b
Marion Harlan, and we are for h
strong. You can ask Oscar if

isn't so. Claire Adams played t:

feminine lead. Edmund Lo\
makes a compelling hero.

* * *

Go Straight is a crook dram
dealing with a nest of "birds

There is the Cock, the Dove, th
Hawk, the Nightingale— and son
others. And they feathered the 1

nest up to the minute. They ha
everything belonging to the averaa
man of means— but a clear col
science. They were not ordinarjj
thugs, mind you, but gentlemer'
All but the Nightingale, who har
pens to be— a lady!

"I wonder where she gets th|,

name?" asked Oscar. "She isn't 1
singer— and she isn't a nurse

*

"Yah— but she works after darl
doesn't she?" Oscar came back i

me, and tried to look superio;
"That's easy."

But it wasn't so easy for littl

Gilda Hart, the bird in questior
She hated her life of crime an
made up her mind to go straighi
She pulls one last stunt for "th
birds" just to prove to them tha
she isn't yellow because she is quit
ting. The papers write it up as -
The Strangest Robbery on Recon—And it was! We know, becaus
we saw it.

Taking Auntie Robbin, an ok
rogue who had raised her, th.
Nightingale goes to Hollywood, anc
finally lands a job in a bank a
secretary to the manager. A regu
lar "bird" in a new cage!

Auntie Robbins, along with 99$
of the world, is movie mad. Shi
knows she'll make a great actress
She manages to get into a studii

and walks right into more than om
good set. As a sub-title puts it

—

"Tourists rush in where angels feai

to tread." She gives Anita Stewan
a risky five minutes of it, and Larr>
Semon isn't likely to forget her em
brace too soon. This comedy part

was well handled by Lillian Leigh- j|

ton.

The "birds" follow to California

and plan a robbery with the Night
ingale on the inside to help them.

But she will have none of them.

She is in love with the manager of the bank for one

thing— and she has turned over this new leaf for

another. She must save the bank somehow— and not

lose the love of Billy Rhodes, her boss. We won't teli

if she does it or not but just (Continued on page 76)
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PRANCES

)! /^ricito, *w 'JOHNf m DOROTHY
(j

J; <CF* p « BOWERS ;:,c,fiACKAlLL-

'cattered across the earth are

the filmed activities of the motion

picture players. Hardly a hamlet

without its ham, at least in the

films. But the players them-

selves, in spite of the broadcast-

ing of their personalities, are a

herded lot. They are either here

or there. Either they are playing in

New York City at the Famous, First

National, or other studios, or they are

in Hollywood where the day is wel-

comed with the click-click of cameras

and the night is made merry with the

clink-clink of movie dollars.

Here is the Cinema Universe; see if

you can find Mary Pickford.



Director Will Nigh will Give a Screenland Boy a Chance
Continuedfrom page 3J

Unlike what I call the "script director," who makes a
picture according to the blue print handed him by the
scenario department (who calls for a tear and a smile
as they appear in type, regardless) Nigh is not a fiend
for big names in his pictures. They are fine, he says,
when^they are the names of people who were born for
the roles assigned. But, when cast simply and solely for
publicity and box-office reasons, he detests big names.
"When a director makes a picture with unknown peo-

ple, and his picture sends the fans out of a theater asking
who the man was that played this role, and who the
woman was that played the heroine—then he's done
something!" says Nigh.
.That line of common sense talk rang the bell with me.

The point of his argument's not shrouded in any mystery
at all. Take the example he handed me as proof of the
idea's logic. Here we've got a story calling for a sweet
little girl to play the part of a poor village girl who
works out all day, studies, and helps her mother at night.
You cast an actress for this role because she has a great
box-office name regardless of the fact that she's a hundred
miles away from the type of girl needed. Result? All
through the film the audience continually thinks of the
heroine as Gretchen Starbright, beautiful movie queen,
instead of accepting her as Mary Jones, the poor little
village girl. Nigh says get a real Mary Jones in there
and you've done something!
A man can't get the right perspective on the business

of creating dramatic entertainment for others unless he
possesses a mighty keen sense of the dramatic himself.
Call it a sixth sense if you want to. It's been called
worse names. Wherever there are people gathered to-
gether, living, working and loving, there is bound to be
drama, for this is only another term for life. We could
all be dramatists and writers if we were capable of
properly presenting what we recognise, and know to be
the humanly interesting thoughts, gestures, and activities
of Life around us. But the standard equipment doled out
by nature to humanity is a package of five senses. The
sixth sense for any particular thing—art—science—story
writing—acting—and so forth is nature's generosity to
the chosen few.

Bill Nigh must have been one of Nature's favorites
bhe certainly did handsomely by that boy. He came into
the world, so to speak, pen in hand, make-up on and
megaphone nearby. According to the party in question
he started at an early age to exercise them all. There's
no end of things theatrical Nigh has done in a very work-
manlike sort of manner. And, when they give him a
story to picture, he does his own scenario, building an
entirely new story when occasion arises
What a man!
If I had a camera face (we won't go into any details

as to its specific type. Details are always embarrassing
to me) Id have asked Bill Nigh down there at theLambs Club to give me a chance in the "fillums" under
his banners. For he's the- sort of Erector that I Wine

it would be worthwhile to try-out under. Understands
the mechanics, the psychology, and the tricks of the gan
as he does means a great deal for the people workir
under him.

During the course of our chat Bill mentioned somethir
that ought to be of supreme interest to Screenlan
readers who believe they have picture talent if only th
talent could be brought to the attention of the rigf
person. This magarine has been fortunate enough t

enlist William Nigh's interest in the idea of brin°in
new faces and personalities to the screen. He state
that he has agreed to select from photographs sent to th-
office a young man who shows promise, If after findin
such a boy, and his screen tests warrant it, Mr Nig
will give him a part in his next film as a means of deter
mining his chances as a movie actor.

Again, I regret I have only one face to give to m
country, and that it is not a camera face! It would b
an^education to work under Bill. As he said:

"I came here to get into the picture game without an-
experience m films. I'd been on the stage, and I figured
that it was all bunk about this great gulf that stretched
between the legitimate and the screen. The sta^e trie
to entertain with sketches from Life. That's the screen-
job only it works through a pictorial medium. Learn th-
medium, and present Life through it! That was my creed
I took a plunge

"

"You've made quite a number of pictures. That's th<
answer to your plunge, isn't it?" I interrupted.

"Y-es. I've made quite some dating back from the ok
two-reeier days even. I'm interested in one-reelers if the\
can be made to tell a story

"

"I remember that little classic of yours, Among the
Missing. And then, that Barrymore picture you did
Lione in ihe Yellow Streak.' Everyone figured it was
Lionel barrymore at his screen best

"

"It's a tough job making pictures according to yourown conceptions when the producers demand this and
that because they are afraid to go off the beaten track
1 m out to establish precedent when precedent will make
for a better and bigger picture

"

Bill Nigh made "Four Years in Germany," based on
former Ambassador Gerard's famous book. Those who
read the volume and later saw the picture readily acclaim
that the best parts of the book were made to live under
.Director Nigh's interpretation.

Glenn Hunter was Bill's last star. Previous to takina
the lead m my own story "His Buddy's Wife," which
has been filmed by Tom Terriss for Associated Exhibitors
Glenn worked under Bill in a picture titled "Once A
Leddler, which is a forthcoming Universal release

It is my prediction that the chap who wins a chance
to do his stuff for Bill Nigh as a result of the Screen-
land contest will get the opportunity of his life Given:
such an opportunity to climb the ladder to film fame let's'
hope the lucky boy doesn't muff it, for he's got to deliver 1

the goods if he wants to play ball with Bill Nicrh'
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(IF you are a "regular guy" and look it, ifyou want
the fine things of earth and will work for them,

if you can sympathetically portray the other fellow's
emotions-here's an opportunity for you to make good.



Keeping the KINKS
Connie

<\ To twist

is a duty

if you
would
have

beauty.

Bend at the

side—
You'll soon be

a bride.

Constance Talmadge has a set of rhymes

that she repeats when she takes her

morning exercises. If you would like

to have a figure like hers you have to

do more than just learn the jingles.

QSit up and beg—
Shape to the leg.

QRaise your feet from the mat
And you'll never be fat.
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Q The Universal Bread Line (Right to Left) — J^orman Kerry, Virginia Valli, Jean Hersholt, Mary
Philbin, Charles Puffy, Laura La Plante, 'William Desmond, ]ac\ Hoxie, Margaret Quimby,
Cesare Cravina, foe Bonomo, Youcca Troubetz\oy, Antone Vaver\a, Eddie Clayton, Edna
Marian, Arthur La\e, Clarence Wertz, Rodric\ O'Farrell, Adrienne Dore, Fred Cole, Isobel

Stiefel, Robert Seiter, Samuel Cervon, and Marceline Day. They get the dough!

(^OSSIP
/y. from

OLLYWOOD

H fay Hunt, who is playing

the part of "Lightnin Bill

"ones"—the role ¥ran\
Bacon made famous on

the stage—in Lightnin'.

Photograph by Witzel

^HINGS have been rather slack in the gossip line

since I last wrote home for money. There have

been comparatively few choice remnants on the

bargain counter of tasty tales for the typewriter

engineer, who writes by the yard, to record for posterity

or any other ulterior motive.

The fact is that Gloria Swanson's salubrious home-

coming has quite knocked Hollywood out of joint. The
town hasn't received such a jolt since Albert, King of

all the Belgians, received a key to the city.

There were banners hanging across the street and the

natives out of the windows. Brass bands blared a brazen

welcome. There was no need of a paid crowd at the

station. In fact it took a squad of motorcycle cops to

cut a way through the welcoming throng so that Gloria's

192? palanquin might proceed to Hollywood.
Then at the opening of her picture Madame Sans

Jeans, to become colloquial for the moment, Gloria held

salon and exposed her glorious self to the admiring gaze

of the largest crowd that ever turned out for a premiere.

The inhabitants didn't come for the picture either, as they

are still figuring what it's all about. So many girls in

this climate are inured to the lack of lingerie that they

cannot understand why Gloria should make a picture

about it.

By H. B. K.W/7&

Mr. Swanson, or rather the Marquis Umptyumph,
is still rather dazed with Hollywood from all accounts.

He doesn't get all this hundred per center stuff. He just

smiles and smiles and is extremely courteous.

Hollywood is getting a tremendous thrust out of him,

however. The big laugh transpired when an enterpris-

ing press agent broadcasted the slogan:

"Don't call him Marquis. Call him Hank. He's

just a regular fellow and one of the boys."

There's a neat little tale behind this.

It seems that the very same train that bore Gloria back

to California picked up a band of Oklahoma exhibitors,

bound for the Paramount convention in Hollywood, at

some place in Oklahoma where the train stops.

The exhibitors got pretty well organized, as men at-

tending a convention usually do, in the baggage car

ahead, where they usually do. When they were mellow

one of them heard that Gloria and her new husband

were aboard the train.

He had read Will Hays' speech about "all of us are

partners in the motion picture business," so he went back

to Gloria's special car to prove it. He let her know
that his confreres were Paramount exhibitors, and Gloria

was tactful.

At the informal reception the classic resulted.

It is interesting to note that quite a battle is raging

between the professional and the amateur beards of

picturedom. The professionals are the actors who were
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Q Jim Collins, maJ^e-up

expert, teaches Mary
Fisher, P aramount
School Scholar, t h e

first rudiments of the

school — the art, of

ma\e-up.

willing to let their whiskers support

them. The amateurs are retired farmers

with Virginia creepers who came out to

California to die in the sun

but tired of the job and are

now putting their Airedale

features to work in the movies.

—o

—

Did you have any

earthquake in New
York in the merry,

merry month of May?

You really should have

had one for even Little

Old New York isn't

big enough to hold
Mae Busch and Mabel

Normand at the same

time though they were

vacationing there, but

not together.

Someone in New
York not acquainted

with Hollywood con-

ventions might invite

both to the same party

and thereby precipitate

at least a catastrophe.

Come on, girls, bury

the hatchet, but not in each other.

—o

—

I spent a pleasant hour or so with Herbert Higgin,

the scenarist and director, recently. He's with Lasky

now He made Tomorrow's Love and several other

visual educational features of the same sort for them,

I believe. Fm writing you about him because he s

the only scenarist AND director in Hollywood who

doesn't wear a black ribbon on his pince-nez and

an English accent. He even has a lot of that 1925

(July) pre-war stuff that Mr. Volstead is so crazy

about.
—o

—

I wouldn't be surprised to hear the press agents

burgeoning the news everywhere soon that Reginald

Denny has signed a Famous Players-Lasky contract.

He is regarded by some of the high Paramount

moguls as being even a better bet than Wallie Reid

was in the latter's prime. The wise guys point to

the fact that the Universal pictures starring Denny

are playing in the best Paramount houses all over

the country.

Denny is really a delightful chap. I met him a

couple of years ago when he went wild upon finding

out that a thoughtless press agent had allowed him

to be broadcast as an addict to a certain kind of

face clay.

I went out to Universal City for a Los Angeles

newspaper to give Reggie a chance to defend himself.

But he didn't say a single thing that was fit to print.

—o

—

Erte, the famous French designer, is doing his

stuff for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Erte's costumes are

one hundred per cent potent. I saw Aileen Pringle'

out at the M-G-M lot recently in the opening shots

of Tod Browning's The Mystic. The effect was
marvelous. It is amazing what Erte can do with a

little material and a lot of art.

Elinor Glyn says she is through with tender

love. She is done trying to foist it upon a public

which insists upon the. soul-searing, curl-'em-up-

in-their-seats variety. Her timely films,

Three Wee\s and His Hour, were ac-

claimed in the provinces, but Man and

Maid perished miserably, although it

was all tenderness. Perhaps it was ten-

der because it was underdone. So

henceforth Madame Glyn and passion

go hand in hand.

I swapped two hours' worth of four-

fifty words with Madame Glyn at her

Ambassador hotel suite recently, and

although I admitted that I had never

read any of her works or seen any of

her pictures, she was very gracious.

I explained my failure to become

familiar with her product by saying that

I had troubles enough all ready, which

seemed to amuse her.

BASILICA

k ABDOMIN

q Douglas Fairban\s has a new gymnasium. Here we see

him putting up the sign which means "Temple of the

Lean Abdomen." The little short fellow is Lieutenant-

Colonel Kelburne A. Plimpton, Britisher. He is 6 feet

4 inches tall. Mary Pic\ford is the interested spectator.
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Madame Glyn, I Would never presume to call' Her Elinor even though
I was talking to myself: she impresses one that way as she sits on her
tiger skin and bends her green eyes upon you.

.She told me a lot of things, but all I can remember is her cinematic
discoveries, namely Harnett Hammond, David Mir, pronounced to
rhyme with "beer," Dagmar Desmond and Mike Mitchell.

They all are interesting types. Mir is of a princely line. Mitchell
was. a general in the army of the late Csar, while Dagmar Desmond
is the wife of an up-state California banker.

—o

—

Erich von Stroheim has departed the M'G'M lot. May he rest in

peace. He leaves The Merry Widow to mourn him. She is uncut and
untitled in many reels. Erich is also said to have taken the continuity
of

.
the picture with him.

Erich always would have his little joke.

Until Josef von Sternberg made The
Salvation Hunters this last winter on a

shoestring and his courage, he was just

an unknown resident of Hollywood. His
remarkable work in directing this pic-

ture won him a directorial job at M-G-M
where he has since been walking around
with a walking stick similar to Harry
Lauder's and a heavy woolen muffler in

addition to conventional attire.

The famous folk in filmdom now
and then like to turn the clock back
for a little while. They did this at

the Burbank theater in Los Angeles
recently when Earl Baldwin, o f

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, gave a dress
Q "On Tour Mar\-—get set—
Go!" Larry Kent, young
F. B. O. star, was a college

athlete and a crac\ trac\ man
a couple of years ago.

Betty Compson in a scene from her
latest Paramount production, "Eve's
Secret."

Q[ Colleen Moore, First Ration-
al Star, is going off on a bust
on Fourth of ]uly. Colleen's
next picture will he "Clarissa

of the Post Road."

rehearsal of his muscular
musical comedy, Ain't Aggie

Awful.

The Burbank is now a

"burleycue" house with a/

girly-girly show, but- the list

of the stars who have played

before its footlights reads like

a "Who's Who in Pictures."

M a r j o r i e Rambeau, Jane
Cowl, Lewis Stone, David
Butler," Alan Hale, Lon Cha-
ney are samples.

When Baldwin presented Aggie, many stars, arrayed in much
finery, attended the performance. They looked upon the premiere
as a slumming party, and when ice-cream and candy were sold

between the acts the audience bordered on hysteria.

Nita Naldi occupied a box in all her splendor. Her dignity

was intact until a candy vendor entered it and attempted a sale.

He retired amid the howls of the stars who knew of la Naldi's
more or less futile attempt to regain her more or less sylphlike

figure, which I like to call her banting weight.

Kathleen Key, who has brought quite a lot of continental sophis-

tication home to Hollywood from her Ben Hurring abroad, and
Jack Gilbert occupied a box. Mabel and Hugo Ballin and Enid
Bennett and Fred Niblo were conspicuously present.

Rupert Hughes was master of ceremonies and, of course, had
to speak and recall the time when Shakespeare held horses at the

Burbank door.

Lew Cody introduced Bill Desmond. Bill Desmond used to

send the hearts of the matinee maidens into palpitation when he
was leading man of the Burbank dramatic stock company. How
long ago? Well, Mickey Neilan was a call-boy there when Bill

was the handsome hero.

—o

—

A director doesn't always have his own way, not even if he is
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q The chorus in "Pretty Ladies." This bevy is to be

photographed in technicolor in the elaborate sets repro-

ducing scenes from the Jiew Tor\ Follies.

as big a man as Fred

Niblo, who has Ben Hur'

rying his way through the

Lew Wallace classic.

Recently a son was

born to Mrs. Niblo (Enid

Bennett). Soon the se-

lection of a name per-

turbed Mister and Missus.

She wanted the son called

Peter. He held out for

either Malcolm, David or

Charles, or all three. But

Mother Niblo was willing \
to take a three-to-onev

chance. So all four
names were written on slips of paper

and put in a box. One was drawn
out by a disinterested party and the

name on the slip was—
"PETER"

And so he was christened the next

day.

—o

—

The world movement for refores-

tation is to receive impetus during

the Shriners
1

Convention in June when Mary Pickford

will plant a tree in front of the new Grauman theatre

on Hollywood Boulevard in the presence of the visiting

Shriners. If that tree does not flourish then there is

nothing in the idea of a good start.

—o

—

Herbert Rawlinson, Universal star, is the proud papa

of a baby girl, born at the Good Samaritan Hospital May

Q There is no one in the business more
willing to give newcomers a chance
than Elinor Glyn. At the present

time she is sponsoring Harriett Ham-
mond who played the feminine role

in Madame Glyn's Man and Maid.

13th. The new leading

lady will probably be

called Sally Ann.
Her P. P. says from all

that he hears his daugh-

ter will be better off in

the silent drama. Herb is

having a cinder path put

in from the head of the

bed, around by the bu-

reau, and over to the

bathroom door.

—o

—

"Sally of the Sawdust"

is D. W. Griffith's pic-

ture to come, and from all

the names mentioned with it and

with bated breath it should be well

baited. Eh, what?

Carol Dempster, W. C. Fields, Al-

fred Lunt and the Master of all

Megaphones giving the suggestions!

They all worship D. W. Griffith and

that will show in the picture, too.

Valentino is making his first pic-

ture for United Artists, and it will be released October

first. The story has romance even before Rudy starts.

It is a Spanish tale of bold rovers and their captures.

Rudy is a dashing free-booter until "The Bronze Collar"

of a slave is forged. They named the film after this

symbol. Of course, our hero escapes and hies himself

to the mountains, where he does a Robin Hood and a

love theme.
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;

Betty Bronson and
Fred J^iblo— Madonna
and Director of Ben
Hur.

• ILYAN Tashman innovated an idea in

Hollywood this week when she had a

,

blue print map made showing the

location of her home and how to

reach it.

Miss Tashman lives in the Hollywood,
foothills. Her home is so well hidden by
curving roads, high banks and "blind"

streets that she had to draw a map each
time she invited an acquaintance to call.

She simplified matters with the blue print,

which is just the size of a calling card and
which she carries in her vanity.

^ ^ ^

According to Raymond L. Schrock, Uni-
versal^ general manager, production on "My
Old Dutch" will be on a more lavish scale

than anything ever done on the Universal
Lot.

May McAvoy, who enacted the leading

role of Esther in "Ben Hur," is being fea-

tured, supported by an all-star cast, includ-
ing Pat (TMalley, Jean Hersholt and Cullen
Landis.

"Miss McAvoy was chosen," said Schrock,
"because I consider her one of the cleverest

actresses on the screen today."

<lA "Press <Jlgent

Told ^Mc o

Pauline Star\e, who has just completed
Sun-Up and will now be starred in

A Bit of Broadway.

Douglas Fairbanks is to do a pirate

picture. He has long cherished a secret

ambition to be a wicked pirate on the high
seas and make life miserable for sailors and
happy for movie fans. Now that "Don Q,"
which by the way is no relative of "Don
Quixote" but a son of "Zorro," Mr. Fair-

banks will begin work on "The Black
Pirate," with Albert Par-

ker as director.

Q[ Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Beaumont and the

twins. Mr. Beau-
mont is a director

for Warner Broth-
ers, so he's used to

trouble.

The sad life of "Mimi,"
heroine of "La Boheme,"
Puccini's great opera, will

be put on the screen by
Metro Goldwyn with Lil-
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a The Big Three of Mare Nostrum which Rex Ingram is directing at Nice

Alice Terry was the last to arrtue and she is shown here with Antonn

Moreno co-star, and her husband, Director Rex Ingram.

ban Gish as the star. After search-

ing for weeks to find a story that

would give Miss Gish a role suitable

for her particular type, "La Bo-

heme" was selected.

ifc ^

John Roche will appear oppo-

site Corinne Griffith in that star's

next picture, "Classified." With

the entire company, Roche has gone

to New York City. There exteriors

for the production are to be made.

Coming on the heels of his fea-

tured role in "Kiss Me Again,"

Ernst Lubitsch's new picture,
Roche's new achievement promises

to lift him immediately to near-

stellar prominence in motion pic-

tures.

share of the receipts should be placed

in a fund to give aid to the unfor-

tunate but deserving ministers.

"Thank You" is based on the life

of a small town clergyman and

shows how poorly rewarded are the

spiritual advisers, and how they are

often made objects of charity by

parishioners who expect the preach-

ers to accept their livelihood in food

and clothing donations, and then

say "Thank you."

Jacqueline Logan and J. Farrell

MacDonald have outstanding roles

as have Alec B. Francis and George

O'Brien.

0[ Carmel Myers, all be'

decked to celebrate her

home-coming from
Italy, where she has

been engaged in malt-

ing Ben Hur.

j A new way to reduce!

/ If you chance to pass the home
i'j of your favorite movie star, and see

r her pushing a lawn-mower around,

you will know that it is a reducing

exercise started by Gladys Moore,

the character actress.

Mrs. Moore contends that if one

must reduce— and use good exertion for it—
that it is silly to do so without a two-way

profit!

'You can either mow the lawn or run er-

rands for the neighbors, and make yourself

generally useful in addition to losing weight,"

the former society matron remarks.

Indigent ministers of America %

'are t3 profit from the proceeds of

"Thank You," which John Ford,

director of "The Iron Horse" and

"Lighting," has started to make from the John

Gofden stage success at the William Fox

studios.

Will Hays, William Fox, John Golden and

a committee from the local clergy discussed

the matter with Ford a short time ago and

it was decided by all interested that a goodly



mai an

A challenge for

Lubitsch!

Could hefilm
tfOdd

Man Out"?

The theatrical season drazvs to a close— but

draws fiull houses.

James Gleason chews

gum, plays a lead,

and helps write two
,

successes.

IS ZAT SO'

E know one of the

funniest shows
town."

"Is Zat So?"
"Yes
—

'Is Zat So.' It's about
a pri2;e-fighter and his manager,
who is one of the authors of
the play, by the way, and just

to show that he can take pun-
ishment, he also helped write
The Fall Guy.' His name is James
Gleason.

"Is Zat So" is good material for
the screen, so probably James Glea-
son will become a movie success too.

The manager and his "pug" are
broke and are taken into his sister's unhappy
home by a sporting rich bachelor. They are
butler and footman, and there are girls and
love, misunderstandings and dirty work, sob
stuff and excitement. It is good character
work and slangy and entertaining all the way.
It'll knock you for a row of red hot cinemamas.
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<| Anita Pam is one
of the reasons why
"Mercenary Mary"
is so successful.

oAOMA
'E have a South Sea

complex or some-

thing anyway, and
so "Aloma of the

South Seas" seemed to us very
delightful. There is a reality

to the atmosphere that is con-

vincing. We hope its popular-

ity is not due to a universal

desire to drink "square face"

and live like Jack London's people
amid languorous uke-playing island

girls, but it seems to us that we,
personally, would have been a suc-

cess "on the beach."

The performance of George Gaul
h marvelous-. Gallina Kopernak is delightful.

The theatre is crowded and the film version
will have to be wonderfully directed to
equal it.

"Aloma" is a successful illustration of a
point often defended in Screenland — pic-

turesqueness is better than commonplaceness.



ODD MAN OUT

dd Man Out 1

is a very satisfactory

play for sophisticates. Instead of

cynicism there is a wholesome clean

feeling, intelligent understanding —
derstanding that humans are not all alike,

d that it is never necessary to be vulgar.

If the pictures could get this message over—
e beauty of intelligent honesty! This would

a areat film for Lubitsch to undertake. There

ust be a great many people who know the

fference between "love and affection.

That's what it's all about.

Alma Tell is very charming as the dirterent

rl and while she is a shocking, person it you

tink about it, she seems very possible and

artainly most attractive.

Lee Baker gave the whole performance a

leasant atmosphere.

Perhaps a film could be made? Ask Lubitsch.

Y7~
ILA

THE miDE RETIRES

ila Lee, like her husband, James Kirk-

wood, has left the movies flat on their

silver sheets and has come back to the

stage in a spicy French farce presented

w Henry Baron- "The Bride Retires. Lda

nakes a very charming, shy, little bride.

It's one of those marriages of convenience,

with the bride in love with her chinless cousin,

and the husband having an affair with some

one else's wife. Yes, as you suspected, it ail

comes out right in the end with the dawning of a

beautiful love and understanding, tra-la-la-la.

It's spicy, it's risque, it's amusing—it s daring,

yes very daring; and we think New York will

,keep it going. Perhaps Lila's next screen part

will give her a chance to use this newly revealed

subtlety.

Ernest Truex and
Beatrice J^oyes in

"The Fall Guy."

George Gaul as Huitane

and Vivienne Osborne as

'•Aloma" in "Aloma of

The South Seas."

^AN or DEVIL

4th Lionel Barrymore, the hero of many

film battles, this opened at the Broadhurst

Theatre and we found it a slim theme

but a delightfully played and most enjoy-

able performance.

The characterisation by Mr. Barrymore of Nicholas

Snyders, who barters his soul, is one of his best studies

of old age. It is old age without the monotony of

affectations which lesser actors employ, and m its con-

vincing fidelity brings to mind the marvelous scenes

of brother John in "Beau Brummel.
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H"OLLYWOOD again
—sorrows, heart'

aches, joys, hopes

—and now sum'
mer— new pictures—new
people— new faces— rain

gone—sun shining all over— in hearts, too — Gloria
here, with the greatest re-

ception from her old home
town folks—bands, banners,

he never would be hung- +

his beauty. Said a worn
stopped him on the street o

day, closely scrutinized hi

and said, "Say, you got

pretty smile, anyhow." Th
he told us that not so loi

ago a great artist painted

picture of him on a horse ai

the horse was so good the pi

ture was put in an art m
seum. He recited a poem ]

himself had written about
horse, and I'm blessed if tl

towncrier didn't have to chol

a bit, clear his throat and pr
tend he had a cold before 1

could go on with his announ
ing. The poem almost made you wish you were Bill

horse! And to be sure we'd know how turrible, awfi
homely he is, Bill ended by reciting a little piece aboi
what Jane Jones said and telling us it's purty near tr

same with him:

Jane Jones, she said 'at Columbus was out at the \nee

When he first thought up his big scheme,

An' told the Spaniards 'nd Italians, too,-

An all of 'em said, 'tvjas a dream.
'

But Queen Isabella jest listened to him,

'~H.d pawned all her jewels o' worth,

'Hd bought him the Santa Maria 'nd said,

QGreta ls[issen

and Florence
Vidor discuss the 1910
clothes Lois Wilson
wears for "Rugged
Water."

q "Ride em, cow hoy!
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

aboard the high-stepper
he will ride in "Wild
Horse Mesa."

everything and every
body shouting "Wel-
come, 010™!"— must
have made her heart feel

warm — folks leaving for New York — Colleen
Moore gone to Europe—Harold Lloyd gone vaca-
tioning—Marion Nixon on her first trip to New
York—everybody going and coming—laughing and
happy— the Boulevard humming— the "Mont-
martre" buying—dancing—contentment—gee, it's
great to be alive and kicking!

If you'd like to know us movie people a little
better, tune in on us out here in Hollywood some
Saturday night and see if you aren't able to get
that old "Howdy, folks!" feeling about us Last
Saturday was Bill Hart night, and if Bill never
got you'' m any western of his, over the air in

Kadioland he certainly must have. Bill introduced
himself and first thing off tried to convince us that

70.

(I Do you remember this freckled \id a few years
ago when Mic\ey T^eilan too\ him under his
wing? Yes. it's none other than Wesley Barrym his first love scene, with Ann May in "The
i-ighting Cub." He's a bear, all right'



<£y Marion of Hollywood
Dame Rumor

girl on every

hunt up the rest o the earth]"

ne Jones she honestly said it was so!

Mehhe he did —
I dunnol

~rhabs it's true, and o course it might be

It what queen 'ud ever pawn all her jewels for md

What's all right, Bill, the little pinto wouldn't change

j for a hundred Don Juans, and don't forget to write

down in your heart that there are a lot more of us

1 the same way!

"They're always picking on us

3tchmen or the
ivies," said Mic-

y McBan to me
other day.

is an extra

movie lot.

to sunny Los Angeles from the frozen northland, on the

teethe City'Hall the mayor of Los *M^°££
Balto the key to the city in the form of a big bone.

Wixh the crowd waiting for the great husky to show

his gratitude by taking a good healthy bite of the bone,

Balto took a sniff, pushed it away with his paw and in

a long drawn-out howl cried to the mayor: What can

I do with a Hollywood bone when I don't eat nothing

but frozen fish?"

Another matinee idol gone wrong!

Von's in trouble again—everything's

all wrong. With The Merry Widow

"shot" and the picture in thirty reels,

Mickey's five years old, Scotch, and careful. But even

Mickey balked when Will Rogers told him he discovered

slow-motion in pictures watching two Scotchmen reach

for a dinner check.

They Say —
Balto hero of Nome, and now a star in the movies,

cares not for fame and the plaudits of the multitude.

They mean not a thing to him. Brought all the way

qMary Pickjord once again plays

the role of a little girl in "Little

Annie Rooney." Mary is an ar-

tist, otherwise, having just left her

twenties, she would be handicap-

ped by the decreptitude of age.

Von is "out" of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Of course, by tomorrow he may be baci

in again—Von's like that. Nobody

what it's all about, or else they're not

There are just two things certain about

this Stroheim fellow. One is that everybody is

more1 or less afraid of him—he has that "keep-

away-from-me" air about him. The other thing is

that there's not an actcr in Hollywood who wouldn t

do anything for him.

JL They Say — '
',

, ,

IP When Paul Bern left for New York the other day

his fourteen models from The Dressma\er From

Paris were at the station to kiss him goodby. Paul

says there's a moral in this somewhere and promised

a prize to the one who has the most perfect answer by

the time he returns from New York. Paul, you see, is

a bachelor, and his answer's most likely some gentle little

knock on us married folks.

With all the gladness and joy of Gloria's return to

Hollywood, hidden in the background I found a soft

note of sadness. Do you remember Hattie, happy Hattie,
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who originated all the head-dresses for which Gloria is

famous? Perhaps you remember that a few weeks ago
Hattie went on to where they say there is no pain and
sorrow. In some unaccountable way Gloria hadn't heard.
She hadn't been
told, and from the

train a day before

she was to arrive in jm

Q[ K[ewcom ers— Dol ores a n d
Helene Costello, daughters of
Maurice Costello, whose pic
ture has been on every movie
screen in the world.

Los Angeles, Gloria wired Hattie that no
engagement of any kind should prevent her
from being on hand to dress Gloria's hair
for the grand opening of her picture in

Los Angeles. With so many people clamor-
ing for just one glimpse of Gloria, how
proud Hattie must have felt in that other
land to know that Gloria remembered and
appreciated her.

A few short weeks ago I pleaded that
we must let poor Ricardo Cortes enjoy his
bachelorhood days in peace. He said he
never had affixed his signature to a marriage
license and didn't intend to. I take that
all back. Ricardo will not deny that he and
Alma Rubens are about to embark for the
unknown port called Marriage. Maybe yes—maybe^no, but it certainly looks as if "the
Spaniard" is through with single blessedness
and bachelor days.

They Say —
Milton Sills, former college professor, tells

me he is going to write a history of the
movies from the days of the penny slot
machines to the present day of beautiful
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Q Universal is ma\ing an ambidextrous
shei\ out of ]ac\ Hoxie. In "Light-
ning ]ac\," his latest feature, Hoxie
has two leading ladies, Olive Has-
brouc\ and Virginia Bradford.

houses of entertainment. It sounds very good.
Milton can write as well as he can act, he migl
as well publish two or three editions of the boJ
right off the bat.

The passing of this spring month of sunshine an^
flowers marks with it the passing of one of ti
screen's best friends and an actor we. shall tremei
dously miss. David Powell, of the dark eyes an
shining hair, has gone to that puzzling land we ca
the Hereafter. Suddenly, without warning, he lefA true gentleman has gone away, and, as Junior saicWe needed him."

The Talmadge sisters have had a party— yo
might call it three in one. Norma, Constance an
Natalie have birthdays within two weeks of eac
other. Nowadays it's very fine to make one part
out of three, but for three little bits of girls, wha
a terrible cross to have to bear!

QTwo Warner Brothers' companies: Leh—Roc\cliffe
tellowes and Alec B. Francis in "Rose of tib- World "
Marry Beaumont directing. Right—Millard Webb di-
recting Huntly Gordon in "The Golden Cocoon "



q Edward Everett Horton, the

"beggar in James Cruzes

production jor Paramount'

s

"Beggar on Horseback."

q Corinne Griffith and her company

ma\ing "Modern Madness" in a beau-

tiful peach orchard in California.

Miss Griffith, center, with Al Santell

her director, playing the violin in the

right foreground. Harrison Ford
with his mouth-organ in rear right.

Hot-Bout," "Reet-

,£y," and "Swell"—
Only Greta Nis-

n's proud vocabu-

-py of slang, easily

;arned and easier re-

membered. Greta has

ecently come to Hol-

lywood from Nor-

vay, and the use she

outs to these three

utiful slang words

5 astounding. Whe-
ther they fit or not,

vhenever or wherever

possible, Greta uses

hem. They make her

'eel so "homey,'' she

Says, and "are so boo-

ryful." What we Americans get away with!

I don't know if Doug, Senior, has heard it or not, but at

Paramount^ Convention headquarters the other day Jesse L.

Lasky introduced young Doug as "one of the finest young

bovs I have ever met." Doug was visibly contused, blushed

a alowincr pink, and couldn't utter a word. Later, however,

he
&
told a" friend of his that he was prouder of that statement

than if Mr. Lasky had said he was the greatest actor on

the screen. I hope Doug, Senior, hears about it. It's funny

the way fathers puff up at things like that about their sons!

They Say—
The saddest line in Hollywood is "Oh, they cut my best

ctuff out. I had a nice little part— lots of good acting."

And the worst of it all is that it's true, even though it does

get to be funny. I met an old friend of mine up on the

Boulevard the other day— a nice old fellow and one of those

real actors who never "got a chance." I had seen him in a

photoplay the night before, and he had had some very good

scenes. I knew I could please him by speaking about it.

"Say, Mark, saw you in a picture last night. Great stuff! Had a

nice little part." . . . And then the old inevitable:

"Yes? Really like it? Say, when I saw that picture it pretty

near broke my heart! Why, they cut most of me out. Had a nice

little part— some great scenes with Ramon. But what can you do?"

There you have it— "The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor"—
which spells heartache, lost hope, another try, and more faith than

this old world of ours ever dreams of.

They Say —
Alan Hale may not be going to direct Rudolph Valentino as

planned, but he's going to stay in the family just the same. Mrs.

Valentino may be forced to keep away from the production of her

husband's pictures, but that doesn't mean she has to keep out of

pictures. Three cheers for Mrs. Valentino! She's going to have

her own producing unit; she's going to make two reel, fantastical

productions of her own; she's even going to do some of the acting

herself; and Alan Hale will direct. You can't keep the smart

sex down!

From the Fox Studio the other day came a hurry call for me to

rush as on wings over to the studio as they were about to shoot a

scene in which the largest number of extras ever employed were

to be used— 250,000. I hardly breathed in order

to get there before they should disband. Two
hundred and fifty thousand! I had never seen so

many people assembled in one place at the same

time. I got there minus

mites of clothing, and then

came the catch! When I

get the press agent who gave

me the rush-act to see
250,000 honey-bees work as

extras in "Lightnin'," there'll

be more than lightnin' in the

air! It would have been all

right if the 250,000 had been

good actors — but they

weren't. They got too tired

and wanted to sit down too

often for good work.

"The script says you've got to be wet, ]ac\ie, so you

may as well submit to it peaceably." And so saying,

Svend Gade, directing Jacqueline Logan in "Peacock

Feathers," followed the script.
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Especially posed by ^Anita Stewart

for
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T

Photographs by

Ira L. Hill

^hey are such charming little frocks

that we asked Anita Stewart to let us

name them after her. We were sure

that the many, many girls who love her

on the screen will want to dress in Anita

Stewart dresses and arrangements have been

made with the manufacturers to supply these

through the Screenland Shopping Service.

The dresses come to you all cut out, every

thing done but stitching the pieces together.

They can be finished by you within two hours

either by hand or machine.

Screenland Shopping Service, 236 West
55th Street, J\[ew Tor\ City, will be glad

to buy for you any of these attractive

f r o c\s. Send chec\ o r moneyorder,

together with size and color desired.

Q[ "Anita Stewart Dress"

Model 206 Semi-Made

In crepe de chine or

English broadcloth. The
drawn wor\ is all done
by hand and follows the

youthful lines of the dress

itself. Fine ball pearl but-

tons and hand-made loops

down the front of the

waist. Convertible collar.

Crepe de Chine—Blonde.

Lanvin Green, Poudre
Blue, 7^[avy and Blac\.

$9.98

Broadcloth

—

Copen, Corn
and Lanvin Green.

$4.98



resses for JULY
Q If you would li\e to loo\

li\e Anita Stew-

art, get a semi-

Q "Anita Stewart Dress"

Model 208 Semi-Made
Simplicity at its best is

this froc\ cut from a very

fine quality voile. The
beautiful drawn ivor\ and
embroidery, which hardly

shows in Miss Stewart's

picture, is all done by

hand. A real Irish hand-

made collar and Irish

crochet edging on the
cuffs.

Sizes 14 to 20; 34 to 44.

Colors

Copen. Corn, Tea Rose,

Orchid and Lanvin Green.

$3.98

(J A side view of Model 206

in crepe de chine. The
dress is cut to your size,

the drawn wor\ and em'

broidery done, the pearl

buttons and hand-made
loops furnished, so that

all you have to do is put

it together and turn up
your hem—and presto!

—

you loo\ li\e this 1
.
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G[ Jeanne Lorraine, the winner of the Tom Terriss
contest, conveys her than\s to Screenland.

Some New Films
{Continued from page 48)

drop a gentle hint. In the final close-up,

Billy says to little Mary Brown—"Yes, you
are going to go straight— to the minister."

As for all the other "birds" — they are

"jail birds" now.

Owen Moore plays the part of Billy

Rhodes. He couldn't help being Al, with
Mary Carr for a mother. Gladys Hulette
is lovely as the Nightingale, and all of
the supporting cast are good. If you like

crook pictures, our advice is— go straight

to this show.
* * *

Here comes Bob Custer again, every
body, in the fifth of his Texas Ranger

Stories— The Texas Bearcat. Sounds like

a bear of a picture—-eh, wot? Bob Custer
is right there on the click of the camera,
wide sombrero, flashing eye and all.

In the story he takes the part of Dave
Sethman, the supposed half-breed son of
old man Sethman, owner of vast cattle

lands. To this ranch country comes
wealthy John Crawford, planning a revenge.
He's got not only a bone to pick with this

old man Sethman, but a whole skeleton.
With him comes his daughter Jean, and his
secretary Watson. Jean, played by Sally
Rand, is a beauty. But we can't say that
much for Watson. He's a four-lettered
word spelling— F-O-O-L. To most of us,
playing the fool at some time or other,
comes pretty easy, but we imagine it a bit
hard doing it in reel life. So here's our
hat off to the guy, Jack Richardson in this

case, who gets the laughs whether he wants
them or not. We are almost sure that
being a .simp isn't so simple.

It must be fierce falling in love with the
son of your father's worst enemy. But
that's what Jean does. It would go hot at
our house if Oscar fell in love with our
landlord's daughter, unless the rent came
down as the result of it. There's no such
luck. Our landlord is a bachelor.

When Jean refuses to see Dave Sethman
again, he thinks it is because she knows he

is a half-breed. So you can guess how
happy he is to find out in the last chapter
that he is no Indian after all, but John
Crawford's son. That makes him in love
with his own sister. Tough luck— until

the father of Dave, and the foster father
of Jean, unties all the knots so that the
nuptial knot can be tied instead!

P. S. — We forgot to say that Crawford
gets his revenge.

lias Mary Flynn is an honest-to-

goodness crook drama, and, what is

regular Desmond wow. The old story of
the West done in a new way. And as full

of unexpected turns as a shark, and each
turn happens to be a bit more exciting

than the last.

From the beginning to end there isn't a
dull moment. I didn't have to look to see
if Oscar was awake or not— and besides,

I couldn't spare the time. It's mostly about
Nancy, a young crook of the Underworld.
She's as hard-boiled as any of them. The
cops get on her trail. But for the timely
assistance of John Everett she would have
stood up to the handcuffs. But Everett
takes her to his beautiful home and offers

her a chance to go straight if she wants to.

Under the name of Mary Flynn she meets
Tom Everett, the son, and since Tom is

played by Malcolm MacGregor, do you
wonder that Mary falls in love with him?
We would ourselves. William Mong takes
the part of the father, - and he certainly
looked the kindly, generous soul he was
supposed to be. We have a good hunch
that William Mong would be the real sort
to know. Mary is grateful to him for all

his goodness to her and when the time
comes for her to repay it, she doesn't sneak
out the back door with the family heir-
looms. She doesn't even run off with the
son. What she really does will make you
sit up and take notice. And maybe it won't
leave you with a mist of tears in your eyes.

The Meddler is the latest thriller fea-

turing William Desmond, and it is

more, it features Evelyn Brent. It's all

r.bout priceless gems— the Turk's ruby, an
Oriental emerald, and a perfect pearl of a

girl. This is the first picture we have seen
starring Evelyn Brent, and we certainly
hope it won't be the last. She's got the
double-barrelled personality — Beauty and
Brains. She knows how to grip the heart
without spilling her tears all over the prem-
ises. We hope she always has the luck to
get as good a story as this one.

Here's Bill Desmond all dressed up as
Richard Gilmore. There's nothing really
wrong with Gilmore excepting that he has
too much money— and nerves. For a
weak constitution one is as bad as the
other. Like all millionaires, Gilmore has a
fiancee. But this one isn't after his money,
for she decides to turn him down, and all

because he isn't romantic enough. Do you
get that? Head over heels in love and not
in the least romantic about it. Gilmore
goes out West in search of Romance. He's
like a lot of folks who go out on a quest
for Happiness, when they don't know how
to find it on their front doorstep.

Out West, Gilmore soon puts the "man"
in Romance. He holds up the Red Gulch
stage and meets the one passenger, Gloria
Canfield, ably played by Dolores Rousay.
He doesn't know it at first, but she stages
a hold-up all her own— for his heart. The
town sheriff, who does everything but, is

out on Gilmore's trail since he is known
everywhere as The Meddler. But it takes
the make-believe bandit to round up the
real law-breakers. Just how it does it

makes this thrilling photo play. And you'll
find out in the final close-up whether his
old girl takes him back— or the new girl
takes him on.

Vihna Banky
{Continued from page 49)

cently rid herself of eighteen pounds; but
on leaving for California Miss Banky still

had ten pounds to go. (Literally, ten
pounds to go.) Continental women, it

seems, may be a bit plumper than their
American cousins and still be acclaimed
beauties. Miss Banky describes the differ-

ence by holding up a charming little finger:
"In America," she says, "one mus' be lik'

dees."

Accompanying the Hungarian screen star
on her long journey from Budapest to.

Hollywood were two quaint character dolls,

Bubi and Lily. One is a Very masculine-
looking boy in a sailor suit and the other
is a chubby, naive Fraulein who Miss
Banky laughingly declares should also be
limited to lamb chops and pineapple. But
the strangest thing about these strange
companions is that they are being carried
along for company and not for publicity,
as is the case with so many mascots; for
their fair mistress took the Gotham news-
papermen completely off their feet, when
she arrived at our portals, by absolutely
shunning interviewers and photographers
and by declaring that she had positively
nothing of interest to say.

Miss Banky 's first picture in America
will be the film version of "The Dark
Angel," in which she will appear opposite
Ronald Colman. George Fitzmaurice, who
will direct the production, took his pros-
pective directee to see Patricia Collinge in
the part before the play closed its New
York run at the Longacre Theatre. Asked
if she thought, while watching the play,
of any way in which she would change
certain scenes. Miss Banky smiled and
admitted, through an interpreter, that she
expected to make a great many changes.
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low To Make a Million

Dollars

(Continued from page 36)

hese articles range from pins to satin and

om film to door knobs. Each one of them

absolutely essential and must be in stock

>fore we can turn a crank. He pointed

,' another list. "Right at the present 1 am

ideavonng to find efficient heads for

venty different departments, each of which

aist be filled and operating with from four

3 two hundred associates each before a

ngle foot of film can be made.

"There must be a cashier and an auditor

d handle finances. A casting director is

ecessary to winnow out the competent and

ble players from among the five thousand

,ames of actors and actresses which we

ave on file. A purchasing agent is neces-

ary to buy our materials m bulk and to

ave money through a businesslike method

,f handling supplies. A transportation

nanager is most essential. This man must

.andle scores of cars to take people to and

rom location, not to speak of tractors and

rucks for handling studio equipment and

Supplies. There must be a head painter, a

( nan who can tell you instantly how much

baint it will require to cover a given set

'ind how much it will cost.

!
"Our head electrician is in charge of a

j7000-ampere plant sufficient to light a good

Uise small town. He has in his possession,

•for his use, something over three hundred

^different lamps. There is, of course, a head

'of the property department, the man, who,

when the studio is going full blast, will

'handle over twelve thousand different arti-

cles, running from crutches to guns and

'from finger-bowls to oil paintings. And
before we start a camera turning, an expert

portrait photographer must take hundreds

of pictures of all our various players to be

used in the advertising, which is prepared

well in advance.

"The matter of an efficient janitor is in

itself one that requires very careful con-

sideration. Careless sweeping up at night,

the raising of too much dust in the vicinity

of delicate film or expensive fabrics can

cause immense losses. Such matters as

these do not have to be considered in the

making of commodities like tin cans or iron

boats.

"We could all be out of a job tomorrow

if it were not for the presence of the chief

of our studio fire department who has a

number of men under him trained to man
stand-pipes and hoses located throughout

the studio and to operate a stationary pump
which can throw the entire contents of a

pool fifty-five feet by thirty-two feet and

six feet deep anywhere in the plant on ten

seconds' notice.

"Clothes also will be needed before our

first picture can be made. Our general

manager, Fred Kley, has had placed
_

in

order some twenty-five electrical sewing

machines which will soon be busily at work

under the guidance of Mademoiselle Dallett

of France, a 'trained costume designer.

"These matters are all" purely physical.

Now we come to the intellectual side of

the studio. Not a wheel can be turned

before stories have been bought after being

carefully read by our reading department

under Mrs. E. K. Adams, and turned over

to production editors, Bertram Millhauser

and Elmer Harris, who assign scenario

REENLA ND

Harriet Hammond and Lew
Codv in "Man and Maid."

Q The "Man and Maid" a little

later. The spirit of Elinor

Glyn is particularly adaptable

to interpretation by the
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writers to put them in what we call 'con.'

tinuity form.'

"Even then the stones cannot be handed

over to a director until they have been

discussed thoroughly with Mrs. Elizabeth

McGaffey, the head of our research depart-

ment who has tabulated thousands of books,

cross-indexed, so that on short notice she

can instantly turn to articles about customs

of any nation and to pictures showing

activities in a thousand different walks of

life.

"Then of course there is a directorial

department. Now we are getting down to

about the only phase of this business that

the public really ever comes to know any-

thing about. The director is the man who

takes all of these various physical depart-

ments, matches them with his story, adds in

the works of stars and supporting players,

and turns out a product which is a finished

entertainment.

"Stars such as Leatrice Joy, Rod La

Rocque and featured players of the char-

acter of Vera Reynolds, Lillian Rich, Rob-

ert Edeson, Edmund Burns, Helene Sulli-

van, and Robert Ames have names which,

when presented in front of the theatre,

together with the names of such directors

as Frank Urson, Paul Iribe, Paul Sloan and

Rupert Julian, or such writers as Jeanie

MacPherson and Beulah Marie Dix, will

stimulate the sale of tickets for that attrac-

tion. But before the attraction can be

shown and before the value of the names

of these various individuals can operate,

there must be organized a physical 'factory'

which shall be geared to take charge of

a thousand small, burdensome, sometimes ir-

ritating details, all of which are essential to

a good motion picture. It probably never

entered your mind, for instance, that to

make the set you see on the screen, very

great care is taken to get the right color of

paint— hours may be spent testing a cer-

tain color with lights and cameras. Why is

all of this care necessary? Simply because

if that paint took dark when we wanted

light, or light when it should be dark to

conform with the style of the costumes and

the tenor of the situations,' we might create

an effect which would destroy the whole

value of the work done by the players or

the clever situations incorporated by the

writers.

"There must also be a publicity and ad-

vertising department. The department

here, under the direction of Barrett C.

Kiesling, must, with its staff, send out ma-

terial each week on our activities to the

various publications interested in motion

picture doings. Likewise this department

must supply all salesmen with data concern-

ing our pictures which will aid in selling

our product to the theatre owners. Also

this department must prepare pictures and

data for all of the newspaper advertising

and billboard posters which are distributed

throughout the world after a picture has

left this studio and is offered for public

approval."

This explanation by Cecil B. De Mille

tells a story which has been repeated in

the case of every great film company. Many
enterprising stars and directors^ have started

out to produce "on their own" only to be

licked by this bugbear of the background

of infinite details.

Attention to details— that is the secret

back of the big successes. So, if you are

planning to make your million in the

motion-picture business, it is the capacity

of your brain to focus on small things—
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The Wanderer— Continuedfrom page 33

and when he came back, tired, dirty, torn,

scared and crying, she gathered him in and
sent up a little prayer that he'd always
come back. He was only a baby, but
twenty years from now he'd still be a baby,
and if he'd only always come back—tired,

dirty, torn, scared—or anything—she'd take
him to her; she'd wash his hands and give
him rest; with joy in her heart, she'd kill

the fatted calf.

That's "The Wanderer." That's the story

of the little boy, grown broader and taller,

but still dreaming of the great things on
the next street that he couldn't see. It's

the story of every boy, from half past two
on, from the days before Christ when this

earth first started, until that day comes
when there'll be no more earth.

That's Raoul Walsh's idea of "The
Wanderer" as he is directing it for Para-
mount. He will make it big. He will

make it mighty. He will have it carry a
tremendous message all around this vast
world of ours. 1

"I am making it a story of Biblical times
only as far as the costumes and settings

are concerned," Mr. Walsh said to me.
"They make it picturesque and seem to

bring home the good old .story of the Bible
in a deeper and more tender way. The
story is simple, the Bible folks were gentle,

and the whole atmosphere of that day is

soft. Do you understand what I mean?"
I did understand. Mr. Walsh went on.

He was living his story as he would direct
it and give it to us to live.

"And the boy—I call him 'the boy' to
myself, always. The boy is so young, so
full of youth and so dreamy: I can feel
him, somehow. Life is before him—the
fields are so dull, and the flocks are so
lazy and the days are so long—something
must happen! He must get away. That
call of youth, that inevitable thing is upon
him."

I understood. I thought of Junior, with
the lions and tigers on the next street.

They must all "get away"!
"I have chosen William Collier, Jr., for

my boy," Walsh continued. "He has that
far-away look in his eyes. Have you ever
noticed? Can't you picture him tending his
flocks, looking to the hills beyond, every
part of him crying out to go? He's sick
of the tedious farm life! There must be
something marvelous beyond those madden-
ing hills if he could only get there. That's
my boy—William Collier—with his soft-
ness, his lovable weakness and his impetu-
ous youth. He must carry my message to
every son, to every father and every
mother.

"Kathlyn Williams plays my mother. I

have lots of faith in a mother. She knows
her son the way no one else does, and
largely on account of her my boy will come
home."

Mr. Walsh paused. Kathlyn Williams,
in her quiet manner, walked across the set,
waiting just long enough to tell me "hello."'
There she was—the mother of "The Wan-
derer," the Prodigal Son. Stran-e that she
should be playing this role of the wander-,
ing boy's mother. Just five years ago her
boy—her only boy—went away, never to
come back again. Kathlyn Williams could
certainly play Mr. Walsh's mother. Her
understanding might be even too deep.

"So he tends his flocks. The days are
more tedious, and the dreaming more
dreamy. His older brother tyrannizes, the
fair Tisha passes on the way to the mar-
velous city, and my boy must go." Mr.
Walsh pulled me a little closer. "Do you

blame him? Can't you feel the fever of
youth and adventure in his blood? Don't
you see he had to go?

"Oh, hello there! How are you today?"
I looked around. Walsh smiled. It was

his father, come all the way from New
York City to watch his big son film a great
picture.

"We're talking about the picture," I said.
"Pretty big task your son has undertaken.
Do you think he can do it?"

Could he do it? I might as well have
asked him if dogs bark. Fathers think
awful funny things about THEIR sons!

"So my boy goes. He gets his portion
and leaves for the city, head held high,
money in his pocket, and youth in his
heart.

"I take him to 'A City." I give it no
name, no time, and no place. Do you see
what I mean? He might be ANY boy in
ANY age, going to ANY place. He might
be your boy or my boy. But he's basically
good! He means no harm. He was made
that way."

Crash! Bang! Seemingly there wasn't a
quiet spot in the studio.

Q Flora Finch— a sincere actress

with a host of friends.

The Horoscope Contest is now
being determined by Miss

Jane Carleton. The screen

part offered by First Na-

tional Pictures will be an-

nounced probably in the

August issue.

"That's all right," laughed Walsh. "They
won't let anything fall on you. They're
tearing down the set where we just finished
shooting. It was the abode of Tisha, the
wicked vampire, who, with the aid of Tola—Ernest Torrence—leads my silly boy
astray and carries him on and on to ruin.
Greta Nissen plays Tisha. She's very
wicked, this Tisha. Like most vampires,
she leads ' him on, spends all his money,
ruins him, and then falls into the arms of
her next victim. It was that way long ago
and it looks as if that's the way it's always
going to be. Have you met Tisha? If you
have I think you'll likely fall into the net
yourself."

Yes, I've met Greta Nissen and the net
is drawing tighter every time I see and
speak to her. She's Hollywood's latest sen-
sation. As the Hollywood saying goes,
she's "got it."

"Of course my boy is beaten. They
always are. His money ' goes and he is

ready to cheat, to lie—anything for Tisha.
He is losing—losing. He would sell his
soul for her!"

Walsh took a deep breath.

"But that's where I figure his mother
comes in. In all his wanderings, through
all his weaknesses and youthful worldliness,
his mother has his soul. He has wished
and yearned for a sight of her. I feel him
wanting her. Tisha has thrown him from
her; the whole crowd turns away from him
and spurns him; his father's dowry is spent
and even

, he might not welcome him; but
his mother—she has his soul. She never
failed him, and she never will."

That's the story as Raoul Walsh told it

to me. It's the old Biblical story of the
Prodigal Son who leaves his home, comes
back tired, beaten and disgraced, but finds
the fattened calf ready for him just the
same.

Mr. Walsh went on and told me of the
unlimited resources Paramount has given
him with which to make the picture. Any
player in the country is his for the asking.
Such confidence has the company in him
that his word is absolute law.

"I am giving our moving picture fans
one of the greatest casts ever assembled for
one production," said Walsh. "It has
meant more work than you would think,
because I insisted on tests to be sure that
the atmosphere of the old Biblical days
was carried out by my players. In addi-
tion to Ernest Torrence, William Collier.
Jr., and Kathlyn Williams, is Wallace
Beery, who plays the part of the father;
George Rigas who plays the tyrannizing
brother. Even 'bits' in the picture will be
done by such well-known people as Ray-
mond Hatton and Holmes Herbert. You
see, I want this to be my very greatest
effort, the best that is in me, and my mes-
sage of faith to the world."

"Yes," I thought on the way home, "we
all do need that message of faith."

I reached our own street. There was
the other prodigal, half past two instead of
half past twenty-two, playing on his own
front stoop, the wanderings of the morning
completely forgotten. The lady next door
said he ought to be spanked, so he wouldn't
forget so soon. I said so, too, so he
wouldn't go away again. But his mother

—

his mother said she didn't care how many
times he went away as long as he always,
always came back home to her again. And
I guess that's why he always does come
back.



fore They Were Famous
(Continued from page 30)

i brought her succor— via the bathroom

Viewing my acquaintance with Rudolph

llentino in retrospect I find that the

Llity which made most lasting impression

on me was his imperturbable good-nature,

is disposition was what is sometimes tire-

nely described as "sunny." Such refresh-

. evenness would scarcely be expected in

fe who combined, as he did, both the

itin and the artistic temperaments Yet

[s does not mean that he was lacking

1 spirit; on the contrary, be it said, he

Is astonishingly sane and normal in all

Bpects, possessing literally no bad habits.

¥ neither smoked nor drank to speak oh

inlike so many persons nowadays he was

•vcr "dying for a drink"; the cocktail

bur had no charms for him. He relished

I glass of champagne or some good still

trie with his dinner and a liqueur after-

ard. That was all. He was as popular

ith men as with women— an excellent

"Among other things I remember that

- was constantly singing an Italian song

died "Mamma Mia" in a very agreeable

intone voice. I never hear the song that

i
do not think of him. He frequently

-rote to his mother in Italy— long, mter-

!
sting letters in a flowing, foreign hand,

rom which he sometimes read me extracts.

' Somewhere recently I read some anec-

dotes concerning Valentino in which the

iconteur mentioned that he enjoyed re-

gaining in bed in the morning. I did not

heed to read further to be convinced of

he authenticity of the article. He did.

Lloney was scarce and time was valuable,

Vet I visualize him most often as sitting,

•ajama-clad, in a great tulipwood bed, tele-

phoning with the most superb insouciance

So Sarah or Mary or Jane— I never could

:eep track of them— and the hour never

Earlier than noon.
1 Poor Rudolph's English was not always

:ertain in those days and he sometimes be-

came greatly confused. On one occasion

we were sitting at supper in a restaurant

with a party of friends when I noticed the

: vaiter bringing Valentino glass after glass

}f water until finally his plate was quite

Surrounded. Rudolph was plainly enraged.

d Overcome by her feminine charm, John Doughs {Ronald
q
Cohnan) renews his wooing of Cark King (Blanche Sweet) ;*
the George Fitzmaurice production His Supreme Moment.

It finally developed that it was not ice-

water that he wished but a water ice Just

the simple reversal of the order of two

little words— but what a difference!

The last time that I saw Rudolph before

he became a celebrity was outside the Bilt-

more where I had gone to view the filming

of a scene in a picture that Maurice and

Florence Walton were making. It was to

be done in the Cascades, on the roof of the

hotel. As I started to enter the building

a taxi drew up at the curb and Rudolph

descended, very gorgeously attired, carrying

a makeup box. He informed me that he

was doing some "extra" work for the ex-

perience, as he intended taking up picture

work. He had already attained some repu-

tation as a dancer. '

.

When we arrived at the Cascades, which

was set for the conventional "ball-room

scene," I noticed that the tables lining the

dancing circle were occupied by a number

of celebrities, friends of the stars', who

were doing this "extra" work by way of a

lark. There were one or two foreigners of

title, I remember; several persons prominent

in society, and a few well-known actors and

actresses. But the oblivious and unim-

pressed director assigned Rudolph to a table

remote and obscure. When I viewed the

picture some time later I discovered that

Rudolph Valentino, whose fame was soon

to eclipse totally and completely that of each

and every one of those smiling so proudly

from the screen, was no more than an in-

conspicuous blur.

Prunella is still alive, spending her de-

clining years on an estate in the country.

She is ancient, yet— a veritable feline

Recamier or Ninon d'Enclos— lovely in her

old age. She narrows her topaz eyes when

she hears of Valentino and the lovelorn

maids who pursue him. For she, of them

all, probably, has been encircled by his

arms: and in her ears alone has a^ musical

Italian voice murmured "Prunel-la," rolling

the I's as only an Italian can. Prunella

has lived.

The Firff Thing I Notice About a Man—Continued from page 29
' _ . ^ 1 ...

1
' j * ot-t-oirrKt-. hspH as a handle we got into the habit

I

By Corinne Griffith

like a man to be well-groomed, so per-

haps that's why I notice first whether

or not a man's shoes are shined, or his clothes

pressed, or his collar clean. Maybe I don't

notice the separate things, but merely the

general effect.

I don't like a man to be effeminate, but

dimply to be neat— well-kept hands, fresh

handkerchief, not to need a shave.

I often hear people talk about the he-men

of the widely advertised open spaces, but

I'm afraid I'd just as soon all such men

were somebody else's darlings— not mine!

B;y Florence Widor

I
notice mouths.

I think mouths are the most interesting

feature because they can't be controlled

and made to give a false impression. There

is, you know, a definite psychology of

mouths.
People used to judge a man and his

character by his eyes, but nowadays we
have all become so wise about them that

we can look any one right in the face, with

our eyes big and innocent, or straight-

forward and perhaps terribly hurt, and say:

"Why no, I didn't do it!" when all the

time we did! We've trained our eyes to

appear truthful even when we're not so

truthful ourselves.

But we can't train our mouths. No one

can control those little give-away muscles

around the corners of his mouth. No one

can alter in a moment the habitual twist

or droop or curl that tells so very, very

much about the real man.

So the first thing I look at when I meet

a man is his mouth!

By Virginia Brown Yaire

1 NOTICE his height.

It doesn't mean anything special to

me after I've noticed it, but — there

you are!

I think to myself: "He must be six-loot-

two at the very least!" or "I don't believe

he's a bit taller than I am!" automatically.

Maybe back in the dark ages when we

all lived in caves and women didn't know

enough to bob their hair and avoid its being

used as a handle we got into the habit of

looking to see how tall the gentlemen were

and measuring ourselves to them—for don t

tell me we didn't occasionally
^
hit back!

Whatever the reason, a man's inches are

the first thing I see when we meet.

Bv Norma Talmadge

Personality is such an overworked

word that I hate to put it down as

the first thing I notice about a man —
but it's the truth.

I never pay any attention to his looks,

his age or his apparel. It's the something

behind the eyes, behind the "front" he's

built up to show the world, that I look for.

Sometimes, it seems to leap out at me at

once— a sort of spirit-to-spirit response

that makes me know at once that I shall

like him. or that I shall not! Sometimes,

I must talk with him before I can tell.

Brains may have something to do with it,

for I like men with brains. Facile charm

has no wearing quality— it's like cheap

satin. A brilliant mind is like a fine stone

whose value is
j(
enhanced by tii%e,1JL)q misw
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GRAY HAIR
Is Not Necessary

You are only
as old as you
look!

Wm. J. Brandt's

Liquid

EAUDE
HENNA
Hair Color

Restorer 1

will cover gray hair in 10 to 30 minutes so that
you would not know it ever was gray. It is liquid.

One application with a toothbrush does it all. No
pack. No mess.
You get the natural color. No one will suspect

your hair has been dyed. Leaves it soft and lus-

trous—no dead color—no streaks—no spots—just

a uniform color.

ANYONE CAN PUT IT ON
It will not rub off. It stays on several months.

Shampooing, sea bathing, sun, permanent waving,
curling or straightening iron—nothing takes it off.

You can cover any gray no matter how stub-
born or how caused. It also takes at the roots.

Wonderful For Touching Up
You can put it on just where needed. Can be

used over other dyes or where powdered hennas
have been used. Does not break the hair. Does
not interfere with permanent waving.

Full directions in each box in English and Span-
ish. Colors'. Black. Dark Brown, Medium Brown,
Light Brown, Drab. Blond, Auburn (in ordering
please state color desired). Price $2.50, C. O. D.
$2.65.
Accept no substitute for Wm. J. Brandt's

Eau de Henna.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 65, 112 East 23rd St., New York
Men as well as women can use Eau de Henna

to advantage.

BUST DEVELOPED
My Big Three Part Treatment is the)ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other danger-
ous absurdities. I send you a
GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

FREE
14-DAY

TREATMENT _
If you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-
der Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOUI
If not. your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only

Madame D.M. Williams. Buffalo, N.Y.

THICK LIPS REDUCED!
(Free Folder Tells How)

Thin, adorable lips is beauty's cry. Cloree's
lip-reducing lotion makes unnaturally
thick, protruding lips, thin, shapely and
bewitching. No plasters, rollers or cutting;
a simple, painless, harmless lotion. If you
value sweet, lovely, alluring lips, start
using "Cloree" today and watch results.
Particulars free: send today.

MLLE. CLOREE of NEW YORK,
25-Z—West 42nd St.. New York, N. Y.

SCREENLAND'S
Shopping Service

means Bargainsfor Buyers

BEAUTYPEEL

222

"UNMASKS YOUR
'HIDDEN' BEAUTY"

CREATES BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION BY PEELING OFF
tan. freckles, bloraiabes, Dimples, blackheads, liver
spots wrinkles. »cne. muddy, oily skins. NON-ACID
(Pat.) lotion. Painless, harmless. Effects astounding.

i TRIAL COSTS NOTHING Writ, today

B138M oger and "Th* Art ° f Face Fee''"g" FREE.™ „ Newlyn Chemical Company
Newlyn Building ei Paso, Texas

Photograph by Melbourne Spnrr

BETTY COMPSON
(\ Has the leading feminine role in James Cruze's

next production, "The Pony Express."

Jeanne Lorraine is Selected
(Continued f

he had ever had to eliminate six of them.
In addition to the five final selections repro-
duced herewith there was a Miss Marjorie
Shaw and a Miss Ethel Phoenix, both from
New York City. The others, as you notice,
were from widely separated points—Albany;
Oklahoma City, Okla.; Cleveland, Ohio;
Stamford, Conn., and Wilmette, Illinois.

After much deliberation the Chief elimin-
ated the two New York girls, and then he
was up against it.

I sat and watched him gaze first at one
and then at another of the remaining five

while he pointed out to me the various
reasons why his selection had narrowed
down to these five. And from his remarks
I gathered that it would have been a bless-

ing could there have been five winners.
But rules are rules in a contest so the
Chief went on with the elimination process
to try to find just one winner. And that
proved to be no easy task. He finally de-
cided that either Miss Ella Landre of Wil-
mette, Illinois, or Miss Jeanne Lorraine of
Stamford, Connecticut, would be the win-
ner, but could not decide definitely unless
he interviewed both of them and made a
screen test of them; that is, photographed
them at a studio and saw how they looked
on the screen. So Miss Landre came on
to New York from Wilmette and Miss Lor-
raine came on from Stamford. The Chief
took the necessary tests at the Famous
Players-Lasky Studio on Long Island. After
viewing them both on the screen, he de-
cided that Miss Lorraine possessed the shade
better photographic qualities, and he judged
her the winner. But it certainly was a nip
and tuck race and a mighty difficult job
for Mr. Terriss to make his final selection.

rom page 21)

The winner, Miss Jeanne Lorraine, is a

little American girl, born in Brussels, Bel-

gium, and to her the winning of this con'
test is her first real opportunity in a life

of many trials and heartaches and we hope
she makes good when she plays her first

part in a real motion picture production.
She was left all alone in the world by losing

both her parents in the Titanic disaster and
since then her life has not been an easy
one. She is only nineteen now, and any
young girl knows that her battle against

life at that age is not a bed of roses. Some
friends raised her after her heartbreaking
loss until she was able to go to work, and
then she tried several things, which all

seemed to be a terrific struggle. She even
went to Honduras as a nurse in the hospital

down there and stuck it out for a year
although the heat was almost more than she
could bear. And she finally had to give it

up and return to the United States. It

was only by chance that she saw this

Opportunity Contest. She was standing by
a newsstand waiting for a car and idly

turned the pages of Screenland. Her eye
caught the heading, "Chance in the Movies"—-"Here is your opportunity." I suppose
her mirror had told her how she looked,
but at any rate she bought a copy and
entered the contest, with the result that she

now has what she terms her first real oppor-

tunity to try to make good in something
that may lead to a very brilliant and
remunerative future.

And I certainly hope she does make good
and that once again the Destiny Eye of

Tom Terriss may prove to have lost none
of its penetrating power of selection.
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list a few drops

embed into the

.air and almost
mmediately you
an see "listless

oclts" begin to

ike on new life,

itw lustre, new
ilky sheen—
tray ends and
traggly strands

m-lding into glo-

ttic/ in 20 minutes

your mirror shows you a

new head of hair—marcelled

and curled as you like it best;

with a natural wave that no

artificial beauty-parlor proc-

ess could possibly duplicate.

JMarvelous New
I I Spanish Liquid

Makes any hair beautifully curly

The Spanish Beggar's

Priceless Gift
By Winnijred Ralston

,lr~\R.OM the day we started to school,

M Chanty Winthrop and I were called

1_ the touseled-hair twins.

Our mothers despaired of us. Our hair

simply wouldn't behave.

As we grew older the hated name still clung

to us. It followed us through the grades and

ilinto boarding school. Then Charity's fam-

ily moved to Spain and I didn't see her

again until last New Year's eve.

"A party of us had gone to the Drake Hotel

for dinner that night. As usual I was terri-

bly embarrassed and ashamed of my hair.

Horribly self-conscious I was sitting
_
at

the table, scarcely touching my food, wishing

I were home. It seemed that everyone had

wonderful, lustrous, curly hair but me and

I felt they were all laughing or, worse, pitying

me behind my back.

My eyes strayed to the dance floor and

there I
' saw a 'beautiful girl dancing with

Tom Harvey. Her eye caught mine and

to my surprise she smiled and started toward

me.
About this girl's face was a halo of golden

curls. I think she had the most beautiful

hair I ever saw. My face must have turned

scarlet as I compared it mentally with my
own straggly, ugly mop.

Of course' you have guessed her identity

—

Charity Winthrop who once had dull straight

hair like mine.

It had been five long years since I had
seen her. But I simply cou ldn't wait. I blurted out

—

"Charity Winthrop—tell me—
what miracle has happened to

' vour hair?"
She smiled and said myste-

riously, "Come to my room
and I will tell you the. whole

story.
1
' vStf^SS.) ^

Charity tells of the j^,
beggars gift

"Our house in Madrid faced ^S^s/is3'

a little, old plaza where I \ **o !^

often strolled after my siesta, A Matchless Ma

in 20 minutes
"Miguel, the beggar, always occupied the end

bench of the south end of the plaza. I always

dropped a few centavos in his hat when I passed and

he soon grew to know me.

"The day before I left Madrid I stopped to
>(
bid

him goodby and pressed a gold coin in his palm.

"Hija mia," he said, "You have been very kind

to an old man. Digamelo (tell me) senonta, what

it is your heart most desires."
, . , „.,•

"I laughed at the idea, then said jokingly, Mi-

guel, my 'hair is straight and dull. I would have it

lustroirs and curly."

"Oigame, senonta," he said
—"Many years ago

—

a Castilian prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty.

Her hair was black as a raven's wing and straight as

an arrow. Like you, this lady wanted los pelos nzos

(curly hair). Her husband offered thousands of pesos

to the man who would fulfill her wish. The prize fell

to Pedro, the Droguero. Out of roots and herbs he

brewed a potion that converted the princess straight,

unruly hair into a glorious mass of ringlet curls.

"Pedro sen of the son of Pedro, has that secret

today. Years a to I did him a great service.
_

Here

you will find him, go to him and tell your wish

"I called a coche and gave the driver the address

Miguel had given me. •

At the door of the apothecary shop, a iunny old

hawk-nosed Spaniard met me. I stammered out my
explanation. When I Enished, he .bowed and van-

ished into his store. Presently he returned and

handed me a bottle. .

. T
"Terribly excited—I could hardly wait until 1

reached home. When I was in my room alone, I took

down my hair and applied the liquid as directed. In

twenty minutes, not one second more, the transfor-

mation, which you have noted, had taken place.

"Come, Winnifred—apply^it to your own hair and

see what it can do for you."
. , .

Twenty minutes later, as I looked into Lhanty smir-

ror I could hardly believe my eyes. The impossible had

happened. My dull straight hair had wound itself in-

to curling tendrils. My head was a mass of ringlets

and waves. It shone with a lustre it never had bclore.

You can imagine the amazement of the others in

the party when I returned to the ballroom. Every-

body noticed the change. Never did I have such a

glorious night. I was popular. Men clustered about

me. 1 had never been so happy. '
•

The next morning when I awoke, I hardly dared

look in my mirror fearing it had all been a dream.

But it was true—gloriously true.

My hair was curly and beautiful.

For a long time I kept the se-

cret to myself, but I felt that all

women should be given this re-

markable beauty aid. So it has

been made available through the

Century Chemists.
_
They have

agreed to act as distributors un-

der a most liberal trial offer,

which makes this new found

beauty secret available to all

women, regardless of their finan-

Lo-jely Curls cial status. -

Now the golden opportunity is yours.
_
You no

longer have to spend large sums of money in beauty

shops, or endanger your hair, by '•permanent

waves," for this remarkable Spanish Curling rluicl.

called "Wave-Sta" will bring you beautifully curly

hair in 20 minutes. One application will keep your

hair beautiful a week or more.

Don't delay another minute. Take advantage ot

this liberal trial offer now and always have the

beautiful curly hair you want.

Liberal Trial Offer
(Only One Bottle to a Family)

For a limited time, we are

offering a full size bottle of

"Wave-Sta" (Spanish Curl-

ing Fluid) at a price that

covers only the cost of com-
pounding, advertising and

selling, which we figured

down to $1.97. (Please re-

member that this is a special

offer for new users only and

we cannot fill more than one

order for each family at this

price. ) If vou are not per-

fectly delighted with results

after using "Wave-Sta" for 5

days, simply return the un-

used portion and your money will be refunded.

Under the terms of special trial offer you do

not have to send any money in advance. Simply

sign and mail the coupon. Then when the post-

man brings this remarkable beauty aid. just

pay him $1.97. plus a few cents postage, anc

your hair worries are ended forever.

This offer may not be repeated. Bemember. we

take all the risk. If "Wave-Sta" doesn t make

your hair beautifully curly, give it new life

new lustre, new silky sheen, all you have to do

is notify us and your money will be returned m
full. Have you ever heard of a fairer offer I

CENTURY CHEMISTS
Jackson Blvd., at Desplaines St., Chicago, HI.

Sun/ no money—simply sign and mail Vie

coupon.

Coupon '

CENTURY CHEMISTS
Jackson Blvd., at Desplaines St.. Dept. fel

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Please send me, in plain wrapper,

by insured parcel post, a full sized bottle of

"Wave-Sta" (Spanish Curling Fluid) I will

pay postman the special trial prico ot fcl.9i. Plus

few cents postage, on delivery, with the under-

standing that if. after a 5-day trial. I am not

perfectly delighted with this magic curling

liquid I mav return the unused contents in the

bottle' and you will immediately return my
money in full.

Name

Address

Note: If you are apt to be out j*ML iba

postman calls, you may enclose $2 and wave-

Sta" will be sent to you postpaid.
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$1 Brings This

MDIAMOND
Easy for you to own this beauti
ful ring or give it as a present.
Simply send $1 to us today.

10 DAYS' TRIAL
Wear ring 10 days and if you
don't agree it is an amazing bar-
gain, return it and we will re-
fund your money. If satisfied
pay $3 a month until $30 is paid.
FREE catalog-. Diamonds, Watches

Jewelry. $10 to $1000. All on
long credit. Wondertul values.
Est. 1890 Address Dept. 736

Baer Bros. Co.
6 MAIDEN LANE - NEW YORK

(rp^\ Get Fid
of Your FAT
Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Ask for my "nay-when-

redueed" offer. I have successfully reduced
thousands of porsons, often at the rate of

a pound a day without diet or exercise.

Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician

State of New York. 286 Filth Ave., N. Y.. Desk S-2

PARN MONEYK AT HOME 1

YOU can earn $1 to $2 an hour in your spare

time writing show carda. No canvass-

ing or soliciting. We instruct you by our new
simple Directograph System, supply you -with

work and pay you cash each week. Write
today for full particulars and free booklet.

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00

169 Colborno Building, Toronto, Can.

Literary Assistance
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS. PUBLIC SPEAKERS.

Speeches. Orations. Addresses. Essays, etc., prepared to

order on any subject, $3 per thousand words. Manu-
scripts typewritten correctly for publication (with one

carbon copy) $1 per thousand words. Markets for

Lite-ary wares suggested.

F. B. CROSS, STUDIO, 4553 Emerson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

SoncWriters/
will be paid on songs foundsuitable for publication.

Submit your manuscripts tor immediate examination
FQUITABLE MUSIC CORPORATION
1658 J Broadway New York City

write for. free Book. °* Son% Writing

New Flexible Roller Guaranteed to

Remove Fatty Spots
within 30 days
or money back. ^
The Devon Flexible Reducing
Roller is scientifically built
to remove fat from just the
parts of the body you wish
reduced—hips, thigrhs, shoul-
ders, stomach or otherspots.
No dieting, exercising,dangerous
medicines or weakening baths.
Justroll it over the parts you wish
reduced a few minutes each day.

Send Ho Money
Just send your name and address
--no money in advance. Pay post-
man only $2.95 (plus postage)
when the Devon Flexible Roller
arrives. Try it 30 full days. If you
do not get rid of excess flesh In
iu3t the spots you want, send It

back and your money will be re-
funded atonce. You risk nothing.

DEVON SHOPS CO.,Room206C
226 W.47thSt..NewYork,N.Y.

hove Will Not Wait—Continued from page 20

Youth-Ami Skin Peel
A New Scientific Discovery
which painlessly and harmlessly replaces
the ola skin with a new and removes all

Surface Blemishes, Pimples, Blackheads,
Discolorations, Tan, Eczema, Acne, Large Pores, etc. A
non-acid, invisible liquid. Produces a healthy new skin,

beautiful as a baby's. Results astounding. Booklet 'The

Magi;: of a New Skin" free in plain sealed envelope.

Youth-Ami Laboratories, Dept. F.B 30 E. 20th St. , New York

the past three weeks— and how utterly

foolish it was of me to run away on him
like that. And now " Alice applied a

skillful eyebrow pencil, "Everything will be
even lovelier than it was before. We do
foolish things in order to grow wise."

"That's the way," Nanette offered. "One
has to use a little tact with a husband."
"And with a husband like mine," Alice

considered and pursed her reddened lips,

"one has to use a lot of it. Of course I

have no intentions of giving up my work.
Imagine me ever thinking to do that when
I have the whole future ahead of me. But
Gilbert will never guess it is that way.
Once he thinks I am willing— he won't
want me to " she threw back her head
and laughed — "Oh, my dear Nanette— a

little bit of tact can go a long, long way."
Some one came to the door and knocked.

The little maid went to answer it. She
came back presently.

"It's a message from Mr. Saunders. He
says the set is all ready and that they are

waiting for you."
"Tell him I will be there in five min-

utes." Alice turned back to the mirror.
"Carl Saunders is a peach of a director—
and I am lucky. But he wants his own
way a little too much to .suit me."

Five minutes later she was out on the lot

arrayed in the humble garb of Lizzie

Schram, whose tragic life she was now to

portray.

"Well?" she turned to Saunders and
asked lightly, "Where do we begin?"
The happiness of her voice was lost to

him. Its lightness was like a careless con-

cern. He felt a sudden irritation.

"Right where we left off." There was a

hint of anger in the director's tone, "And
snap into it."

Alice moved leisurely across the stage to

Roger Maxwell, her leading man, who was
waiting for her.

"Snap into it," she said merrily, and
laughed. "My, aren't we getting the peppy
orders these days!"

They began the acting out of a scene.

But her mind strayed from her work. She
did not care a whit about poor Lizzie

Schram to-day. She had a few thoughts

of her own, which were far more impor-

tant. Why had not Gilbert written her or

sent her flowers or phoned? She had asked
herself that question every day for three

weeks now. Ever since that Sunday morn-
ing of their bitter quarrel, when Gilbert

Wheeler had demanded that she give up
her work in pictures and live quietly at

home with him," and she had left him in

anger to take a little apartment alone in

the city, she had looked and expected and
hoped for some word from him. She could

endure the loneliness no longer and to-day

— in an hour— in two hours perhaps -

she was going home Her joy soared

like a bird on the wing.
"Miss Ralston," the voice of her director

came to her cold as the glint of steel, "if

you can't do any better than this, why
bother to do it at all?"

jT_JAPPINESS, 1like a soaring bird— sud-

denly sweeping to earth. Or like the
bubble, one moment color and glisten, the
next— broken and gone. So delicate it is— so rare— so gossamer— that a sharp
word— a harsh note— and there is noth-
ing. Nothing but a vague bewilderment.
It was like that with Alice.

She looked at Saunders startled. "Well-
what are you after?" she asked, her eyes
flashing with sudden anger.

"Acting— not tom-foolery," the director

flung back. "Say, what is the matter with
you? You look healthy enough, but you
act sick. Put some kick into your work.
Lizzie Schram isn't such a dumb Dora, even
if you are."

Alice drew up as though he had struck
her, and a sharp gasp caught in her throat.

"Just a minute, Mr. Saunders, and I'll show
you how dumb I am!" She spoke every
word with a tense deliberation.

"That's enough— that's enough," the
director raised a halting hand. "If you
can't put some feeling into your work, you
might as well call in the funeral proces-
sion."

"With you on hand to pass around the
flowers." Scarcely did she realize what she
said. She was conscious of a breathless

hush, of the half-frightened watching on
the part of the other players, of the angry
flush upon Carl Saunder's usually smiling
face. Her voice rose to a nervous shrill.

"Well, if you think I am such a dead beat,

why don't you bring in the hearse?"
"I will," Saunders flared at her. "At

the end of this contract. There isn't likely

to be another— not around this lot. Thank
Lucifer this is your last picture

"

"My last picture." Alice felt a hot wave
of fury sweep over her. "Well I'll say it

is— and I can stop to-day as well as any
other time. Go to it— and finish your old

picture— what do I care " she gath-

ered her skirts about her, tears of vexation
burned in her eyes— "What do I care for

the old fool thing— or you— or any-
body " with a little cry of rage she,

ran from the lot and to the quiet seclusion

of her dressing room.
My, how she hated them all! And she

had thought the other players to be her
friends. And they had stood about with
never a word to her. And they had let

Carl Saunders talk to her like that! The
stark injustice of it served to increase her

({Richard Barthelmes:
visiting Colleen Moort
on the lot during tht

filming of "The Deserl
Flower."
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$1,800 a Year in August
$12,000 a Year in December

With or without previous

experience, Salesmanship

offers you a field of

unlimited opportunity

For Years

a Letter Carrier,

at $1,800 a Year—
in Five Months
$12,000 a Year

His Experience May be Yours
Within a period of six months, J. J. Graney, for

many years a letter carrier, stepped into a field he had
never tried, made good, and boosted his earnings from $150
a month to around $1,000 a month. Could you do as well?

Read how Graney learned the knack of selling— and how
you, too, have equal opportunity to command the big
rewards of Salesmanship.

The LaSalle Salary-Doubling Plan
That Leads to SuccessHow the LaSalle Plan Works

for the Average Man
I Doubles Salary—Increases
J Volume 500 Per Cent

My salary was practically doubled a

j

short time ago, but my greatest satis-

faction comes from knowing that the

. amount of business I have written this

ilvear is easily five times greater than
1 before. S. N. WILLIAMS, Kentucky.

I Fourteen Years a Conductor—His
Second Month at Selling Earns $700

After spending fourteen years as
Ll conductor on a railroad, I came in on

• my passenger run and never went out
again. I saw there were wonderful

fl chances in the selling field; so I started

in selling real estate. The first month
I did not make a sale. I saw I needed
something to help me, so I took up
LaSalle training in Salesmanship. The
next month I made $700, and last month
I averaged better than $67 a day through-
out the month. Is there anything more
I can say for this great course r

C. A. THOMAS, California.

J. J. Graney had never sold goods in his life.

He was a letter carrier earning top pay of $1,800

a year. He determined to quit— and turned to

LaSalle for help. Before he had completed his

sixth assignment of the LaSalle course in Modern
Salesmanship, he tackled the job of selling real

estate in a rapidly developing suburban district.

The first month he made $225; the second month
$500; the third month $700; and in a letter to

LaSalle he writes—"The present month I ex-

pect to earn more than $1,000."

When are you going to give yourself the chance
in this world that you're entitled to? When are

you going to meet and mix with people who have
it in their power to swing big things your way?
Isn't it better to follow a clearly-defined and
well-organized plan which you know will lead you
to greater and greater earnings than to trust

-your advancement to day-to-day experience

—

missing opportunity after opportunity, just be-
cause you have never mastered the art of selling?

Whether or not you have had sales experience
—that is not important. The point is that any
man of average intelligence who will follow the
LaSalle salary-doubling plan can quickly multiply his

earnings. And this fact applies with doubled force to the
man now in the field who is sincerely striving to increase
his volume, to really sell in dozens of places which he
now is forced to leave without an order.

The complete story of the LaSalle salary-doubling plan
which thousands of men have followed with such gratifying

results is outlined in a fascinating book entitled "Modern
Salesmanship." This book tells clearly of the opportu-
nities in the selling'field—points the way to a quick mastery
of the very methods whereby the big producers top the list

year after year, earn big five figure salaries. The informa-
tion containsd in this book is of priceless value to the man
seriously ambitious to make a real success in the selling

field. And—the coupon brings it to you free.

If your future is worth a two-cent stamp and two minutes
of your time—place the coupon in the mail TODAY.

LaSalle Extension University
The World's Largest Business Training Institution

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY Dept. 7419-SR CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
I shall be glad to receive an outline of your salary-doubling plan and full information regarding the opportunities in the

business field I have marked below, all without obligation.

Modern Salesmanship: Loading to position as Sales Executive, Salesman, Sales Coach or Trainer, Sales

Promotion Manager, Manufacturer's Agent, Solicitor, and all. positions in retail, wholesale, or specialty selling.

Other LaSalle Opportunities: LaSalle opens the way to success in every important field of business.

If more interested in one of the fields indicated below, check here;

Business Management: Training for
Official, Managerial, Sales and Depart-
mental Executive positions.

Higher Accountancy: Training for
position as Auditor, Comptroller, Certi-
fied Public Accountant, Cost Account-
ant, etc.

Commercial Law: Reading, Reference
and Consultation Service for Business
Men.
Personnel and Employment Manage-
ment: Training in the position of Per-
sonnel Manager, Industrial Relations
Manager, Employment Manager, and
positions relating to Employee Service.

Modern Business Correspondence
and Practice: Training for position as
Sales or Collection Correspondent, Sales
Promotion Manager, Mail Sales Man-
ager, Secretary, etc.

Banking and Finance: Training for
executive positions in Banks and Finan-
cial Institutions.

Law: Training for Bar; LL, B.
Degree.

Foreign and
Training for position as

Railroad or Industrial Traffic Manager,
Rate Expert, Freight Solicitor, etc.

Traffic Management
Domestic:

Railway Station Management: Train-
ing for position of Station Accountant,
Cashier and Agent, Division Agent, etc.

Modern Foremanship and Produc-
tion Methods: Training for positions

in Shop Management, such as that of
Superintendent, General Foreman .Fore-

man, Sub-Foreman, etc.

Industrial Management Efficiency:
Training for positions in Works Man-
agement, Production Control, Industrial

Engineering, etc.

Business English: Training for Busi-

ness Correspondents and Copy Writers.

Expert
Book- =
keep-
ing: Training for position as Head Book-
keeper.

Commercial Spanish: Training for
position as Foreign Correspondent with
Spanish-speaking countries.

Effective Speaking: Training in the
art of forceful, effective speech for
Ministers. Salesmen, Fraternal Leaders,
Politicians, Clubmen, etc.

C. P. A. Coaching for Advanced
iAccountants.

.Present Position Address^****
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New Discovery
Clears Body and Face
of Objectionable Hair

SCIENCE has taken a rare old Oriental
secret and perfected a remarkable
soothing balsam that eases out super-

fluous hair in a jiffy—and at the same
time checks its growth!

Hair on chin, on cheeks, on arms, on
legs can now be removed—-without the
danger of having it grow back again
heavier than ever before. Nothing like

this extraordinary method has ever been
known. It is safe, scientific, absolutely
effective the first time it is applied. Beauty
experts recommend it. Women heartily
acclaim it. In case after case it is proving
that unsightly, objectionable hair is un-
necessary.

What Is This Method?
Women who have vainly tried for years to get

rid of objectionable hair on the face and body
are astounded. What is this new method, they
want to know? How does it achieve such mar-
velous results—not only lifting out the hair
quickly and gently, but actually retarding its

growth ?

The process represents the newest, most scien-
tific and correct method for destroying super-
fluous hair without electricity, without ordinary
depilatories or "surface" methods that remove
the hair temporarily, and often stimulate an even
heavier growth of hair. The product itself is
made of the finest Oriental balsams and is as
easy to apply as a cold cream. The whole

process is quick and simple, and not at all un-
pleasant.

There is nothing messy or disagreeable about
this new method—no bad odors to be tolerated—no painful breaking or pulling of the hair.
It's wonderful—the very discovery you've been
waiting for! Get rid of that unsightly hair at
once. You can ; in the privacy of your home.

Fre
"The New Way to Destroy

^5 Objectionable Hair."

The whole fascinating story of this new method,
what it is, how it works, what it will do for you,
is told in this interesting little book, illustrated
with actual photographs. We will be glad to send
you a copy absolutely free and without obliga-
tion. See for yourself how easily, quickly and
inexpensively superfluous hair troubles can be
removed I Send for your copy of the free book
TODAY! P. C. IRWIN, M.D., Dept. 88, 730
Fifth Ave., N. Y.

F. C. Irwin, M. D., Dept. 88

730 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
You may send me free and without obligation,

your interesting little book, "The New Way to
Destroy Superfluous Hair."

Name _

iddress — __

City State

ALHAMBRA
BATH SALT

Softens and perfumes the hardest water,
giving you the sensation of bathing in the
flower-surrounded fountain of a Spanish garden.
A delightful luxury for the bath —pleasant to
the skin. People of refinement everywhere use it.

At your druggist's, or favorite department store.

III

; *

<,

$lthe
Bottle ALHAMBRA, INC.-KANSAS CITY

New Hollywood Craze!
Movie-Fan's Locket Ring ;'or

displaying your favorite's photo
where you can see it all day long!
Or put in sweetie's picture, a
butterfly, or lock of hair. Solid
Sterling Silver $1.97. ? Genuine
Gold Shell S2.97. Send stamps or
money order (15c extra if C.O.D.).

-^©rlmr-EXcn-ange, Box 14, Sta. M, nfew-Yorkr-Dept. S.L-

1

GROWS NEW HAIR
LUMCO is keeping its promise. Thousands of satisfied
users say LUMCO is growing new hair in 30 days, also
banishing dandruff and falling hair. Sent in plain
package prepaid' $2.50. Send for free leaflet "PER-
MANENT HAIR." Address LUMCO Laboratories,
Dept. DR. Kimball, Nebr.LUMCO ",M?

ke
rf

s y<rhair grow

anger. She hated the whole tinsel show!
She hated Lizzie Schram! A laugh curled

about her lips. How had she ever believed

that it was a real part? She tore the

clothes from her back and slipped into her
own modish street frock. The poor dress

of Lizzie Schram she kicked to a far cor-

ner
"There— take that " she cried— "1

loathe you! I never want to see the old

part again!"

She pulled on her hat, caught up her
things, and made a mad rush across the

open court to her car. She felt cold and
stunned, lost like a little child in a wide
bewilderment' of things. Only an hour be-

fore and everything had seemed so safe to

her, so secure. Not without struggle, hard
work and many privations, had she reached
stardom in the motion picture game. And
to what avail? Was she to flash for a brief

moment, like some comet, across the dark
sweep of the sky, only to be forgotten?
Was her dream to be trampled in the dust
at her feet? And all because she worked
without feeling? Carl Saunders had said

that— and a man like Carl Saunders
should know. She had nothing to say to

defend herself against his criticism. She was
dazed and blinded by it. Scarcely could
she see where she drove— miles and miles
away—- out along still country roads, far

from the studio and the ceaseless noise of
the world. Any place that she might be
alone and look deeply into the hidden heart
of herself.

C[ William Haines, one of the
popular players of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer lot.

After years of poverty, struggle, and self-

denial, she had reached stardom. With suc-

cess already hers, and the future beckoning
in rosy dreams, six months before she had
met Gilbert Wheeler. She was to play a
part in one of his novels and he had come
to talk over the script with her. In the
days which followed they had talked over
many things beside the script. Young love
dwelt in their hearts and life was a beau'
tiful thing indeed. Almost at once they
were married and had moved to Gilbert's
spacious home in Jersey. Alice had been
madly happy, so happy it seemed that
tragedy had gone out of her life forever.

For three weeks to have lived without
Gilbert, and then to clash with Saunders!
And that cruel thing he had said
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1st discovers

Now you can reduce any or every part of your figure with

amazing new Reducing Cream which melts away excess fat

-slenderizing the figure to perfect proportions without drugs

strenuous exercise, rubber suits or painful denial ofany kind.

Milady! If vou have a single ounce

of unwelcome flesh on your figure

—

here's good' news for yom Getting

thin is now pleasurably simple and

easy for anyone.

For I, M. J. McGowan, after five

years of tireless research, have made

the discovery you have all been wait-

ing for. At last I can tell you how

to reduce quickly, comfortably

—

without the bother of tiresome exer-

cises, without the boredom of stupid

diet, 'without resorting to enervating

salt baths, without rubber suits or

belts, or my advice isn't going to

cost you one single penny.

My " discovery I call Reducine

—

McGowan's Reducine. It is not a

medicine, a bath salt or a course of

useless gymnastics. No—Reducine
is a pleasant Cream that you can

IDEAL FIGURE CHART

12V2-

35°

25*

36"

.A Slender neck

. Well proportioned bust

A trim waist

Slim hips

2.V/2* Perfectly modeled thighs

Graceful calf

SW Dainty ankles

apply in the privacy of your own

room, patting it gently onto the parts

you want to slenderize and promptly

you will notice a change. A harmless chem-

ical reaction takes place, during which the

excess fat is literally dissolved away, leav-

ing the figure slim and properly rounded,

giving the lithe grace to the body every

man and woman desires.

Complete 21 -Day Treatment

Results Guaranteed or

Money Back

No matter how much or how little over-

weight you are, I guarantee that my Reduc-

ing Cream will reduce any, or every part ot

your body, quickly, surely. I do not merely

promise these results— I guarantee them.

Even one jar of Reducine often effects aston-

ishing weight reduction. But the complete

treatment consists of three jars—used over

a period of 21 days.

In prescribing three jars of the McGowan
Reducine, I am prescribing a complete re-

ducing treatment for permanent reducing.

You will see results from the outset—but

three jars will make these results complete.

A Fresh Jar Sent Every 7 Days

3 Jars in All

I do not send all three jars at once—for

Reducine, to be more efficient, should be

used when it is fresh. That is why I will

not sell it in drug or department stores.

Because of the perishable nature of its

reducing ingredient, I insist that you get

only the freshly compounded product—put

out under my direct and personal super-

vision. You need not pay in advance—each

jar is sent C. O. D. ;

/ Take All the Risk— You Are

the Sole Judge

When you realize that many imitations oi

Reducine are now being sold at from $3.5C

to $5 a jar, at retail, you will realize how

astoundingly low is the price we ask. Thif

price is made possible only by the fact that

we supply you direct from the laboratory,

cutting out the middleman's profit.

Send No Money—Just Sign

the Coupon

I am not going to ask you to send one penny

with your order. Just sign the coupon and

mail it to me today . Your first one-pound

jar of Reducine will go forward at once by

return mail—and you can pay the postman

$2.47 (plus few cents postage). 7 days later,

the second jar will be sent C. O. D. $2.47

(plus postage), and 7 days later—the third

jar—C. O. D. $2.47 (plus postage).

THE McGOWAN LABORATORIES,
710 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 80, Chicago, 111.

Dear Mr. McGowan: I am willing to let you prove

to me. at your expense, that your Reducing Cream
will remove all surplus flesh from my figure—-in 21

days' time. Please enroll me for your complete 21-

day treatment—send me the first 1 -pound jar ot

Reducine at once; the second.7 days later ana

the third. U days later. I will pay the Pitman
S2 47 (plus few cents postage) for each jar as it

arrives It is understood that the full amount will

be refunded to me at the completion of the treat-

ment, if it has not reduced my ngure.

Name _

Address— ~ '

If vou prefer to remit for the entire treatment in

advance vou mav enclose S7 with coupon, and the

?hree jars of Reducine will be sent postpajd—one

every 7 davs—for the 21-day treatment.
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Classic Development of the Bust

._e£?=£SSt£?i3-«. ....

TOUR WOMANLY BEAUTY can be developed. The secret of woman's

maZ 1 f
b
f
a"nfu\ fully dCTel0^ ftmre-. bust like sculptors carve inma ble and artists portray on canvas. The very femininity of woman demandsthat she be thus perfectly develoned.

,0™^^^ twR1: iS woman '

s natural birthright. It is just as whole-some and light that a .woman should be physically charming and attractive
as it is for flowers to bloom in springtime and cast a sweet fragrance bytheir presence. Physical beauty can be cultivated, for the body—plastic likeclay—will respond to the application of nature's laws to a" degree little

uJTSSLft&f
a7fe VeIS0^ Th6re iS alWayS a *W to accomplish

the things that are wholesome and right, and since it is perfectly natural
lor every woman to have a full, rounded bust, it is easy to producesuch development with the right method

Sent FREE to evei.
desired. (This information

Motion Picture Actress Delighted
Betty McCoy, Movie Actress, Los Angeles, whose photo is shown at

the left, says: 'I am delighted with the results from the use of TheNew National, which has given me a three-inch increase in size—

a

remarkable firmness and classic contour. A number of my friendsnave recently remarked on my improved appearance."

Booklet Tells "HOW" FREE!
Write today for free booklet containing an article by Dr C S

pair, formerly published in .the Physical Culture Magazine' tellin-how any woman may receive development in the shortest possible time°bimply wonderful the results produced. Let us send you photographic
.proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method

writes quickly. Simply send your name and address on a postcard fiunder sealed postage, if you enclose 4c stamps.)

THE OLIVE CO., Dept. 30 CLARINDA, IOWA

Join the Movies!
WIN PART ffl BIG

Hollywood and a part in a big 8100,000 serialMotion Picture. A new easy plan to get your

A Ben Wilson
Production
by
arrangement
with Davis
Distributing
Division. Inc.

SERIAL PICTURE
start in the movies. Not a beauty contest. Youneand old are eligible to take part. No special
fiua.'if.otiuns needed—no professionals accepted'No matter where you live, you can try

"The Power God"
Wniw£ jerialplcture, with a thousand thrills, will be aimed incomm8 September. We gave Eugenia FetnVr
We I SlLh% opportunity playing opposite Lloyd Hughes
Tf , ,„ ^fd toe famous Bunny Harrison in his first picture

X L. M. KNOPP, 55 E. 4th St.,
St. Paul, Minn.

Beautiful Complexion
IN 15 DAYS
Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads
whiteheads, Ted spots, enlarged pore?, oily skit
arid other blemishes. I can give you a com
plexton soft, rosy, clear, Velvety beyond your
fondest dream. An. I do it in. a few days. My
method is different. No cosmetics, lotion:
salves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandage;
masks, vapor sprays, massage, rollers or othi
Implements. No diet, no fasting. Nothing to
take Cannot Injure the most delicate skfn.
bend for my Free Booklet. You are not obli-
gated. . Send no mo?ieu._ Just ""-et the facts.

649 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite 170-B Chicago

TOBACCO HABIT
BANISHED

,0UICK, SURE, LASTING RESULTS
Tobacco Redeemer banishes the habit com-
pletely, almost before you know it. An absolutely
ccientific, thoroughly reliable treatment. No
matter how long the habit, or in what form used,
you will have no craving for tobacco after you
take this pleasant, inexpensive treatment. This
we positively guarantee. Your money returned
without argument or question if not satisfied.
Write for free explanatory booklet and proof of
what Tobacco Redeemer has done for men addicted
to the tobacco habit. Send post card or letter today

.

Heweli PharmacaS Co., Dept. 771 , St. Louis, Mo.

Classified

Advertising
Rate 25c a word. Forms June close April 15

AGENTS— WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large

Manufacturers direct to wearer. No capital or
experience required. Many earn $100 weekly
and bonus. MADISON CORPORATION 501
Broadway, New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS SEND FOR PROPO-
sition. Ray Hibbeler, D14, 4040 Dickens

Ave., Chicago.

STAMPING NAMES
MAKE $20 PER 100, STAMPING NAMES

on Key Checks. Send 25c for sample and
nstructions. S. Keytag Co., Cohoes, N. Y.

INVENTIONS
INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. What haveyou?

_
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 527 Enright,

St. Louis, Mo.

!
Greta Hissen, who carries the lead'
ing part in many of Paramount's
important releases for next year.

"This is the end of your contract— and
there isn t likely to be another."
Where was the future leading her now'

Where was she driving herself in this wild
run-away with her car? She came to a
sudden halt by the roadside and, leaning
on the steering wheel, tried to ponder
things out. A hot resentment filled her.

Thinking isn't going to get me any-
where, she said to herself fiercely at length
I guess I am not going to let people walk

all over me any time they have a mind to

.

11 show them 1 am quite capable of stand-
ing on my own. I'll show Carl Saunders
1 don t need his old contract. There are
other directors in the world every inch as
good as he is. I'll show Gilbert a thing or
two while I am at it. He hasn't thought
about coming around to see me. All right
now— he won't have the chance. I'll drive
out home and I'll pack all my belongings
and see about having them sent into town
I hat will let Gilbert know just where he
stands. I don't need to speak to him I
can even refuse to see him. Then I can
drive back to my apartment in plenty of
time to rest before that dinner date with
the Carsons."

She turned the car about and headed for
Jersey. It was a golden September day and
the breeze was cool upon her face as she
drove. She felt suddenly spent and tiredHow glad she was to see the old house
again, which Gilbert had bought upon their
marriage and turned into a home for her.
After the three weeks of her absence the
wide colonial front door and the white' cur-
tained windows were as a balm to her
heart. She parked the car along the drive-
way, and going around to the side of the'
house entered by one of the French win-
dows. She was not going to run the risk
ot meeting Gilbert in the hall. There was
the chance he would hear her and come
from his study, and she would have to
stand before him. Face to face with him
she planned to be firm and defiant. She
yearned to see him, but she did not intend
to let him know what was in her heart.

Indoors the study door was flung wide,
but Gilbert was not there, bent above his
desk. 'Alice felt a little clutching of fright
at her throat. How still the place was

—

how ghastly— like a tomb. Something was
wrong— something terrible had happened.
She could feel it in the unbroken hush
which hung about the place. Where were
the servants— why was no one stirring?



ad she not better ring for the butler be-

,re they took her for a burglar in the

3

]Even as she debated, she turned quickly

> see a strange man standing in the door,

tall, sun-tanned, awkward fellow.

"Oh 1" she cried in swift alarm. Where

id you come from? Who are you? Where

Burke— and cook— and the others?

"I don't know." the stranger answered

! a low even tone. "You are Mrs. Wheel-

r I know. I have seen you about the

place before. It was just this morning I

ailed. I thought I would see if I might

ell some eggs to you— but nobody an-

wered my knock. I sensed something was

vrong so I pushed open the door and came

n. I stood in the empty kitchen and I

icard some one moan— and then a sick

,-oice calling—=— So I rushed in here—
md there was Mr. Wheeler lying on the

|3oor "
,"

,

"Gilbert!" Alice cried, and her hands

fluttered "in a gesture of fright to her

throat. "What is the matter with^him?

Where is he now? What shall I do?"

"There is nothing we can do— not right

away, Mrs. Wheeler. I called in the doctor

and he said it was just a nervous break-

down from over-work. I heard it in town

that Mr. Wheeler had discharged the ser-

vants about three weeks ago— said some-

thing about wanting to be alone to write a

new book. My name is Timmie O'Toole

and I live back along the side road a bit.

I went for my mother. She is here now—
cleaning up some, and taking care of Mr.

Wheeler."
"I had better go right up— if Gilbert

I

is sick— and if he needs me." "

"But don't be worried," Timmie's voice

was kind. "The doctor said a little rest,

some good food, and he would be all right

again. He is sleeping now. I— I wouldn't

go near him if I were you."

Alice hesitated and a hard light came

into her eyes.

"All right," she said curtly, "I won't go

near him. When he sends for me, I will

come— but not before. I want to get all

of my belongings. I am driving back to

town. I don't intend to stop."

"My mother would get you some lunch

— if you wished it."

"All right — I will be down in half an

hour. You had better stay on here with

Mr. Wheeler and I'll keep in touch with

you by phone. But I won't stay. I am
not needed around here— and maybe

—

I'm not wanted around here either."

With a careless glance Alice marched

from the room— and up the stairs. In her

own boudoir she flung aside her coat and

hat and sat down to think things out. Gil-

bert was ill— but not seriously. If she

stayed, she would be humiliating herself.
.

It was all right to come home to Gilbert of

her own free will when the future looked

good to her. But with a broken contract

—

well, everything was changed. She had_

some pride. Gilbert must never know of

the dismal failure she had made of life.

She went to look through her wardrobe.

There was much she must take with her.

Timmie's mother came to call her to

luncheon. She was a frail little woman,
with a delicate face and snow-white hair.

She reminded Alice of November dusks and

old lavender. And Timmie— there was
something strangely attractive about that

unknown chap downstairs, something which
drew her. She knew she could leave Gil-

bert in his care. She was glad he had come
along, just in time perhaps.

IT was while she lunched alone that Tim-

mie came in from the garden, his arms

filled with late September blooms.
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"I picked these," he said, "the asters were

running a riot. I thought you might like

to take them back to town.

"That was nice of you," Alice answered

brightly. "You'll stay with Mr. Wheeler,

won't you — and if there is anything

wrong j

"I'll be glad to stay, Timmie assured

her "The doctor didn't seem worried any

—and so
"

From the hallway came the sharp ring-

ing of the telephone. Quickly Alice got

up to answer it.

"Oh is that you, Miss Ralston? it

was Saunders speaking. "Say won't you

forgive me for the way I blew off this morn-

ing? We all get our bad days, you know.

Won't you be so good as to come back

—

right away if you can. Maxwell sails for

London in the morning, you know, and we

have to shoot those big scenes— it s our

last chance.^ I'll be awfully grateful it

you'll come."
Alice thought it over a moment, toying

with the telephone pad. "All right," she

said presently, "I'll be there. I guess I did

a little high-flying of my own. It wont

take me quite an hour

She went back into the dining room

where Timmie waited.

"It's a call from the studio, she said.

"And they want me back right away. I

wonder— had I better stay? The doctor-

well, he might be wrong "
_

"I'll let you know," Timmie promised

her. "I'll stay right here. And if Mr.

Wheeler wants you
"

A moment Alice looked wistful: rie

might need me— he might— I'm not so

SU
"You'd come

—
" Timmie asked, "if he

needed you . ,

"Oh yes
—

" there was a little ring ot

gladness in Alice's tone. "If he asked for

me—I would leave everything—everything

oh, I would come—right away—I would

get here."

"Then you do love him," Timmie ^said

—

"I thought perhaps—well, you didn't care

any more." "

.

Alice turned away from him and bit her

lips. She could not meet that eager scru-

tiny of Timmie O'Toole.

"Well—even if I didn't love him— she

admitted with a pretense at a shrug
—

"it

would be my duty to see that some one was

here to look after him."

At once she set out for town. In an

hour she was back at the studio. She had

broken all the speed laws to get there

—

but she had made the trip in short time.

She was glad to be back on the lot again

—

and to work again. Herself forgotten, Liz-

zie Schram became real and tragic—and

vital to her. Into the being of this poor

untaught woman, she put the best of her

mind and art. The scenes were those of

poverty and despair. The husband is

brought home from an accident in the mills

where he worked. All a wife's devotion

and love could not save him. Nothing

could bring him back from the brink of

death. And the thought came to Alice,

came with the sharpness of lightning cleav-

ing the sky
"Suppose it were Gilbert—suppose 1

should lose him—suppose I should be left

alone—like poor Lizzie, dazed and afraid!"

She suffered with Lizzie Schram. She

knew her pain and her bewilderment and

her despair. She knew the torture of her

heart—and yet from the very depth of her

grief, she knew a power lifting her, filling

her, making her strong.

They worked long through the night.

She was utterly weary when the last scene

was done, and the other actors made a move

to depart.
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Make your figure

slender!
Take off those excess
pounds and bring back
the graceful lines to

your body by using thia

Bimple method which
reduced the weight of

more than 100.000 peo-
ple last year!

You want to reduce your
weight and become slender

—of course you do. But you
have hesitated to try star-

vation diets, violent exer-

cises, torturous reducing
garments and other strenu-

ous methods of reducing.

You would rather be Btout

than -endanger your health

by such methods.

You are right! Don't en-

danger your health in order

to reduce! You don't have
to— you can reduce your
weight the same way that

more than 100.000 people

used successfully last year!

Why should you try some
new method when you can
use the famous Marmola
Tablets which hundreds of

thousands of women and
men have found successful during the past

twenty years!

This pleasant way to reduce is so easy to

use so satisfactory that no matter whether

you have been overweight for years or if you

are just starting to become gfout, you should

use Marmola Tablets now. Then watch your

excess weight disappear—pound by pound

until you have taken off as much weight a3

you want.

Surely this is the way you want to reduce

—pleasantly, easily, without any inconven-

ience, without any bad effects, without

letting anyone else know what you are doing!

Go to your druggist and get a box of

Marmola Tablets ($1.00 a box) and start

using them today. You will soon be enjoying

the good health which slenderness brings.

(If you prefer, a box of Marmola Tablets will

be sent to you in plain wrapper, postpaid,

by the Marmola Company. 1740 General

Motors Bldg.. Detroit. Mich.)

Including all Expenses
Longer Tours in proportion

Bermuda is cool in Sum-
mer. Average Summer
temperature. 77 deg.

All Outdoor Sports

Sailing. Bathing. Golf.
Tennis. Crystal Caves.
Sea Gardens, etc.

Sailings Twice Weekly

Via Palatial,

Twin-Screw, Oil Burning, Transatlantic Liners

S. S. "Fort Victoria" and
S. S. "Fort St. George"

Leave New York July 11-25. Aug. 8-22

via Palatial Twin-Screw G. S. "Fort Hamilton"

Stopping One Day (each way) at Halifax and Two
Davs at Quebec. Magnificent Scenery. Smooth

Water, Cool Weather. Orchestra for Dancing.

For Illustrated Booklet on Bermuda Tours
or Canadian Cruises Write

FURNESS BERMUDA LINE
34 Whitehall St.. N. Y., or any Local Tourist Agent

SCREENLAND'S
Shopping Service

means Bargainsfor Buyers
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EENLAND
of Studios

FOR

Dance for Happiness

New York

Phone BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

East of Times Square

New York

HERMANN & DEMUTH
SCHOOL OP ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway Phone
New York Circle 10319

New York

fr

B. BERNARD!, M.B.
Formerly ballet master Breslau Theatre:

Solo danseur, Gr ind Opera, Paris,
Royal Theatre, Munich

Personal Instruction in Toe, Ballet,
Oriental, Spanish, etc.

Teachers' Course Children's Classes

Classes now training for forthcoming
productions

Students of approved talent are offered an
intensive course on attractive terms

SEND FOR BOOKLET
124 West 75th St. New York

Telephone Endicott 5144

CLIFF JEROME
formerly of "NED WAYBTJRN STUDIOS"

Specializing in n. "
' " .V»

Sensational Mage Dancing

Special Rates — $5.00 a week
A professional "specialty" routine every vjeelc

Studio 711, 1658 BROADWAY
Phone CIRCLE 9121 New York City

D O N L E N O
Who has been established 20 years, is known toevery Theatrical Manager as an Actor, Producer

SLh.°.X?
,V

A
S
I
age

,Pl
nc

? s '
Musical Comedy andVaudeville Acts. Exhibition Dances created and

3,n a. n tj6d

.

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Was taught the ARGENTINE TANGO bv thefamous DSN LENO. Maker of Stars and DancingTeachers. 117 West 48th St., New York

UanC'" 9

LENORA All Styles

Dancing Taught
PUPILS PLACED

STUDIO 310 —.1658 B'way, N. Y.

Circle 3127.

LOUIS VEGCHIO
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.
"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.
1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., N. Y CITY

MARTIN FERRARI
W0gM

e
J
?iVe £^ 001

°,
f ^""S- Special featurefor Motion Picture Artists. Instructions in theait of Mnn-odrama and Pantomime.

226 WEST 50tl: STREET, NEW YORK
Phone Circle 8170

OMR.
and MISS

U R YE h
Tuition in ^%

DANCE CALISTHENICS
BALLET AND BALLROOM DANCING
Teachers of Teachers and Lay Students

BALLROOM HOTEL DES ARTISTES
1 West 67th St., New York

Mme. LA CHAPPELLE
149 West 57th Street Phone
New York Circle 1243

Thorough training in the art of dancing, all
branches, including acrobatics.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

EVANS & FLETCHER
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
All Styles Stage Dancing

313 W. 46th St., N. Y. Long. 9089

EMETERIO GAL I

Modern Argentine and French Tango
Simplified Method of Teaching

Calisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom
Lessons can be given at your

home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK
Telephone, Circle 8495

JOHN BOYLE
324 WEST 42nd ST., N. Y

Tel. Penn. 4733
The Dance Master who starts in where all the

others leave off.

All styles taught. Pupils — Fred Stone
Prances White, Wellington Cross, Tom Patri-
cola, Hal Skelly, Ida May Chadwick, Tom
Dingle, Chester Fredericks, Oliii How'land

Specializing

in Acrobatic

Instruction

for

Sensational

Stage

Dancing

Stretching and Limbering Exercises
ALL TYPES of DANCING TAUGHT for STAGE

or SOCIAL AFFAIRS
Mile. Amy Mantova and Eddie Russell

Formerly N. Y. Hippodrome
Associated with the COLE STUDIOS.

T0E ^ ,?;
tL

,
I
o
ET ~ CLASSICAL — CHARACTERDANCES — BUCK-WING — CLOGECCENTRIC - HIGH-KICKING - ACROBATIC

and CHARLESTON DANCES
Arranged and Routined.

GEO. COLE STUDIOS
249 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK CITY

SPANISH DANCING
Taught by

AURORA ARRIAZA
637 Madison Ave. New York

Cor. 59th St. Tel. Regent 7348

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACK BLUE
231-233 W. 51st ST. Circle 6136

Our Instruction in Spanish Dancing
and Fado Portuguez Is Unrivaled.

Specialistsin Genuine Tango Argcntino (Tango Milonga)

.

Classic Ballet and Toe Dancing taught. Limbering and Stretching Exercises
i Instruction in Apache, Character, Oriental and Greek Dancing.

Courses (or children, beginners, professionals and teachers,
c. , ,. . , ,

Private or Class Lessons.
standardized method of Ballroom Dancing, also La Java and Ballroom Tango

i SPANISH DANCING daily, from 12 to 1.'

Evening classes for business girls.
Castanet playing through the unexcelled Beaucaire

method easily and quickly mastered.
Juan de Beaucaire, Director
173 MADISON AVENUE (34th Street)

Telephone, ASHIand 2059 New York City
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CT

Instruction
Dance for Health

Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military,

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

Dance for Strength

New York

LA SYLP
New York

Ballet : : Acrobatic : : Orientale

1658 Broadway, corner 51st Street

New York City_

JAC MAC'S
Famous School of Acrobatics

For the Development of all lands of sensa-

tional Dancing
P

Personal instruction for

every pupil.

?23-225 West 46th St., New York
'Phone CHICKERING 3127

BALLROOM DANCING
taught by

MISS FAY EVELYN
Beginners and Advanced Pupils.

Lemons private. Day or evening.

Tango Specialized.

INSTRUCTION UNlilVALLED

900 - 7th AVE., N X. C.

At 57th St. Circle 7592

M A C H A I R A
Formerly dancer with Dolly Sisters

Society and Stage Dancing

Specializing in Tango

B'way & 77th St., N. Y. Endicott 7330

JohnTiller's
DANCING SCHOOL OF

AMERICA, Inc.

226 West Seventy-second Street

New York City

Special Bates to Professionals Now Working
* Who May Wish To Improve.

Classes Forming in Groups of Six or Eight.

Special Attention to Children

MARY READ, Secretary

Phone Endicott 8215-6

ENRICO ZANFRETTA, H.
1658 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Studio 610. Phone, Circle 0788.

Teacher of the Most Famous
European and American Celebrities.

Ballet, Character, Toe,

Deportment, Pantomime
BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED CLASSES.

^omaroffs
^ome

omaroyjs >K
JWy(oursG

^

)3slicing

Develop Your Body and

Learn How to Dance

4 Newly Created Books for

Home Study
Aj a r>rice that would not pay for one private

£sson from the author, A. TOMAROFF.
BOO'.C No. 1 — Postpaid $1.60

Body Building, Stretching, Limbering.
BOOK. No. 2 — Postpaid $1.60

Simple and advanced tumbling, such as

cartwheels, hand stands, splits, limbers and
somersaults.

BOOK No. 3 — Postpaid $2.85

Taps, Musical Comedy, Character Dancing,
High Kicks.

BOOK No. 4 — Postpaid $2.10

Bar exercises, a fundamental study for

ballet, toe and classical dancing.

ENTIRE SET OF BOO KS — Postpaid $7.00

All Books are Fully Illustrated

To prove how easy it is to learn by my simple

method send 15c. for 6 sample lessons.

Make your selection and send cash (registered) or

money order to

A. TOMAROFF
110 West 47th Street, Dept. 16, New York City

Satisfaction Guaranteed

The BILLY PIERCE STUDIO
Charleston "Strutt" and Black Bottom

Lady Attendant — Colored Instructors — No Classes

Suite 307, Navex Bldg., 225 W. 46th St.

New York
Phone Lackawanna 0275 Clarence Bradley. Instructor

Open 10 A. M. to 10 P. M.

COURTESY OUR WATCH WORD

From the Russian Imperial Theatre of

Petrograd

CONSTANTIN

KOBELEFF
Russian Ballet School
of Classic, Character and Interpretative

Dancing

Teaching, Coaching and Polishing

Specialties in Conformity with

Prevailing Theatrical Demands

Class and Private Instruction

Special Classes for Children

NORMAL COURSE FOR
TEACHERS of DANCING
JUNE 15TH TO END OF AUGUST

INCLUDING CLASSICAL AND CHARACTER

ROUTINES

PLAZA ART BUILDING
9 East 59th St. New York

Tel. Regent 7671 Write for Circular

New York

VALODIA VESTOFF

MME. MICHALOVA
CLASSIC CHARACTER

ECCENTRIC
Ballets and Dances Created and Staged

Professional and Beginners'
Classes

136 West 72nd Street New York City

Phone Trafalgar 5636

JULIA HUDAK
formerly Premiere Danseuse of the

Milan Grand Opera
Madrid Royal Opera
Montecarlo Casino Opera
Chicago Grand Opera

Announces the opening of her Dance
Studio.

Class and Private Instruction in

CLASSICAL BALLET, CHARACTER
DANCING and PANTOMIME ART.

Children's Classes.

Special Course for Teachers.

Talented pupils placed. Write for booklet.

1658 Broadway, New York
Phone Circle 4251

[VAN TARASOFF
Studio

AND

HELENE ROMANOFF
Vocal Studio

637 Madison Ave., New York
Regent 8283 Telephone Regent 7450

The International

School ofthe Dance
MIKHAIL MORDKIN
DIRECTOR and PRINCIPAL

INFORMATION
AND

ENROLLMENT

108 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH
NEW YORK

Phone

CIRCLE
8 3 6 7

Teachers' Special Summer Course

Beginning June 15 th
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Te VERY LATEST
RUFFLE
STYLE
GENUINE
Tussah
SILK
DRESS

C.O.D.

Made of genuine Tussah
Silk in the newest ruffle
style. Almost unbelievable
to get such a bargain, but
see for yourself entirely
ON APPROVAL. Every
cent back if not satisfied,
if you want to be in style,
order this stunning dress.
Made in the popular one-
piece style. Hasstylish'ruf-i
fled flounee9 and pretty
fancy trimming down the
front, on sleeves and col-
lar. Buttons effectively
trim front. Becoming to all
ages and figures. Cut full
and roomy. Only $3.98.

SEND NO MONEY
But rash your order Now

!

Give us Name, Address,
Size and Color. We will
Ehip the dress by parcel post. _
the mailman $3.98 and a few pen-
nies for postage when the package
arrives. Then examine the dress in
your home. Regular sizes 32 to 4(

.

Etout sizes 48 to 54. If not satisfied
in every tray return the dress to
us and we will refund the entire
$3.98. Could anything befairer?
Bradley, Merriam & Smith
Dept. A743 -„ Omaha, Neb.

Pay

Col-
ors:

Navy, Blactc
and Brown*

Atlantic City, N. J.

On the Ocean Front
Fireproof

American and European Plans

ORCHESTRA
DANCING

GOLF PRIVILEGES
THERAPEUTIC BATHS

GARAGE

JOEL HILLMAN JULIAN A. HILLMAN
President Vice-President

Q[ Corinne Griffith and
her proud and

beautiful mother.

'My last picture," she thought to herself "Gilbert " her voice was scarcely
as she removed the make-up in her dressing above a whisper. Sobs choked in her

throat and she could not speak.
"Go away— go away

—
" she felt his hot

hands beating against her— "Leave me
alone— go away-

Slowly she got to her feet and turned
back to the door. So it had come— she
knew the bitter truth now— knew it with'

room, "And, I hope—my greatest
Once out of the studio she phoned. Tim-

mie. His anxious voice came to her over
the wire

"He seems worse—I ought to fetch the
doctor—but I am afraid to leave him."

"I will be right out," Alice cried, "And
I will

, bring a nurse with me. I'll bring a out question

—

specialist, too, Timmie—the best one I can
find."

For weeks Alice scarcely left her home.
She could not leave Gilbert even though
he never knew she had come. At the very

"He doesn't need me—" her lips moved
dryly, her hand went up to shield her
eyes— "He doesn't want me— he said

—

to go away
"

first she made it quite clear to the nurse. fT^
UT

„
in ^e gafden she sought Timmie.

She stopped her on the stairs the morn- "I am going back into town—" she
ing of her arrival. began— "Right now—this very morning."

"Miss Clarkson, I want you to under- eves grew hard and her hands clenched
stand that Mr. Wheeler must not know I

—
"I have been a fool to stay here—a silly,

am in the house. If he .asks for me—if sentimental fool."

he calls my name—" Alice was trying to „ Timmie stood up and eyed her curiously:
be firm but her voice quivered while she "Well," he asked, "won't you tell me what
spoke

—
"Come to me at once and I will is wrong?"

go to him. Upon no other condition let Daily Timmie had come to the big house,
him know that I am near by." to spend the waiting hours with her, and
The nurse bowed and passed on up the each morning he brought his mother with

stairs. Alice drew herself up .stiffly. him, to work in the kitchen. She needed
"I am glad I still have my pride. I them, she knew she could not get along

don't have to be beaten—not by Gilbert without^ them. There was something in
or Saunders or any one—as long as I can Timmie's quiet reserve which was like a
hold fast to my pride." strength to her. She knew she could rely

Yet not once through the long weeks did uPon in any hour of need. She felt

Gilbert voice her name. Bravely she waited tnat length now. She was glad to talk to

for his command, but none came. Often ^im. Here was some one out of the whole
she found it hard to hold to her resolve.

world who would understand her. They
That great desire to go to him. regardless

m'ght call him uncouth—a country lad

—

of all things; throbbed like a pain through a noDody— But to her he had become the
her. His illness was more serious than thev one ^^nd she had. He would understand
had first thought. It seemed to Alice that

ner- ^he told him what had happened-
the long anxious days would never pass.
One morning, while she worked with

Timmie in the garden, digging up the bulbs
for winter storage, she heard Gilbert's voice.
From his sick bed she heard him calling in
a fevered, plaintive voice
"Water—water-

"

With a quick spring she was on her feet.

"Gilbert—Gilbert " her eyes were
wide with fright, her hands reached out im-
pulsively

—
"I am coming— I am coming

—

just a minute— dear
"

Quickly she ran into the house and up dan^tTJo^ you"
'
ThLHsthe wide front stairs. A moment, and she

stood upon the threshold of Gilbert's room.
A dark hush and the sickly odor of medi-
cines greeted her. She reeled in the chaos
of some blind despair. Again that voice
pleading

"Water— water
"

An instant and she was at his side, her
groping hands reaching out to touch his

her words running together in little spasms
of grief.

"I wouldn't feel badly if I were you,"
he comforted when she had finished, "Mr.
Wheeler is delirious— he didn't know

—

he couldn't see— A person sick like he'
is

"

"If I thought you were right
—

" Alice
pondered

—
"I would be— well, glad—

I

would wait a few days—and then go
"

Timmie drew near and looked at her
closely.

'Oh, dear lady— don't lose your love

—

nothing
can take Love's place. I lost the one dear-
est to me and so I know— I know
Love is greater than all the gold in the
world."

Alice thought it over a minute— "And
greater than Fame—" she asked, "Greater
than Fame—oh, Timmie— I wonder •?"

"I don't know about Fame," Timmie con-
sidered it, "I have never touched it. Butface, to soothe the burning fever of his time will tell you that— time will show yourOW

' Don't go away to-day— stop a while long.
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\ r You won't be sorry— There will come

day
"

"Maybe you are right, Timmie. I am

oing to believe you are. Until Gilbert is

|ell again— I will wait."

As Gilbert grew stronger with the days

, nd the doctor ordered nourishing food for

!tim, Alice helped Timmie's mother in the

:itchen prepare tempting dishes for him,

lelicacies to bring him back to health and

.trength. He never knew the dainties he

tte had been prepared for him with such

oving care.

One day she prepared a tempting lunch

:ray for him. Some gay spirit of happiness

possessed her. She knew the crisis was

passed— that Gilbert was now on the high-

way back to health. The long anxiety had

broken away, as a dam breaks before the

mighty rush of waters, and she knew a

lightness and a gaiety.

"I'll take this up to him, she halt

planned— "I'll walk right into his room.
!

/vncl
— oh I wonder what he will say?"

But at the door of Gilbert's room she

met the nurse.

"I'll take it, Mrs. Wheeler," she said

crisply. "Mr. Wheeler doesn't know yet

that you are here."

"Hasn't he— hasn't he— not once asked

to see me?"
The nurse shook her head. "No—he has

said nothing." She took the tray from

Alice and went into Gilbert's room. The

door closed with a little slam behind her.

It startled Alice. It hurt her. Yet she did

not realize that her own orders had closed

the door, her own wishes shut her away

from Gilbert.

She went to her room and packed a few

things. Gilbert was well now— almost well

anyhow. He had not needed her. She

would go back to town. Timmie or no one

could stop her this time.

The apartment seemed small and empty

to her. She would not admit her lone'

liness even to herself. She spent much of

her time in shopping about the stores, din-

ing late and alone, or taking in a theatre.

She did not get in touch with her old, gay

host of friends. She wanted to be alone.

With early November came the opening

of her picture on Broadway. Lizzie Schram

was to live for the multitudes, to show them

by her grief, and by her triumph over bond-

age, the beauty and the power that is in

life. Alice Ralston dressed in simple things,

tied a dark veil about her face, and went

to the theatre.

"I want to be there," she told herself.

"I want to watch unseen. It will never

happen like this again. The people won't

know me. I will .sit back in the shadows

—

alone
"

She had not counted on meeting Carl

Saunders in the vestibule of the theatre. He
greeted her warmly.

"Oh, please," she begged him, "do not

let any orie know I have come. I just want

to sit by myself— and watch the people

—

and be a part of this hour with them.

Don't you see
"

Carl Saunders nodded. Strange how she

shunned publicity so. How Gilbert's illness

had changed her— she looked white and

sick herself. He led her to a darkened box.

And in the shadows she lived again the

bitterness and the pain with Lizzie Schram.

Again and again the tragic scenes of her

picture came back to her mind, and that

afternoon she had acted them lived strong

in her memory.
"Suppose it were Gilbert— suppose I had

lost him?"
Unseen and unknown she shared her tri-

umph with Lizzie Schram. In the dim light

she watched the people, saw their eyes glis-
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KNITTED BATHING SUITS WILL BE THE
SMART WOMAN'S CHOICE THIS SEASON!

First: Because they

hold their shape so

well and look so

very chic— even

when they're wet!

Second: Because

they're comfortably

warm when you're

lounging on the

beach after your
swim! And they last

the whole season

through! I n gor-

geous colors and

color combinations

of all-wool materials.

For Women and

Misses.

MODEL No. 133

Swimming suit r i b

knit of heavy, all-

wool yarn with

trunks attached.

Just the thing for

the enthusiastic

swimmer! Carefully

I cut and finished.

In biack, red. pea-

cock blue, green and

white. And white

is very much in

demand this season!

Sizes 14 to 44.

Price $5.95

Model No. 132 —Smart
one-piece suit with trunks at-

tached. Made of all-wool, knit-

ted and embroidered in a strik

ing pattern. In peacoc'

blue, red or black, em-

broidered in black or

white. Sizes 14 to 44.

Price . . . $5.95

Model No. 134;-Swim-

ming suit plain rib knit

of all-wool yarn and trim-

med with contrasting

color. Monogram and
bandings of silk braid.

The Braid bound trunks

are attached. In r e d,

green, peacock blue, and

black. Sizes 14 to 44.

Price . . . $5.95

SCREENLAND SHOPPING SERVICE, 236 West SSth Sheet, New

York City, will be glad to buy for you any of these attractive suits.

Send check or money-order, together with size and color desired.
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STRAIGHT
Bristled hair brush

straightens the hair

WAVEX
Curling hair brush for
brush-waving the hair

A Brush forWaving Hair!
Waves the hair with every stroke

!

Every strancU-every hair—is encour-
aged to curl as it ripples through the
waving rows of bristles in this scien-

tifically formed brush

!

If you want wavy hair—that really

waves, with a real, natural wave

—

use the new brush that brushes in

waves. Free proof, on your own
hair ; see offer.

For years women have done everything
and anything to make waves in their hair

—

only to brush them out! The hair brush
with straight rows of bristles straightens
the soft hairs ; how could it be otherwise ?

But now, those who wish wavy hair may
have it. Your hair will be straight if you
brush it straight; it will wave if waved in
the brushing.

Any Hair Brush-Waved
With Ease

All hair requires ten to fifteen minutes
daily brushing to keep it healthy, or even
clean. So the brush-wave means no extra
time nor trouble; all you need is the right
brush. It's ready in limited quantity now

—

it is called Wavex—costs no more because
of the waving feature—a fine quality,
genuine pig-bristle hair brush that will be a
delight to use.

You need no preparation with this scien-
tific brush—there's no mystery or "magic"
in this discovery. No special skill in using,
just brush your hair—and Wavex will coax
to curliness in a perfectly natural and
beneficial way.

At New York's beauty show Wavex was
a sensation. Women were shown and con-
vinced on the spot. Every brush was soon
gone, and scores of others left orders. A
thousand Wavex brushes are reserved and
ready for this first published announce-
ment; you are assured a Wavex brush if
you act promptly. Just your name and
address brings the brush, and you need not
send any money unless you want to.

If you want wavy hair, give Nature a
chance. All you'll ever require for hair
that ripples and falls into soft curl is the
right brush. You'll soon have an effect

that all the dressings ever made for hair
could not duplicate.

How to Get a Wavex
Soon the stores will be supplied with

Wavex brushes, but you need not wait for
yours. We will forward one brush to any
address. Then you may see for yourself
what a marvelous beauty aid has been
found in the curling hair brush. What you
save in beauty parlor fees makes the cost
of Wavex insignificant. Send for yours
now—pay the postman when you get it.

Note : Everyone needs, and should use a good
hair brush and the Wavex is a quality brush with
genuine pig bristles hand-set in its strong, grace-
ful ebomzed wood back. The introductory price
is three dollars.' So, the wonderful waving fea-
ture really costs nothing.

One Thousand

Curling Hair Brushes
Ready Now ForFREE TEST!

Until further notice tho makers of Wave 1!

will distribute to readers direct. One brush
only, at the special price of $3 to each who
makes immediate use of the coupon printed
here.

Send no money unless you prefer; you save
the postage if you do. But either way a
week s trial is absolutely free—with every
penny returned if you don't get results that
make you glad and grateful. Doubt it if you
like, but try it! Here is the coupon

i

THE WAVEX COMPANY (99A)
310 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send me one Wavex curling hair brush
for a week's free demonstration which must sell
me, or my money

.
is to be returned. I will

pay postman $3 and postage. (Or enclose $S
now and get brush prepaid.)

Name

Address

City

State

ten with tears, saw that look of bright fail;

and new hope on their faces when the ligh
came on and they poured out of the thearr
Everywhere she heard them talking:
wonderful picture

—
" "Alice Ralston is

great actress
—

" "I wouldn't have miss<
seeing it

—

"

She felt herself one with them, part i

the great moving throng, each with the jc

and the sorrow of life close folded to h]
breast. She felt with them the courage an
the vision her picture had given them. PD
the first time in weeks her whole bein
sang.

Carl Saunders came to her before si

could make her escape.
"Well," he said, "I congratulate yoi

You certainly made Lizzie Schram live. Yc
put lumps in my throat as big as goc
eggs."

"I am glad it is my greatest picture,
Alice said, "because it is my last."
"Who said anything about it being yotl

last?" Saunders asked. "Say, I have yoi
new contract made out. Here it is nov
Take it home and read it over. Or con
to supper with me now— and we'll get
fixed up."

"No, thank you," Alice shook her hea
and looked away. She did not want hii
to see her emotion. "But I will go rig
home. And Mr. Saunders— I might ;

well tell you now— I have made up m
mind to leave pictures

"

_
"What!" Carl Saunders stood back froi

her in amazement. "When did you ge
that foolish idea?"

"I think," Alice thought it over— "I gc
it one day in a garden— with a cha
named Timmie talking to me. Only nc
until to-night did I really know that I ha
made up my mind."

"I'm not going to take 'no' for an ar.

swer,"
^
Saunders was in earnest. "Why,

couldn't make big pictures without you. Jl
it is more money "

"No-—no
—

" she lifted a detaining hand
'It isn't that. You see, Gilbert needs me.
"So that's the idea," Saunders whistlei

softly. "Now, see here, you don't have t
be foolish about his illness. He is almos
well now. Here—" he thrust the contrac
into her hands— "Think it over— don'
make a silly mistake. Come to the studu
at eleven in the morning, and we'll talk 1

over. Is your car outside?"
"No—" Alice answered in a little bewil

derment. "Call a taxi."

She thought it out as she drove home
What did a contract mean to her now'
So long her pride had held her back fron
Gilbert. But now that her pride might b<
satisfied, what did it matter? What die
anything matter? She knew that in hei
heart she loved him. And above all els<

she knew that he loved her. Even thougf
he had not asked for her. He had noi
forgotten the stinging of her words—the
bitterness of their quarrel.

"No one can stand in the way of m\
success," she had cried to him. "No one

—

not even you."
Much was clear to her now. Timmk

O'Toole had cast a spell about her. What
a new world he had opened before her
eyes—a world of hope and great loving.
Something in his soul like a flame—and he
had lifted that light of his being, that it

might shine for her across the darkness of

her way. She knew what she must do. Ir.

the morning she would drive home. She 1

would break all the speed laws ever made.

!

She would go at once to Gilbert. She
|

would gather him in her arms—and she I

would say

"I have -come home—-to. the dearest place]
in the world. I never want to leave it,

Gilbert—never—never
"
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ack in the apartment, she laid aside her

tos and went into the living room. Upon

threshold she stopped in amazement

a cry, half-laughter, half-tears, caught

ner throat— , .

Gilbert— Gilbert— what are you doing

1?"
,

He smiled at her surprise. I had to

L " he said, "to ask you to forgive me.

k a blind brute I have been. I loved

t so__ and I wanted you all to myselt.

lould not bear to share you— not even

E your work. I hated all your gay

-nds Tonight I drove into town—yes—

I first outing since my illness— You see

Fead in the papers about the opening ol

ar picture— I wanted a glimpse ot you.

Li to see you- look at you— even on

• screen I had been so lonely without

iu— and yet I would not call you back,

it I saw things to-night—so differently.

"How—Gilbert?" she asked eagerly.

,-
eU me— I want to understand.

:

"I saw what you meant to the people,

matched them— the way you made much

•ar to them, helping them by your work,

go on with their own lives— to meet

!eir problems fearlessly— to lift their

•arts high— to find the beauty and the

„od in life. I didn't see your career in

the light of your fame— but I saw it— as

something— greater than Fame— your ser-

vice to the world— and the world s need

of you— And now "
„

"I have learned some things, too, Alice

said quietly. "Some things which are great-

er than Fame, Gilbert. I have been selfish

too I spent much of my spare time with

cay friends. I thought I was living lite to

the full I did not come home from my

work for the quiet beauty of evenings with

you_ I was missing the best— and 1 did

not know it. But now
"

He saw the rolled contract which she

held in her hands.

"What is that?" he asked.

"It is my new contract," she said. "I am

going to take it to Carl Saunders in the

morning." she drew near to him and slipped

her hand in his, "And I am going to tell

him "
, ...

With all the old love he swept her into

his arms and cut off her words with a kiss.

"You are going to see Saunders, he said,

"in the morning. Take me along, dearest.

We will go everywhere together— from

now on_ little wife. Your new contract-

how wonderful— and don't you suppose 1

want to be right on hand— to see you

sign it?" ^____
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The South Sea Islanders from New York

h

(Continued f

get seven berries ever' day. just for

iggling aroun'. Why, honey, in dat one

lene you comes so close up I could almost

xtinguish your features.

Lillybelle Jones was not unaware ot her

wn importance, but from the interviews

he had read, she believed a little modesty

ecame a movie actress. It was all very

.•ell for Ebeneser Ebony to praise her work

s one of the native girls in Passionate

iawaiians, but ever since she had first obt-

ained employment as dusky atmosphere m
film studio she had studiously adhered to

he lines of conduct she considered proper

or an incipient screen actress, and depre-

ating one's own work was essential.
'

But Miss Jones let herself be pre-ailed

, iPon to sit through a long program to see

ji i

H

om page 17)

her likeness on the screen again for the

space of three seconds. Her role in the

current exhibition, she proclaimed on the

way out, was as nothing at all to the per-

formance she had just completed, that ot a

diving girl—that is, a diving girl of reli-

gious tendencies: one of several dozen who

appeared in a baptismal scene in a comedy.

Comedy, she secretly believed, was not her

forte; but she supposed a movie actress had

to take what they gave her.

Lillybelle was, at the moment, the belle

of all darktown. She was in the movies!

And where before she had been a rather

insignificant member of society, she was

suddenly elevated by her admiring fellow

townsmen to a queenly position. She was

their representative in art. Wherever she
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A Baby In Your Home
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in overcoming conditions of nature *at lender

the gift of children Bhould write for this free

book todav It describes a simple home treat-

ment based on the use of Stertltonc>.
. -wonder-

ful scientific tonio that has had marvelous sue

cess all over the country In relieving constitu

tional weakness.
, normal

Every woman who wants to Uj8 a nonnau

happy home life with little ones around her

should consider it her first duty.to
,

know what

Steriltone is and why " should be so wonderful

an aid to her. Bead this little book which i»
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Fox Trots
My West Girl

Tea for Two
Where's My
Sweetie Hiding

I'll See You in

My Dreams
Indian Love Call

Too Tired SMe and The Boy Friend

Vocals
My Kid—LaffIt Off—Follow the Swallow
Put Away a Little Ray ofGolden Sunshine
LetMe Be First to Kiss YouGood Morning

Waltzes
The Pal that I Loved—Honest and Truly

I Wonder What's Become ofSally
A Waltz, in the Moonlight With You

They're allthe rage in New York — these 16 lively,

PePPy> brand-new songs and dance pieces. We offer
them to you—all :6ofthem—for theamazingly low price
of?2.o8. Eight full-size, 10-inch, double faced
records, beautifully played by famous orchestras.
You never bought finer records at twice the money.

Send no Monev! -Tust scn? ":u >
,o

,

n or
** postcard. Flay these

records for 10 days in your own home. See how won-
derful they are. Note clearness, beauty and volumeof
tone. Only give postman £2 .98 plus a few cents delivery
charges. If not entirely pleased, return records and
well refund money and pay postage BOTHWAYS without question. Low price is possible by
manufacturing in sees and selling direct to thousands
of users. Don't wait. Mail coupon below or postal.

I
Co-operative Record Co., Dept. 402

Port Washington, Wis.

j
Send me on 10 days trial, your 16 Fox Trots,

I

Songs and Waltzes on 8 double-face, 10-inch

j
records, guaranteed equal or better than any rec-
ords made. I will pay postman only #2.08, plus

1 delivery charges on arrival. However, this is nota
purchase. If recordsdon't entirely please me, I
will return them within 10 days and you will

j
refund my money without question.

' Name
Please Print Your Name

J
Addr
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A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
Can Easily Be Yours
Trados Model No. 25

corrects now all iUshnped
noses quickly, painlessly,
permanently, and com-
fortably at home. It is
the only safe and guar-
anteed patent device that
will actually give you a
perfect looking nose.
Over 87,000 satisfied
users. For years re-
commended by physi-
cians. 16 years of ex-
perience in manufactur-
ing N'ose Shapers is at
your service.

Write for free booklet, which tells you how
to obtain a perfect looking nose.

M TRILETY, SPECIALIST
p ept, 2190 Binghamton, N. Y.

Whiten
YourSkin
Over /
Night/
No more freckles,

no more blackheads,

no more-sallow skin!

A new discovery

called Golden Pea'
cock Bleach Creme
clears and whitens your
skin with amazing quick'

ness! Now you can clear

your skin of redness,

roughness, blotches, mud'
diness or any blemish.

MakeThi^S
Minute Test

An Unsolicited
Letter

Bleach Creme re-
moved all tan from
my face, and when I

got up m the morn-
ing my husband
asked if I felt ill be-
cause I looked so
pale. I told him of
the preparation and
he said he could
hardly believe his
eyes. I did not look
the same person."
Mrs. M. M., Royal

Oak, Mich.

There is hidden beauty in your
skin. Dust, wind, and clogged
pores may have injured it. But
underneath— j ustwaitingto be
brought out— is a clear, vividly
beautiful complexion. Banish
ireckles, pimples and black-
heads this new way; don't let
liver splotches, moth patches,
tan or sallownesa mar your
beauty. Make thia 3-minute-
before-bedtime test. Smooth
this cool, fragrant creme on
yourskin. The very nextmorn-
ing look into your mirror.

M©stey°Back Giaarasstee
So wonderful—so quick—are the results of this

new scientific cream that we absolutely guarantee
itl Send for a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme
now—today. Use it for only five nights. Then if

you are not delighted and.
amazed with the trans-
formation, your money will

be instantly refunded. Just
enclose a $1 bill with your
order and mail direct.

Don't be without the nat-
ural radiant beauty that
lies hidden in your skin.

PARIS TOILET CO. 337 Oak Street, Paris, Tenn.

The Tiller Shoe
DANCING FLATS for STAGE AND

STREET WEAR
Writes the famous John Tiller: "Sir. Barney is the only

American manufacturer who has been able to make shoes
that can standup under the hard wear given by Tiller girls."

This special dancing flat- -leather lined, hand turned, cov-
ered heels--now obtainable for general use onstage orstreet!
Write for Catalogue W — MAIL ORDER our specialG
Mailed C. O. D. — satisfaction guaranteed — on receipt of foot outline

Barney's
304 W. 42nd ST.
NEW YORK

Patent Leather
Bl. & W. Kid
Gr. & Red Kid
Bl. & W. Satin
W.& Pink Canvas
Split Fiber Soles,

$1.50 extra

A Shapely Foot is a Joy Forever

BEAUTIFY YOUR
FEET

The Perfection Toe Spring
REMOVES THE ACTUAL
CAUSE of the BUNION
or enlarged joint. Worn
at night, with auxiliary
appliance for day use.
Send outline of foot.

Straighten Your Toes^
Banish that Bunion^trf

Full particulars in plain envelope

R. ACFIELD, Foot SpecialtiesC
Dept. 110 1323 Broadway

went proud glances followed. She ne-Ve

told all she knew. She pretended a rays

terious preoccupation when a.sked :by 4>'irl

friends if they, too, might not have
chance to enter the magic portals whkj
lead to screen fame. It was "not necessar
to record how many times Miss Jones hai

warmed the "mourners' bench" outside cast

ing directors' sanctums, hoping and praa
ing that this time they were "casting"
south-sea or a Roman romance. Calls fc

light'brown ladies were not always plenta
ful; but Lillybelle had, on the whole, beeij

lucky. When she appeared on the scree!
of the Bijou Dream three times in onl
month, as the attendant of a Romaii
matron, the favorite wife of a cannibJ
chieftain, and a south-sea-island dancer, hel
social success was assured. Her neighbor!
flocked to see. They emerged applauding
And one glorious Saturday night at

colored cabaret she heard her name beinj
whispered about, as "that movie actress.'

Lillybelle asked nothing more of life exce-
a close-up occasionally. .

Ia other darktowns, there are other L1II5

belles or her equivalent. Consider Jupitd
Juniper, who was abourto slink into a nej
lected old age when a director happene;
to see him sunning himself on a Harlen'
stoop. Jupiter, with his bent old body anf
his crown of curly white, not to mentiol
his shambling walk and awkward feet, wa'
a type. Director Doolittle pressed him intj
service. He became the old family servitc
in a dozen motion pictures. Dressed %\
in elegant livery, bowing before gram
dames of the old south, he opened door;
announced dinner, and cried real tear
when the news came that Marse Harry hai
been killed in the war. Jupiter became
personage. He was in demand. The onl;

danger to his future was that his succes
as a mo'om pitcher actor had a tendenc
to go to his white head. He lost some
thing of his natural forlornness and becam.
almost too grand to play the butlers
highly respected but impoverished south'roi
families. Then some producer had the bril

liant thought of doing a burlesque of Unci
Tom s Cabin, and Jupiter was cast as .Unci.
Tom. He played the role in deadl-
seriousness and was, of course, a huge sue.

cess. He had arrived.

There was Ruby Rosamond White,
!

high-brown girl who emerged from the

depths of darktown one day despite he.

parents' objection that none of the White
had ever been movie actors and they didn'
see why they should begin now. But Rub 1

Rosamond went right ahead; and such ;

pretty chocolate drop was she that her ser
i

vices soon were sought to play seductiv,
charmers on coral strands. It was Ruby
Rosamond who enacted the role of the littli

native girl who sacrificed herself in the

dance of death so that the handsome youm
white stranger could go free. It was Ruby
too, who played one of the thousand wive:
of the maharajah—the only one of th>

thousand visible, in fact—in that excitin?

picture about a young English officer's cap
ture and confinement in a palace in the-'

Himalayas. Audiences, seeing her as

favorite dancing girl, really believed her i'\

tropical belle. She lent an air of convic 1

tion to south-sea-island stuff that was other
'

wise somewhat impaired by the mechanica
moon and the rippling waters that failec

|

to ripple. Ruby Rosamond, at the height-
of her career as a screen actress, was wooec;
and won by a chocolate-colored sheik, anc
retired to dream of past glories.

Little Marvel, aged four, was never re
j

garded as a potential Coogan until hi;

'

mother became attached to the wardrobe i

department of a screen -studio. And ther

'

Marvel broke in, and his mother no longei]
stitched and mended costumes for other
players; she made Marvel's. He was a good
little mimic, and needed only the induce-

p
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^Alberta Vaughn, setting the pace

in "The Pace Makers."

SCREE N LAND

Practical and Authentic Books
for Everybody Interested in

PHOTOPLAY WRITING
SPHERE is only one way to become successful in writing photoplays

1 ify^ 2b°it™ Scome'a successful photoplay writer the

royal^to%uc^SS,ld in the authoritative

book is cloth-bound, written in ^^^^^^JSS
and will be delivered anywhere in the United States a prices mentioned,

Canadian and foreign orders extra tor shipment and duty.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
J BERG ESENWEIN

Editor of The Writer's Monthly

and

ARTHUR LEEDS
Late Editor of Scripts for Thomas A. Edison, Inc.

Cloth, 12 mo., gold lettering, gilt top 383 pages.

Illustrated. Postpaid, &<2.to.

SOME CHAPTER HEADS
1 What is a Photoplay? II. Who can Write Photo-

playsT IK Photoplay Terms. XXI. Marketing the

Photoplay Script.

"With the help of 'Writing the Photoplay '
I have just

written and sold my first script. No more helpful volume

lould be Placed in the hands of the would-be photo-

playwright. "— Homer Croy.

•nt of a watermelon party concealed be-

id the camera to make him do his stutt.

id then—hot dog!—how Marvel made
!em all laugh. He continued to do so

jitil it became evident to him that his

(forts were being admired; and he was

iJliged to retire to await the awkward age.

ijust count the scenes you see on the

ireen depicting African gentlemen retreat-

.,g before the onslaughts of a comedy lion.

| a trick of the camera, their hair is made

raise; but the first time Lionel Leander

as ever assigned to a bit like this, he

i-eded no aid; his hair stood up by itself,

it he got ten dollars for the day, which

htitled him to a pair of light tan shoes

Kd white spats. He was an actor. Other

its came his way, and he rose to the emi-

ience of portraying negro slaves in costume

ictures of the early-Christian era, attired

^mewhat sketchily in a tunic and sandals.

uVith the proceeds of this part Lione was

Hnabled to purchase a coat with a seal-skin

fjollar and a cane with a bull-dog s head

i, /ith ruby eyes. Do pictures pay? Ask

iilponel Leander.
(M There are others like him. lhey ot

)arktown have their own picture favorites

o whom they're as devoted as we are to

Mary and Lillian and Charlie and Dick.

Only a little less than the pride to which

bey point to Florence Mills, the famous

varbler, is their admiration of their fellows

vho have succeeded in the cinema. It mat-

ters not if Lucifer Lightfoot appears only

n a flash pursued by an irate dog; or it

3earl Perkins is seen as a slapstick Topsy.

They're in the movies, and that's what mat-

ters Pearl, by the way, was reduced to

• Kears over that part. She was examined

ind approved by the director and ordered

report for work. Overjoyed at the idea,

Pearl determined to look her best; so she

hied her to a hair-dresser's and had her

4air unkinked. She emerged with

[tresses tamed—shining, straight. She

to wear a wig to play Topsy!

her
had

Kufus Kastus Johnson Brown —
| What yougwine do when rent comes roun

Go in the movies'.

THE FEATURE PHOTOPLAY
HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS

Cloth, 16 mo. 285 pp. Postpaid $2.

THEORY- The feature photoplay — Utility of a

stmdard form— Dividing the play into parts— Photo-

dra^ vs pSures- Types off^^l^^
of D iays __ The art of treatment. TECHNIQUE . 1 he

W idea -Plot and counterplot- Drama's converging

Unes- Life-giving motivation-Sequence, suspense and

consequence— Coincidence, crisis and climax, mt-
TISE Value of outline- The working terms- Cas -

ing characters- Building by parts- The readable

synopsis.

THE PHOTODRAMA
HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS
Formerly of the Staff of Pathe Freres

Introduction by J. Stuart Blackton

Cloth, 16 mo. 221 pages. Postpaid, $2.00

CONTENTS
Part i _ The Principles of The Photodrama

I A New Medium of Artistic Expression. II. Differ-

entiation III. Parts of the Photoplay and Their

Pur-noses IV Various Devices-Their Use and Misuse.

(
V Cualizatioi, VI. Characterization. VII. Theme,

Treatment and the Censor. VIII. Rules of the Game.

IX Bromides Worth Repeating.

Part II — The Plot of The Photodrama.

I What Plot Material Is. II. Where to Get Plot

Germs III. Beginning with the End. IV. Develop-

ment and Continuity. V. The Climax and Completed

Plot,

Any of the Above Books will be forwarded to any address in the

United States on receipt of advertised price.
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Outdoor Togs
For Mountain, Camps or Seashore

FOR THE "MISS" and "LITTLE MISS"
Sizes 6 to 20

The question of comforts— absolute free'

dom of motion, durability and economy
are the important considerations in your
purchase of knockabout togs! Something
that's strong enough to resist the strenuous

Summer season, smart withal, and inexpen-

sive, since they're probably discarded when
the season is over. A complete assortment

for girls from 6 to 20 years may be

found here.

Model 3428— A useful outfit for any
play time! Middy and full pleated bloom-
ers, bloomer suit of khaki or blue Peggy
cloth, made with .short sleeves, sailor collar

and pocket $2.50
In 6 to 16 year sizes.

Mode! 3718—Tweed knickers, smartly
cut— the sort that look well at the sea-

shore, for camping, or any outdoor sport.

In grey or tan $2.95
In 6 to 20 year sizes

No. 3282 No. 3366

These modish suits are made of
pure Irish linen or khaki and
insure coolness as well as comfort.

No. 3428 No. 983 and No. 3718

No wardrobe is complete without
some smartly cut knickers for
outdoor wear.

Model 983— White jean middy, to be
worn atop the knickers or with separate
bloomers $1.50

In 6 to 20 year sizes

Model 3282— Very smart .smock and
kmcker suit. The smock boasts three
roomy pockets, sailor collar and short
sleeves. In khaki .... $3.95

In 12 to 20 year sizes

Model 3366— An unusually attractive
sleeveless coat with well-cut knickers, made
of excellent quality crash . . $4.95
In Irish Linen $6.95

In 12 to 20 year sizes

£®= How To Order

Be sure to state size and color. Write your

name plainly. Send your request to the

Shopping Service Department, Screen-

land, 236 West 55th Street, New York,

N. Y., with Money Order, Express Order

or check. In sending currency, be sure the

letter is registered.



Entertaining and Instructive Books
THE ROMANCE AND REALITY OF FILM LIFE
IS REFLECTED IN THE BOOKS LISTED BELOW

If you are interested in photoplay writing, screen acting, motion picture

directing, or motion picture production, the books listed below will be of

great interest, Each book is handsomely bound in gold decorated cloth cover

and will' be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned.

Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.

SCREEN ACTING (By Inez and Helen Mumph) — An authoritative

presentation. Enables the reader to judge just what the opportunities arc

and the training required. This work was developed through the valuable

assistance and advice of Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mabel

Baffin, Mae Murray, William S. Hart, Ruth Roland, and many other distin-

guished motion picture players, directors, cameramen, and make-up ex-

perts Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING (B y Peter Milne)— Of

special interest to those in the Motion Picture Industry — or intending to

enter this field. The author was critic for years on Motion Picture News

and Wids (Film) Daily. He was a member of Scenario and Production

Department of Famous Players - Lasky Corporation. This work contains

data about Marshall Neilan, William C. DeMille, Rex Ingram, Cecil DeMille,

and other famous directors Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION (By r. O'Conor shone,

Ph.D., LL.D.) — The enormous growth in number of motion picture theatres

lias created a large and increasing demand for operators. It is an interesting,

good paying field and requires but a short time to qualify as a projector.

This book includes the fullest details of practice. . . Price $5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING (By William Lord Wright)—The author

was formerly Editor for Selig Polyscope, Pathe Exchange, and Universal. The

book is a thorough and authoritative presentation of this lucrative field for

writers. Every year new writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete

information on how to write for Motion Pictures and how and_ where to

submit your ideas Price $3.00

MOVING PICTURES
How They Are Made and Worked

$3.50

A Veritable

Encyclopedia of the

Moving Picture

Art

By FREDERICK A. TALBOT

New Edition, Completely Revised and Reset.

Numerous Illustrations.

It tells of the romances, the adventures, the great prepara-

tions of marvellous ingenuity and the hundreds of other

things that go into the making of moving picture plays.

It shows how inventors have overcome difficulties up to

the present status of the business. It is a popular account

of everything concerning the subject— trick pictures and

how they are produced; pictures in color; pictures that

move and talk; the making and costs of the most elaborate

"sets" and studio equipment; the risks taken by photog-

raphers and players; the secrets of many sensational climb-

ing and jumping feats; what the audience does not see

in the most daring wild animal films, and a great many
other inside facts the '

' movie '
' patron delights in knowing.

Any one of the above books will be mailed on receipt of advertised price to any address in the

U. S. A.
.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
BOOK DEPARTMENT

236 WEST 55th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.



9rayHairjMnishxL in 15 minuiet

Inecto Rapid Notox
THE thousands of women of the

most exacting discrimination who
to-day are insisting upon this one
coloring for the hair are doing so for

this one reason:

Inecto Rapid Notox is the one tint which

so perfectly reproduces Nature's color-

ing as to be indistinguishable from it,

even under the closest scrutiny.

It is, too, as permanent as Nature's
coloring; and it is applied in 15

minutes.
INECTO RAPID NOTOX CONTAINS
NO PARAPHENYLENE DIAMINE

"Look for this Trade-Mark
package. It is your protection.

You can obtain Inecto Rapid Notox
at your beauty shop or hairdresser's; or
at the best drug and department stores.

Or, if you prefer, directly from the
laboratories of the makers, who main-
tain a Beauty Analysis Department
solely for the giving of expert advice
upon which of the 18 shades is just the

right one to harmonize with complexion
and eyes and facial contour.

Merely dropping a card to Inecto,
Inc., asking for Beauty Analysis Chart
T.T. will bring it to you by return
mail so that you may select unerringly
the shade precisely attuned to your
individuality.

INECTO, Inc
Laboratories and Salons

33-35 West 46th Street
New York

HAROLD F. RITCHIE CO., Inc.

Sales Representatives

New York
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FOR THE NEW SEASON WILLIAM FOX WILL PRESENT YOUR
FAVORITE ARTISTS IN THE MOTION PICTURE VERSIONS

OF THE WORLD'S BEST PLAYS AND NOVELS.

jTotz 111k
antt

TONY the wonierlww

FRESH from his triumphant
tour of Europe and America

comes Tom Mix, "The Modern
Buffalo Bill," firmly entrenched

in the hearts of millions! The
new Tom Mix Western pictures

represent the very highest grade

of photoplay production, and
have been staged on a scale

never attempted in outdoor pic-

tures. "The Lucky Horseshoe"
is the first Mix picture of the

new season beginning in August.

FINER, BIGGER,
BETTER THAN EVER

BEFORE!

IT"

JOHN GOLDEN'S
Greatest Stage Triumph

LIGHTNIN'
The Play that Broke

the World's Record!

T0

—2.-.' .

AT LAST "Lightnin"'!—the

picture you have been wait-

ing for. Jay Hunt is the lovable

"Lightnin' Bill," the role that

immortalized the late Frank
Bacon. Do you remember
"Milly"? — Madge Bellamy

brings her to you; and "The

Judge"?—he lives now in J.

Farrell MacDonald's droll

characterization. You who loved

this great play will be amazed

to see how John Ford in directing

the picture brings out many
scenes and incidents impossible

to the stage. "Lightnin' "—the
last word in screen entertain-

ment will please everyone.

«4

KENTUCKY

PRIDE

%7 '

THIS is an unusual picture

that will live forever in the

minds of those who see it. Here
unfolds the life story of the race-

horse, made among scenes of

charm in the Blue Grass region

of Kentucky.—You see Man
O'War, Negofol, M.orvich, Fair
Play and other race track cham-
pions in a stirring romance of the

turf, with J. Farrell MacDonald,
Gertrude Astor and Henry B.
Walthall in the merely human
roles. John Ford, the director,

has produced race scenes that
will thrill you as you never have
been thrilled ! Be sure to see it

!

IKvOO Fox Film Corporation, Q0M1
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At our price, white man,

jm s^e ls y°urs '

Still alive, before us on the altar stood the

woman we had spent so many perilous

months seeking. But what was she doing
here among these jungle savages,
carrying in her arms their holiest

idol? What chance had we to save
her, three white men among these

hordes of angry blacks!

TO enter the sanctuary would be to

violate their holiest laws ; to touch the

hem of her skirt would mean instant

destruction.
Suddenly ... a strangled cry and Ragnali

sprang toward her. But with a fierce gesture the
Arab thrust himself before the altar and set the

price of this woman's freedom.
As he made his bargain I gasped with horror,

tor what he demanded was dearer than gold.

But read the rest of this stirring

story for yourself. You can have
it and twelve other gripping vol-

umes for free examination if you
will mail the coupon at once.

Historical Romances
of H. RIDER HAGGARD

13 Splendid Volumes FREE On Approv.

A million people have thrilled to the stories of

Rider Haggard! A million history and
romance lovers have been transported by his

magic pen right into the heart of the African jungle,

jto stately ancient palaces of Asia Minor, to the

•ranting lodges of England.

A peep into one of his volumes and immediately
you are following his intrepid hunters through
tangled jungles where lions stalk and tigers roam;
sharing the adventures of fearless pioneers in strange
lands

;
journeying across the burning desert ; witness-

big the secret ceremonies of queer jungle tribes,

hunting, shooting, warring with the black men of

forest and veldt, amid hair-breadth escapes.

The Least Expensive Form of Entertainment

Good History As Well!
In these 4400 gripping pages of breath-taking tales,

you will forget your business and your worries—

fc'drget everything but the joy of living. You" will

warlt to read them over and over again. Xo othe]

form of entertainment in this day and age offers you
so nluch for so little money!

40% Reduction If You Act Now!
The demand for this, the only uniform edition, is

rapidly increasing since the author's recent death.:

There are still a number of these sets left. If you
mail the coupon today, you can have one at our
original figure—40% less than the publisher's price..

Handsomely bound in substantial cloth covers or

in rich Artcraft. difficult to tell from leather. > "I

!
Mail The Coupon Today -- &f£t ^
Read Them 10 Days Free! ^ "jfil-K^
Then if not more than delighted, ^ Dept.

M
y
CK

return them at our expense. But x New'ToVk

send the coupon now before ^v5-

the limited number of these /
sets is exhausted.

McKinlay, Stone & Mackenzie, Dept. VI, 30 Irving PI., New York City

30 Irving Place.

' Please send me on ay-

J

proval. all charges pre-
paid, your special set of

H. Rider Haggard's 13 great
historical romances bound in

. cl0,n '*> al 4t"7o reduction from
^^J* the publisher's price. If after 10

\y days' free examination I am high];

I

O delighted. I will mail you $1.00 prompi!
"and $1.0

14 months
j^'uithin 10 d;

^^tion to cost n

^ Name

^^.ind $1.00 each month thereafter for on!\

i\ months. Otherwise I will return them 1

<£*Vithin 10 days at your expense. Examina

«^Address

I

I
y»? City I

KjrL Your or husband's occupation
-^T i*i If you wish rich, durable artcraft binding, change tht™
' -'oupon b> adding 50c a month for The same number of months

^



C[ Mary Brian, the girl 011

the cover, is ivor\ing in

"The Street of Forgot'

ten Men."
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In listing the forty best films of 1924-5,

the National Committee of Better Films

place Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer first with

ten out of the forty.

This coming season, starting in August,

Metro-Goldwyn will beat even this record.

To be shown starting next month:

THE UNHOLY THREE. Lon Chaney the star.

Mae Busch and Matt Moore featured . Directed by
Tod Browning. The story of a ventriloquist, a

giant, and a dwarf.

A SLAVE OF FASHION. Norma Shearer's big

starring vehicle with Lew Cody. Hobart Henley,

the director. Samuel Shipman, the author.

ROMOLA. Lillian Gish stars. Dorothy Gish
featured. Henry King, the director. George

Eliot's classic novel. An Inspiration Picture (Chas.

H. Duell, pres.)

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET. A Cosmo-
politan Production from Peter B. Kyne's best-seller,

with a distinguished cast.

Following these productions will be many other

outstanding Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Photoplays,

including "The Merry Widow" (directed by Von
Stroheim), "Mare Nostrum" (Rex Ingram's suc-

cessor to "The Four Horsemen"), "The Big Pa-

rade" (The "What Price Glory" of the screen),

"Lights of Old New York" (A Cosmopolitan
Production starring Marion Davies). Fifty-two

productions in all will be presented by Louis B.

Mayer under the Metro-Goldwyn banner.

M
"BEN HUR"> a Metro-Goldwyn Picture, is now in production at the vast Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

- -- in Culver City, California



ONLY
Brings You This

Genuine Underwood

Typewriter
on 1 Days' FREE TRIAL
A perfect machine,
complete in every
detail. Read all
about this great offer

*5
SCREENLAND

Yes, We Will Positively

Ship You
this splendid Underwood upon receipt of only

$3.00. This is by far the most liberal typewriter offer

that hp3 ever been made on so perfect a machine.
Nearly two million Underwoods have been made
and sold, proving- conclusively that it is superior to

all others in appearance, mechanical perfection and
all-round excellence.

Ten Days' Free Trial
We want you to see for yourself that this is the type-
writer you ought to have, and, therefore, we make our
g-reat free trial offer. You merely send us the three
dollars deposit and we ship the machine for you to try
for ten full days before you decide to keep it. If not
satisfied, every penny of your money will be returned
to you

.

Rebuilt Like New
Every Underwood we sell is rebuilt just like new. It is dis-
mantled right to the very bottom. Find remanufactured to mak«
it just like a new typewriter, with new enamel, new nickel, new
platen, new key rings, new type; a complete, perfect typewriter,
with two-color ribbon, back spacer, stencil device, automatic
ribbon reverse, tabulator, k->y shift lock, etc. Impossible to
tell it from a brand new Underwood* either in appearance,
durability or quality of work.

Easy Monthly Payments
Our easy monthly payment plan makes it possible for YOU to
own this splendid m-whirm without having to pay out any big sum
of money. You will hardly know you are paying for it. REMEM-
BER, you have the full use of the machine, just the same as
though it was fully paid for.

Over 325,000 Sold
Over 325,000 people have purchased and been satisfied with onr
product. What better proof could anyone ask of the perfection
of our typewriters and the integrity of this firm?

Your Money Back
Yes, you can have your money back if you want it. After you
have examined the typewriter carefully, used it to write letters,
if you decide for any reason whatever that you do not care for
it, you may return it to us at our expense and every penny you
have paid will be cheerfully and promptly refunded. 1

No Obligation on Your Part
When you send in the coupon for either further information
about our great typewriter offer or for the typewriter itself on
our free trial plan, you are under no obligation whatever until
after you have tried it and have decided for yourself that you
want to beep it,

Write Now for Our Big
Typewriter Book

telling all about our great big typewriter factory. In this booa
we illustrate and describe all of the various processes of re-
enameling, renickeling and assembling this splendid Under-
wood. It tells in an interesting way how each) part is examined
and tested carefully and thoroughly to insure the finished ma-
chine beiDg one you will be proud to own.

Write Right Today
Use Coupon Below

SHIPMAN-WARD MFG. CO.
2043 Shipman Bldg., Chicago

Send me your big bargain catalog and
J

complete details of your surprising
offer, without obligation on my part.

NAME.-- - »"T........

STREET
CITY STATE

An Answer Page of Information.

Address: Miss Vee Dee,
Screen land, 236 W. 55th St.,

New York City.

GUARDIAN (Savannah, Ca.). I'll return

the compliment and say I think you

must be a mighty nice girl. I enjoyed your

letter very much and can't do better than

recommend the Famous-Players Lasky

school. The ages are 18 to 30 for the

girls and 16 to 25 for men, so your friend

picked a good year to be born in. The
school is situated at Astoria, Long Island

—

just a short subway run from New York

City.

Geo. de Haven. Est elle Taylor is about

24. Did you know she was very ill while

in England?
Miriam. Etta Lee has a French mother

and Chinese father. She ought to be able

to cook, eh? Anyhow that's where she

gets her exotic appearance from, and exotic

as my boyfriend defines it is "a dame that

don't live in the suburbs."

Celeste (Iowa). Take my word for it,

Aileen Pringle's hair is really bobbed, or is

at time of writing. Fred, the very clever

hairdresser at the Paramount studios, told

me he did the awful deed himself.

M. H. B. (Rochester). See answer to

"Guardian." The fee is $500 and an addi-

tional $25 per week over a period of 23

weeks. If you can adapt yourself to any

part assigned you, as you state, then I

wave my lipstick and burst my gloves ap-

plauding a Barrymore in embryo. Much
as I'd like to have your picture, I'm afraid

I would be too prejudiced. These 'and-

some 'eroes with their fatal beauty "git"

me every time, and I've got pieces to write!

W. A. Styles (Montreal). "The Last

Man on Earth" and "The Iron Horse" are

Fox Productions. "Marriage Market" had

Leatrice Joy as its star and Laska Winter

made a great hit as the native girl. Bebe

Daniels, Doris Kenyon, and Lois Wilson

were the principal female members of

"Monsieur Beaucaire." Corinne Griffith,

Louise Fazenda, Hedda Hopper, Lilyan

Tashman and Gale Henry gave class to

"Declasse." "White Rose" was a Griffith

film with Mae Marsh and Ivor Novello as

featured players. "Fighting Coward" is a

Paramount picture, as is "The Golden

Bed." Yes, Lon Chaney was the star in

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame."

E. L. H. (Washington). Edmund Lowe
born in New York thirty years ago; Doris

May in Seattle (Washington). Edna Mur-
phy is 22 and Chicago claims both her and

Blanche Sweet. John Patrick is 25. Vera
Reynolds was born in 1906 in California;

Percy Marmont hails from Surrey, England.

Robert Fraser from Worcester, Mass. Bob's

34. Pat O'Malley is a Dubliner be gob,

and 1892 was the year of his birth. Jack

Pickford born 1896 in Toronto, Canada.

Lura Vaughn. Thanks for the parties

lars regarding Robert Fraser, and I note hi:

address is 63 56 La Mirada Ave., Los An-

geles. Hope the fans do likewise. Change

that in your card indexes, girls! I'm i

great admirer of the handsome Bob! Wist

more stars would send in correct persona

data as you have done for him.

The Orphan. Sorry, orphan, I'm not ir

a position to go handing out jobs arounc

the studios. Try them yourself—but keer

smiling.

A. J. D. (Texas) and Hosey Country

Girl. Robert Agnew is at present working

on "Private Affairs." He's five feet eight

weighs 145. and is twenty-four with bhi'

eyes and dark brown hair. You can prob

ably reach him at the Metro-Goldwyi

Studios. Culver City, Cal. Lots of letter

about Roberto have come in lately—anc

that's the sign of a rising star.

Lillian Rosen. Since I received you:

letter, Lil, I've had to go around bare

headed, haven't a hat large enough to
£|

me, honest! Virginia Lee Corbin born De
cember 5, 1909. That is her correct name

I believe. Bobbed hair? Yea—even as yoi

and I. You can reach her at the F. B. O
Studios, Hollywood. Her next picture wfl

be "Lillies of the Street." Aileen Pringk

care of Famous-Players, Astoria, L. I. Johi

Gilbert at the Metro-Goldwyn Studios

Hollywood. Corinne Griffith care of Firs

National, 383 Madison Ave., N. Y. Bett

Compson, Famous-Players Lasky Studios

Vine Street, Hollywood. You should en

close a quarter when writing to stars fo

their photographs, but I don't know wha
they do with the quarters.

An.\-ious-fan. Arthur Rankin p 1 a y e

Bobby Allen "grown-up" in "Brokei

Laws." This was an F. B. O. picture.

Dorothy Jones. Here are the addresse

you ask for:—Ricardo Cortes. Rod La

Rocque, Vera Reynolds, Lois Wilson, Bett

Bronson and Allene Ray care of Famou:

Players Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Holh
wood. Robert Agnew, John Gilbert an

Ramon Novarro care of Metro-Goldwyr

Culver City, Hollywood, Cal. Ben Lyor

Lloyd Hughes, Viola Dana and Joh

Bowers care of First National, 383 Madiso

Ave., New York. Constance Talmadge an

Claire Windsor, United Studios, Holh

wood. Gareth Hughes is ^playing o

Broadway in "The Dunce Boy." See repl

to Lillian Rosen.

RoIIo D. "The Beautiful City" will t

Richard Barthelmess' next after "Shoi

Leave." James Rennie appeared as lea

in the original stage play opposite France
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Starr. James, as doubtless you know, is

:he handsome husband of Dorothy Gish.

F. Sampson (Chicago). Corinne Grif'

Eth will have Jack Mulhall, Ward Crane

and Carroll Nye to support her in "Classi'

fied," which is from Edna Ferber's story,

so Edna can look for better screen treat-

ment than "So Big" received. Wasn't that

murder? Corinne is married to Walter

Morosco, son of the famous Oliver. First

husband: Webster Campbell the director.

Glorious-Gloria s Ardsleyon-Hudson Ad'

irer. Some nom-de-plume, eh! So you

are just back from Nice. Well how did

you leave the Hotel O'Connor and did you

stumble over Rex Ingram around those

parts? You see I know something about

Nice, to©. If you will write direct to

the Famous-Players Exchange, 331 West

44th Street, N. Y. C, and ask for the

booking dates and towns where the pic-

tures you mention are playing, you'll prob-

ably be able to see the films you love over

again. Gloria is twenty-eight and was born

in Chicago, 111. A quarter' is the usual

sum sent to cover postage of photograph.

Arnemalie Thomsen (Kobe, Japan). The
nationality doesn't matter, Little Girl in

Japan, it's the heart that counts. What
can I tell you—you are so far away from

the studios that it is perhaps just a little

longer than opportunity's arm. Your Eng-

lish is splendid; wish I could write as well

in your language, and your photographs are

very sweet. Let me hear from you again.

S. N_. G. (Jasonville, Ind.). Tom Ter-
;: " riss can be reached at the Famous-Players

Lasky Studios, Astoria, L. I.

M. L. P. (Harrison). You want Ramon
,'lNovarro on the cover. ' Alright, I've told

the editor of your desires! Ramon is still

heart-whole and fancy free as far as I

know. Come forth, Ramon, and tell us if

!-you have a nickname; Mary wants, to know.
'I Anyhow Ramon legally christened himself

Ramon Novarro before a Los Angeles judge

j the other day. Bebe Daniels' real honest
"
to goodness name is Phyllis and she was

born in Dallas, Texas, in 1901. Vera Rey-

nolds is 19. Lois Wilson was born June

28, 1896, and Lon Chaney is about 36.

Ernest Torrence is in his forties. Norman
Kerry, whom most people believe to be a

Londoner, born in New York City. Elean-

]
or Boardman is "her very own name.

Esme. Lois Wilson, Ernest Torrence,

Jack Holt and Noah Beery in "North of

36." Yes, certainly a wonderful line-up.

Pvobert Ellis with Priscilla Dean in "A Cafe

in Cairo."

Theo. Address letters to Jack Joyce care

of Famous-Players Lasky, Vine Street, Hol-

lywood.
Two Fellows, School of Pharmacy. (Ports'

mouth, Va.). You may get a kick out of

my stuff as you say, but I certainly got a

kick out of your letter. Much as I'd like

to help .you, boys, it's right outside my
1 line. Just because Paramount started a

school for stars is no reason why I should

start a school for matrimony. I guess the

commencement exercises would be held at

the registrar's office and the class reunions

at the Alimony Club. Why do you want
three girls to write to you? Wouldn't two
be enough? If I were still twenty I might
apply myself. A medical man in the family

! is such a saving, isn't it? Aren't there any

j;
nice girls in Portsmouth? Always thought

' the Virginia girls were such stunners.

Selina. Ben Lyon's next picture will be
!l

l "The Pace That Thrills" and then he will

do a story called "The Savage," dealing

with a young rancher who lands in the

big city and tries to cut a dash. You see

Ben simply has to wear evening dress some-

where or it wouldn't be a picture.

o 4

°What a whale of a difference

just a few cents maKe

Tire
Agents
Wanted

15,

_ Use and In-
troduce MELLINGER CORD TIRES

' "iM I L E S
j

1 GUARANTEED
Lowest Wholesale Prices in Amer- g

ica. Shipped prepaid on approval. Make I

big money all or part time. No capita lor
experience. Sample Bections famished.

YOUR»TlRES FREE!
Simply send name today for FREE BOOK, telle
bow tfcousandB do big business. Special Agents'
Offer, Wholesale Prices and FREE Sample Kit.

MELL|NGER TIRE & RUBBER CO.
Dept. 31G, Philadelphia, Pa.,orKansas City.Mo.

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-
pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adds wonderful charm,
beauty and expression to any face.
Perfectly harmless. Used by rmlliw ^

of lovelv women. BLACK or BROWN,
obtainable in solid form or water-
proof liquid. .75c at your dealer's or
direct postpaid.
MAYBELLINECO. CHICAGO

Liquid

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays bis. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
li)e for our Twelve- Hour Talent-Tester or Key to

Movie Acting Aptitude, and lind whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel,

instinctive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large. Interesting, illustrated Booklet on
Movie Acting included FREE.

FILM BUREAU Station 5 Jackson, Micb.

Science has solved the problem of
removingunwanted hairpieasant-

ly. without discomfort to the skin
or complexion. This with NEET, a

mild, dainty cream. You merely spread
it on and then rinse off with clear water. That's all;

the hair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool

.

smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor

and severe chemical preparations, have given way to

this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the ac-

cepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.

COc at Drug and Department stores or by mail.

Money back if it fails to please you. Buy now.

HANNIBAL PHAR, CO., 505 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

rerywhere.
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.
from his

Photo*
"My income now averages from S700 to

S1000 a week," writes Michael Gallo.
who owns his own photographic studio
on fashionable Fifth Avenue, NewYork.
He adds, "My portrait studies bring me
as much as S250 a dozen."
Hundreds of others are earning big: money ev-
erywhere. Amazing- growth of Prol essional
Photography offers chance of a lifetime: high-
salaried "
to $75 !

LEARN AT HOME
No previous experience or special ability la
needed. New easy method makes you a Pro-
fessional Phutog-rapher in spare hor.rs at home.
Famous experts of New York Institute of Pho-
togranhy train vou by mail. All branches: Mo-
tion Picture, Portraiture, Commercial, News
Photography. Earn while learning".

Motion
or 5 x 7 v£w

e CAMERAFREE
Your choice absolutely free. Motion Pic-

'

ture Camera takes real Motion Pictures on
standard profensjonai tilm used by allthea-
tres. View Camera is latest professional
model for all still photography; genuine
anastigmat lens.

WRITE FOR BOOK
Handsome, big new book explains wonder-
ful opportunities: positions paying $50 t.i>

$250 a week; how to start your own busi-
ness: how to earn money in spare time.
Send postcard or letter today for FREE
BOOK and free Camera offer.

New York Institute of
Dept. 60, 143 West 36th Street, N

NOTE
If you prefer to Co
to our New York
Chicago Stud

I astru
for

tion, day
classes, write for
Catalog R-OOto
nearest address: 141
West 36th St., New
York, N. Y., or 630
South Wabash Ave-
nue, Chicago, 111.

Photography
ew york, n. y.

^nSTPi HOSE HPJUSTER
The GENUINE (Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid, pain-
less and safe. The ANITA is a GEN-
UINE and most COMFORTABLE
NASAL SUPPORTER, absolutely
GUARANTEED. Highly re-
commrTid"d hv physicians.

Write for FREE Booklet,
*

'Nature ' sWay to Happiness. '

'

TheflMITR Co.

Gold Medal JilPk8^^; A
?j
ta Bu

;
,d

i,
nEl

Winner Feb. '23 e55 St-. Newark, N. J.
BEFORE-AFTEH

' PROPOSES
My dream had come true—after months and months ofdespairing
waiting, the only man in the world I cared for was mine forever.
Almost immediately after I had read an amazing new book en-
titled "Fascinating Womanhood," his old indifference toward me
had vanished as if by magic. This book- showed me how to attract
men by using the simple laws of man's psychoiosy and human
nature. I could just as easily havefascinated any ether man. You,
too, can have this book; you, too, can enjoy the worship and ad-
miration of men, and be the radiant bride of the man of your choice.
Just cut out this ad, write your name and address on the margin,
and mail it to us with ioc in stamps. The little book outlining
these revelations will then be sent you, postpaid in plain wrapper
Knowledge is power. Send your dime today.

THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
iigSouth 14th St., St. Louis, Mo. Dept. 29 X

((John Gilbert and Renee Adoree on
location ma\ing "The Big Parade," a

screen play by Lawrence Stallings, co-

author of "What Price Glory."

JOHN Barrymore, quizzical as ever,

returned from .his triumphs in Lon'
don as the greatest Hamlet of his

generation, and after a short stay

in New York, proceeded to Califor-

nia, where he is now at work in Captain
Alvarez, the first picture under his new
contract with Warner Brothers. Barrymore
visited the Warner offices in the usual way
of stars while in town; and even smiled at

the stenographers; and maybe they don't

brag! John nonchalantly remarked that he
considered Menjou the best actor on the
screen, and went his way.

QPR1NC in Manhattan seemed even

C3 springier than usual, with Corinne
Griffith here. She was accompanied by her
husband, Walter Morosco, which is noth-
ing unusual because she always is. She
tells a funny one on herself. Seems in

California Walter decided to grow a little

mustache, a very little one.. The first time
he wore it in public was at the theatre,

with Corinne. The next day reporters
called to ask if Miss Griffith was preparing
to divorce Mr. Morosso and annex the
strange young man she'd been seen with
the night before. Mr. Morosco now ap-

pears without the mustache.

Richard Rowland interrupted the filming
of Edna Ferber's Classified, which was the
purpose of his star's visit, to give her a
tea dance at Sherry's. It was a charming
party, with Miss Griffith looking her love-

liest in lace and' a picture-hat. But there's

a story about that hat. She wanted to
wear any old thing but was told that, as

the star of the occasion, she should dress
the part. So she gave in and appeared,
regally beautiful. That isn't Corinne at all.

Beautiful, but not haughty. Alice Joyce
was there, also Johnny Hines. Miss Joyce
and Miss Griffith used to work in Vita-
graph pictures in Brooklyn and occupied
adjacent dressing rooms. Edna Ferber was
also present; she sells her stories to First

National, you know, and is one of the
brightest and most popular of our "literary
lights."

Take these, or leave them. They may
be rumors or they may turn out to

be true:

Jackie Coogan is said to be about to place

his artistic future in the hands of David
Belasco, who will train the boy for several

years with the idea of presenting him in

Hanilet .when he is sixteen.

Mabel Normand, according to report, has

signed a contract with the stage producer,

A. H. Woods, to play in the legitimate

under his direction, beginning with a com-
edy next fall.

Barbara La Marr, as soon as she gets her

divorce from Jack Daugherty, will marry
Ben Finney— it is stated.

Mae Murray came back from Paris,

where a gallant judge separated her
from her former title of Mrs. Bob Leonard
in record time, even for Paris. Mae didn't

linger long before rushing out west to begin
a new picture; but she did pause to say

she had attended several parties given in

honor of Mr. and Mrs. John Harrison
Dempsey— one by Dempsey's former foe,

Georges Carpentier. Estelle Taylor Demp-
sey has received several offers from Ger-
man companies to star in films over there,

and may accept after she has exhausted the

treasures of the Parisian ateliers, .a pleasant

task which Jack's devotion is assisting his

wife to perform. Among others in the

American film colony in the French capital

are Pearl White and Sessue Hayakawa.
However, maybe we can't claim them any
more, as offers from our producers have not
tempted them so far. Pearl has become a

Parisian institution.

AT last the plans of both Gish sisters

are settled, with Lillian in California
making—well, last reports had it that Mimi
in La Boheme was her first role for Metro-
Goldwyn; and Dorothy in New York at

work in The Beautiful City, with Dick
Barthelmess. Dorothy's future pictures will

be stellar vehicles under her new contract
with Inspiration Pictures. Incidentally, the
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rector of the Barthelmess-Gish combina'

on is an old friend, Elmer Clifton, who

is been in the far corners of the world

ming life in the rough. Clifton and Mies

orothy used to be associates in the old

nffith-Fine Arts Company.

ois Wilson came to town on a vaca-

L/ tion, which means that if she can find

ay time between interviews, sitting for

hotographers, fittings for dress-makers, and

(hat-not, it's all her own. Lois, at lunch-

on before she left again for California,

boked as fresh and as sweet as she did in

Se days when she was Jack Kerrigan's lead-

g woman. Why shouldn't she? Despite

jer protests, she remains the outstanding

Sample of Sterling Young Womanhood in

he Movies. The only fault anybody can

nd with Miss Wilson is in her taste in

iothes. As a girl-friend of hers was heard

|b say, "Lois can't blame people for calling

jer a nice girl when she wears hats like

ihat." Diana Kane, Lois' sister, who lives

nth Bebe Daniels and occasionally works

1 pictures, is one of the smartest young

/omen in New York.

Beggar ON Horseback opened on one

of the hottest June nights that any

iroadway-ite can remember. Consequently,

he audience was not as sparkling as usual.

I'resent, just the same, were Bebe Daniels,

'nd Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Lasky— Mrs.

.asky looked, as always, perfectly charming

i—the" way so many movie actresses wish

hey looked, and can't.

,'jrjAMOUS Players apparently reasoned

-IP that if sending Herbert Brenon over to

England to confer with Sir James Barrie

s to the casting of Peter Pan was a good

tory, sending Herbert over to confer about

\ Kiss for Cinderella was even better.

Jnfortunately, the announcement that the

•ompany had other plans for Betty Bron-

on which would prevent her from appear-

ng in her second Barrie role, necessitating

he substitution of some other actress, did

lot meet with the shocked surprise expect-

ed; for it was suspected all along that there

was only one girl who would play Cin-

lerella, with Paramount's approval and Bar-

rie's and Brenon's; and the name of that

girl was Betty Bronson. So, though Mr.

tkenon did journey to Europe and did con-

fer with Sir James, when he returned he

tnnounced that little Betty would get the

iext plum of her happy career, despite

brevious arrangements. Thus A Kiss for

Cinderella may be awaited with almost as

Tnuch interest as was Peter Pan.

SCREENLAND
Valentino ^JMedal

awarded to

JOHN BARRYMORE

q hortly after she became Mrs. Samuel

Goldwyn, Frances Howard decided to

•enounce her career for domesticity, which,

declared Frances, is a career in itself. She
iieems perfectly happy in her decision, too,

•and so does her husband. Miss Howard
was released with regrets from her Para-

mount contract; and her only future asso-

ciation with the films, she says, will be as

la spectator. Since she's a devoted fan she'll

have a good time. But maybe she'll change
her mind; and here's hoping she does.

"srwT^ORK has started at the ParamountW Long Island studio on "Lovers in

Quarantine," a comedy which ran success-

fully on Broadway. Alfred. Lunt, Harrison
[Ford, and Bebe Daniels are playing in it,

'with Frank Tuttle directing.

John Barrymore's
"Beau Brumrael"
was selected by a

jury 'as the finest

screen per form-
ance of 1924, and
the medal, given
by Rudolph Val-
entino, has been
awarded to Amer-
ica's Greatest
Actor.

The medal is an
evidence o f Mr.
Valentino's ambi-
tion to do every-
thing, both through
his own effort and
through his vision,

to raise the stan-
dard of screen
performances. The
medal, cast in
gold, symbolizes
victory of photo-
graphic drama.

The September cover of ScREEN-

LAND is a remarkable autochrome

photograph of Marion Davies.

This is one of the most successful

direct color photographs yet

achieved in this new art. Photc

graphs of- the actual colors of the

stars ta\en on a peculiarly sensi'

tized plate are only to be found

o,\ the covers of Screenland.

Make your figure

slender!
iTake off those excess

pounds and bring- back
the graceful lines to
your body by using this
simple method which
reduced the weight of
more than 100,000 peo-
ple last year!

You want to reduce your
weight and become slender
—of course you do. But you
have hesitated to try star-
vation diets, violent exer-
cises, torturouB reducing
garments and other strenu-
ous methods of reducing.
You would rather be stout
than endanger your health
by such methods.

You are right! Don't en-
danger your health in order
to reduce! You don't have
to— you can reduce your
weight the same way that
more than 100,000 people
used successfully last year!

Why should you try some
new method when you can
use the famous Marmola
Tablets which hundreds of
thousands of women and
men have found successful during the past
twenty years!

This pleasant way to reduce is so easy to
use, so satisfactory that no matter whether
you have been overweight for years or if you
are just starting to become stout, you should
use Marmola Tablets now. Then watch your
excess weight disappear—pound by pound
until you have taken off as much weight as
you want.

Surely this is the way you want to reduce
—pleasantly, easily, without any inconven-
ience, without any bad effects, without
letting anyone else know what you are doing!

Go to your druggist and get a box of
Marmola Tablets ($1.00 a box) and start
using them today. You will soon be enjoying
the good health which slenderness brings.
(If you prefer, a box of Marmola Tablets wiil
be sent to you in plain wrapper, postpaid,
by the Marmola Company, 1740 General
Motors Bldg., Detroit, Mich.)

Atlantic City, N. J.

On the Ocean Front
Fireproof

^American and European Plans

ORCHESTRA
DANCING

GOLF PRIVILEGES
THERAPEUTIC BATHS

GARAGE

JOEL HILLMAN JULIAN A. HILLMAN

President Vice-President
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BLANCHE ARRAL
Beautiful prima donna soprano of the Opera
Comiaue in Paris, the Theatre Royal de la
Monnaie in Bruxelles, and des Theatres Im-
periaux of St. Petersburg. Her beautiful
soprano voice is also known to thousands
through her Victor Red Seal Records. Blanche
Arral's girlish beauty is the wonder of all
who know her age. Read here of her dis-
covery of the wonderful Egyptian beauty secret.

n an Egyptian Harem

I learned this amazing secret
SINCE the days of Cleo-

patra, Egyptian ladies

have been envied for

the clearness and trans-

parency of their complex-
ions—fresh as lilies and roses with the delicate
texture and tint of fine oriental pearls.

What secret of lasting loveliness do they know?
What secret of perpetual youth, handed down from
generation to generation as a priceless heritage?

On a concert tour to Egypt, Blanche Arral,
famous French prima donna, was invited to tea
with the famous court beauties in the "harem" of
Abbes II. She was amazed at the splendour and
beauty she

.
saw. In palace rooms whose furnish-

ings would have graced an Arabian Night's tale,
were lovely, languorous women with complexions
more alluring than she had ever seen before.

A pretty custom of this "harem" was to invite
guests to select a present from among the rich
furnishings that formed a suitable background for
such surpassing feminine charm. But Mme. Arral,
always interested in the enhancement and preserva-
tion of her own beauty, requested as her gift the
secret of the lovely complexions about her.

Embarrassing moments resulted! The ladies of
the "harem" were politely distressed. It seemed
that this was a secret to be jealously guarded
one that had been handed down for countless
generations—to a fortunate few!

Great Prima Donna Discovers Beauty
Secrets of Egyptian Courts

But Mme. Arral had sung so enchantingly! And
the ladies were appreciative. They decided to

The story of how Blanche Arral, famous prima donna,
obtained the magic formula that gives Oriental women

their ravishingly beautiful complexions.

grant her request—to reveal to her the wondrous
secret. She was led to a splendid private pavilion—initiated in the mystic rites given the name of
a famous skin specialist in a distant Egyptian vil-
lage, who alone knew how to make the creams
that these court beauties used with such enviable
results.

You, too, Can Know These Secrets

Speaking of her trip to the Egyptian beauty
specialist, in the distant village, Mme. Arral said,
Tt required many months of pleading on the part

of influential friends and myself it required the
attraction of much gold before the owner of these
recipes revealed the secret formulas to me with
full authority for their exclusive use.

"The little wrinkles are cone and my face is as
smooth as velvet. Everyone compliments me on
my complexion, and I owe it to you in no small
degree."—G. B. W., Rutland, Vt.

"I want to tell you how pleased I am with the
Fleurs d'Orient and the Creme d'Oree. They
have done me more good than any other face
treatment I ever used. I cannot praise them too
highly."— Mrs. P. S., Jersey City, N. J.

"I am so pleased with the treatment. I really
see a great cha.ige in my face."— Mrs. E. W. L..
Bronxville, New Yorki
"My friends do not know what has happened to

me. They say I look as young as my daughter."— Mrs. A. D. B-, Los Angeles, Cal.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Let these two Egyptian Creams
Bring You a Skin of Enchanting

Beauty

Up to this time, these two miracle working
creams have been obtainable only in a few
of the most exclusive beauty parlors of New
York, the price being $5.00 for the two
jars. Specialists have charged as high as $10
for a single application! In order to intro-

duce Creme D'Oree and Flours d'Orient to

a wider clientele, this remarkable offer is

now made. Both creams for only $2.85. A
clear saving of $2.15. Mail coupon quickly.

"In my own laboratories I have
made up a small supply of the 1

two magic creams whose formulas I

I learned in mystic Egypt. 1

1

now invite other women to try]

them and enjoy their marvelous!
results."

Packed in the loveliest of blue and gold boxes
an ornament to any dressing table Creme d'Oree
and Fleurs d'Orient are now ready to bring to
you the same loveliness that they have been bring-
ing to Egyptian beauties for centuries past. I

Blanche Arral now offers you in her two creams 1

the same beautifying oils, the same enchanting
perfumes!

Instant benefits follow the application of these!
two creams. Lines and wrinkles magically disap-

1

pear; the face becomes more firm; pimples, black- I

head, tan, freckles and discolorations vanish; oily I

skins and enlarged pores are corrected; facial blem-

1

ishes go. A wondrous new softness and smooth- 3

ness suffuse the skin. Unlike anything you have I

ever used before are these two wondrous creams S

the true secret of that exquisite, silken loveliness
of Oriental complexions.

SEND NO MONEY SIMPLY
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

You do not need to send a penny in advance. I

Simply mail the attached coupon and the two jarsl
of Cream will be sent you immediately. Pay the
postman only $2.85, plus the few -cents postage,
on arrival. The regular price for the two jars is

$5.00, but this liberal Introductory Offer saves.!

you $2.15. Moreover, Blanche Arral guarantees
to return your money in full if you are not thor-

j

oughly amajed and delighted when you see the
magical beauty that these two wonderful, harmless
creams bring. You take no risk, so_Mail the
coupon now!

BLANCHE ARRAL, Dept. 18,
9 Washington Place, New York City

BLANCHE ARRAL. Dept. 18,

9 Washington Place, New York City.

Dear Madame: I should like to try your two miracle
working creams, Creme d'Oree and Fleurs d'Orient.
made from the true Egyptian formulas. I shall pay
the postman" the special low introductory price, of
only $2.S5 plus few cents postage, for the two jars
when they arrive. You guarantee to return my money
if I am not delighted. (If you prefer to enclose $2.S5
with this coupon, we will pay postage. Same Money-
Back Guarantee.)

NAME..

ADDRESS

CITY '. STATE..
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new comedienne

has come to town

riding high with

"T h e Beggar o n

Horseback." Her
name is Gertrude

Short. We have

needed a real comedy

actress and now our

yearnings are answer-

ed ... in Short, we

-are delighted.

AUGUST
1925



SCREENLAND'S EDITORIAL COMMENT

The Veterans Win

the cQaureh

NOT LONG SINCE the cry for "New Faces
11

was raised and the

industry was told that the public was tired of the old players; as

if old friendships could be so easily uprooted from our hearts and

their places filled by strangers. . . . \ Then a little girl played "Peter

Pan/
1

and we gladly made room for her in our affections. This was
interpreted to mean that we had ceased to love the talented and trained

players who have given their energies to pictures. . . . j[ While new
players were pushed ahead and stars were being discovered overnight,

something happened— Gloria Swanson came home. Her remarkable

film again put us beneath her sway, and, captured once more by her

charm, we smiled calmly at the hue and cry for new faces. . . . \ The
other day we had the pleasure of viewing "The Little French Girl" and

had the fun of seeing Alice Joyce dominate the theatre and heard as well

comments on the wonder of this perfect actress. An artist she is, and

a beautiful woman; and it is her art that makes her utterly disarming.

\ Chaplin, the Master, hears no "New Faces" cry. Nor does James

Cruz,e filming "Welcome Home'" hesitate to give us lovable Luke Cos-

grave. . . . \ The youngsters are welcome, but let them learn that Motion

Pictures is an Art. Let them qualify one step at a time gracefully

and properly to parade the glory of their youth.



Photograph by Kenneth Alexander

Will play "Minii" in "La Boheme"

which will he her first picture for

Metro-Goldwyn.
Jjllian



(J 27^ bigger and bet-

ter pictures are here.

They represent more

money spent, more care

taken, and more genius

disclosed than anyfilms

ever made.

By

Vohdcih Dexter

i

Mary Pic\ford is going to give
us "Little Annie Rooney"

—

"America' s Sweetheart" in the
role we love.

T

Q T^orma Talmadge's public has been
begging jor another picture with
Eugene O'Brien—and not only do
we get it but the story is the beloved
"Graustark." We always loo\ to

l^orma jor beautiful melodrama.

been pushed ahead to permit the release of new pictures
this month instead of late in the Fall. Naturally every
star has desired to contribute to public festivities and the
programs reflect their efforts.

. For a start, one new star debuts. Greta Nissen, who
by her blonde loveliness might be Anna Q. Nilsson,
appears with Ricardo Cortes in Paramount's "In the

'hlame of Love." Oddly enough "The Beggar on Horse'

nforgettably

en produc

W M "^ HIS being Greater Movie Season, I started to
interview the Infant Industry; to extol the child's

rosy cheeks, the romance in its eyes and the
splendid visions behind them; to wax poetic about

its smile that sets a drab world smiling. Thus I started
out—but stopped ignobly to look in the kid's moneybox.

Millions? And authentic millions, too, quite different
from those seven-figured fancies we used to hear about
So hold

$520
50,000

$1,2

$200
$75,0

studios wh
While delving I discovered more statistics that answer yes, and Gene O'Brien is with her

what most fans want
$100,000, where doe
salaries take $25,000;
$10,000; the story a

amount; sets cost $19
studio rent and mana
rent of ground and
transportation total

hen a

go?

d ca

iaccou

s and
:oria

iterior

,000; while raw film disposes of

du^^—ner
j love,

of "G
returnin

becaus

ts into

offering

dge are in-

Why, it

arr Mc'
e-KDh

while Constance
from Paris" whom Ronald Colman

orn lully, trj.t chap!

ustar\" ^min^s me that popular taste

swords and palpitating

yn slso has mixed those fil-

ing"Jas her Greater Movie

to cloal

Elinor

Only

the way.
I looked

a husky
n infant

publicly

inth

the balanceof $5,00Q. But that's merely
The miUfonsSmazed meW7?Pt^.- examining t

again %J:he Infant iMustrv and discov
fellow c«toenty-nine jajlally hasn't
since the d^^of 1896 BheiUpictures we* bor'

at Roster an« Bial's rrMic haH on BroJaway
Gre^j^rfovie SqaJftariftrflie --j;:Ji t .

.

birthday party. Almost all the important producing
companies are participating, to demonstrate the advances
the art has made since "the good old days" which
wouldn't look so good if those flickering antiques were
revived for contrast not merely with the best but with
the poorest productions we see today. Studio work has

U

An evening at New York's most famous supper club
without paying the cover charge is provided by "Tyight

lS[ew

Jzish "and Er
s the

from E
bw the

Movie imm

orothy

the big

her corn-

to know
ason, the

at some
time or other between midnight and morning was Jackie
Coogan.

There's unconscious prophecy in two consecutive titles

on First National's list: "The Marriage Whirl" followed
by "The Lady Who Lied." Corinne Griffith stars in the
first, while Virginia Valli and (Continued on page 95)



To the ^Movies

<\ Mae Murray is coming with

"The Merry Widow," a part

that fits her perfectly. She

selects the idol of the hour

for the part Danilo —
John Gilbert.

0[T Ii e much-heralded
" Ben Hur " — two
years in the making
and involving mil-

lions of dollars

—

will

he released during
this campaign. Truly

"Greater Movies!"

q Charlie Chaplin's "The
Gold Rush" will he

the pea\ of the year's

comedies.

G[ fay Hunt has brought

the lovable old char-

acter o f "Lightnin'

Bill Jones" to the

screen, the part wade
familiar and well
loved by Fran\Bacon.
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(\Every woman plays a part when she is in love,

and sometimes the part has a "close-up"

itty O'Hara danced a little jig about her small

yellow and white bedroom, while Aunty Peck,

coming upon her suddenly, kept time with her

clapping hands as she leaned in the door-way.

Kitty's eyes, blue as corn-flowers out in the fields were

rilled with happy laughter. Her short, dark hair bobbeu

saucily up and down with each dainty, roguish step.

Suddenly she dropped down in the middle ol the bed,

pert and breathless.

"Well " she managed to speak after a moment—

"Aunty Peck—you 11 never guess what has happened this

tm
The middle-aged woman, slightly grey of hair and

given to a generous share of poundage, ceased to clap

and rubbed her pudgy hands together.

"You aren't telling me now that they have given you

a star part in one of the new

pictures?"

A faint • trace of shadow

crossed the girl's face: "No

—

it isn't that—not yet," she ad-

mitted. "One has to be patient

and wait " she burst into a

rollicking, little laugh— "But

what do I care about being a

star tomorrow, when I am go-

ing to have dinner with Herb

Boynton tonight!"

Aunty Peck sniffed audibly:

"So it's that Herb again," she

said. "When are you going to

stop being crazy about him?"

"Why, I'm not crazy about

him," Kitty got up then and

stamped a determined foot,

"I'm not crazy about him at

all! Not the way you'd think.

But I do say I like him a whole

lot. And who doesn't
—

" Kitty

flung her arms in a wide ges-

ture
—"Why millions of people

do

—

all the film fans across the

country. They are still talking

about his last picture— and

when I saw him today he said

he had a peach cf a story for

his next release. That's just

like Herb—always giving credit

to the story and none to him-

self. I'll never forget the fun

we had that time I had the little

sister part in his The Wild and

Woolly Wests. All the folks in

the cast had more laughs out

of Herb than they ever got at

the circus
"

"Oh — I've heard all about

that," Aunty Peck waved a

warning hand. "Tell me a new
one, dearie."

Kitty made a wry little face

at her : "Well, you talk enough

about some of the character

parts you have had," she teased,

"I guess I have heard that story

about your falling in the river

when you weren't supposed to

fall in at all, about half a

(Contintted on page 87)
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Q In a minute now she would lift her

lips for his \iss—and in that minute.

precious, fleeting, she must tell him,

must let him \now . . .



The Bars no longer
n
acJ" all

the time. They save itfor the set.

[ D. W. Griffith in-

troduced methods
and fathered beau-
ty and made "pic
tures' into a rea.

art.

| .

" Y Public!"

Can't you just see her, standing up there all ruffles, and
curls, and smiles, and sweetness? Before she leaves the

--- stage she will sing a song about flowers, moonlight, or
mother, and as she exits will wave her hand and blow a kiss to "the
dear little kiddies who come to see my pictures." You remember her.
The rest of the speech might vary a little, but it almost always

began, "Whatever I do, I think of them — of that vague mass we
call our audience; and if I can hear only the teensiest, weensiest ripple
of applause, I will know that I have not worked in vain." Sometimes
a daring star would add that, whatever she had accomplished, she
owed to her mother, or maybe her little brother; or, in extreme cases,

her director. Whatever it was she owed it to somebody;
and she gave everybody to understand that what she owed
was a great blessing to the world.
What she really meant to say was, "My Box-Office! How

was I supposed to know that they liked me better
in society parts? Why can't they stick to one kind
of picture? What a life, anyway, trying to please
a lot of dumbbells!" And, exitting, kissing her fingers

to the audience, she wished she could thumb
her nose at them.

You remember—I remember. It wasn't so
long ago that a star seized upon the chance,

Gloria offstage with
Richard Arlen and
Lawrence Gray. As
unpretentious as she
is talented.



A confidential chat with a girl who knows

the players.

By

Delight

Evans

at personal appearances, or at

banquets, to say something

about her dear Public. If there

was anything she loved more,

she added, it was her Art; but,

after all, it was for her Public's

sake that she lived for her

work, just to lay it at their feet.

You got the impression of the

poor little soul struggling

through fire and water, and
worse" just to please her "fans."

It was not too much for her to

do for them—no, no! But she

did hope, now that she had

done so much, that she would

be appreciated.

As far as actual suffering

<\ Pola has found her

friends so numerous

that she doesn't high-

hat any one NOW.

was concerned, I think the interviewers

could have given the stars a few tips

That vamp, for instance, who received

us in a cabalistic gown in a darkened

room reeking with incense. She crooned

about her Egyptian ancestry. It would

have been no surprise to see a serpent

crlide out from the heavy hangings.

When such was intimated in an inter-

view the vamp wrote burning letters m
purple ink. I got mine. It said:

"There is One who avenges all lies,

insults, and betrayals. I put it up

to Him." This letter, with its

savage signature engraved at the

top and scrawled at the bottom,

may still be seen, under glass, in

the interviewer's palatial hut, ad-

mission one diamond pin; children

barred.

Then there was the little lady

who occupied a big house in a

smart suburb. There was a foun-

tain on the front lawn. She put on a one-piece

bathing suit and posed for a cameraman splashing

about her fountain. Soon after, she moved. The

neighbors, clearly, did not appreciate her Art.

There was always the ingenue who received her

Public's special representative while reclining on a lacy

chaise-longue, stroking her pet Pekingese—a detestable

pup All she hoped for, she said, was to get a chance

to do finer, more artistic things. The vulgar masses

micmt not appreciate her efforts, but the hoi po (or

certainly" would. She also said that if she could not play

the parts as she felt them, she would be content to go

about in rags, or practically nothing at all. I believed her.

At this same session, she escorted me into her boudoir

and showed me her new negligees and squirted imported

perfumes in my face. Art? What was his last name?

But times have changed. So have styles in vamps and

ingenues. It is no longer smart to talk about art. lne

thing to do now is to disparage it. Movies are an industry.

The motion picture star, new model, is a working girl-

she admits it herself. The girl (Continued on page 80)
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They put Shirley

Mason in the third

part of "The
Talker" and she

stole the picture.



The theory of astrology is that
at the moment of birth the planets
influence the child. This chart of
Minette Humphreys shows that con-
stellation Libra was above her and
the sun in the sign of Libra, and
also shows the position of the other
planets on September 27, 1906,
when, at 11:48 A. M., she began
the life which is now about to be
filmed. The Libra influences

blessed her with artistic abilities.

Mercury, also overhead, bestowed a
quick-acting mentality. Spica is a

star that gives fame and it. also,

was over Bedford City, Virginia,
:he day she was born.

Jupiter is Miss Hum-
phreys' ruling star. At
her birth it was about-

to set, but it left

___ behind a blessing

of health on the
little First National
player—and a flair for
appearing in public.

i HE' moon, nearing the last

quarter, had not risen, but its

influence will draw money
toward Minette through a
career, and, like the tides,

this flow will fluctuate.

Minette reys

SCREENLAND HOROSCOPE CONTEST

Miss Minette Humphreys,

1108 Upper Thud Street,

Evansville, Indiana.

My dear Miss Humphreys:

Miss Carleton, the astrologer for Screenland, after
weeks of most careful study has found that you, among
all the girls who sent in their birth dates, have the most
favorable horoscope and so, young lady, this is to tell vou
that the first step up toward your very bright future has
oeen made.

I took your photographs to the
office of the First National Pictures
and showed Mr. Rowland and a num-
ber of his associates your smilino- face
and read to them the report which
Miss Carleton had written; within a
few days you will receive a letter from
Mr. Rowland arranging for you to
come to New York ^and play a part
in a picture.

How exciting and overwhelming this
news must be to you! In the first place
all your friends in Evansville will be
happy at your good luck; then you
will come on to New York and your
picture will be in the papers; and fin-
ally, after you have been introduced

((.The stars show
ette Humphries
of opportunity.

to Mr. Earl Hudson and other great directors of the
First National Studios, and perhaps to Doris Kenyon
Dorothy Mackaill, Ben Lyon, Anna Q. Nilsson and the
other successful players, the day will come when your
part will be outlined to you.

First National Pictures will supply you with whatever
clothes you may need for the part as, of course, they
will supply you with your expenses and pay you a salary
while you are working. You will have some tests made
probably, and I suppose you will be very frightened
i5ut when you come to try out the part that they have
given you, everyone will be very kind and patient, and
even though these are important people, you will find

them the most simple and lovable
friends that you ever had. And then
the great day will come when you play
the scene through with the lights
flashing and the music playing, and
your great moment will be upon you.
The camera is a wonderful machine

and it shows what the actors are think-
ing about. If, when they take these
scenes, you can forget Minette Hum-
phreys, and think only thoughts which
are in character with your part, then
when the film is shown, the next day
the experienced directors and the cam-
eramen will know that you are a little

actress. This will be a very happy day
for you.

that for Min
192 5 is a \ea:
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CC The favorable

tween the sun

both in artistic

ter, her ruler

and adaptable

ma\e this girl

head to foot.

relationship be-

and the moon,

signs, and ]upi'

in the sensitive

sign Cancer,

an artist from

Miss Carleton tells

me that your horo-

scope does not in-

dicate that you are

bound to be a success-

ful actress but simply

that you have within

you the capabilities on

which hard work will

enable you to build a

success on the screen.

It is with your talents

as it was in the old

bible story, if you use

these talents which

your friendly planets

have given you, you

will be able to win

your place in the

world.

We feel sure that

you will take advan-

tage of your oppor-

tunity and we wish

for you all success

and happiness.

Sincerely,

Eliot Keen,
Editor of Screenland.

Minette Humphreys
is shown by the

stars to be gifted

with quic\ness, ac-

tivity, versatility and
originality

.

Minette is seated in frc

red wagon which fate h

be transformed into a

and four of success.



in the pictures
By 'Robert Cyril O'Brien

r

f

g G[ Margaret Oliv
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Iff It's the little things that count most. The littler

they are the more they count. This is especially true

of bathing suits. .

How we \now why King Canute wanted to turn

the waves hac\.
7 ,„a

IT An inebriated citizen perambulated into an enclosed

beach and inquired if there was any cover charge

fi
A girl, applying for a job as a bath-

ing beauty, brought along her own suit.

The director insisted on one of the com-

pany's suits. "I'll wear this or nothing!

she said. ... She got the job.

•yr^v ALBOA

\j) cific

n) pe°p
il—^ sibili

G[ Betty Compson,

now appearing

in "Eve's Se-

cret," going up-

stairs t o

ocean.

the

Iris Hicholson

of "The Night

Club." Mem-
berships still

open.

ALBOA discovered the Pa'

, Ocean. The movie

pie discovered its pos-

iities.

Although most fans do not

appreciate it, the fact remains

that the Pacific Ocean is one of '

mctures
the hWest things in pictures today. It has appeared in more pictures

than Lfw Cody, Adolphe Menjou, Ernest Torrence, Wallace Beery Ray

mond HattonjLon Chaney and any other seventeen character actors

C

°Tt

b
ha

e

s

d
never taken any part, it has always appeared simply as itself

Calm and dignified, it has furnished background for countless productions.

Co lrnnc with Old Sol it has helped put over picture after picture

-

tne two Veteran luminaries sharing the final close-ups with the lovers

em
i

b
t

r

ha
e

s' appeared in support of such stars as Gloria Swanson, Douglas

Fa^banL, Mary Pickford
PP

Lillian Gish-in fact, it has supported all the

stars at some time or other.

Some of its latest work is seen in the (Continued on page 76)
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Cf With plays ofpassion passing

out, with vamps slipping from
vogue, withfeminine wiles no

longer running wild, the screen

turns to torn-boy Gene Stratton.

0[A girl who can
throw li\e this and
still, by just the tip

of her tongue, stay

a girl, deserves a
film of her own.

~y hen Gene Stratton

/ Porter wrote "The
Keeper of the Bees"
those of you who have

read the book will remember the
character she made of the "Little

Scout." The "Little Scout" was
somebody real, somebody who lived,

and was very dear to the author—
her little grand-daughter, Gene
Stratton Munroe.
Now "The Keeper of the Bees"

is being made into a picture, and
Gene, eleven years old, who just
loves boys' clothes— who can stop
a daisy-cutting liner or score
a single like a pinch-hitter,
who feels that "girls are no
good," is in it. Gene, tree-

climbing, fishing for frogs,

tumbling around the way
only boys are supposed to
tumble, is playing her own
self, "Little Scout," in the production. It will be interesting
to watch the little girl make herself live again not only in the
book, but m the form of the much realer little girl in the
motion picture. s

Of Babe Ruth never
swung a more
business-li\e bat.

Q Little Gene Stratton is healthy
and wholesome and plays to win.
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GIRL

Q A high one
speared. Gene
Stratton has
famous blood in

her veins and

every drop is

charged with
dynamic youth.

(\Gene ma\es a

hit with us.

And what joy for this little girl who is already loved by

tiie readers of 'The Keeper of the Bees" to help to make her

beloved "Granny" more famous.

, J. Leo Meehan, son-in-law of Mrs. Porter and noted magazine

md newspaper editor, is directing little Gene Others m the

cast include Robert Frazer, Clara Bow, and Alyce Mills.

q Gene Stratton — The First

Tom-Boy of the Screen.
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torn

Lawrence Gray took the course. College? No,

Experience. Diploma? A fat film contract.

i
Lawrence Gray was
a ban\ cler\ with a
bright future. But—

IF
Larry Gray wrote his own success story, it might sound something

like this:

"One million, three hundred fifty-eight thousand, six hundred
and ten other men wanted the job I am holding down now. I

had no previous training or knowledge of the business, in fact I had
been doing the simplest kind of work. But I decided to take the
course and learn the business from every angle; and, sure enough, in
four years my salary was increased 1,000 per cent!"
Lawrence Gray, he made his way. Yesterday, glad to get extra

work. Today, mentioned as Gloria Swanson's next leading man. Diz2,y
rise? Ask the boy himself. Remember the expression on his face
when he shook Betty in Are Parents People? That's the way he'd
look at you if you said "Pretty soft!"

And it wasn't. Four years ago he worked in a bank in San Fran-
cisco, a city which at that time hardly expected to point to him as
"local boy who makes good." His family was of the "old and socially
prominent" kind; but that didn't stop Larry when he had a chance to"
get out of bonds. George Melford's company came to town on location
for Moran of the Lady Letty, Valentino and Dorothy Dalton picture.
The production superintendent met Lawrence Gray and hired his smile.
Though he came back to Hollywood with the company, Lawrence dis-
covered his infectious grin was to work in the production department.
He got the job—of production superintendent of the Sam Wood com-

pany. Sounds pretty; means
work. It means keeping the
company going— holding it

to its schedule and within its

expense quota; carrying it

bodily on location and bring-

Q In "Are Parents People?"
Larry discounted the fast
company of Adolphe Men-
jou, Betty Bronson and
Florence Vidor and put his

stoc\ to par in true ban\-
er's fashion.
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ing it back intact; watch-

ing every scene and check-

ing up costs. After eight

months, Larry found him-

self out of a job. He
hadn't mislaid a prop.
His job was just cut off,

without a nickel.

Back to bonds? Never.

The young man came east

— only to find studio
doors locked and barred

against him—as a produc-

tion superintendent. But

as an extra, his smile

counted. Now, from a

rather important person

in the production depart-

ment of a film studio— a

guy who gives orders, you J
understand— to an extra /

is some jump, and not
j

everybody could land Jjj

with both feet. Larry's JM
smile worked hard in !

those days; it had to. But
\

he stuck it out, for a year.

He took the crumbs from

the studio table when he

wanted a square-meal job.

He took orders where he

had given them. He kept

j

on smiling. Meanwhile,

out in Hollywood, his

Columbus, Tom White,

had become casting direc-

tor at the Paramount

studio. Soon Larry was
singing, "California, here

I come!"

A bit in Pola's East of Suez;

a part in The Dressma\er from
Paris; and Lawrence Gray was
chosen to answer the question,

Are Parents People? Then another

bit in The Coast of Folly; and
Gloria, enthusiastic, wants him for

her leading man. Notice his name
— Larry Gray? The other big

boys have nicknames, too—Wally,
Doug, Charlie, Dick, Tommy.
Sounds auspicious.

But no matter how rich or

famous he gets, Larry will never

say, "Mary, I owe it all to you"

—

because there isn't any Mary.

\

r 1

'V.

Tom White, casting director o f

Las\y's, saw Smiling Larry through

the grating of a San Francisco ban\.

Jiext you will probably see him as

Gloria Swanson's leading man.
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/3efore They

ere

6>j amous
Q A Story of Norma Talmadge's school

days. Perhaps you have memories of a

movie Bar. Write to SCREENLAND.

By Mabel Bellis Steinbach

I
LIKE to go back to the time when Norma Talmadge

was a school girl about ten years old. Not only was

she my playmate, as we lived only one block apart,

but she was also my school chum and close companion

from the sixth grade in Grammar School No. 92, Flatbush,

Brooklyn, N. Y., through a year and a half in Erasmus

Hall High School.
,

There never was anything bold or sassy about Norma; she

was always dear and sweet and adorable, and absolutely

square in all her dealings with every one. She was more

than generous, and always ready to divide whatever she had

with all the rest of us.

Among her accomplishments were jumping rope, roller

skating, running, and riding' a bicycle. In other words,

Norma was a real girl. In our school fancy dancing was

essential along with our studies, and Norma scored the

highest in this.

All during Grammar School we sat in a double seat and

desk, which, by the way, was located right in front of the

teacher's desk. During the different classes,

as the teachers came and went, Norma and

I always had to stay seated right in that

one spot. We never had a chance to

escape a single subject, never a chance to

play much mischief. Norma was

not what you might call a "stu-

dent." She never studied hard,

but always "passed" just because

she was naturally bright and

clever. Our English teacher was

the one instructor, though, who
always had faith in Norma and

predicted great things for her.

When we were studying the

"Lady of the Lake," she por-

trayed Norma as this type of girl.

When we were graduated from

the eighth grade, Norma with

three others danced the stately

minuet in costume. After we got

home that evening, my mother said that Norma was the

prettiest girl she had ever seen. We didn't realize then

that the whole country a few years later would be saying

that same thing!

Four of us girls chummed together — Dorothy King,

r

i

Q When Klorma was a tiny baby.

Q There was never anything bold

or sassy about J^orma; she was

always dear and sweet and

adorable.

loved to boss, and she and Dorothy

had a lot of fun telling Norma
and me what to do. One incident

I remember because it was funny

after it was over, but terribly

tragic while it lasted. We were

all coming from Erasmus Hall one

hot summer day and Irene suggested that we stop in

an ice cream parlor to cool off. We picked a corner

table, gave our orders, and enjoyed our ices. Then Irene

and Dorothy said they wanted some candy and went

over to the counter to make their selection. Norma
1UUI Ul US mils i_numi.u<-vj lugi-i"" j-^iwmj ~""toJ — —

Norma, and the two of us Bellis sisters. My sister Irene and I were so busy talking (Continued on page 78)
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the MOVIES come to

The schooner of the copra trader who brings

films is always welcome, and our screen fa-

vorites have many a dusky jungle friend.

By Gayne Dexter

Q[ Scene from
"Never the Twain Shall Meet."

IN
fairness to Douglas Fairbanks

this might have been told years

ago when he needed the pub- ' • ~ *

;

licity and hired a press-agent

to prod fame his way by leaps and

bounds, sinci fame refuses to be

leaped upon or bounded upon de-

spite any man's athletic prowess.

Ten thousand miles from here, on a

strip of civilization fringing a stark

emptiness, I used to edit a film magazine so

small that twenty copies wouldn't equal one of

ScreenLAND in thickness. But there Doug's
press-agent wrote me. Not that he knew me;

even now he doesn't. But press-agents don't

wait for personal introductions to editors any
more than the world waits for the sunrise—although the

song says otherwise. Simply the sun comes up, swats

the world, and there's no escape. Anyhow I had ceased

to be an editor by the time his letter followed and over'

took me where I had wandered, low in mind and worldly
estate— magazine, me, everything "all-gone-feenesh!"

"Do me a favor," or words to that effect, requested
the press-agent. "Tell me the strangest place you've seen

a Fairbanks film. I can use it as a newspaper story here."
H-m-m-rn.' The strangest place?

Picture Alice Springs, a telegraph station lost in the
center of Australia's outback, so far from anywhere that
Heaven seems closer than civilized earth. Two telegraph-
operators roast beneath a tin-roofed shanty. Not another
house. A desolate aborigines' camp squats in the scrub.
Sunset and crazy skies. Out of the wild-hued immensities
a camel-train winds north — north to nowhere it seems.
Filthy Afghans lead the beasts. They bear stores for
Alice Springs; stores and the square can of movies that
will flicker through a battered old projection machine
with a dozen black-outs as the acetyline gas expires plop-

slop-flop! Some friend in the picture business fifty hori-

zons south pities the exiles and sends them films wher
the camel-train passes through.
Once he forgot and the operator tapped a desperate

S. O. S. — "Have a heart! Let's see something beside?

bush and sand!"

Night and the show goes on, the screen white papei
pasted upon the outer walls. Natives come; scraggy, tat-

tered creatures. One man wears the remnants of a shirt,

nothing else; his gin — his wife— sports trousers that

are no longer trousers; a lubra— a girl— possessing only
the skin God gave her, attends au naturel. Children and
dogs arrive. Not yet able to understand why the twc
whites chuckle, the audience watches the magic shadows.
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TUTUILA

[East is east and west is tuest,

shall meet at the movies.

but the twain

"I've never seen this chap before," an operator remarks.

lYes, the pictured face is new. Jumping extraordinarily,

'the actor lands in unexpected places until presently the

aborigines also find him funny and laugh after the wild

unrestrained fashion of a dying race—as if each outburst

[will be its last. Their yells find echoes in night's empti-

iness. A dingo howls. A mcpoke bird takes humor

;

mournfully. "Mo-poke! Maw-pawk! Mo-poke!" The
picture ends.

"Run it again and we'll see who this lad is.

In that lost community Douglas Fairbanks was a star

loner before millions of movie-fans ever heard of "The

Lamb," the first he ever made. Southward down the

wire to the film exchange ran the operator's thanks, which

certainly never reached Doug. "Give us Fairbanks again

when you can spare one." The boys screened that pic-

ture seventeen times before the camel-train on the return

journey collected it. . . .

Well, I didn't write that for the press-agent, because

the evening his letter was delivered to me, almost a year

after he dispatched it, a lasy surf stirred the beach of

Tutuila, crooning and flashing phosphorescently across

the reef. The dim groves whispered. Where the white

road wound into Pango feet (Continued on page 78)
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<J,Nooh Beery. "If
she wears a

smile, I li\e her."

Q Ernest Torrence.
"Sincerity — or

the lac\ of it!"

FIRST THING
By Noah Beery:

I
think I first notice her expression.

If she wears a smile, I like her. Not a false grimace, bu
a real smile— happy or joyful, or perhaps just kindly.
A woman who looks bored is never an interesting woman,

I think; nor is one who has little peevish lines about her mouth
I don't feel drawn to a "catty" woman, and I believe that tff

trait shows in the very expression she wears.
A real woman is gentle, unselfish and lovable, and these qualities

are apparent in her face.

By Ernest Torrence:

<0 incerity— or the lack of it!

C5 It is hard to explain how I know when I first meet a woman
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Edmund ho we.
"I never f eel
that I really
\now a woman
until I have seen
her smile."



OTICE

'{about a girl

By some experts of the

"Double 0"

Q Rudolph Valentino. "Eyes
arc the first thing I notice."

whether she is sincere or net, but

ae fact remains that I do know.

Affectation, of course, is easy

o detect and is something I ah-

ior, but there is a certain feeling

if sincerity that a truly sincere

berson conveys to me without

vords. Words may later show

ne that my first impression was

ustified, but I do not depend upon what is said.

Truth and loyalty and absence of pretence appeal to me. Beauty

;an" be discounted, for whom among us can keep forever the bloom

f youth? Our faces and our figures may change for the worse

.ith the passing years, but the hidden part of us can change for

he better— and very frequently it does!

By 'Edmund 'Lowe:

A GREAT deal can be told from a smile. Not only smiles around

lips, but smiles around eyes, for I

think eye smiles most delightful!

There are the smug smiles of the self'

[satisfied; the supercilious smiles of the

superior; the empty smiles of the vapid;

[the cruel smiles of

\hs. catty; the heart-

warming smiles of

|

the kind.

Some women
seem to think that

Q Huntly Gordon.
"I notice her
carriage first."

Q Bert Lytell "The
thing I judge a

woman by is her

conversation."

^Wallace Mac-
Donald. "I loo\

for charm when
I meet a wo-

Q Warner Haxtet

"Her lips and
teeth."

But I never

seen her smile.

feel

Q Walter McGra.il.

"A beautiful
hand will hold

me enthralled."

by showing their teeth they are expressing

mirth or pleasure. There are some who
smile with every feature. Some grin at

everything and nothing. Others have the

rare radiant illumination that is worth

waiting for.

that I really know a woman until I have

By William Collier, Jr.

:

qCecil B. de Mille.

"Shoes are an almost

invariable test as to

character."

I
notice her feet.

Of course I don't deliberately do so. I don't step back two

or three paces, look at the lady's shoes, register pain or pleasure,

and then shake hands with her, but it's a sort of automatic thing.

Shoes can spoil the whole effect or add the last right touch. If a woman keeps

her feet trimly shod, she will invariably be well groomed (Continued on page 76)
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Q The First National's "Chickie" company eating lunch in Florida. They are, left
to right— ]une Jeffy, Florida visitor; James Dunne, assistant director; John
Francis^ Dillon, director; Helen Klumph, magazine writer; Dorothy Mac\aill, who
plays "Chic\ie," and James Van Trees, cameraman.

Try a Motion Picture

*!focation £unch\
By Harold R. Hall

'

~Y"apoleon said that an army marched on its stomach, an

many an assistant director in charge of the commissaries h;

felt that he would like to walk on the stomachs of the motio

picture extras as lunch time approached and the raid o

his supplies began. -

Take a cast on location and forget the lunch and there wi

be very little picture making after the noon hour. All of whic

leads up to the important question of what to eat o

location.

The cast that filmed "The Spaniard" were on loc;

tion at a ranch for two days and .consumed t\v

thousand box lunches in that time. Which mear

that they ate four thousand sandwiches, t\v

thousand pieces of pie, the same number c

pieces of cake, an equal amount of sala

in paper cups, and a bottle of mil

for each person every meal!

In one month at Lasky's alone thei

were twenty-seven thousand b o

lunches consumed

!

If a director happens to have a

alhstar cast, each fussy about his

her food, the assistant in charge of t

Dorothy Mac\aill ta\es a personal interest in Rusty's diet. commissary department will have h
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,/ SCREEN TEST
(J "Do your stuff". It's now or never when the

camera is grinding, the lights are glaring

down on you and excuses are all wet.

By Coral Clyce

It

s-

q Tom White, casting director at the Paramount Hollywood

studio, directing the screen test of Lolita Lee, the first

applicant for admission to the Paramount Pictures bchool.

back a rather pretty and extremely nervous blonde was in the

At sight of me she broke down completely and confessed sue

nifty

When I got

camera's glare,

couldn't act.

At which an electrician pulled a , -

_ ,

"What's that sot to do with pictures? She s blonde isn t she?

She wasn't really. She simply had not allowed a false start in life prevent her

becoming one The blonde retired dismally, and a good looking brunette advanced

to center of the set with the air of an early martyr. She answered the phone and

read the letter and then essayed youthful abandon. At least, I supposed that was

what she intended to depict. From where I sat it looked as though she were risking

her life and trying hard to be brave about it. That s the trouble with tests—you

npver look as you mean to look.

Mr White looked in on the tests and told me these girls were testing for the

Paramount school. I was prompted to enquire if anybody ever got a part througn

an initial test Mr. White said they had taken a test the day before of Joe Striker.

It was his first time before the camera, and they had sent for him to sign a contract.

That rarely happened, Mr. White admitted. _^ „

A man was being prompted by the director. Few admonitions are given while the

camera -is grinding, but there is preliminary instruction, of course.

This man— Arnold Gregg, I think his name was— held attention. 1 was struck

by his self-possession and a positively startling resemblance to Wally Reid.

"Does he photograph as much like Wally as he looks?" I asked Mr. White

"That's what we are trying to find out." Mr. White watched him keenly and

with obvious anticipation. There was a sureness about the man. I felt as though

he registered something— left it there.

And now— from Lasky's to Warner's. Deadly dull. Not a test in sight.

Over at Fox's— that's covering ground— I saw an excruciatingly funny test. Not

much fun for the testees, perhaps, but a riot for the onlookers. A number of girls

were being tested fcr the O. Henry stories. They were told to advance to a certain

spot, turnt and exit gracefully. The different ideas (Continued on page 74)

!

Q( Print from the actual test

film of Eleanor Boardman.
This hit of celluloid became

the mystic thread from

which the regal robes of her

success have been spun.
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ew _/creenplays
Reviewed By Delight Evans

SCREENLAND'S BEST BET
Of the Month:

If you're really looking for something different in celluloid here's
your chance to prove it. See Beggar on Horseback, and like it
If you re just one of those who shrink before innovations, Beggar
will call your bluff and scare you to death, which is all right too

You will not find such stirring entertainment as Don Q very often.

2)on (\A Whip Off the

Old Block

ffV'T h'S whip again, and we have Don Cesar, the applause drowned out the music

) £ V U
°f

,

°rr0
--

RTanC£ 15 r£V1Ved The first half of Don §L is thrilling all the way Fair-

Spain abou! Ts50 ZT\ H^ ^ * ^ ™ D°n °^ De Vega, "the man withXwhip '

Dons and'Sorit"to ^again" n SfST PauTM "d ^ A^
Feel young with Fairbanks: see DonT ^ ^ £I ^ L^'™ p0mtS

J*^: He dlsaP'
pears to clear his name. The second half is concerned

with his efforts, daring and amus-
•ing, to confound the real culprit,
and to capture the lovely Dolores,
beloved also by the villain. You
may think there is too much fooling
towards the end; that the whip"
cleverly as it is snapped, is over-
worked; that the same results might
have been attained with fewer fights
and less slapstick. But, after all,

you will not find such stirring en-
tertainment as Don <j> very often,
so why not accept with thanks?

Fairbanks is one actor who delib'
erately occupies the center of the
set, which in his pictures is more
like a stage, without arousing antag-
onism. He features himself as a
dashing hero, and he is one. Be-
sides, his cast have opportunities to
shine; and they do. Warner Oland
is charming as a capricious prince
before he is killed off. Mary .Astor
is a beautiful heroine. Donald
Crisp, who directed, also makes a
villain you love to hiss.

There can't be too many Zorros.

Feel young with Fairbanks; see Don Q
He has the unquenchable spirit of

adventure, this .star. He will never
grow old or permit his audience to.

He looks right out at them and
says, "Come along; we're in for a
wild time." And the wilder it gets,

the better you like it. Finally, when
you see the final fadeout, you feel
as gay and venturesome as a small
boy or girl. That is Fairbanks'
great gift.

Don Son of Zorro is not his
masterpiece. But it may be more
popular than anything he has ever
done, for it is a sort of sequel to
The Mar\ of Zorro. Zorro himself,
the magnificent old fighter, comes
back to fight for his son. When
the audience at the Fairbanks first

night saw the flash of an old scene
from the original Zorro, it acted-
like a dismissed kindergarten. When
the star, in a really marvellous
make-up as the father of the present
hero, carved the well-known initial
"Z" on a victims cheek, as he
fought side by side with himself as
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<C Douglas Fairbanks has the unquench-
able spirit of adventure. He will never
grow old nor permit his audience to.



It is gay and youthful; spontaneity, spar\le, good humor— that's Beggar on Horseback.

The ^Beggar on Horseback

Hark, Hark

T'nJHE Beggar is coming to town—if he hasn t

already" arrived. Stage directions at this point

include a couple of stage-hands in the wings

making a noise like hoof-beats, for this Beggar

rides in—on horseback.
.

'

By this time, every little boy and girl will have deduced

that Beggar on Horsebac\ has made his bow to the usual

distinguished audience at the Criterion Theatre, and he

wont'be far wrong. By the way, this audience wasn t

so awfully distinguished, to get right down to it; but

that's the thing to say about an audience, and who am

I to break a tradition like that?

All that matters, after all, is that Beggar on Horseback.

is one grand show. Anybody who fails to appreciate its

charm and humor belongs on a censor board. No, no,

my friends, be not misled. There is nothing, absolutely

nothing, in this picture to offend the tiny tots. It is

a "family picture." But in case this would keep you

away, I must admit that it is one family picture that is

one hundred per cent entertaining. The huge electric

sign above the theatre won't recommend Beggar on

Horseback half as effectively as its loving friends. Of

which I, with a humble bow, am one. I don't know

when a movie has shown me such a good time.

The play by George S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly

was too much of a good thing for me. It was too terribly

clever. At times it stuck out its tongue and acted smarty.

The picture, directed by James Cruze and acted by the

best cast he could have assembled, is just the opposite.

It is gay and it is youthful. Spontaneity—sparkle

—

G[ Gertrude Short. Edward

Everett Horton. Erwin Con-

nelly, and James Mason help

ma\e this a glorious nightmare.

good humor—that's Beggar on Horsebac\. It is satirical

if you choose to take it that way. Otherwise it is a

glorious nightmare. For those who look askance, what-

ever that means, at a little satire or imagination m the

movies, there is always a romance to engage the attention.

And that old Merlin, the movie camera, certain y struts

his stuff! You never saw such. tricks as he pulls. The

screen version has it all over the stage play when it

comes to merry magic. People vanish before the heros

very eyes, and appear again. Fantastic sets add to the

glamor.
. . ...

In case you have any doubts about my opinion of this

fantasy, let me call your attention to the- acting. Edward

Everett Horton, who appears infrequently in the films

presumably because there are few parts good enough for

him to play, is the beggar. There's no one like him in

pictures; but then you could say that about Ben Turpm.

Horton is inimitable; he is quaint and appealing rather

than downright funny. I like them that way. The

second best helping goes to Gertrude Short who, now

that she has become a veritable sylph instead of a kewpie,

can afford to accept. She plays the rich girl who offers

a means of escape through marriage to the ambitious

young beggar, a composer who is forced to write jaw

for a
&

living. Gertrude, too, is unique. Usually when

you say this about a girl you admit she's a freak or a

fright. Miss Short is neither. She is an impish creature

with exceptional talents for comedy. She has the sure-

fire touch so rare among actresses. Shell develop into

a second Normand if they give her the chance.

Esther Ralston plays the patient girl who is the angel

of mercy in the composer's wild dreams. Cnrze has

apparently watched Miss Ralston's work for traces of

that over-sweet quality which is apt to cloy. I can hear

him say, warningly, "Don't smile." As a result, Esther

is very convincing. We want better pictures. This is one.
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C[ Actually a masterpiece — one of th ose pictures which will ne die.

/IEGFRIED

I
don't know what it is, but the Germans have it.

Here is the latest big picture from the studio which gave us The
Last Laugh. The name of it is Siegfried, which will not be changed
to The Bro\en Vow or He Loved Another, because it is a German

picture. Fritz Lang directed; and as you may have guessed, it is based on
the legend of the dragon-slaying prince, the same heroic figure who inspired
the Wagnerian opera.

It is an extraordinary picture for more reasons than one. It is entirely
true in spirit and treatment. It is actually a masterpiece—one of those
pictures which will never die. As it stands it is much too long even for
those who have come under its thrall; while to the average audience its
length will be its chief handicap. I don't know where one finds those
average audiences we hear so much about; I've
never seen one. Audiences are variable; you 'can't
depend on them. What I meant to say was that
almost any old audience will begin to cough before
the tragedy of Siegfried is finally concluded.

There is a marvellous savage poetry in this pic-
ture. It is no mere matter of sets or acting, though
both are involved. It must be that the German
directors make photoplays as great artists paint or
musicians play—because it's in them and
they can't help it.

Small boys wiil get a great kick out of
the scene where Siegfried slays the dragon.
This dragon, incidentally, is acted by seven
men, and it is a good, gruesome per-

Glamor from

Germany.

formance. Siegfried bathes in "the
blood of the monster and thus be-
comes invulnerable save where a lime
leaf falls on his shoulder.
No other country in the world

could have made Siegfried, just as
no one else but a Southern gentle-
man could have made The Birth of
a l^ation.

C[ Siegfried is played hy a
handsome combination of
Barrymore and Schild'

\raut, and the actors
move against impressive
backgrounds.
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((Melodramatic, of course, and considerably rrore than two reel

Ojhe £\ I M S O N

Runner

(^Rhapsody in Red

YOU may kill each other tomorrow, but

tonight belongs to the Baron and me!"

cries Priscilla Dean in The Crimson

Runner. Now, isn't that a peach of a

title? I came in on it, and I thought I was back

at the Gaiety in my home-town seeing one of

the first two-reelers. The trouble with Priscilla's

picture is that it's considerably more than two

reels.

There's a fancy-dress ball in it, too. And
Alan Hale plays the Baron. I dare you!

Priscilla Dean again

is enmeshed in thrill-

ing adventures.

(C It's a relief to see a picture that is just good entertainment without frills.

If Marriage
(\ Let us Look into our Crystal Ball

Fails

You know, I was wishing for one of those films

with a fortune-teller making passes at a crystal

ball; and I found it, just like that. And
whether it's a good picture or not, I don't

know. But I found it darned good entertainment. In

case you might want to go to see it yourself, I will be

kind enough to tell you the title: If Marriage Fails 1

C. Gardner Sullivan, the man who used to turn out

with amaring regularity some of the great old Tom Ince

Triangles, such as Shell 43 and—that other one, it was

'way back in but don't let's get personal. Anyway,

Sullivan is still prolific; now that he supervises his own
pictures he has not retired to his easy-chair. He has

devised an amusing story of a mis-mated pair, throwing

in the fortune-teller, a beautiful young Italian, for good

measure. And it's very good measure since she s played

by Jacqueline Logan. Silly wife goes to have fortune told

with faithful husband as escort. Husband meets heroine.

See? But Sullivan manages to twist his old plot into new

channels or at least provides fresh scenery.

Here comes my confession. Clive Brooks plays the

husband. If you don't like him as much as I do, maybe

this appraisal of If Marriage Fails ? will sound like

wild extravagance. Clive—I call him .that because I don't

know him—achieves a characterization by his own quiet

methods; he doesn't act. But he's thoroughly charming.

Miss Logan is more convincing than I ever saw her: and

Belle Bennett is good, too. Isn't it a relief to see a

picture that is just good entertainment without frills and

with— Clive Brook?
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C[ An English story, rather self-consciously filmed.

Not an Animal Piffure

' George Ascott in his ma\e-up
as the white mon\ey used as a

symbol in Galsworthy's story.

N fact, I don't know just where to put

The White Mon\ey on my list, unless

- under funny pictures. I raean, I'm not

one of those who regard John Gals-

worthy as the twentieth-century Shakespeare;

and there's only one of his books I would
pick for filming and that The Dar\ Flower.

So it isn't outraged refinement that is speak-

ing. If Barbara La Marr and company had
turned out an entertaining picture I wouldn't

have minded their committing murder on
the story. But nothing at all happened.

It's one of those pictures laid in England,

which seems to.be the signal for the director

to get self-conscious and the actors to get

worse. The latter persist in wearing clothes

that would be appropriate only in a British

burlesque, and one actor, poor soul, is direct-

ed to practice putting in his office. The
scenario or title writer gets into the spirit

of the thing and has his Englishman say

"Bah Jove" and his cockney cry "Cripes!"

That makes it unanimous as far as I am
concerned.

Miss LaMarr doesn't help out an awful
lot. She acts sleepy all the time. I don't

blame her, I'm sure. At that, she should be
handed a bouquet— of the floral variety,

mind you— for casting the lovely little Flora
Le Breton in- the only other feminine role

in the piece. Flora, you're a bad, bad girl

to use so much make-up; but outside of that

I can't find any fault with you at all. And
dear me, how I did try! You're too pretty,

you know.
Charles Emmett Mack, in the midst of all the manne-

quins, seems real. I never thought so before; but the
general atmosphere of The White Mon\ey made me feel

funny, or maybe it was the heat.

Won't

John

Galsworthy

be surprised

Even Barbara LaMarr acts sleepy,

and I don't blame her, I'm sure.

Charles Emmett Tvtac\

(do you remember
him in "America"?)
seems real.
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It's as smartly farcical as anything that's been done.

G Jhe Teaser
(\JuB a Cut-up

Lubitsch school yet

of the little fellows

RDINARILY, there is nothing

calculated to stir one up

so much as the picture

about the good little bad

girl—the mischievous little darling

who dashes around breaking hearts

and reputations and homes and

who says by way of explanation as

she shakes back her curls, "I was

only teasing."

But, by some magic or other,

Laura La Plante in The Teaser

makes one of those girls perfectly

devastating. Perhaps she is inspired

by the direction, which is of the

lacking in smartness. Almost all

who try to imitate the talented Teuton believe that subtle

camedy consists of planting a villain's sinister reputation

by having him pull a very long black silk stocking out

of his bureau drawer. There's a black silk stocking held

out by a young man in The Teaser, but with innocent

intentions. Pat O'Malley as a cigar salesman comes to

the debut of his erstwhile sweetheart Laura and brings

as tribute a pair of the very best quality ladies' hose.

What's more, he holds 'em up so all the genteel guests

can inspect them. It's a grand scene.

As I said, The Teaser performed by any other crafts-

men would be simply awful. The heroine mixes up her

aristocratic aunt's affairs, becomes involved with a married

man, and goes to his apartment, walks home from an

automobile ride or, rather, drives home in a milk wagon,

and otherwise does all the cute things that such heroines

are supposed to do. Laura does them and you love her.

The aunt is played by Hedda Hopper and you love her,

too and you know what rich movie aunts usually are.

Walter McGrail, Wyndham Standing and, of course,

' Pat O'Malley as a

cigar salesman and
Laura La Plante as

his erstwhile sweetheart

put on one grand scene!

Pat, contribute nobly. As for the scene which brings

the principals together in the married man's bachelor

apartment, and Laura's explanation of how they all hap-

pened to be there, it's as smartly farcical as anything

that's been done.

As for Laura, she doesn't deserve much credit for her

youth and charm; she was born that way. But she has

improved immeasurably the past year, and has acquired

a very pretty gift of comedy. That's her own affair, and

I hope she sticks to it.

' A bris\ farce with riotously funny id a very deft performance by Reginald Denny.

I'll Show You the Town Q Reggic Mi

GOODNESS gracious, who would have believed it:"

Not me—er, I—at any rate. When I first

saw Reginald Denny I put him in his place-

that is, on my own little white list of movie

men I can worry along without. Nice, good-looking,

and all that, but hardly a torch-bearer about to light

the way to bigger and better things in celluloid. Now
I must beg his pardon. The only trouble with this is

that as Mr. Denny probably never heard that I didn't

like him, he isn't likely to throw his hat in the air over

my sudden change of heart.

The reason for the conversion is I'll Show Ton the

Town. It's a brisk farce with Reggie playing a college

professor who is supposedly immune to feminine wiles.

There are no less than four lovely ladies in the cast, so

you can imagine the complications. That's about all

there is to it, except for riotously funny gags and a very

deft performance by Denny himself. Marian Nixon as

the heroine is well-behaved but never innocuous. And
now I must begin anew. Erase Reginald's name from

my list and add it to the other which includes Harold

Lloyd, Harry Langdon, Douglas MacLean, and Raymond

Griffith.
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€[ A delicate and charming story of contrasts difficult to film.

QsSe L ittle / rench
(\Read the Book, or See the Pifture—Don't Do Both

T^ HE old, old story, children, so you just curl up
your little toes under your nighties and go to

sleep if you don't like it. And you might as

well go to sleep right now without waiting for

the story.

There's a slogan exhibitors sometimes use to boost a

film. "Read the book, then see the picture." It's a

wonder said exhibitors haven't been mobbed by the irate

customers who took the advice. Some of the irate ones

have come to me through the mails—a great, great many
of them during Better Mail Week. All of these com-
plained that, having read the book and then seen the

picture, they were out with their little hatchets for the

producers, the star, the director, the scenario writer, and
the head carpenter. They wail, "Nothing like it—not the
slightest resemblance. Why, Mamie in the book had red
hair and, will you believe it, on the screen she was a

brunette. And Paul would never have worn a panama
hat to the garden party; you know he wouldn't."
Too true. A novel in screen form is faithful to the

original only once in a blue moon—and you know how
often that is. Something mysterious happens to that
book, and its own author would never recognize it. Often
the authors disclaim their
parenthood, the wicked things.

A pretty pink check from the

producers, and what do they
care if their.brain children are

— er— ravished? Nobody
seems to care except those un-

fortunates who—see above.

In a few cases, such as Wife of the Centaur, Prom
Flesh, and Are Parents People? the readers have no caus
for complaint. The spirit was retained; good entertain
ment was achieved. In others, such as So Big and Th
Little French Girl, sincere efforts were apparently mad'
to preserve the stories in cans of celluloid; but the efforts

for me at least, failed. (Sobs.)

The Little French Girl presented a great, big problem
It was a delicate and charming story of contrasts. Ann"
Douglas Sedgwick is apt at suggestion rather than real
lty. Herbert Brenon, when he made the picture, seemec;
to try too hard. With another cast he might have suc-

ceeded. If I'd been casting, Pauline Frederick wouli
have been urged to play the mother; Pauline Starke, Betf
Bronson or Lila Lee the heroine; and Percy Marmont th
patient Englishman. But I wasn't casting; and don't yoi
write in anything about stones, either!

Mary Brian, the heroine

loo\s li\e a great b i
j |

French doll.
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A lot of fun, very young and frothy, and all the people in it are such real people.

ydrc Parents People?
(\ Extra/ New Plot Revealed!

i

o ar-

rests
are apt

to be
made, however.

Instead, t h a nks
will be given to

those concerned

in the making of

Are Parents Peo-

pie? It is new
a n d refreshing.

It has a brand-new idea; a new
director; a new star; a new
leading man; and a new "find."

Reading from left to right, we
have the story by Alice Duer

Miller; the direction of young

Malcolm St. Clair, who has

hitherto confined his activities to the slapstick comedy

lots; Betty Bronson emerging as a piquant and permanent

personality; the stalwart Laurence Gray, reminiscent of

Wally Reid; and a darling bit of characterisation by

Andre de Beranger.

We may add without fear of contradiction two polished

performances, Adolphe Menjou's as the father, Florence

Vidors as the mother, who are "so busy being incqm-

patible they haven't time to take care of their daughter."

Daughter, a most modern young lady, devises a means

to call their attention to her welfare. Incidentally, she

discovers a delicious doctor and becomes his life patient.

It's all such a lot of fun; it is very young, and frothy;

and all the people in it are such real people, even the

wrangling parents. It is Betty Bronson's business to show

us she can stand alone, without Barries props; and she

does. She's a wonderful child—as fascinating, as elfin,

and original as she gave promise of being in Peter Pan.

Here she proves herself; she's not a happy accident; she

gives signs of a quality as rare, every bit, as Mary's or

Miss Gish's. How she can use her hands! What an

altogether whimsical little thing she is, anyway!

It isn't often that there is more than one star in a

picture. But, from my point of view, Laurence Gray

looms as large in his manly way as Betty does in hers.

He is handsome, yet his is the virile variety of good looks

which makes girls gurgle, "Isn't he rough?" With en-

couragement, he may develop into a star possibility.

Something in his smile made me think of the beloved

"Wally." He won't take his place; nobody could; but

he can make a place for himself.

G[ Adolphe Menjou and Florence Vidor

as the parents give polished perform'

ances, and Betty Bronson proves her

ability a second, time.

If the rest of

you ask for "new
faces," I cry for

them. While I

appreciate Flor-

ence and Mr.

Menjou, I rejoic-

ed most in the

youngsters. The
third discovery is

Beranger, who
cont r i b u t es a

priceless caricature of a movie

matinee idol. Is this the same

actor who, as George Beranger,

used to work for Griffith? If

so, his performance in Are

Parents People 7 is less surpris-

ing but just as clever.

St. Clair has more promise than any other young

director right now. That goes, even if they give him

a sex story to do next. He'll probably turn it upside

down if they do. My advice to young girls, and then-

young men, too, is to miss nothing that Mr. St. Clair

does in the future, if you want to have a good time.

Are Parents People? is a good way to begin. See it now!

WILDFIRE
(\A Hot-Weather Pitcher

-ildfire is great summer stuff. It is guaran-

teed not to cause the audience any annoying

enthusiasm or incite applause. There are

horse races in it, and a burning stable; but

not even these will help to wilt your collar. It is very

satisfactory that way.

When I say this, I seem to forget that Aileen Pringle

is able to induce strong emotion particularly among the

gent-mun present. If you are not immune to Aileen, you

may find Wildfire a highly disturbing picture. For Miss

Pringle has never been more delightful. She seems to

have forgotten she ever played in an elinor-glyn. May
her amnesia continue.
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Qloria Jwanson
Photograph by Eu

Who is hard at wor\ on

"The Coast of Folly.



Molly-0 Mentionsv-

"Siege" makes you surrender

0-DAY we saw "Siege" and we say this for it, right at

'the beginning—we won't forget it by to-morrow. Here

is something entirely new in the movies, at least it

seemed new to us, a story without a villain or a sex

;heme, and yet a powerful story. It deals with a set of vivid

ind distinct personalities, the clash of their wills, and the very

;;ubstance of their souls. . It gets so close to life—not a sugar-

boated, impossible life—but life as we live it, so that it is more

than a picture. It is something amazingly real!

Aunt Augusta Ruyland rules the Ruyland Steel Mills and

ithe whole Ruyland family as well. She is a despot in spite of

jher age and her apparent frailness. She knows her own power

|and she never fails to use it. Mary Alden is wonderful in this

part. At first we felt Aunt Augusta to be a bit far fetched,

just another story character, but Mary Alden convinced us that

Aunt Augusta was not only plausible, but real. We understood

her even though we resented her, and we pitied her simply

because we couldn't hate her!

Kenyon Ruyland, the young nephew, returns to town to take

over his partnership in the mills. And with him he brings his

bride, Frederika, although Aunt Augusta had already picked

him out a wife. The big theme of the story is the siege between

the old aunt and the young bride. In the new generation, Aunt

Augusta finds something she cannot bend or break. She tried

her best, first by open antagonism and then by subtle scheming.

But in the slim, young wife, this hard, grim old woman meets

her Waterloo.

"Go lightly with the
\

lipstic\, or Aunt Au-
gusta will th\n\ you re

a painted woman."
'Virginia Valli and Eu-
gene O'Brien in
"Siege."

Virginia Valli is splendid as Frederika.

Not once did she seem to act, but

always she lives her part so naturally

and whole-heartedly that she is a joy!

Eugene O'Brien is great as Kenyon
Ruyland, her husband. And our hat is

off to Marc McDermott. He takes the

part of Norval Ruyland, dumb since

birth, and he gives to the character one

of the most amazing, most powerful,

and yet most delicate portrayals we have

ever seen. A mighty fine cast and a

mighty fine picture!

"The Bandit's Baby

Takes the Trize

.V

T

C[ Helen Foster and Baby Mary Louise Fuller supply the human
interest in "The Bandit's Baby." Fred Thomson is the bandit.

"SjHE Bandit's Baby" is the kind

of a picture you won't forget

in a hurry. It will stick out a

bright spot in your memory
when many another flickering film has

faded into oblivion. To tell the truth

—

we were crazy about it! Fred Thomson
will have to look to his laurels if he

plays opposite Baby Mary Louise Miller

very often. Of all the celluloid babies

we have ever seen, she takes the prize!

And she does it right in the picture too!

Sure, there's a Baby Show, and Mary
Louise walks away with the honors.

Once you have seen her smile, you won't
wonder at it. She looks good enough
to eat! (Continued on page 75)
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^Charley Chase
in "What Price

Goofy" has the

blessing of a jeap
ous wife. ' This
Mrs. Jump is

Katherine Grant,
and Afoah Young
is the second-
story man. Well
the way they go
on is something
re e - e diculous,
you can hardly

\eep from laugh-

ing.

o Chase Yourself
THAT IS, IF YOU
WANT TO LAUGH

You see the trained

dog brings things

that Jump hides,

and when he hides

incriminating "un-
dies" the pup brings

forth havoc, disas-

ter, and calamity in

pin\ sil\.

Q There are many comedians, but
this page is set aside for the
glorification of Charley Chase, a
darn good funny man.



in £>ictures

Photograph by White Studio

G[ Ann Delafield and
Charles Davis in

"Bachelor's Brides."

Tli
€ Louis Wolheim and William Boyd in the play, Wr
Glorv," by Lawrence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson.

Will' Hays organization forbade the screening of What rnce

Glory" but "The Big Parade," by Stallings, brings the spirit of

the doughboy to the screen.

Photograph By

White StuJio
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in
Q The dresses worn by Alma Rubens

are very simple, but how charm-
ingly they become her!

HE question most frequently

asked of screen stars concerns

their clothes. The girls of

the movies look so fetching that it

is not to be marvelled at that others

want to know their dress secrets.

No one of all the cinema "beauties

has more style than Alma Rubens.
These semi-made dresses, in which
Miss Rubens looks her cutest best,

can be bought for you, if you wish
through ScREENLAND SHOPPING
Service.

Screenland Shopping Service, 236 West
55 th Street, 7s[ew Tor\ City, will be glad

to buy for you any of these attractive

f r o c\s. Send chec\ or money-order,

together with size and color desired.

MODEL 231
: Two-piece frock cut from Balbriggan.

The collar and cuffs are made up of a fine quality
white Crepe de Chine. The pockets are finely
tailored and set in the blouse. Two inverted kick
plaits are cut out and can easily be put together.
Sizes 14 to 20 and 34 to 40.

Colors— Copen, Green and Henna.

PRICE $8.50
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GREENLAND Dresses

Photographs posed especially by

Miss Rubens for Screenland.

1

Photograph by

Will Walling, Jr.

This is to give you a better view of
the blouse of this two-piece froc\
which is hidden behind the hat on
the opposite page.

MODEL 232: Cut from fine quality of Flannel.
A leather collar with gilt buttons all made up.
The cuffs are finished off with a row of silk and
are made up. The pocket is finished off with a
row of silk. Gilt buttons down the front of the
waist. Buckle matches collar. One inverted plait
is cut out. Sizes 14 to 20 and 34 to 44.

Colors— Grey, K[avy and Rosewood.

PRICE $10.00

Photograph by Will Walling, Jr,



G ossip

rom

C[ Kathleen Bennett is following in her illustrious

sister's footsteps on the pathway to screen

fame. Here she is (left) with sister Enid,

who in private life is Mrs. Fred 7\[ibIo. She
is playing small roles in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer productions.

Dear Boss:

)URS of the last instant received and contents

noted and in reply would state that the most

recent quotations by, of and for Hollywood's

filmy famous for the current month are con-

siderably above par. In fact it's been quite a bright

month, outstanding because of the number of wise cracks

in the epidemic of wit which have not been used on

this or any other stage

this season. As a mat-

ter of fact it is the first

month that we really

have not missed Will

Rogers.

Therefore with your
kind permission and
the consent of the Hol-

lywood Chamber o f

Commerce may I not

dedicate the sweat
month of August to

the tender mercies of

our readers as "Have-
You- Heard -This-One
Month." This of course

with the understanding

that all alleged and so-

called green room
stories will be sent to

you by separate cover

and not for publica-

tion, for even the little

Hollywood
ByU.B. K. Willis

boysies and girlsies of the cinema must have their little

joke.

— o—
In the first place consider this gem from the lips of

Mabel Normand than whom there is no whomer, to wit:

Mabel has sort of been in seclusion for some months
past due to circumstances beyond her control let us say.

But the other day she burst forth as brightly as the

well-worn noonday sun in the Montmartre cafe, where
the cinemese eat their noonday and other meals, clad in

smart riding breeches.

Instantly there was a rush to her table and such a

"to do" ensued! Every one in the place was glad to see

C[ Commander Andrew ]ones

and Ramon J^ovarro at the

Annapolis iNJaual Academy,
ivhere "The Midshipman"
is being filmed. .
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her back a-ain and said so with mouths full of soup and otherwise^ They

slapped he?on the back and wrung her hand a la Kiwatiese and wxth a dash

0f
'

B
What

y
s the idea of all this, Mabel?" queried Charlie Chaplin as he pointed

a shaking finger at her trim legs and her smart equestrian apparel (that sort

of sounds better than pants). "I didn't know you were fond of horses?

"I never knew I was until now," Mabel answered with that little crooked

smile of hers. "THEY" she added pointedly, 'never paw any one without

provocation."

And the laugh was on Chaplin again.

Pe-ry Hopkins Joyce -Countess Morner- though I can't say that I know

what she has to mourn about- is back in Hollywood again. She is responsible

for a wise crack by Mai St. Clair, the Paramount director, that has all Holly-

wood giggling.
, ,.,11 • . i j

It happened up at Ford Sterling's where the cocktail shaker is said to sound

the knell of parting day. Mickie Neilan, St. Clair and a lot of other notables

were there when the dashing Peggy slithered in and bent a hefty look upon

Mai that made him swallow the olive in the malted milk he was drinking

"What do you think of the fair Peggy?" Mai was asked at the studio the

next day.
, , 1 r 1

"Me? Why I wasn't able to think! Dye know that woman fairly un-

dressed me with her eyes!" — o—
Another wag, as yet anonymous, has caused all the flicker folk to snicker

whenever Eddie Sutherland's name is mentioned. Eddie, you know, is the

youngest director in

the infant industry—
(credit is hereby giv-

en to Will Hays) —
and until recently was

the one-fifth of the

family of which Mar-

jorie D a w was the

other four-fifths.

When the courts

dissolved the banns

the papers all pub-

lished reams about it

a s newspapers are
wont to do.

"Eddie . Sutherland's

off the newspaper-

men," the anonymous

wag declared the next

day in the Lasky cafe-

teria when the actors

G[ Patsy Ruth Miller practices high

diving right in her ovjn back-

yard— all you have to do to

acquire these little comforts in

life is— to become a successful

movie star.

Q[ ]ac\ie Coogan has become an adept

golfer, under the expert instruction

of Joe Kir\wood, well \nown pro-

fessional. ]ac\ie's next picture will

be "Dirty Hands.

were after their lunch in full cry.

"Naw? And why?" some willing foil queried.

"They published the story about his divorce and never

used his picture."

Whenever Alan Dwan, the Lasky director, disapproves

of something, he scowls and glowers and growls:

"That's all wet!"

That's Dwannian for "Take it away

while I am still able to control myself."

He is now directing Gloria Swanson in

"The Coast of Folly:'

The other day while walking backward to determine

a point of vantage for his cameraman, George Webber,

to "set up" on for a shot, Dwan backed into a fountain

not of the prop variety though it was filled with prop

water.

The cast giggled and waited for the heavens to fall

as Dwan, soaking wet, scrambled out of the pool.
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0[ Girls, here's a fashion tip'. Lovely T^or-

ma Shearer is the very last word in

sweater and cap. ]\[orma plays oppo-

site Lon Cheney in "The Tower of Lies.

"That's all wet!" Gloria shrieked

amid chuckles. "I advise you to go in

for custard .pie classics, Mr. Dwan,
because you can make such v/onderful

low comedy falls!
,1

"How could I but help fall for you,

Madame," Dwan responded, con ex-

pressions.. — o—
The bird who wouldn't go to see

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
because he was tired of college pic-

tures—
The bozo who recommended Ibsen's

"Doll's House" for the kiddies—
And the hombre who thought "The

Red Lantern" was a railroad picture
have another comrade.
He is a "gent" from California un-

cut who sauntered on the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer set on which King
Vidor was putting some actors through
their paces.

"What picture are you making?" he
asked Vidor.

" The Big Parade'," King vidored,
which means to reply brusquely.

"Oh," said the "gent" with a dim
gleam of intelligence flickering in his

eye. "A circus picture, eh?"
Clenching his megaphone until it

bled Vidor explained carefully that
"The Big Parade" was a war picture,
written by Laurence Stallings, co-
author of "What Price Glory" and
author of "Plumes," who knows all

about wars because he fought and lost

a leg in one which was something he
had never done in a circus.
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The following is proof of the old saw that no man is a hero to his wallet:

Two men were waiting in line for seats at a Los Angeles photoplay house.
They were discussing the merits and demerits of certain scenarios recently

produced. They made modest suggestions as to how they thought they could
have improved several of those under the hammer of their conversation.

Behind them stood a forty minute egg and his lady -"fren." The egg
could restrain himself no longer and burst forth raucously to his fail

demoiselle.

"Dese guys who tink dey know so much about scenarios make me sick.

If they ever tried to write one dey wouldn't be so flip."

The two men nudged each other vigorously and were glad to duck into
the theater to escape the furious gaze of the egg's sympathizers.

One of the. men was Ernst Lubitseh,
the famous director, whose script tech-

nique is widely known. The other
was Carey Wilson, one of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer's big league scenario
staff. ' • — o—

Tito Schipa, famous Italian grand
opera tenor, for years has enjoyed Lew
Cody's screen blandishments.

(f Douglas MacLean gets the
season's record catch of bar-

racuda off Santa Catalina Is-

land just before starting work,
on his initial Paramount pic
ture.

Diana Miller is a Fox
player and tennis is

her joy, when the
camera i s loo\ing—
anyway.

Lew, equally for years, has enjoyed
canned Schipa on his phonograph.

Recently the two met at the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer lot while Tito was out
here visiting his "lettla" brother, Carlo.
Cody rehearsed one of his most

high-powered love scenes for Tito.

Tito, not to be outdone, turned on
his high-voltage warbling apparatus.



Each marvelled at the other's excellence.

Then Tito did a love scene and Cody sang.

"What a pretty neck-tie you are wearing," Tito

said in admiring Cody's voice.

It was not necessary for Tito to promise Lew he

would stay out of pictures nor Lew to promise Tito

he would not storm the operatic stage.

— o—
The other day I was out at Lasky's, just

.

snooping around, and I met a Screenland
favorite, Walter McGrail, the handsome

hero with the quarter-sawed face who does

heavy parts for 1500 iron men a week for

Fox and other producers who have that

much.

I had a copy of Screenland in my hand.

I showed it to him and extolled its merits.

I really like it, especially my stuff, Boss.

"Well, what do you think of it?" I asked

him.

Without an instant's delay he answered,

"It hits the McGrail on the head."

C( Rod La Rocque returns to Los Angeles

from Europe and is met at the station by

Edmund Burns. Rod is wor\ing on "The
Coming of Amos" and Edmund Burns cn
"Hell's Highroad" at the De Mille Studio.

Also, Boss, I know you have always had the highest

regard for Corinne Griffith and all her works but since

all of us writing guys must stick together I must ask you

not to pay any more attention to her until she disciplines

that smart aleck press agent of hers, Harry D. Wilson,

who was quite a Hollywood character as long as he was

president of the Wampas. You know what that is and

who cares?

You know that between times -of writing you some

chatter for Screenland each month and working on a

newspaper I have been studying to become a young and

vigorous osteopath.

Well, Boss, I graduated in June and I thought it would

C[ Ten guesses— and the first nine dont count:

It's Gloria Swanson as Mary Pic\ford in her

first picture since her return to the States —
"The Coast of Folly."

be nice of me so I sent Harry Wilson a nice engraved

invitation to Commencement Of course I knew he

would never become a patient of mine. He's too tight.

Did I get any thanks from him? I should not. Instead

just this:

Dr. H. B. K. Willis,

Somewhere in Los Angeles.

Sir:

Your Form B advertisement announcing your

presentation to the world at large as a quack doctor

received in the usual manner and placed carefully

away in waste basket three.

If you are as good a doctor as a writer, God help

those upon whom you inflict your services. The
proper thing now is to tie in with a good undertaker.

I know a chap who is not doing so good. He would
welcome a split percentage on all cases given him.

Name on request.

Anyway, good luck. I don't hold out much hopes

for you, but anyway good luck, old swallow tail.

Love and no \isses,

(Signed) Harry D. Wilson.

All I can say is I bet Harry is the undertaker who wants

the split. If he thinks I am going to try and help him
out with punctuation and spelling and grammar any
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more, he's crazy.

Hoping you are the same, I am,

Yours hastily,

P. S. -I hope he loses his job and has to go to work.

Doc.

P. P. S.—I think you should also know that at the

present time there are about forty or fifty prominent
actor persons in Hollywood who would like to put tur-

pentine in Marion Davies' face cream.

Recently one of Manhattan's typewriting demigoddesses
anent the cinema was out here on a junket. Florence

Lawrence, who does movies on the Los Angeles Exam-
iner, gave what was called a "location lunch" for her and
all of the big actors and actresses came to the caviar with
their make-up, and all that sort of thing, on. Marion
Davies was there too.

Everybody seemed pleased

with the party until the

next morning when i n

Miss Lawrence's depart-

ment appeared a story en-

titled "Hollywood Stars

Honor Marion Davies" in

which the Manhattan
guest of honor was hardly

mentioned.

That's the reason why
the stars are peeved.

Personally T feel they

should be more broad-

minded since Miss Davies

hardly gets any publicity

at all, especially in the

Hearst papers. She only

had ten columns in the (j[ Pandro Berman, son of Harry M.
Examiner the morning Berman, sales manager of F.B.O.

a fter "Zander the Great" an^ himself an assistant director,

ooened
with Alberta Vaughn, his favor'

r ' - he screen star.

Conway Tearle will not conduct "The Viennese Med-
ley" — No, just act up in the leading role for First

National. Anna Q. Nilsson, May Allison and Ian Keith

Doc. will also meddle. Action began recently at the West
Coast Studio and to supply the proper Viennese flavor

Hungarian goulash was served. Shirley Mason, Dorothy
Sebastian and Barbara Bedford surround and exalt Lewis
Stone these days in "Joseph Greer," but he has, alas, a

heart of Stone.

— o—
The dour Buster Keaton had something to smile at

recently: Work started on "Go West," his new picture.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Lytell. Ha\en shortly after their marriage in. Mexico City. Mrs.
Lytell, formerly Claire "Windsor, will be seen shortly in "The White Desert," while
Bert has the leading role in "Never the Twain Shall Meet."

'

Joe and Bob Keaton and their

mother, 7<[atalie Talmadge Kea-

ton, on the patio of the Buster

Keaton home in Hollywood.

Not only is he to take his glum way
through the role of a young man
cast among many cows, which in

itself tends to humor, but he is also

the author, in collaboration with

Raymond Cannon. It is a well-

known fact that authors of comedies

invariably laugh at their own com-

ics. Do you suppose Buster could

resist the temptation? What Price

Cachinnation?
— o —

"Graustark," originally a cele-

brated novel by George Barr Mc-
Cutcheon, has been adapted to the

screen for Norma's starring vehicle.

"Graustark" is presented as a mod-
ern kingdom nestling in the moun-
tains of the south of Europe.

The film version presents McCut-
cheon's romantic story practically in

its original form. Norma has the
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ole of the lovely Princess Yetive

vho, although surrounded by the

ingering formalities of old-world

rustoms, manages to defy conven-

ion and break through royal restnc-

dons to love and happiness. Eugene

D'Brien comes back once more to be

Norma's- leading man.

— o—
Constance Talmadge's new star-

ring role in "Her Sister From Paris
'

(presents her as two distinct person-

alties—first as a meek young house-

jwite and later as a dashing, cap-

itivating, madcap Parisian stage

(dancer.

The story is laid in Vienna and

ideals with Constances screamingly

j funny attempts to force her hus-

iiband to demonstrate his love for her.

I
Ronald Colman plays the husband.

{There is another man, played by

George K. Arthur, who enters into

|
the plot and forms the third side

itio the eternal triangle.

Harry Langdon, bold breve fire-

man and hero of "His First

Flame," a Mac\ Serin etr comedy
which has just been completed.

Gl Ann Pennington, famous

FolUes star at the Christie

. Studios, Hollywood, where

she will appear with Julian

Eltinge in "Madame Lucy."

With her are Bobby VeT
-non and Natalie foyce.

Direction of "Her Sister

From Paris" is entrusted to

Sidney Franklin, who directed

many of the Talmadge sue

cesses. — o—
Edwin Carewe, producer

for First National, has a citrus

ranch, but what has this to do

with his work on "The Sea

Woman," his next picture?

The answer is something about

Blanche Sweet who is his star

—you know
—"My ranch may

be citrus but my Blanche is

Sweet." — o—
Jean Hersholt is second only

to the whip in "Don Q," and

therefore logically Henry King

casts him for the part of rid-

ing master in "Stella Dallas."

— o—
John Barrymore will make "The Sea Beast" for Warner and Millard

Webb will direct. It"s an out of door part as ordered, and John is

enthusiastic over this New Bedford whaling story and his part.

— o—
Traffic on one of Hollywood's busiest corners suffered last week when

Walter Hiers, fat screen comedian, played the role of policeman for several

hours. Cameras recorded Hiers' ludicrous efforts for sequences in his new

C[ Corinne Griffith, who is soon to

start wor\ on the screen version

of Brady's stage success, "For'

ever After."

comedy.
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S AY
By Marion of
HOLLYWOOD

' Rain, rain go away

And come some other

Hollywood day."

YES, we're having more rain. Some New
Yorker told me once how glad he is to hear
of rain in California. I don't know why.
He's a nice fellow, too — likes the movies

and everything, but just enjoys hearing that the rain
falls on the just and unjust alike. Were not so par-
ticular out here; at least, some of us. Florence Vidor

.

says she doesn't care whether it rains or not, because
Lois Wilson is in New York and they couldn't play
tennis anyway. Buster Collier says he doesn't like it

because it's hard enough to keep his hair from curling
in the dry weather. With others of us, though, pray-
ing for rain means "sure enough" and not "just
maybe." The other day I met an extra player who
seemed to be searching the heavens for pearls. I

asked the reason. "Well," he answered, "if it rains
tomorrow, presto, a day's work and eats; if it shines
tomorrow, presto, no work, no eats." And the next
one is searching for stars, because if it shines there

"

will be work and eats. So how can the heavens play
square with the prayers?

Fine chance a poor press agent has trying to get in
a word with a great celebrity on his return to Holly-
wood after a year and eight months. I refer to
Richard — Richard Dix. He came back from New
York this week and in a couple of months I expect
to be able to find out if my old friend with the
classy uniform still holds out in his tower on 42nd
and Fifth Ave.

"Say, Rich," I said, "does that—fine look
"

"Well, I'll be gol-derned! If there isn't Richard Dix
Hello, there, Rich. When'd you get back? How's the
little old city?"

Then once again—
"Say, Rich, in New York does that good looking

pol to

"Can you beat that? Look who's here! Little Richard
Dix m person— not a movie. Hul-lo, Rich-ard!"

Say, Rich, listen. Remember that • good-looking copwho stands on 42nd St. and "

But what's the use? Not a chance in the world.
Richard knows em all, and they all want to say "howdy "

and I guess the quickest way to find out about my good-
looking policeman will be to take a trip to little oldNew York.
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Q Marie Prevost, on a dog-fishing
expedition, in one reel.

Richard Dix isn't the only New Yorker Hollywood-
bound. Within two days, in addition to a coupla
hundred thousand shriners, the following have reached
the "land of sunshine":

John Barrymore, Esther Ralston, Lowell Sherman,
Mary Brian, Neil Hamilton and Tom Mix. The funny
part of it is that they're all "glad "to be back," but
"New York is sure a great place."

Herb Rawlinson is handing out cigars these days on
account of because there's a brand new baby in the
family. That's the best part of living in Hollywood—
you hardly ever have to buy your own smokes! But
Herb, all smiles, says it's great stuff to be a dad, and
would even go as high as two smokes all around.



q Harold Lloyd, Mrs. Harold

Lloyd, Mrs. Joseph Schenc\

and Miss Constance TaP

madge leading the Shriner's

Parade in Los Angeles.

On the William Fox lot they've given Alma Rubens a

new title. Instead of "Mistress of the Hunt its Big

Sister to the Cats." A few days ago a fnendly little meow

perched herself on the window-casing of Miss Rubens

dressing-room bungalow. Miss Rubens donated a glass of

milk to its cause. The next day three cats came to call.

More milk. The word seems to have been passed around

the cat colony that the Rubens bungalow is the cats

whiskers.

In Hollywood, about two blocks of it, is a spot that

goes under the name of "Poverty Row. And its just

exactly what the name implies— poverty row. Folks make

pictures there, but practically all of the pictures made mean

more than just a picture to the man who produces it.

Sometimes a life's savings are put into a production the

amount turns out to be a wee bit short, and the hopes

have to be discarded and turned over

to somebody else. That's poverty row

— everybody saving, saving, saving,

and dreaming of the great day when

success will come down their lowly

street. Yes, it comes once in a while.

The twenty-fifth man—that's David

Dunbar for the role he plays in "Ben

Hur." And as the twenty-fifth man

he got the part. Fred Niblo hunted

all over Hollywood to find a real actor-

rider, a man who could be an artist

and 'a horseman at the same time.

That man was Dave, of the Southern

Texas drawl, and it's lucky for Otto

Ledderer that Dave was true to the

reputation of his native state. The

scene called for Dunbar, on a fiery

steed, to make a leap clear over Led-

derer as he stopped to pick a letter

from the ground. After trying 23

actors, Niblo decided he'd

use a regular rider. After

trying the rider, Niblo de-

cided he'd have to find

somebody m ore than a

rider, and they called on

Dave. I asked him if he

weren't afraid of hurting

Ledderer. He answered

that to the horse it was

like taking a fence, except

that the horse would let

his hoof hit a fence or a

dummy, but never a hu-

man being. Just the same,

they tell me it was a

wonderful piece of horse-

manship, and could only

have been done by an ex-

pert horseman. And it's

little things like that

which make life interest-

ing for Ledderer!

I see where Rudolph

Q Belle Bennett signed to play the

title role in "Stella Dallas."

Q "Help! Help! It's a bear!"

Bryan Foy, Fox director (in

cap) calls for help.

Valentino is going to play the part

of a Russian in his next picture; and

judging from the title "untamed" at

that. Perhaps Rudy will create a

new kind of lover. The one thing

I'm convinced he'll never get away

from, though, is "The Sheik." Sheiks

may come and Sheiks may go, but

Rudy's sheik will go on forever. If

any of you have taken my advice

to listen in on Saturday night over

"KNX, Los Angeles," you know
that a week or so ago was "Rudolph

Valentino Night." Rudy talked to

the whole wide waiting world, and

we all became acquainted with the

fact that he smokes a pipe! How-

ever, the most interesting part of the
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Q John Barrymore is met
by Jac\ Warner on his

arrival in Hollywood to

ma\e two pictures for

program was the fact that from the moment Warner Brothers.

he was on the air, request after request
came in for him to sing the "Kashmira Love
Song." Do you remember in "The Sheik," where he sings

"Pale hands I loved

Beside the Shalimar
Where art thou now?
"Where art thou now?"

Yep, everybody wanted to hear him sing it in person! He couldn't sing
it, though, on account of a cold, but some time in the future, when the
cold's better, the sheik love song will be floating on the air to the rhythm
of the sheik himself.

Irvin Willat is sending forth a plea to those of us who know nothing
about his next production,

"The Ancient Highway." I

have to admit how guilty I

would have been about it,

because when I heard the

title, I could see stretched

before me a long, straight,

beautiful road, reaching as

far as my eyes could travel.

But I was all wrong! It's

not road. It's straight, long
and beautiful, but it's a

water'way instead of a road-

way.

When I heard of possibili-

ties of Jackie Coogan being
trained by David Belasco to

be some day a great Ham-
let, it reminded me of a time
about five years ago when
Jackie was very small and I

happened to come down in

the same elevator of a big
building with him. "Hello,"
I said to him. "Hello," he

answered. "Want to see what I've

got in my hand?" He opened his

small hand, cup-like. There wasn't
a thing there. "See," he said, "it's

a elephant, and when I get out of

this elevator with him, I'm goin' to

take him on the street and ride all

up and down on top of him and
make him act." If Jackie could
make an elephant act, Hamlet ought
to be easy for him!

CI Earle Fox and silver fox in
Fox picture, "A Terrible
'Fox-Pox'."

Q Madge Bellamy and "Sluac\." Madge
is just completing "Lightnin ."

The Research Departments of

the various studios in Hollywood
are going on a strike! They think
it's about time producers make a
few modern stories where they
won't have to be looking up all

sorts of funny clothing, vehicles,

homes and the like. Think them
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,ver Take "Ben Hur," "The Wanderer, Graustark,

Not So Long Ago" and a few like that and try to

magine the endless time and searching it takes to make

;very detail absolutely correct.

signed, including Henry B. Walthall, Lilyan Tashman

and Forrest Stanley.

"The Girl Who Wouldn't Work —Gee! we would

like to have that title! — o—
"I am concentrating on love in

my forthcoming pictures," says

Samuel Goldwyn, "because I sense

that public sentiment is veering

away from wild melodrama and

returning to the love stories of

distinction and power.

This from the bridegroom proves

again that all is well with Francis

Howard's husband. Perhaps the

wild melodramas are produced by

bachelors. — o—
Squash, the indoor game which

has proven so popular among the

prominent film actors, is a great

muscle developer. Edmund Lowe,

one of the most constant devotees of

the sport, discovered the other day that

his right arm has become more devel-

oped than his left because he handles

the squash racket from his right side.

This is as bad as in the pre-Volstead

days— only those were "squishes."

C[ Buc\ Jones has h i s

hands full in "Lasy

Bones."

vv nen the production "Not So Long Ago"

was to be started, Director Sidney Olcott

told Ricardo Cortes that Burnsides would

be necessary. The next day Cortes again

asked Olcott about the peculiar necessity he'd

have to have for the picture. Again it

was "Burnsides." Ric would have under-

stood if he had been informed to grow "side-

burns," but it wasn't "side-burns"— it was

"Burnsides," with a capital "B." After

searching in most of the Los Angeles libra-

ries, Cortes found that although "side-burns"

and "Burnsides" are one and the same thing,

the proper appellation is "Burnsides," so-

called because General Burnsides, of Civil

War fame, was the first to introduce that

peculiar style of hair-cut in the United

States. It's just one of those little things

which show us how motion pictures educate

us when we don't even know it or try to

get an education. —
• o—

-

B. P. Schulberg announced this week the

signing of Lionel Barrymore for the leading

masculine role in "The Girl Who Wouldn't

Work," which will be the initial Preferred

Picture to be made by

the new director "find,"

Marcel De Sano. While
the feminine lead has

not yet been selected,

several of the other prin-

cipals have already been

G[ Lloyd Hughes has

a follow-through

li\e a bill col-

lector.



%e GAMBLE of i&ure Won
Qjvit holds in Hollywood the picturesque

wanderers of earth, and to the young
and ambitious it is a dicing with Fate.

By Abraham Qoldener

"different"

story of being

an extra with

Valentino.

After weeks of listening to the refrain,
the immediate and apparently bleak
future assumed a new hue, when one
evening there came a call from an agency
to report on the Valentino set at eight
the next morning, dressed in dark street

clothes.

Morning found me on hand in front
of the studios, waiting patiently with
several others for the agency representa-
tive to appear so that all of us might pass through the
gates. Waiting with those who had been called were
many others not on the call, yet hoping that something
would turn up whereby they would be selected for a
day's work. Dark
types prevailed, and m
on every side were
Latins of all ages

and descriptions. A
few moments before

eight, the agency's
man arrived, quickly

checked us in, and
had us assigned to

dressing rooms. De-
cidedly interesting is

the group of actors,

near actors and
would-be actors
known as extras.
To the screen they
have come from all

walks in life.
Their stories form
little dramas more
absorbing even than
those they play so

minor a part in.

In the dressing
room with me is a
gentleman past sixty,

who carries himself
with a military air

and appears not
more -'in forty-five.

Long before I came
to Hollywood to

battle the hardest
game in the world,
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preference to being idle while waitii
for his type of part to turn up. "But
said he, as he sparingly applied his mak
up, "they'll have to pay me more if tht
want a real makeup." He has been a
over the world, a soldier in several armie
he was a witness in the famous Dreyfi
case and an officer in the French Zouave
Before casting his lot with pictures }
was a cook among husky lumbermen F

has worked for almost every director and has a vast fun
or the inside and intimate stories concerning nictur
people.

My other dressing room mate is one Andre Chenc
who is industrious!

applying a makeu
that would do cred
to a star and askin

how many days v%

expect to work, i

typical Frenchman
courteous and cor

siderate, he is a
old-timer in picture

and did his fm
work on the othc
side with Max Lir

der, the Frencj
comedian.

We are fas
friends by the tim
our makeup is o:

and start for the se

together. It is ai

open-air cafe some
where in Italy ant

looks for all tb
"world to have beei

set down in thi

courtyard of ;

medieval castle. Thi

dressing of the se

is not fully com
plete, so we war
. ... and wait. De

a j? ,a ik! \t i
spite California':

q Kudolph Valentino in the batio of j , .

his Hollywood home. The view vaunted sunshine
shows historic Cahuenga Pass. overcoats are neces



t for comfort There is a little stove on the set that

Y
a„ to be but a prop, for it throws forth no heat

fhave amok time* to renew old acquaintances and

ke nlw ones, while the little orchestra, coning of

nraTand a violin, deviates from its mission of sup-

dnfinspSational music to the players and tries to keep

extras' m a happy mood. Nothing is more tedious

more tiresome, than waiting on a set

The set is dressed and Dick Johnson, the doctor

Sant is moving quietly through the crowd selecting

fPkcing, with a practised eye, the various types in

,Ls of best vantage
1

Johnson is a somewhat different

Z among assistants. He has an eye for detail and

£ms his results quietly without blazoning.his aulWy.

graduate of Stanford, he can boast an M. A. degree

hich meant nothing when he started as a property man

e yea™ ago. His ultimate ambition, naturally is direc-

i and in spite of the many disillusionments that come

om close contact with picture making, his ideals still

:ist and persist.

The other assistant, Barton

.dams, is a fine chap but quite

ie opposite of Johnson. He, too,

lows his business, but in a good-

itured way is rather inclined to

iow his authority. Yet he can

'ardly be blamed with a position

kin to that of a corporal in the

rmy. He must see that his

iperiors' orders are performed,

lis name is a historic one and out

f curiosity I asked if he was con-

.ected with the famous Boston

amily of Adamses and learned

hat his father claimed relationship

vith the family. I could not help

kit wonder what staid, dignified,

Sid John Quincy Adams would say

If he could be lured into a studio and find a member of

[he family engaged in making canned amusement.
_

Moving about the set, adding glasses here, a chair

:

here, filling wine glasses with ginger ale, dusting a table

,;imd answering questions from his assistants is that most

important of factors, the head props. On him falls the

:kfburden of wrath if the properties called for in tne scene

"
plot are not on hand and in their proper places. He

must bear all troubles and griefs on the set, he must be

able to supply anything called for on short notice. Phil

De Esco, who holds down this responsible position, is

considered one of the best property men in Hollywood;

and if gossip is true, he is one of the few real members

of the nobility working in pictures.

Standing in the center of the set appraismgly looking

,
Tll
over the arrangement of the cafe is Natacha Rambova,

»| who won fame as an art director long before she became

fee wife of the sheik of the screen. Everywhere one

hears tales of Mrs. Valentino's lording it over people

connected with the organisation, but this must have been

an off day. No displays of authority or temperament in

evidence. It is noticeable that the director and his assist-

ants listen to her suggestions and she apppears to know

what is what in a studio.

(Editor's Note: Mrs. Valentino, since this story was

written, has organized her own company and is producing

"What Price Beauty." Mr. Valentino has in the mean-

time joined the United Artists.)

The lights are being adjusted, some are ^killed/'' others

retained—finally the scene is ready. The director care-

fully, painstakingly, explains the action desired. The K
hearsa starts-the troubadours sing and strum their gui-

tars a they stroll from table to table. Time and again

they go through the same motions and the same song

until it becomes monotonous. One troubadour seems able

to call exactly the same expression to his face for every

scene while the extra playing the waiter does the same

little walk over and over again until he seems to have

walked two miles in a little space of not more than

fift

i

y
n

f

my experience as an extra I have watched many

directors at work and each is an interesting study with

a method distinctly his own. Years ago Joseph Henabery

was doing little extra bits in single reel comedies He

deserted them to act under the great Griffith. Later he

became one of Griffith's assistants. He had a hand n

the making of the "Birth of a Katwn He works

slowly, carefully, deliberately. One wonders how with

this mode of working he could have produced such fast

moving picture successes as the early Fairbanks produc-

tions. He explains a scene thor-

oughly, even going through the

action himself, and after satisfac-

tory rehearsals shoots the scene

from various angles and many

times. While directing a scene,

he reminds one of the prizefighter

who enters the ring with a smile

and carries that same smile to vic-

tory or defeat. Henabery's smile

is always with him and seems to

combine an honest delight at the

satisfactory progress of the action

with that of hopefulness and en-

couragement.

Valentino comes on the set and

is the cynosure, of all eyes. Gener-

ally, leading men ?nd women mean

nothincr to the initiated extra, but somehow the sheik

holds an unexplainable fascination for all. He is minus

the famous beard and looks quite debonair and hand-

some Rumors have been afloat that Valentino had ac-

quired a bit of the enlarged head that grows on many

who reach the heights of screen fame, but his action on

the set belies the truth of the stories. He is very friendly

with two extras who evidently are friends of the days

when Valentino welcomed extra work.

What an actor he is! He listens attentively to the

suggestions of the director and then, without effort, puts

himself into the role he plays. He exemplifies his art

with an ease and gracefulness that carries every scene

he enacts. To me the man rightfully deserves the place

he has in filmdom, for he has brains and knows how to

use them.

A dramatic note of which Valentino is unaware is that

a little extra girl on the set once played ingenues in

serials that had Valentino playing extras. Since those

days, Margaret Kemp has been a dancer in musical com-

edy, 'gone through a long siege of illness, and is now try-

ing to come back via the extra route. They forget quickly

in° pictures, and one who drops out must start all over

again.

There is a bustle of activity. We are to be in the next

shot. Chairs are straightened. Tables dusted. Makeup

boxes come to the front. Hasty dabs of powder on ghast-

ly faces. Lip sticks and eyebrow pencils very much in

evidence. Who knows but what the camera may favor-

ably catch some of us and pave the way for bigger things.

I

many requestsforinforma-

tion concerning the Para-

mount School have been received

that SCREENLAND takes this

method of advising that the

registration was closed before

the letters reached us.
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SCREENLAND
Try a Motion Picture "Location Lunch"— continued

y

t

another stage in the same studio in "The
Half Way Girl," offered some pleasing
suggestions. One sliced chicken sandwich,
one of jelly, and one consisting of thinly
sliced bread, lettuce and sliced tomato,
should be sufficient for any actor or actress,
she says. Of course with the sandwiches
should go a piece of cake and some fruit,
with hot coffee, if possible.

A suggestion which sounds very reason-
able is offered by Lloyd Hughes, young
leading man, who is playing opposite Miss
Kenyon in "The Half Way Girl." Hughes
is practical and believes in plain food either
on or off location. He says the only way
to provide satisfactory lunches is to do away
with the old idea of preparing sandwiches
and individual boxes of food.

"Take your bread along in regular loaf
form," he advises. "Also take your butter
in prints, your cold meats in bulk. Then,
when lunch time arrives whoever is in
charge of the lunches can slice the bread
and make fresh sandwiches right there. In
that way you never have dry bread, which
is terrible for lunch. Take your fruit in

bulk— apples, pears, peaches if in season,
or bananas or oranges. If tomatoes are in
the market I always like them, for they are
very thirst-quenching. Take them whole.
Then when you hand out the newly made
sandwiches give a tomato along with each.
Take your pies right in the tins and cut
them as needed. They will not be smashed
this way and taste much nicer. A big can
of coffee is always acceptable."

"Give me plenty of sour pickles and
three or four good ham sandwiches and I
want no more," says Ben Lyon, another
featured player. "I always give away the
pie and cake and sweets," added Ben.
"Good meat sandwiches and pickles with
a glass of water is enough for anybody."

Earl Hudson, head of one of the eastern
production units, insists that a satisfactory
lunch be provided, a lunch that will please
everybody. The contents: sandwiches—
one chicken, one ham, one lettuce and to-
mato, a piece of cheese, a pickle, fruit, a
piece of pie or cake and cookies!

As this is the season of the year when
picnic lunches are .somewhat in order and

rom page 35

many of the moving picture fans are wo
dering just what would be nice to tal
along, we asked 1. L. Armstrong, head .

one of the commissary departments, for
few suggestions.

Of course," said Armstrong, "in ma
ing up the lunches for the moving pictu:
casts one must take into consideration tl
cost If the cost is held down, so is tl

lunch, and vice versa. But for private pi,
mcs there are many little dainties that or
can provide at slight cost.

"For example, take a box of fresh strav
berries. If you carried them along in th
usual manner they would be smashed an
you would have nothing but a juicy me<
when you reached the lunch place. Bu
take those berries and pack them in a littl
shoe box. Lay a layer of firm berries 01
the bottom, then cover with a coating o
sugar until you cannot see the berries

"If you like sardines take them in th,
original boxes. Take a loaf of bread anc
some butter, and make your sandwiche.
when you are ready to eat them. In thf
way you have fresh bread that is not soakec
with oil, and there is nothing mussy."

When You have a Screen Test—a,^/,-,
of a graceful exit provided the comedy.
Each girl strutted her stuff. They sprang
everything from Mae Murray's wiggle to
Nita Naldi's slinky locomotion. A good
time was had by all!

A long jump to Culver City, where I

stopped in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's to see
tests taken. Lina Basquette, another prom-
ising recruit from the Follies, was all

wrapped up in a tiger skin coat and emot-
ing all over the set. I facetiously inquired
if she were testing for an Elinor Glyn story.
The funny part of it—she was! A remark-
able imitation, at that. Hal LeSueur was
next and made a heroic effort to look
natural.

^
He was testing for a part in

Cabanne's picture-, starring Novarro. A nice
boy—I hope he got it.

At First National I met an attractive
novitiate. Joyce Compson. She has just
won. a contract there. I asked her what
her sensations were facing the camera:

"I felt as though a huge cannon were
trained on me and was apt to go off any
minute and scatter me promiscuously about
the lot!"

I ran across Art McCord on the lot.
He is an expert cameraman and could write
a book on tests.

"Tell me— are the stars nervous on
tests? Even persistently popular stars
have to take tests, you know.

«T,!r'-

Col
v>r
en M°°re is " Art said Positively.

Miss Moore is the most painstaking .star
both in regard to material garb and mental
mood, of any star I ever tested. She is
extremely uneasy taking the test, and ner-
vous as a novice watching them run off."

It occurred to me to get an actor's view-
Point while I was about it. I looked up
Lewis Stone:

Tests are the devil," declared Mr. Stone
. . 'What I hate about tests is the way

they rise up and smite you. Solecisms of
dress and demeanor you never suspected
are thrown in your face by the minute
reproduction of the screen."

Edwin Carewe blew in. Opportunely.

i'
1 compare tests to first nights." he said.

The really great actor is keyed to high
pitch when the curtain rises on a new pro-
duction. A screen star tackles a new role
under the same mental strain."

I had heard enough to convince me that
tests were real trials, even to the exper-
ienced player. I sought another slant to
the subject through professional amenity
I called on Barrett Kiesling. Mr. Kiesling
tells the world what it should know about
the deep-laid plans of Cecil B. DeMille.

Tests are a fetish of DeMille's. He prob-
ably takes more tests than any man in the
industry. It accounts probably for the gor-
geous detail of his pictures. He takes test
after test of each player. Lillian Rich was
tried in every shade and sort of blonde wig
before he was satisfied with the one she
wore to such good advantage in The
Golden Bed. He tests fabrics for photo-
graphic effects, jewels—once he took numer-
ous tests of rings to get one suitable to a
certain close-up.

Mr. Kiesling took me in the projection
room—had some DeMille tests run off
Watching them, I appreciated the meticu-
lous care Mr. DeMille takes to get perfec-
tion of attire and psychology of mood. His
fastidiousness, his exactitude, showed in
every test Leatrice Joy, with her hair ar-
ranged different ways to determine the most
effective headdress; a girl in various wi°-s
to ascertain the shade of hair best suited to

om page 57

her skin; a study in make-up—itself a com
prehensive subject. All so interesting ]

hated to tear myself away.

I paused at M-G-M long enough to get
Bob Mclntyre's opinion. Mr. Mclntyre is
the rather ponderously wrought casting di-
rector at Metro's. He knows a lot about
tests, naturally

—

Mr. Mclntyre claims real screen person-
ality will show in spite of faulty make-up
and self-consciousness. He insists true tal-
ent reveals itself in a mere glance, a ges-
ture. Sitting in a projection room one
day, he saw the test of a girl. Obviously
of no camera experience, and plainly fright-
ened A terrible test, really, but there was
a subtle something there that prompted him
to ask where the girl was. Nobody knew
Two years later, in a different studio, the
same girl came to him for a test.

"Any experience?" he asked her.

"None," she replied.

"Ever have a test made?"
"Once," she confessed.

The girl was Eleanor Boardman.
I cast about for a producer or a director-

general to interview—might as well run the
gamut. F. Richard Jones at Roach's! Just
the man. Mr. Jones is known as a person-
ality builder. He has a sextette on his
hands now— Blanche Mehaffey. Katherine
Grant, Martha Sleeper, Marjorie Whiteis
Kathleen Collins and Fay Wray. Through
tests Mr. Jones is developing their person-
alities and doing nicely, thank you. His
first requirement is beauty. Type, he says,
is essentially inward.

The camera is a crucible where souls are
tested for dross, a crucible which reveals
the pure metal of greatness.



South America things get

rough right away. His first

night there all his money and

passport are stolen. A pretty

kettle of fish poor John Drake

was in—far from home, broke,

and desperately in love. You

wonder what he s going to do

about it, and so does John.

But his chance to recuperate

comes through a prize fight.

John is ready to tackle any-

thing, even a South American

champion. Oscar had a good

laugh watching John practise

his little wallop, with a feather

pillow for an opponent. Zip-p-p

—suddenly the pillow ripped

and you couldn't see John for

the flying feathers. When the

poor bird does locate himselt

in the mirror, he calmly re-

marks— "Oh I must have
turned cuckoo."

There's a lot of big blows in

this prize fight before John

comes out on top. But the

worst one comes to John out-

side the ring, when he learns

that his job is in working for

a bunch of crooks. They

mean to force him to open the

safe in the bank, a safe which

John had designed and built,

and which he knew by heart

down to the smallest screw.

But John is no thief. Neither

was he so awfully willing to

die when four nice shining re-

volvers were aimed at his heart.

There was nothing for him to

do but open the big steel door

—and then ?

Well it's a safe bet that

you'll get a thrill out of this

dramatic wind up. John gets

Dolores—so he's satisfied too.

" Faint Perfume
"

Faint Perfume," the famous

novel by Zona Gale, has

been done into a photoplay

which is bound to follow up

close on the amazing success of

the book. There is one big

thing about Miss Gale's work

she deals with real people.

And so does the picture.

You'll recognise every member

of the squabbling Crumb fam-

ily, and in spite of their pitiful

bickerings you are sure to get

a smile out of them. There

are Tweet and Pearl, the girls,

and Orrin, the son—the eter-

nal wranglers. Ma Crumb has

grown to be like them, or

rather, they have grown to be

like- her. She thinks more of

her carpets than she does of

her character, and the scandal

of the neighborhood means

more to her than her own soul!

So when Richmiel, the eldest

daughter, comes home from

Paris with her six-year-old son

—and a divorce—Ma Crumb

is torn between her anger and

her fear of what people will

say. Mary Alden plays the

part of Ma Crumb, and she

certainly knows how to handle

the character.

7?
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The First Thing I

Notice About a Girl
(Continued from page 33)

and well dressed.
Feet aren't so much under control as

either hands or eyes and they tell more.
Irritability, nervousness, gayety — Well
haven't you noticed how more and more
often on the screen feet are being used
to express varying emotions?
Then watch!

By CECIL B. DE MILLE
HER shoes.

Shoes are an almost invariable test
as to character.

Are they run down at the side, scuffed
at the toe, untidily fastened? Are they
extremely high-heeled? Are they out of
keeping with the costume?

If a woman comes to me for a part in
a picture, I look first at her shoes and then
ask her to 'remove her hat. The shoes tellme it she has that attention to detail that
sense of the effect of the whole necessary
to success. They are an index to neatness
to nervousness, and to taste.

Poise is shown by the way in which sne
removes her hat. Is she sure of herself?
Was she mannerisms and affectations? The
remark she makes about her hair, the man-
ner in which her hands flutter to her head
even the way she takes the request, give
me invaluable clues to her character.

I pay little attention to clothes, whichmay have been chosen by some one else
and a great deal to the small things that
she seldom remembers to watch.

SCREENLAN D

<C Constance Talmadge and
George K. Arthur, in "Her
Sister from Paris."

By WALTER McGRAIL

By WARNER BAXTER
HER lips and teeth.

You can tell so much from her lipsIhm hps, calculating, puritanical, approach-
ing the fanatic: the small, mean mouth- the
tight-lipped, obstinate, intolerant one- the
loose-lipped, uncontrolled one; the wide and
generous mouth; full, passionate lips that
indicate too much of the sensual; the ascetic
hps that indicate too little of the human

It her mouth tilts up at the corners, she
is optimistic by nature; if it droops habit-
ually, she is a pessimist at heart.

Teeth seem to me to be so many "titles"
that tell me what the story is all about.
Good healthy teeth indicate good health

all over. Carefully tended teeth show the
dainty woman. Bad dental work seems tome to indicate carelessness. A great gold-
nlling flashing every time she opens her
mouth — discolored teeth — oh no!

By HUNTLY GORDON
J

notice her carriage first.

1 I hke a girl who holds herself like a
queen, or, rather, in the way you think
of a queen as carrying herself— regally
aS

rVt,
W she wcre worth knowing

Debutante slouches, or these flapper atti-
tudes that seem to be taken by rag dolls
ilung suddenly across a room, always repel
me. If a girl is too lackadaisical to stand
up without lolling over all the furniture in
sight, she isn't the girl to attract me at
first sight.

Of course, I'm not speaking of the wav
they may turn out upon fuller acquaintance
_
My father used to say that the way to

judge a woman was by her feet and how
she was shod. Probably her shoes affect
the way she holds herself, so I notice her
shoes if I m forming an opinion of her

character is always shown by handsA beautiful hand will hold me en-
thralled where a beautiful face will not get
a second glance.
As a child, I remember I used to watch

the hands of players whenever I went to
the theatre and feel that I knew more
about what that player was trying to ex-
press by the gestures or the position of his
hands than by the lines he spoke.

Once upon a time, I went backstage
when Richard Mansfield was playing "Beau
Brummel," and found him walking around
with his arms in the air.

"What are you doing that for?" I in-
quired.

"Don't you know," he returned, "that
the hands are the greatest delineators of
character you can possess?— I am holding
them up so that the blood will run out of
them, leaving them white and delicate and
nervous for my scene."

After that, the first thing I notice about
any one is his or her hands. I'm a stu-
dent of them. After one look, I know
more about the owner of them than her
face could tell me in a thousand years

character and personality— "the window*
of the soul.

If her eyes are dull and vacant I am
not attracted. If they sparkle with fire
or animation, I know at once that here is
a woman worth while.

"'Drin\ to me only with thine eyes
And I will pledge with mine!"

sang the poet. There is the true under-
standing of tne meaning that can be con-
veyed by the glance of a magnetic eye
ihere is an intoxication that needs no wineAnd it s much more thrilling!

By BERT LYTELL
fr

hardly know what I first notice about
!L her. bometimes it's one thing, sometimes
another.

But the thing I judge a woman by is
her conversation.

If she can talk interestingly, I can forgetwhat she looks like. In fact, there have
been times when a very plain woman hasbecome most attractive because I found that
she could carry on a stimulating conversa-
tion, ihe real thing that is somewhere in-
side a person comes out when that person
has completely forgotten herself and become
absorbed m a fascinating topic.

If she is simply a "beautiful' but dumb"
girl, five minutes' talk with her makes it
impossible for me to think her loveliness
matters in the least. Insipid or stupidwomen have no charm for me.

By JOHN ROCHE
Her voice— oh, absolutely!

Maybe that is because I sing and have
been singing since I was a child, or because
l ve studied voice for years.
A woman's voice could be heard in the

dark, or from behind a curtain, and at once
1 could judge the sort. of woman she might
be— her education, her training, her ap-
proximate age, something of her real self
What shrew ever failed to reveal a hint

of temper in her voice? Doesn't conceit
and selfishness show at almost the first
words she utters? It does to me.

Carelessness appears in the sloppy of
speech.

"Whereja wanna go?" Could that be
the question of a charming woman? Enun-
ciation reveals much. So does whining or
an affected accent.
The voice is the key to personality.

By 'WALLACE MACDONALD
TP)) arrie started something when he said
iU> what he did about charm. It is the
only thing that matters.
To me, charm means poise and manner

and its what I look for first when I meet
a woman.

Fussy fidgety women who annoy you
with a hundred meaningless movements a
minute are unrestful and yet not stimulat-
ing.

The slow, stodgy woman is apt to be
heavy and dull.

Perfect poise is not an accident. It is
the result of training and thought, the fruit
ot years of study and care. It must be
cultivated. Therefore, it's the first thin- I
look for in a woman.

By RUDOLPH VALENTINO
TC*YES are the first thing I notice about
Jl U a woman.
They are the best barometer of a person's

The Biggest Thing in the Movies
(Continued from page 23)

accompanying illustrations.

The Pacific Ocean is a much better actor
than its friend, the Atlantic, and conse-
quently gets much more work to do. The
Pacific, true to its name, never becomes
ruffled, excited or disturbed. It remains
calm under the most distressing circum-
stances. It is not temperamental. At
times it is capable of showing the deeper
emotions. There is something beneath its
surface.

.

The Atlantic, on the
,
contrarv, is a bad

actor at times. It is not dependable. It is
liable to lash into a fury in the middle pf
a scene and spoil it. Frequently it is en-
tirely beyond control. That is why direc-
tors regard it as less satisfactory than the
Pacific.

The Pacific is always there with the
goods. Like many of the leading stars to-
day, it made its first appearances in the
oennett comedies.

Literally it has earned its salt over and
over again.
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President of the National Salesmen'sLS Association, but called by

softf"The Man Who Makes Men Rich.

K-124

$5,000 to $10,000 a Year

for Men Who Read This Ad

let Me Make You a

Master Salesman
This New Easy Way

I
PON 'T care what you are now or what

you think. The Association of which l

am president will take you m short

easy steps and make a Master Salesman of

you, put you in the same class with the big

paymen who have all the good things of life.

Many have thought that Salesmen were

"born"" And that idea has kept many

men from succeeding. But this Association

of Master Salesmen has proved -that
_

any

man can be taught the rules and principles

that make men Master Salesmen And you

know as well as I do that Salesmen top

the list of money-makers. They are the

producers and you can be one of them.

Easy as A. B. C.

If you are as intelligent as the ordinary

farmhand, postal clerk or stenographer,

you can quickly master the simple A.BX, s

of Selling. There are certain ways o± ap-

proaching a prospect to get his undivided

attention, certain ways to stimulate keen

interest, certain ways to overcome _
objec-

tions, batter down prejudices, outwit com-

petition and make the prospect act.

SENT F
the book that ha
thousands the way
amazing salary

increases.

You can learn these principles at home

in a short period of pleasant, inspiring

study. And once you have mastered these

secrets of Master Salesmanship, you can-

take advantage of the employment depart-

ment of the Association without charge.

They will help you select and secure a

position as soon as you are qualified and

ready. .

This is a real opportunity, for during

the last year the Association received calls

for 43,846 salesmen from the biggest sales

organizations in America. And these men

are the same as you see above-men who

make from $5,000 to $10,000 a year m
salary and commission.

These are only four out of hundreds of

similar records in the Association files.

Our members make good because the Asso-

ciation has specialized for seventeen years

m teaching the Art and Science of Sales-

manship and teaches the most unusual

principles ever laid down for quick success.

The book you see below has been the

starting point for thousands of men who

are now Successful salesmen. This book,

"Modern Salesmanship," is now FRLb
and it will be sent to every man who tills

.

out and returns the coupon below.

Rush the Coupon

If I were asking ten or twenty dollars

for this book you might hesitate. But I

am not. It is Free. And since it may

mean the turning point in your life, when

vou leave forever behind you the drudgery

and low pay of routine work for the fas-

cinating, big pay job of the salesman it

certainly is worth your time and the two

cents you will have to spend to get this

amazing book and read for yourself the

astonishing facts given between its two

covers You have everything to gam and

not one cent to lose, so mail the coupon

todav, sure.

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING
ASSOCIATION

Dept. K-124. N. S. T. A. Building

Chicago, Illinois

GREENSLADE. President

NAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASS'N

K m N S T. A. Building. Chicago. Illinois.

lltEEvoui bool;. 'Modern Salesmanship.

become a Master Salesman.
oof that I

Statc.
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Richard Talmadge and Lorraine Eason as
John Drake and Dolores Darcy in "The
Fighting Demon."

When the Movies Come to Tutuila
(Continued from page 31)

padded eagerly, and against shapes of huts
and naval officers' houses with tall palms
standing like ghostly sentinels, there broke
quick flashes of white—all moving one way,
trailing laughter behind them.
A native band played distantly. By and

by American sailors and marines poured
from the barracks to mingle among tattooed
braves while Samoan belles with red hibis-
cus pinned into their hair—they wanted a
sweetheart and advertised their desire naive-
ly—offered inviting eyes. It was movie-
night in Pango, an al fresco show.

There was comedy. They yelled at
Chaplin, all of them, white and brown, for
humor is universal. The topical and a 'shot
of New York fetched a homesick groan
from a gob, though the liquid-eyed daugh-
ter of ancient chiefs beside him oo-oo-ooed
her disbelief that such places could be. I

watched but soon forgot them for a full-
blooded Samoan and his tapo — although
she might not have been— to discover if
all emotions responded to the screen and
its tears as well as its laughter, to those
moments that fill a civilized" throat.

Titles mattered little. Few there could
read. But without glancing at the sheet I
saw reflected in those dusky faces every
turn of drama, every despair, every happi-
ness that Norma Talmadge mirrored. Their
hands would tighten, too. Little undertones
escaped them. Sometimes a breath was
caught^ held and emitted slowly in relief as
Norma's danger passed.

Afterwards the throng dissolved, drifting
into night, languorous, incensy, dreamy
with tropic scents The long roll of ocean
took up its cadence now that the band was
silent Life went on, but it struck me

differently just then. Rather than mere
life, a continuation of the screen's enchant-
ment; for up from beach to ragged silhou-
ettes of mountain-peaks all jungle-grown,
ran currents of romance, hate, love, greed,
happiness, pride, all those emotional volts
that charge a motion picture. Here they
were uncorrupted passions.

"Sending photoplays to the islands!" a
gentleman of purblind-reform and anti-
everything predilections once protested to
me. "Isn't it enough that films should per-
vert the morals of this country without per-
mitting them to do the same' thing amon«
ignorant natives? Still," he consoled him*
self, it is very gratifying to know that the
savages won't understand them."

Foolish for a hundred reasons, wasn't he?
Deep down in the bottom of their hearts

movies understand life more truly than most
of us. For all the million-dollar sets that
sophisticate them, they retain the simplicity
of an island legend, and though the world
may have progressed beyond native compre-
hension movies still link the world with na-
ture born in the poorest and the proudest
alike.

Donald McMillan, Arctic explorer, had
the whole glassy expanse of the Frozen
North for his theatre, the midnight-sun for
his exit-lights and Eskimos for his audience
when strips of celluloid formed the only
thread between himself and home. From
igloos and winter fastnesses Eskimos emer-
ged to see new marvels painted on the
skies; yet these screen figures were as real
and as close to them as heroes of their
myths. Martin Johnson swung a sheet on
a beach in the New Hebrides; tribal chiefs
and warriors still cannibals understood

Harold Stegall, a missionary, carries two
hundred reels of film through the Belgian
Congo. News of his coming pierces the
jungle by mysterious means no white man
can solve, and throughout the day paintec
natives stream through inaccessible wilder-
ness to crowd around his movie-show a
nightfall, watching, enjoying all.

The slapstick, the drama, the educationa!
—the chuckle, the tear, the gasp of won-
derment. They know! Know as well as wd
do! For what difference does dress make
when, emotionally, movies strip, us all to
the skin?

And speaking of missionaries let me call
Mabel Normand a truer apostle of happi-
ness than ever assaulted the South Sea folk
with fire and brimstone in the missionary-
manner. Down there they miss her from
the screen.

.

Before They Were Famous
{Continued from page 29)

we p aid little attention to the girls and
didn t notice them leaving the store. When
the waitress came up and presented the
whole bill, we were not only dumbfounded
but frightened. We cried a little, then
laughed a little, and got so hysterical that
finally the owner of the store came up. He
told us we could go if we'd promise to
make good the next day. In spite of the
stifling heat of the outdoor air, we actually
felt exhilarated when we opened that door
and escaped. And when we saw those two
girls down the street, we saw red!

That Norma has always been a clever
actress can be proved by an incident when
our quartette entered the public library
alter having been scolded for being too
noisy. Irene instructed Norma and me to
enter first and go upstairs as the grouchy
librarian couldn't be seen anywhere aroundWe went up, while Dorothy and Irene
stayed down. As soon as we got upstairs
there was that awful librarian who had
called us down. We dodged from book-
case to bookcase, and finally I managed to
get downstairs to join the two girls ButNorma had been left behind, and we stood
wondering what would happen to her
After a long time, down she came armm arm with the cranky librarian. They
were smiling and chatting like bosom chums,
and Norma had convinced her that she
was the world's prize bookworm!
Norma once got up a surprise party forme While she was rounding up the boys

and girls she wanted to attend, I became
angry at so much whispering and ran home.
Hardly had I reached the door than I
heard Norma calling. She was crying and
so was I; and between sobs she told me all
about the party. She made me promise to
act surprised when the others came, so that
they would have a better time. We kissed
and made up, and the party was a big
success—ice-cream and cake, Post OfficeThrow the Pillow, and all the rest. Norma
was equally popular with both girls and
boys—every one loved her.
Norma hasn't changed one particle from

the day I first knew her. She is exactly
the same sympathetic, loving, and under-
handing girl that she always was. Afterwe left Erasmus, Norma joined the Vita-
graph Company in Flatbush. Irene and I
were living in North Dakota when we sawNorma s first picture; we were with a bunch
of girls, and I don't believe I ever was so
excited in my life. I have followed her
pictures and successes very closely ever sinceand have corresponded with her from time
to time. I feel it a great honor ever tohave known her.



Now you can reduce any or every part of your figure with

amazUig new Reducing Cream which melts away excess fat

-slenderizing the figure to perfect proportions Without drugs

strenuous exlrcise, rubber suits or painful denial of any kind.

lilady! If vou have a single ounce

f unwelcome flesh on your figure—

ere's good news for you. Getting

bin is now pleasurably simple and

iasy for anyone.

for I, M. J.
McGowan, after five

•ears 'of tireless research, have made

he discovery vou have all been wait-

ng for. At last I can tell you how

b reduce quickly, comfortably—

vithout the bother of tiresome exer-

cises, without the boredom of stupid

liet 'without resorting to enervating

salt baths, without rubber suits or

Delts, or my advice isn't going to

cost you one single penny.

My* discovery I call Reducine—

McGowan's Reducine. It is not a

rnedicine, a bath salt or a course oi

useless gymnastics. No—Reducine

jas a pleasant Cream that you can

IDEAL FIGURE CHART

. XML - A Slender neck

35' Well proportioned bust

25" A trim waist

£lim hips36°

23^" Perfectly modeled thighG

14V2
'

8V2-

Gracefui calf

. Dainty anklet

apply in the privacy of your own

room, patting it gently onto the parts

vou want to slenderize and promptly

vou will notice a change. A harmless chem-

ical reaction takes place, durmg which the

excess fat is literally dissolved away, leav-

ing the figure slim and properly rounded,

giving the lithe grace to the body every

man and woman desires.

Complete 21 -Day Treatment

Results Guaranteed or

Money Back

No matter how much or how little over-

weight you are, I guarantee that my Reduc-

ing Cream will reduce any, or every part of

Vour body, quickly, surely. I ao not merely

promise these results—I guarantee them.

Even one jar of Reducine often effects aston-

ishing weight reduction. But the complete

treatment consists of three jars—used over

a period of 21 days.

In prescribing three jars of the McGowan

Reducine, I am prescribing a complete re-

ducing treatment for permanent reducing

You will see results from the outset—but

three jars will make these results complete.

A Fresh Jar Sent Every 7 Days

3 Jars in All

I do not send all three jars at once—for

Reducine, to be more efficient, should be

used when it is fresh. That is why will

not sell it in drug or department stoies.

Because of the perishable nature of its

reducing ingredient, I insist that you get

onlv the freshly compounded product—put

out under my direct and personal super-

vision. You need not pay m advance—each

jar is sent C. O. D.

/ Take All the Risk— You ArQ

the Sole Judge

When you realize that many imitations of

Reducine are now being sold at from $3.50

to $5 a jar, at retail, you will realize how
astoundingly low is the price we ask. This

price is made possible only by the fact that

we supply you direct from the laboratory,

cutting out the middleman's profit.

Send No Money—Just Sign

the Coupon

I am not going to ask you to send one pennv

with your order. Just sign the coupon and

mail it to me today. Your first one-pound

jar of Reducine will go forward at once by

return mail—and you can pay the postman

$2.47 (plus few cents postage) . 7 days later,

the second jar will be sent C. O. D. $2.47

(plus postage), and 7 days later—the third,

jar—C. O. D. §2.47 (plus postage).

THE McGOWAN LABORATORIES,
710 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 60, Chicago, 111.

Dear Mr McGowan: ram willing to let you prove

£ me at your expense that your Rfduc'r^Cream

will remove all surplus flesh from my figure—in -1

days' time Please enroll me for your complete 21-

£T treatment-send me the first 1-pound m ^
RnliirinE at once; the second. 7 dajs later, anu

the third 14 davs later. I will pay the postman

S2 47 (Plus few cents postage) for each jar as it

arrive^ It is understood that the. lull amount wrtl

^refunded to me at the completion of the treat-

ment, if it has not reduced my figure.

Name-

Address
~"~

If vou prefer to remit for the entire treatment in

ar-vance you mav enclose S7 with coupon, audthe

?hr« jars of Reducine will be sent postpaid-one

every 7 days—for the 21-day treatment.
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BANISH GREY HAIR

Wm.J.Brandt

Liquid

EAUDE
HENNA

Hair Color

Restorer

S S!,„fe
I-

and restores «ie color to grey,

Glost and
C
Natural.

Bta*k7 tolr
'

leavins " Soft -

hpJn '^5 ^? ,

we" no one will know the color hasbeen lestored. Covers ALL the Kiev covers ANYgrey no matter how stubborn or how causedDoes not interfere with permanent waving.
,t
™, * Henna is two liquids, one application.

It colors at once. No mess. No pack. Dress

Hennas
reddiSh as witn raany '"^

Anyone Can Put It On
No experience necessary. Will not nib off. Not

affected by sea bathing, sun. shampooing, or per-manent waving. Will withstand tropical climates.

Wonderful For Touching Up
You can put it on just where it is needed. Canbe used where powdered henna dves have beenused. The shades blend in beautifully. Can beused over other hair dyes or restorers. Direc-

tions m English and Spanish.
Lau de Henna comes in colors: Black, darkbrown, medium brown, light brown, drab blond

auburn. State color desired. Price postpaid $2.50
or i_ . (j. JL>. JpJ.oo.
Order through your Druggist, Department Store

or Beauty Parlor, or direct from us

HAIR SPECIALTY GO.
Dept. 65, 112 East 23rd Street, New York

Men as well as women can useEaude Senna to advantage.

k Baby In Your Home

So many married couples yearn for children

i?
at

,™,°,
us

J
nd3 of COI>le8 of ne" book by Dr.

. V™ ,

E,der3 are being distributed without
cost to childless women. Any family interested
In overcoming conditions of nature that hinder
the gift of children should write for this free
book today. It describes a simple home treat-
ment based on the use of Sterlltone. a wonder-
ful scientific tonio that has had marvelous suc-
cess all over the country in relieving constitu-
tional weakness.
Every woman who wants to live a normal,

happy home life with little ones around her
«houM consider it her first duty to know what
bteriltone is and why it should be so wonderful
an aid to her. Be»d this little book which la
sent without charge or obligation in a plain
envelope. It unfolds facts that most women
never have had explained to them. Send NO
Money, NO Obligations. Simply name and ad-
dress to Dr. H. Will Elders, 2018 Balllnget
Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.

SCREENLAND

({Dorothy Gish and Rod La Rocqus
in "Night Life of New York."

My 'Public Continuedf?

Peel OffYour Skin
j if you don't like it, and have a beautiful new skin.

Youth-Ami Liquid Skin Peel
. „..)

A Scientific Discovery, harmlessly and painlessly
peels off the old skin and removea surface blemish.-*; tan, dis-
coloration, sunburn, blackheads, whiteheads, larEe porespimples, freckles, etc. Not a clay or cream but a liquid free fromacids and mercury. Booklet, "The Magic of a New Skin" sent

free in plain sealed envelope.

Youth-Ami Laboratories, Dept. F , 30 E. 20th St., New York

who once wrote on her biography slip, after
education, "Vasar," has presumably retired.
Her sisters are shameless. Some of them
do not hesitate to write "No." Others are
not backward about confessing that they
came from the stage, or the typewriter, or
the ribbons. They do not prattle about
their Public.

In fact, the present holders of the title
believe it's all in fun, and act accordingly.
You^ can't kid them about their Public;
they'll say they haven't any. They usually
report, when you visit them for confirma-
tion of the latest engagement report, "Be
yourself! You started that one, and you
know it.^ Let's talk about something in-
teresting."

Poor old Art!

Now that he has really come to stay,
he isn't called by his right name. The
movie has grown from a red, squirming
infant into a giant with a lofty brow, but
they don't make the fuss over him that
they used to. The prodigy has grown up,
that's all.

And so all the movie stars who used to
furnish delicious copy have passed on, and
in their place are a lot of nice, charming
people who have learned which forik to use
but don't brag about it. These new stars
refuse to take themselves seriously. They
work hard, and that's all there is to it. I
haven't heard the old speech for years.

But they haven't forgotten that they
have an audience. How can they, when
that audience determines whether or not
their new contract will call for a raise,
so that they can go to Europe for their
vacation; or buy that country house; or
send Sonny to school? It's that audience
that decides the type of pictures they are
going to make the coming season. Society
dramas or middle-class comedies? Poor lit-

tle rich girl or struggling slum child?
Western or Manhattan motif? It's up to
you!

Call up Lillian Gish and ask her about

rom page 19

her first picture under her new contract
Lillian, the ethereal and serious-minded; the'

great actress of the films; the future Duse.
Does she sigh and say, "Ah, the classics—
the dear, dear classics! I simply must dc
a classic for my next picture." She doe;

not! She takes you to Hicks' for a soda,

and while she stands at the counter sipping
through a straw, remarks that she wished
she knew what they would like to see her
in.

^
"They" meant her Public, but she

wasn't thinking of them as a Public; she
was thinking of them as persons. She
wanted to do a modern story, if she could
find one. The reason she couldn't do The
Outsider, from a modern and recent stage
play, was because the heroine, a little crip-
pled girl, seemed to recall a similar charac-
ter in another current success.

"I think," said Lillian, "that they like

to cry with me. because I still get letters

({Percy Marmoni and Mary Brian in.

"The Street of Forgotten Men."
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a few drops

)ed into the
I and almost
Udiately you
I see "listless

js" begin to

I on new life.

;
lustre, new

«y sheen—
y ends ana
Iggly strands

'ling into glo-

s waves ana

And in 20 minutes

your mirror shows you a

new head of hair—marcelled

and curled as you like it best:

with a natural wave that no

artificial beauty-parlor proc-

ess could possibly duplicate.

^Marvelous New
Spanish Liquid

Vlakes any hair beautifully curly

in 20 minutes
The Spanish Beggar's

Priceless Gift
By Winnijred Rahlon

;U>ROM the day we started to school,

M Charity Winthrop and I were called

|l. the touseled-hair twins.

Our mothers despaired of us. Our hair

Jnply wouldn't behave.

As we grew older the hated name still clung

1 us. It followed us through the grades and

to boarding school. Then Charity's fam-

] r moved to Spain and I didn't see her

-am until last New Year's eve.

A party of us had gone to the Drake Hotel

r dinner that night. As usual I was tern-

y embarrassed and ashamed of my hair.

Horribly self-conscious I was sitting
_
at

le table, scarcely touching my food, wishing

were home. It seemed that everyone had

onderful, lustrous, curly hair but me and

felt they were all laughing or, worse, pitying

i.e behind my back.

My eyes strayed to the dance floor and

lere I saw a beautiful girl dancing with

'om Harvey. Her eye caught mine and

o my surprise she smiled and started toward

lie.

About this girl's face was a halo of golden

urls. I think she had the most beautiful

air I ever saw. My face must have turned

carlet as I compared it mentally with my
wn straggly, ugly mop.

Of course vou have guessed her identity—

'harity Winthrop who once had dull straight

air like mine.
_

It had been five long years since 1 had

een her. But I simply couldn't wait. I blurted out

—

'Charity Winthrop—tell me

—

vhat miracle has happened to

'our hair?'*

She smiled and said myste-

riously, "Come to my room

Imd I will tell you the whole

Charity tells of the

beggar's gift

"Our house in Madrid faceL

a little, old plaza where I V

often strolled after my siestj. A MatcM

"Miguel, the beggar, always occupied the end

bench of the south end of the plaza I always

dropped a few centavos in his hat when I passed and

he soon grew to know me. . ...

"The day before I left Madrid I stopped tc^ bid

him goodby and pressed a gold coin in his palm.

"Hija mia," he said, "You have been very kind

to an old man. Digamelo (tell me) senonta, what

it is your heart most desires."
. , . , , ,.u;

"I laughed at the idea, then said joking y, Mi-

guel, my "hair is straight and dull. I would have it

lustrous and curly."

"Oi«ame, senorita," he said—"Many years ago—

a Castilian prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty.

Her hair was black as a raven's wing and straight as

an arrow. Like you, this lady wanted los pelos nzos

(curly hair). Her husband offered thousands of pesos

to the man who would fulfill her wish. The prize fell

to Pedro, the Droguero. Out of roots and herbs he

brewed a potion that converted the princess straight,

unruly hair into a glorious mass of ringlet curls.

"Pedro, son of the son of Pedro, has that secret

today. Years ago I did him a great service.. Here

you will rind him, go to him and tell your wish.

"I called a cache and gave the driver the address

Miguel had given me. , ,

At the door of the apothecary shop, a lunny old

hawk-nosed Spaniard met me. I stammered out my
explanation. When I finished, he bowed and van-

ished into his store. Presently he returned and

handed me a bottle. v ,'1 T
"Terribly excited—I could hardly wait until 1

reached home. When I was in my room alone, 1 took,

down my hair and applied the liquid as directed. In

twenty minutes, not one second more, the translor-

mation, which you have noted, had taken place.

"Come, Winnifred—applyjt to your own hair and

see what it can do for you."
. , .

Twenty minutes later, as I looked into Charity smir-

ror I could hardly believe my eyes. The impossible had

happened. My dull straight hair had wound itself in-

to curling tendrils. My head was a mass of ringlets

and waves. It shone with a lustre it never had belore.

You can imagine the amazement of the others m
the party when I returned to the ballroom. Every-

body noticed the change. Never did I have such a

glorious night. I was popular. Men clustered about

me. I had never been so happy. •

,

The next morning when I awoke, I hardly dared

look in my mirror fearing it had all been a dream.

But it was true—gloriously true.

My hair was curly and beautiful.

For a long time I kept the se-

cret to myself, but I felt that all

women should be given this re-

markable beauty aid. So it has

been made available through the

Century Chemists. They have

agreed to act as distributors un-

most liberal trial offer,

makes this new found

beauty secret available to all

women, regardless of their finan-

Lovcly Curls cial status.

Now the golden opportunity is yours. .
You no

longer have to spend large, sums of money inbeauty

shops, or endanger your hair., by B«™£«»*
waves" for this remarkable Spanish Curling Fluid,

called "Wave-Sta" will bring you beautifully curly

hair in 20 minutes. One application will keep your

hair beautiful a week or more. • .

Don't delay another minute. Take advantage ot

this liberal trial offer now and always have the

beautiful curly hair you want.

der a

which

Liberal Trial Offer
(Only One Bottle to a Fam ily)

For a limited time, we are

offering a full size bottle of

"Wave-Sta" .
(Spanish Curl-/

ing Fluid) at a price that;

covers only the cost of com-

pounding, advertising and

selling, which we figured

down to $1.97. (Please re-

member: that this is a special

offer for new users only and

we cannot fill more than on-

order for each family at tins

price ) If you are not per-

fectly delighted with results

after using "Wave-Sta" for 5

days, simply return the un-

used portion and your money will be refunded

Under the terms of special trial offer youdo

not have to send any money in advance. Simply

sign and mail the coupon. Then when the post-

man brings this remarkable beauty aid, just

pay him SI. 97, plus a few cents postage, and

your hair worries ore ended forever.

This offer may not be repeated. Remember, we

take all the risk. If "Wave-Sta" doesn't make

vour hair beautifully curly, give it new liu

new lustre, new silky sheen, all you have to do

is notify us and your money ™" b
V£Toffe

full. Have you ever heard of a fauer otierr

CENTURY CHEMISTS
Jackson Blvd., atDesplalnes St., Chicago, 111.

Scud no money—sim,>hi sign and mad the

coupon*

Coupon "
CENTURY CHEMISTS

Jackson Blvd., at Desplaines St.. Dept. t-1

Chicago, 111. ...
Gentlemen: Please send me. in plain %yrapper

by insured parcel post, a full sized bottle ot

"Wave-Sta" (Spanish Curling Fluid). I will

pay postman the special trial price ot tmii.

few cents postage, on delivery, with the tmil-r-

standing that if. after a 5-day trial., I am not

perfectly delighted with this magic curUng

liquid, I may return the unused contents in tpe

bottle and you will immediately return my
money in full.

Name

Address.

Note: If you are apt to be out when tha

postman calls, you may enclose S2 and vta\e-

Sta" will be sent to you postpaid.
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$1 Brings This

JLdiamond
Easy for you to own this beauti-
ful ring or give it as a pre.M'iit.
Simply send $1 to us today

10 DAYS' TRIAL
Wear ring 10 days and if youaon t agree it is on amazing bar-
gain, return it and we will re-
fund your money. If satisfied
Pim U a month until $30 is paid.
FREE catalog. Diamonds, Watches
>onrrJf47nil^2^ A" oi

Est. 1890 Address Dent. 736

Baer Bros. Co.6 MAID EN LA N £ - N EW YoTk

A Shapely Foot is a Joy Forever

BEAUTIFY YOUR
FEET

The Perfection Toe Spring
REMOVES THE ACTUAL
CAUSE of the BUNION
or enlarged joint. Worn
at night, with auxiliary
appliance for day use.
Send outline of foot.

Straighten Your Toes^j
Banish that Bunion

Full particulars in p!ain envelope

C. R. ACFIELD, Foot Specialties
Dept. 110 1328 Broadway New York

FATGet Rid
of Your
Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Ask for my "pny-when-

reduced" offer. I have successfully reduced
thousands of persons, often at the rate of
a pound a day without diet or exercise.
Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed "Physician

State of New York, 286 Fifth Ave., N. Y., Desk S-2

will be paid on songs found suitable for publication

&«Klffi?L?au»f5¥J; {o: immediate examinationF'?UITABLE MUSIC CORPORATION
1658J Broadway New York City

/rite fob. FreeBoqh ON Son& Writini .-

Literary Assistance
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS. PUBLIC SPEAKERS.
Speeches. Orations, Addresses, Essays, etc., prepared to
order on any subject, $3 per thousand words. Manu-
scripts typewritten correctly for publication (with one
carbon copy) $1 per thousand words. Markets for
Literary wares suggested.

F. B. CROSS, STUDIO, 4553 Emerson Ave.. St. Louis. Mo.

iuporfluoujHAIR'allGONE

Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hsir root
without pain or injuries to the
skin in the privacy of your own
home. We teach BeautyCulture.

Send today 3 stamps for
Free Booklet

D.J. MAHLER CO., 38-B Mahler Parfc, Providence, R.V.

TOBACCO HABIT
BANISHED
QUICK, SURE, LASTING RESULTS

Tobacco Redeemer banishes the habit com-
pletely, almost before you know it. An absolutely
scientific, thoroughly reliable treatment. No
matter how long the habit, or in what form used,
you will have no craving for tobacco after you
take this pleasant, inexpensive treatment. This
we positively guarantee. Your money returned
without argument or question if not satisfied.
Write for free explanatory booklet and proof of
what Tobacco Redeemer has done for men addicted
to the tobacco habit. Send post card or letter today.

Newell Pharmaca! Co., Dept. 771 , St. Louis, Mo.

Talmadge
Iph Valeri'
(arewell to

enc\. Can
o r m a is

at that hat?

asking for another part like Bro\en Blos-
soms. If they cry, they go away feeling
happier. I believe they would rather cry
than laugh, providing the tearful picture
has a real message."

But she leaves it to you. Her Mimi in
La Boheme, finally decided upon for her
first part with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will
have sobs and to spare. If she makes you
spoil your make-up, or induces a violent
epidemic of choking among the masculine
members of the audience, remember she's
only trying to please.

_

Corinne Griffith has a reputation for in-
difference, although how she ever got it is

too much for me. She is one of the keen-
est young stars I ever knew. She is very
much in earnest about her pictures, and
she wants to make good ones. But her
beauty is against her. Producers seem to
realize that her charm can carry almost any
old kind of story to success. Corinne
doesn't want to shine at the expense of her
cast and continuity. She wants them to
be as good as she is; then she will deserve
the credit she gets.

Her languid glance is one of her chief
assets on the screen; but the real Corinne
displays little of the languid. She came to
New York to film street scenes for her pic-
ture from Edna Ferber's story, Classified.
In the hottest days, when every one was
trying to forget it by assuring- each other-
that it wasn't the heat, but the humidity,
Corinne Griffith, the graceful, the chic, the
bored beauty, was cooped up in a little old
touring car of ancient vintage on a broiling
street in downtown New York, where the
thermometer registered 112, and going up.
A scene is not taken just once or twice;
the actors repeat it until the director is

satisfied. And location scenes are made
over and over, because they can't be retaken

later.

It was on the same location trip that

Corinne and her cameraman did a little ex

tra work on the east side. The kids down
there are turned loose with huge hoses and
sprinklers in hot weather, while a benevo-
lent city smiles as they splash. Miss Grif-

fith performed her required scenes, and her
staff called it a day. But she didn't. She
thought it might add zest to the New York
atmosphere in her picture if she was seen
watching the boys and girls. So she stayed
on the job and had herself photographed
doing it. And being photographed is no
treat to her. She never has to beg for

close-ups. I promised her I wouldn't men-
tion it, but I was there, and an eye-witness
is a privileged character. That scene may
never be shown on the screen; but she
wasn't going to let anything get by that
might add to the success of the picture.

Besides, it might "go over big."

When Gloria Swanson came home as the
Marquise de la Falaise de la Coudraye, the
eyes of the world were on her. She didn't
have a word to say about "My Art," "My
Public," or even "My Title." No. She
dragged out old pictures of herself, taken
when she was a Sennett bathing girl!

Douglas Fairbanks was the first actor I

ever interviewed. He was called Doug
then, and said "Gee Whiz!" all the time.

He is called Douglas now, and I am pretty
sure has not been guilty of such slang for

years. Curiously enough, he seems more
alive on the screen than off. But so long
as he keeps on giving us such pictures as
The Thief of Bagdad and Don Son of
Zorro, he is entitled to check his personality
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Entertaining and Instructive Books
THE ROMANCE AND REALITY OF FILM LIFE

IS REFLECTED IN THE BOOKS LISTED BELOW

ff If you are interested in photoplay writing, screen acting, motion picture

directing, or motion picture production, the books listed below will be of

great interest. Each book is handsomely bound in gold decorated cloth cover

and will be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned.

Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.

QPRPFN ACTING (By Inez and Helen Klumph) — An authoritativeW~ -^> «a«r«s^^iS^U^n ^TWl^Gii, Colleen
8
Mpove, M^el

Balfn Mae Murray, William S. Hart, Butlx Roland, and many otter distan-

gSed motion picture players, director,, cameramen, and ^np ex^

perts

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING (B y Peter Milne)-Of
^al^tSesfto those in the Motion Picture I^ustry-or—
enter this field. The author was critic for years on Motion Pictuie r^ews

nnd Wids (Film) Daily. He was a member of Scenario and Production
and

pWers - Lasky Corporation. This work contains

STTuf^JT^^ C
y
DeMule, Rex Ingram, Cecil DeMil^

and other famous directors. . • • ?
rnce cpo.uu

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION (B» T. O'Conor Shane,

Pirn LLD)-^e enormous growth in number of motion pieture theatres

created a large and increasing demand for operators. It is an interesting,

^od pa Sg field and requires but a short time to qualify as^.projector

This book includes- the fullest details of practice. . . Price $5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING (By William Lord Wright)-®* author

\^IViv Fditor for Selig Polyscope, Pathe Exchange, and Universal The

hrformktion on" how to write for Motion Pictures and how and wher_e to

submit your ideas ^rice »^UU

MOVING PICTURES
How They Are Made and Worked

$3.50

.

A Veritable

Encyclopedia of the

Moving Picture

Art

!
Pictures

By FREDERICK A. TALBOT

New Edition, Completely Revised and Reset.

Numerous Illustrations.

It tells of the romances, the adventures, the great prepara-

tions of marvellous ingenuity and the hundreds of other

things that go into the making of moving picture plays.

It shows how inventors have overcome difficulties up to

the present status of the business. It is a popular account

of everything concerning the subject — trick pictures and

how they are produced; pictures in color; pictures that

move and talk; the making and costs of the most elaborate

"sets" and studio equipment; the risks taken by photog-

raphers and players; the secrets of many sensational climb-

ing and jumping feats; what the audience does not see

hi" the most daring wild animal films, and a great many

other inside facts the "movie" patron delights in knowing.

Am, one of the above books will be mailed on receipt of advertised price to any address in tlie

V. 8. A.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
BOOK DEPARTMENT

236 WEST 55th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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New Discovery
Clears Body and Face
of Objectionable Hair

SCIENCE has taken a rare old Oriental
secret and perfected a remarkable
soothing balsam that eases out super-

fluous hair in a jiffy—and at the same
time checks its growth!
Hair on chin, on cheeks, on arms, on

legs can now be removed— without the
danger of having it grow back again
heavier than ever before. Nothing like
this extraordinary method has ever been
known. It is safe, scientific, absolutely
effective the first time it is applied. Beauty
experts recommend it. Women heartily
acclaim it. In case after case it is proving
that unsightly, objectionable hair is un-
necessary.

What Is This Method?
Women who have vainly tried for years to get

rid of objectionable hair on the face and body
are astounded. What is this new method, they
want to know? How does it achieve such mar-
velous results—not only lifting out the hair
quickly and gently, but actually retarding its
growth ?

The process represents the newest, most scien-
tific and correct method for destroying super-
fluous hair without electricity, without ordinary
depilatories or "surface" methods that remove
the hair temporarily, and often stimulate an even
heavier growth of hair. The product itself is
made of the finest Oriental balsams and is as
easy to apply as a cold cream. The whole

process is quick and simple, and not at all un-
pleasant.

There is nothing messy or disagreeable about
this new method—no bad odors to be tolerated—no painful breaking or pulling of the hair.
It's wonderful—the very discovery you've been
waiting for! Get rid of that unsightly hair at
once. You can; in the -privacy of your, home.

Free
"The New Way to Destroy

Objectionable Hai r."

The whole fascinating story of this new method,
what it is, how it works, what it will do for you,
is told in this interesting little book, illustrated
with actual photographs. We will be glad to send
you a copy absolutely free and without obliga-
tion. See for yourself how easily, quickly and
inexpensively superfluous hair troubles can -be
removed

! Send for your copy of the free book
TODAY! F. C. IRWIN, M.D., Dept. 88, 730
Fifth Ave., N. Y.

F. C. Irwin, M. D., Dept. 88
730 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
You may send me free and without obligation,

your interesting little book, "The New Way to
Destroy Superfluous Hair."

Name

Address

City State..

A BOOK OF BOOKS

Thru the Stars to Success"
By Belle Bart

This handsome cloth-bound book is written in simple non-technical language.
It gives a delineation of character of those born under each of the twelve
zodiacal signs. It points out weaknesses in your nature and methods for

correction. It indicates vocational aptitudes.
The planets at birth endow you with certain abilities. One is gifted with

a talent for a definite kind of work. With the aid of this book you gain a
knowledge of your desires and ambitions that enable you to transmute them
into factors for success.

"Thru the Stars to Success" gives the future conditions kx each in-
dividual, scheduled according to month and year up until 1930.

PRICE $3.00
Delivered to any address in the U. S.

Order from

Screenland's Book Dept., 236 W. 55th St., NewYork, N.Y.

C[ George O'Brien ta\es his pet
to location during the filming

of "Havoc."

when he chooses. ' The actor has become a

business man. "Mind your own business"
is a good motto, whichever way you look
at it.

Once upon a time, I used to be present
when stars addressed their maids with the

aid of slippers and hair-brushes hurled in

their direction, because they read some-
where that artistes acted like that. At
luncheon one day with a ready-made star,

the filet de sole was returned to the cook
through the air, with the star's compliments.
But ho, for the good old days! Pola Negri,
who might be forgiven for just a little dis-

play of temperament, considering her Euro-
pean education, completely demoralized the

domestic staff of the Hotel Ambassador on
her recent sojourn in New York. Lillian

Gish, who lived in the same hotel, said that

the maids fairly worshipped the Polish

actress. She never lost her temper. She
made no unreasonable demands. And she

turned over half her floral offerings to these

fans of the bed-chambers. By their maids
you can get the goods on them—believe

me, I know!
Temperament has gone out. Common

sense has come in. Especially in the studios
is prattle of art and public practically ver-

boten. Spend an afternoon with Bebe Dan-
iels, for instance. After she has done thej
same scene a dozen times she hops off the

i

set and looks around for somebody to kid.

Sometimes it is her leading man. Bebe is

noted for her camaraderie, which, with
Bebe, usually means that the handsome hero
has his chair pulled out from under him;
or the dignified movie father is suddenly
seized and fox-trotted about the set. The
director calls "Be-be!" With a mock salute

Miss Daniels responds. "Pardon me while
I give another masterpiece of dramatic ex-

pression to an eager world," she says as

she snaps into it. Bebe is just one of the
stars who works, and works hard, without
talking about it. If her public walked in

on her, she would kid them, too.

When such a phenomena as a really old-

fashioned star occurs, film row begins to

buzz. The latest was a beautiful brunette
queen of comedy, heralded after a few pic-

tures as a pulchritudinous find. She came



Double and TripleYourPresent Earnings
—stopping this waste

ii

U. S. Qovernment Saves $750,000
The United States Government—which in the

.,past has not been noted for economy— now
' recognizes the importance of a Traffic JDepart-
iment. During- the year ended June 30, 1923,

. such a department, newly organized, worked out

economies in packing1

, rating and routing ship-

'ments that saved the tax-payers more than

5750.000.

Woolworih Company Saves $200,000
In 1922 the Traffic Department of the Wool-

worth Company saved $45,000— (1) by weighing
"freight and express shipments at the time of

:.delivery and comparing the actual weights with
theweightsbilled.and (2) bycheckingthccharges

1'to see that the proper classification had been
:' applied and the correct rates assessed. The totaj

lamount saved by its Traffic Department in 192o

'was in excess of $200,000.

State of Michigan Saves $160,000
Two young men, trained by LaSalle Extension

University, were largely responsible for saving

the State of Michigan, over a two-year period,

,
more than $160,000. —This thru its newly created

, Traffic Department.

Demurrage Charges in Error—
}Firm Saves $9,870

Not long ago a manufacturing firm in Chicago
decided to employ an expert traffic man. The
first week the President of the concern handed
him a check for $13,460 and advised him that it

covered demurrage charges on cars for the past

four years— bills that had been "hanging fire."
_

i Upon going over these bills the Traffic Manager
discovered that over two-thirds of them were in

error, as the cars had been "run around" Chicago
freight yards instead of incurring the demurrage
as alleged. Settlement was made with the car-

riers for $3,590, resulting in a saving of $9,S70.

•

Manufacturer Revises

Packing Methods-
Saves $136,000 in One Year
The way in which goods are packed is an im-

portant factor in determining classification. A
plan worked out by the Traffic Department of a

well known concern making Kitchen Cabinets—
which provided for detaching the legs of the

Cabinet and shipping- the entire outfit in corru-

gated paper cartons— effected a saving which in

1923 amounted to $136,000.

The loss to railroads and manufac-

turers, due to the improper crating of

merchandise, runs into the millions of

dollars. Practically every dollar of that

loss is preventable.

The trained Traffic Manager knows
what to do to eliminate that loss.

Every day his specialized training

proves its worth in dollars-and-cents

savings to the company that employs

him—proves his right to a handsome
salary.

Take the matter of scientific packing.

A well-known concern manufacturing

Kitchen Cabinets— acting on the rec-

ommendation of its Traffic Manager

—

worked out a plan for detaching the

legs of the Cabinet and shipping the

entire outfit in corrugated paper cartons.

In a single year the total saving result-

ing from this change amounted to

$136,000. How is that for an oppor-

tunity to show results?

Again—take the matter of classifica-

tion, weighing and routing. In 1923,

the saving effected by the Traffic De-
partment of the Woolworth Company
—thru the application of a scientific

understanding of Traffic Management

—

amounted to more than $200,000. Do
you wonder that the man who heads

that department commands a big five-

figure salary?

How do men prove their title to such

salaries?

—

By saving big money for

the firms they work for.

Traffic Management—
A Field of Unlimited Opportunities

Traffic Management is a new and rapidly

growing profession in which men who make
good command incomes ranging from §50

to $200 a week, and even better. Ten thou-

sand a year for an experienced and capable

Traffic Manager is not large. At least three

of the leading automobile manufacturers

pay their Traffic Managers twice that figure.

"Bigmen," says J. Ogden Armour, "are

simply small men who have had a chance

to grow." Give yourself that chance!

Can you make savings for your firm or in

your field which would justify doubling

your salary? Can you do what thousands

of others are doing every day of their

lives?

Only 2c and two minutes stand between
you and the answer to those important

questions.

Simply indicate on the coupon the field

in which you desire success and we will

send you without cost a book describing the

LaSalle salary-doubling plan and the oppor-
tunities in that field.

Can you afford to turn the page without

making this slight effort to insure your
business future?

CLIP AND MAIL
LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
The World's Largest Business Training Institution

Dept. 8419-TR Chicago

I should be glad to have an outline

of your salary -doubling plan, to-

gether with a copy of "Traffic
Management," also a copy of

"Ten Years' Promotion in One,
all without obligation,

Traffic Management
_

How Traffic Men Make Money:

Other LaSalle Opportunities
The LaSalle plan opens the way to success in every
important field of business. Check below the oppor-
tunity that appeals to you.

Business Management
Modern Salesmanship
Higher Accountancy
Expert Bookkeeping
C. P. A. Coaching
Law: Degree of LL.B.
Commercial Law
Railway- Station
Management
Industrial Management

Modern Foremanship
and Production Methods
Personnel and Employ-
ment Management
Banking and Finance
Modern Business Corre-
spondence and Practice
Business English
Commercial Spanish
Effective Speaking

Name.

Present Position..

Address
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Classic Development of the Bust

K3C to every woman
(This information sent

YOUR WOMANLY BEAUTY can be developed. The secret of woman's
charm is a beautiful, fully developed figure—a bust like sculptors carve in

marble and artists portray on canvas. The very femininity of woman demands
that she be thus perfectly developed.

BEAUTY OF FORM is woman's natural birthright. It is just as whole-

some and right that a woman should be physically charming and attractive,

as it is for flowers to bloom in springtime and cast a sweet fragrance by

their presence. Physical beauty can be cultivated, for the body—plastic like

clay—will respond to the application of nature's laws to a degree little

dreamed of by the average person. There is always a way to accomplish
the things that are wholesome and right, and since it is perfectly natural

for every woman to have a full, rounded bust, it is easy to produce
such development with the right method.

H?v Motion Picture Actress Delighted
Betty McCoy, Movie Actress, Los Angeles, whose photo is shown at

I
the left, says: "I am delighted with the results from the use of The

i New National, which has given me a three-inch increase in size—

a

remarkable firmness and classic contour. A number of my friends

have recently remarked on my improved appearance."

Booklet Tells "HOW" FREE!
Write today for free booklet containing an article by Dr. C. S.

Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, telling

how any woman may receive development in the shortest possible time.'

Simply wonderful the results produced. Let us send you photographic

,
proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method,

writes quickly. Simply send your name and address on a postcard fi

under sealed postage, if you enclose 4c stamps.)

THE OLIVE CO., Dept. 30 GLARINDA, IOWA

Slenderizing
Hand
Beaded
Genuine

Tussah
SILK
Dress

t#C.0.D.

Made of genuine
Tussah Silk and \
Hand Beaded! Al« VSi

most unbelievable \
to get a bargainA
suchas this,but see |it

foryourself entirely
ON APPROVAL.
Every cent back if
notsatisfied in every
way. All over hand
beaded with genuine
colored Bugle Beads.
Youcan see foryour-
selfhow the Vcollar.
and the long,up-and»
down panel arrange-
ment of the beadingto
elenderizingthe figure.
Sash ties in back.

SEND NO MONEY
Cut rush yourorder Now!
Give us Name, Address.
Size and Color. We will
ohip the dress by parcel
Dost. Pay the mailman
?,3.98 and a few pennies
orpostage whenthepacfc
age arrives.Then examine
the dress in your home.^f
not entirely satisfied in '

every way return the
dress to us and we
will refund the entire
$3.98. Could any-
thing befairer?

Biggest
Bargain
We Ever
Offered

Stout

Sizes

48
to 54

MoneyBack
If Not

Satisfied

Be Sure to
State Size
and Color

BRADLEY,MERRIAM & SMITH
Dept. A343 Omaha. Nebr.

New Hollywood Craze!
Movie-Fan's Locket Ring i'or

displaying your favorite's photo
where you can 6ee it all day long!

Or put in sweetie's picture, a
butterfly, or lock of hair. Solid

Sterling Silver SI .97. Genuine
Gold Shell S2.97. Send stamps or
money order (15c extra if C.O.D.).

Orient Exchange, Box 14, Sta. M, New York, Dept. S.L-I

BEAUTYPEEL ^HSH^SSSnr-
CREATES BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION BY PEELING OFF

tan freckles, blemishes, pimples, blackheada, liver

epota, wrinkled, acne, muddy, oily skins. .NON-ACID
t.j lotion. Painless, barniless.L Effects J"*"

| dtfer and "The Art oS Kaco Peeling" FREE.

Newlyn Chemical Company, Inc.
233 Newlyn Building Los Angeles, Calif.

IpFTIS1 BROS.S CO. f£l-g

DIAMONDS WATCHES
CASHorCREDIT
^^a&^ DIAMOND IMPORTERS

We import Diamonds direct from
Europe and sell direct by mail—

a

great saving to you. Our Diamonds
are "quality" gems, blue white,
perfect-cut, personally inspected by
^our expert buyers.

SEND FOR CATALOG
Over 2,000 illustrations of Diam _
set Jewelry. Watches. Pearls. Mesh
Bags, Silverware, etc. Sent prepaid
for your Free Examination.
TERMS: Goods delivered on first pay-
ment of one-tenth of purchase pric;
balance In equal amounts, payable

ekly. semi-monthly, or monthly, as
ivenlont.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Refunded

WEDDING RINGS
All Platinum, $2S up. With
Diamonds: Three Diamonds.
$65; five Diamonds $80; NO. 16 - Wrist Watch. Solid
seven Diamonds. $95; nine 18 .k White Gold. 17-Jewels.

edbTDtam-o'nds^^SoM guaranteed f27 .SO; 16
White or Green Gold.$5 up. Jewels, U-k. $22.50.

Railroad Watches—Guaranteed to Pass Inspection
HAMILTON NO. 992. 21Jewels. Adjusted to 6 Posi-

tlons. Gold filled 25-Year Case .... **9
ELGIN'S LATEST RAYMOND, 21 Jewels, 8 Adj. $ec

Kuns 40hour8One windine. Gold filled 20-Yr. Case '33
ILLINOIS "BUNN SPECIAL," 21 Jewels. Adjusted to CCA

6 Positions. Gold filled 26-Year Case. *OU
THE NATIONALJEWELERS

DEPT. C-26
108 N. State St. .Chicago, III.

BROS.&CO. ISS8 Stores In Leading Cities

RADIO FANS— Listen in on WHT every Monday night
from 7 to 7:30, every Friday night from 9:30 to 10, cen-
tral standard time. Loftis Bros. & Co.'s hour of music.

The Tiller Shoe
DANCING FLATS for STAGE AND

STREET WEAR
Writes the famous John Tiller: "Mr. Barney is the only

American manufacturer who has been able to make shoes
that can stand up under the hard wear given by Tiller girls."

This special dancing flat- -leather lined, hand turned, cov-
ered heels- -now obtainable for general use onstage or street I

Write for Catalogue W — MAIL ORDER our specialty
Mailed C. O. D. — satisfaction guaranteed — on receipt of foot outline.

Barney's
304 W. 42nd ST.
NEW YORK

Patent Leather
Bl. & W. Kid
Gr. & Bed Kid
Bl. & W. Satin
W.& Pink Canvas
Split Fiber Soles,

$1.50 extra

to New York and caught a cold in trie

head. Maybe that was why she suddenly
developed a complex. She began to talk

about her duty to her fans, which was cer-

tainly interesting, since she hadn't any yet.

She visited her home town and wouldn't
speak to her old friends. The last I heard
of her she was back in California, so busy
talking about her work that she didn't have
time to do any.

The best example of a satisfactory star

I ever knew was Wally Reid. He was
happy and careless and gay, always. He
never spoke about his following and rarely

alluded to his own pictures unless pressed.

Yet he took his work seriously. He was
intensely fond of it. His favorite role was
Peter Ibbetson in Forever. He never for-

got his friends. He answered their letters.

And he inspired in them a devotion that

did not die with him.

The upstage star is the unpopular star.

Tommy Meighan first told me what the

expression meant. "And never be like

that," smiled Tommy. He took his own
advice. He hasn't changed. He is so

much in earnest about his work that he
sometimes fails to get the right perspective

on it. But he is always open to advice,

from anybody.

Just the other day, how all your little

ears must have burned! D. W. Griffith was
talking about you. "What," he wanted to

know, "do they want?" He believes that

his Isn't Life 'Wonderful? appealed to only

a few; and he proceeded to answer his own
question by reminding himself that Way
Down East attracted more audiences and
made more money than any of his pictures.

Griffith is an experimenter. He does not
say, never has said, "The public wants this,

or that." He admits he doesn't know. But
he keeps trying.

Cecil B. deMille, the other director whose
personality is as familiar to you as the stars

themselves, seems to have made up his mind
what they want and sticks to it. So he may
be said to have made up their minds for

them. So far, he hasn't changed it.

No matter how important Harold Lloyd

becomes, it is a safe bet he will never be

deaf to the fey dissenting voices among
all the hurrahs. When he hears a "no"
among the yesses, he wants to know why,
and he comes right out and asks why. He
isn't belligerent about it. You have a per-

fect right not to like his comedies if you
feel like it. But he figures you may have
a good reason and he wants to know it.

Douglas MacLean sometimes goes so far

as to admit that he isn't always right as

a fun-maker. He doesn't stop at that. He,
too, demands a reason. It might help him
next time.

Of course, there are the few who grab

their salaries and spend them without any

qualms of conscience about how they earned

them. There is the married star whose

husband answers every criticism of his wife's

work with querulous questions as to how
better criticisms may be bought. There are

always the stars who work from day to day

in any old picture for any cheap company,
content so long as they make more than

their fellows. There's the star who regards

picture work as a funny way of killing

time; she can't be buying clothes every day,

and she's been to Europe. But these aren't

the real stars. Take a good look at them
because they won't be with us long.

And if you still run across an occasional

speech about "My Public," remember that

you were young once, yourself.
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The Little Ways of Love— continuedfrom pagen
hundred times. And that time you played

Aunt Jemima
"

"Never mind that " Aunty Peck

stopped her with uplifted hands, "tell me
how you happen to have this date with

Herb. I didn't know you had been seeing

him lately."

"I haven't been," Kitty admitted. "But

then you can't expect an honest-to-goodness

star to have much to do with a little extra

girl like me. And Herb's so decent—so

really splendid, you know, that he wouldn't

follow a girl about just for the fun he
might get out of it. I haven't seen him
for ages really—but just as I was leaving

the lot today, I ran right into him. Say,

he was a sight for sore eyes! You know
his hair—all slicked back with your best

patent leather pumps—and his face—one

grin from ear to ear—and his eyes
"

Kitty paused— "His eyes—oh, well, never

mind them; they are brown anyway. And
he was honest'to-goodness glad to see me.

He nearly shook my arm off and right away
he said, 'Say, Kitty, if you aren't busy to-

night—how about a little dinner at The
Tingle Bell.7 ' And so there you are

"

Kitty made a little curtsy, "And here I

am on my way to meet him."
"Not in that outfit!" Aunty Peck ex-

claimed. "You surely aren't going to din-

ner with a real star in a blue jersey sport

outfit. And if you are going at all, you
had better hurry into some suitable frock.

It is about two shakes to six o'clock now."
"You've said it," Kitty kicked a brown

pump clear across the room, "I'll have to

Kitty had . known the storms and the dark'

ness and the burden of many hardships.

There had been times when she did not

laugh. Neither had she cried. But she had

set her mouth in a firm little line and deter-

mined to win out against the world some-

how. And the world had not been ada-

mant to her grit and her courage and her

Irish determination. She had left a sick

mother in the east and sought for Fame
and Fortune in Hollywood. Especially had

she sought the Fortune, for the doctors at

home had told her a long rest in a sani-

tarium would bring health and strength to

her mother again. For quite a while Kitty

had been more than content with the money
which her "small part" work brought her.

It meant there was enough to send home
every week, especially if she made her own
clothes and was careful not to spend too

lavishly, as she saw some of the other girls

on the lot doing. But that first time she

played a tiny part in a picture with Herbert

Boynton, she had begun to dream of Fame.

Herb had worked for it—and found it.

Perhaps if she found it too—well, that

might make him more aware of her—not

just as a sweet little Irish miss he liked to

be friends with—but as some one very

wonderful he might come to love.

Kitty O'Hara never told any one about

her dream of Fame. Not even did she tell

Aunty Peck with whom she had come to

live. Most of the girls about the lot did

tell their troubles and their joys to Martha
Peck, wardrobe mistress of the True-art

Picture Company. Sometimes she was cast

C[ Conrad K[agel (right) as the Du\e in "The Only Thing" is being

taught to fence by Emilio, Hollywood's famous fencing master.

hurry. I'm wearing my white georgette

tonight. Herb likes simple things—especial-

ly on me—he said so once— He's given me
a lot of good advice, really!"

"Oh, is that so!" Aunty Peck hummed
softly. "And has he ever given you any
advice on the little ways of love?"
"No—he hasn't," Kitty began to un-

fasten her dress. "And besides, Herb isn't

the least romantic. He's the best sport

—

and the finest friend a girl could have

—

and what more do you want, can you tell

me?"
"Sure—I could tell you," Aunty Peck

agreed, "but you wouldn't listen to me if

I tried. I'll run along and see about getting

some dinner of my own—ah me for a Loch-
invar that wouldn't mind paying my dinner
checks

"

Kitty laughed and made haste with her
preparations. Her laugh was light as this-

tledown blown on the winds of the world.
She was young and merry and carefree. To
her all Life was good and the days were
fair. Not always had the days been fair.

for small character parts, but whether on

the lot or out on location, she was always

Aunty Peck to the girls—and to the stars

as well. Almost at once she had taken little

Kitty O'Hara under her motherly wing, and
a warm affection had grown up between
them.

By seven Kitty was ready when Herb
called for her in his sporting grey roadster.

With a soft kiss for the elderly woman,
and a "I'll bring you home something nice,

old dear," she was away in a ripple of

laughter and a mist of white georgette. It

was an evening of June, balmy and sweet-

scented and enchanting. Something within
Kitty's heart was as magical and as sweet

as the evening. Not every night did she

have such fun as this. . .

A SHORT fifteen minute ride brought
them to the homey, inviting entrance

of The Tin\le Bell.

"I always like to dine' here," Herb Boyn-
ton said as he helped her to alight. "It is

(Continued on page 90)

FRANCES
MARION

She is America's highest paid screen

writer. She has written a majority

of the biggest pictures in film his-

tory. Her skilful continuity and
advice has helped the rise of many
of screendom's stars, among them
Mary Pickford and Norma Tal-

madge.

How well she knows the movie
folk! There are few people in

the industry who know so much
about the pictures, ---who have so
much to tell!

She tells it in MINNIE FLYNN,
the first real novel of the movies.

It is a story of the rise and fall

of a typical movie star. In the

background are many of the big

people of the screen its stars,

directors and backers.

Being intimately of the screen, it

is a story of love and lust, of the
squandering of beauty and honor,
tn a mad struggle to reach fame
and keep it.

"MINNIE FLYNN is a slice of
life." N. Y. Telegram-Mail.

* 'There is no putting aside the

book till it is finished."

Boston Evening Transcript.

"No movie-struck girl should fail

to read MINNIE FLYNN."
Boston Herald.

"You find yourself laughing one
minute and thrilling the next.*'

Chicago Daily News.

Anyone interested in the movies
must have this book. The story

itself is too thrilling to miss and
in addition it offers the fullness of

Frances Marion's knowledge of the

movie game a knowledge that

could not be gained by ten ordinary
lifetimes of experience.

MINNIE

FLYNN
By Frances Marion

4th Edition - - S2.00

B0mE L.VER.GHT £«»
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CREENLA
of studios DANCE

Dance for Happiness

New York

Phone BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

East of Times Square

B. BERNARDI, M.B.
Formerly ballet master Breslau Theatre:

Solo danseur, Grind Opera, Paris,
Royal Theatre, Munich

Personal Instruction in Toe, Ballet,

Oriental, Spanish, etc.

Teachers' Course Children's Classes

Classes now training for forthcoming
productions

Students of approved talent are offered an
intensive course on attractive terms

SEND FOR BOOKLET
124 West 75th St. New York

Telephone Endicott 5144

OMR.
and MISS H

URYE A
Tuition in

DANCE CALISTHENICS
BALLET AND BALLROOM DANCING
Teachers of Teachers and Lay Students

BALLROOM HOTEL DES ARTISTES
1 West 67th St., New York

Mme. LA CHAPPELLE
149 West 57th Street Phone
New York Circle 1243

Thorough training in the art of dancing, all

branches, including acrobatics.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

EVANS & FLETCHER
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
All Styles Stage Dancing

313 W. 46th St., N. Y. Long. 9089

EMETERIO GALI
Modern Argentine and French Tango

Simplified Method of Teaching
Calisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom

Lessons can be given at your
home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK
Telephone, Circle 8495

New York

HERMANN & DEMUTH
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway Phone
New York Circle 10319

CLIFF JEROME
formerly of "NED WAYBURN STUDIOS"

Specializing in c • ^
Sensational Sta^e Dancing

Special Rates — $5.00 a week
A professional "specialty" routine every week

Studio 711, 1658 BROADWAY
Phone CIRCLE 9121 New York City

LENORA All Styles

Dancing Taught
PUPILS PLACED

STUDIO 310 — 1658 B'way, N. Y.

Circle 3127.

LOUIS VECCHIO
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.

"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.

1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., N. Y. CITY

JOHN BOYLE
324 WEST 42nd ST., N. Y.

Tel. Penn. 4733
The Dance Master who starts in where all the

others leave off.

All styles taught. Pupils— Fred Stone,
Frances White, Wellington Cross, Tom Patri-
cola, Hal Skelly, Ida May Chadwiek, Tom
Dingle, Chester Fredericks, Olin Howland.

SPANISH DANCING
Taught by

AURORA ARRIAZA
637 Madison Ave. ' New York

Cor. 59th St. Tel. Regent 7348

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACK BLUE
231-233 W. 51st ST. Circle 6136

New York

DON L EN O
Who has been established 20 years, is known to
every Theatrical Manager as an Actor, Producer
of Novelty Stage Dances, Musical Comedy and
Vaudeville Acts. Exhibition Dances created and
arranged.

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Was taught the ARGENTINE TANGO by the
famous DON LENO. Maker of Stars and Dancing
Teachers. 117 West 48th St., New York.

MARTIN FERRARI
Progressive School of Dancing. Special feature
for Motion Picture Artists. Instructions in the
art of Mimeodrama and Pantomime.

226 WEST 50th STREET, NEW YORK
Phone Circle 8170

ULIA HUDAK
formerly Premiere Danseuse

of the
MILAN GRAND OPERA
MADRID ROYAL OPERA
MONTECARLO CASINO

OPERA
CHICAGO GRAND OPERA
Class and Private Instruction
n Ballet. Character Dancing
ind Pantomimic Art—Talent-
ed pupils placed.

CHILDREN'S CLASSES
Special Course for Teachers.

Arranging Dances
Staging Ballets

Write for booklet.

PHONE CIRCLE 4251

1658 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK

DANCING TEAMS WANTED
For Vaudeville. Hotels, Cabarets and Club Work.

FRED LEQUORNE
specializing in forming teams, partners secured, dances
arranged, teams managed and placed. Argentine tango.
Apache dance, acrobatic waltz Adagio, Whirlwind One-
Step and Charleston. Routines arranged lor beginner,
advanced and professionals. Special teachers' coui"se
during August. Call, phene or write LEQUORNE
STUDIOS, 1658 Broadway, Roo.n 607. Circle 7933

daiusian
.Academy o/l

Dancing
Our Instruction in Spanish Dancing
and Fado Portuguez Is Unrivaled.

Specialistsin Genuine Tango Argentina (Tango Milonga)

.

Classic, Ballet and Toe Dancing taught. Limbering and Stretching Exercises.
Instruction in Apache, Character. Oriental and Greek Dancing.
Courses for children, beginners, professionals and teachers.

Private or Class Lessons.
Standardized method of Ballroom Dancing, also La Java and Ballroom Tango.

Classes in SPANISH DANCING daily, from 12 to 1.

Evening classes for business girls.

Castanet playinn through the unexcelled Beaucaire
method easily and quickly mastered.

Juan de Beaucaire, Director
173 MADISON AVENUE (34th Street)

Telephone, ASHIand 2059 New York City
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DIRECTORY

Instruction
Dance for Health

Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military
5

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

Dance for Strength

New York New York

LA SYLPHE
Ballet : : Acrobatic : : Orientale

1658 Broadway, corner 51st Street

Telephone Circle 10448 New York City
^

JAG MAC'S
Famous School of Acrobatics
Tor the Development of all kinds of sensa-

tional Dancing. Personal instruction for

every pupil.

223-225 West 46th St., New York
•Phone CHICKERING 3127

Important Notice

ALBERTINA RASCH, Inc.

Dance Studio

113 West 57th Street, New York City

Tel. CIRCLE 8232

Richard Sylvester says—
"The Dance World owes its

greatest debt of gratitude to the

activities of Albertina Rasch for

establishing a school producing its

own shows where girls accepted as

pupils are assured of a later en-

gagement.
"

After exhausting their funds in

various schools where no engage-

ments are offered, girls invariably

all end by applying to our organ-

isation for positions.

We have now over 150 Dancers

employed in our companies and

need 200 more for our fall produc-

tions, including Solo Dancers.

Such a Movement is deserving

of the support of all dance stu-

dents who can join our classes at

all times.

Halkt—Interpritive and

Stage 'Dancing

TEACHERS 1 COURSE
CHILDREN'S CLASS

Catalogue on Request

jHome
^Jomaroffsomarons^k

J?ud[y
r^ursG

J

^)3oJy)3ui(Jing

Develop Your Body and
Learn How to Dance

4 Newly Created Books for

Home Study
At a price that would not pay for one private

lesson from the author, A. TOMAROFF.
BOOK No. I — Postpaid SI. 60

Body Building, Stretching, Limbering.
BOOK No. 2 — Postpaid $1.60

Simple and advanced tumbling, such as
cartwheels, hand stands, splits, limbers and

somersaults.
BOOK No. 3 — Postpaid $2.85

Taps, Musical Comedy, Character Dancing,
High Kicks.

BOOK No. 4 — Postpaid $2.10

Bar exercises, a fundamental study for
ballet, toe and classical dancing.

ENTIRE SET OF BOO KS — Postpaid $7.00

All Books are Fully Illustrated
To prove how easy it is to learn by my simple

method send 15c. for 6 sample lessons.

Make your selection and send cash (registered) or
money order to

A. TOMAROFF
110 West 47th Street, Dept. 16, New York City

Satisfaction Guaranteed

BALLROOM DANCING
taught by

MISS FAY EVELYN
Beginners and Advanced Pupils.
Lessons private. Day or evening.

Tango Specialized.
INSTRUCTION UNRIVALLED.

900 - 7th AVE., N. Y. C.
At 57th St. Circle 7592

I?

VALODIA VESTOFF
MME. MICHALOVA
CLASSIC CHARACTER ECCENTRIC
Ballets and Dances Created and Staged

Professional and Beginners'
Classes I*

136 W. 72nd St. New York City W
Phone Trafalgar 5636

New York

HELENE ACROBATIC

V K OLA DANCING
Ballet Technique, Limbering and Stretching

Special Classes for Children
564 RIVERSIDE DR., N. Y. TEL. MORN. 5161

The BILLY PIERCE STUDIO
Charleston "Strutt" and Black Bottom

Lady Attendant — Colored Instructors — No Classes

Suite 307, Navex Bldg., 225 W. 46th St.

New York
Phone Lackawanna 0275 Clarence Bradley, Instructor

Open 10 A. M. to 10 P. M.

COURTESY OUR WATCH WORD

Specializing

in Acrobatic

Instruction

for

Sensational

Stage

Dancing

Stretching and Limbering Exercises
ALL TYPES of DANCING TAUGHT for STAGE

or SOCIAL AFFAIRS
Mile. Amy Mantova and Eddie Russell

Formerly N. Y. Hippodrome
Associated with the COLE STUDIOS.

TOE — BALLET — CLASSICAL — CHARACTER
DANCES — BUCK-WING — CLOG

ECCENTRIC — HIGH-KICKING — ACROBATIC
and CHARLESTON DANCES

Arranged and Routined.

GEO. COLE STUDIOS
249 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK CITY

M A C H A I R A
Known in the best Artistic and Society Circles.

Society, Classic & Original Argentine
Tango for Ballroom and Stage.

Personal Instruction — Catalog on Bequest
BROADWAY 8C 77th ST. ENDICOTT 7330

John Tiller's
DANCING SCHOOL OF

AMERICA, Inc.

226 West Seventy-second Street

New York City

Special Rates to Professionals Now Working
Who May Wish To Improve.

Classes Forming in Groups of Six,or Eight.

Special Attention to Children

MARY READ, Secretary
Phone Endicott 8215-6

ENRICO ZANFRETTA, M. B.
1658 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

Studio 610. Phone, Circle 0788.

Teacher of the Most Famous
European and American Celebrities.

Ballet, Character, Toe,
Deportment, Pantomime

BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED CLASSES.

CARTER-WADDELL
SCHOOL OF DANCING

For the Professional. The Amateur, and The Teacher.

18 West 72nd Street, New York
Tel. ENDICOTT 4188

ADELAIDE & HUGHES
(America's Representative Dancers)

Studio of Dance
Advanced, intermediate and beginners' classes for chil-

dren and adults in Ballet, aesthetic and tap dancing.

Complete training for society or the stage. Write for

Catalog A.

45 West 57th St. Plaza 7635
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Whiten
YourSkin
Almost

jOver
Night
No more freckles,

no more blackheads,

no more sallow skin!

A new discovery

called Golden Pea'

cock Bleach Creme
clears and whitens your

skin with amazing quick-

ness! Now you can clear

your skin of redness,

roughness, blotches, mud-
diness or any blemish.

Minute Dest
An Unsolicited

Letter
"Almost overnight

Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme re-
moved all tan from
my face, and when I

Rot up in the morn-
ing my husband
asked if I felt ill be-
cause I looked so
pale. I told him of
the preparation and
he said he could
hardly believe his
eyes. I did not look
the same person.

"

Mrs. M. M-, Royal
Oak, Mich.

There is hidden beauty in your
Bkin. Dust, wind, and clogged
pores may have injured it. But
underneath— j ustwaiting to be
brought out— is a clear, vividly
beautiful complexion. Banish
ireckles, pimples and black-
heads this new way; don't let

liver splotches, moth patches,
tan or sallowness mar your
beauty. Make this 3-minute-
before-bedtime test. Smooth
this cool, fragrant creme on
your skin. The very nextmorn-
ing look into your mirror.

MoneyBack Guarantee
So wonderful—so Quick—are the results of this

new scientific ' cream that we absolutely guarantee
it! Send for a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme
now—today. Use it for only live nights. Then if

you are not delighted and,
amazed with the trans-

formation, your money will

be instantly refunded. Just

enclose a $1 bill with your
order and mail direct.

Don't be without the nat-

ural radiant beauty that

lies hidden in your skin.

PARIS TOILET CO. 338 Oak Street, Paris, Tenn.

IdealSummerVacaticns A
ermudA
Only2Days fromNewYorkJL

8-Day Tours -$90.00 and up
Including all Expenses

Longer Tours in proportion

Bermuda is cool in Sum-
mer. Average Summer
temperature, 77 deg.

All Outdoor Sports

Sailing. Bathing, Golf,
Tennis, Crystal Caves,

Sea Gardens, etc.

Sailings Twice Weekly
Via Palatial,

Twin-Screw, Oil Burning, Transatlantic Liners

S. S. "Fort Victoria" and
S. S. "Fort St. George"

N E.W YORK
H A I- 1 F A. XQUEBEC

3 DELIGHTFUL YACHTING CRUISES

Leave New York July 25, Aug. 8-22

via Palatial Twin-Screw S. S. "Fort Hamilton"
Stopping One Day (each way) at Halifax and Two
Days at Quebec. Magnificent Scenery, Smooth

Water, Cool Weather, Orchestra for Dancing.

For Illustrated Booklet on Bermuda Tours
or Canadian Cruises Write

FURNESS BERMUDA LINE
34 Whitehall St., N. Y., or any Local Tourist Agent

SCREENLAND
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C[ The first man in the second row is Richard
Barthelmess as a salty gob in "Shore Leave."

quiet, and the food is good—and somehow
one always feels at home."

That was Herbert Boynton—always he
liked to feel at home. Success had not
spoiled him, as it might have spoiled an-

other boy as young and as handsome as he.

He took the Fame showered upon him
naturally and coolly. He was never con-

tent with himself, with his work. There
was something bigger and finer—a little

way ahead—and he meant to realize the
full beauty of his dream as time went on.

He enjoyed talking to Kitty O'Hara of his

ambitions and his hopes. He knew from
the very beginning that she understood him,
that she did not put his yearning down
as so much vain glory—and let it go with
a shrug. A fine little pal, Kitty—

a

real girl all right—one to be greatly ad-

mired

"Well now," he began when they had
settled at a secluded table in a far corner
and given their order to a waitress, "Well
now, Kitty—such ages since we met—you'll

have to go away back a month and tell me
what you have been doing all that time."

Kitty laughed a little, but the laughter
caught in her throat, "Oh—I haven't been
doing anything wonderful," she said, "Play-
ing a -small flapper part in 'The Loves of
Claire.' Awfully stupid—I've been bored
to death. Oh Herb,"—she did not realize

her earnestness and the intensity of her
words

—
"I'd be so happy—oh just raving

happy—if I could be a real success—you
know—like you are

"

"Now see here, Kitty," Herb Boynton
pushed aside his water glass and regarded
her with troubled concern, "Don't begin
to see success the way the world sees it.

That would be all wrong of you, you know.
Success isn't so much how big a thing we
do—or in pictures, how great a part we
have—but how well we do the part which
is given us."

"I know. Herb," Kitty smiled at him in

spite of herself, "I have heard you say all

that before. I like hearing you say it

again. But all the same—I'd like to really

achieve something worth while. You have
done it

"

"Not yet," he cut in. "You see, little

miss, I have had every chance. A fellow

doesn't realize how much his home training

is going to count until he gets out into the

world. And then he finds out. My mother
and my father did everything that was
right for me. They gave me ideals. They
let me know how much good thoughts and
decency and honor counted in the world.
I would be little less than a cad if I didn't

live up to what I have been taught. That
is all I am doing in my work—putting
into my pictures the best that I have

—

trying to show all the other fellows every
where that being clean—and square—pays.

That's it—it pays
"

"And that is why every, one likes you,"
Kitty conceded, "and why they all want
more and more of you. You suit the boy
parts, Herb. Some day they will give you
a real man part—and then

—
" she twinkled

across at him— "And then you'll have to

do a really and truly love scene. Oh I

know how you always steer clear of the love

scenes—but some day
"

"Maybe by that time I will have met the

real girl
—

" Herb looked away and out of

the window in a short, embarrassed silence—"And maybe I'll know something about
real love too. But I am in no hurry, Kitty.

I couldn't play around with a girl the way
some fellows do. When she comes—say,

I'll know it—swift and sure—that she is

the one and only girl in the world for me.
She won't have to make eyes at me—and
hold my hands in the dark and call me
'Honey-boy' when no one is listening. I

won't have to be told when I meet her—

-

I'll just know."
"That is it," Kitty agreed, "You'll know.

My mother always says that love comes like

violets in the night— You waken to a
magical morning—and lo—they are bloom-
ing everywhere

"

They talked then of many things, shop
mostly—some of the recent pictures they

had seen—new faces about the studios

—

Herb's best boy friends—Aunty Peck and
what a great-hearted character she was

—

of many things did they talk, but not once
did Kitty open wide the door of her heart

that Herbert Boynton might have one sur-

prised peek within. They lingered long
over their food. Later they went gaily out
upon the floor and danced with the happy,
care-free crowd. They danced the evening
hours away—and little Kitty O'Hara lived

every moment of this precious happiness.

Not often did she have such a wonderful
night as this, not often did her dreams come
so close to a realization

It was close to midnight when she re
turned home. The little apartment was in
darkness, and she tip-toed to her yellow
and white room. She was glad Aunty Peck
was fast asleep, glad she would never have
to know

She might have switched on the light and
made ready for bed. The hour was late for

her and there was a picture to be completed
in the morning. She might have been sen-

sible and sleepy, but alas— Love works
some queer, old tricks. Instead she flung

herself on the bed in the dark, and her
whole young, lithe figure shook with sobs,

great, heaving, swelling sobs.

"Oh, dear God—dear God," it was al-

most a prayer, "Why do we have to want
what we know we can never have? Oh
Herb—Herb—to be fine enough for you—

•
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ood enough for you—I would— Oh, why
idn't I stop loving him when I knew it

>ould never do me any good?"

She did not hear a light step in her room,

id not know that Aunty Peck was there

eside her, folding her in her strong moth-

rly arms, crooning to her in loving tones,

"There— there— Kitty— never mind— it

ill all work out somehow—things do, my
ear—even Love—if we give it time. You
.ill have to show that Herb—wake him

p to the little ways of love—the little

;ays

"Oh no—no," Kitty sat up then and

ried her eyes, "I wouldn't do that— I

wouldn't. And besides—what makes you

jhink I am crying about Herb," her voice

:uavered even though she strove to be calm,

\Vhat makes you know—I have never said

word—never a word
"

"And that is just how I know. You're

sweet girl, Kitty, my own—but you can't

hut your heart to your old Aunty Peck,

fou never could fool me— But that Herb

hap—he must be shown—blind as a bat

ie is—and about as smart, for all of his

uccess. Now do what I say—play up to

lim a little; a winning smile—a bit hold'

ng of the hands—a little sweet word when
ther folks are not around—that will make
lim see

"

"Yes—that will make him see," Kitty

epeated ironically, "what a little fool I am!

Why, he would hate me then. He can't

tand these soft, sentimental girls. That's

me reason he likes me—as. much as he.

loes—because I am not soft—not sweetish.

?/hat can you do with a boy like that

—

vhen you know that the more he holds off

.11 the other girls—the more he does that

—then the more you \now he is the boy
or you. He's built a little fence of preju'

dice all around his heart—and there isn't

iny way of getting inside—not any way
hat I know of

"

She pondered it all through the night

ind during the following days. And she

lever came any nearer to solving her prob'

em. There was only one thing she could

io—to go her jaunty way—and not to care
—-not to care a snap

T was one morning a week later that

Sheldon sent for her. Sheldon was
rierb's director. She went with fear and
iope fighting together in her heart. Shel-

don greeted her warmly.
"Well, Miss O'Hara, we are casting for

Herb Boynton's next picture—a real story

If there ever was on-e—and he has suggest-

ed that you might be good for one of the

small parts. I think you would do pretty

(well myself. I'll explain the idea to you."
Kitty sat down numbly. Here was an-

other dream so wonderfully coming true,

jpver since the days of "The Wild and
Woolly Wests" she had longed for another
part in a picture with Herb. She had
nothing to say. She waited in a little

speechless surprise.

"The story is a sure-fire comedy," the
fldirector went right along. "It is called

Romeo Has His Day!' Nifty. In this

story Herb is supposed to be the son of
poor but ambitious parents. There is only
sne thing they can do—and that is to have
urn marry an heiress. But Herb isn't keen
about marriage at all

"

Kitty laughed softly, "That part will suit
lim. He is the widest awake bachelor I

Ever heard about."
"Righto," Sheldon laughed with her.

'This picture is going to rock the country
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. These
imbitious parents pick out the girl. She's
10 real beauty, or some young sheik would
lave married her long ago. She is more
han flattered by Herb's attention, and

"How I hoped

you couldn't swim!"
THE flush of her radiant cheek as she cut the

water in clean, swift strokes had aroused his chi-

valry. He had longed to rescue her, to do some

heroic deed worthy of her vivid, glowing youth.

But she had raced him far out to the pier and

back. And now, with cheeks aglow, she sat in the

full glare of the sunlit beach, rosier and lovelier

than when she had started!

Wise little mermaid! Another conquest, thanks to

PERT ! Strenuous hours in wind and water had

not dimmed its fresh, clear bloom. Yet its creamy

greaseless base had spread at the lightest touch of

her moistened finger, blending smoothly with her

natural coloring. And its beauty of tint will not fade

except at the touch of cold cream or soap.

Clever little summer girl! She had made doubly

sure of her rosy complexion. After tinting her cheek

with cream Pert, she used Pert compact Rouge to

deepen the healthy warmth of her flush. Both cream

and compact are waterproof.

To her friends she recommends:

For a fair skin, light orange cream Pert (changes to pink

on the skin) and blush tint Compact.

For a medium skin, dark orange cream Pert and blush tint

Compact.

For an olive skin, rose shade cream Pert and rose Compact.

For enhancing the beauty of the lips, Pert •waterproof

Lipstick. Rouge or Lipstick, ?;c, U. S. and Canada.

Mail the coupon today with 12c for a generous sample ofPert

cream Rouge. Another 12c brings a sample ofWinx, the

liquid lash darkener.
• • » ROSS COMPANY

235 West 18th Street New York

9ert Kouge

Classified

Advertising
Rate 25c a word. Forms Sept. close July 15th

SONGWRITERS: WE WILL PAY $250.00
advance Royalty upon publication of songs

found suitable. Submit manuscripts or write

for free booklet. Equitable Music Co., 1652
Broadway, New York.

AGENTS — WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large

Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capital or

experience required. Many earn $100 weekly
and bonus. MADISON CORPORATION, 501
Broadway, New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS SEND FOR PROPO-
sition. Ray Hibbeler, D14, 4040 Dickens

Ave., Chicago.

MALE HELP WANTED
ABSOLUTELY NO COMPETITION SELLING

Vat-style millinery. Every woman buys. You
make $25 to $150 a week. Write for Special
Offer and Exclusive Territory. Val-Style Hat
Co., A S3, Val-St,"V- Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

INVENTIONS

GRAY HAIR
in ISMinutes

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED . What have
you? Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 527 Enright,

St. Louis, Mo.

SCREENLAND'S
Shopping Service

means Bargainsfor Buyers

Hundreds of thousands of American women are regain-

ins; the vouthful glory of their hair by using UOiCTO
RAPID NOTOX.

And the success of these is guiding thousands more to

use this, the one tint that is perfectly natural ana

perfectly safe.

INECTO RAPID NOTOX is a strictly scientific hair tint,

it conforms with the most exacting laboratory standards.

It is specifically guaranteed to impart to gray, streaked

or faded hair all its former harmonious beauty of lustre,

of silken texture and shade. Its use cannot be detected.

It is guaranteed permanent; its coloring will withstand

any condition or treatment that Nature's will—brushing,

rubbing, shampooing, sunshine, salt water, perspiration.

Turkish and Russian baths, permanent waving, marcel-
ing and curling. The majority of high class hairdressers,

from coast to coast use and recommend it. It is safe,

it cannot injure texture or growth: it contains no para-
phenylene diamine. The ease of application enables
anyone to apply it with invariable success, in the privacy
of the home.

If you are concerned about your hair. Jeanne Ruere.
expert of the greatest hair coloring manufacturers in the
world, is readv to give you confidential advice on your
particular problem. SEND NO MONEY. .Merely fill out
the coupon below.

INECTO, Inc., 33-35 W. 46th St., New York

INECTO. Inc..

33-35 West 46th St., New York City

Please send me without
tails of INECTO RAPID
Analysis Chart Form TT1.

cost or obligation
NOTOX and the

full de-
Beauty

NTn me

Address

ritv Strife
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And now—
Screenland
Readers-,Too!

may enjoy the benefits

of

Korell Night Gloves!

HOW often you have longed for just such a treatment to ward off roughened

red hands and overcome the ravages of your household duties! Your hands

are constantly before the gaze of others. Every day you are being judged by

your hands!

Only a scientific care can make your hands- what they, should be—a charming

expression of your personality. The Korell Hand Beauty Treatment brings them

a beauty that captivates the admiration of all your friends and acquaintances.

For Sunburn on Hands and Face
Korell Hand Beauty Cremes are especially helpful for overcoming sunburn and the

of too much tan. In fact, any skin troubles resulting from neglect,- weather, ill health,

age, or housework, arc quickly healed by these

wonderful cremes. Though made particularly

for hand treatment, Korell Cremes also are de-

lightful on face, neck and arms.

And It's So Easy!
Three simple steps!

First, massage with the Creme de Citron,

which cleanses and invigorates the pores. Then

gently rub in the Creme de Peche, a superior

vanishing bleach creme. Finally, slip, your de-

Iiciously tingling fingers into the medicated fabric

Night Gloves. You will

like the soothing in-

fluence of the cremes as

they release their gentle

double action! The very

first trial gives agree-

ably surprising results,

and soon your hands

are tenderly smooth and

white, a true expression

f your personality.

blemishes

advanced

fcorell
HAND BEAUTY CREMES

FILL IN AND MAIL THE COUPON TO-DAY!

USE THIS COUPON
KORELL LABORATORIES, Inc.

27 Dey St. (Dept. ••S")
New YofI;,,..K. V. . . : : : .

Gentlemen

:

I enclose herewith $1.50 for which you will send
me a complete Korell Hand Beauty Set, consisting

of one tube Creme de Peche, one tube Creme de

Citron, one pair medicated fabric Korell Night
Gloves. I incur no further obligation.

RITE

On Cover of this Compact
^fewest Varistan Craze

Here's another Parisian gift to American women
from famous Deauville, France, where the finest

new styles and fads are created. A big sensation
there and already popular here in New York.
Any photo you want hand painted on the beauti-
ful gilt top of this Foto-Pakt, Double Vanity.
Contains genuine Boutay powder and rouge. The
excellence of Boutay will compel you to be a
constant user. State shades desired. Price $2.50.
Order at once and reserve Boutay lip-stick, with
hand painted container free.

How To Order—Send No Money
^&t. Send us photograph, snapshot or

: :: .
. . i

. I . :
.

l '.: : i : ,i I

HHHk photos returned. Send money order
?f\

.
. .:•!..':. I , r If ymi wish, pay

postman on delivery $2.50 plus post-
age. Your order will he filled promptly
and free Boutay $1 lip-stick included.

"Your Tavorite
Hand Taint

when he finally brings himself to the point

of proposing to her, she joyously accepts

him—and the poor son finds himself cor-

nered—and there doesn't seem the ghost of

a chance of him ever getting free. Mary's

little lamb had nothing on this heiress.

Everywhere Herb goes, she must follow him

too. One day he witnesses a lover's quar-

rel and he hits on the idea that if he can

make _his fiancee really jealous, she will in

a fit of anger be sure to throw him over.

So he makes love to every girl who comes

into sight. Funny, eh—and Herb not

knowing any more about love-making than

a fish out of water. But Miss Heiress will

not be daunted—she has a sweet and ador-

ing nature, without a trace of jealousy. All

this takes place at a famous summer resort,

where Herb's parents have spent their last

cent to put their son up at this swell hote'

so he can meet—and marry the girl the

picked out.

"One of the serving maids at the hotel

attracts Herb's attention, and one morning,

just in a spirit of fun, he catches her and

kisses her. And without knowing it h

works the charm; Miss Heiress comes alon

just in time to see. She could stand hi
making love to all the girls on the boari

walk, but she would never forgive him fo;

kissing a mere serving maid! Right on th

spot she throws him down—and the poo:

little serving maid flees in a panic, knowin
she will be fired once the management hear

of it. She had no business, she knows, t

flirt with the nice young man in the firs

place. But the young man writes her

nice note, tells the hotel manager it was a'

his fault, and begs him not to discharge her

Then Herb, free at last, goes out and gei

a real job and becomes a rich man and
success in the .way of his choice. Nov
what do you think of that for an idea?

Kitty chuckled, "That will fit Herb lik

a glove," she said, "He surely is gettin

his success in his own way—and there isn

anybody living can make him marry th

wrong girl—heiress or otherwise."

Sheldon eyed her with a close scrutiny

"I thought," he began, "that we migh
cast you as one of the boardwalk flappers

But now that you are here—and we hav
talked things over—say, how would yoi

like to play the part of the little servin;

girl?"

"Why " Kitty gasped— "I wouli
like it—it—would be—heaps of fun

—

"Then that settles it." Sheldon rose ani

held out his hand, "It's a bit. larger par
than usual, Miss O'Hara, but not the sta

part by a few good miles. I'll see that you
salary has a fair increase—-and I know yoJ

will make good."

Little Kitty O'Hara walked home in

daze. She scarcely could believe thi

strange, funny thing which had happene

to her. It was not the good fortune thi

time—not the increased salary—that stun

like tears in her eyes. It was the pictur

of which she thought—and their one bi{

little scene! Herb would take her in h:

arms and kiss her. For a brief moment sh

would know a great joy. But Herb—Her

would not know it! He would not cart

It would be merely another picture to hin
j

And she would never be able to sho 1

He phoned her that evening.

"Isn't it jolly," he exulted over the win

"I knew Sheldon would see you had th

brains for a decent part if he only had
talk with you. And won't you make a ri]

ping little serving maid—white apron—ca,

and all! O I say Kitty—there are hi

things on the way for you. Just stick 1

the game and you'll be a star yet
"

Aunty Peck voiced her delight when tl

good news was told to her.
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"I've always said you should have your

ince," she declared, "And there will be

ker things coming to you, my dear. And
[t take a bit advice from me—if there is

L love scene coming your way—don't you

je any opportunities."

iSheldon was the kind of a director who
Id a few ideas of his own. He believed

!the intelligence and understanding of his

tyers once the story was made clear to

km, and he did not go in for a tedious

Lind of rehearsals.

"Takes all the starch out of my players,"

would comment, "I like to take each

tne just as it comes. That's where I get

j» spontaneity and freshness . .
."

j
Almost at once they began work on the

He sighted her waiting in her neat black

frock and her maid's crisp cap. He smiled

and waved across at her.

And in that moment, as a dam breaks

and the imprisoned waters pour through,

all the pent-up emotions within her broke

loose and flooded through her being. What
did Fame matter? What did Fortune mat-

ter? What did she care for the whole

world, whether it laughed and mocked her,

whether it scorned and rejected her? There

was Herb—hers—only he did not know he

was hers—and without him, nothing in the

wide world mattered to her at all. In a

minute now—she would be in his arms

—

she would lift her lips for his kiss—and in

that minute—precious, fleeting, lost—no, it

G[W. C. Fields and Carol

Griffiths' "Sally of the

terior scenes of the picture, and during

e days Kitty saw much of Herb. During

st and lunch periods he always sought

tr out for a friendly chat and sometimes

i |ey would share the mid-day snack togeth-

But as the days went on—and the

i ieat day came nearer and nearer—little

.tty O'Hara grew actually afraid.

"Oh what can I do," she half moaned
the night, "What can I do? Herb is

>ing to take me in his arms—just a quick.

sual kiss—and then oh FU make a

ol of myself sure—I may even break

|wn—and cry It is going to be ter-

iple—and oh so wonderful too. . .

.'

The very next morning Sheldon accosted,

J
r, "We are going to take that love scene

is morning, Miss O'Hara, before we go

|ead with the exteriors. Pretty sure you
(OW just what to do—any questions you

Jint to ask?"

f. [

Kitty shook her head, "I am pretty sure

, I my part," she said, and the words stuck

||
her throat. Her head swam and her

art went thump-thump. She wondered if

ieldon could hear the pounding of her

art—and what he would think of her if

did hear.

It had come—the great moment—so un-

pectedly—too soon—even before she had
jne to steel herself to the ordeal. She
jod apart watching them adjust the lights,

itching them place the furniture for the

:; and as they arranged the last details.

;rb entered from the far side of the room.

Dempster in D. W.
Sawdust."

must not be lost—for she would tell him

—

she would let him know
Herb strolled over to her side.

"I guess they are ready for us, Kitty,"

he said, "Come on now—and don't mind
anything—it is only me

"

They began their little part—she sweep-

ing in the supposed corridor of the hotel,

he nearby flirting with her. Her eyes

sought his, wide and questioning and dream-

filled. A moment, and he swept her into

his arms. Her arms went out and around

his neck. . . .

"Oh Herb—Herb
—

" her voice was a half

sob, "Hold me close—just this once, dear

—

I love you—and you don't care—and I

know it—I don't care if I do spoil the old

scene—I don't care about anything—just

you—you—oh Herb—and kiss me—kiss me
truly, Herb—and all my days—oh, I'll re-

member it—I'll
"

Sheldon whistled under his breath, "Get
all of that," he called to the camera man,
"Gosh, it is great stuff. I never knew the

girl could act like that—why—she's the

real thing—she's a wonder—and Herb
"

So short a time and it was over. Kitty

suddenly turned and fled to her dressing

room. They all heard the banging of the

door. Herb alone stood bewildered. Shel-

don went over and slapped him on the
back.

"Say, that was great stuff, boy! You
were right about Miss O'Hara—she has it

in her—I'll see about giving her some leads

THE PERFECT SOFT SHOE
DANCING

Hand turned—round toe—low heel—made
of best quality BLACK KID with kid lining.

Sizes 12i up to 8 $4.00

FOR TAP DANCING
With sewed Split Fibre Soles . . $6.75

Also Made of

White Canvas at $4.00

Pat'd Calf, Black or White Satin . $5.00

REHEARSAL ROMPERS
They are used by all leading
Gymnasiums, Physical Cul-

ture Dancing and Acrobatic
Schools.

They Are Made Right
They Fit Right
They Wear Right
They Look Right

Made of good quality check
K Gingham in the following

colors

:

Blue, Pink and Lavender.

Size 32 ... . $1.95
" 34 . . . . $2.10
" 36 . . . . $2.25
Postage 20 Cents Extra

The ESMONDE SPANISH
DANCING and
STREET JYC^'
SHOE L/

This aristocratic looking pump is hand
turned, with the eraftman's skilled touch
apparent in every detail—Made in. Black or
White Satin, with medium round toe, one
inch heel, kid lining and finished with all

silk piping.

Priced at $6.75

Also In
Special Colors At $7.75

Complete Catalogue

FIFTEEN CENTS

Esm%ndE
^Jhealncal Costume uompanu

• N CO R.P-,0 RAT E D CJ
108 W.4.4!= STREET )' NEW YDR.K CITY, N.Y.

IMake*25°£
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FREE SAMPLES
Sell Madison "Better-jlade" Shirts for
Larjre Manufacturer Direct to wearer.

Kb capital or experience needed. Many earn $100.00
weekly and bonus. Write for Free* Samples.

MADISON MILLS MFGRS, 564 Broadway, New York

XIAM0ND

WRISTTO\TCH
Simply send $2.00
and this 14 Karat Solid
White Gold Rectangular
Wrist Watch set w*th four
perfect cut. Genuine Dia-
monds comes to you all charges paid. Hlphest
grade 15 ruby and Sapphire Jeweled Move-
ment. Life time guarantee. Price only
$42.50.

10 DAYS' FREE TREAL
If not satisfactory or If you can duplicate thl9
watch for £70.00. your deposit will be refunded.

S4.05 PER MONTH
After trial pay balance S-i.05 a month for ten months.

FREE ROYAL CATALOG
Illustrates and describes thousands of special values In dia-
monds, watches and jewelry — send for your copy at once.
Address Dept.

ROYAL DIAMOND & WATCH CO.
Dept. 1412 170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Attaining Stardom in

Film Land

By.
Their
Mother

Margaret L.

Talmadge

The True and Romantic Story of

How American Girls Become Stars

The Talmadge Sisters
Norma -- Constance -- Natalie

By Their Mother

Mrs. MARGARET L. TALMADGE
An Intimate History of the World's Most Famous
Screen Family, with "Inside" Advice to Other

Girls Dreaming of Film Careers.

A Modem Fairy Story That Happens to be True

With an Introduction by Ellis Parker Butler

( Thirty-two Illustrations)

Handsomely Bound in Blue and Gold Decorated Cloth .Cover

'
' A book that will be of more than average interest to film fans. Attractively

illustrated with pictures of the sister stars, their associates and scenes from their

plays. It tells in readable and entertaining manner the reaMife romance whereby a

family of typical American girls rose from humble surroundings to fame and fortune

within a few years. It 's a modern fairy tale that happens to be true. '

'

— Cincinnati Timcs-SUtr

Read What the Film Stars Say of "The Talmadge Sisters"

Book
"Chapter for chapter, it is the most appealing book that I have ever read—appealing because

it is true, and I know it is true, as it has always been a matter of pride with me to have been
a member of the large "Vitagrpph family at the time Norma and Constance Talmadge were
associated with that organization."

—

Clara Kimball Young.

"The Talmadge Book is a true mirrored reflection of the essentials for success in motion
pictures. To the extra girl and to the actress with a foothold on the ladder of Fame. Mrs.
Talmadge has contributed a most impressive and inspiring work."

—

Richard Barthclmess.

"As an inspirational and inspiring document, I have never read anything more forceful

than The Talmadge Book."

—

Marion Davies.

"I found The Talmadge Sisters book as absorbing as any novel and thoroughly enjoyed it."—Doris Kenyon.,

"The Talmadge Sisters" is the most absorbing story of motion picture life I have ever read,
and the best part of it is that it is all true."

—

Rudolf Valentino.

"A fascinating story told with great simplicity and charm which not only gives a wholly
delightful account of the early years, home life and present success of the Talmadge girls, but
contains much sound advice for young women the world over who are ambitious to have a
screen career."

—

Eugene O'Brien.

"My congratulations to Mrs. Talmadge! "The Talmadge Sisters" is to my mind the very
best of the books dealing with the lives of screen stars that have been, published to date. Besides,
being interesting, sincere, direct and true, it is replete with inspiration as well as information
for all lovers of the silver sheet."

—

Ronald Cobnan.

"This is one of the most interesting books on screenland I have ever read, especially since
it is a true story."

—

Lloyd Hughes.

Price $2.00 Delivered Anywhere in the U. S. or Canada

SCREENLAND Book Department
236 West Fifty-fifth Street New York, N. Y.

and later—there'll be a star part—a con-

tract likely "
I

"I am wondering," Herb spoke slowly,

as though he scarcely realised that he spoke

at all, "I am wondering if you couldn t \

swing the idea of this picture a little—soil

that Kitty's scene becomes the big part of I

the picture?"

"But I don't get you," Sheldon was puz- 1

zled. ]

"Suppose I find that the little serving
j

maid is the real girl for me, and I break
j

with Miss Heiress—and the maid is the one
J

who makes a man out of me—because I

J

haven't got the pep to make a man out of 1

myself. Make it her picture—don't you

see. . .
."

"But that will never do," Sheldon pro-

tested, "Why, Herb, this is one of your star

films—you aren't going to give it away to
|

somebody else—it can't be done
'

Herb drew the manager aside and they

sat down on camp chairs to talk it out.

"Oh yes—it can be done," Herb was

emphatic, "And that is the way I want it

—

cross my heart, it is. You see, Sheldon

—

it's like this—the part doesn't matter so

much to me—the glory of it—if you want

me to put it that way. But to that little

girl—Kitty—say, it will mean everything!

And you can't deny that she pulled a big

one in the scene we just acted."

Sheldon eyed his youthful star with ap-

parent misgiving.

"Herb," he said, "You aren't being a

fool, are you? You aren't letting that girl's

silly kiss go to your head?"

"But it wasn't a silly kiss," Herb denied

hotly. "You don't understand— She was

trying so hard to do the right thing

"And enjoying it," Sheldon offered

"Why, Herb, any girl on the lot would be

crazy for a chance to kiss you like that—

and Kitty O'Hara—a nice little thing all

right—but just like all the rest of them. .
."

Herb Boynton stopped him with a ges-

ture, "That's just where you are wrong.

Sheldon—she isn't. She is a whole lot dif-

ferent—and finer—and nicer than any othei

girl about this lot. She isn't soft—not ;

vamp—the way you think. She's, genuine

—right down to the bottom of her heart—

and I \now! Get that—will you? Thi:

has got to be her picture. She'll make i

man out of me yet—you mark my word.'

"Well—we could twist the idea," Shel

don admitted at length, "Folks everywhere'

fall for the love stuff. It- could be done

But, Herb, think it over, boy—it'll put youi

nose out of joint."

Herb laughed and got up, "That's at

right," he said, "You go right ahead anc

punch my nose. I'm due for a knock-oul

when I come up against a game little spon

like Kitty O'Hara."
At once he sought out Kitty's dressing

room. A tearful voice responded to hi;

knock,
"Hello—who's there?"

"It's me—it's Herb—Kitty
—'"

She came to the door and opened it s

crack. "I know what you want," she snif

fed, "You've come to tell me I'm fired."

"Nothing of the sort—and just to prove

it—well, we're to go through that love scene

again—a few little extra touches—Sheldor

said it was great."

"You mean a re-take," Kitty showed hei

surprise, "Right now—oh Herb!"
"Sure—that's the idea—put some powdei

on your nose—and come along
"

He strolled down the corridor and wait

cd. A few brief minutes, and she joiner

him.

"Come on, Kitty," he invited softly

"right here in my arms where you belong-
close, dear—just this once. Sure. I love
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u—love you—Kitty—better than any-

ing else in the world. Such a dumb head

•but when you kissed me—little girl—

I

ew—swift and sure—just as I said I

juld. You're the only girl—in the world

•for me. Kiss me again, little sweetheart

—

l.e you did it before. . .
."

Out of the corner of her eye Kitty saw

at they were alone on the set. Sheldon

d the other players had departed. There

is no camera eye watching them, and no

mera man. If any one was near to see

em at all, it was a kindly God who has

er looked down upon lovers since the

i jrld began with a watchful and protecting

"A retake," Herb whispered, "all by our-

.ves! And we'll keep on retaking forever.

J!

jet's All Go to the Movies
(Continued jrom page 14)

ita Naldi create dramatic contrast in the

-ond. Lewis Stone is also featured m
at picture as well as in John M. Stahl s

-ture, "Fine Clothes." Having recovered

Dm appendicitis Doris Kenyon has com-

bed "The Half Way Girl" in time for

reater Movie Season. "The Luc\y Devil

akes a pugilist and racing driver oi

hard Dix.

The Street of Forgotten Men strikes a

stinctive note—first, because its location

g off the

(v-ery, New York. But what a place!

c sessional mendicants congregate at the

pple factory where perfectly normal,

althy men are converted into apparently

mless legless, maimed or blind monstrosi-

•s who earn $50 or $100 a day begging

ound the streets of New York. Percy

armont, Mary Brian and Neil Hamilton

:ad this cast. Then there's the natioiy

dc release of "Ten Commandments"

;

re," the big Universal special;

|
ere

'

s—but what's the use! The list .is

less. With stars, studios and theatres

y'vh.fve cn-operating to present a season

does honor to the screen, August

iould prove a hard blow to gloom-casters

10 mumble, "Movies ain't what they used

be," and a period of real enjoyment for

hers who are glad they re not.

And now show this to a critic, or more

Lrticularly to a calamity-howler. Call it a

imdred years of humor.
! Less than a century ago riding on rail-

ads was regarded as so evil that the use

, public school houses for a discussion of

he railroad problem" was prohibited,

oclamations declared "such things as rail-

lads are impossibilities and rank infidelity."

1826 a letter signed by the school board
i"

:

Lancaster, Ohio, protested, "If God had

isigned that his intelligent creates should

j
jiivel at the frightful speed of 1 5 miles an

>ur by steam, he would clearly have fore-

Id it through his holy prophets."

Eighty years ago medical men declared

Lth-tubs a menace to health. In 1843

liladelphia tried to prohibit bathing be-

;een November 1 and March 1 5 by ordi-

.nce: in 1845 Boston made bathing unlaw-

1 except when prescribed by a physician

id at the same time Virginia placed a

Ipcury tax of $30 a year on every bath-tub.

Twenty-five years ago the bicycle and
' 'cer the automobile were "agencies of the

ivil for the ruination of our youth."
™ '' All that sounds a good joke now. Yet

pre the people who said those things any
inder than those who today fail to recog-

Ee the importance of motion pictures?

'Greater Movie Season, revealing the

{jj 'reen at its best, should silence the critics

f shaming them.

Practical and Authentic Books
for Everybody Interested in

PHOTOPLAY WRITING
THERE is only one way to become successful in writing photoplays

and that is "TO KNOW HOW."
If you are ambitious to become a successful photoplay writer, the

royal way to success is told in the authoritative books listed below. Each
book is cloth-bound, written in non-technical, understandable language

and will be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned;

Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
J. BERG ESENWEIN

.Editor of The Writer's Monthly

ARTHUR LEEDS
Late Editor of Scripts for Thomas A. Edison, Inc.

Cloth, 12 mo., gold lettering, gilt top. 383 pages.

Illustrated. Postpaid, $2.65.

SOME CHAPTER HEADS
1. What is a Photoplay % II. Who can Write Photo-

plays? III. Photoplay Terms. XXI. Marketing the

Photoplay Script.

"With the help of 'Writing the Photoplay' I have just

written and sold my first script. No more helpful volume
could be placed in the hands of the would-be photo-

playwright. '

'— Homer Ckoy.

THE FEATURE PHOTOPLAY
HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS

Cloth, 16 mo. 285 pp. Postpaid $2.

THEORY: The feature photoplay— Utility of a

standard form— Dividing the play into parts— Photo-

drama vs. pictures-— Types of photoplay — Personality

of plays— The art of treatment. TECHNIQUE : The
big idea— Plot and counterplot— Drama's converging

lines— Life-giving motivation—Sequence, suspense and
consequence— Coincidence, crisis and climax. PRAC-
TISE : Value of outline— The working terms— Cast-

ing characters — Building by parts— The readable

synopsis.

THE PHOTODRAMA
HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS
Formerly of the Staff of Pathe Freres

Introduction by J. Stuart Blackton

Cloth, 16 mo. 221 pages. Postpaid, $2.00

CONTENTS
Part I. — The Principles of The Photodrama.

I. A New Medium of Artistic Expression. II. Differ-

entiation. III. Parts of the Photoplay and Their

Purposes. IV. Various Devices—Their Use and Misuse.

V. Visualization. VI. Characterization. VII. Theme,
Treatment and the Censor. VIII. Rules of the Game.
IX. Bromides Worth Repeating.

Part II. — The Plot of The Photodrama.
I. What Plot Material Is. II. Where to Get Plot

Germs. III. Beginning with the End. IV. Develop-

ment and Continuity. V. The Climax and Completed
Plot.

Any of the Above Books will be forwarded to any address in Hie

United States on receipt of advertised price.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE,
236 West 55th St., New York, N. Y.BOOK DEPARTMENT
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SCREENLAND'S SHOPPING SERVICE

. •:
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What About the Future?
Think of the fun you can have finding

the answers to all the perplexing questions

—reveal your future with the aid or

The Barascope!
Designed by Belle Bart,

the Tooted Astrologist

REVEALS YOUR FUTURE
ACCORDING TO THE SIGNS

OF THE ZODIAC
The barascope is a scientific device, based on

Astrology, simple to operate. The swing of a

dial over a clock-like surface on this instrument

is intended to indicate the future.

Price $3
Delivered to any address in the United States

Beauty in a Beauty Box
A certain Beauty Doctor in New York, who specialises in the

art of keeping flower-like complexions, rose-petal skins and smooth,

beautiful throats for women- long after they have passed the girlish

age, has put up a small box of her complete treatments containing

nine different lotions, each with its own particular magic power.

It contains a little booklet with full directions for the five minute

night and morning treatments and it sells for only $6.75. These

lotions cannot be bought separately for less than $11.10.

Price of Box $6. 75
Contains

Special Beauty Tronic— for beautifying the s\in.

Cream Wash of Roses— for cleansing the s\in.

Youthrenu Builder— for rounding the nec\ and contour.

Divino Olio — muscle oil for lines.

Foundation — for bleaching and holding poivder.

S\in Tone — for circulation and clearing the s\in.

Cherry Paste Rouge — to enchant the lips.

Special Double Astringent Tonic — renevjs sagging muscles.

Sample Defascinate Powder (nude shade).

Screenland's Shopping Service is maintained for the benefit of our

readers. The manufacturer s name and address of any article shown will

be furnished on request, or Screenlands Shopping Service, 236 West

55th Street, New York City, will be glad to buy and forward to you either

the Barascope or Beauty Box on receipt of price.

v.



is Tours
Master

SICK at heart the trembling girl shud-

dered at the words that delivered her

to this terrible fate of the East. How
could she escape from this Oriental mon-

jter into whose hands she had been given—this mysterious

jjian of mighty power whose face none had yet seen?

Ilere is an extraordinary situation. What was to be

he fate of this beautiful girl? Who was this strange emissary whom no one really knew.'

o know the answer to this and the most exciting tales of Oriental adventure and mystery ever

old, read on through the most thrilling, absorbing, entertaining and fascinat.ng pages ever written

MASTERPIECES OF ORIENTAL MYSTERY
11 SUPERB VOLUMES

By SAX ROHMER
Written with his uncanny
knowledge of things Oriental

"PHESE are no ordinary detective stories. The hid-

den secrets, mysteries and intrigues of the Orient

airly leap from the pages. Before your very eyes

preads a swiftly moving panorama that takes you

.reathless from the high places of society—from

tomes of refinement and luxury, to sinister underworlds

.f London and the Far East—from Piccadilly and Broad-

vay to incredible scenes behind idol temples in far off

Zhim—from hidden cities in the jungles of Malay along

trange paths to the very seat of Hindu sorcery.

11 Mystery Volumes Packed with Thrills

e the first in your community to own these, the most wonderful

Oriental mystery stories ever published— books that have sold

by the hundred thousand at much higher prices— books you will

|:njoy reading over and over again. Handsomely bound in sub-

l-.tantial cloth covers, a proud adornment for your table or shell.

3J1E T«t TH2 I THE I TALES
X>s;»IODS RETURN HAND OF 1 YELLOW I W
DH.FU DR. FU TV POPE 'fJJJ' I SECRET
MANCHO MANCHU MAHCHO —-

I I
EGYPT

5«sSkMI1< «IBWME« &WgoHMB 5«K<jjfHQl

Vji.1 VsT.2 Vol3 , Vol.* IS
GOLDEN »AT FIRE
SCORPIO* WING TONGUE

BEAUTIFUL
BOOK -ENDS FREE IF

Forget Your Troubles—Relax—
Enjoy Yourself!

These are the sort of stories that President Wilson,

Roosevelt and other great men read to help them relax

—

to forget their burdens. To read these absorbing tales of the

mysterious East is to cast your worries into oblivion

—

to increase your efficiency many times over.

Extraordinary Offer

—

Don't Wait a Minute! /
Printing these volumes by the hundred thousand v

_ f
when paper was cheap makes this low price possi- £ *

ble. Only a limited number left. Don't lose a minute! g * 5

SEND NO MONEY—£ £Lfc
ination Coupon Today Sure! Read them
TEN DAYS FREE, without a penny down

YOU ACT
AT ONCE

VA
McKtNXAY,
STONE &

i «V MacKEXZIE
JOKiy 30 Irving Place

a£>.V New York

< Please send me on ap-

fV V proval. all charges prepaid,

xyo set of your special Master-

^"V pieces of Oriental Mystery, in

A LIMITED quantity on hand of beautiful

sphinx polychrome book-ends,

11 handsomely bound cloth

volumes. If after 10 days' free

examination I am convinced they

are the most extraordinary, most fas-

a cinating Oriental mystery stories I have

Will eTer reacl an<1 are easily worth twice the
-a-- . - - - price, I will keep the books and send you

be sent absolutely rKtt as a premium tor <^jy $10 o promptly and $1.00 a month for only

promptness with the first orders from this 12 months; when you receive my first payment
a i ac i j ^ r VaT* you are to send me promptly, absolutely free,

Ad. After you have received your set tor ^ » two beautiful polychrome sphinx book-ends.

frP« pvaminafinn inst mail vour first Otherwise, I will return the set within 10 days of
tree examination, just man yum uiai ^ , receipt at your expense, the examination to cost me
installment within ten days and these f nothing,

twohandsome book-ends (5 inches

high)

ree-

today!

will be delivered to you
-but send the coupon

Name.

Address.

McKINLAY, STONE & MACKENZIE, %ew y™.
p

t

uce
Z.T.'"1".
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"Let but a single French fra-

grance breathe its alluring

parfum from each necessite de
tOtlette. " KERKOFF, PARIS

xJMonsieur Kerkoff's

"Djer-Kiss ^Aids to Charm

The beach at Deauville u

—favorite watering place

of the Continental elite.

FACE POWDER
PARFUM • VEGETALE

TOILET WATER
TALC • LIP ROUGE
BRILLIANTINE

CREAMS • ROUGE
BATH CRYSTALS

SACHET

SOAP

^At your favorite shop

I

N your America, so many, many talcs! To
be different, to be distinguee, which will

Madame choose?

A French Talc, assurement. And, I urge you,

Mademoiselle, my French Talc Djer-Kiss. In

my own Paris do I fragrance it with my
Parfum Djer - Kiss — there do I gift it with a

charm and romance quite, quite Parisian.

My Talc Djer-Kiss! In-

deed a luxury from France! f M \ *

So soft Madame will find it as fairy thistledown.

So cool as an ocean breeze. So welcome as

snow in August.

Everywhere now will you find it— this

Talc Djer-Kiss. In two fashionable shades:

Blanche and Rose. For your boudoir in the

new bottle of fluted glass— so chic, so French.

And for traveling, in the oval tin of mottled

green, wiih safety top.

Mrkof
PARIS

KERKOFF, PARIS

TALC



anted: The GREATEST LOVER in the World!



IN THE BEST THEATRES YOU WILL FIND
FOX PICTURES

George O'Brien
in

THE FIGHTING HEART
JOHN FORD, who made "The Iron Horse,"
J directed this picture from Larry Evans' "Once to
Every Man" ~ the story of a young country boy s

resolution in conflict with the Gay White Way.
Clean-cut George O'Brien has the star role, support-
ed by Billie Dove, J. Farrell MacDonald and other
skilled players.

Youth and the charm of
young love— Billie Dove

and George O'Brien.

LAZYBONES
J-JERE, nard °n the heels of its long successful run on the New

York stage, comes Owen Davis' play, pidurized by Frances Marion,

and directed by Frank Borzage [director of "Humoresque."] Lazybones,

the lovable idling villager, is delightfully portrayed by Charles [Buck]

Jones, and the waif who grows up to be Kit is charming Madge
Bellamy. Leslie Fenton, Zasu Pitts and Jane Novak are in the big cast.

The art of Charles (Buck)

Jones against the homely

background of village life.
The great internation-

al stage success ofNew
York, London, Paris.

HAVOC
A Drama of V/ar'dazed Women

CGENES laid in a London nerve-racked and fun-
^ mad, and on the French front, bring us a faithful

picture of the havoc wrought by the world war on
the souls of women, and in turn by them on men!
A tremendous production ~ with an exceptional
cast, including George O'Brien, Madge Bellamy,
Margaret Livingston, Leslie Fenton, Walter
McGrail, Eulalie Jensen - directed by Rowland V.
Lee, who staged "As No Man Has Loved."

fox Film Corporation
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At our price, white man,

she is yours
Still alive, before us on the altar stood the

woman we had spent so many perilous

months seeking. But what was she doing
here among these jungle savages,

carrying in her arms their holiest

idol? What chance had we to save
her, three white men among these

hordes of angry blacks!

enter the sanctuary "would be to

violate their holiest laws ; to touch the

hem of her skirt would mean instant

destruction.
Suddenly ... a strangled cry and Ragnall

sprang toward her. But with a fierce gesture the

Arab thrust himself before the altar and set the

price of this woman 's freedom.
As he made his bargain I gasped with horror,

fur what he demanded was dearer than gold.

But read the rest of this stirring

story for yourself. You can have
it and twelve other gripping vol-

umes for free examination if you
will mail the coupon at once.

Great Historical Romances
of H. RIDER HAGGARD

13 Splendid Volumes FREE On Approval

A million people have thrilled to the stories of

Rider Haggard! A million history and
romance lovers have been transported by his

magic pen right into the heart; of the African jungle,

to stately ancient palaces of Asia Minor, to the

hunting lodges of England.

A peep into one of his volumes and immediately
you are following his intrepid hunters through
tangled jungles where lions stalk and tigers roam;
sharing the adventures of fearless pioneers in strange
lands

;
journeying across the burning desert; witness-

ing the secret ceremonies of queer jungle tribes,

hunting, shooting, warring with the black men of

forest and veldt, amid hair-breadth escapes.

The Least Expensive Form of Entertainment

Good History As Well!
In these 4400 gripping pages of breath-taking tales,

you will forget your business and your worries—

forget everything but the joy of living. You~will
want to read them over and over again. No other

form of entertainment in this day and age offers you
so much for so little money

!

40% Reduction If You Act Now!
The demand for this, the only uniform edition,' is

rapidly increasing since the author's recent death.'
1

Thei'e are still a number of these sets left. If youi

mail the coupon today, you can have one at our
original figure-—40% less than the publisher's price.

Handsomely bound in substantial cloth covers or
in rich Artcraft, difficult to tell from leather. <S>

S*

McKinlay, Stone & Mackenzie, Dept. VI, 30 Irving PI., New YorkGitj

Mail The Coupon Today
Read Them 10 Days Free! ^ M

S
C

T
K
'H^

Then if not more than' delighted, Dept
M
v.
CKENZ1

return them at our expense. But x New
ir

YoV
3

k cS!'

send the coupon now before J^gSKT Sft&ZFgi
the limited number of these / A'SjSfuM
<!Pt« ic pvliinctorl <. historical romances bound in

„ cloth (") at 40<~c reduction from
^5* the publisher's price. If after 10

I
cloth (") at 40<~

c reduction from

|

vx>- nie publisher's price. If after 10

days' free examination I am highly
delighted. I will mail you SI. 00 promptly

^;ind $1.00 each month thereafter for only

^ Name

«^Address....

1-1 months. Otherwise I will return them*
(^"uithin 10 days at your expense. Esamma-a
>tion to cost me nothing.

('

)

oupon by adding 50c a month [oi the same number of months

|

Your or husband's occupation
t ' ) If you wish rich, dui^ible artcraft binding, change tht
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S G R E E N L

$5,000 to $10,000 a Year

for Men Who Read This Ad
President Of the National Salesmen s

Trainins Association, but called by
some "The Man Who Makes Men Rich."

K-124 Let Me Make You a

Master Salesman!
This New Easy Way

I
DON'T care what you are now or what
you think. The Association of which I

am president will take you in short,

easy steps and make a Master Salesman of

you, put you in the same class with the big-

pay men who have all the good things of life.

Many have thought that Salesmen were

"born." And that idea has kept many
men from succeeding. But this Association

of Master Salesmen has proved that any
man can be taught the rules and principles

that make men Master Salesmen. And you
know as well as I do that Salesmen top

the list of money-makers. They are the

producers and you can be one of them.

Easy as A. B. C.

If you are as intelligent as the ordinary

farmhand, postal clerk or stenographer,

you can quickly master the simple A.B.C. 's

of Selling. There are certain ways of ap-

proaching a prospect to get his undivided

attention, certain ways to stimulate keen

interest, certain ways to overcome objec-

tions, batter down prejudices, outwit com-

petition and make the prospect act.

SENT FREE
the book that has shown
thousands the way to

amazing salary
increases.

You can learn tnese principles at home

in a short period of pleasant, inspiring-

study. And once you have mastered these

secrets of Master Salesmanship, you can

take advantage of the employment depart-

ment of the Association without charge.

They will help you select and secure a

position as soon as you are qualified and

ready.

This is a real opportunity, for during

the last year the Association received calls

for 43,846 salesmen from the biggest sales

organizations in America. And these men
are the same as you see above—men who

make from $5,000 to $10,000 a year in

salary and commission.

These are only four out of hundreds of

similar records in the Association files.

Our members make good because the Asso-

ciation has specialized for seventeen years

in teaching the Art and Science of Sales-

manship and teaches the most unusual

principles ever laid down for quick success.

The book you see below has been the

starting point for thousands of men who
are now successful salesmen. This book,
'

' Modern Salesmanship, '

' is now FREE
and it will be sent to every man who fills

out and returns the coupon below.

Rush the Coupon
If I were asking ten or twenty dollars

for this book you might hesitate. But I

am not. It is Free. And since it may
mean the turning point in your life, when
you leave forever behind you the drudgery
and low pay of routine work for the fas-

cinating, big pay job of the salesman, it

certainly is worth your time and the two
cents you will have to spend to get this

amazing book and read for yourself the

astonishing facts given between its two
covers. You have everything to gain and
not one cent to lose, so mail the coupon
today, sure.

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING
ASSOCIATION

Dept. K-124. N. S. T. A. Building
Chicago, Illinois

J. E. GREENSLADE. President

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASS'N
Dept. K-124. N. S. T. A. Building, Chicago. Illinois

Send me FUEE your book. "Modern Salesmanship,"

tnd proof lhat I can become a Master Salesman.

Name - -

Address

City State.

Age '. Occupation....
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Neededin
Aviation!
DO vou love adventure? Do you want to make big-

money? Although aviation is still in its infancy

there is a crying demand for men with courage, nerve,

and self-reliance—ambitious men who are looking-

for a new field. For those who qualify there will be
(thousands of highly paid jobs,

Amazing Opportunity Ira

the Airplane Industry
Yes, as yet, aviation is in its infancy, but now is

the time to get in. In the
automobile industry and
in the moving picture
business hundreds of men
got rich by getting in at

the start. They madetheir
success before others
woke up.
Think how much avia-

tion has progressed in the
last few years. Commer-
cial air lines have already
proved themselves suc-
cessful both in Europe
and America. Great men
predict that in the near
future there will be air-

freight lines— organiza-
tions as large as our rail-

roads are today. AVIA-
TION IS NEW. It
clamors for every young

Fascinating—
Daring —• Big

Paying
Prepare Now for One^of

These Positions

Aeronautical Instructor
$60to $150 per week

Aeronautical Engineer
'510O to $300 per week

Aeronautical Contractor
Enormous profits

Aeroplane Repairman
560 to $75 per week

Aeroplane Mechanic-n
$40 to $60 per week

Aerop'ane Inspector
$50 to $7S per week

Aeroplane Salesman
$5000 per year and up

Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week

Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week

Be an Aviation Expert—
$§® to $1©0 a week

The study of aviation is as fascinating as the actual work.
Only one hour of spare time a day at horn and we teach you
the basic training. You will find every lesson packed full of
interest. Student S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says, "Your
iiessons are like a romance, and what is more, after one
reading the student gets a thorough understanding." Men
who have had actual experience guide you carefully through
your training. They select the lessons, lectures, blueprints,
and bulletins. Once you start you can't get enough of it.

Here are some real jobs. Which one do you want? Aero-
nautical Instructor, Aeronautical Engineer, Aeronautical
Contractor, Aeroplane Salesman, Aeroplane Repairman,
Aeroplane Mechanician, Aeroplane Inspector, Aeroplane
Assembler, Aeroplane Builder,

Big Aviation Book FREE
Send coupon below for our new FREE book just out en=

titled,"Opportunities in the Airplane Industry." It is inter-
esting andinstructive. Get yours before edition is exhausted.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
'Dept. S826 3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Numerican school of aviation
II Dept. 3826 3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

g

Without any obligation send me your free book "Oppor- _

|| tunities in the Airplane Industry," also information I

' aboutyourHomeStudyCourseinPractiealAeronautics.

sState a

(Si Douglas Fairbanks shows
]ac\ie Coogan how to use

the famous "Don Q" whip.
An Answer Page of Information.

Address: Miss Vee Dee,
Screenland, 236 W. 55th St.,

New York City.

ing on "Peacock Feathers." Betty Bronson
is seventeen. Colleen Moore was born in

1902 and is five feet three. Neil Hamil-

ton's latest is "The Street of Forgotten

Men."

F. H. (St. Louis). You should address

the stars at the various studios where they

work. A quarter is the usual sum sent to

cover postage.

E. M. (Aurora, III). Glad to hear from

you, and I believe in taking a chance some-

times too. Norman Kerry is in his thirties.

He is six feet two and weighs 180; dark

hair and hazel eyes. Mary Philbin is

eighteen and weighs 115 lbs; height five

three.

Dog-fancier. Balto, the hero of the race

to Nome, is now an Educational star, and

bids fair to continue out-distancing any

bow-wow of his class.

H. Forbes (St. Louis, Mo.) Rupert

Hughes is married to Dial Patterson.

Blanche Sweet is Mrs. Mickey Neilan.

Arthur Hammerstein married Dorothy Dal-

ton. Enid Bennett is Mrs. Fred Niblo and

has two children. Neely Edwards, who
was born in Delphos, O., has appeared

with Blanche Ring and in Ned Wayburn's

"Town Topics" on the speaking stage.

Leon Bary is both actor and director. He
was born and educated in Paris, France, and

has played with Rejane and Sarah Bern-

hardt, and with Douglas Fairbanks in "The
Three Musketeers." He was also in "Kis-

met" on the screen. Lillian Gish was star

of "The White Sister," and Ronald Col-

man played opposite her. Bert Lytell

played with Claire Windsor in "Son of the

Sahara." Nita Naldi in "The Sainted

Devil." Neil Hamilton was leading man in

"Isn't Life Wonderful." Lionel Barrymore

starred in "I Am the Man." "Find the

Man" was a Warner Bros, production.

Rufus. Madge Bellamy plays the heroine

and George O'Brien the hero in "The Iron

Horse." Betty Compson was the star of

"To Have and To Hold," with Bert Lytell

as her leading man in this picture, which

was released in 1922. You'll see Kenneth
Harlan opposite Bebe Daniels in "The
Crowded Hour."

Ala R. Virginia Brown Faire has not

bobbed her hair to date, but May McAvoy
has. What are you doing—letting about

it?

Fran\ P. Bowen. I do not send photos

of players; you must write direct for these.

Address Mr. Williams care of Warner
Bros. Studios, Hollywood, enclosing 25 cents

for postage.

Dotty (Cleveland). Lloyd Hughes is un- Elsie Hec\. Address Pola Negri at

der contract to First National and is mak- Famous-Players Lasky Studios, Vine Street,

ing pictures right along. He is now work- Hollywood. Dorothy Dalton has left the

Gus F. Color-photography, as applied to

the movies, is yet in its infancy, Gus. There
are many things against it, the principle one
being that it is an extremely expensive

process. A French company has just made
"The Revolt of the Marionette" here in

New York, starring Hope Hampton and
Otto Kruger, the well-known legitimate

actor. Mr. Kruger told me that after a

strenuous day on the set . he spent four

hours at his oculist'.s with painful eye-strain,

because the Kleigs were trebled in strength.

From all accounts this picture will be beau-

tiful. Costumes, Miss Hampton's marvellous

natural coloring (which the movies unfor-

tunately have not hitherto shown) and the

amazing sets will all be a delight to the eye.

Billy (Glenbroo\) . Mary Hay has made
such a success as a dancer that she wants

to continue with her career. Just now she's

showing Paris how. Harrison Ford is not

married these days. George Duryea, being

a well-known double, is greatly in demand:
he is free-lancing. I know you must have

enjoyed meeting the players during the

filming of "Janice Meredith."

K. Idella. Where, oh where does all the

pink paper come from? There seems to be

an epidemic of hectic-colored billets-doux in

my mail these days. Ann Little makes only

periodical appearances on the screen but it's

rumored she'll appear in vaudeville shortly.

Marguerite C. I'm not a man, Meg: only

a lone female! Richard Dix hasn't men-
tioned his preference for auburn-haired

"janes" as you put it, but then Richard is

a bashful fellow, and who knows, perhaps

he has an auburn-haired-girl-complex. I

ask you, who knows?

Raney. You tell me ypu are glad that at

last there is an "Answerman" who is a

woman, because a fellow feels he can write

to a woman better than to_ a man. Now,
Raney, I just know you're Irish. Go along

with your blarney!

Edith. Is that nice, asking my age and
all? I'm more than fourteen anyway. If

you are going to keep up a steady corre-

spondence with me, it's in ink you must
write. I missed a perfectly nice luncheon
engagement trying to read your pencilled

note. Fred Thomson is married to Frances

Marion, the decidedly clever and attractive

scenario writer.

Inez of Iowa. Ben Lyon has issued an
ultimatum—for every photo he sends out

he must receive one from a fan in return.

So, if you want Ben's classic profile, send

along your latest picture. Address him at

First National. 383 Madison Ave.. New-
York.



SCREENLAND
screen for private life, for the time being

at any rate. Priscilla Dean is touring the

country with her picture "A Night in

Cairo."

Crazy About Lloyd. Jack Pickford is in

Europe at time " of writing and I don"t

know what story he will do on his return.

Lloyd Hughes, born in 1899, is 6 feet tall

and weighs 150. Dark hair and gray eyes

and married to Gloria Gray. Write him at

First National, 383 Madison Ave., New
York.

Anna Gamhone. Why address me as

Tom Mix? I assure you I don't resemble

Tom either in size or bankroll. Besides, I

wasn't born that way. Write Tom at the

Fox Studios, Hollywood. Cal.

Amelia. Between you. me and the gate-

post, 'Melia, it takes me all my time to keep

track of Tony, without looking after his

brothers and sisters (if any). Mr. Moreno's

next picture will be "Mare Nostrum."

K- S. (Choate School, Conn.). No trou-

ble, Nat, but direct reply is only sent when
stamped addressed envelope is enclosed.

June Marlowe is seventeen and her best'

known picture was "Trapped in the Snow
Country" with Rin-Tin-Tin to save her.

She is now working on "Below the Line."

for Warner Bros. Studios, Hollywood.

J. ]. D. (Jersey City). Listen, Jack, I

dream of "bursting into fame, ' some day

myself, so there's two of us. What's fame

anyway? Only last week I was in a little

restaurant in the west-seventies and at the

next table to me sat Olga Petrova. Not a

soul, with the exception of my meal-ticket

and myself, recognised her. If the beauti-

ful Petrova had walked into any restaurant

in New York eight years ago, wouldn't

necks have stretched and eyes popped?

But that's fame!

Tubby and Slic\ (Ky.). Are you? John

Gilbert born in 1895. Write him to the

Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Norma Talmadge is not yet thirty and

hasn't any children, but spoils her sister

Natalie's two boys instead. John Gilbert

is working on "The Big Parade" with

Renee Adoree after finishing the famous

"Merry Widow," starring Mae Murray.

Corinne Griffith is married and was born

in 1897. Bebe Daniel starred in "Argen-

tine Love." Let me hear from you again,

old million-timers!

Virginia Sweger. Bobby Burns born in

Philadelphia, Pa., in 1878 and his address

is 220 W. 42nd Street, New York. See

reply to N. S.

Great John Gilbert Fan. See reply to

Tubby and Slick. John was married to

Leatrice Joy, but understand they are now
divorced.

Jean Walter. Perhaps the reason John-

ny Walker doesn't send you a photo is that

he has been touring in vaudeville for the

past few months. His next picture will be

"Children of the Whirlwind" and his ad-

dress is The Whitman Bennett Studios, 5 37

Riverside Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.

D. F. May McAvoy's most recent pic-

ture is "Ben Hur," .which has taken two
years to make. She was born in New York
in 1901 and is still single as far as I know.

Address, Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver

City, Cal.

Sam Friedman, Herman VJattelbaum,

Morris Shatz, Isidore and Harry Kaplan,

Louis Rosen. Can't supply you with Tom
Mix's picture, boys; you'll have to write him
direct. His address is Fox Studios, 1401
N. Western Ave.. Hollywood.

what a whale of a
difference just a
few cents make

Agents
Wanted

Use and In-
troduce MELLINGER CORD TIRES
IS AAAM I L E S ,ItfjUUU GUARANTEED

1

Lowest Wholesale Prices in Amer-
Ica. Shipped prepaid on approval. Make
big money all or part time. No capita lor
experience. Sample sections furnished.

TOUR TIRES FREE!
Simply send name today for FREE BOOK, ttlte
how thousands do Die business. Spacia! Agents'
Offer. Wholesale Prices and FREE Sample Kit.

MELLINGER TIRE & RUBBER CO. _
Dept. 31 0, Philadelphia,Pa.,orKansas City.Md,

Weight and Health
Gt> t> i in as short a time
an Be Restored as 10 days. To

prove that you can be rid of thinness, that

tired feeling, sleepless nights, nervousness, and
regain normal weight, health and vitality I send
you Hilton's Yitamines absolutely free and post-

paid to anyone who will write me. No cost. No
obligation! If it cures you, makes you strong
and gain weight, I will appreciate your telling

Literary Assistance
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS, PUBLIC SPEAKERS.

Speeches. Orations. Addresses, Essays, etc.. prepared to

order on any subject, S3 per thousand words. Manu-
scripts typewritten correctly for publication (with one

carbon copy) SI per thousand words. Markets for

Literary wares suggested.

F.B.CROSS, STUDIO, 4553 Emerson Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.

others. That's all I ask. Mm ply send me
vour name, and prove that you can feci anil

'look 10 years younger. W, W. HILTON,
080 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo.

m
Science has solved the problem of
removing unwanted hairpleasant-
ly, without discomfort to the skin

or complexion. This with NEET, a
mild, dainty cream. You merely spread

it on and then rinse off with clear water. That's all;

the hair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool,

smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor

and severe chemical preparations, have given way to

this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the ac-

cepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.

50c at Drug and Department stores or by mail.

Money back if it fails to please you. Buy now.
HANNIBAL PKAR. CO.. 605 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS. HO.
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to"-with thismoSwinning

"ofall musical Instruments
You can foe popular - you can
be in demand socially - you
can be welcome everywhere -

with an irresistible

ptione
Don't be a wall-flower.
Don't be a dawdler. Step
out of the crowd and into the
picture. Be able to do some-
thing to earn your welcome.
Learn to play a Buescher Saxo-
phone.

Easy to Pay
You'll be astonished how quick
you master this beautiful in-
strument. It's not necessary to

be talented- to be musically
inclined. The Buescher Sax-
ophone is so perfected and
simplified that practically

|
anyone can learn to play,

r The scale can be mastered in
an hour; in a few weeks you
will be playing popular airs.

' Practice is pleasure, because
,

>• you learn so quickly. 6 days
-f trial and easy payments.

felto Free
J> •nl coupon jr postal for -a free

v |
* copy of our latest Saxophone

II I (j
Booh* Tells all about the various

'
'

~
- Buescher Saxophones, with pic-

> ;- i tares of the famous professionals
i /

* and orchestras. Mention any
' Mm other instrument in which you

may be interested* !67

Buescher BandInstrument Co.
&.vcrythinp in Band and Orchestra Instruments

946 Buescher Block Elkhart, Ind.

II

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
' 946 BuescherJSlock, Elkhart, Ind.
||
Gentlemen:

I
I am interested in the instrument checked below:

|

|
Saxophone. . .Cornet .. .Trombone. . .Trumpet. . . |

|
(Mention any other instrument interested in) f

|[
Name |

||
Street Address I

|
Town. State „

j

C[ Claire Windsor
donned a garden

jroc\ and posed

beside her rambler

roses especially

for us.

Colleen Moore went to

Europe for a nice, quiet

time.

When she returned

with her husband, John Mc-
Cormick. and an eighty-five

pound St. Bernard puppy —
well, they said it was a puppy:
but we hate to think what it

will look like when it's grown
up—she announced that she had
never spent such a strenuous six

weeks in all her eventful life.

The McCormicks visited
France, England, and Ireland,

and shook more hands in Ireland

than any place. Perhaps that's

because Colleen is really as Irish

as her name. She says she kissed

the Blarney Stone, but as she

failed to bring back any pictorial record was much wailing and gnashing of teeth

of it, we don't believe her. While in Lon- when she was called west; for she's the pet

don, the little star conferred with Israel of the studio. Not even the other girls

Zangwill, author of Colleen's new picture, will deny it!

We Moderns— and incidentally of any * * *

number of other stories; and although Zang-

will has the reputation of being somewhat <qtill another beautiful Scandinavian has

fiery, apparently he was sufficiently soothed iD come to our shores to try her luck in

by Colleen's charms to render her every pictures. The latest is Greta Garbo, who

assistance and kindness. She was photo- arrived with her director, Mauritz Stiller,

graphed by her movie cameraman against to appear in films under the auspices of

historic British backgrounds, and these Metro-Goldwyn.

scenes will be incorporated in We Moderns,

looked or acted better in his life

than right now. He and Wil-

liam Powell, who played the

villain in his current production,

had a grand time trying to dope

out a new way for Bill to die;

he's bitten the dust in every

conceivable and acceptable man-
ner known to screen blackguards.

If you want to know what they

decided, you'll have to wait and
see the picture.

A S soon as Bebe Daniels fin-

II ished Lovers in Quarantine,

much of which was filmed in

Bermuda, she dashed off to Cali-

fornia to do Martinique. Bebe
has made most of her recent

pictures in the East, and there

idiich is the tale of an English flapper.

After the round of sight-seeing and cere-
retty Peggy Joyce's pretty little sister

has a part in Ben Lyon's The Pace
mony abroad she was glad to get back to - ^ u^omP^7J_^^^^ <i^ And Peggy must approve of little sister's
York; and gently but firmly refused to allow

First National to give a big welcome-home going into pictures, or she wouldn't go.

Because when Lucille played a little part
party for hen Her own particular pals are

Broadway play. Peggy decided it

rejoicing m the choice French perfumes and , ^ kind of
y
£/a kid%y

ister should
stockings she brought back; but they would

ha d ĝnt in Lucillc
-

S resi
have been glad to see her anyway. Some

thing about Colleen seems to inspire devo-

tion, with such proofs as the new three-

year contract with which First National just

presented her. It calls for twelve features

tion for her.

J
oseph and Rudolph Schildkraut left New
York together for Hollywood, where

the first to be Irene, from the musical com-
j h wflj j jn Cedl de MiUe

'<

s Road
edy success. tQ 'Yesterday and his father will play a

* * * patriarch in His People, for Universal.

Joseph may have a slight reputation for

LOOKS as if Dorothy Gish never would temperament, but after he has worked for

be able to begin her own series of Q B.. it will probably be shattered,

pictures. Just as she finished work opposite
^ k

Dick Barthelmess in The Beautiful City,

Leon Errol and his company decided that

there was only one comedienne capable of ^7' hen D. W Griffith shot the first

playing the leading feminine role in Clothes W scenes of his first picture for Para-

Male the Pirate. Errol'.s initial stellar vehi- mount. That Royle Girl there was a cele-

cle So Dorothy went right to work again bration at the Long Island City studio,

in 'some one's else company. James Kirkwood and Carol Dempster have

Sister Lillian hessed her to come to Cali- tne leads,

fornia to play Kle of Musette in La If they threw their hats in the air over

Boheme; but Dorothy had to refuse. And the beginning of a new Griffith picture

with Jack Gilbert in the picture, too! wonder what they 11 do when Gilda Gray

Mr. Barthelmess, by the way, never starts work.



Glenn Hunter held up the production

of his latest, The Pinch Hitter— not

because of temperament; but because the

action of this baseball story required that

he knock a home-run; and he's no Babe

Ruth. But he finally made it And he

didn't say in the meantime, as he might

have, Tm a motion-picture actor, not a

baseball player."

Virginia and Carmelita found time hang-

ing heavy on their hands, so they went

off to Europe. The Misses Valli and

Geraghty calmly ignored all picture offers

and sailed to have a good time. But they

may listen to the soft, sweet words of Eng-

lish producers who want them to appear in

a picture while they're over there.

Carmelita, in case you have overlooked

her, is a brilliant brunette of Spanish-Irish

extraction. The "Irish" is Tom Geraghty,

who writes most of Tommy Meighan's

scenarios.
* * *

TOM Meighan was shooting some night

scenes at Sing Sing, by special permis-

1 sion. He and his gang had been working

a while when they were startled by ^a plain-

I tive voice from prisoners' row: "Say, if

you guys don't keep quiet, I'm going to get

out of here!"
* * *

Constance Bennett came back to Man-
hattan to make a picture opposite

Glenn Hunter. Although when she left she

was as charming and attractive as she is

now, she hadn't then attained the eminence

of having parties given in her honor. Now,
she's an important celluloid personage, and

presided at a tea with all the poise of an

established star. Though she's been in

what New Yorkers love to think of as the

wilds of California, she was dressed in a

Fifth Avenue frock. Manhattan is where

Constance happens to be at the time.

Gilda Gray will probably make her

screen debut as Aloma of the South

Seas. According to report, Barbara La

Marr very much wanted to play the tropical

heroine of the Broadway stage success and

her managers also aimed to get it for her.

Gilbert Seldes, the critic, then employed by

the La Marr company, was sent to view the

entertainment with the purpose of com-

menting upon it as a future La Marr vehi-

cle. He returned with the criticism that he

couldn't "see" it at all. Sometime later the

managerial gentlemen attended Aloma in

person, and saw great possibilities in it as a

picture for their star. But—and alas!

—

meanwhile the price of Aloma, first offered

the managers for a modest sum, had soared

to the skies, and in fact out of their reach.

It is perhaps not necessary to add that Mr.

Seldes isn't working for the La Marr com-

pany any more. Well, it's said he wasn't

crazy about it, anyway.
Gilda, herself, the famous shimmy expert,

will quiver for her equally palpitating audi-

ences as the south-seas heroine, as her first

stellar role for Famous Players, unless

present plans miscarry. If she makes Aloma,
she will do it in Florida where, at Miami,
she has already danced into the hearts of the

natives and tourists. Before she sailed

for Europe with her husband, Gil Boag,

for a well-earned vacation, Miss Gray enter-

tained at luncheon. She looked far from
the vivid creature she presents on the stage.

She looked more like a school-girl in a sim-

ple sports sweater, low-heeled shoes, pleated

skirt, felt hat, and absolutely no make-up

—

not a trace of it, or jewels, either.

She refuses to take herself in the least

SCREENLAND
seriously, this Polish girl from Milwaukee

who made the shimmy dance a national

institution. Her marriage to her manager,

Mr. Boag, well-known New York cafe

owner, was the climax of a thrilling career.

The Boags are devoted, and as domestic

as her career permits. She had just wound

up a strenuous season dancing in picture

theatres from coast to coast, and as a re-

ward for being a good working girl, she

was presented by her appreciative husband

with a brand-new, shiny Rolls-Royce, with

her initials on the door. Right now, the

far-famed "Golden Girl" wants more than

anything to be a success on the screen, and

those who have seen her screen tests predict

that she will be.

As a second vehicle for pictures, she will

use The Tal\ of the Town, an original story

especially written for her by Robert ^Sher-

wood, editor and film critic of "Life," and

Bertram Block.

tx/tr. and Mrs. Estelle Taylor, or, as they

jyi. are sometimes called, Mr. and Mrs.

Jack Dempsey, returned from a hectic so-

journ in Europe, only too glad to be home

again. Despite entertainment in their honor,

they were home-sick all the time. And it

was so cold, take it from them, that they

were almost reduced to winter underwear.

Jack is through with pictures, but Estelle

isn't. Although she turned down an offer

from UFA in Germany because it would

interrupt her career as Mrs. Dempsey, Miss

Taylor will soon be seen in pictures made

in California. During their day in Man-

hattan before they dashed west, she found

time to deny the rumors that she was try-

ing to keep her husband from the ring.

"I knew when I married him he was a

boxer." she said, "and would always be.

Fighting is his profession. I couldn't stop

him if I wanted to—and I don't!"

Jack presented to his bride a shillaleh he

picked up over there, in case he ever tried

to make a sparring partner of her. But it

doesn't look as if that will ever happen,

as all is serene and blissful in the Dempsey
romance. Jack is saving his punches for his

big battle a year from now.

Hope Hampton is a busy girl these days.

No sooner had she finished a two-

reeler in natural color. The Marionettes,

produced by her husband, Jules Brulatour,

than she began work in the leading role of

The Unfair Sex, at the Diamant Berger

studio in Fort Lee, New Jersey.

But Hope, contending that all work and

no play would make her a dull girl, if such

a thing were possible, decided to give a

party. She sent for her friends to come
over to Fort Lee and when they got there,

called it a day. There was a marimba
"band" for dancing, and the stern studio

was turned into a cafe. Even the director

decided enough work had been done for a

while, and put away his megaphone and
joined the dance. Speaking of dancing,

Hope herself is one of the star steppers on
the celluloids. She has been taking danc-

ing lessons twice a week since she was so

high, and even now that she's in pictures,

she lets nothing interfere with her terpsi-

chorean duties.

Ht AVE you heard about Mary Pickford's

1 new portable dressing room? It's one
of Mary's most prized possessions. Reasons:
it was left to Miss Pickford by the will of

Madame Eleanora Duse, famous Italian ac-

tress, and was used by Duse on many stages

on her farewell tour of this country. The
dressing room came clear from Italy and is

now serving the queen of the movies, as it

served the queen of the stage.

Lose 20
In this easy way

There is an easy, pleasant, scientific

way for attaining proper weight. It

has proved itself for 18 years. Count-
less people all around you show its

good results.

That way is Marmola Prescription

Tablets, now in world-wide use.
_
No

unusual exercise or diet is required.

People now use over a million boxes
yearly, and excess fa,

L
. is not one-tenth

so common as it was.
You should know Marmola. We state

every' ingredient and tell you how and
why it acts. When you know it you
will use it until you reach the slender-

ness you wish. Find out the facts in

justice to yourself.

Marmola Prescription Tablets are sold

by all druggists at $1 per box. Send this

coupon for our latest book, a 25-ct. sample
free and our guarantee. Clip it now.

The Pleasant Way to Reduce

MARMOLA
General Motors Bldg.

DETROIT, MICH.

Mai 1 for

25c Sample

Free
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New Hollywood Craze!
Movie-Fan's Locket Ring for

displaying your favorite's photo
where you can see it all day long!

Or put in sweetie's picture, a
butterfly, or lock of hair. Solid

Sterling Silver SI .97. 3 Genuine
Gold Shell S2.97. Send stamps or

money order (15c extra if C.OJ3.).

Orient Exchange, 98 Park Place, New York, Dept. S.L-I
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Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills theheir root
without pain or injuries to the
Bkin in the privacy of your own
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Send today 3 stamps for
Free Booklet

O.J. MAHLER CO., Mahler Fark, Providence, RJ.

.4 Shapely Foot is a Jov _Forever_

BEAUTIFY YOUR
FEET

The Perfection Toe Spring
REMOVES THE ACTUAL
CAUSE of the BUNION
or enlarged joint. Worn
at night, with auxiliary
appliance for day use.
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Straighten Your Toes;

Banish that Bunion
Full particulars in plain envelope
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More Stars than

there are in Heaven

Lillian Gish

Marion Davies

Norma Shearer

Ramon Novarro

Lon Chaney

Buster Keaton

John Gilbert

Jackie Coogan
Mae Murray

Eleanor Boardman
Lew Cody

Aileen Pringle

Pauline Stark

Mae Busch

Conway Tearle

Claire Windsor
Conrad Nagel
William Haines

Renee Adoree

Zasu Pitts

Bert Roach

And many more

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures aremadein the vast

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios in Culver City, Cal.

DON'T miss "THE UNHOLY THREE", featuring Lon Chaney,

with Mae Busch and Matt Moore. Directed by Tod Browning.

Lon Chaney rings the bell again—this time as a ventriloquist in

a dime museum, who recruits the Giant and Midget for an amazing

career of intrigue and adventure. A swift-action story that holds

you breathless from the first flash to the final fade-out—-packed

with suspense, thrills, violence, jealousy and love.

And this is only one of the fifty-two great Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

pictures to be released this coming year. The greatest galaxy of

stars ever gathered together under the banner of one producer!

Directors who know how to make a picture jump into throbbing

life! A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture is always a sure-fire eve-

ning's entertainment. Watch for announcement of the releases.

* z Pictures <with Personality"

To be shown starting this month:

A SLAVE OF FASHION—Norma Shearer's big starring vehicle, with Lew
Cody. Hobart Henley, the director. Samuel Shipman, the author. ROMOLA—
Lillian Gish stars. Dorothy Gish featured. Henry King, the director. George
Eliot's classic novel. An Inspiration Picture (Chas. H. Duell, PresA NEVER
THE TWAIN SHALL MEET—A Cosmopolitan Production from Peter B.

Kyne's best-seller, with a distinguished cast.

Following these productions will be many other outstanding Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer photoplays, including "The Merry Widow" (directed by Von Stroheim),

"Mare Nostrum" (Rex Ingram's successor to "The Four Horsemen"), "The
Big Parade" (The "What Price Glory" of the screen), "Lights of Old New
York" (A Cosmopolitan production, starring Marion Davies). Fifty-two

productions in all will be presented under the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer banner.
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d" There is a little girl

on the Metro lot who
has been in two pic'

tures only but now
has signed a long time

golden contract. Con
gratulations,

Silly

O'Neill

And this

is Sally
? out-to-

wal\.

C[ Sally 0"Heill turns

a fish float into a galleon of treasure ivhen she climbs aboard
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FOR LOVERS OF POETRY

Malcolm McGregor /-ti "There is no love in all the world that I have not loved you with.

Olive Borden vjf
, . . When a rose petal of poesy blows across the screen how
welcome it is! In the Vitagraph picture from A. S. M. Hut-

chinson's "The Happy Warrior" there is much idyllic charm.



As Mrs. Bert Lytell she's displaying her hus-
band's wedding gift to her. Miss Windsor
has just completed "The White Desert."

El
.-j
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C Buster Collier, Jr.,

plays the part of
the Prodigal Son.

The most beautiful "still" of the month

from

. . . And not many days after the younger
son gathered all together, and took his jour-
ney into a far country, and there wasted
his substance with riotous living.

— Luke H, 13.
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SCREENLAND'S EDITORIAL COMMENT

I've Got An Idea!

IT
is the magic phrase of modern times; it opens the doors

of guarded sanctums; it arrests the attention of the masses

and gains the ears of the masters of art and the builders

of business. . . (( Ideas are the priceless boon to mankind

from a loving God. They are the hope of the youthful.

Armed with an idea the least person may become the most

masterful. . (( In motion pictures every sort of an idea, finds

a waiting market. Since the day when the Reverend Hannibal

Goodwin had the idea of a flexible material not soluble in

water, your movies have been growing, one idea at a time.
.

.

(( To-day we have more new ideas. The gyroscope is enabling

the directors to move the camera with the action, and thus to

put more realism in pictures. Such intangible thoughts as new

tricks of lighting are being originated. A single source of light

produces an artistic and dramatic effect, and this idea is taking

its place. These modern ideas were recently used by clever

Monta Bell in "Pretty La^es." .
'.'<£. "I have an idea."

. .
C[ A

wonderful phrase and never more wonderful than when it

announces an advance in screening Art which is beauty and

Truth which is life.



en New York's four
(| There is a beautiful but little known movie

theatrewhich ispatronized exclusively by society.

C[ Blanche Mehaffey,
impersonating the

society debutante
who drops into

her favorite movie
house to worship
the film heroes on
her way to the

Ritz for tea.

The Plaza, a moving
picture house of luxur-

ious appointments which
belie the unpretentious

Fifty-J^inth Street en-

trance.

Ong, low motors purred up to the curb. Immaculate
' footmen sprang out to open monogrammed

)\ doors and deposit costly cargoes on the sidewalk.

Sable cloaks brushed gold brocades. Diamonds
flashed, and pearls would have if they could. Little

slippers of silver or satin danced beside glossy patent

leathers. The smartest, the smoothest of bobs; careful

coiffures of snowy white; the most minutely marcelled

of shingles— all shone under the electric lights. Soft

voices called gay greetings as the people poured into the

brightly beckoning lobby.

A gala night at the Opera? Guess again!

Just a few of New York's fabled 400 going to the

movies.

It may be in February, when the fabulous four hundred

find time to live in their town houses for a little while.

"The season" is in full swing. Manhattan's first families

—and even the last, and those in between—are inspired

16



HUNDRED Goes to the ^Movies

By Delight Evans

<C Yakima Canutt, the

, . . „ new "Western" play

:o sparkle socially.
e1% is we iCOmed at

They boast boxes in the society movie

:he Diamond Horse- house,

shoe at the "Met."

They subscribe t o

the concerts. They

dash to the first-nights of the new plays.

They entertain in their palaces or their

apartments opposite the Park, on broad

Pirk Avenue, or on the way to the Hast

River—whither they have wandered with

purposes social rather than suicidal. They

dine, they dance, or so I have^been told.

They introduce fresh "buds" to their

waiting world. But this particular eve-

ning take it from me, they went to the movies.

The several thousand members of Manhat-

tan's Four Hundred are the greatest movie fans

on earth. They love the movies for themselves

alone. They don't go to a movie theatre to

hear the overture; or the plump soprano strug-

gling through an aria only to emerge in a flurry

of apology and perspiration—and no applause.

They don't go to watch marionettes at a minuet 1 hey

don't, in other words, demand trimmings with their

movies; in fact, they take their movies straight. When

they want music, they remember the Metropolitan. When

chey want dancing, there's Pavlowa, and, and— Powers

Elephants at the Hipp. But when they want movies—
chey go to get 'em.

,

Any time you are at the Metropolitan and don t know

what to do, look around at some of the empty boxes.

You've visualized their subscribers at Sherry's, I suppose,

or somewhere like that. But you're probably wrong.

The Plaza Theatre, a movie house at Madison Avenue;

and 59th Street, is presenting the latest Tom Mix feature,

co the most aristocratic audience in the world.

THE Plaza can point with pride, if it cared to, to

distinguished and gilded guests; but if it did, it

might scare them away. It can boast a classy clientele

four out of seven evenings a week.

Has it platinum-embossed orchestra chairs? Does it

serve champagne between reels? Does it offer diamond-

((Tom Mix and
Tony who, in

dashing manner,

has captured the

fancies of the
flappers of the
younger set.

It is not unusual for

a millionaire who de-

sires to add "Peter,

the Great" to his

fennels t o enquire

of the Plaza house

manager where he

may see the own-

er of the dog-star.

Millionaire or

country boy, we
are all ali\e in

our love for the

screen pets.

studded programs? No. Movies, that's all.

For four or five years now, the Plaza has been enter-

taining the rich and famous of New York with its pic-

tures It doesn't make a point, as do the huge Broadway

picture houses, of offering "first runs." It picks its pic-

tures for their entertainment quality; and its audiences

believe that what plays the (Continued on page 92)
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(^Flaherty k the greatest of

all camera explorers. He

gave us Nanook of the

North, and now Moana.

By Gayne Dexter

~"~T N the village of Safune on the island of Savii, the

I chiefs sit smoking, sipping their kava, sometimes talk'

I ing in deep rhythm, sometimes content to listen to

the toss of wind through "feather-dusters
11—for palm-

clumps swaying at the top of slender, sloping trunks are

like nothing else. Voices weave through the huts; a child

cries; one woman scolds, another laughs. Silhouetted

where the beach slips into the unbroken indigo of sea,

figures drift slowly. The young men and girls miss young
Tevesi. He sailed and did not return. They wonder
after him, out to the edge of the stars. The wives in

the huts speak of Falangisesi; she has gone with her three

children. And Lopati s voice is no longer heard among
the chiefs, though they rarely understood what he said

anyhow. But for two years he sat beside them as no
white man ever did before — Lopati with ruddy cheeks
that scarcely tanned but bleached to the death-color once
when a tropical illness struck him down. Lopati of the

stature like their own — broad, not gigantic, and with
light hair growing white by age and wisdom.
Where did the ship take Lopati, Falangisesi and Tevesi,

who was Lopatis brother? The caves in which they
worked their miracles are empty. No one goes there by
day, and who would dare by night? Their hut is empty,
too.

It would be good to greet them once more: "Talofa,
talofa!" ....
Ten thousand miles from Safune I met these papa-

langis, these whites, in an apartment on East Sixty-third
Street, New York, slapbang against civilisation, surely!
The mutter of Madison and Fifth Avenues reached in.

Lopati sat in shirt-sleeves reading a manuscript, while
Falangisesi, his wife, darned a sock. I heard Tevesi speak-
ing on the telephone in another room. By and by he
entered chuckling.

"That was Frederick O'Brien on the telephone. He
wanted to know the address of that place where we got
the

11

Enforcement agents might have enquired also.
The day had been dead hot, the wet oppression of this

of MOANA

afternoon excused any man's thirst. For a moment or
two before Tevesi went out to tell O'Brien the magic
pass-word and show him where to use it, the trio was
complete. Who were they?
At least one is known to everybody who saw "Nanook

of the North." Lopati produced that picture, and until
he went to Savii to create another equally as fine he
was Robert J. Flaherty, arctic explorer; but Samoans
changed his name just as they called Frances Hubbard
Flaherty Falangisesi and David Flaherty Tevesi. After
living two years with the Samoans, living almost "native,"



the South

to screen the island saga, they have brought back "Moana

of the South Seas."

•Their own story never may be written fully because

they do not tell it that way. Bit by bit, first man, then

woman — that's how the tale developed; and comparing

these two with what they told me and what they have

pictured for you, the Flahertys are easily understood.

They are not born fictionists, not novelists; they do not

imagine. Instead they probe.

So they explored the

eskimo until they felt

Nanook's drama like a

throb of the earth, and

the islander until Mo-

ana's romance came
with the chant and roll

o f tom-toms through

the groves. What they

find they weave. Mrs.

Flaherty's needle point-

ed that impression. In-and-out,

in-and-out— darning a sock.

Adventure started the hour

they set sail from Apia for Savii,

fifty-odd miles distant. Four tons

of camera equipment were load-

ed aboard an auxiliary schooner.

Seas that had run heavily all the previous

day had smoothed at dawn, and about Apia

nothing more than an easy roll lifted But

mid-way the schooner caught it. Grey-beards

washed from nose to poop, their spray

plumed higher than the masts into torn black clouds.

The ship stumbled into waves, climbed to ragged crests,

her engine gasping, then skittered down. Flahertys chil-

dren of three, five and seven years lay m the scuppers

The mother stretched beside them, her arms grasping all

three to save them from going overboard. Ha t-seen

through splintering water the men fought to hold the

equipment fast. ... c r.

"Frederick O'Brien, who- wrote those great bouth Sea

books, had lived in Safune," Flaherty related, still poring

over his manuscript. "His hut was still there. We built

a verandah around it and used it for our own. He haa

told us about two caves, in one of which was a cold

running spring. We made that our laboratory and

developed all our negative there. An Australian m the
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employ of the New Zealand Government joined us as laboratory
expert with two native boys to assist him, only those natives wouldn't
stay in the cave— the dark-room— alone. They were so scared of
devils that one boy, who was having trouble with his wife, locked
her in

.
and threatened to leave her there unless she promised' to

behave.
1 '

"He has skipped eight months of heartbreak." Mrs. Flaherty spoke
more to herself than to me. She seemed to be thinking back. Her
voice ran lower and slower than usual; for she clips words as I have
heard Canadian women speak. Picture a tall woman with her hair
bound by a single braid; imagine the ruggedness of a man chiselled
down to clear-cut feminine features with the underlying spirit pre-
served; then partly you see Mrs. Flaherty. There's a hint of log-
cabins and loneliness about her if you judge people from their screen
counterparts.

"We understood the Eskimos," she said. "But these Samoans were
new. They were picturesque, gentle people. Our children played
with theirs. Dressed only in lava-lavas with their skin tanning up,
very little distinguished white from brown. But between their

5

men
and women and ourselves lay something we could not grasp. Chiefs
and their wives sat on our verandah. A native girl, Lia Lelei, errand-
daughter of Chief Sumanatafa who ____
was Robert Louis Stevenson's friend,

interpreted as best she could. We
could see they were trying to tell

us about themselves; they took us

to their dances; if we travelled in-

land word went ahead and villages

held festivities in which we seemed
to share— though really we didn't.

We stood on the fringe of things
like our cameras, mechanically
equipped to photograph people,
palms, beaches, reefs, but not the
living force beneath them. So for

weeks and months the films we took
were no better than those of a hun-
dred other cinematographers. We
destroyed them. At night we often
sat staring hopelessly to sea, crushed
by a sense of failure."

Simply the Flahertys were being
born— or re-born — brown. They

became
Lopati,

Falangisesi and Tevesi. They grew conscious
of drama as Samoans know it— so funda-
mental a thing as the making of a man. It
is manhood through pain.

Eventually they found Moana, a lad of
eighteen, whom they had noted before only
for his perfect physique, the pagan beauty
of the fellow. Above his ear he wore a
red hibiscus. He wanted a girl to marry-
after he had become a man. Her name was
Fa'angasi. The lava-lava around her loins

no more hid the free

sweep of her limbs

than the necklace of

picturesque romTncl ^ells that Moana had
has been truthfully fashioned concealed
filmed by Mr. Flaherty. Fa'angasfs breasts.

(C Fa'angasi and Moana
real Samoans wh
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C( A typical island scene

where the age-old life

of the tropics breeds

stalwart lovers.

ground potions and laid charms,

to keep devils from entering Mo-

ana's blood through the stinging

needles. Outside the hut warriors

danced and chanted to the throb

of fighting-drums. Moana would

hear them; his courage would grow on songs that swelled

in his ears so that the torture of his body seemed less.

Three weeks of the letting of blood. Three weeks

of tattooing manhood into Moana, who would not

whimper, although, lying there, his fingers locked with

pain as if they never could be pried apart. His teeth

sank deep into his lips.

It was Fa'angasi, with soft wonders in her eyes, who

wiped the last blood away. Moana was a man.

That's drama! Government officials who sometimes

sailed across from Apia called it savagery, but they

also looked fishy-eyed at the Flahertys. To treat

Samoans as human beings was not compatible with

white dignity, at least not as the "brass hats" regarded

dignity. Telling me of it, Flaherty growled.

In Tutuila I have seen natives bear their sick chief

upon a litter, and climb eight miles down mountain

tracks, through jungle— never resting— to the naval

doctors at Pango. But I never saw a white man born.*

that way. Yet Flaherty, helpless with sickness con-

tracted in a village inland, came down to Safune on

native shoulders. And Chief Ta'avale ran beside the

litter.

Stories that neither Mr. nor Mrs. Flaherty told were

revealed in their albums of photographs. How were

interior scenes taken? Well, one snapshot showed a

hut sawn in halves for a studio, just as Nanook's igloo

had been in the Arctic. Here were three white children

and their native nurses. Fll swear no picture like that

ever was taken before. This long stretch of groves

and sea was the view Robert Louis Stevenson loved

from the hills above Apia. And here's Fia Lelei, the

Their romance was not

photographed scene by

scene or arranged accord-

ing to continuity. For

another year the Flahertys

stayed while that love de-

veloped. It grew into the

lens as Moana grew into

manhood, with that un-

forgettable climax when
he stretched his bare body out to be tattooed from the

middle of his back to his calves. Manhood was cut into

his flesh as a pattern handed down from his gods.

The artist bent over him not for one day but every

day for three weeks working the design with needles of

bone. His blood ran mingling with the dye. A gnarled

mother wiped the stream away. Fa'angasi fanned him

cool, whispering to him. In the hills a witch-woman

C[ The three

adopted by

Flaherty children were

native nurses.

interpreter who has come back with the Flahertys—

a

native crirl suddenly transplanted from Samoa to Nev,

York and loving it! Stories threaded through every

photograph. And there were glimpses of that unforget-

table ^Samoan beauty, Fa'angasi. Let me suggest that

every star who has essayed a South Sea role should

sit very humbly at that girl's feet and learn some-

thing.



Mother and daughter—what an adventure
for a mother to have
a daughter \i\e Lois!

(jj You will see hois

Mq'ran in "Stella

Dallas". In spite of

her youth she is one

of the best trained

actresses in

Hollywood.

By Grace Frye

Lois TsAoran rides to

the studio on her

wheel to \eep her

dancing muscles' in

the pin\.

' ^ YES have appetites.

And just now the optical appetite of picture tans

\j is demanding a more sensible diet. So director

chefs are already spreading box office tables with an
old-fashioned bill of fare that may go far toward promoting
good health throughout the entire industry.

In other words, the spicy sensational picture, with its

exaggerated, painted flappers, is being rapidly placed on the

studio shelf. And a normal, rational picture is being served.

Featuring a normal, sensible girl that is being termed the

"unsophisticated type."

Which term is a misnomer. Because today a girl may be

sophisticated, worldly wise, and yet be the physical and mental
antithesis of the much exploited flapper type. Natural she

must be. Not necessarily beautiful, but wholly unaffected in

dress or manners, and, above all, lovable.

Lois Moran is an outstanding example. Although only

sixteen, one could never term her unsophis-

ticated as we have grown to use the word.

„ ... , For she is familiar with life in many countries

for Director
and several languages. And because of this,

Henry King to not ^n sPlte °f it, she has learned to place

boss around. the right value on life.



S ^EADY

<CAt home in the

\itchen little Lois

studies a different

art.

Lois is, as Michael

Arlen has said, "the

^ueen of ten thou-

sand freckles."

It was really a delight to interview her. Or rather I should

say them. For Lois Morans mother has been and is, an

integral part of Lois' life in its every tense. And through

this palship and supervision Lois, with discriminating logic,

ihas been made to 'look upon the wine of life when it was

read and translated for her.

"Lois is just finishing her morning gymnastics," welcomed

this wise, 'bobbed-haired mother, looking not a day over

twenty-five. "You see, we are just getting settled in our

California bungalow. It seems wonderful, for we haven t

had a chance in. years to experiment in house-keeping because

": We have had to live abroad so long on account ot Lois

education.

"

"Have you had difficulty in securing help?" I started cir-

cumspectly.

"Oh. we don't need any help," she laughed. "For this is

just the opportunity I have been wanting so that Lois might

learn something about home-making. And I tell her it is

ricrht in line with her usual good luck to have a modern,

sunshiny place like this to learn in. You know there is

nothing like this in Europe," and she sighed in contentment.

Trufy the rest of the story might well be titled "The

Luck of the Irish." So rightfully proud they

seem of their Irish lineage and good fortune.

Strange to relate, although Lois has been ({Lois Moron

selected by Samuel Goldwyn to play the
"fr/en o pi-

important part of Laurel in "Stella Dallas, quant, youth'

there has been no (Continued on page 82) ful grace.
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It was not enough to have
the red tongues of flames,
the explosion of engines
and the sin\ing of the sh

_—they also ran in a leop-

ard, and a leopard with a
dirty loo\ at that!

warn

q When the daily grind has all the snappy zesi ofa tread-
mill when instead cf the incense, cf applause your nose
detects the touch of the grindstone, remember you can
always turn foolish and go into the movies.

By Harold R. Hall

1HE ln
'

e of a movie star is not monotonous
at any rate, and this, perhaps, is its greatest
charm. There are wild and adventurous
spirits in the movies willing to work hard

and suffer discomforts because motion picture mak-
ing is the one field of human endeavor that his
never the day-after-day repetition which is the curse
of so many lives.

If you have ever spitefully punched a time clock
with the wish that it might explode and blow the
entire works to Kingdom Come, if you have ever
suspected that life was just the same thin- over
and over again, be of good heart— for there is
an existence which has variety from morn 'till niaht
with a special unexpected evening performance^
something different!

The other day I went on loca-
tion with Doris Kenyon, Lloyd
Hughes, Hobart Bosworth, Sam
Hardy, Director John Francis Dil-
lon and a flock of "extras.

11 We
went to sea to film scenes in "The
Half Way Girl" which Earl Hud-
son was making for

First National. Be-
lieve me, there was no
monotony down the
bay that day, although
there was almost
everything else.

(f First Rational Pictures
as usual gave Earl Hud-
son his own way with
"The Half Way" Girl."
and ,\c'a- Yor\ Harbor
hasn't quieted down yet.

Vv e made two starts before we finally got under
way. The first was a nightmare. At nine-thirty
one evening we reached the dock at Staten Island
New ^ork, where our steamer lay. The ram was
coming down in sheets as we picked our way over
the dock. The steamer looked good to all of us
But when we stepped aboard every heart sank. It
must have been a dry weather boat, for it leaked



VARIETY try making

in more places

than a sieve. The

beds would have

made good oyster

beds.

Director Dih

Ion, whom you
picture sitting at

ease shouting his

directions, threw

up his hands and

for a moment was

speechless. Doris Kenyon,

Hughes and the others sat down

on wet chairs and just grinned.

No one complained. It was a

wet night. Finally Dillon moved

the women to a hotel, but the

men had to sleep on the boat.

I shall never forget seeing Hardy

and Hughes stretched out on the

(Continued on page 80)

<£ The sinking of the "Mandalay" not

only supplied a thrill for the film

made by Doris Kenyon and Lloyd

Hughes, but also gave one to the

crews of the ships u'ithin sight.

With true sailor hearts they ail

rushed to the rescue, unaware the

sinking was all on purpose.



Gathered from far and near,

these aspirants for screen
honors will be advised and
directed in their climb by
Tom Terms, the well \nown
director.

ten GREAT
(jf Through the courtesy of the Famous Players'

Las\y Corporation Screenland has arranged

for the story of the Paramount Picture School.

The installments of this story will appear regu-

larly so that you will he able to "follow the

dramatic development of these youngsters into

finished screen players.

Irving Hartle

Dorothy J^ourse

Ethelda Kenvin

Claud Buchanan

Charles Rogers

Harriett Krauth

dream has come true for eighteen young men and
women.
A long time ago a poet said, "There is a nick in

Fortune's restless wheel for each man's good.''' On
July 20th, the lucky eighteen clicked into their niches and started out to

give Old Man Opportunity a real run for his money. Oa. that date they

were officially enrolled as students in the new Paramount Picture School and
took their first instruction in the technique of screen acting.

Where did they come from, these fortunate boys and girls who unexpectedly
found opportunity battering down their doors? What qualifications have they

that give them the jump on over thirty thousand others who applied for

admission to the school? What are they going to

. make of the Big Chance that has fallen into their

laps?

Running down these questions for SCREENLAND,
I had no difficulty in getting answers from Para'

mount officials on the first two. I spent hours at

the big studio on Long Island and took the first

steps toward friendship with the new pupils. I

found out where they came from and what had
been the big things in their lives up to this point,

and what they are like in personalities and looks.

But the third question— what will they make of

themselves in the school?— is one that I can report

on only month by month as they progress and
develop whatever latent talent they may possess.

Numerically, the new class is unequally

divided, there being ten of the fair sex

and only eight of the sterner ditto; so no
matter which sex you may champion, you
can now settle down to a serious consid-

Robert
Andrews
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ADVENTURES
" The serial story of the training given these

eighteen boys and girls, of their trials, their

successes and their disappointments— will be

interesting and exciting, and will be written

each month

By Bill Colling

The most exciting time in

the lives of young persons is

that day when they ma\e
their bid to be rich and
famous. Here are eighteen
gamblers with fate.

Josephine Dunn

eration of the workings of fate, chance,

opportunity, or what have you, with'

out feeling that you're being discrimin-

ated against since ten to eight is about

as good a ratio as the male sex ever

gets. The youngest is a young lady

of sixteen summers and an equal number of winters, and the oldest is a male

Methusaleh of twenty-six years. The average age of the feminine contingent

is nineteen.

When I met this group of potential film stars on the "first day of school,"

I was most impressed by the fact that they were just a bunch of nice, healthy,

normal American boys and girls. They had just come back to the studio

from their daily 8 to 9 A. M. class in horseback riding, and they burst into

the attractively furnished school quarters at the Paramount studio laughing

and chatting like a lot of young magpies.

First through the door was Josephine Dunn. That seems to be one of

Miss Dunn's chief characteristics— being first in things. She is distinctly

the "leader" type, with wide set blue eyes, a perky nose and a firmly modeled

chin. Raised on a Colorado ranch, she has that indefinable air about her that

suggests the wide open spaces; a hearty, wholesome handshake and a frank

and comradely way of looking at you. About three years ago she moved
with her parents to New
York and did a little work
in pictures as an extra.

Being an accomplished

dancer, she then secured

an engagement in musical

comedy on Broadway,
tripping her way to suc-

cess in "Good Morning,
Dearie," "Stepping Stones"

and "Kid Boots." Miss
Dunn has lovely auburn
hair, as becomes

a daughter o f ]ac\
(Cont'd on p. 71) Luden

Lorraine Eason

Charles

Bro\au>

William
Dillon
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C[ Scene in the

Wardrobe De-
partment with

the bargain'
hunters hot on
the chase.

G[ A happy picture-

fan with her bun-
dle which con-

tains the very
dress that Pola
T^egri wore
when—

(\ Afot only clothes of other

years, but modern gowns as

well are offered for sale.

Esther Ralston in h e r

'Trouble with Wires' dress.

"ELL, of course, lots

of us could look like

Pola or Gloria— or

Betty Bronson-

—

or Norma Shearer— or at any
rate like Trixie Friganza — if we
just had their clothes.

V/e see them, clad in

misty chiffon, strolling in

moonlit gardens — or,

wrapped in Russian sables,

j stepping into luxurious

limousines, we watch them, gorgeous in brocaded metal
or silver lace, descending the double-width stairways
never seen off a studio set. . . . Who couldn't be

romantic, or emotional or dramatic in such garb?
We ask you!
What becomes of these aids to beauty and talent?
Nita Naldi never vamps one man in the same snaky gown

she wears to charm another.
Far be it from Irene Rich to watch over the sacred hearthstone

of her husband-in-this'picture in the same marabou-trimmed tea-
gown that enhanced her domestic loveliness as the wife-in-that-
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By Alice L Tildesley

(\The costumes made fa-

mous in gorgeous film

productions are sold twice

a year for as

little as two dol-

lars apiece.

ft

Cf The famous gown of

Gloria Swanson, which
worn in "Manhandled"
established her as an

artist in wearing

clothes.

C[ Whoever gets this s\irt

which Lois Wilson wore

in "North of 36" can

easily ma\e half a doz-

en tube dresses from it.

picture.

Pola's exotic beauty must be re-decked for each pas-

sionate adventure.

Then what do they do with their once-worn clothes?

Perhaps, if we've thought about it at all, we've imag-

ined them laying the gowns away in lavender, to be

brought out again when their wearers are old and gray

to serve as story-tale fare for wide-eyed grandchildren.

But are they?

In the first place, the screen raiment usually doesn't

belong to the star who wears it—or belongs to her tem-

porarily only. It is the creation of the wardrobe depart-

ment and Miss Star can wear it for the duration of the

picture and for retakes and stills.

After that, the glorious gown of rose-velvet, jewel-

trimmed, in which the duchess wheedled away the papers

from the crafty king, returns to the creator, who takes

off the more expensive bits, substituting brilliants for

better stones, enamel pins for cameos, and adding (or

(~ The regal robes which

Colleen Moore wore in

"Sally" now will grace

the courts of rural Cali-

fornia.

C[ This gown worn
by Adalyn Mayer
in "The Dressmaker
from Paris" has
reached the bargain subtracting) a train, drapery or
counter

- girdle. A woman who plays a

"bit" in another picture may fall

heir to the rose-velvet, thus dis-

guised, and after she has chaper-

oned the flapper (or tried to) or

laughed at the comedian's jokes, and passed on

out of the picture, it may be further altered for

another "bit."

Presently the gown descends to the extra girls

who form the "atmosphere" of most large pro-

ductions.

And then?

Then we can have 'em!

Twice a year, at Lasky's Hollywood Studio, a small

sign appears on the door of the building that houses the

wardrobe department. It announces, briefly, that there

will be a sale of clothes next morning.

No other advertising is done but the word-of-mouth-

wireless works well. When the doors open, the crowd

has begun to gather, and presently the long rooms where

the sale goes on are more like a battlefield than anything

else.

Hats and shoes worn by the heads and feet of stars

are stacked on shelves on each side of the rooms, and

down the center hang row upon row of coats, frocks

and bathing suits, ensembles, negligees and sports togs

in which Lois Wilson, Agnes Ayres and the rest have

lived, loved, suffered and died on the screen.

Small cards attached to each garment by a humble

safety pin record the name of the article, the price, and

who wore it— the latter being usually the item looked

at first.

"Would I dare wear it?" worries a stout woman, hold-

ing up a long, clinging georgette creation lavishly em-

broidered in color.

"The question is, could you?" amends her frank friend,

with an appraising eye.
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"But it was Pola Negri's! . . .

I could just put a little chiffon

or something in here and
"

"Betty Compson had these

white shoes. You know I can

wear a small size if I don't walk

in them
"

"It says on here that Florence

Vidor wore this evening wrap.

It sure is swell! Of course I

never go anywhere at night ex-

cept maybe to the drugstore for

something'Or-other, but
"

"There's a lot of good velvet

in that gown if the top is wore

off, and I could make a sofa

pillow out of it. Of course it's

beaded and that makes it sort

of scratchy for a pillow, but

'most anybody could stand be-

ing scratched by Leatrice Joy's

beads! " —————
"I don't know of anything I

could use it for, and goodness knows it won't come

anywheres near fitting me, but it was Betty Bronson's

and I'd sort of like to have it around
"

"It's got a hole here. . . . But I remember seeing Gloria

dragged around the room in this dress and I don't care.

Here's where the fellow grabbed her and tore the sleeve

clear off
"

"Listen, do you think I'd get to be awful devilish, if I

SCREENLAND
ould you like to attend a studio

wardrobe sale and buy some of the

costumes which have served the great

stars in their greatest parts?

SCREEK[LAHD, next month, will

offer you an opportunity to secure some

of these souvenirs. The East Coast

Studio of the Famous Players-Las\y

Corporation has selected for SCREEN
LAT^D readers some famous things

ivhich, having been photographed in

one film, cannot appear in another.

Would you li\e a Bebe Daniels

Dress?

See the October SCREEHLAHD.

wore one of Pola's gowns? This

was hers with all this feather

business on it. Looks sort of

like it had been in a chicken

fight or something, but it's got

lots of style
"

Style and material and senti-

ment—but, most of all, senti-

ment!—are the elements which

govern the shoppers' selections.

The babble goes on and the

bargain sale goes on with it.

"I had that first!"

"I beg your pardon, it's

mine!"

"I came here expressly to get

this
"

"Well, I'm in pictures and'

I
"

Extra girls trying to gather,

together a wardrobe, house-—— — wives who want materials for

table runners and cushion tops

(all goods are of the finest and most expensive made)—
getting hot, excited and maybe a bit wild-eyed as they

seize a gray velvet, crystal-beaded evening gown marked
at two dollars, a negligee of three thicknesses of chiffon

in blue, peach and orchid, for $5, or a slightly tarnished

silver lace opera cape marked at three-fifty. . . .

Not altogether unattainable, then, the garb of a movie i

queen!

O^LBERTINA 'KaSCH
BALLERINA

C[ The story of the dancer who
offers to SCREEHLAHD girls

FREE four dance scholarships.

(See Page 88)

THE former prima ballerina of the New York and Chicago Opera
companies, Albertina Rasch, recognized to-day as the creator of

the "new American ballet," offers an opportunity to girls through-

out the United States to secure ballet training under her skilled

direction.

The Albertina Rasch Studios are now located in new quarters in

the recently completed Steinway Hall on West Fifty-seventh Street,

New York. In addition to training, each pupil is guaranteed a

position on the stage, either in one of Miss Rasch's own companies
or with other recognized Broadway managements.

Albertina Rasch was trained from early childhood in the European
classic' school of ballet; she achieved at fourteen the distinction of
being the youngest Prima Ballerina ever to be officially appointed
by the Royal Opera at Vienna. A few years later R. H. Burnside,
the well-known New York producer, engaged her for his big Hippo-
drome spectacles.

Following this engagement she joined the Century Opera and
the Chicago Opera, and later toured South America.

Since then she and her corps of dancers have appeared in
numerous recitals at Carnegie Hall, the Metropolitan Opera House,
the Times Square Theatre and Town Hall; also outside New York.
Would you like such a life?

Photograph by Maurice Goldbcr

£[ Albertina Rasch, through her art, has ..

given pleasure to many thousands of
dance lovers and now offers to give

of her secrets to ambitious girls.



^ave They Named
Any Streets After

€[ The stars of the movies are the pets of Fame,

the daughters of Fortune, and the names

of the bigger and better Boulevards.

C[ Sun City is another

of Florida's boom
towns. And why
notl

C[ Viola Dana as she

was filmed o n

Florida's real es-

tate, rubbing a

sun-\issed shoul-

der.



Glh
QThe crying need of producers TODAY is A
NEWLEADINGMAN /-He must be debon-

air—he mustbenerile—he must be a beau-ideal—
he must be tall. He must be a CLEAN-CUT
WIDE-AWAKE SMILING YOUNG
AMERICAN who will prove to be every

girl's ideal type.

Mr. Kane and Mr. Higgin
intend to find this young
GREAT LOVER. They
believe that he is somewhere
in this broad country of ours

awaiting JUST THIS OP-
PORTUNITY TO BE DIS-
COVERED.

If you believe that you are

THE MAH send in your
photograph.

Greta J^issen and Ri-

cardo Cortez "In the

Name of Love," the

picture directed b y
Mr. Higgin. Mr. Cor-

tez is under contract

with Famous Players-

Las\y Corp. and is

not available for inde-

pendent producers.

AN ACTOR CAN BE
MADE

By Hoirard Higgin

AUTHOR, DIRECTOR. SCENARIST

URING the many years I have been
associated with the motion picture

business in a more or less successful

capacity one great fact has been
indelibly impressed upon my mind— the ab-

solute need on our screen today for men and
women of personality, ability, and persever-

ance: personality, because it is one of the
first requirements of a successful actor or
actress; ability, for without that most necessary attribute
reaching the top in stardom is virtually impossible; per-
severance for the reason that the lack of stick-to-it-iveness

kills the least chance of permanent success. Is there
somewhere a man fitted for a motion picture career, in
whose makeup the one, two and three of success can
be found?

With the above thought in mind, I sought out Robert
Kane, prominent in this industry as an independent

Howard Hig-

gin, director,

realizes the
need of our
screen to-day

for men of

p ersonal ity,

ability and
perseverance.

producer, and Miss Sada Cowan, collaborator with me
in numerous original screen stories and adaptations. I

presented to them my problem, "Where can I find a

NEW LEADING MAN?" Momentarily they were at

a loss for an answer. Then Mr. Kane said, "Let's look

up the Editor of Screenland. Perhaps he will help us."

And from Miss Cowan, "He's just the man we need."

I've always had an idea that the fair way to secure

a new screen personality is through an opportunity
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CREATES
Lover /in e

JTRicardo Cortez

and Greta
Njssen as di-

rected by Mr.
Higgin. Tall,

strong, charm-

mg—Mr. Cor-

tez is one of

the best lead-

ing men on
the screen.

contest. After much serious thought and many confer-

ences between Mr. Kane and Miss Cowan, we planned

;
this contest.

Where in all this vast country of ours is the man

Iwe seek?

The crying need today of every producer of motion

pictures is a new type, a new face, a new screen per-

sonality. Are you that personality?

The potential possibility— let us call him our NEW

C[ Robert Kane, producer, is himself an

example of the successful man who
reached the top by his own efforts.

LEADING MAN — will be selected

by Robert Kane, First National

producer, the Editor of Screenland,

Miss Sada Cowan, my associate, and

myself. He will be given a part in

one or more of the four productions

Mr. Kane has commissioned me to

direct for him. These pictures when
completed will be nationally released

by First National Pictures, Inc. The
new find will be publicised, and given

every chance to make a name for

himself.

(Continued on page 72)

Conditions

' This contest will be awarded to the man who,

ludging from his photograph, has the best chance

for success in the movies.

Follow the conditions carefully.

1. Send as many of your photographs as you can.

Photographs will be returned if a stamped and ad-

dressed envelope of proper size is enclosed.

2. On the back write your name, address, height,

weight and age. Tell what experience you have had,

if any.

3. The candidate must be nearly six feet tail.
'

4. In the event of one or more candidates having merit

equal to the winner, equal opportunity will be given each.

5. This contest closes September 15th, 19.25.

6. The winner of this contest will be given a part in a

Robert T. Kane film and a salary will be paid while the winner

is employed. But no railroad fares or hotel expenses will be

paid.

7. Address Leading Man Contest. SCREENLAND Registry

Bureau. 236 West 55th Street. New York City.
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TAMOUS"

CT Little Greta T^is-

sen, specially posed
for Dayton, Ten-
nessee.

y s^he theatrical produc-

I
tion of Kaufman and

I Connelly's now mo-

viei^ed, "Beggar on

Horseback," was received by

the critics of New York with

high praise, but not one

paper neglected to mention

the discovery of Greta Nis-

sen, the New Beauty. As
the delightful Princess in

"A Kiss in Xanadu," little

Greta Nissen won her stand-

ing as a pantomimist, which
is the essential base of the

art of the movies.

Miss Nissen is under con-

tract with the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation and

has appeared in "Lost—A
Wife," and will be next seen

in "In the Name of Love."

She also has the leading role

in many large productions

such as "The Wanderer"
and "The Ancient High-

way."

Do you like to

dance?
Would you like

to be a stage

dancer?
On page
issue is

of free
ships to

W of this

an offer

scholar-

Screen-
LAND readers.

<C Greta 7\issen, hav-

ing reached the proud
estate of prima bal-

lerina, \ic\ed her
stage career over the

footlights and went
into the movies.

Photograph by

Eujene Robert Richce.



C[ A portrait of Cilda
Gray showing tht

health that danc-
ing has given her.

G[ It is becoming a tradition

that the door of the

Las\y Studio swings open

with a ready welcome to

the girl who comes to the

portal a'dancing.

Gilda Gray learned to

dance. After learning

how to dance Gilda

danced, but in addition

to setting her own lovely person

literally and lyrically in action,

she set the movie world to danc-

ing as well, until it was recently

announced that she had signed a

five-year contract with Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation to star

in pictures.

Her first film will be made
under the directorship of Paul

Bern under the working title of

"The Talk of The Town." She
is a conspicuous proof of screen,

success won by gaily dancing

feet. Whadya mean "feet?"-

ST Gilda emerges
from her bath

shivering—and
when Gilda
shivers

C[ Gilda Gray in the

Ziegfeld Follies.

Photograph by Edward Thayer Monroe



When Bruce Farrell entered the barber's shop
on Hollywood Boulevard he thought that he
only wanted a shave, but after taking one
look at the mirrored reflection of the girlm the next chair he knew that what he really wanted

was a shave, hair-trim, singe, shampoo, head-rub, shoe-
shine and manicure.

This sartorial truth did not properly dawn on him-
until the barber had finished the shave and had upended
him to apply the finishing touches. At this very moment
he became aware that a Vision had slipped into the
adjoining chair while he was in a state of lathered

recumbency and that the Vision had now smiled at him
—in the mirror.

Now even a university senior does not look his best

when a barber's cloth is tied around his neck and the
barber himself is fussily pecking at an invisible something
at the back of his left ear. Bruce realised this fact, and
although he smiled discreetly, he keenly felt the limita-

tions of his position. He smiled again but the wretched
creature who was daintily clipping microscopic bits from
the ends of the most wonderful head of copper hair in

all the world interposed his hulking body, and Bruce's
smile was short circuited.
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Illustrated by Braham Bulkin

"A-a-ll right"" announced his barber; meaning that the

operation was entirely successful and that the patient

might now depart. But Bruce did not depart.

"I believe I'll have a hair-trim/
1

1he decided in faltering

The solemn, white- jacketed barber stuck his head round

from behind the chair and peered into his face.

"Did you say hair-trim?" he breathed.

The Vision's barber held his shears suspended and

stared in frank amazement. Bruce felt the hot blood

mount to his neck and creep up to the roots of his curly

brown hair He knew that he was committing a dreadful

breach of barber shop etiquette. A man may have a

shave after a hair-trim, but to reverse the process is posi-

tively indelicate. Something like ordering fish after the

cheese at an Ambassador dinner.

"Yeh—hair-trim," he gasped.

"Very good, Sir!" sighed the razor juggler resignedly.

Bruce felt the draft as the barber's eyebrows lifted. The

next instant he was whirled around, with his back to the

Q The moving picture players

are besieged with attentions,

but how can you tell

whom to love?

Vision. This was not what he had bargained on.

"Clippers, Sir?"

"Surely—and if you don't mind—my eyes, you know

-the light from the street is so- He made a stir-

ring motion with a cloth-draped hand to signify his

desire to be turned around. The supercilious gentleman

in white jerked the chair back to its original position.

"That better?" he inquired sourly.

"Infinitely!" replied Bruce, and glued his eyes on what

he could see of the copper glory, the gleam of white

throat, and the curve of one rounded cheek—oh yes,

and a dimple. There was no question about it. ltus

idea of the ladies invading the once sacred masculine

domain of the barber's shop had its compensations!

As the cloth was once more drawn around his neck

and pinned in place, Bruce heard a feminine gurgle of

delight, and craning his neck a little he saw that a

manicurist had brought her box of tricks and had

planted herself beside the Vision.

"Well Miss Mason—I haven't seen you since 1 don t

know when. You're looking awfully well," cooed the

§1I

"rve only just returned from location, Marie. I've

been out with the company to Mohave, shooting desert

stuff and I'm surely glad to get back." The Vision,

otherwise Miss Mason, had a melodious contralto voice

that made Bruce think of rippling brooks, honeysuckle,

-md moonlight. Here indeed was something to tell his

folks back in Seattle. Sitting right beside a stunning

movie girl who had smiled at him and had a voice like

a—like a . . . . •

c

The electric clippers began to buzz at the nape of

his neck, while a firm hand spread out on the top of

his head and tried its utmost to jiu-jitsu him. She

had the most wonderful boyish bob he had ever seen

on any girl before, he decided, as he squinted upward

at the imminent peril of permanently dislocating his

eyeballs. , .

"Much off the top?" demanded the torturer truculently.

"Boyish—I mean to say, nothing at all. Just trim the

back and sides." He really didn't need anything else,

since he had had his hair trimmed only yesterday.

"I suppose you will be taking in the masquerade at

Venice, to-night, Miss Mason," burbled _
the manicurist,

as she 'worried away with the orange stick.

"Oh surely. None of the boys know I am back yet,

so I suppose I will have to fall back on Bill to take me."

Lucky Bill, thought Bruce. Now if she would only

fall back on him instead. Peering through between Miss

Mason's barber and Miss Mason's copper head to the

mirror beyond, he caught another glimpse of her face.

Their eyes met and she smiled again. A twinkle of

greyish blue eyes, a flash of perfect teeth, and a frank,

boyish, chummy . . . Bruce swallowed his whole alimen-

tary tract.

A bony black hand (Continued on page 74)
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ew
'Reviewed By 'Delight Evans

SCREENLAND'S BEST BET
Of the Month:

Harold Lloyd in The Freshman hands out laughs and a tear or
two, m his customary quiet way. It is his best picture, and he does
some great work— you know, acting— though he tries to pretend
that he doesnt. But don't let him fool you— the kid is clever

this isn't Harold's best picture, it's because he hasn't made it yet.

(\Rah-Rah~Pyah!
\f

1 f
>JteE next time d go to

see The Freshman,

J|
I'm going to wear
ear-muffs. The way

those people yelled and
cheered, one couldn't hear
oneself laugh.

Well, I'm a little hoarse
myself. I admit it. See
Harold Lloyd's new picture

and you'll see what I mean.
Only one of the wooden In-

dians they used to have in

front of the cigar stores, be-

fore prohibition, could sit

through The Freshman with-

out raising his voice in rahs.

If this isn't Harold's best pic-

ture, it's because he hasn't
made it yet.

And, boys and girls, we have
a real actor in our midst.

Mr. Lloyd, please — Mister.

He rises to real heights in his characterisation of a
"Grandma's Boy" at College; and he may make you cry
as hard as he used to make you laugh. He has discovered
the power of pathos, and he takes advantage of his new-
found gift to wring your heart and make you pick the
flowers off your own hat.

He creates a pathetic, heroic character in Harold Lamb,
Freshman; you won't forget Harold's Harold in a hurry.

It seems he always dreamed of the sensation he'd be
in college. He would be a combination of all the gay

((Harold Lloyd, at the big foot
ball game, saves the day ant
Jobyna Ralston mends his heart

and dashing heroes of college

fiction. Yes, he would. His
father says something

:

"Wait till Harold really goes

to college— they will either

break his heart or his neck
or both." And they do. The
college bullies make him be-

lieve he's a hero; and the

realization that he's been just

a poor boob does break his

heart -— but there's Jobyna
Ralston waiting to mend it.

Besides, at the "big football

game" which he attends in

the lowly capacity of water
boy, he is unexpectedly
hurled into the game. He

' saves the day, and his self-

respect, and provides a won-
derful finish for his pic-

ture.

There's a rather interesting angle on the undoubted
success of The Freshman. It's Lloyd's final picture for
Pathe— the company that gave him his first chance to
make good. He is with Paramount now. But he didn't
turn this last picture out overnight; he spent more time
and money on it than on any other feature he ever made;
not because he had to, but because that's his idea of
fair play. And so, in all the cheers for the character
he plays so well, you might stick in a little extra one
for the kid himself.
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G[ Genaro Spagnoli becomes Greta's second

husband— but Adolphe arrives on the

new wedding night!

is acted by Adolphe Menjou. She marries again

on the new wedding night Adolphe turns up

-

naturally wins her back again, Menjou being what

and wives only human.

It's a powder-puff of a plot,
.

but it has its amusing moments,

thanks to M. Menjou and Edgar

Norton who plays near-husband

number two.

As for Greta Nissen, whose

— but
— and
he is,

first important picture this is, she can't seem to forget

that she used to be a ballet dancer. She looks like Anna

Q. Nilsson but behaves like Ruth St. Denis interpreting

something. Give Greta a fountain and a' basket of

wild flowers and play the Spring

Song for her and shell go right

into her dance. But at least she

hasn't announced herself as the

Swedish Mary Pickford. And
she does know how to dance.

C[ Greta gets tired of the wheel of

chanpe and divorces Adolphe.

The best racing drama these old eyes have seen jor a long, long time.

h e

C[ Dorothy Phillips and

Theodore von Eltz

provide romance that

is convincingly sin-

cere.

ON't you love 'em?

I mean those "Bred in Old Kentucky things/

Just show me a racetrack and a plucky hero

and heroine staking their Little All on Kentucky

Boy to win, and I'm in for a large evening. My nails

simply won't stand it!

porting

ance
({"They're Off!"

And when it's well done— wow! I could tell you in

the first reel how it's all going to come out, but I love

to kid myself that maybe, this time, Lucky Lass will come

in ahead, and then— but here comes Kentucky Boy now.

He's never lost a race yet.

The Sporting Chance is the best racing drama these

old eyes have seen for a long, long time. It was worth

waiting for. Director Oscar Apfel has given Kentucky

Boy the gland treatment and the old hoss^ is as frisky

as a colt in new pastures. This time, he's owned by

Theodore von Eltz, adored by Dorothy Phillips, and

coveted by Lou Tellegen. He's a smart horse who knows

who his real friends are, and sticks to them. Kentucky
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Boy docs. He v. ins the handicap and takes the purse
straight home.

That race is real. So is the surrounding romance.
Miss Phillips comes back and does a good job. She's the

only actress I know who combines the sincerity and snap
of Norma Talmadge. Yet she's quite herself. Welcome
home, gal. All is forgiven— if you promise you'll never
stay away so long again.

C[ This contest is a real one — Kentucky
Boy has never lost a race yet!

Complications galore for the loving lovers are caused by the lying vampish friend.

e Xady Who

qOb, How She Lied:

C[ What a time Virginia Valli
has resisting the charms of
Lewis Stone!

V"Duld you walk a mile for a movie camel? Then
see The Lady Who Lied. There are dozens of

dromedaries in it, though not a single sheik.

Cheer up; Lewis Stone is here, and for once
he is not a hen-pecked husband, but a— ssh •— lover. In

the beginning it looks as if he's going to get married as

usual, but Nita Naldi in a mean mood- changes all that.

She appears in the nick of time, and little else, and saves

him from wedding the heroine for five reels. Finally Lew-
catches up with Virginia Valli to tell her that Nita was

~

fibbing when she told Virginia that she had "claims" on him.
Virginia, for reasons best known to herself, has meanwhile
married Edward Earle, and what a time she has resisting

-j

the temptations offered by Lew, a desert moon, rippling

waters, and fussy photography. Just when it begins to look
as if Mr. Stone were to be allowed to face the sunset in

colitude for once, obliging bandits do away with the hus- :

band, thus saving the scenario writer a lot of trouble, and
Lew Stone's reputation as a screen husband.

He's very, very charming, and Miss Valli is pleasant
if placid. Nita Naldi has a grand time burlesquing all

the wicked wimmin she ever played. She takes it

seriously, too. That's, what makes it so funny.
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The longest and most thrilling race on record.

aths to

({Police!

knew
meant

NCE when
you said
Griffith,
everybody

w horn you
Now there

are two Griffiths,

and they have t o

call out the reserves every

time one of Raymond's pic-

tures play. He calls out the

cops himself for his latest,

Paths to Paradise, and starts

the longest and the most thrilling chase on t

any one leaves the theatre before the finish

because the excitement has been too much

They won't leave of their own accord.

Griffith revives the Keystone cops— not the

they must be out of business by now. But

G[ Bett) Compson and Raymond Griffith

are cultured croo\s.

ones are almost as

good. They pursue

Raymond and Betty

Compson, as cul-

tured crooks, to the

Mexican border, and

back again; and the

mirth among the

audience becomes unrefined.

Perfect strangers will become

as life-long friends before

Ray and Betty finally bring

back the jools.

ecord. If In a few years, this Griffith will be Chaplin's only

it will be rival. This new characterisation of a polished thief is

for them. perfect of its kind. Raymond's immaculate make-up will

be as popular as Charlie's rags. And I'll be surprised if

same cops; Griffith takes it too hard and gets spoiled. The only

these new thing high-hat about him is what he wears on his head.

The latest contribution to A. S. M. Hutchinson's celluloid library.

Q{ Doing Right by Our Authors

STUART Blackton seems to 'make pictures for

pleasure. -He picks the stories he likes and directs

them as he likes. And he is the original author's

friend when it comes to keeping the faith with

the reading public.

The Happy Warrior is his latest contribution to A. S.

M. Hutchinson's celluloid library. It interests me for its

strict devotion to an idea. Blackton has developed a

technique all his own — his films are easier to follow than

most others, for the reason that he never indulges in the
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stiff, unnatural practice of dogging his actors' footstep!
Like the sundial, his camera only records the happj
hours— or at least, the interesting. When he call
Action! he means it.

Lovers of Hutchinson will be happy with their warrior
Others may hke the circus stuff or the love scenes h
Malcolm McGregor and Olive Borden, a new little M\
who s very nice until she remembers she looks something
like Madge Bellamy.

The grand finale— Mary
Alden as the motherly aunt
sees Malcolm McGregor
and Olive Borden happy
without the ancestral home.

({An automobile race that ma\es all others loo\ li\e a \iddie-car contest.

The Xucky 'Devil

Esther Ralston
and Richard
Dix.

Esther had sold
her jlivver to
enter Richard's
car in the race.

Q Bright Boy Makes
Good—Again.

E was only a salesman, and look at him now!
A bank president? Not on your life. A

racing driver.

Dick Dix as The Luc\y Devil starts as a
salesman of auto accessories and wins up as a hero of
the burning road. He drives Car Thirteen to victory,
wins the money, and finds Esther Ralston waiting, for
him and also for the purse. The girl wasn't mercenary;

but she'd sold her flivver to enter
Richard's car in the race, and earned
the reward.

The Luc\y Devil is out for fun, and
gets it. So does the audience, and also
its money's worth. No uplift; no re-

form; no deep drama; no moral lesson.

None necessary when a picture is as
bright as this one.

Frank Tuttle, who directed, has
staged an automobile race that makes
all others look like a kiddie-car contest.
Dix, as the hard-luck guy, needed a
bracer like this. A film like The Luc\y
Devil will take years off any star.



CC A smart farce with Florence Vidor as a charming, inconstant hussy.

(\Meet Mile. Vidor

iEEMS to me I've seen her somewhere before; but I can't be sure. There
'

used to be a Florence Vidor who played Barbara Fnetchie all the time,

in costume or out; but it can't be the same one.

This Florence is smart, scintillating. She wears sophisticated gowns

as if they grew on her. She seems to have a sense of humor. And she plays

a part in Grounds for Divorce that would have shocked the other Florence

out of her smooth coiffure. She's a young French wife who's neglected by

her husband but doesn't moon over it. Instead, she divorces him and marries

a count. Then she becomes capricious and decides she wants another divorce,

husband number one having turned up again with a hair-cut. Altogether,

she's a charming, inconstant hussy. And Florence does her credit.

Paul Bern directed this farce which served Ina Claire on the stage. Matt

Moore Harry Myers and Louise Fazenda don't look very French, but then

French people never do. I hope Florence keeps on being naughty-but-nice.

If <=he does. I predict a rosy future for her. Rosy is right; she'll burn things up.

Matt Moore as Maurice Sor-

bier swears never to neglect

his wife, Florence Vidor.

C[ Another picture of the frozen north.

(\Eskimo
ELL, if this is Iceland, you can have it.

I like gum-drops as well as anybody else,

but as for paying real money to watch an

Eskimo munching some, no, thanks. "Kiva-

lina of Iceland" is advertised as "greater than Hanoo\

of the 7\[orth"; and I want to announce right here that

if it is, then I'm a walrus. If that won't start an argu-

ment, I can think of all sorts of other mean things to say.

This Earl Rossman picture concerns those frozen

spaces where the national anthem is "Mush on" — which

may sound like a breakfast order but is only a call to

the pet reindeer to do a dash over a lot of icebergs to

catch a poor little harmless silver fox; where the gold-

diggers demand a nice mess of raw seal as proofs of

devotion: and where you expect to see Lewis Stone in

the uniform of a Northwest Mountie come galloping up

any minute— and you're disappointed.

Kivalina is a travelogue masquerading as a masterpiece.

To begin with, thought the titles say that the film was

taken in "the northernmost tip of the American con-

tinent," the supposed Icelanders look more like Lapland-

ers, if that cuts any ice with you. (Well, you know

that had to come out somewhere in a review like this.)

They are neither lovable nor attractive. They are camera-

conscious. They are no more exciting than a cross-section

of animal life anywhere. They are photographed appar-

ently wrestling with the forces of nature; but on one

occasion when the hero, Awk-Awk, or whatever his name

is, is battling againts the elements, and the title tells us

about "the wind in all its fury," the scene presents a calm

and unruffled aspect of undisturbed snow. There are,

in fact, more incongruities than one can shake an ice-pick

at. I didn't seem to care for that shot of a frozen lox,

either.

I wouldn't be so mad if Kivalina had not pretended

to be a rival of 7\[anoo\, but that happens to be one of

my pet pictures; and except for a flash of the Northern

Lights, Kivalina offers nothing that can in any way come

up to it. Robert J. Flaherty's masterpiece of life as it

is lived among the Eskimos was beautiful and thrilling.

Its leading figures seemed, despite their difference, to be

brothers of ours; and we could get all worked up over

them. But Kivalina isn't worth the trouble. The titles

and the pictures never do get together; they don't agree

at all. And don't you get tired of being urged to applaud

the wonders unfolding on the screen when you are quite

capable of finding them for yourself—if there are any?

Kivalina is all ice, and no kick. Ask your ice-man.

I

Miss Evans' Review of Cyrano de jBergerac will be found on page 72.
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The
loodhound

H Boy . . . here

come the North
West Mounted
Police! If you

don't know all about them,

the Redcoats, the daring

riders of the wide, open
spaces, then you might as

well tell Rip Van Winkle
to move over, and give you
a berth.

This story— The Blood-

hound— is about two Red-
coats in particular, Con'
stable Fitzgerald, known
everywhere as "the Fox"
and Lieutenant McKenna,
hailed as "the Bloodhound,"
for he never fails to "git"

his man—or his Fox if you
come t o that. Murder!
This picture starts right out
with a crime wave. We
had scarcely settled down
i n our places when it

splashed right over us. Old
Man Rambo who owns the

general store at Athabasca
is killed. Almost before the

smoke has cleared away, off

go the Mounties, hot on
the trail of the murderer.
There's McKenna out after

this unknown trapper, and
Fitzgerald out after Mc-
Kenna, and Marie . . . Rambo 's

daughter . . . out after the truth.

Both men get their man, only to

find out when he is turned over
at Headquarters that every one is

all wrong. We are sorry Oscar didn't see this picture.

. he is still digging fish worms up in the Maine
We miss him as one does the mosquitos when

summer is over, but it would never do to let him know it.

Bob Custer is fine as usual in this picture. We ought
to say that he is twice as good as usual, since he plays
two parts.

({Gertie Jones (Evelyn Brent) the smoothest,
slangiest croo\ in the underworld, and her hus-
band {Bruce Gordon) in "Smooth as Satin."

ome NEW
Furns

George Walsh is a regular self-starting Tan\ee
son-of-a-gun and Wanda Hawley is a perfect
foil for him in "American Pluck."

Yep
woods.

MERICAN LUCK

IF
you like your pictures hot, you'll want to see George
Walsh in his latest, American Pluc\, for he not
only keeps you on the griddle as to what will happen
next but his name is Blaze Derringer. Blaze is

kicked out of college and his irate parent tells him to
clear out and not come back until he has earned five
thousand dollars. What do you suppose Blaze does?
Puts on his gloves and passes the hat. . . . Well, you
are half right. He puts on his gloves . . . and goes in
for a prize fight. Blaze meets a girl, and she puts him
on fire in a minute.

It's a complicated j o b
winning the real girl, but
when she happens to be a

Princess, there's more red
tape to it than ever. The
Princess rules far away
Bargonia. With the map
of the world always chang-
ing in these days, like the

waist-lines, there's no tell-

ing where this strange land
is. The subtitle informs us
that the people were a

banana-loving race but they
had been fed up on "apple-
sauce." I suppose that
makes us a ham sandwich
nation until some one came
along and set the hot dog
on us! But Blaze trails the
Princess right to her throne, •

saves her from a scheming
statesman, sees her crowned
Queen, and in fact is a

regular self-starting Yankee
son-of-a-gun, and you'll like

him.

Smooth as

Satin
ne fine day last

Spring we came
home from a trip

down town to

find the lock broken off the

door, the house inside look-

ing as though a "trembler"

had struck it and all our

valuables gone! That's all

we ever knew about thieves

until we met Evelyn Brent, and
she began to show us that in the

life of a crook the stolen sweets

are not always the sweetest. In

Smooth as Satin she lets you
know that a perfectly good safe-breaker isn't even safe

for a little girl crook. To begin with, she's all dolled

up like a French maid, but one night when her mistress

goes to the opera, she becomes just Gertie Jones, the
slangiest, smoothest crook of the underworldly folks.

But even crooks fall in love, and the side-partner
burglar who is jilted is moved by vengeful desire to

aid the police in capturing Gertie.

It is one thing to get married if you want to, but it

is nervous work to get married whether you want to

or not, just to give the slip to the police. That's what
happens to Gertie. But Jim Hartigan, her husband, isn't

such a bad lot even though he has been as crooked as

a pretzel. You don't blame Gertie a bit for falling in
love with him, and just when they decide to be "on the
square," grim Justice grimaces, and they find out just how
long the long arm of the law really is. Some quick
thinking on Gertie's part, with a thrilling railroad wreck
that does a lot to help her out . . . and they are free
again. Free and happy! There's one way to end a
picture, and that's it.
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HE >/an of

Iron

rou
may think that

it is only father

pulling along on his

weekly, none' too

'

pay envelope, with six

ths to feed, the coal bin

filled, and the Ford to

ept running, who knows

hing about "the bank

rice complex.'" But as a

iter of fact, it is often the

.•ty folks who have money

s.- It happened so with

. Edith Bowdoin, in The

i of Iron. Though she

high up in the best cir-

she was down deep in

:. She drove ahead at

i a pace, all the guide

s looked like dollar signs

But there was a wayer.

blest

There always is.

-Irs. Bowdoin was

i a beautiful and mar-

eable daughter. And so you hear the wedding bells

ing a noise like so many silver dollars in Mrs. Bow-

l's mesh bag.
7ou've heard a lot about these loveless marriages, where

groom's gift to the bride is a check-book and every

pretends to be happy and satisfied. In this case

jvever, the husband was in love with his wife— and

\ thinks she is in love with a Prince. But titles don't

ke the man any more than money makes a marriage,

e wife finds this out in due time but not before she

. caused a lot of trouble and a duel as well. This is a

nel Barrymore picture, so that explains why it is a

lly big one. Mildred Harris and Dorothy Kingdon

themselves to a share of the honors.

C[ Mildred Harris and
Lionel Barrymore in

"The Man of Iron."

Thunder" — well, what

Thunder," since he wears

white robes and rides a white

charger. In his wake he

always leaves a playing card

—the ace of spades—threat-

ening vengeance on the

murderer of the sheriff.

Chick isn't even interested

in this unknown rider and

rather scorns him for his

daring. He is after the hand

of Alice and it doesn't look

as though he were going to

get it, since Alice declares

she wants "a real man for a

husband"— not merely a

dressed-up dandy. It doesn't

discourage Chick much, for

he sticks around just the

same as ever. Until one
day

Well, things begin to hap-

pen and there's no let-up

until t h e hand-cuffs click

around the wrists of the

murderer, and the parson

returns home just in time to

be really useful— to Chick

and Alice. As for "White

do you know?

The Human Tornado

JUDGraj
mi
Ht

White Thunder
— racious me— if those sheepmen and cattlemen

out West don't get things settled up pretty

^JJ"
soon, we'll have to go West for ourjurationsoon.

and see what
Lays having trouble

|r share to put into

we can do about it. They are

- and to spare, so they give us

these reviews. As though we
It makes us feeldn't enough trouble of our own.

e—well— White Thunder
And there you have the title of the picture we saw

day. Yakima Canutt has the feature role, and he

t't a bit hard' on the eyes.

Chick Richards when he returns from college is a first

tss tenderfoot, if there ever was one. His father, the

jeriff, has been shot by one unknown, with an ace of

ades tattooed on his wrist. You would think Chick

3uld start right out to get his father's murderer. But

at is not his idea of a good time. He would much
ther sit around in white flannels, smoking endless cigar-

tes and making love to Alice Norris, the parson's

.ughter.

Then comes the mysterious rider, dashing abroad the

untryside at night, terrifying the outlaws and bringing

>pe to the opprest sheepmen. He is known as "White

"UDGING by the newspapers, tornadoes are all the

rage these days. Wanting to be right up to the

minute, along comes Yakima Canutt in The'

luman Tornado — and he blows you a lively one!

Jim Marlow, the younger brother, is well liked by

every one in the California valley town where he lives

—

and especially by Marion Daley. Jim's half brother, Chet,

is a great big bully. Just

between you and me and the

gate post, he should have

spelled his name Cheat. But

he does everything up sn

slick that nobody guesses it.

He even tricks Old Man Da-

ley, Marion's father, out of

his mining claim for the mi-

serly sum of one hundred

dollars. When Jim learns of

this it makes him so mad
that he sees nothing but red

and starts out to paint up

the crooked town. And the

fire works begin. It looks

like the Fourth of July every-

day in this town, until things

are settled to suit Jim Mar-

low and the Sheriff. If you
like plenty of gun smoke and

California dust, you'll get it

in this picture. The femin-

ine role is taken by Nancy
Leeds— and she does

!

Oscar writes us about some
of the big catches he makes,

but they all sound like fish

stories to us.

(\Zane Grey, the master

magician of all westerns,

ta\en on location when he

visited the troupe ma\ing

"Wild Horse Mesa." Fa'

mous Players are now film-

ing his "Vanishing Ameri-

can" with Riciiard Dix as

the tragic Indian hero.



fl[ Doughs
Fairban\s as

"Don i^;" ix

dashing, whip'
crac\ing, fasci-

nating hero.

<r^)0 y°u teniem-

ber among
the friends of your

school days some

one who later be-

came famous on

the screen?

SCREENLAND
will pay well for

a letter - about it.

UDcre famous
By Maude Simmons Homaday

Q A joke Douglas Fair-

banks can never live doivn

^Hii fine acrobatic skill of Douglas Fairbanks
"was of no avail in surmounting the obstacle

encountered- upon his first appearance before the
footlights. Frederick Warde, the celebrated

Shakespearean actor, who discovered the first indications
of luminosity in this now distinguished star, tells the story
as follows

:

"Some years ago in Denver I talked a great deal to
high school students and frequently discussed the works
of Shakespeare. Douglas Fairbanks, then a pudgy-faced
boy, confided to me that his great ambition was to go
on the stage, and asked that I give him a job. I told
him that^he was almost too young but when he finished
school, if he still had the inclination, I would be glad
to help him. But Douglas was not to be put off in
such a fashion, for one day when I was busy going" over
my usual rehearsals, I was summoned to answer a call
from an elegant lady.

"Upon entering the room to meet my caller, I found
it was Mrs. Fairbanks, the mother of my young friend.
She informed me that she had come at the request of
her son to tell me that the boy had lost all interest in
school and could think of nothing but the stage. She
made it clear to me that there was no use in" further
effort to keep him in school and indicated that she would
like me to have the training of her son. So I engaged
Douglas to carry my satchel or to do anything that I
required until he was prepared to take an actor's part.
He was full of fun, and after joining the company kept
up his many humorous pranks, which amused the troupe,
as in those days a group of players was called.

4S

"I gave him from time to time minor roles, which he
did remarkably well, so the time came when I thought
he might have a speaking part, and chose the tragic

drama 'Richard the Third' as the starting place for

Douglas. In this I gave him the role of the guardsman,
who proclaims as the procession advances upon the stage:

'Stand back, milord, and let the coffin pass.''

"Douglas, I may say, was thrilled with the role .he

was to take in this great play, and for weeks one could
hear the interested boy, as they passed his room, rehears-

ing his lines, 'Stand back, milord, and let the coffin pass,
1

In quiet corners of the theatre, on lonely window seats

of the village inn, in solitary carriages, as he was whirled
about on various errands, one could hear Douglas saying:
'Stand back, milord, and let the coffin pass,' with the use
of the broad English a in the word 'pass.'

"Finally the great night arrived when for the first

time he was to speak his part upon the stage. When
his cue came, his knees trembled but he mustered his

courage and walked boldly to the center of the stage.

Then, as the procession advanced, through a natural
similarity of sound and perverseness of the human palate,

he brought down the house by exclaiming: 'Stand back,
milord, and let the parson cough!'

"We played 'Richard the Third' as many as fifty times
that year I know, and I am sure that Douglas must have
said it wrong that many times," concluded Mr. Warde,
with a chuckle, appreciative of the incident as well as
the great success of the young actor, which the world
knows soon followed.



Pre.Jhowing of Creature C/ilms

D[ Edward Connelly as the

King and Constance

Wilev' as the Countess.

iff ' 4

G" A day or so before the wedding Vane meets Thyra

(Eleanor Boardman) quite informally and at first glance

they fell in love, though neither could spea\ of it.

^ OUR ^LAMING AYS
Directed by Jac\ Conway - Supervised by Elinor Glyn

Queen Thyra . . Eleanor Boardman Princess Erek Vera Lewis

Duke of Chevenix . . Conrad Hagel Princess Anne .
Carrie Clark Warde

The King . . Edward Connelly Co'untess Arline .
Mrs. C. E. Wyhe

Sir Charles Vane .... Loms Payne Governess ........ Dale Fuller

Gigberto . . Arthur Edmund Carewe Gibson . . . .
: Hed Spares



^RE.Jhowing of ^eIture C^ilms

HE

QlRL

CZThe strange tale of a girl-

^stranded in the Far East
and her valiant fight against
an unscrupulous reprobate.

Poppy La Rue . . . Doris K
Philip Douglas \ . . Lloyd Hughes
John Guthrie

. . Hoban Bosworth
7HE Crab Tully Marshall
Jardine Sam Hard
2?

BS°" Charles Wellesley
Miss Brown

. . . Martha Madison
£FFIE

Sally Crute
Directed by John Francis Dillon

5 1

<T Poppy L a Rue
(Doris Kenyon)
a n Ameri can
chorus girl, finds
herself stranded
when the manag-
er of her troupe
decamps with all

the cash.



re-Jhowing of Creature C/ilms

G[ Donald (John Har-

ron) suddenly dis-

covers that May
(June Marlowe) is

awjully pretty and
he tries to tell her so.

ELOW THE

/Line

Directed by

Herman RM.yma\er

RIN-TIN-TIN . . .
Rm-Tm'Tm

the wonder dog

Donald Cass .

May Barton .

Jamber Niles .

'Cuckoo" Niles

Deputy Sheriff
Con\lin

Rev. Barton ... Gilbert Clayton

Mrs. Cass Edith Tor\e

The Sheriff . . . Taylor Duncan

A snarling, vicious dog

made loyal and^ fine

through the tenderness

of a boy that loved him

John Harron

June Marlowe
. Pat Hartigan

Victor Potel

Chas (Heinie)

G[ Rin-Tin-Tin had never \nown \indness before

C[ Loue for his dog (Rin-

Tin-Tin) has changed

Donald, and his netu

attitude wins May's love

C[ After fighting of the bloodhounds Rin-Tin-Tin

turns to settle with "Cuckoo'' (Victor Potel).



C ]ulius Tannen.
He is the "Ba-

Heff" of the
"Vanities.''

Photo by
Hixon-Connelly
Studio.

Photo by Wide World Studio

The grace and aban-
don of Eva Lynn are

tvjo of the things

that m a \ e Ear]

Carroll

ARTISTS and MODELS

y |-
"s^hey were both present, the models and

the artists, at the Winter Garden; and
after successfully putting over their roles

- just to show you, they doubled in brass

(we use this in its psychological sense) and the
models became artists at dancing and the artists

proved themselves models of what comedians
should be. That introduces Phil Baker, whose
personality isn't a reflection of any other. If

you wanted to be one of the carefree lads in

the book when you read Murger's "Latin Quar-
ter" you'll know what we mean. He is living
the life — and you understand him.

ALAN
Q The summer revue,

which can never be

screened. They are tht

proving grounds, how-

ever, for many an em-

bryo screenplayer and,

also, they are the ag-

gravation of ever

film producer.

But to comment further on the 19^K

models— to cover them with well-wor

praises would defeat the excellent plar

of the talented Gertrude Hoffman.
There is a lavishness and yet an ab

sence of effort in this revue. There ar-s

lighting effects of great beauty, and als.

there are songs and skits of uproariou

humor.
And there is Phil Baker. He coulc

entertain successfully a battery of movL
cameras, and perhaps he will; but h
must" write the script, for he is a:

"original."'

G[ These summer nights

in 7<[ew Tor\. Mar-
jorie Peterson sings of
"Venetian Rights"
in the "Vanities."



Out" with the

DANCE
By

John ^4tot

THE VANITIES

T\f )( MH1S season s discovery i n

revues i s at the Carroll

Theatre. The big idea

that the footlights have pre-

vented that informal mingling that

makes for friendliness. And so the

girls of the show are all over the

theatre and the audience is now and

then dancing on the stage. A club-

by atmosphere is the result. Julius

Tannen established it, and we found

even we unbent to the extent of

being human to the pew holders on

either side of us. The talent seemed

not to mind com-

ing down to our

level and the
show went over

with a whoop;

and why not—
we were all more

or less in it?

C[ The Paris Edi-

tion of "Artists

and Models" is

remar\able for
many things' but

you will never

forgetPhilBa\er.

L

Photo by
Valery, Paris

Florence of the " 18 Gertrude

Hoffman Girls" in the third and

latest edition of "Artists and

Models."

Drix Duryea

C[ "They Knew What They Wanted
Under the Elms" is the clever

burlesque in "The Grand Street

Follies" at the Neighborhood

Playhouse in which Lois Shore

imitates Rae Dooley.



ennett

(\ Negligee by Bone Soeurs of
Paris, imported exclusively

by Franklin Simon & Co.

FROM THE LITTLE PARIS SHOP

By Charlotte Wedge

fter Constance Bennett had finished her
interesting part in "The Goose Woman,"
she loafed a few days in New York, buy-
ing herself all kinds of lovely things.

Miss Bennett unquestionably has that rare quality

of style which is the envy of every woman in

pictures — and out of them. When Screenland
sought Miss Bennett for some fashions, she suggested
these fetching negligees imported from France, which
she had selected for herself. A lot of girls would
wear negligees on the street, if they could look. this
way in them.

'When Miss Bennett desires to be more
formal she dons a hostess gown of chif-

fon brocaded velvet shading from palest
orchid to deep purple with trailing

chiffon sleeves.

Photographs by Muray Studios

G[ This exquisite boudoir gown of
shrimp pin\ satin consists of an
underdress exquisitely embroi-
dered in the typical Boue
Soeurs manner and a coat with
wide insertions and edgings of
real lace.
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oses in

PHOTOGRAPHS
POSED ESPECIALLY

for SCREENLAND by

MISS BENNETT

\\ This straight line negligee

is of shell pin\ sil\ crepe

tuith van dy\ed hem and
fine lawn and lace applique

and embroidery. A chaise-

longue cover of pin\ mara-

bou adds a delightful note

of luxury to this grouping.

<\ If one prefers the simple, .

ingenious combination of

fine net and lawn, this

boudoir coat ivill be very

appealing. The yo\e and
plique are of an unusual

stone blue lawn, the body

of the gown of net, tuith

hand embroidery and real

lace.
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C~ Phyllis Haver rose from
the ran\s of the Mac\
Sennett laugh-ma\ers to

be a high-powered emo-

tional actress. With Bet-

ty Bronson, left, whom
she supports in "The
Golden Princess."

if dear Simon Legree:

It's funny how our

preconceived notions

.A_ J-k. often seem to have the

wrong English, isn't it? Take the

case of Phyllis Haver, for instance.

'Member when she hung her bath-

ing suit up on the hook over at

Mack Sennett's and with what then

seemed a mad resolve stalked forth into Movieland to do

"bigger and better" things? That was a couple of years

ago and everybody was doing it from Adolph Zukor

on down.
Well, when Phyllis renounced pie-receiving for the less

lively art of tear-jerking I was E pluribus unum from the

many to query "Yeh?" and add "Heh-Heh!" sagely. I

knew full well that as an extortioner from the lacrimal

apparatus Phyllis would be about as successful as a soap

salesman in a reform school for wayward boys.

Phyllis told me of her amended goal in the cinema,

herself, as I recall it. She was at a party which I at-

tended as an uninvited guest. Some one had socked

somebody else in the eye for speaking out of turn and

I was the bright-eyed little reporter sent out to gather

up the dead, succour the wounded, and bring in the story

for the morning paper I was working on at the time.

They were just putting the raw beef on the sockee's eye

when I arrived. Hence he was, for the moment, beyond

the reach of questions. I had to talk to somebody and

Phyllis was the only guest who was not somewhat per-

turbed by the socker's efficiency as a knuckle flinger. . . .

Her comedy lot training allowed her to watch unmoved
the sockee's loop-the-loop and tail-spin down a flight of

stairs. She did not even flick an eyelash as they scraped

him off the lawn as the first step in his rejuvenation, I

was later informed.

By

H. B. K. Willis

Seeing her calm

that torrent of emotion,

following what the ex-

pensive writers term a

denouement, what else

could I say but "'Yeh?

Heh-heh!" when she told

me she intended to

become an emotiona

actress?

But the amazing part

of it is, she has up and

done it.

With my own four

eyes I watched a sample

of her sob-snatching at

the Lasky lot. Made up
as fair, fat and forty she

was doing a scene with

Rockcliffe Fellowes i n
Betty Bronson's first

starring picture for Para-

mount, The Golden
Princess.

Rockcliffe was sup-

posed to have trapped

her daughter (Betty) in
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mine for his own foul designs, drat him! Phyllis was

leading with him for her daughter but, as the title writers

ay, to no avail. Rather to a punch in the jaw, for that

; what Rockcliffe gave her. (Clarence Badger, the direc

or, is a hound for reality.)

Badger ordered Phyllis to turn on the water. I looked

round for the glycerine bottle. Phyllis cast an appealing

ye at Ray Kellogg, the set violinist. Ray relayed it to

he pianist and sawed into Smiling Through and the thing

vas done. Real, tears streaked downward over the make-

ip, and splashed on the roughhewn boards at her feet.

The scene was shot. Phyllis came over, bummed a

igarette, and sent a grip out for a bottle of that well-

mown beverage for the tired feeling.

Hence she is now an emo-

ional actress. I take back the

Teh?" and also the "Heh-

ieh!"

A lot of our fair friends

hink it is no trick at all to

mcork a few rivulets when
he occasion seems to demand
hem but, believe you me, it

s not so easy to be emotional

vhen the carpenters on the

ie>.t set six feet behind you

ire acting as if they just had

:o wear their hammers out by

ive o'clock and it was then
:

our-thirty; when another stu'
QuES.—When is a cameraman

a barber?

Ans.—When the company is on
location 200 miles from town
and Billie Dove's ends get

straggly. Poor Archie Stout

even tries to loo\ the part.

uble with
Wives," Dorothy
Chandler is part of

the atmosphere. She's

why husbands ta\e

the air.

(f Young Doug respects the Fair-

ban\s traditions and is rapidly

becoming an all-round athlete.

He demonstrates his. horseman-
ship in "Wild Horse Mesa."

dio orchestra is grinding out jazz for Ray Griffith five

yards away; and when a lot of chuckle-heads are standing

oy and looking on with expressions betraying their hopes

[that you will be thrown to the lions, the independents

or something.

Boy! How that girl did act! She just made you want

;o soak Rockcliffe with a stand of lights. That was
yesterday and I'm still feeling the effects of it.

—o

—

As a companion piece to Phyllis' reversal of the dope

I learned something about assistant directors which is

sure to interest you. You have probably regarded them

as obsequious varlets who kow-tow to the stars and say

"Yes, yes! Mister Hokum" with a rising inflection every

time a director opens his mouth. I know I did. I

thought assistant directors were one rung lower on the

social ladder of the cinema than the publicity men, which

is low enough. But it seems as if we have all been

wrong again and the numerous jests about the Uriah

Heepishness of directorial understrappers and satraps are

evidently all wet.

Kenneth Hawkes, Clarence Badger's assistant, is the

one who upset the dope. He was being badgered by
Rockcliffe Fellowes because of some of the direction

Hawkes had given him during a scene.

"You college boys think you know what the public

wants, but you don't," Fellowes growled. "Who d'ye

think the public wants to see— me or Kenneth Hawkes?"
Rocky added with elaborate irony. He thought he had
Hawkes on the wing. That was evident from his ex-

pression.

"Well, Rocky, I think it's about fifty-fifty," Hawkes
answered without hesitation. "I know they don't want
to see me!"

Thus you see Rocky, as the old copy books had it,

was hoist on his own petard.

—o

—

Fanny Hurst is out here conferring with Jesse Lasky,
Paramount west coast chieftain, anent some high-powered
story she has in mind. She is the antithesis of Elinor
Glyn, the lady with the leopard complex, and tells this

one on Madame.
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advance." The actors didn't.

C(This is exactly how wor''

ried Adolphe Meniou is

over the fact that—

Charlie McHugh, the old character man, has a noble goal. Th
other day on the set at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer he broadcast the fac

that some day he hoped he would have enough money to loan som
to every actor who touched him.

"Lend me two-bits, Chai
lie," Conrad Nagel venture

as McHugh 's words die

away.

"Sorry, Conrad," M<
Hugh replied, "I was ju:

hoping."
-

•'. —o

—

One of the mighty mov:
magnates has a nose whic
takes rank with that c

Cyrano de Bergerac's an
through it he became tf

butt of one of Mickey Ne
lan's waggish ten-strikes.

Neilan and a faithfi

Achates were in a c 1 u

George J^ardelli, an

exact replica of Men-
jou, has heen signed by

Met ro - Goldwyn - Mayer
to appear in a number
of pictures.

They met i n
Paris recently.
Elinor engulfed

Fanny.

"We must see a

lot of each other,"

Elinor burbled.

"We artists have

so much in common!"
"I didn't know whether to laugh or

scream," Fanny told my informant. "But
when I looked in her eyes I knew she was
serious so I just burbled back at her."

The sand fleas down at the Santa Monica Beach Club
and the Santa Monica Swimming Club are seeing a lot

of the movie famous these days. Getting a taste of the

movies as it were.

Every afternoon the beach is crowded with those whose
names are so familiar in electric lights the country over.

Those who don't swim loll on the spacious verandahs and
keep the conversational ball a-rolling.

Norma Talmadge
has opened a mar-

velous pink house

high up on the cliff

overlooking the Pa-

cific and many gor-

geous parties are
given there.

George K. Arthur
and A 1 f Reeves,

Charlie Chaplin's

manager, have closed

up the grocery store

they were operating

i n Hollywood. It

was a de luxe affair

and boasted an elab-

orate sign, done in

forget-me-nots, to
wit:

"Actors pay in

C ]ac\ie plays nurse

to his brother,

Robert Coogan.

C[ Tsfeil Hamilton's engaging smile

and his spirit of youth won him
the lead opposite Betty Brow
son in "The Golden Princess."

when the mighty movie

magnate entered and struck

a pose near a column, os-

tensibly awaiting some one.

"Isn't that So-and-So,

the big movie gun, over

there?" Neilan's friend
queried.

Neilan peered intently at

the man for a full minute

and then shook his head.

"Why I'm sure it is," the other persisted.

"No," said Mickey, "It's just an old Franklin car.

This same movie magnate is the butt of this adde

classic. He is said to have been discussing some plar

with a confrere one day when the latter said to him:

"There's a fly on your nose, Iszie."

"You knock it off," lzzie is said to have answerec

"You're closer to it than I am."
Needless to say \%ziz is not his name.

—o

—

One of the well-known stars is quite a singer and
often heard over the radio. She was on. the air the othe

night and gave those who are on the inside in Hollywoo
a long, loud, lusty laugh.

At the present time she is very much interested in

rising young comedian— very interested. For the sat

of the story we will call him William Jones.

After the applause, following her rendition of a sent I
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mental ballad, had died away, the star came on
the air again in her own dulcet speaking voice,

thusly

:

"My next number will be 'Let Me Linger Longer
in Your Arms/ as requested by Mr. William Jones,
the Ooffus Brothers

1

star."

—o

—

Erte, the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer wizard of color
and gowns, emitted loud squeaks of anguish in the
lot cafe the other day.

He ordered a combination salad. When it was
served to him he almost swooned in his chair. He
covered his eyes with shaking fingers and bleated:
"Take eet away! Take eet away!"
When the offending victuals had been whisked

away, Erte sauntered into the kitchen and explained
to the chef his color arrangement was all wrong
and had offended Erte's artistic aura.

Erte then re-arranged the vegetables in the salad
in the order of their chromatic vibrations, or what
not, before daintily consuming it.

—o

—

'Way back in the early days of the cinema Dot
Farley wrote a three-reeier for Warner Brothers
entitled "Perils of the Plains." It cost $1,800 to
make and is still being shown
date is $55,000.

One of the Warner Brothers
to add a couple of more reels

to it and they would revive

it as a feature.

"I should say not," Dot
replied. "If I did, I would
have to sue Jimmy Cruze
and Lasky for plagiarism be-

cause they made 'The Cov-
ered Wagon'."

—o

—

Beautiful Mae Busch was
covered with confusion upon
her recent return from New
York. It was rumored here
while she was in the east that

Its net profit to

isked her recently

Gloria Swanson always
the envy of every
"well'dressed woman"
in Hollywood. "The
Coast of Folly" will

be released shortly.

Ho, no, it is HOT a balcony scene!
Walter McGrail, Warner Baxter and
Raymond Hatton are being sum-
moned madly to finish filming "A
Son of His Father."

C[ Louise Fazenda does her daily dozen
between scenes during the filming

of "Bobbed Hair."

she was engaged to Lew King, brother

of Henry King, the director.

Larry Kent, the F. B. O. juvenile,

met her at the train, fighting his way
through the swarm of reporters seeking

verification from her own lips of her
reported betrothal to the other L. K.
"Are you engaged to Lew King?"

one bold scribe ventured in the face

of Larry Kent's black gaze.

Mae bit her lip in obvious dismay
and then refused to discuss it.

Mae has a little golden anklet chain
which carries a little golden plate with
initials graven on it.

"I hope the initials 'L. K.' are on it," remarked the dis-

gruntled scribe as he watched Larry Kent covering Mae's
retreat through the train-time crowd.

—o

—

The news that King and Florence Vidor's marital bark
is truly shipwrecked has been heralded far and near after
more than two years of speculation. It is now rumored that
she is to marry George Fitsmaurice, the director

Selah!

—o

—

Adolphe Menjou's nose is out of joint! And Jesse Lasky
is gnashing his teeth— Lasky 's teeth, not Menjou's, because
Adolphe is probably gnashing his own. The reason is

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has signed up a Chicago palpitator
who looks more like Menjou than Menjou does himself,
according to the press agent. But to me the palpitator looks
like Menjou would like to look. His name is George Nar-
delli. Ain't he grand!
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MARION of HOLLYWOOD

"Hotsytotsy, old thing."

.1 i 1 r Theodore von Eltz to
HOLLYWOOD again—the land of sun- Teddyi ]r his hen rhc
shine and roses, earthquakes, heat youngster has a deep

and troubles; the Mecca of those scowl— what a screen

who aren't here and the Waterloo viUain HE LL he!

of so many already arrived, whose pilgrim'

ages have really only just started. Spring has come and gone, summer
is flying along, and the silly old goldenrod is telling the poor kids that

school and autumn are beating them in the race against- vacation-time.

And all the time the years are rushing by, too. The kids remind you
of that, because they no longer stay kids! Look at Jackie Coogan —
yesterday "The Kid," today a great big boy and putting away childish

things; Irene Rich, with a graduating daughter; Tom Moore at the studio

proudly showing off that once little daughter of his, now grown to a

young lady. Yes, Hollywood's like every other place in the world -
growing up.

I met Leatrice Joy on the Boulevard the other day walking along by
the Egyptian Theatre, and before I had a chance to tell her how beautiful

she looked, she said:

"Say, the baby's got two teeth— two won'
derful teeth, right in front! You ought to

see her! She's great!"

"Yes?" I gasped. "Two real teeth? Abso-
lutely? Can you beat that for a marvelous
baby!"

And because little Leatrice is the proud
possessor of the most natural thing for her
to be possessing, I don't yet know whether
or not her mother attended the grand open-
ing of "The Gold Rush."

And while I'm talking about their babies,

I have to tell you about little Gloria Swanson.
I guess all mothers cherish the funny little

things that make their babies different from ({"The Lu,
any other. himself.

At Gloria's house the other day, little Miss
Gloria trudged into the room, clutching something to her
small breast.

"Darling, what have you in your arms?" asked her
mother.

"Well," said the miniature Gloria, "to you it's just a
doll, but to me it's my own little baby."

\y Devil"

Photo by Russell Ball

C[ The heroic and tragic role of
"The Vanishing American," Zane
Grey's great Paramount picture,

required a player of wonderful
physique as well as one of real

artistic ability; and so Richard
Dix will play the part.

I've often told you about the jovial Herr Lubitsch, how
he radiates joy and spreads his happy cheer around. For
the first time, I've seen him cry. Sometimes I envy these

emotional, deep-feeling foreigners— their joys and so

rows seem so much more real than ours. When Frien
Lubitsch came to this country, he brought with him
young countryman of his, Herr Blanke, who has bee
his assistant, pal and comfort ever since they arrived i

Hollywood. Now Herr Blanke has left for home agaii
and Lubitsch is destitute.

Can you imagine a banquet for an honor guest wii
no honor guest arriving? When Blanke's friends ;

Warner Brothers gave him a banquet, he didn't sho
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up once during the evening. He said

h e couldn't make the grade— he

couldn't last through the thought of

leaving Hollywood, his friends, and

the America which has become home
to him. And then at the station seer

iiig him off! Remember the old war
pictures of brave soldiers receiving

medals, and along with the medals a

resounding kiss on each cheek? If

you remember that, then you have a

(~ Whenever J^oah Beery
plays the villain, the

film becomes a "pro-

duction." "Wild Horse
Mesa" is his latest.

picture of Ernst Lubitsch saying
good-by to Henry Blanke, with tears

streaming down their cheeks.

Everybody has an eye on the

movies and everybody yearns for just

one chance before the camera. The
other day over at Universal another

new face appeared in Hollywood.

The daughter of the President of the

Mexican Republic was on hand play
i ing a part in a Universal picture. It

! was a very small part, but it was a

j

part, and it certainly proves the

glamor of the movies.

'The Pony Express" is going to

be a success. That is absolutely set-

tled, and the picture has just started.

I James Cruze, who is making the pic-

ture, has one great superstition.

When he starts a production, some
member of his staff flips up a silver

dollar— it must be a dollar. Jim
calls the coin. If he wins, the new
picture will be a success; if he loses—
well, it doesn't look so good. And
this time, according to the coin, "The
Pony Express" is to be a winner.

The best news of the month is the

progress made by the Grand Old
Man of the Screen, Theodore Rob-
erts. I guess nobody knows quite

what "Daddy" Roberts has been'

through, and what's more, I guess

Photo by James N. Doolittl.

Q Hugh Allen, now jully recovered from
the bro\en arm which prevented his

playing with Mary Pic\ford in "Little

Annie Rooney," has been signed by
First Rational, and his first picture will

be "Joseph Greer and His Daughter."
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C[ "Hot Dogs!" Whippet racing in

Hollywood with Conrad Tsfagel and
Pauline Star\e at the starting line.

nobody ever will quite know. He visited the studio the other

day for the first time in many weeks, and he acts much more

like the old "Daddy" Roberts I used to know than he has for

a long time. The jovial smile on his face seems to come more

from the heart than it did, and Hope has won out with the

odds tremendously slim. The Grand Old Man is still in his

wheel-chair, but the old-time

pep is coming back, and before

many moons he assures me
the chair will be thrown in

the discard. And when it

comes to soldiers, even though

medals are not passed around

to such as Mrs. Roberts, we
here in Hollywood know the

greatest reason for the come-

back of one of the best loved

faces on the screen.

Once again the wedding
bells resound. What do you
think of Jacqueline Logan
marrying Ralph Gillespie and
then being whisked away on a

location trip? What do you
think of Helen Ferguson mar-

rying William Russell? And
what do you think- of Viola

Dana marching off and marry-

ing "Lefty" Flynn? I think

that's putting it over on an
innocent and unsuspecting

bunch of admirers. And on
top of all that, I hear that

Constance Talmadge is smiling

with favor on the young
"Wanderer," William Collier,

Jr. I wish I could get some
definite information on this

last. Nobody seems to want
to tell, least of all the two
young culprits. I know the

other night they sat in front

of us at the theatre, enjoying each other's company ir

mensely. They'll most likely do like the rest of them

-

come up smiling and married out of a perfectly clear sk
But that's not all— there's some one else, too. The on
trouble with this some one else is that it's a tremendo
secret. Oh, yes, it's all set— absolutely, "and I promise
so faithfully not to tell that I "dassent" even hint. You
know who it is immediately. When it is tellable, I'll 1

everybody know if they've guessed right!

The joy of a "Wardrobe Sale"! You have to atter

to get the real thrill of it.
.
One is just over at the Lasl

Studio, where rack after rack and shelf after shelf
dresses, hats, coats, shoes and bathing suits of the playe
were on sale. It's quite breathless, and you get so excite

you see nothing for the first round of things. After th

(Silt's hard to be unhappy as this

when you are as happy as Dic\y
Brandon. He has a part in Zona
Gale's "Faint Perfume."

C[A mesa is a table-li\e

plateau. One appears in

"Wild Horse Mesa."

you settle down to business, and before you know
your bargain-filled soul is beaming and basking 1

the luxury of beautiful things, perhaps a little soilec

or the least bit torn, but marked from those price

so far above your pocket-book down into the dolla]

two dollar and three dollar region. It's a grand an

,

glorious feeling to get the chance at a studio "Ware
robe Sale."

Those of you who have been in Hollywood hav
seen the Egyptian Theatre and you know that fror

the street to the entrance of the theatre is a Ion

stretch. In Hollywood we call it "running th)

gauntlet," because at an opening this long runway _

crowded with people, and the players have the Ion

walk up from their machines right in the "face c

the populace." "The Gold Rush" opened the othe

night, and with the rest of the crowd, I watched th

favorites arrive. As I've told Ernest Torrence s

many times, for some reason or other the funny ol
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C[ A! Roc\ett — assistant to general man-
ager Richard A. Rowland of First

Rational Pictures — and Mary Astor.

Miss Astor is now in J^ew Yor\ ma\-
ing "The Pace That Thrills" vjith Ben
Lyon.

named the "Mary Pickford

Sweet Pea." However, the

curls seem to be Mary's, al-

though they do look a little

bit dubious, too. Here she

is! What do you think of

her?

Always, in the midst

of a great disaster, there is

found some reason for thankfulness. I refer to the

terrible Santa Barbara earthquake

disaster. We here in Hollywood,

not one hundred miles from the

stricken city, realize how fortunate

we are. But Montagu Love, who
recently arrived from New York
City, feels that he, more than any-

one else in the film colon}-, has

reason to feel thankful. On the

morning of the disaster Mr. Love
was leaving Santa Barbara for

Hollywood. At six he awoke, very

sleepy and loathe to start the day
so early. He turned over in his

bed to continue his rest, and on the

table beside him lay a few coins he
had taken from his pocket the night

before. Half
({ The famous film

star of Sweden
arrives to ma\e
pictures in this
cou n t r v. Her
name, Greta Gar-

b o. m ay be
changed by the

all wise Metro-
Goldwyn Com'
hanv.

asleep, he says, he

flipped a fifty-cent

piece up in the air

and called the coin.

He lost; the coin

said to ?et up.

With that "Well,

Fll set it over
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with" speed he dressed and was on the road
to Hollywood at 6:30. At 6:45 the quake
came and his room was entirely demolished,
the occupant of the next room being killed.

Sortie people call it plain luck; some say
it's fate; and others term it the hand of
God. However, Mr. Love is still so excited
about it that he says he hasn't thought
about terming it anything.

Noah Beery has one son— Noah Beery,
Jr. To say that Noah, Jr., is worshipped
by his father is conservative saying. Can

C[ Ernest Torrence is one
of the most individual

of all the players. This
is as he plays in "The
Pony Express."

you imagine, then, the pride with which the
young man's dad tells the rest of the folks

around that for the second time in succes-
sion young Noah has won the scholarship
of his school for being the first in studies
in his class? Noah's so proud of the boy
he can hardly keep his chest from bursting
the buttons on his vest. And as a great
reward, Noah has taken him on location
with "The Vanishing American" company,
'way out in the wilds of Arizona. They're
one hundred and sixty-five miles from a
railroad, and had to ride that distance on
horseback. Could there be any place much
more ideal than that for a month's vacation?

I'm
knock
rather

Georg
Angel
ladies

easy,

ladies

not sure whether the following is a

or a boost for the fair-sex. I'm
inclined to think it sort of a boost!

e FiUmaurice, now making "The Dark
," sent out a call the other day for
who can ride horseback. It sounded
but there was a catch. He meant
who could ride horseback, sidesaddle.

(4. All wor\ was suspended when Theodore
Roberts, famous screen character actor,

visited the Paramount studio after his ill'

ness. All Hollywood loves him and a
million fans do, too.

That- was a different thing, and a long,
long list of "extras" were called before the
required number was found. Some one on
the set said he thought it a shame that
women had become so masculine— all they
wanted to do was wear masculine things
and do masculine stunts. "Well," spoke
up Vilma Banky, leading lady in "The
Dark Angel"— who,

, by the way, rides
side-saddle beautifully— "If we want to be
masculine, wear masculine things and do
masculine stunts, what a great compliment
we pay the stronger sex!" And oh, the

Norma Talmadge, Fran\ Currier and
Marc McDermott in "Graustark," Nor-
mal's next picture.

look that went with it!

The youngest of the tribe of O'lv

has become a screen actress! She's th:

months old, her name is Mary Katl-

and she appeared with her Irish fathe

in "My Old Dutch." I'm anxious U
the scenes to see if she looks like her f;

Pat has a brother in the movies he,-

Hollywood, and as well as I know
both, it's a divil of a toime I have t

to tell which is which!

Having returned from his trip to
York, London, Paris and parts West,
Mix has bought himself a bee-yu-tf'

new car. Some folks term it "nifty."
a specially built Locomobile, a light

color, with a stripe of brown arounc
top of the body. I hope Tony's not g
eyed and jealous. But of course Ton
never take a mere car to New York, a

the Ocean and all over Europe with
the way he did Tony!

The other day I went over to se<

Parker, who is going to -direct Doug
banks' next picture, about a little woi
the production, and before I could g<

his office I had to jump over a grea!
Newfoundland dog that was fast aslee
the middle of the hall. I was quite
turbed about it. Later, however, I

came, and he did the jump-over act;
Mary and Donald Crisp; and the old
low didn't even lift an eye-lid. Nc
know just who is the owner of "Pick!
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Eighteen Great Adventures—continuedfrom page 21

cidcdly Irish extraction; small, white teeth

;nly placed in a somewhat wide mouth

it always seems to be curved in a smile.

iThe next one I met was Lorraine Eason,

Ljharming little girl who comes from the

jlition picture capitol, Hollywood. You
'l.i tell by her accent that she has lived
"
the south, so it was no surprise when

was told that she was born in Norfolk,

rginia, and lived there until three years

d. Then she lived in Havana for a year,

d for the past two years has been playing

all parts and leads in pictures on the

ast. She is quiet and rather demure,

h soft brown eyes and thick, wavy, dark

wn hair. From the slight droop at the

ners of her expressive mouth, you get a

jtty good idea that she has a well devel-

|ed sense of humor, which is^ doubly en-

;,anting when she makes some drily witty

''nark in her soft southern drawl. She

es to dance and ride, but her chief in-

test is in her work, which she takes very

Kously.

jBy the time I had finished talking to Miss

Eon, the party had broken into little

ioups, each animatedly discussing the glor-

SS possibilities which were unfolding be'

re them. They all seemed tickled to

I

ath to have such a golden opportunity

:sented to them, and more than once

ning my conversation with them I was
d that they just simply "couldn't believe

Was true." I walked over to where some

I
j

the young men were getting acquainted

Hi each other, and took a look at Robert
,idrews.

i This tall, well built chap, I found, had
J a colorful career. After he finished

jmmar school in New York City, he went
Europe and spent several years in a

veling school which took him into every
Untry on the continent. Returning home,

I
j
received an appointment to Annapolis,

i studied there for about two years, but
: war interrupted his course and he en'

ed in the navy, where he served for

ee years. After the armistice, Andrews
nt into real estate in New York, but as

jS was too tame, he hied himself into the
*vies. He played as an extra and in small
'3 for a while until he caught the eye of

- well known director who. promptly ap-

il.nted Andrews his assistant, in which
'nation he helped turn out a number of

ffeular pictures. He is over six feet tall,
1

11 built and fond of athletics. He has a
jjm, thoughtful air about him and seems

I

'know exactly where he's going, and why.

jThe second one of the group I talked to

5 an exceptionally "peppy" young man
.

Tied Buchanan, who has the oddest first

'Ifrie in the school— Claud. He was born
I reared in Boston (which may account
the name!) and attended Tufts College
three years. He is dark and slight, and

handled juvenile roles in several pictures

made by a small picture company. Black-

ton is an expert horseman and is interested

in many forms of athletics.

The borough o\ Brooklyn, not content

with able representation by Greg Blackton.

has also contributed a very attractive young
lady ot the Paramount school. She is

Ethelda Kenvin, who has spent most of her

few years in Philadelphia, where she was
born. Miss Kenvin is a decided blonde,

with large brown eyes and a smile that lights

up her whole face. For the past year or

so she has been working as a model in a

New York commercial photograph studio.

Her chief recreation is swimming, but she

alternates athletic pursuits with reading, in

which she specializes on psychology and
ethics.

Another candidate for stardom from the

Golden State is Irving Hartley, whose birth-

place is Norwick, New York, but who has

been living in Los Angeles for the past two
years, where he has been doing his bit in

the .movies. He is a well built lad of

medium height and dark complexion— a

distinct Latin type with very soft and ex-

pressive deep brown eyes. His hobby is

photography, though he also tickles a wick-

ed ivory and can be counted on to make
.the fourth in a male quartette any day.

Director Tom Terriss, the "prexy" of the

school, tore me away from the charming
Mr. Hartley and presented me to a real

daughter of the South, Marian Harris. This
young lady was born in New Orleans and
lived there for some time. Several years

ago she moved to Atlanta, and has been
studying art and dancing. She has lovely

wavy brown hair and blue eyes, wide-set in

a face which wears an appealing wistful

expression. Miss Harris has had some stage

experience in stock companies in the South.

Talking to the Georgia beauty was a very
personable young man who was born and
raised almost within a stone's throw of the

big studio in which he is now starting on
the quest of fame and fortune. Walter
Goss hails from Flushing, Long Island^ and
up to the present he has been commuting
every morning to New York, where he was
on the staff of one of the leading news-
papers. He is tall, dark and slim, an expert
horseman and poloist, and the holder of

several local records on the track.

Tall, fair, exotic is Harriett Knauth,
whose early years were passed at romantic
Port o' Spain, in the British West Indies.

More recently she has been living in Bos-
ton, where she has been interested in

dramatics. Last year she played in Earl
Carroll's "Vanities." Miss Krauth is keenly
interested in swimming, and plays the piano
well as an additional recreation.

Charles Rogers, the youngest of the male
his large brown eyes burns the light of contingent, is a decided go-getter. A native

bition and determination which augurs
II for his success. He had been on the
ge and in pictures for several years, play-
!' in musical comedy and vaudeville and
(a screen extra.

The tall fellow with the happy grin at

iud Buchanan's right I found to be Greg
ckton, a Brooklyn boy. This young

;ip has a determined jaw, a strong nose
deep set gray eyes, all of which go well

,
h the pleasant smile which seems to be
Mtual with him. He also has traveled
ensively and has lived in Argentine and
Ba for a number of years, playing leads
;a stock company in the latter country.

.
has done some screen work, too, having

of Olathe, Kansas, he has completed three
years of a course at Kansas University,
working his way all the time. His special

way of making money was by playing in
the college dance orchestra, where he jazzed
things up on the drums and doubled in

brass on occasion. His syncopated activities,

however, didn't prevent him from actively

entering athletics, and he made the college

teams in baseball, tennis and boxing. He
is six feet tall, and well built. His brown
eyes hold a mischievous twinkle, and he
has a wide mouth, upturned at the corners,
which promises a fund of good humor.

Having talked to the youngest man, I

sought out the most youthful of the young

ladies, whom I found to be little Dorothy
Nourse of Roxbury, Mass. This youngster

is dainty and sweet beyond description,

with big blue eyes, a wealth of curly brown
hair, and a smile that makes you feel at

home with her right off the bat. In spite

of her youth, Miss Nourse isn't without

dramatic experience, having appeared last

year in musical comedy in Boston. She
likes to dance, and you can tell just by
looking at her that she'd make an A-

1

partner.

When it comes to pep, the gals from
the south seem to take the well known cake.

There's La Verne Lindsay, for instance,

who had been keeping things lively in the

big reception room while I had been talk-

ing to the other pupils. She was born in

Weatherford, Texas, not so long ago. Mov-
ing to Los Angeles, she attended the Uni-

versity of Southern California, and then was
employed by the local branch of a New
York music publishing house to rehearse

vaudeville acts for them. While in this

work she developed her own ability as a

composer (she is an accomplished pianiste)

and several of her songs have been recorded

on Victor and Brunswick records. She also

studied dancing, and played small parts in

pictures in Hollywood. In addition to all

this. Miss Lindsay is an excellent tennis

player and has devoted several hours a day
to riding, swimming and golf.

Two girls standing by a window offered

interesting contrast. Both were rather tall

and slender and seemed to be more or less

serious and quiet. But in looks they were
almost direct opposites. Thelma Todd, of

Lawrence, - Mass., is very fair. She has

golden blonde hair and eyes the color of

cornflowers. Her profile is almost Greek
in its perfection from high forehead to

softly rounded chin. The other girl, Mona
Palma. is dark and willowy, with black hair

softly framing her oval, beautifully modeled
face. She seems to breathe life and vitality,

and she has a spunky nose and a curved

mouth that might be called "intriguing."

Miss Palma speaks several languages and is

greatly interested in music, while Miss Todd
is more athletically inclined. Both girls

have had experience as fashion models.

Their work in the movies and on the

stage qualified William Dillon and Charles

Brokaw for entrance to the new Paramount
school. Brokaw is the son of a minister

at Columbus. Ohio, where he attended col-

lege and won his Phi Beta Kappa key.

Coming to New York he went on the stage

and has appeared in many plays on Broad-
way and in road companies in support of

such stars as Jane Cowl. Olga Petrova,
Walter Hampden and Leo Ditrichstein.

Dillon was born in Canada, but has lived

for some time in California, where he has
been working in pictures. Both men are

of medium height and dark complexion.

Opportunity has knocked, and Paramount
has opened the door—it remains to be seen
how fully the lucky ones can take advan-
tage of the situation. Certainly it is a

representative group in personality, looks,

education and experience. These boys and
girls, coming from the ends of the country,
selected after the most careful tests, are
stepping out toward that goal which is the
desire and secret longing of us all. Many
of them will be the screen favorites of to-

morrow. And while we may envy them
and wish that we were in their shoes, yet
they are such nice, wholesome, happy Amer-
ican kids that I'm sure we will all join
with Screenland in wishing them success.
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CHARLIE'S
HAUNT

Syd Chaplin and his

attractive home in
Hollywood. The great

success of "Charlie's
Aunt'' has established

Syd on a plane with
his famous brother.

Wanted: The Greatest Lover in the World Cyrano de Bergerac

(Continued from page 33)
By Delight Ei

To those of you who decide to cast your
lot and the possibility of future greatness
in the hands of the above-mentioned judges,
be advised of the certain requirements
which must be met. Our NEW LEADING
MAN must first of all be nearly six feet

tall, he must be debonair, virile, handsome
of physical proportions, a beau ideal. Above
all he must be a clean-cut type of lovable
American Boy, wide awake, active and smil-

ing. He must have that necessary quality
which will quicken the pulse of women,
that will awaken in every girl's heart the
knowledge that at last she has seen her
Prince Charming. Last and far more im-
portant he must have the DESIRE to
succeed.

Let us forget for the moment the glamour
of a motion picture career, considering
rather those simple yet important things
necessary to success in any line of endeavor.
The first quality for any "unknown" quan-
tity is the desire to wor\ for success. The
judges propose to find a type of man not
afraid of hard work, long hours, and many
disappointments. We propose to discover
a man of sincerity, one of ability to stand
the gafF under trying circumstances, a man
who will WORK TO LEARN. Remember
there is not one known celebrity in the
world today who rode on a wave of popu-
larity to the highest pinnacle of success
without good, old, honest HARD WORK.
Robert Kane, producer, is himself an exam-
ple of the successful man who reached the
top entirely by his own efforts, and so is

Sada Cowan.
In my own experience as an associate of

Cecil B. De Mille (I started with him as a
property man) I have handled some twenty-
six thousand extras. Many of those who
have passed under my direction have now
reached an enviable position in motion pic-

tures— they worked. With thirteen assist'

ants as Art Director for DeMille I have
worked on such well-known successes as
The Whispering Chorus, Fool's Paradise,
The Affairs of Anatole and with Mary
Pickford in The Little American and Re-
becca of Sunnybroo\ Farm, and with
Douglas Fairbanks when he produced The
Knic\erboc\er Buc\aroo. In each of these
productions it was work, work, work— and
in each case the picture succeeded not only
from an artistic standpoint but because every
person connected with the production gave
his all.

Mr. Kane has asked me to explain clearly
the possibilities of a future connected with
the winning of this opportunity contest, and
I might first state that it is an absolutely
sincere effort on his part to secure a new
type for the screen. He will not promise
greatness overnight, for quick success is

never lasting. He offers only the oppor-
tunity—expert coaching in the art of act-
ing, a place with an up-and-going concern,
and the giving gratis of knowledge gathered
over years of disappointments and success.
Our NEW LEADING MAN will not be
permitted to reach his goal overnight. He
must prove himself worthy to accept future
greatness before it comes to him. He will
be given "a part" at first, his rise will be
gradual, and within himself must lie the
elements of a successful star.

I feel that our opportunity contest is

one of the really essential things of motion
pictures today and can safely predict that
we will find our man. Remember, the
chance is yours; our offer is nation-wide,
and, above all, ours is a sincere and serious
effort to secure for our future productions
a man who will become the screen idol of
the nation.

V If Nhep
!

enJ<

J_L nati

ere will be plenty of people
oy the French production,

natural colors, of Cyrano de B
gerac, the Edmund Rostand cla;

immortalized by Coquelin, Mansfield, a

more recently by Walter Hampden.
In my quaint, old-fashioned way I pre

black and white on the screen to natu
tints. They always take me back to
days when I gazed at bright-colored picti

postcards through my little stereoptici

Although there has seldom been a nu
splendid splash of colors, I could have be
more taken in by the tragedy of Cyra
had he appeared in mellow monoton
However, I was not consulted; and I b.3

to admit that this little import is a care
and courageous photoplay. It is moving
times, and Pierre Magnier, despite the p:

fusion of gesture typical of his school a

so strange to our eyes, presents a rea

excellent portrait of Cyrano. He wears
i

clothes as if he were not afraid or asham
of them— an art his supporting actors w<
unable to acquire. Their plumes a

swords seemed to be tickling them all t

time.

Cyrano, like Jack Dempsey, was the gre

est fighter of his time. But if Cyrano h
known that he, too, was going into t

movies, he might have followed Jack's exa
pie. In these days of plastic surgery
would hardly waste time mourning becai

his nose wasn't pretty. He'd have
bobbed!

In SCREEXLAHD for October Grc

Kingsley reports "The Parties of t

Stars" — a chatty story of Hollywooi

social life. .
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NOW AWARNER MOTHERS'SlAH
The big Movie news of 1925—JOHN BARRYMORE will star in

WARNER BROS. Classics of the Screen!

The fact that John Barrymore is now a Warner star again demon-
strates the resources and leadership of Warner Bros, and their deter-

mination to bring to the screen absolutely the best entertainment the

world can offer. You will see Barrymore exclusively in Warner produc-
tions—and Barrymore is but one of more than a score of notable

actors and actresses who will entertain you through Warner Pictures.

Ask your theatre when Warner Bros.' John Barrymore Picture, "The
Sea Beast," will be shown.

'Tf it's a WARNER Picture, it's a Classic"

WjVRNERBRQC
" Glassies of the ScreenM
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Madge Tests a Boy— Continued from page 37

gripped the toe of his shoe.

"Shine, Sah?"
Excellent idea. It would keep the barber

from swinging the chair again.

Within the next half hour, Bruce tried

everything the barber shop had for sale ex-

cept a clay pack, and he didn't happen to

think of that. His barber gave up trying

to figure it out. Any man who would ask

for a .singe after a head-rub was beyond
salvation. Bruce was very happy, however,

for he had gathered from scraps of intimate

conversation between Miss Mason and the

friendly manicurist that the former was go-

ing to wear a stunning green sea-goddess

sort of thing at the masquerade.

She passed him on the way out as he

stopped to buy a cigar that he knew he
would not smoke, and again she flashed him
that friendly, spontaneous smile. The bald-

headed custodian of the cigar stand extend-

ed the change, and Bruce, with one eye on
Miss Mason, solemnly .shook hands with the

astonished old fellow.

The full view of the 'girl m<?re than

iived up to the promise of the limited view
he had previously enjoyed. She was a

dashing little thing, trim, firm, athletic, and
vibrant with the joy of living. Her snug
little poke-shaped hat of dark blue and her
neat tailored suit of the same color set off

her blonde beauty to perfection.

All this Bruce caught as she flashed by
him. He believed that he returned her
smile, but of that he could not be quite sure

afterwards. A smart royal blue Riesler run-

about stood at the curb, and as Bruce fol-

lowed her to the sun bathed street with
what he fondly believed was a nonchalant
air, she climbed in behind the wheel and
started the engine.

To Bruce's great joy he observed that

while his divinity had been in the barber's

chair, some vandal (may heaven bless his

soul!) had backed his car up so close to the
Riesler that it was impossible for the girl to

clear her car. He saw a little shadow of a

frown gather on her face as she tentatively

bunted backwards and forwards to make
steering space. To every man comes once a

chance. Bruce felt slightly delirious as he
lifted his imported fedora.

"You'd berrer let me push that carrupa-
bit, Miss," he stammered. He sincerely

hoped that she did not think that he always
spoke like that.

Again that devastating smile, dimple and
all. Ye gods, what would not a man do
for a smile like that!

"If you would be so good." she mur-
mured.
Would he be so good? He peeped into

the big car ahead. It was vacant. He
looked in front of the car and found that
there was a good foot between it and the
car in front. One hundred and sixty-five

pounds of football trained bone and muscle
were launched in a terrific heave, and the
big car began to move. A big genial police-

man, seeing the difficulty, sauntered toward
the curb but by the time he had arrived
Bruce, very red in the face, had slain the
dragon.

"I think you can make it now," he said
to the girl. This time his tongue behaved.
He took out his handkerchief, wiped his
hands, and whisked a smear of dust from
his sleeve.

"Thank you so much." Her eyes lin-

gered on^him for a second in undisguised
interest. "You are very strong, aren't you?"

In the exultation of his soul Bruce could
have picked her up, car and all, and have

run around the block. His face grew a
shade redder.

"My middle name is 'Beef'." He was
sorry the moment he said it. Fancy men-
tioning beef in such a presence!

There was just a whimsical flash in her
fine eyes, and the next instant she was eas-

ing the Riesler clear of the jam. Once
clear, she looked back again and actually

waved a daintily gloved hand to him before
the car shot forward. Nothing but the
presence of the khaki-clad constable pre-

vented him from breaking forth into song.
The stream of vehicles suddenly ceased

to flow as the traffic cop on the next inter-

section executed a neat fandango turn to
the accompaniment of a shrill obligato on

((Hope Hampton on location for the

filming of "Lover's Island."

his police whistle. A few hurried steps

carried Bruce to the corner. There was the

royal blue Riesler jammed in between a

brutal truck in the rear and a presumptuous
flivver in front. Through the glass panel

in the back of her car he could see the

Vision — then his glance fell on the yellow

number plate with the black figures—
789-990. Why hadn't he thought of it be-

fore? Well, he thought of it now!

A N hour later, in purple bathrobe and
XA.moccasin slippers, Bruce had shut him-
self up in the luxurious sanctity of his hotel

room, and was doing his best to wreck his

constitution in the composition of a note to

Miss Madge Mason.
The greater part of the intervening hour

had been spent in a frantic attempt to

unscramble his particular Miss Mason from
the two hundred and twenty-seven Masons
in the Los Angeles and Hollywood direc-

tory. By cutting out the Abes, Johns.
Theodores and the Mrs.s, he reduced the
number to a working proposition, and with
the aid of much courtesy and his entire

stock of patience, he at last uncovered her
first name and address.

Then he made a flying trip to her home
in the ornate apartment on Los Palmas.
He had a hazy idea of telling her some-
thing or other, but was not quite sure what.
He had even gone so far as to ring her
doorbell, but when the rather austere "land-
lady came to the door his courage wilted
like a thoroughly well chewed shoelace. He
was tremendously relieved to hear that Miss
Mason was not at home, and politely but

firmly refused to state his business.

And now he was finding it just as diffi-

cult to write what he had to say as it would
have been to speak it. His waste-paper
basket was filling with torn drafts of re-

jected ideas, and the air was heavy with
cigaret smoke and confused thoughts.
He ran his fingers through the tangled

mass of kinky brown hair on which the
barber but recently expended so much lov-

ing care, and he sucked at the negative end
of his pen as he glared at his latest attempt
at explaining the inexplicable.

Dear Miss Mason:

You are the only girl in Hollywood
who has favored me with her smile . . .

Blah! . . . Crunch! The sheet, tangled
beyond reconstruction even by a sentimental
chambermaid, followed the rest into the
basket. Bruce got up and phoned for ice

water.

He looked at his wrist watch. Two-
Snatching a clean sheet he dropped into

his chair again and dived at the pen. With
grim determination he recommenced his

task.

-

Dear Miss Mason:

You will probably thin\ I am either

a croo\ or a fool, but please read this

letter to the end.

I am the fellow who sat next to you
in the barber's shop and later moved
the car for you on the boulevard. Yes,

"Beef." I am in Hollywood for a

couple of wee\s' vacation to recover

from the shoc\ of winning my B. A.
I have been in town three days and
have had a pretty good time, but I am
as lonesome as sin for the company of
a nice girl.

Although I carry good credentials I

don t \now a soul here and

A rap on the door interrupted him and
rather ungraciously he shouted, "Come in!"

The door opened and a uniformed bell-boy
appeared with a tinkling glass pitcher.

"Just set it down." Bruce arose and
turned a quarter over and over in his hand.
"Do you happen to know anything about

a MisS Madge Mason, the moving picture

actress?" he asked, guilelessly.

The boy scratched his stubby red head.
"Don't know no Madge Mason. There's

lots of Masons in pictures though. There's
Dan Mason who played Pop Tuttle, and

"All right, George. That'll be all." The
quarter changed hands. George flipped a

finger in the general direction of his pillbox

cap and withdrew, while Bruce took a long
drink and went back to his task, poorer by
twenty-five cents and wiser by nothing. He
scanned what he had already written and
seemed to like it. He dipped his pen in

the ink and continued.

. . . and from what I can see, if I

tried to spea\ to the \ind of girl I

would want to spea\ to, I would surely

be arrested.

J^low, I have a confession to ma\e.
1 deliberately listened to your conversa-
tion with the manicurist and I \now
you are going to the masquerade at

Venice to-night. I gathered that you
will be escorted by some luc\y fellow
by the name of Bill. You were good
enough to smile at me and I \now you
are a good sport. I will be at Venice
to-night and I hope to see you. Will
you try and ditch Bill for half an hour
and give me the pleasure and honor of
your company for that time?
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Now Sent Free -8 Little Secrets

That are Making Men Rich/
Now you can get FREE the amazing booklet that

even men who have made millions of dollars eagerly

sent for. It contains secrets to which many of the

world's most successful men directly attribute their

advancement. They are not obscure, intangible-

theories, but definite, easily understood principles

which can be used by people in every walk of life to

gain position, big money, popularity and success.

This little book points the way to power, prestige,

personality, leadership. Under an amazing new
method you learn these secrets easily, quickly, and

surely. No matter what your occupation may be, I

will show you how to break the ties that hold you to

your old station in life and forge ahead to a new and
better one. Send for your FREE copy immediately.

See How Easy It Is To
Become a

Powerful Speaker

How
The ability to talk convincingly
whether you want to be a salesman or
not will carry you to success.

The Money Value of Elective Speech

Every professional and business man
is frequently called upon to speak in
public. Hundreds have found a won-
derful new easy \ ay to be able to
speak easily and e.Tectively on all oc-
casions.

WHY is it that

Smith, with
scarcely a

grammar school edu-

cation becomes rich,

while Jones, a Univer-
sity graduate, stays on
the treadmill and plugs

away, unable to get
anywhere ? I '11 tell you
why. Smith has learned
the secret of effective

speech — he can dom-
inate other men— get
them to do what he
wants.

It is the man who
can put Ms ideas into

convincing speech —
the man who can sway
others- at his will, and
dominate one man or

a thousand— who is

sought out to fill the
big, important, high-
salaried jobs. He is a
leader ; he stands head

and shoulders above the mass. And you, too,
can be such a man by simply bringing out
your "hidden knack" which is fighting for
recognition, but which you keep hemmed
in by self-consciousness, lack of confidence
in yourself, timidity and bashfulness.

Thousands Have Become
EFFECTIVE SPEAKERS

You do not need a college education nor
any previous voice training to become a
powerful speaker. This amazing book will
show you the secret that causes one man to
rise from an obscure position to the head
of a great corporation; another from the
rank and file of political workers to national lead-
ership of great labor unions; a timid and retiring
man to change suddenly into a popular and much
applauded after dinner and banquet speaker. Thou-
sands have accomplished just such amazing things
due to this simple, easy, yet effective training.

You Become a Good Speaker

—

Or I Don't Want a Penny
Regardless of what line of business vou are in

or how bashful, timid, and self-conscious vou now
are the North American
Institute will guarantee
to make you a powerful,
convincing, and easy
speaker within a few
weeks or your training

Personality is just another
word for the ability to sell

one's self. No man who
cannot sell himself can
hope to make a success.
Mail the coupon and find
out how amazingly easy it

is to develop the power to
make other people like

Vou, to become popular.

WHAT 15 MINUTES
A DAY WILL SHOW

YOU
How to address busi-
ness meetings.
How to propose and
respond to toasts.

How to make a polit-
ical speech.
How to tell enter-
taining stories.

How to write better
letters.

How to enlarge your
vocabulary.
How to develop self-

confidence.
How to acquire a
winning personality.
How t o strengthen
your will power.
How to be the master
of any institution.

is free. This interesting-
book tells how . in 15
minutes a day in the
privacy of your own
home you can acquire
this valuable asset.

Mail The Coupon
For Free Book
Mail the coupon today

and you will be sent a
copy of this famous book
"How To Work Won-
ders With Words." You
will be astonished at the
secrets it discloses. You
will learn how amazing
tests prove that 7 men
out of every 9 have this
"hidden knack" of pow-
erful speech. Thousands
have found this book to
be the turning point in
their lives.

Just send
your name
and address—but do it

at once be-
fore this
special free
edition runs
out.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Dept. 6326, 3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

11

North American Institute, " ~~ "
'

Dept. 6326, 3601 S. Michigan Ave.,
l-mcago, Illinois.

mv
P
cn^- oTd me

f
FREE

?
nd without obligationmj copy of your famous book, "How To Workbonders With Words."

1 Name

1 Address

|
Cit >- - State_

I
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I will be at the south steps of the
canals from eight to eight'thirty. If
you do not come I will conclude that
you do not trust me, and if you do I

swear that you will not regret it or be
embarrassed in any way.

I hope you will not thin\ I am a
rotter.

Very sincerely yours.

Bruce Farrell.
P- S.—I will not ris\ the confusion of

a costume but will wear a mas\
and a red carnation. Of course 1

mean in addition to the usual
modest blue suit. ft. F.

P. P. S.

—

I am sure electric green will

suit you beautifully. B. F.

Bruce was perspiring freely by the time
he had finished the letter. He got up and
poured himself a glass of ice water and

SCREENLAND
pianos, gramophones, radios, ukeleles and
human voices, all combined in a total effect

of throbbing gaiety. High above all other
sounds came the rumble of the giant roller

coaster and the shrieks of the thrill seekers.

Bruce had an hour to kill, and he was
very hungry. Following one of the main
currents of traffic he entered a garish res-

taurant which had been recommended to
him by his hotel clerk as the best place
to eat. Even in the sacred precincts where
the solemn rites of eating and drinking
were performed there was an air of only
partially subdued gaiety. There was a

great deal of giggling and tittering all

around him.

A couple of very flashy girls passed the
table on their way out, and Bruce could
have sworn that he felt the tickling swish
of a paper "teaser" across, the back of his

A scene from Milton Sills' next picture. "The Knockout." It is
a story of the logging country in Canada. This picture was
taken on the Beauchene River, north of Ottawa.

drank it greedily. Gosh, he'd never have
the nerve to send it! She would probably
nave him arrested on suspicion of being a
professional "masher." He read the letter
again, and on an impulse folded it and
sealed it in an envelope. Crossing to the
phone again, he called for messenger ser-
vice.

He had hardly written the address before
the boy was at the door, and before he
could change his mind he thrust the letter
together with the fee into the lad's hands,
pushed him from the room, and told him
to "beat it."

BRUCE was no rube. He had attended
carnivals in Seattle, Portland, and Ta-

coma, and was not unaccustomed to seeing
masses of pretty lights and flocks of pretty
girls, but when at seven o'clock he stepped
off the red P. E. car, with a pink carnation
in his lapel and a black mask in his pocket,
and caught his first glimpse of the gay little

carnival town, he knew what the poetic gen-
tleman meant when he said, "See Venice
and then die" — or was it Naples?

The air was rich with the delicious warm
odors of cooking, yet through it all there
came now and then a sharp tang of the sea.
Somewhere nearby an orchestra was play
\ng "I Want to be Happy." Automatic

neck. He swung around hastily, but the
girls were demurely paying the cashier.

More than ever did Bruce feel the lone-
someness of his position. There was no
getting away from - it; if a fellow wanted
to have a good time in a place like this

he either had to bring his own girl or steal

somebody else's. Well, he hoped to be
stealing Bill's girl for half an hour, very
shortly. Just half an hour, that was all he
asked, and he could die happy. Of course
she would not come, but it was good fun
to think she might.

Then it happened.
Threading between the crowded tables

from a remote corner toward the exit came
three young people who would restore sight
to a blind man. The man was a tall, hand-
some fellow with crinkly black hair, dressed
in the costume of a Spanish caballero; one
of the girls was a slim brunette beauty in
the black lace and velvet of a senorita; and
the other girl was a young sea goddess
alive with a million points of light reflected
from her clinging costume of shimmering
electric green and her incomparable copper
hair.

As the dashing caballero stepped ahead
to pay the cashier the two girls dropped be-
hind a few steps, and Miss Mason looked

straight into Bruce's eyes. The young man
had half risen from his seat; there was no
mistaking his look of eager admiration.
There was a strange little flicker in her fine

blue eyes and her lips parted as if she
were going to speak. Instead, however,'
she looked away with an almost frightened
air, and slipped her hand in the crook of
the caballero's arm. The brunette beauty
looked strangely at Miss Mason and said
something in a quick whisper. The cabal-
lero dropped his change into his pocket and
turned to the girl on his arm with a smile
of flashing white teeth and a confidential,
loverlike attention. Together the three left

the restaurant, but not before Miss Mason
had stolen a glance at the young man who
was sitting back in his chair, red to the
ears.

Bruce had lost his appetite. Beside the
caballero, who was evidently Bill, he was
nothing but a person — a very ordinary
young man. With the gorgeous Bill in
sight of the glorious goddess, it was hardly
likely that she would know that any other
man was alive. Reluctantly Bruce was
forced to admit that he had made a bit of
an ass of himself.

Scarcely conscious of what- he was eating,
Bruce picked at his meal and then sauntered
out into the jostling throngs. He looked
at his watch and found that 'it was fifteen
minutes of eight. He had said from eight
to eight-thirty. It was quite absurd, of
course, but he found himself irresistibly
drawn to the scene of his self-appointed
tryst at the landing stage of the gaily
illuminated canals.

He lighted a cigaret and adjusted his
black silk mask. With his elbows on the
stone coping he dreamily watched the
colored lights reflected in the shimmering
water. A long streamer of crimson paper
ribbon skimmed over his shoulder and
touched the back of his hand. He seized
the end and turned expectantly, only to find
that on the other end was a blonde young
"Svedeman" from Nort' Dakota who
laughed uproariously at what he considered
the humor of the situation. Bruce smiled
sheepishly, released the ribbon, turned his
back on the big Swede, and resumed his
reverie.

He looked at his watch again. Three
minutes after eight. He began to pace
slowly backward and forward on the para-
pet. A slim gondola slid gracefully up to
the landing and discharged its noisy passen-
gers, and the gondolier lifted an inviting
finger to Bruce, who shook his head.

In the light of a big arc he stopped again
to look at the time. Another ten minutes
had slipped by. This was sheer foolishness,
Bruce told himself. Why not admit his de-
feat and try and salvage what fun he could
from the evening!
A firm hand touched his arm and he

turned to face a tall masked figure in the
costume of a Spanish caballero. Good lord—Bill! The flashing dark eyes behind the
mask were staring at the pink carnation.
"Am I speaking to Mr. Bruce Farrell?"

The voice was as cold as ice. Bruce
squared himself for an unpleasant time.
This was most regrettable.

"Yes. That is my name." He sincerely
hoped that Bill would not make a scene,
but would give him a chance to explain
matters.

"Then you will perhaps guess what I
want to see you about. Will you come
quietly with me to some place where we can
have a little privacy or shall I . .

."

Bruce raised a protesting hand.
"I'll come because I want to. You

needn't threaten."
"To a place of my choosing?" The ques-

tion was like a rapier thrust
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"But Your Highness doesn't

even know who I am"
"Too true" sighed the Prince;
"I only know J hove floundered
in the waves of your hair!"

Jacqueline
Harwood

night she danced
with the Prince

The Most Thrilling Moment
of my Life

by Jacqueline Harwood

When I first got to Paris, some months ago,

I was the most excited girl you ever saw. How
eagerly I anticipated the many delights of

this capital of youth and gaiety, to say nothing

of the myriad receptions, balls and other

affairs to which I had entree through my
friends among the inner circle of the American
colony!

During the next few weeks my life was one
lovely dream, but there was one great disap-

pointment in store for me. Frankly, I didn't

seem to meet with my usual success at these

social affairs. Finally in desperation I begged
my trusted friend, May Norton, to tell me
what was wrong.

"If you'll notice," she started, tactfully,

"you'll see that all the real popular girls here
have very thick hair and keep it beautifully

marcelled. The men of France are very critical

about a woman's hair, and——

"

She didn't need to finish her sentence. That
was where the trouble lay—my tousled, scrag-

gly hair!

May tells her secret

"But what I can I do," I asked anxiously. "I have had
marcels galore. My hair looks fine for a while, but soon
it's straight and scraggly again."

"That's just the trouble," May replied, "you've been
having it marcelled too much. It has taken all the life

out of your hair."

May hesitated a moment and then walked over to her
dresser. Opening the lower drawer, she pulled out a
queer little elastic contraption and a bottle of liquid.

"I used to have the same trouble you're having," she
continued, "until I learned about this curling cap I got
it just before I left home—and since then I've never had
any more trouble with my hair."

It took but a moment for her to explain how this simple
curling device worked; how .it put in the waves without
applying heat and, by always getting them in exactly the
same place, trained the hair to stay marcelled.

In a second, May had a towel about my shoulders and
was giving me an actual demonstration of her new. dis-

covery. I could hardly wait the fifteen minutes it took
for the curling Buid to dry. Finally, when May removed
the cap and told me to look in the mirror, what a delight-
ful surprise it wasl Instead of the unruly, scraggly locks
I was accustomed to seeing, there was the loveliest marcel
I had ever had!

On with the dance!
The next night was to be held le Grand Bal Masque,

which it was rumored Prince Dimitri was to attend
incognito. Before dressing that evening, May let me
try her curling cap again. This time my marcel was
even more beautiful, so I went to the ball with pulse

beating fast and hope running high.

About midway of the evening I noticed a pair of burn-

ing eyes focused on me. They belonged to a tall, graceful

young man whose handsome face was only partly hidden
by a tiny mask. His regal bearing told me here was the

Prince. The rest seems like a dream to me.
I remember being held in the strongest arms I've ever

felt. I remember floating through the most beautiful

waltz I've ever heard. I remember a stroll through the

conservatory, where a melodious voice murmured "-sweet

nothings" in my ear. I remember many other dances
with the fascinating Prince and hundreds of envious eyes

that followed every step.

I shall never forget that evening as long as I live. It

was my night. Yes—thanks to May Norton and an
ingenious American inventor

—

that was my night!

You may be sure I was never a "wall flower" after that.

Immediately I ordered a curling outfit for myself, and as I

continued to use the remarkable Curling Liquid and
Curling Cap my hair constantly became thicker, glossier

and more wavy and I became more popular than ever.

Try it at our risk

Thousands of girls and women will have Miss Harwood
to thank for this opportunity, for at her suggestion, we
are going to give them a chance to convince themselves of
the remarkable results they can get with McGowan's
Curling Cap and Curling Fluid without risking a cent.

Ninety-eight women out of a hundred who try this

Curling Cap are most enthusiastic about it and can't say
enough in its favor. They are the best advertisements we
could have, so naturally we are anxious to get the McGowan
Curling Outfit into their hands as quickly as possible.

To put on the Curling Cap
simply extend the elastic head-
band with the hands and bring

it over the hair. Then with the

fingers or an orange stick, you
puff out the hair in little

"waves" and let them dry in
this position.

(PaLnts pending)

After you have adjusted
the Curling Cap you can
read or finish dressing

while the Curling Liquid
is drying. It takes only
15 minutes and then
you will have t)is love-

lies* marcel you ever saw!

Send no money—just mail the coupon
You don't have to risk one cent to try the McGowan

Curling Outfit in your own home. Simply sign
t
and mail

the coupon. When the postman brings your outfit, just
pay him #2.87, plus a few cents postage, and your marcel
worries are at an end. After you have tried this magic
Curling Cap and Curling Fluid for 5 days, if you are not
perfectly delighted with results—if it doesn't give you the
most beautiful marcel you ever had and improve your
hair in every way—simply return the outfit and your
money will be refunded without a single question.

If you are tired of wasting your time and money on
expensive beauty parlor marcels; if you have trouble
keeping your hair marcelled and looking its best; if you
want the beauty that rich, glossy, curly hair will bring,
don't put it off another minute. Sign the coupon now
and mail it right away. Remember, you do not risk a
single penny.

FREE Wit
o
h
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e
e

V
r
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ABottle of McGowan's Shampoo

For a limited time we will include with
every order, absolutely free, a bottle of
McGowan's Shampoo, one of the most
delightful products of the kind ever. But
you must act immediately if you want to
take advantage of this liberal offer, for

we can't afford to extend it indefinitely.

Mail the coupon today.

McGowan Laboratories
710 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago

j COUPON '

The McGowan Laboratories
710 W. Jackson Blvd.,Dept. 103, Chicago I

Dear Mr. McGowan: Please send me vour hair I

curling outfit, which includes your newly invented I

Curling Cap, Curling Liquid, and a bottle of !

McGowan's Shampoo. I agree to deposit S2.S7 |

(plus postage) with the postman upon its deliver,-.
If I am not satisfied with results in every way I will '

return outfit to you within five days and you are I

to refund my monev,
j

J

Name I

Address j
Note: If you expect to be out v/hen the postman

j
calls, enclose S3 with your order and the McGowan

]Curling Outfit will be sent postpaid.
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Agnes Ayres and her pets in the bac\yard of her home in Hollywood.

"Sure thing!" Then Bruce's face went
crimson as he caught the full meaning of
the words. Why—the crazy loon!
"Come!" The Senor Bill caught Bruce

by the elbow in a grip which to the care-

free crowd must have seemed like good
comradeship, but Bruce knew how much
comradeship there was in that touch.

Together they descended the steps to the
landing. A gondolier, in response to an
expected signal, poled his craft close in.

"Get in!" snapped Bill.

Bruce stared at the cold, hard face and
gestured impatiently with his hands. "See
here, there's no sense in ...

"Afraid?" The sneer cut Bruce to the
quick. Without a word he stepped into
the gondola with a velocity that threatened
to capsize it, and Bill took a seat beside
him.

As they passed under an ornamental
bridge, Bruce again essayed to speak, but
his truculent guide cut him short with a
single word. "Wait." Presently they slid

in to the bank at what appeared to be a

private landing, overhung with a curtainjpf
peppers.

"Get out!" Bruce obeyed the command
with considerable misgiving, but was deter-
mined to see the thing through. Bill fol-

lowed after paying the gondolier and whis-
pering .something in his ear.

The gondola slid away out of sight.

Bruce felt the touch at his -elbow again and
allowed himself to be led through a little

wicket and into a splendid private garden.
The grounds were festooned with Chinese
lanterns and the full moon shone on a patch
of well-kept lawn surrounded by ornamental
and shade trees on either side of a path
which led up to the verandah of a neat
bungalow on the far side. The building
itself, Bruce noticed, was in total darkness.
At the edge of the lawn- Bill -stopped and

Bruce whirled to face him. Both men
peeled off their masks and put them in their
pockets.

^What do you weigh?" demanded Bill.

"A hundred and sixty-five—stripped!" re-

plied Bruce in a daze.

"Too bad for you—I can give you ten
pounds. Take off your coat!"

"Just a minute—Bill. I'm sorry I don't
know your other name . .

."

"Never mind my other name— Take off

that coat!"

Bruce stared hard at the Senor. Hard as

nails and in the pink, he concluded— and
ten pounds to the good.

"All right, if you are set on making a
fuss I suppose I'll have to accommodate
you, but before I do I want to tell you that
fool as I was to write that letter, I'm on
the level. I don't blame you for being sore,

but I have done nothing to be ashamed of
and you'll get no apology from me unless
I hear from a certain young lady's own
lips that what I have done has offended
her. — And I'd take a licking any day for
one of her smiles. Now, if you insist, let's

go!"
It was rather a breathless speech, but

Bruce was glad to get it out of his system.
For answer Bill threw off his gorgeous coat,

tossed it on to a short clipped hedge, and
coolly rolled up his sleeves. Bruce followed
suit, and advanced to what he had every
right to believe would be utter annihilation.
Even so, he could not help feeling a tingle

of romance in his veins.

He advanced slowly and warily. Bill

came forward with an easy, catlike tread.
Bruce threw up his hands in self defense
and then stopped dead, for a startling

change had come over Bill. The scowl had
disappeared from his pale face and was re-

placed with a pleasant smile, while his hand
was extended, palm upward.

"All right, Farrell. Guess we've gone far
enough," he said.

Bruce could hardly believe his eyes and
ears. Was this some trick of Bill's to take
him off his guard? Bruce dropped his

hands and Bill stepped in close to him and
grasped his fingers.

"But . .
." Bruce's mind simply could

not accommodate itself to the swift change
in conditions.

The Senor chuckled, pulled on his coat,
and helped Bruce on with his. "I want
you to come up with me to the house," he
said, and linked his arm in that of the
very much astounded young man.

AS they approached the bungalow there
was a rustle on the verandah, a flutter-

ing scramble and a sudden bang of a screen
door. The next second the lights flashed
on in the house. A strong suspicion— a
wild, delirious, delightfully embarrassing sus-

picion crept into Bruce's mind. Mounting
steps that seemed to be composed wholly
of feather pillows in Bruce's mental elation,

he found himself ushered by his new friend
into a brilliantly lighted and elegantly fur-

nished but unoccupied room.
"Just grab a seat, Farrell. I won't be a

minute."
The Senor Bill stalked through the room

and passed through a hidden doorway.
Bruce dropped gingerly into a huge over-
stuffed chair that still carried an elusive
trace of a delicate perfume. A musical peal
of laughter was abruptly smothered in the
next room.

There was a slight rustle of silk from the
inner doorway. Bruce looked up and leapt
to his feet, for there, with one hand on the
drapes and looking at him with a shy in-

terest, was the gorgeous sea nymph in the
shimmering green costume and the wonder-
ful copper hair.

"Well. Haven't you anything to say to

me?" There was a saucy challenge in the
words, and in the tone of her voice.

Bruce could not say all he would have
liked to say, but he managed, "I think you
are very beautiful, and a royal good sport,
Miss Mason."

She extended a firm little hand which
Bruce took reverently in his.

"I have been lonesome myself," she said
with a dimpling smile. "And I am in the
habit of doing unconventional things, my-
self."

"And Bill is a good scout, too," Bruce
added, enthusiastically. *

A burst' of rippling laughter checked his

enthusiasm.

"You mean Gerald — He's not Bill. You
see it's rather complicated. Bill is my sis-

ter, and she is married to the man who
brought you here. He is Gerald Cranston—the amateur boxer— We knew you
would jump to that conclusion when we
saw you in the restaurant."

"Then the Spanish senorita . .
."

"Yes, that's Bill! She owns this place,
and we thought—or at least Gerald thought
of the plan to give you what he calls the
third degree, to see what you were made
of. He thinks you are all right."

Bruce was thinking furiously as she led
the way to the verandah and looked out
over the moon-bathed lawn.

"And what do you think?" Bruce's
heart was pounding as he waited for her
answer. She was silent a moment as she
watched the shadows on the lawn.
"Would you?" she asked, suddenly.
"Would I what?"
"Take a licking any day for a smile from

1

a certain young lady who shall be name-
less?" She picked idly at the tendrils of
the vine, her beautiful head in soft profile.

"You see I am an eavesdropper too."
Bruce flushed as he raised her hand to

his lips in a gesture of old-time chivalry.
His action was of the years that are dead,
but his words were strictly 1925.

"Take a licking?" Their eyes met and
he- grinned a wholesome, boyish grin.
"Why I'd even risk another shave, sham'
poo, head-rub, shoe-shine, hair-trim, clay-
pack, or what have you!"

And he got his smile — dimple and all.
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TheyThought IWas Bluffing

~llfoen ITold Them Ilearned
"MusiciVithou

V
'OU could have heard a pin drop

in the room! I had just finished

playing Rubinstein's "Melody in

F." My friends were actually dumb-
founded— they couldnt believe their

ears. At last I was the center of at-

traction instead of a mere onloo\er!

It was just like a dream come true!

"Why, you didn't know a single

thing about music not so long ago,

Bob"
—"How in the world did you

ever do it?" A note of half envy, half

admiration unconsciously crept into

their voices after they had recovered

from the unexpected surprise which I

had just furnished. "Yes," said Jim,

"what sort of a trick have you played

on us—I thought you weren't music-

ally inclined." "Oh, he's been taking

lessons for years and has kept it a

secret"—followed Betty and Sue in

rapid-fire succession. "You can't fool

us though, you never learned to play

that well without a teacher."

"Well, you're all wrong—every one of

you," I replied, chuckling
with glee. "I'll admit that

a short time ago I didn't

know one note of music
from another. And as far

as special talent goes—well,

I never had any. And al-

though I had always longed
to be able to play the piano
it was more or less of an
empty dream. For I just

couldn't .stand the thought
of learning music from a

teacher and going through
a lot of monotonous scales

and exercises. It just went
against my grain.

"So I've just contented
myself with sitting around
envying others who could
play—watching them have

Pick Your
Instrument

Piano "Cello

Organ Harmony and

Violin Composition

Drums and SiSht Sing'nS

Traps Ukulele

Banjo Guitar

Tenor Hawaiian
Banjo Steel Guitar

Mandolin Harp

Clarinet Cornet

Flute Piccolo

Saxophone Trombone

Voice and Speech Culture

Automatic Finger Control

Piano Accordian

all the fun. Until one night last March I

was reading a popular magazine and sud-

denly an announcement caught my eye. It

told of a new, easy method of quickly

learning music—right in your own home

—

and without a teacher. At first I laughed,

like you folks, I thought that .such a thing

was a joke. Somehow or other I didn't

believe it was possible to learn music by

mail. But that announcement set me won-

dering. So I decided that the only sensible

thing to do was to investigate. And

—

well, you know the rest."

From the very beginning I was enthusias-

tic about my wonderful course in music.

Each new lesson was better and easier than

the last. Everything about them was so

simple that a child of eight could under-

stand it. It was great fun—actually as

fascinating as learning a new game. And I

always played real notes and catchy tunes.

No tricks, puzzles or makeshifts of any kind.

Now I can play any piece of music, whe-
ther it's a ballad, jazz or classical number.

And I never have to refuse when I'm called

upon to entertain. No more lonely nights

for me. Now my life is just a joyous round

of gay parties and admiring friends.

Play Any Instrument
You, too, can now teach

yourself to be an accom-
plished musician—right at

home — in half the usual

time through this startling

method, which has already

shown 3 50,000 people how
to play their favorite instru-

ment. Forget that old-

fashioned idea that you need
special "talent." Just read
the list of instruments in

the panel, decide which one
you want to play and the

U. S. School will do the
rest. And bear in mind no
matter which instrument
you choose, the cost in each
case will be the same—just

a few cents a day.

No matter whether you are a mere begin-

ner or already a good performer, you will

be interested in learning about this new and

wonderful method.

Send for Our Free Booklet

And Demonstration Lesson

In order to make it clear to you— to

show you just how and why it gets results

twice as fast as any old-tim« method—we
will send to you upon request an interesting

free booklet and a valuable demonstration

lesson that will make clear the method by
which so many thousands have learned.

The method is the same for all instruments.

If you are in earnest about wanting to

play your favorite instrument—if you really

do want to gain the proficiency in music

that will add to your happiness, increase

your popularity, and open the way to

greater income—ask at once for the free

booklet and demonstration lesson. Getting

them will cost you nothing and place

you under no obligation. Right now' we are

making a Special Offer to a limited number
of new students.

Now—before it's

late to gain its benefi

—sign and send the

convenientcoupon. Ir

struments supplied
when needed, cash

or credit. U.S. School
o f Music, 3 2 2 S

Brunswick Bldg
New York City

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3229 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons
in Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.
Frank Crane, Demonstration Lesson and particulars
of your Special Offer. I am interested in the follow-
ing course:

Have you above instrument?..

Name
(Please write plainly

Address

City



HCJRRY!--orYou may miss this unusual opportunity to buy A
Diamond at a remarkably low price. Through a lucky deal cn
the part of our Antwerp Buyer, S50. 000 worth of genuineAAl
sparkling, brilliant, blue-white Diamonds were obtained at a
figure far Delow the market price. The quantity is limited
and we are extending the advantage of this lucky deal to our
iriends. "First come--first served"--be one of thefirst!

SEND ONLY $2 TODAY
Your choice of these remarkable values will come for your
approval and 15 Day Trial. If you can duplicate it for less
money elsewhere, send it back and we will gladly refund ynur
deposit. If satisfied, pay the balance in 10 Equal Monthly
Payments.
NoRedTape-Prompt Delivery-Transactions Confidential

* Regular 550 Value

A-15 ThisLadies' 18kWhite
Gold Dinner Ring looks like
platinum- -ordinarily sold for
S85. 7 AA1 Quality genuine

it! Sales Price w~
Terms $2 Down

6.25 A Month

A-16 Beautiful 18k White
Gold hand-engraved ladies
ring set with 3 sparkling,

Sne^ hi
rpe
D
c
i

ia-1$37-50
Sales Price . .

*

Terms S2 Down
3.55 A Month

A-17 Ladies artistically
hand-carved lsk White Gold
ring. Heart and Arrow de-
sign. AA1 Iqoality 4^
genuine blue-white 4Diamond. SalesPrice

Terms $2 Down
6.50 A Month

A-18 Gents 18k White Gold
King, hand-carved and
pierced design. AA1 quality
genuineblue- v.hiteDiamond.
Ket'tilar ST.'. Value. *ft C ^
Special Salesjprice ^ J

A-19 This Ladies 7 Diamond
Cluster Ring looks like a
big solitaire. Beautiful 18k
White Gold mounting with
genuine AA1 quality <£ ^»
Blue-white Dia-^S ^
inonds. Sales Price ~*

Terms 82 Down
6.30 A Month

3,000 Other Big Bargains
Send for our completeBooklet—IT'S FREE!
This book contains S.UUOOther Big Bargains
in Diamonds. Watches and Jewelry, made
possible bv direct in

,

p. .i'ting. 10 MONTHS
TO PAY ON EVERYTHING.

A-20 Genuine AA1 quality
blue -white Diamond set In

attractive 18k White Gold
hand-carved mounting with
regular-cut Diamond oneach
sideot Sli.irik . U . - n 1.1 ti *
sell for $75. Special 9S /.
Sales Price

Terms $2 Down
$5 A Month '

' .' AUTHORIZED CAPITAL H.OOO.OOb. -

LW-SWEET INC
Dept. I955«P 1660 BROADWAY. VNEW YORK

.

LMe25°£
perdaywHtesRC.BecKham

F&EESAMPLES
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for
Larg-e Manufacturer Direct to wearer.

No capital or experience needed. Many earn $100.00
weekly and bonus. Write for Free Samples,

MADISON MILLS MFGRS, S64 Broadway, New York

will be paid on songs found suitable for publication.
Submit youi manuscripts for immediate examination
EQUITABLE MUSIC CORPORATION
1658 j Broadway New York City

/rite for. FreeRook 0N Song Writing \
-

Peel OffYour Skin
j
if you don't like it, and have a beautiful new skin.

Youth-Ami Liquid Skin Peel
A Scientific Discovery, harmlessly and painlessly

peels off the old akin and removes surface blemishes; tan, dis-
coloration, sunburn, blackheads, whiteheads, large pores,
pimples, freckles, etc. Not a clay or cream but a liquid free from
acids and mercury. Booklet, "The Magic of a New Skin" sent

free in plain sealed envelope.

Youth -Ami Laboratories, Dept. F , 30 E. 20th St., New York

3[ The leopard does his stuff on the sin\ing "Mandalay" Doris Kenyon
and Lloyd in the same picture with three \inds of death.

If You Want Variety, Try Making Movie Thrillers

(Continued from page 25)

deck on a pile of wet canvas. I hated
sleeping there but when I saw them uncom-
plainingly turn in I rolled over and slept

—

dreaming of the downy beds I had figured

the stars always demanded.
We got another boat the next day and

all started for location in high spirits. We
lived aboard the steamer Pastime, but
worked on the former Shipping Board
steamer Corvallis which Hudson had
bought for the picture and had renamed
the Mandalay . Twenty-five miles off Sandy
Hook we anchored and prepared for work.

The schedule: rise at five in the morn-
ing. Breakfast at five-thirty. Start work
at six. Lunch of sandwiches and coffee at

noon. Work until the sun went down.
Then dinner aboard the Pastime, usually

around nine o'clock. Nothing to do until

five the next morning!
"The Half 'Way Girl" is a drama laid

m Singapore and the Indian Ocean. The
water off Sandy Hook served as the Indian
Ocean and there, hour after hour, while the
Mandalay rolled and rocked sickishly, these

stars did their stuff before the camera so

that the movie fans throughout the world
might enjoy their picture. And some of
the things they did— whew!

Well, Lloyd Hughes spent the greater

part of two days down in the dirty hold
of that steamer, with smoke bombs filling

the entire hold with dense clouds of stifling

smoke. Now and then in the course of
the action he would come up for air for

a few minutes while the cameraman "shot"
him sticking his head out of a tiny hatch.
He was black as coal at the end of each
day and his eyes were inflamed and red.

He would cough all night but when morn-
ing came and he had freed his lungs of
the smoke he did it all over again.

Thrilling scenes showing the steamer on
fire were staged. Gasoline and gunpowder
were placed in the hold. A match was
touched. A property man would lift up
the hatches and the flames would shoot ten
feet in the air. Amid these flames and the
accompanying smoke, with the blazing sun
pouring down from above, Hughes, Miss
Kenyon and Hardy worked hour after

hour. Every minute provided a new thrill

not in the script. Danger threatened on

every side. Time clocks began to look

more inviting.

A real leopard was a big part in the pic-

ture. Miss Kenyon, Hughes and Hard}
worked on deck with the leopard which
snarled and snapped and every moment
threatened to jump on them. There wa;
nothing between the leopard and the actors

Yet the three stepped into the scene a-

though the leopard were a harmless house

cat.

In another scene where the leopard i

supposed to kill Hardy, I stood spellbounc
while Hardy clung to the bottom of ar

upturned lifeboat with the leopard slinking

snakelike along the boat in an effort tc

reach Hardy's head. I wouldn't have giver

Hardy five cents for his job then. Agair
Hughes, armed with only an oar, fougln
the leopard in a lifeboat, finally pushing thi

brute into the sea. Just before that Hard)
and a group of men and women were
dumped forty-two feet from a lifeboa'

which upset as it was being lowered over
board. Some of these people knew the)

could not swim, but they took their chance;
without a murmur.
Then came the thrill of thrills! Th

company was taken off and the Mandalay
towed one hundred and twenty-five miles tc

sea, where she was to be blown up as the

climax of the picture.

Ten tons of dynamite and one thousanc
pounds of blasting powder were placec

aboard. Five tugs loaded with cameramer
and assistant directors, and the pleasure

yacht, Alicia, with Earl Hudson, Assistant

Director James Dunne, the writer, anc
representatives of a dozen other magazine;
and newspapers set out in the wake of the

Mandalay at eight o'clock in the evening
The first hour out of New York was i

merry one for the party aboard the Alicia

Then lowering clouds blotted out the moor
and a few forked streaks o f lightning

streaked the sky in the distance. Rumbling;
of thunder sounded from afar, and soon a

terrific electrical storm broke. A forty-mile

gale whipped up the sea, rain fell in tor-

rents, lightning played everywhere. But
the Alicia kept on. Hudson, the producer
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W&vvThU-Shi/tir

2 FINE $>f .95

Big Profits

During Summer Months
Selling Fine Shirts/

LISTEN men! It's only a few years back NO WONDER FASHION WEAR MEN
^when I tramped around from door to CLEAN UP IN SUMMER
door carrying a heavy sample case and ,

Ycu have read my announcements before, you
. . . . . . , Know what I claim lor my shirts and you know

earning a rather uncertain living With Various that I wouldn't still be in the business doing more
specialty propositions. Be-

lieve me when I say that

I know what the direct

salesman is up against,

especially in summer time.

And believe me when I

tell you that I have a

proposition with which
you can make real money
all summer long. I know.
I tried it myself before I

started this business.

FIGURE IT OUT FOR
YOURSELF

Don't take my word for

it. Just think. Men's shirts

are covered all winter with
coat and vests, they get
shabby and worn and torn.

Men don't pay so much
attention to them during
the winter months. But
when summer comes what happens. Off
come the coats and vests and men have got
to have new shirts—shirts that they can be
proud of-and that's why more shirts are ^OR^ DEPOSITS FOR CASES
sold during the summer months than any

1 „

'

ve * ou Beaut,fuI Sample Outfit FREE
other time of the vear i

y pay U ' 00 or s? - 00 ^P05 '' f° r a «se of
3 ' samples ween you can get the amazing Fashion

$65 to $85 a Week
. "I am enclosing seven orders, which
I took today in about thirty minutes.
You have the easiest selling Shirts I
have ever seen. I must say I thank
you so much forgiving me this chance."
—E. M. Steen, South Carolina.

$8 In 10 Minutes
"In the letter find enclosed 8 orders

for your Fashion Wear Shirts, which
I have sold without any effort at all,
in less than ten minutes' talk. Which
proves that I made a day's wages in
ten minutes. Find it very interest-
ing."—Hichael X. Zeto, 111.

They Repeat Like This
"A few days ago several of the boys

here ordered some of your Shirts and
were well pleased with them. I or-
dered 2 Combination Silks myself.
Now I want you to send me 3 as-
sorted Shirts. 4.05. and oblige one of
your Customers. All of the boys want
to put in another order."—John W.
Grant, N. C.

and more business every
week, constantly climbing,

if my shirts were not all that

I claim them. You know
that theymust be fine shirts

—and they are. You know
that they must be well cut

and wonderfully well made

—

and they are. You know
that they must have in them
not only good materials but
beautiful and attractive pat'

terns that men want—and
they have. I don't have to

tell you that again.

AMAZING LOW
PRICE

Quality is one point but
when you can offer that qual-
ity at the amazing low price
of three shirts for $4.95 then
you have got something. And
you get a dollar on every
sale you make. Offices, fac
tories, stores, garages, and
places where men are em-
ployed, would give you prof'
its of from ST. 00 to $20.00
on every call. One

man in an office will send you to four or five
others. Bargains like this are not found every day.
Result: sales that are almost automatic.

Wear outfit entirely free. No deposit, not one
cent to pay for it now or at any other time.

Simply send your name and everything you need
to start right out making big money will be sent .

by return mail postage prepaid and absolutely free.

If my men were not making real money—making
sales from the material that I send them you know
that I couldn't make an offer like this. But Fashion
Wear shirts are the sensation in direct selling today.

Remember I am not offering you $10,000 or $15,000
a year. I sold shirts myself too long to make
any such wild claims. But I do know from what
I have done and from what my own men are now-
doing that any man who is on the job can easily

take seventy-five orders a week and the live wyires

should have no trouble in taking from 100 to 125
orders. I have men doing it so I know it is

possible.

Nothing I could say to you would be as con*
vincing as a trial. And since a trial cannot cost

you one cent, get your name on that coupon im-
mediately and get it in the mail to me at once.
You won't get many offers like this so don't let

it slip. Send the coupon right away.

Mr. Charles Hope

FASHION WEAR SHIRT CO.
1200-1220 Jackson St.. Dept. L-721. Cincinnati,

P——— -------
I

Mr. Charles Hope,
Fashion Wear Shirt Company,
1200-1220 Jackson Street, "Dept. L-721,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please send mc your Free Fashion Vear
Shirt Samples. Rush them.

Na

Address..

City ..State..

0.
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1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1
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nne Henton,
one Virtuoso, O 1
23 a Conn x^V

Send for handsome
new saxophone
catalog explaining
reasons for Coan
superiority

,

You master popular tunes in
the shortest time with a Conn

saxophone; exclusive features make
it the easiest of all wind instruments
to learn. Simplified key system and
improvements in mechanism give
you quick mastery. Beautiful tone
wins instant admiration. Foremost
saxophone stars use and endorse the
Conn as supreme.
Free Trial, Easy Payments on any Conn
instrument for band or orchestra. With
all their exclusive features Conns cost no
more. Write for details, mentioning in-
strument.

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
9o4 Conn Building, Elkhart, Indiana

FREE

The Secret of a Skin that's

ng
Known to millions of beautiful women, sta^e and
film stars. It is Sem-pray, the "Always Yonne"complexion cake. Contains precious aid's to hoantvwhich cannot be put up m jars. A super-lino cleans-
s i/fcreine, skin loud and base for powder - com-bined! Guaranteed sale, pure, reliable. En-dorsed by skin specialists. Sold everywhere. 60cTrial cake with beauty booklet, free. Sem-prayJo-»e-nay, UG8-K, Sem-pray Bldg., Grand Rapids fflieh

Say
|

bizes for
all typos
of noses

FREE
Demonstration

it desired_ _ 11 ucaii

^ntTfo nose ^pjuster
The GENUINE (Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid, pain-
less and safe. The ANITA is a GEN-
UINE and most COMFORTABLE
NASAL SUPPORTER, absolutelyGUARANTEED. Hirfily re-

v
> "i^Hi&y

eominondod ivv pliv--.ici;ins.
Write for t'ltl'JU Uooklet,
Nature'sWay to Happiness,"

TiieflniTft Co.
Dept. 9G9, Anita Building,

23 65S High St., Newark, N. J.
BEFORE -AFTER

SCREENLAND
and Dunne, the director, were needed for

the sinking of the ship. Soon all were sick

and turning a pale green. On the storm
tossed. Tugs were in a like situation, but
duty called, and the Mandalay had to be
blown up. What price monotony now?

In the morning only Hudson and a hand-
ful of writers could walk the decks. Even
the cook, who had been to sea thirty-seven
years, was flat on his back on the floor of
his galley. At two in the afternoon the
Mandalay was picked up and all was set to
blow her up. Hudson had his megaphone
to his lips when the revenue cutter Seneca
appeared and ordered the Mandalay taken
twenty-five miles further out to sea.

At seven o'clock that night the fuses
were lighted and in a half hour the Man-

dalay, two hundred and eighty feet long,
and weighing four thousand tons, was at

the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean, and
another thriller had been made for the
movie fans. One tug was left to clean up
the ocean of wreckage. The tug left before
it should have, and the Seneca fired a shot
across her bows, took the cameramen and
studio manager back, and held them at sea
for twenty-four hours without food or
water. More romance of the movies!

I wouldn't want to go through it again.
But there you are, it would not happen
again; tomorrow it would be something dif-

ferent. That's the movie game, the most
fascinating work on earth with the best fel-

lows and the loveliest girls— I wouldn't
swap jobs with Coolidge!

({ Douglas Fairban\s. Jr., on location mailing "Wild Horse Mesa."

Lois Moran is Ready
(Continued from page 23)

pathetic struggle for success in her young
life. Rather have opportunities been hand-
ed to her.

Which conclusively is the strongest in-

dication that the natural, normal type of

girl is in demand. For Hollywood is ever-

lastingly filled with the so-styled flapper

type, all of whom are so much alike that

one would answer as well as another.

But Lois Moran is certainly a type unto
herself, I thought as she sort of breezed
into the room. As natural and graceful as

a tree in the wind. About five feet two
she is, weighing one hundred seven pounds.
Unashamedly large is her mouth, most ex-

pressive because of this fact, and because
not painted with the usual stock-pattern

cupid's bow.
Her ash-brown hair is not bobbed, and

—oh, happy surprise!—parted so that her
ears are wholly exposed. At which you

may not wonder, seeing their nude beauty
in the accompanying pictures.

Not that Lois herself is beautiful. She
certainly is not, according to screen classics.

But she is a refreshing, unusual and almost
pre-historic type. Spirituelle or roguish as

the mood demands. Her voice, diction and
enunciation come first to one's notice be-

cause of their trained perfection.

"That is because Mother made me study

French and dramatic expression for three

years," she explained unconcernedly. "Then
you know I have been rehearsing to play

in The Wisdom Tooth which will open
on Broadway, New York, in October."
"You tell her, Billy, how.it was just luck

that you got this chance," interrupted Lois'

mother.

"Oh, you tell her, Angel-face," countered
Lois, these pet family names punctuating
the entire interview.
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Men /Here's a
Contract

. NewHairih30D^?lVeyou
treatment Won't Cosfyg1"&iy

sounderofM^feTr^
Fifth Jv^uf'tfgktk

NEWHAIRin 30 Days
OrAbsolutely No Cost

Save Yourself From Baldness. Stop Falling Hair.
Here is Your Contract—Grow New Hair in 30 Days
Or This Trial Won't Cost You One Cent.

By ALOIS MERKE
Founder of Famous Merke Institute, Fifth Avenue, New York

THAT'S clear, isn't it? I make
no conditions. No matter how
fast your hair is falling out,

no matter how much of it is gone

—

this offer stands. I don't care what
treatments you've tried without re-

sults. Scalp foods, massages, tonics

—here is a new scientific system that

will give you a new head of hair—or
I pay the whole cost of the treat-

ment myself.

How am I able to make this amaz-
ing offer? The answer is simple.

The Merke System of hair growth is

founded upon a very re-

cent scientific discovery.

I have found during
many years of research

and experience in the

Merke Institute, Fifth

Avenue, New York, that

in most cases of baldness

the hair roots are NOT
dead. They are merely
dormant—asleep

!

It is an absolute waste
of time— a shameful
waste of money—to try

to penetrate to these
dormant roots with oils,

massages and tonics,

which merely treat the

surface skin. You

Here's Proof!
"The condition of my hair

was very bad. After six weeks'
treatment with the Thermocap
my head was covered with short
hair and it was no longer dull
and lifeless. I kept up the
treatment and in return I have
as good a head of hair as any
one could wish."
Clarence Terpening. 15 S

South Cedar St., Galesburg,
111.

"I used the Cap for 30 days
when to my great surprise I
could see a new coat of hair
coming and now my hair is

very near as good as it was when
it first started to come out."

J. C. Began, 176 West Street,
Englewood, N. J.

"Your Thermocap has done
a wonderful thing in bringing
back my hair where all other
things had failed. The top of
my head is now entirely covered
with hair after using the Ther-
mocap for about two months
and new hair seems to be com-
ing in all the time."
Harry A. Brown. 21 Hamp-

ton Place, Utica ,N. Y.

wouldn't expect to make a tree grow
by rubbing "growing fluid" on the

bark—you'd get at the roots.

And that is just what my scientific

system does. It penetrates below the

surface of the scalp. It stimulates

the dormant roots. It wakens them.
The tiny capillaries begin to pump
nature's own nourishment into them.

Hair begins to grow again. It takes

on body and color. No artificial

hairfoods—no rubbing. And here's

the wonderful thing about this sys-

tem. It is simple. You can use it at

1 home—in any home that

has electricity—easily

—

without the slightest dis-

2omfort.

This Is Your
Bona-Fide
Contract

Thousands of m e 11 and
women have been treated

successfully at the- Merke
Institute. Hundreds daily

are getting amazing results

with this easier, less ex-

pensive "at home" system
of hair growth. Now, I do
not say that all cases of
baldness are curable. There
are some that nothing in the

world can help. Yet so

many men and women

write in daily about the wonderful results

that I gladly make this offer. Here is

your contract—try this remarkable treat-

ment for 30 days. Then if you're not
simply delighted with the new growth
of hair—write me at once. Say that my
system hasn't done all I claimed for it—
and I'll see that the 30 day trial doesn't
cost you one cent.

Free Booklet Tells All
There's no room here to tell you all

about your hair—and about the amazing
contract I offer you. But I will be glad
to tell you all if you are interested. It '3

free—absolutely without any obligations.

Just mail the coupon and I will send you,
without cost, a wonderfully interesting

booklet that describes in detail the system
that is proving a boon to thousands in this

and other countries. Mail this coupon and
the booklet will reach you by return mail.

Allied Merke Institutes, Inc.,

Dept. 679, 512 Fifth Ave., X. Y. C.

ALLIED MERKE INSTITUTES, INC.,

Dept. 679, 512 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please send me— without cost or obligation — s

copy of your book, "The New Way to Grow Hair,"
describing the Merke System.

Name

Address

City State.
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Trial Bottle Free

Don't Worry About

Hair

SGREENLAND

Learn how to stop it—
It's easy—just mail coupon for free trial bot-
tle of Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer.
Slake test on single lock. Watch the gray go.

Applied with a comb, easily — quickly. No
help required. With restored color perfectly
even and natural. Never any streaking, dis-
coloration, artificial "dyed" look.

This wonder worker is a colorless liquid,
clear, dainty. No interference with shampoo-
ing, nothing to wash or rub off. Just soft,
fluffy, beautiful hair, always the becoming
color of youth!

Mail Coupon Today
Fill out carefully, felling- color of hair. If

possible enclose lock in your letter. By return
mail you get Special Patented Free Trial Out-
fit, with full instructions.
When the single lock test has convinced you that you

needn't ever have gray hair, get full sized bottle. From your
druggist, or order direct from me.

g— Please print your name and address" •

MARY T. GOLDMAN,
516L Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

\

Please send your patented Free Trial Out-
g

fit. X shows color of hair. Black dark brown
medium brown auburn (dark red) light brown j

light auburn (light red) blonde

FREE
TRIAL
COUPON

\ Name

j
Street City.

Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Re-
move Them With Othine-

—

Double Strength
This preparation for the removal of freckles

is so successful in removing freckles anil giv-

ing a clear, beautiful complexion, that it is

sold by all drug and department stores with
a guarantee to refund the money if it fails.

Don't hide your freckles under a veil or
waste time on lemon juice or cucumbers; get
an ounce of Othine and remove them. Even
the first few applications should show a
wonderful improvement, some of the lighter
freckles vanishing entirely.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine;

it is this that is sold on money-back guarantee.
We recommend Othine Complexion Soap

for use with Othine, also as a shampoo—it's

wonderful for bobbed hair—25c a cake at all

drug or department stores or by mail. Othine
Laboratories, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.

60 pages of vital business facts and
figures. Who, where and how many
your prospects are.
8,000 lines of business covered. Com-
piled by the Largest Directory Publish-
ers in the world, thru information ob-
tained by actual door-to-door canvass.

Write for your FREE copy.

R. L. POLK& CO., Detroit, Mich.
640 POLK DIRECTORY BLDG.
Branches In principal cities or rj. d.

C[ Charlie Ray comes bac\ as the

rustic boy in "Some Punkins."
Duane Thompson is the sym-
pathetic country girl.

And so I learned, duet like, the chronol-
ogy of Lois. Born to the name of Dowling,
Lois lost her father in infancy. Her step-

father, Dr. Timothy Moran, also Irish,

came into her life when she was but three

and a half years old. Right lovingly and
wisely did he help supervise her physical

education until his death in service during
the world war. Covered by layers of luck
were the next few years. First Lois passed
a perfect physical and mental test, and en-

tered the Horace Mann school in New
York at the age of ten, ahead of a waiting

list. Later she was admitted to the Opera
Ballet in Paris on first application, when
only those exceedingly promising are given
its desired free training for two years.

Then a foreign production company just

"happened" to see her pictures in a photog-

rapher's studio and at once gave her star-

ring parts in two pictures. When she fol-

lowed advice and mailed some of her photos
to Samuel Goldwyn there seemed nothing
but luck in the fact that he met her in

Paris and offered her the part in "Stella

Dallas."

Lady Luck evidently accompanied them
on the ocean trip homeward. The two
were lunching at the Algonquin Hotel in

New York with Beulah Livingstone. Marc
Connelly, sitting near, noticed Lois because
she seemed different. Knowing Miss Liv-

ingstone, as all Broadway does, he went
over to her table, was introduced, and
offered Lois a part in his play, The Wisdom
Tooth.
"And now," finished Lois, "I can try

both the spoken and silent drama before I

finally decide 'on a permanent career."

Suddenly Mrs. Moran said, "Better get

your wheel, Lois, as you will have just

about time to ride to the studio."

Not long was I left wondering what was
meant by "the wheel," for Lois rides a

bicycle 'back and forth to work.
"We think it is such good exercise," said

the mother.
"Shall I need to wear a hat?" asked Lois,

child fashion. She is just that kind of a

girl.

"Luck will help her decide in choosing
between the stage and the screen," finished

Mrs. Moran as she watched Lucky Lois

GRAY HAIR
Is Not Necessary

You are only

as old as you
look!

Wm.J. Brandt

Liquid

Hair Color

Restorer

will cover gray hair in 10 to 30 minutes so that
you would not know it. ever was gray. It is liquid.
One application with a toothbrush does it all. No
pack. No mess.
You get the natural color. No one will suspect

your hair has been dyed.- Leaves it soft and lus-
trous—no dead color—no streaks—no spots—just
a uniform color.

ANYONE CAN PUT IT ON
It will not rub off. It stays on several months.

Shampooing, sea bathing, sun, permanent waving,
curling or straightening iron—nothing takes it off.

You can cover any gray no matter how stub-
born or how caused. It also takes at the roots.

Wonderful For Touching Up
You can put it on just where needed. Can be

used over other dyes or where powdered hennas
have been used. Does not Break the hair. Does
not interfere with permanent waving.

Full directions in each box in English and Span-
ish. Colors: Black, Dark Brown. Medium Brown,
Light Brown, Drab, Blond, Auburn (in ordering
please state color desired). Price $2.50, C. O. D
$2.05.
Accept no substitute for Wm. J. Brandt's

Eau de lienna.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 65, 112 East 23rd St., New York
Men as well as women can use Eau de Henna

to advantage.

Atlantic City, N. J.

On the Ocean Front
Fireproof

'^American and European Plans

ORCHESTRA
DANCING

GOLF PRIVILEGES
THERAPEUTIC BATHS

GARAGE

JOEL HILLMAN JULIAN A. HILLMAN
President Vice-President
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Joke All You Want
IhoutllusNewWay

lb Be Popular
tot Read What Albert Mead and Thousands of FormerWall Flowers SayAbout It!

I
USED to think a fellow was
crazy to try a stunt like this.

It seemed positively ridiculous

S think that anyone could become

fpular by learning to dance. And
pat's more, I couldn't believe that

[iarning to dance by mail was pos-

lle—especially in a case like mine
here I didn't know one step from
bother

!

'So every time I saw an advertisement
iv this, I just laughed,

pd I took great delight in

(king fun at some of my
jiends who were taking
(is new course.

JBut it wasn't long before
saw that the joke was on
I. Slowly my friends

|emed to be drifting away
<om me. They were always
oing to a party '— always
i.vihg 'barrels of fun.' I

|is left out of the fun.

.*en the girls with whom I

ed to be so chummy, be-

n to pass me by.
Well, I'm only human afterhuman

So, the next time I saw an
of Mr. Murray's, the famous

jncing auhority, in a maga-
ie I gave it a chance. I read
i through and -when I savT that
ididn't have to buy anything
that I could learn all about
B short-cut to popularity from
'Free 32-page book, I mailed
3 coupon.
iAnd that started it. The
istrated free book that came
return mail was so convinc-

6 and the free test lesson was

Results Count!
"The instructions were so

plain and simple that I had no
difficulty in learning at all.

The pleasure I have had since

taking your lessons is worth ten

times the cost."—L. B., Spring-

field, Mass.

"I am delighted with your
wonderful dancing lessons. Be-
fore I got your lessons I didn't

know how to dance and was
missing a lot of good times.

When I got your lessons I was
invited to a party and I had the

most wonderful of wondrous
times. Every one was so sur-

prised. They asked me where I

learned to dance so I told them
about your wonderful lessons.

Thanking you a million times."
—Miss H. 2.. Menasha. Wis.

"I have been more than pleased
with the knowledge of dancing
that I have gained from your
course. From the fellow that
could hardly take a step to the
fellow that takes almost all the
dance prizes that are ever offer-

ed here for the best dancer,
that's what it has done for me,
thanks to your wonderful and
pleasant way of instructing by
mail which made it possible

for me to learn."—G. J. N.,
Houston, Texas.

By ALBERT MEAD

so simple that I felt sorry to have hesitated all

these months. I eagerly sent for Mr. Murray s

complete course.

A Great Surprise

And I received the greatest surprise of my
life the day the lessons arrived. I opened

the first page—and right there—before I was
really aware of what I was doing—I was ac-

tually doing one of the steps. In a few min-

utes I had mastered that step. It was so easy

—so fascinating that I could hardly believe it.

It was real fun to follow the simple diagrams

and instructions.
The following few evenings I was mastering

the Waltz, the Fox Trot and other delightful

new steps. It seemed so easy—so perfectly

natural. And the remarkable
thing about it is that I needed

no music or partner. It seemed

as if Mr. Murray himself were
standing by my side gently di-

recting, gently pointing out the

right way or the wrong way to

dance. And before I realized it,

I was practically through with

the course. I could hardly wait

for a chance to dance at a real

'affair.'

My big chance came the fol-

lowing Saturday night. It was
the annual class re-union dance.

All my former classmates and
their 'best' girls were present.

Jeanne was my partner.

The music started. I rose

with a thrill. Jeanne was won-
derfully light and easy to lead.

We glided across the floor like

professional dancers.
The band played. I led

Jeanne gracefully around the

room, interpreting the dance like

an expert, keeping perfect har-

mony with the music.

The 'old gang' stared at us

in amazement. They couldn't

believe their eyes I The trans-

formation was too sudden for

them. I laughed to myself and
Jeanne's smile of understanding
thrilled me.

When the music stopped we found ourselves

in the midst of a group of smiling, friendly,

admiring faces. It was a complete triumph.
And to think that just a few weeks before I

couldn't dance a step I"

FREE! New 32-Page Booklet
and First 3 Lessons

But don't think of enrolling yet—not until

you've read Mr. Murray's remarkable new 32-

page booklet that is packed full of illustrations,

not until you've been thrilled by the first 3 les-

sons which also come free. You'll enjoy Mr.
Murray's book immensely, because it tells all

about Mr. Murray himself, how he became pri-

vate instructor to the "400," how he devised
his easy home-study dances, how he taught over
250,000 people to dance by mail, and particu-

larly how he can teach you to become a grace-
ful, versatile, popular dancer in a few enjoyable
evenings. And you'll enjoy reading his 3 re-

markable lessons because they prove to you be-

jond a shadow of doubt that you too can easily

learn to dance this new way.

Get this free book and lessons and read them
carefully. They can mean the difference be-
tween a life of happiness, of friends, of good
times— or a life of misery, loneliness and
monotony. Mail the coupon at once and enclose
only 25c to cover postage and mailing. Arthur
Murray, Studio 490, 801 Madison Avenue, New
York City.

Arthur Murray, Studio 490,

801 Madison Ave., New York City.

Without obligating me in any way, please send me 3
copy of your free lessons and your beautifully illustrated
32 page book which tells all about Arthur Murray's
remarkable course in dancing and explains how it can
make me a graceful, versatile dancer, right in my own
home, without music, partner of private teacher. I
enclose 25c to cover postage and mailing.

City State..
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HairRemoved Forever
From These Spots

thru Dr. Irwin's Home Treatment for the permanent removal of
superfluous hair

Unsightly hair on body and face can now^to^ly"* a cold cream. The whole process is
be destroyed—roots and all—in an amazing slmP]e—Ae hair is out in a jiffy, root and all.

scientific way that finally destroys the growth Send for Interesting FREE Book Todav
forever! inat objectionable hair on the arms, ^ will be glad to send you free a little book that
the underarms, the chin, the lip gone for

the whole fascinating story of this wonderful
good and the .skin left clear, smooth and SS? 2^y£*& "JtZ
WnlCe

- name and address and we will forward at once your
Dr. Irwin's Home Treatment for the permanent S°Py a u° k

'
called " The New WaV to Destroy

removal of superfluous hair is new and astonishing
buPe"lu

,

ous Hair Permanently." No obligation —
unlike anything you have ever heard of before No ,

e ? , r?
free

' Mail this coupon NOW. F C
electricity, no ordinary depilatory, nothing messy or

Irwm
-
M.D., Dept. 89, 730 Fifth Avenue, New York

of bad odor. Here is a quick, safe, scientific treat-
* ' ~~ — — — _

ment that is not at all unpleasant, and that is abso- F - c - IRWIN. M.D., Dept. 89
utely effective. Beauty experts recommend it Women 73

?-
Flfth Avenue

. N- Y.
heartily acclaim it. It is proving in case after case i„, ,?"

ay
,

s
??,

d ™e -
free an<J without obligation, your

that unsightly, objectionable^ hair "is unnecessary ^eXous^ SanS,.^ Way t0

Dr. Irwin's process is not simply a "surface"
method that removes the hair temporarily It lifts

1Same
-

out the hair with the roots, and discourages any re- . ,,,growth of objectionable hair. The product is made
Addl'eSS

=

ot the finest Oriental balsams and is almost as easy citv
.

^l[jy - State

J
A Permanent Wave

SEND NO MONEY.
(plus a tew cents postage'
Keffular S2.00 value

Just imagine! 15 permanent wave or curling treatments
in a bottle for only $1.49! At last you can save the high
cost of electric waving. NATURAL vegetable liquid

+^Y-
es your

,

ha,r ln 'ovely shimmering, permanent waves orteasing curls, semply radiant with health! Pretty hair de-serves this treat, just as much as dull hair needs it

teSS'foVthe" co
n
m
a
ple
$
teiurMn/

e
ou
V
tfit

y
5f,?-

NS^B
^R,

K
f£OARANTEE that you will be astonished and

(Stamps accepted in prepaymfnM discovery. (NOTE: Do not use
D„„. "Z. ,

Prepayment.) lor boyish bobs, as waves are not easily combed out again.)Premier Salons de Beaute'. I4S Nassau St.. New York. Desk S.L-I

Iff,

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-
pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adds wonderful charm,
beauty and expression to any face.
Perfectly harmless. Used by millions
of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN,
ciit-:mable in solid form or water-
proof liquid. 75c at your dealer's or
direct postpaid.
MAYBELLiNE CO. CHICAGO

Get Rid
of Your FAT
Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-wiien-

reduced" offer. I have successfully reduced
thousands of persons, often at the rate of
a pound a day without diet or exercise.
Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician
State ot New York, 286 Fifth Ave., N. V., Desk S-2

Subscribe for Screenland before price is

increased, now $2.50 Yearly.

([Joseph Schild\raut has abandoned
stage, temporarily, anyway, to app
before the screen on the De Mille

crank up her two-foot power vehicle
happily fade away.

But we all know it is not Juc\! 1

loo\s, plus.

One year ago there would have been
place or part for a Lois Moran type. W
I talked with Samuel Goldwyn about
pronounced reaction in picture demand
predicted a decided change in the con
motion pictures.

"The flapper type was a fad, just as
vampire was some years ago," he s'

"But the American public always co
back to the clean, wholesome type that
whole American family can see without
barrassment. Lois Moran and Vilma Bar
both of whom I brought over here f:

abroad, are of the type which future
tures will require for real public approv
Wondering if other producers were

ting the same reaction I asked Cecil
Mille for his opinion. He was most
cided. Said that one of the most interesi
observations in his twelve years' experie
had been the total failure of artificiality
retain long a hold in the picture busin

"The pendulum has swung once mo:
he said, "and we are again returning
normalcy in the characters for our moi
picture plays. The public, every so oi
in its demand for change and variety, ts
for a time to artificial types. Such laj
are always in the nature of fads and alv,

we find the public returning to those p
ers who look and act most like people
meet in every day life."

The natural type of girl will always '

out in motion pictures, in spite of the t<

porary popularity of other types. Type
not the type, modern girl or old-fashioi
girl, Lois Moran is offered a place h
and a part there because she is trained
meet the demands of the screen and sja

Success this year is passing by the sopl
ticated to offer to the Cinderellas tf
chances, but if you study as little Lois ji

studied, whatever your type, success will
waiting on the steps when you come i

of school.
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hist Published/ A Brand NewBook by ElinorGtyn f

The Vital TruthAbout
THIS PASSION CALLED LOVE
jWhv Do Most Wives Fail to

Keep Their Husbands in

lLove? What Is the Secret of

Attracting the One You Ad-
mire? Do You Know How to

Make People Like You? What
Should a Man Do to Capti-

ivate a Woman? How Can a

Single Girl Attract the Man
She Loves? How Can a Hus-
band Keep His Wife a Sweet-

heart? What Makes Men Un-
faithful ? Can a Dying Love Be
Revived? How Can Both Men
and Women Remain Lovable
Always, Regardless of Age?

f LIXOK GLYN, famous author of

H "Three Weeks" and "The Philoso-

Y phv of Love '

', has written a wonder-

l NEW book which fully answers

j

Bse precious questions— and countless

oers even more vital to your happiness,

ffliis Passion Called Love" is the title

hjher brand new book just published. It

i«not a novel—it is a priceless solution of

most perplexing- problems of love and
triage, about which most of us know
little and concerning which we should

so well informed.

\sk Yourself These Questions
Frankly

Do you know how a wife can keep her

isband home nights? What are the re-

jlts of "petting" and drinking? What
ad of women do men love? Why do

.)st people lose their charm at 30, when
isy still could be fascinating at 50?

Would you like to be the kind of man

|

!t

j! women admire? Do you know how to

y the things that captivate a woman ?

all you win the girl you want—or will

!u take the one you can get? Do you

JJ.ow how to keep a woman in love? Do
fiu know the little things that make a
yi.jman like you?
lifWhat does the modern young girl do

fjat disgusts and repels men? Why are

jjme girls so unpopular? What are the

wee ways women may attract men?
;'hat should be done when the one you
he becomes infatuated with someone
Jfee? Do you know how to choose a mate
io will bring you lasting happiness?
Do you know the cause of all this unrest

id discontent in marriage? Are most
ople eager to enjoy your society—or are

generally a "wallflower?" Do you
ow how to make yourself attractive to a
in? How to acquire manners that charm?

Vital Truths Everyone
Should Know

In "This Passion Called Love", Elinor

yn gives the answer to the most vital

:estions about love and marriage. She
votes a special chapter to petting, drink-

g, and other modern tendencies, and ex-

Sins their peculiar effect on love. She

Mm
shows how love may be controlled, to

bring lasting happiness. She tells the un-

married girl how to be attractive—the

wife how to hold her husband's love.

Shows women how to '
' manage '

' men, but

not seem to. How to attract people you
like. How to dress to please the opposite

sex. She tells men how to keep women
in love—warns women about the things

that drive desirable men away—explains

why most marriages end in indifference,

disillusion, or despair. And best of all,

she reveals the complete psychology of

successful love, and gives countless fresh

suggestions that should enable all men and
women—both married and single—to find

the divine happiness of perfect mating and
to get more joy out of it than was ever

dreamed of!

SEND NO MONEY
Simply mail coupon

You need not advance a single penny
to get "This Passion Called Love".
Simply fill out the coupon—or write a
letter—and the book will be sent on ap-

proval. When it arrives, pay the post-

man only $1.9S, plus a few pennies

postage. Then read the book from cover

to cover, and if you are not more than
pleased, simply mail it back and your
$1.98 will be refunded gladly.

Elinor Glyn's books sell like magic—by the
million! "This Passion Called Love", being one
of the most helpful books she has ever -written,

will be in greater demand than all others. Every-
body will talk about it—everybody will buy it.

So it will be exceedingly difficult to keep the

book in print. It is possible that the present
edition may be exhausted, and you may be com-
pelled to wait for your copy, unless you mail

a wife can keep her husband
love.

to win the girl you love,

a plain girl, if she plays her
properly, can be move al-

ina than a dazzling beauty,

to do when marriage seems a

failure.—How husbands and wives can avoid

betas cheated out of happiness.

—Helpful advice to those about to marry.

—What most men do not know.
—Mistakes of the honeymoon.
—How to cope with a man's "hunting in-

stinct".
—How to make someone love you.

—How the busy housewife may keep herself

attractive.
—What to do to enhance your natural charm.
— .low to be master of all of love's situations.

—Tlow to outwit "the other woman".
—How the girl in business can marry hap-

pily.

—Actions that make a woman charming.
—The kind of men all women love.

—How to preserve your attraction.

—The important problem of newlyweds.
—Fatal mistakes of wives.

—How to find the joys of love.

—What the success of marriage depends
upon.

—Wise words to young men.
—What every single girl should know.
—A warning against grave danger.
—And hundreds of other priceless revela-

tions.

the coupon AT ONCE. Get your pencil

—

fill out the coupon NOW. Mail it to The
Authors' Press, Auburn, N. T., before too late.

Afterwards you'll be glad you did.

| The Authors' Press, Dept. 710, Auburn, N. Y.

Please send me on approval Elinor Glyn's new
book. "This Tassion Called Love". When the post-

man delivers the book to my door. I will pay him
only $1.9S. plus a few pennies postage. It is under-
stood, however, that this is not to be considered a
purchase. If the book does not in every way come
up to expectations, I reserve the right to return it

any time within five davs after it is received, and
you agree to refund my money.

De Luxe Leather Edition—We haveTprepared a Limited
Edition, handsomely bound in Royal Green Genuine Lea-
ther and lettered in Gold with Gold Tops and Green Silk
Markers. No expense spared—makes a gorgeous gift. 1/

you prefer this leather edition-as most people do- i 1

simply sign below, place a cross in little square at
the right, and pay postman only S2.SS plus postage 1 '

Name..

I Address...

1 City and State..

IMPORTANT—If you reside outside the F. S. A.,
payment must be made in advance. Regular Edition,
$2.14. Leather Edition. $3.14. Cash with coupon.



SCREENLAND
SCREENLAND'S
DIRECTORY of

STUDIOS
for

Dance Instruction

New York

Michel Fokine
Dance Studio

Four Riverside Drive, New York City

Telephone: Endicott 9858

Registrations are now being accepted
for Winter Course. Instruction

given in every type of Dancing
and Pantomime.

Professional and Beginners' Classes

SPECIAL CHILDREN'S CLASS
PERSONALLY CONDUCTED

BY BALLERINA

Vera Fokina

PRIVATE CLASSES IN
Classical Toe Dancing

Special attention given to children

EVENING CLASSES

MME. REZZI
438 West 23rd Street New York City

Telephone Watkins 1892

CHALIF RUSSIAN NORMAL
SCHOOL of DANCING

LOUIS H. CHALIF, Principal
"I admire your energy and work."

ANNA PAVLOVA.
Summer & Winter Courses. Catalog on request.

163-165 WEST 57TH ST., NEW YORK CITY

Ivan Tarasoff

Studio

637 Madison Avenue New York

Telephone: REGENT 8283

Helene L. Sweney
Modern Dances

Specializing in Teaching
Gentlemen to Lead Cor-
rectly; Ladies to Follow

With Ease

Teachers' Courses, Diplomas Awarded
Beginners or Advanced

Private and Class Lessons
Day or Evening

"We Correct all Faults"

Regent 8193 - 9 E. 59th St., New York

Denver, Colo.

Perry-Mansfield Camp
denver, colorado

steamboat springs, colo.
The camp with a vital purpose. Professional
and Normal Courses in Dancing, Stage Pro-
duction, Dramatics and Sculpture.
Home of the Portia Mansfield Dancers

Recreation Camp. Instruction in
horseback riding, swimming, tennis

BOOKLET DENVER, COLO.

Dance Your Way
into the ^yV/ovies

Albertina Rasch, Ballerina,

will give, FREE, four dance
scholarships to SCREEN-
LAND'S girl readers.....

TRANCING is the open road to achievement in the theatre
and in the movies. Many of our popular stars began their

careers as dancers and literally "danced their way to fame."
Among these are Gilda Gray, Ann Pennington, Frances White,
Mitzi, Elizabeth Hines, Mae Murray, Dorothy Stone, Alice Lake,'
Nita Naldi and Irene Castle.

Would you like to be a dancer?

Conditions of the Contest.
1. Send in as many good photographs of yourself as you

can. Enclose a stamped and addressed envelope if

you wish to have them returned to you.
2. On the back of the photograph write your name,

address, height, weight, age and experience.
3. Applicants for these scholarships must be between

the ages of 14 and 25.

4. Contest will close September 15th, 1925, and the
winners will be announced in the earliest possible
issue of SCREENLAND.

5. These scholarships will be awarded to the girls whose
photographs indicate the most beauty and ability.

In the event of more than four entrants being, in
the opinion of the judges, of equal merit awards of
scholarships will be made to each.

6. Address Miss Albertina Rasch, SCREENLAND
REGISTRY BUREAU, 236 West 55th Street,
New York, N. Y.

Philadelphia

William
J. Herrmann School of Acrobatics

To dancers and performers: When
in "Philly," keep in trim at Herr-
mann's. One of the leading, select

and most highly recommended
schools of acrobatics in the world.
The oldest established school of its

kind in America. The only recog'

nized legitimate school of acrobat-

ics in Philadelphia. Over 23 years
at its present location, B. F. Keith's
Theatre Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
World famous professionals o n

Herrmann s teaching staff : William
J. Herrmann (himself), Paul H.
Thurber Paulinetti, Otis Shaw
Bard, Nelson Hall, Einar Johan-
sen, Louis "Traps" Lorello, Phil
Rado, Joe Lafferty, Louis Ferrante,
and others. Complete equipment.
3,000 square feet of rug-covered,
two-inch thick, felt tumbling mats.
Twelve shower baths. Lockers.
Men's department and women's
department.

B. F. KEITH'S THEATRE BLDG., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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C[ Some Albertina Rasch girls enjoying a beach holiday.

This contest is open to every ambitious girl in America (between the ages

of fourteen and twentyfive) who has some training and natural ability for

dancing, who is serious of purpose, and who, if chosen as one of the lucky

winners, can afford to pay her living expenses in New York while undergoing
training.

If you are ambitious to become a ballet dancer, if you possess the good
looks and talent that you feel should win recognition behind the footlights,

enter this Ballet Scholarship Contest, and try for one of the four free courses

of tuition that Albertina Rasch is • generously offering. If you win you will

get a job at a fair salary and a priceless training such as may very well lead

you to stardom and the big income and the popular recognition that goes with it.

Miss Rasch has approximately one hundred girls employed in her various
companies at the present time. Twenty Albertina Rasch Girls now appearing
in "George White's Scandals" at the Apollo Theatre have proved the hit of

the show. For the coming season the Rasch management has contracted for

many additional dancing units to appear in Broadway productions, in vaude-
ville, and for concert engagements not only in America but also in Europe.

SCR££7s[LA!N(D is proud to have secured from Miss Rasch these dance
scholarships for the benefit of SCREE7^{LA7<[D' S girl readers. We are

anxious that no misunderstanding exist, however, and, therefore, point
out that while the tuition is donated by Miss Rasch, the railroad expenses
and all living expenses must be borne by the pupil. As soon as the

pupil is qualified to appear in public, a position is given to her and
at that time she is paid a salary.

graph by White.

Of all the arts, dancing contributes most to the health and happiness of its votaries.

Chicago

OWING TO THE DEMAND FOR NEW TALENT IN
THEIR MANY PRODUCTIONS

Producers of the Most Successful Revues

Have Opened at 6 E. LAKE ST., CHICAGO,

A School of Dancing under the Direction of

IVAN FEHNOVA
Where They Will Give Instruction in Ballet, Character, Buck

and Wing, and All Styles of Dancing

ENROLL NOW Phones: DEARBORN 5935 - 4047

Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all nations.

Folk, military, acrobatic,

social and fancy dancing.

Chicago

ADOLPH BOLM
School of the Dance

OPEN ALL YEAR

ALEXANDRA MAXIMOVA, Ass't

Classes every day for Children, Adults

Professionals and J{on-Professionals

TEACHERS' SUMMER COURSES
JULY 6TH to AUGUST 15th

624 South Michigan Blvd., Chicago

Telephone Harrison 2029

V V

r.
>

Nicholas Tsukalas

World's Foremost Exponent

of

Greek Classic

Dancing
WRITE FOR INTERESTING

FOLDER AND RATES

334 SO. WABASH AV., CHICAGO
Telephone: Wabash 0059

THE GLADYS HIGHT
SCHOOL of DANCING

Teachers' and Professional

Courses

JUNE AND JULY

(( Includes toe, chaarcter, stage and
buck and wing dancing.

C[ Diplomas issued with the course.

C[ Positions secured for students.

C[ Dept. of acting and singing.

Studios: 339 So. Wabash Ave. and Emerman

Bldg., 4750 Sheridan Ave., CHICAGO
Phone: WABASH 3789

BORIS PETROFF
Ballet Master for

Balaban &? Katj Theatres, Chicago

Now Teaching Personally at

ELITCH GARDENS
DENVER, COLORADO
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CREE
of Studios

N D

FOR DANC
Dance for Happiness

New York

Phone BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational
Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.
N. Y.

East of Times Square

John Tiller's
DANCING SCHOOL OF

AMERICA, Inc.

226 West Seventy-second Street

New York City

Special Rates to Professionals Now Working
Who May Wish To Improve.

Classes Forming in Groups of Six or Eight.

Special Attention to Children.

MARY READ, Secretary
Phone Endicott 8215-6

OMR.
and MISS

URYE A
Tuition in #4

REAL TANGO
BALLET AND BALLROOM DANCING

Professional and Lay Students
BALLROOM HOTEL DES ARTISTES

1 West 67th St., New York

Mme. LA CHAPPELLE
149 West 57th Street Phone
New York Circle 1243

Thorough training in the art of dancing, all
branches, including acrobatics.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 15S1
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

EVANS & FLETCHER
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
All Styles Stage Dancing

313 W. 46th St., N. Y. Long. 9089

fr
EMETERIO GALI

Modern Argentine and French Tango
Simplified Method of Teaching

Calisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom
Lessons can be given at your

home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK
Telephone, Circle 8495

New York

HERMANN & DEMUTH
• SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway Phone
New York Circle 10319

HELENE ACROBATICVEOLA DANCING
Ballet Technique, Limbering and Stretching

REDUCING EXERCISES
1740 BROADWAY, N. Y. Columbus 2384

CARTER-WADDELL~
SCHOOL OF DANCING

For the Professional, The Amateur, and The Teacher.

18 West 72nd Street, New York
Tel. ENDICOTT 4188

^nWVJ*U\ Dancing Taught
PUPILS PLACED

STUDIO 310 — 1658 B'way, N. Y.
Circle 3127.

New York

ADELAIDE & HUGH!
(America's Representative Dancers)

Studio of Dance
Advanced, intermediate and beginners' classes for
dren and adults in Ballet, aesthetic and tap daComplete training for society or the stage. Wrii

45 West 57th St. Pla2a

LOUIS VECCHIO
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.
"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly.
1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., N. Y. CITY

JOHN BOYLE
324 WEST 42nd ST., N. Y

Tel. Penn. 4733
The Dance Master who starts in where all the

others leave off.

All styles taught. Pupils — Fred Stone
Frances White, Wellington Cross, Tom Patri-
eola, Hal Skelly, Ida May Chadwick, Tom
Dingle, Chester Fredericks, Olin Howland

VALODIA VESTOFF
MME. MICHALOVA
CLASSIC CHARACTER ECCENTRIC
Ballets and Dances Created and Staged
Professional and Beginners

Clcisscs
136 W. 72nd St. New York City

Phone Trafalgar 5636

JULIA HUDAI

SPANISH DANCING
Taught by

AURORA ARRIAZA
637 Madison Ave. , New York

Cor. 59th St. Tel. Regent 7348

STAGE DANCING
TAUGHT BY THE RECOGNIZED

SUPREME AUTHORITY

JACK BLUE

formerly Premiere Danse
of the

MILAN GRAND OPERA
MADRID ROYAE OPEE
MONTECARLO CASINO

OPERA
CHICAGO GRAND OPE!
Class and Private Instruct
n Ballet, Character Dane
and Pantomimic Art—Tale
ed pupils placed.

CHn.DREN'S CLASSES j

Special Course for Teache I

Arranging Dances
Staging Ballet!

Write for booklet.

PHONE CIRCLE 4251

1658 BROADWAY!
NEW YORK

231-233 W. 51st ST. Circle 6136

DANCING TEAMS WANTED
For Vaudeville, Hotels, Cabarets and Club WoiFRED LEQUORNE

specializing in forming teams, partners secured, da
arranged, teams managed and placed. Argentine ta
Apache dance, acrobatic waltz Adagio, Whirlwind (

Step and Charleston. Routines arranged for begini I

advanced and professionals. Special teachers' cc
during^ August. Call, phone or write LEQUOf!
SiUDICS, 1658 Broadway, Room 607. Circle

T]hje

Mian
AcadenL

Our Instruction in Spanish Dancing
and Fado Portuguez Is Unrivaled.

Specialists in Genuine Tango Argentina (Tango Milonga).
Classic Ballet and Toe Dancing taught. Limbering and Stretching Exercises

Instruction , Apache, Character, Oriental t,„.l Greek Dancing.
Courses for children, beginners, professionals and teachers.

„ , . Private or Class Lessons.
Standardized method of Ballroom Dancing, also La Java and Ballroom Tango
Glasses in SPANISH DANCING daily, from 12 to 1.

Evening classes for btisiness girls.
Castanet playing through the unexcelled Beaucaire

method easily and quickly mastered.

Juan de Beaucaire, Director
173 MADISON AVENUE (34th Street)

Telephone, ASHIand 2059 New York City
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Instruction
Dance for Health

Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military,

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

Dance for Strength

New York

La sylphe
Ballet Acrobatic Orientale

1658 Broadway, corner 51st Street

elephone Circle 10448 New York City.

JAC MACS
Famous School ol Acrobatics

the Development of all kinds of sensa-

Personal instruction tor
ional Dancing.
hery pupil.

123.225 West 46th St., New
Phone CHICKERING 3127

York

Important Notice

ALBERTINA RASCH, Inc.

Dance Studio

1

113 West 57th Street, New York City

Tel. CIRCLE 8232

j

Richard Sylvester says—
"The Dance World owes its

I greatest debt of gratitude to the

i activities of Albertina Rasch for

.

establishing a school producing its

own shows where girls accepted as

I pupils are assured of a later en-

j
gagement."

After exhausting their funds in

various schools where no engage-

ments are offered, girls invariably

all end by applying to our organ-

isation for positions.

We have now over 1 5 Dancers

employed in our companies and

need 200 more for our fall produc-

tions, including Solo Dancers.

Such a Movement is deserving

of the support of all dance stu-

dents who can join our classes at

all times.

'Ballet—Interpretive and

Stage "Dancing

TEACHERS 1 COURSE
CHILDREN'S CLASS

Catalogue on Request

New York

^Jomaroffs
ome ourse

Develop Your Body and
Leant How to Dance

4 Newly Created Books for

Home Study
At a price that would not pay for one private

lesson from the author, A. TOMAROFF.
BOOK No. I — Postpaid $1.60

Body Building, Stretching, Limbering.
BOOK No. 2 — Postpaid $1.60

Simple and advanced tumbling, such as

cartwheels, hand stands, splits, limbers and
somersaults.

BOOK No. 3 — Postpaid $2.85

Taps, Musical Comedy, Character Dancing,
High Kicks.

BOOK No. 4— Postpaid $2.10

Bar exercises, a fundamental study for

ballet, toe and classical dancing.

ENTIRE SET OF BOOKS — Postpaid $7.00

All Books are Fully Illustrated

To prove how easy it is to leam by my simple

method send 15c. for 6 sample lessons.

Make your selection and send cash (registered) or

money order to

A. TOMAROFF
ISO West 47th Street, Dept. 16, New York City

Satisfaction Guaranteed

BALLROOM DANCING
taught by

MISS FAY EVELYN
Beginners and Advanced Pupils.

Lessons private. Day or evening.

*rE^> Tango Specialized.
INSTRUCTION UNRIVALLED.

900 - 7th AVE., N. Y. C.
At 57th St. Circle 7592

DENISH AWN
THE RUTH ST. DENIS and TED SHAWN

School of Dancing and Its Related Arts.

KATHARANE EDSON, Director, 327 W.28th St.. N. Y.

Short Courses Always Open. Catalnnuc on Request.

B. BERNARDI, M.B.
Formerly ballet master Breslau Theatre:

Solo danseur. Grind Opera, Paris,

Koyal Theatre, Munich
Personal Instruction in Toe, Ballet,

Oriental, Spanish, etc.

Teachers' Course Children's Classes

Classes now training for forthcoming
productions

Students of approved talent are offered an
intensive course on attractive terms

SEND FOE BOOKLET
124 West 75th St. New York

Telephone Endicott 5144

New York

HP

V<3j
.TW 240WEST48 ,h ST
V*=v NEWYORK
2) i] Phone Chickekihc 243

Specializing

in Acrobatic

Instruction

for

Sensational

Stage

Dancing

Stretching and Limbering Exercises

ALL TYPES of DANCING TAUGHT for STACK
or SOCIAL AFFAIRS

Mile. Amy Mantova and Eddie Russell
Formerly N. Y. Hippodrome

Associated with the COLE STUDIOS.

TOE — BALLET — CLASSICAL — CHARACTER
DANCES — BUCK-WING — CLOG

ECCENTRIC — HIGH-KICKING — ACROBATIC
and CHARLESTON DANCES

Arranged and Routined.

GEO. COLE STUDIOS
249 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK CITY

M A C H A I R A
Known in the best Artistic and Society Circles.

Society, Classic & Original Argentine
Tango for Ballroom and Stage.

Personal Instruction — Catalocj on Request
BROADWAY & 77th ST. ENDICOTT 7330

ENRICO ZANFRETTA, M. B.
1658 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Studio 610. Phone, Circle 0788.

Teacher of the Most Famous
European and American Celebrities.

Ballet, Character, Toe,
Deportment, Pantomime

BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED CLASSES.

The BILLY PIERCE STUDIO
Charleston "Strutt" and Black Bottom

Lady Attendant — Colored Instructors — No Classes

Suite 307, Navex Bldg., 225 W. 46th St.

New York
Phone Lackawanna 0275 Clarence Bradley. Instructor

Open 10 A. M to 10 P. M.

COURTESY OUR WATCH WORD

MARTIN FERRARI
Progressive School of Dancing. Special feature

for Motion Picture Artists. Instructions in the

art of Mimeodrama and Pantomime.

226 WEST 50th STREET, NEW YORK
Phone Circle S170

Porta-Povitch
School of Dancing

ENDORSED by Mmc. ANNA PAVLOWA

Daily Classes in Russian Ballet

Technique

Special Evening Classes for Business

Girls -- Classes for Children

939 EIGHTH AVE., AT 56TH ST.

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Columbus 3844
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Paris says: More Hair.

They are wearing them

Fashionable Bobbed Hair
(for bobbed hair)

Our special imported 20-inch switch $1.00 prepaid.
Send stamps or money-order together with sample of
your hair. Perfect match guaranteed.

E. kllUMAllVf; Inc. Dept. s

Established 1S67

84-86 University Place, New York
Large assortment best quality switches, all lengths, $3, $5 and

10. Also, transformations, waves, wigs, etc. Send lor literature.

$1800 for a STORY!
RECENTLY a writer was paid $1SU0 for a single

short story. Many of our students are earning thou-
sands of dollars annually with their pens. Others

are continually selling their work. With our UNLIM-
ITED PERSONAL criticism and manuscript sales service
you. too, can learn to write stories that will sell!
Course endorsed by many eminent writers, including the
late Jack London. Over 25,000 publications buying
stories todav.
WRITE FOR FREE BOOK 'The Art of Story Writing,"

and details of our special offer.
Hoosier Institute. Short Story Dept. 2149, Ft. Wayne, !nd.

PEDODYNE, the marvelous iiew Solvent, banishes
Bunions. Tne pain stops almost instantly. The Humpg^mfe^1^- THEN Y0D WILL

SENT 09$ TRIAL
I want you to have relief from Bunions. 2 want yon toKnow the pleasure of foot comfort. I will gladly ar-range to send you a box of Solvent to trv. Simply writeand say, I want to try PEDUDYNE. Address-
KAY LABORATORIES Dent. N42fi
286 N, 9-a Salle St. Chicago, Illinois

Shoppers'
EYEBROWS DARKENED PERMANENTLY

Won't Wash Of While

Bathing. Treatment 50c

Eyebrows and lashes perfected and darkened with
Spire's Coloura are not affected by bathing or
perspiration. Lasts for weeks. Experts at both
shops, treatment 50c. Box, with instructions,
SI. 10 postpaid.

SPiRO'S, 26 W. 38th St., and 34 W. 46th St.,N. Y.

IV! ME. NAFTAL
(Established more than 30 years)

69 WEST 45TH STREET
New York City

GOWNS WRAPS — FURS
TO RENT

FOR STAGE AXD SCREEN
AMATEURS OR PROFESSIONALS

Telephone Bryant 0670

RENT AND SELL
HIGH CLASS SLIGHTLY USED

EVENING GOWNS
WRAPS AND SUITS

Duff, 151 West 46th Street
Bryant 8247

MINIATURES
Your, favorite photograph painted on ivory in

water color. Inquireis given prompt attention.

EDWARD HAUSER
15 East 26th Street New York, N. Y.

MME. MAYS treatments for satisfactorily restoring
contour, removing wrinkles, scars, freckles, tighten-
ing muscles, given only at mv one address
50 West 40th St.. N. Y. Bryant 0426. Booklet.

MARINELLO BEAUTY CENTER
Whether it is a shampoo, marcel, facia', massage

or any other beauty aid. you will get the
utmost in scientific treatment at

MARINELLO
"The Greatest Beauty Institute in the World"

Western Expert Dept. Eastern Expert Dept.
804 Tower Ct. Bldg.. Chicago, HI. 72-5th Ave., N. Y.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR removed by the painless
method originated by Dr. Roebling Gevser, a li-
censed physician. This is the 14th year of its
successful use. No electric needle or chemical used.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Booklet sent in plain sealed
envelope upon request. Dr. Roebling Gevser,

107 East 35th St., New York City
2001 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ACTRESS INVENTION will restore your face to
youthful contour. A sure, safe secret; no stretching
of skin, wire or spring. Harmless.
Sadie MacDonald, 14S2 Broadway, Room 609, N. Y.

To acquaint you with Frutchey Silk Stockings, all
silk chiffons. 3 pairs .$5—banana. French mode,
new gray, fawn, black. Perfect satisfaction guar-
anteed. Frutchey Silk Shop, 574 Fifth Av., N. Y. C.

ELECTROLYSIS by up-to-date method.
Graduate nurse in charge. Private room,

separate entrance. Louis Berthelon,
4S East 40th Street, N. 1T . .Murray Hill 2768

AIDS TO BEAUTY & Comfort Described the latest
inventions in cosmetics & hygiene. Specialties not
found elsewhere. Write for free copy.

American Merchants, 117—4th Ave., N. Y.

The shop of the unusual in Decorative Linens. Prices
surprisingly reasonable. Hand embroidered Porto
Rico show towels 1.00; hand embroidered baby dresses
1.00; real mosaic kerchiefs S for 1.00; Irish lace Pico
12 yds. 1.00; hand embroidered Philippine gowns 1.55;
Real 'Madeira Pillow Cases, large size a pair 4.75;
Madeira Lunch napkins per dozen 5.95; Madeira ' 36
inch elaborate scarf 2.95; Madeira 12 piece luncheon
set pure linen 3.95. Come now or write for free
catalogue. Madeira Linen Shop, 77 W. 38th St., N.Y.

BEAUTY CULTURE
MADAME JAQUET offers you trial samples sufficient

for several applications of her wonderful beautifying
facial creams and Face powder. Send $1.00 for both
with full directions for using to 141 West 33rd
Street, N. X. City, N. Y.

VIROZOL SWEDISH FACE BATH $2.00
Refreshing. Reduces large pores. Refines the texture
of the skin. Improves unattractive complexion. In
leading Dept. Stores and Beauty Shops. Send for
literature and sample of a perfect Face Powder.
The Virozol Co., 248 E. 34th St., N. Y. C.

NATIONALLY KNOWN "MARILLYN
Tailored Maid' smart silk undergar-

ments, quality unexcelled, gu-ranteed

washable, priced medium. Opportunity

to purchase direct from manufacturer.

Mai] orders accepted. Marillyn Silk -

Undergarment Corp., 1560 Broadway.

Lillian Sherman Rice, 231 W. 96th St., N. Y.
Author "Bridge in a nutshell." Private & Classes.
Course in 6 lessons. Also by (nail. References. Con-
centration a specialty. Tel. River 2433 or 1464.

WE PAY CASH
For Wearing Apparel and Jewelry

Highest Prices, Full Value Guaranteed
Mme. Furman, 103 West 47th St.. N. Y. Bryant 1376

SHEPARD'S STUDIO. INC., 20 W. 54th St., N. Y.
College of Auction Bridge. Expert personal instruc-
tion, individuals or classes, beginners or advanced
players. Special course by mail. Tel. Circle 10041

MY RE-BUILDING OF GOWNS IS THE TALK
of New York, because I make creations out of gowns
that seem hopeless. Mail orders. Atalanta Homer,
Ltd., 37 West 4Sth St., N. Y. Bryant 1441.

A SILK WIG LATEST PARISIAN FAD
in all colors and styles, worn for evening1

, fancy dress,
morning or boudoir. Sole manufacturer.
G. ' Shindhelm. 144 W. 46th St., N. Y. Bryant 3726

REBUILDER OF HATS A DISCARDED HAT
successfully transformed into a smart new model by
New York's original Hat Itemodeler. New hats to
Order. Mail orders. "Louise," 37 W. 4Sth St., N. Y.

J 'INL,ELLO" Transfers (just ironed on). Per-
manently mark your clothing & linens quickly. 100
of your name or your initials—$1.00. Kaumagraph
Products, 350 W. 31st St., N. Y. C.

REDUCTION BATHS. $5.00 buys the formula
harmless, effective, easy to prepare. Money order or
certified checks only. Self addressed stamped envel- I

ope. Larimer James, 137 East 19th St., N. Y. I

When New York's

Four Hundred

Goes to the Ml
{Continued, from page 17)

Plaza is apt to be good. They go.

Broadway palaces may run the late;

snappiest, the most elaborate of pro
but it's the Plaza, tucked away in its

corner, that ushers down its aisles the

Social Register and Who's Who and \

What and how much.
The Plaza is more than a theatre,

rendezvous, a club, a social centre

—

bination of the lounge at the Ritz, tt

room at the Ambassador, the dining

at the Algonquin, and the Junior Leaf
a busy day. In the winter, along aboi

o'clock of an afternoon, you'll see tb

son's smartest debutantes stroll in, a:

to their favorite parking-place, the fir

cony. There, in comfortable seats,

their feet on the rail, the First Fl;

gossip, and giggle, and smoke their

ettes for several hours at a time. A
slowly gathers; by five o'clock the b;

resembles a select seminary for young
—when teacher's out of the room,
watch the screen; they gossip some
Finally, they stroll out—it's tea time.

If serious-minded patrons prefer t<

centrate solely on the screen, they ;

ways privileged to sit downstairs.

Many a gilded romance has begun
of the loges or the balcony. The det

their escorts regard the Plaza as a pi

place to meet; and if they pay more
tion to each other than to the pictu

the murals by the Hungarian artist, Iv

which are the pride of the Plaza, ^

the difference? Movies make friends.

In the evening, about nine, the
slowly fills with its regular patrons—
of them dressed as for the opera,

thirds of the audience come to see

Mix, or Hoot Gibson, or Stronghea
the same frame of mind and of clothe

they set forth to hear Jeritza; excepi

they have a better time!

Do they root for Hoot? I'll say the

Wild and woolly westerns are their

Most of the Plaza's patrons own vz.

horses and dogs. They adore Tom's
and Strongheart makes them happy,
theatre manager is besieged with que
about them. Will Strongheart's master
They prefer westerns and comedies,
race-track dramas to the "society" stuf
they live every day—that is, with re

tions.

A
.
stately dowager came to see five

formances of "Blood and Sand" and o
way out informed an usher that she
witnessed the Valentino picture thirty-

times altogether She enquired wistfvj

it would be possible for her to seen
photograph of the Latin lover. The
gave her one from the lobby display

she went away happy!

So often does the animated Social
ter trot to the movies, the theatre is f

to change its program four times a
The Broadway houses have weekly
But the Plaza crowd comes to see a
show whenever there is one. The thi

to -buy season ticket books. The ser

use them for the early show; the m.
and the families appear later in the eve
Tuesday evening is recognized as sen
night; but often James and Jane are
several times a week to report on the
gram. If it's good, along" comes the
of the house. The butler often sits d
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BOOK- CADILLAC HOTEL — DETROIT

UNGTON BLVD. AT MICHIGAN AVE.

Room Comforts
The luxury and comfort that

characterize the public rooms of

the Book-Cadillac extend also to

each of the 1,200 guest rooms.

Every bedroom has private bath,

circulating ice water, individual

bed lights and lighted mirrors. All

have full outside exposure.

Beds are without foot-boar.ds, add-

ing greatly to their attractiveness

and comfort.

Thoughtful, yet unobtrusive
service is everywhere apparent to

guests of Book-Cadillac. It reveals

itself in many unexpected courte-

sies, not often encountered outside

of private homes.

)0 Rooms with Bath $4 and up

475 rooms at $4 and $5

SCREENLAND
stairs while his master is upstiirs enjoying

the picture and the comforts of a corona-

corona. The butler, by the way, is often a

severer pal and a keener critic of the pic

ture. ...
He is probably not the frosty-faced in-

dividual the films would have us believe. 1

He is often observed to smile— is, in other

words, human; not the jerky marionette

who figures in the screen's society dramas.

He comes back from the movies and re-

ports that, in the film he has just witnessed,

he counted no less than ten butlers. What

is more, when the hostess pulled a bell rope,

every one of the ten appeared, doing a

goose-step on the way. Why, asks Haw-

trev, must all the rich people in the movies

live in houses which resemble the Grand

Central Station or the Metropolitan Museum

of Art, with a mixture of a Coney Island

chop suey parlor? One would, he thinks,

get lost in those vast, .shadowy chambers,

of which the ceilings are lost in space.

Hawtrey, for one, would not care to buttle

in such.

A simple little home dinner in the pic-

ture, according to Hawtrey, with only four

in the family, is as sumptuously served as

a state banquet. Why, the board actually

boasted three different kinds of water. Din-

ing room scenes, in fact, and especially m
country houses, seem to be modelled along

the lines of a Roman feast.
_
The rich host

is generally a confirmed roue, and to prove

it he speedily becomes what is called cock-

eyed on one glass of champagne and claps

his hands for the entertainment to begin.

Paper hats are passed around while chorus

girls Charleston into the room—if you call

it a room; Hawtrey thinks it looks more

like a mausoleum.
Swimming pool parties also interest Haw-

trey. These same devilish movie social

leaders think nothing of turning their enor-
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Parlor Suites, $14, $16, $18 per day

Sample Rooms, $5 and $8 per day

Three Main Restaurants

Cafeteria Service in Coffee Shop

on Ground Floor 18 Shops and

Broker's Office in Building

j

Special Luncheon Served Daily in

English Grill and Blue Room $1.25

Dinner de Luxe in Blue Room
and English Grill $2 [except Sun-

day) - Club Breakfast, 85c. and $1

THE BOOK- CADILLAC
OTEL COMPANY - DETROIT

Roy Carruthers, President

cnacrnc
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Dr. Folts Soap is' the up-to-

date way to reduce arms,

legs, hips, double chin.

WHY should you turn to diets, exer-

cise or drugs—now that a positive

and ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS
EXTERXAL tot to melt excess fat from

any part of the body is offered you? To

quicklv get ideal slender lines all you need

to do* is to wash every night from five to

ten minutes the part you wish to reduce

with a good lather of DR. FOLTS SOAP.
This soap as soon as applied is absorbed by

the tissues and suppresses excessive fat wifliaut

any possible chance of harming the most delicate

skin It has been found ideal to get rid of double

chins because the skin, is not left flabby or

wrinkled after the reducing—fat men and * omen

are now using this wonderful soap with amaz-

ing results—reductions of 15 to 20 inches m
hips are of common occurrence every day.

Trv it yourself—go to any good drug or de-

partment store—get DR. FOLTS SOAP .(beware

of cheap imitation^ . If your druggist is out of

it he can get it for you from his wholesaler or

you can send a check or money order direct to

the Scientific Research Laboratories, 1841

Broadway, Dept. 127, N T. C. DR. FOLTs
SOAP sells for 50c a cake, or 3 for ij>l._Q.

JSAMOND

CT Little Loris J^ihlo entertains her aunt,

Kathleen Bennett. Miss Bennett is a

sister of Mrs. TSfiblo (Enid Bennett).

and this 14 Karat Solid
White Gold Rectangular
Wrist Watch set with four

grade 16 ruby and Sapphire Jeweled Move-
ment. Life time euarantee. Price, only

$42.50.

1 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
If not satisfactory or If yon can duplicate thl9

watch for SJ0.00.your deposit willbe retundeo.

S4.0S PER MONTH
After trial pay balance S4.05 a month for ten months.

FREE ROYAL CATALOG
Illustrates and describes thousands ot special J^um In cha-

monds, watchea and jewelry— send for your copy at once.

Aduresa Dept.

ROYAL DIAMOND & WATCH CO.
Dept.1412 170 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

hl9 Jem

i
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Biggest Ha£
America

Hand Beaded
Knitted Fifes?®

SILK
Trlcosham
CREPEj
It hardly seemaA
possible to get a Mm
tland Beaded Dress f^f?*
cf genuine Knitted llSa
fibre Silk Crepe
for ao low a price.
Almost unbelfev- gEgs?
able. But we don't ffl&gfc
ask you to take our jsp?
word for it. See for iss^
youreelf . Order the IffiM
dress entirely on «£i3S
approval. You pot
the entire $4.98 back
if not satisfied in every
way. Just imagine! La-
dies! Youand yourfrienda
may buy this beautiful
dreea for a short time for

8 $198
Most sensational bargain!
Made of real, genuine
Knitted Fibre SiEk Trico.
sham Crepe in beautiful
drop-stitch pattern. A $30
ety le copied foronly J4.')8„
Hand Beading on cuffs,
belt and inset panels so
much instylenow. becom-
ing to all ages and figures.

Send No Money
Send either card or let-
ter. Givename, address,
size and color. We will
ship dreaB by parcel poet.
Pay the mail man $4.98 and!
postage when he brings the
package. If, after try-on,
yon don't think it the biggest bar-
gain you ever saw anywhere return
the dress by insured parcel post and jwe will, refund the entire $4.98.
fleasegive size and color wanted. '

Bradley, Merriam & Smith
Dlft. AM3 Omaha, Nebr.

SCREF. NLAND

_ 1TEAR
We tram you quickly right in your own

home. Tremendousfieldin Modern Photo-
graphy. Newspapers, magazine 3, advertisers etc
need thousands of high-class photos. 35,000 splen-
did locations open now. My amazing-new method
equips you to earn $50 to $100 a week while learn-
ing. Shows you how to do the kind of work turned
cut in Chicago and New York studios. Also how
to start big money business of your own.

WriteatonceforFREE—
i

camera offer. I give you
high grade professional Camera
free. Offeropen onlyshorttime—
act at once. I guarantee my training.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIOS, Inc.
360? Michigan Ave. Dept. i iie

Chisago, U.S, A,

DIRECTORS
Alan Dale
Wm. A. Brain
Henry Miller
Sir John-Martin

Harvey
J. J. Shubert
Marguerite Clark
Bcee. Coghlan

Courses for Acting, Teaching, Directing
DRAMA, OPERA, ELOCUTION

RUSSIAN and MUSICAL
COMEDY DANCING PHOTOPLAY

SINGING and SCIENCE of putting songs
over. Art Theatre and Stock Co. Appear

-

anceswhile learning develop Personality,
Poise and Power essential for any voca-
tion in life. Careers stressed. (Diplomas)
Advise study wanted to Secretary, 43 W,
72 St., N. Y. Ask for Catalog 4

1

C[ Corinne Griffith scales the mountain
tops with the same ease with which
she climbed the ladder of success.

mous outdoor tanks over to their guests,
come what will, and it usually does. Jap-
anese lanterns illumine the pool; a chocolate-
colored orchestra grinds out jazz. Strangely
enough the guests, although presumably
having come for the week-end, seldom trou-
ble to change to bathing suits, but dive in
with all their clothes on, often including
aigrettes, with the men with moustaches
after them. It is always the men with
moustaches, observes Hawtrey, who do the
dirty work. If there doesn't happen to be
a pool on the palatial estate, a fountain will
do; in fact, it has.

The behavior at these parties puzzles
Hawtrey sometimes. Recently he saw a pic-
ture in which the hostess, overcome by the
revelation of her husband's purple past,
leaves the guests flat and goes to her room—a room which, with all due respect to
the hostess, looks like a harem set—and
stays there. And the worst was that her
guests never missed her.

Then again, people at movie parties pos-
sess a peculiar talent for deep intrigue.
They may be right in the middle of the
dance floor, yet they can conduct a pas-
sionate love-scene, a bitter quarrel, or even
a murder without the other dancers being
in the least aware of it. Strange behavior
in conservatories, in arbors, and on the
stairs at screen functions is never noticed.
Husband and wife may be parting forever,
with wails and lamentations, but their well-
trained guests resolutely look the other
way. One film made a masquerade the
scene of a touching interlude between host
and hostess, in which she whispered into
his ear something about little garments nes-
tling in her sewing basket upstairs; and
they went up to look at them.'

Clothes? Don't let Hawtrey hear you.

Something "f^EJV

for BOBBED HAII
There is a tremendous difference in bobs. Som

are wonderfully attractive and becoming, whii
others, -well— which kind is yours ?

I wish you could picture the becoming kind
nave in mind — the Sort that makes men turn t

admire. I can't tell you what the color is, bt
it's full of those tiny dancing lights that someho
suggest auburn, yet which are really no more ai

tual color than sunlight is. It's only when the hea
is moved that you catch the auburn suggestion
the fleeting glint of gold.
You have no idea how much your bob can b

improved with the "tiny tint" Golden Glin
Shampoo will give it. If you want a bob like tha
I have in mind, buy a package and see for youi
self. At all drug stores, or send 25^ direct
J.W. Kobi Co., 662 Rainier Ave., Seattle,W

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

LEARN PIAi
This Interesting tree
shows how you can become a .

player of piano or organ at q
usual cost. It shows why one
with an expert is worth a d oze 1

.-r—r- ,
1

i"in lessons. Dr.Quinn's famous Vi
Method includes all of the manv important model
provements in teaching music. Brings right to your ho
-ricat advantage of conservatory study. For the begin
fxiicnenced players. Highly endorsed. Rwre«ful *r»
.•vi>n v,l,r.re Scientific yet easy to understand. Fu ni-
trated. All music free. Diploma granted. Write tod

«» r°, ,
QU

l
N t CONSERVATORY. Studio S.

598 Columbia Road Boston. 25,

Classified

Advertising
Rate 25c a word. Forms Oct. close Aug. 151

SONGWRITERS: WE WILL PAT $2-
advance Royalty upon publication of

found suitable. Submit manuscripts or
for free booklet. Equitable Music Co
Broadway, Neyv York.

AGENTS— WRITE FOR FREE SAMP
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for

Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capitf-
experience required. Many earn $100 wr
and bonus. MADISON CORPORATION
Broadway, New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS SEND FOR PR (

sition. Ray Hibbeler, D14, 4040 Die
Ave., Chicago.

NEW WONDERFUL SELLER. Costs
profit $1.40, monograming autos. Experi

unnecessary. Free samples. WORCES'MONOGRAMS, B 141, Worcester, Mass.

EVERY OUTDOOR GIRL NEEDS A POG
compass. If you yvant to travel North, Sc

East or West, a reliable pocket compass
point the way. Indispensable to hikers cam
or scouts. Price 50c delivered to any ad<m the United States. Outdoor Equipment (

pany, 711, 236 West 55th Street, New York <

MALE HELP WANTED
AGENTS, TWELVE DOLLARS DAILY

advance taking orders for distinctive Ru
Specialties; Twenty Dollar Sample outfit I
BeeGee Rubber Mfg. Dept. 818, Pittsburgh

INVENTIONS
INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED What!

you? Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 527 Enri
St. Louis, Mo.



Whiten
burSkin
imost I

Sver /
\$t\%!

jlo more freckles,

Kbre blackheads,

Inore sallow skin!

|n e w discovery

Id Golden Pea-

rl Bleach Creme
rs and whitens your

i with amazing quick-

i! Now you can clear

r skin of redness,

ghness, blotches, mud-

:ss or any blemish.

.lakeThis
Minute Test

An Unsolicited
Letter

' "Almost overnight
Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme re-
moved all tan from
my face, and when I

got up in the morn-
ing my h u 3 band
asked if 1 felt ill be-
cause I looked bo
pale. I told him of
the preparation and
he said he could
hardly believe his
eyes. I did not look
the same person. '

'

Mrs. M. M., Royal
Oak. Mich.

ere ishidden beauty in your
i. Dust, wind, and clogged
;s may have injured it. But
lerneath

—

i ustwaiting to be
light out— is a clear, vividly

jjtiful complexion. Banish
kles, pimples and black-

ds this new way; don't let

ir splotches, moth patches,
"'

or sallowness mar your
iuty. Make this 3-minute-
bre-bedtime test. Smooth
i! cool, fragrant creme on
Ijrskin. The very nextmorn-
look into your mirror.

Money-Back Guarantee
b wonderful—so ciuick—are the results of this

- scientific cream that we absolutely guarantee
' Send for a jar of Golden reacocl; Bleach Creme

i—today. Use it for only five nights. Then if

are not delighted and
zed with the trans-

lation, your money will

Bstantiy refunded. Just

ose a $1 bill with your

r and mail direct,

't be without the nat-

radiant beauty that

hidden in your skin.
t.

-i;
I S TOILET CO. 338 Oak Street, Paris. Tenn.

\IdealSummerVacaticns A
ermudA

f Only2Dags fromNewYorkm* *
{-Day Tours-$90.00 and up

Including all Expenses
Longer Tours in proportion

Bermuda is cool in Sum-
mer. Average Summer
temperature, 77 deg.

All Outdoor Sports

Sailing, Bathing, Golf,
Tennis, Crystal Caves,

Sea Gardens, etc.

Sailings Twice Weekly

Via Palatial,

Twin-Screw, Oil Burning, Transatlantic Liners

\. S. "Fort Victoria" and
. S. "Fort St. George"

For Illustrated Booklet Write

FURNESS BERMUDA LINE
14 Whitehall St., N. Y., or any Local Tourist Agent

\e SGREENLAND'S
Kippers' Guide on page 92

S CREENLAND
Once 3n the subject of clothes, there's no

stopping him. He moans and tears his hair.

Sometimes in the middle of the night he

says he wakes up in a cold sweat; he had

been dreaming about the waist-coat worn

by an actor playing a British baronet.

What grieves Hawtrey most is the black

spangled gowns affected by movie dowagers.

He can't bear the .sight of one any more.

He isn't so much worked up, of course,

over his own clothes—that is, the clothes

of the movie butlers. Hawtrey is far more

interested in the manners and morals and

make-ups of lords and ladies. But he will

admit that the tricky French maid of the

movies, with her super-short skirt, her high-

heeled pumps, her jaunty little cap with the

streamers, has the power to put his nerves

on edge, and Hawtrey is not what you call

a nervous type.

But of course, as he says, we don't go

to the movies to see society, anyway. We
get enough of that at home. Give us that

dashing cowboy, Mr. Mix, with his won-

derful horse; or give us Rin-Tin-Tin,

Strongheart, or Rex; Chaplin; Harry Lang-

don; Raymond Griffith. Something with

life in it.

And his employers feel pretty much the

same way about it, except that they aren't

so critical. They expect entertainment

—

diversion—relaxation at the Plaza; and they

usually get it. If the film feature isn't so

good, there is always the news-reel with the

Prince of Wales, or Charles Evans Hughes,

or some other celebrity they know; or there

are those exciting comedies with lions let

loose, or trained dogs, or horses. The
movier the merrier!

The Plaza Theatre audience isn't hard to

please. It's easy. It gives its applause free-

ly and generously. Where a Broadway
picture crowd will greet even a great star

with half-hearted hand-claps, at the Plaza

the enthusiasm is speedy, warm, genuine.

The four hundred shows its appreciation by

applause and sometimes huzzas. It is not

ashamed to cry or cheer—even the time-

honored race-track scene stirs. They're real

fans.

When he's in town, Charles Evans

Hughes goes to the movies. He sits in a

loge and talks to the usher, who happens

to be a member of the same fraternity as

the distinguished diplomat! The ushers

have even been invited to debutantes'

dances; but so far they have not been

known to accept; the debs might take ad-

vantage the next time they came to the

theatre by insisting upon better seats.

Lord and Lady Aberdeen went to "the

Plaza when in New York. So did Grand
Duke and Duchess Boris. Princess Cante-

cuzene, nee Grant, also. The Vanderbilts,

the Goulds, Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney,

Edith Bryce Cramm, and many others of

American nobility are good customers.

Among the aristocrats of art, there is the

great composer-pianist, Rachmaninoff; the

orchestra conductor, Walter Damrosch; John

and Lionel Barrymore, Jane Cowl, Con-

stance Binney, Mrs. Lydig Hoyt of stage

and screen. One night when a Barrymore
picture was playing, among the standees

was none other than Ignace Jan Paderewski,

a real fan when he can find the time.

As for the film's own four hundred, you

will often see there such members as Norma
and Constance Talmadge, Glenn Hunter,

Ben Lyon, Dorothy Mackaill, Mr. and Mrs.

Hugo Ballin, Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Hill-

yer, Malcolm McGregor, and many others.

The admission is about the same any of

us pay for our movies. When the Four

Hundred pay at the Plaza ticket window,
they know that, this time anyway, they're

getting their money's worth!
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A NEW WAY TO
GET THIN!

A delicious, refreshing chewing

gum which takes off several

pounds a week

"CHEW lSILPH
,_

AND BE SYLPH-LIKE"

"Did you hear
about the latent
discovery to re-
duce?" one fat

woman is whisper-
ing it to the other— " It is called
'Silph' and is mak-
ing a hit because
it does take off

FAT in the easiest

and most agreeable
w a y. What i s

there to do?—Sim-
ply chew two or

three pieces of a
refreshing and
pleasant gum—it is

as good as eating
candies."
Through a most

marvelous recent
discovery scientists

have been able to

incorporate the ex-
tract of sea plants
and herbs known
for years as won-
lerful reducers into

a delicious, refresh-
ing chewing gum
called, "Silph" —
Doctors — medical

authorities and grateful users, who had been burdened
with obesity for years, are amazed at the ouick and
astonishing results produced by "Silph" in most obstin-

ate cases where everything else seemed to have failed.

If vou are suffering from excess fat you should today

get a package of SILPH Reducing Gum which sells for

5iic—That is enough for one week or you can send in a

dollar bill and get a full two weeks' supply which is a

sufficient amount to see wonderful results. If your drug-

gist cannot get it for you send direct to the Silph Med-
ical Company, Dept. S. West 60th Street, New York
Citv. Silph is also recommended for stomach troubles.

BEWARE of the imitations. Silph is the original and
genuine Reducing Gum. Remember that to "CHEW
SILPH IS TO BE SYLPH-LIKE," that's New York's

latest slogan.

A Baby In Your Home

"sVmany married couples yearn for children

that thousands of copies of a new book by Dr.

H. Will Elders are being distributed without

cost to childless women. Any family interested

in overcoming conditions of nature that hinder

the gift of children should write for this free

book today. It describes a simple home treat-

ment based on the use of Steriltone. a wonder-

ful scientific tonio that has had marvelous suc-

cess all over the country in relieving constitu-

tional weakness.
Every woman who wants to live 8 normal,

happy home life with little ones around her

should consider it her first duty to know what
Steriltone is and why it should be so wonderful

an aid to her. Re»d this little book which Is

sent without charge or obligation in a plain

envelope. It unfolds facts that most women
never have had explained to them. Send NO
Money, NO Obligations. Simply name and ad-

dress to Dr. H. Will Elders. :!01S Ballinget

Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.

Have you read MINNIE FLYNN? — a

great Motion Picture Boo\ by a Great See'

nario Writer. Price $2.Q0. Order from

Screenland's Boo\ Department, 256 West

yytli Street, Hew Tor\ Citv.
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SCREENLAND'S SHOPPING SERVICE

What About the Future?
Think of the fun you can have finding

the answers to all the perplexing questions—reveal your future with the aid of

The Barascope!
Designed by Belle Bart,

the looted Astrologist

REVEALS YOUR FUTURE
ACCORDING TO THE SIGNS

OF THE ZODIAC
The barascope is a scientific device, based on

Astrology, simple to operate. The swing of a
dial over a clock-like surface on this instrument
is intended to indicate the future.

Price $3.00
Delivered to any address in the United States,

Beauty in a Beauty Box
A certain Beauty Doctor in New York, who specializes in the

art of keeping flowerdike complexions, rose-petal skins and smooth,
beautiful throats for women long after they have passed the girlish
age, has put up a small box of her complete treatments containing
nine different lotions, each with its own particular magic power.

It contains a little booklet with full directions for the five minute
night and morning treatments and it sells for only $6.75. These
lotions cannot be bought separately for less than $11.10.

Contains
Price of Box $6. 75

Special Beauty Tonic— for beautifying the s\in.

Cream Wash of Roses— for cleansing the s\in.

Touthrenu Builder— for rounding the nec\ and contour.
Divino Olio — muscle oil for lines

Foundation— for bleaching and holding powder.
S\in Tone — for circulation arid clearing the s\in.
Cherry Paste Rouge— to enchant the lips.

Special Double Astringent Tonic — renews sagging muscles.
Sample Defascinate Powder (nude shade).

Screenland's Shopping Service is maintained for the benefit of our
readers. The manufacturer's name and address of any article shown will

be furnished on request, or Screen land's Shopping Service, 236 West
55th Street, New York City, will be glad to buy and forward to you either

the Barascope or Beauty Box on receipt of price.



is Tours
Master

CICK at heart the trembling girl shud-
^ dered at the words that delivered her

to this terrible fate of the East. How
could she escape from this Oriental mon-

r into whose hands she had been given—this mysterious
n of mighty power whose face none had yet seen ?

re is an extraordinary situation. What was to be

|
fate of this beautiful girl? Who was this strange emissary whom no one really knew?

know the answer to this and the most exciting tales of Oriental adventure and mystery ever
d, read on through the most thrilling, absorbing, entertaining and fascinating pages ever written

IASTERPIECES OF ORIENTAL MYSTERY
11 SUPERB VOLUMES

By SAX ROHMER
Written with his uncanny
knowledge of things Oriental

HESE are no ordinary detective stories. The hid-

den secrets, mysteries and intrigues of the Orient
rly leap from the pages. Before your very eyes

;ads a swiftly moving panorama that takes you
athless from the high places of society—from
les of refinement and luxury, to sinister underworlds
.ondon and the Far East—from Piccadilly and Broad-
r to incredible scenes behind idol temples in far off

ma—from hidden cities in the jungles of Malay along

mge paths to the very seat of Hindu sorcery.

11 Mystery Volumes Packed with Thrills

he first in your community to own these, the most wonderful
mtal mystery stories ever published— books that have sold

he hundred thousand at much higher prices—books you will

y reading over and over again. Handsomely bound in sub-

tial cloth covers, a proud adornment for your table or shelf.

1M£' ' TBI TKS
'NSIDIOES RETURN HAND or
DH.FU DR. FIT PU DOPE
MANjciW MANCHU mancho .__
S«H«HMO> WXWmMBt SttMHtffiS S«R«iW£S

Votl VrtI Vfct3 Vol.4

GOLDEN BAT FIRE
SCORPION WING TONGUE

swMmiai saiama, smmhmfb

Forget Your Troubles—Relax

—

Enjoy Yourself!
These are the sort of stories that President Wilson,
Roosevelt and other great men read to help them relax

—

to forget their burdens. To read these absorbing tales of the
mysterious East is to cast your worries into oblivion

—

to increase your efficiency many times over.

Extraordinary Offer—
4

Don't Wait a Minute! /
Printing these volumes by the hundred thousand
when paper was cheap makes this low price possi- *
ble. Only a limited number left. Don't lose a minute! ^9',

SEND NO MONEY—

S

ination Coupon Today Sure!

mail the

Free Exam- £Jy
Read them c^s?

VA
McKINLAT,
STONE &

MacKENZIE
30 IrTing Flaoe

New York

BEAUTIFUL
BOOK -ENDS FREE IF YOU ACT

AT ONCE
LIMITED quantity on hand of beautiful

IKINLAY, STONE & MACKENZIE,

TEN DAYS FREE, without a penny down, a/ Please send me on ap-
' p> V proval. all charges prepaid.

<<^.Ci set of your special Master-
<«. >V pieces of Oriental Mystery, in

11 handsomely bound cloth

volumes. If after 10 days' free

. examination I am convinced they
r

i
r . ,

, o are the most extraordinary, most fas-
L1M1 1 LU quantity on hand Ot beautiful cinating Oriental mystery stories I have

sphinx polychrome book-ends, will ever rea(1 ancl are easily worth twice the

k Q ~U .,*-~L. rnrc _ „. «- --v^ price. I will keep the books and send you
be sent absolutely FRLh as a premium for « ' $1.00 promptly and Si.oo a month for only
promptness With the first orders from this 1- months: when you receive my first payment
Ad Afrprvnn havp rpfpivpH vnnrcpr fnr v 5

'0U !lre to sencl me Promptly, absolutely free.na. Alter you naveirecenea j our set tor , two heautiful polychrome sphinx book-ends!
tree examination, JUSt mail your hrst ..•>'.» Otherwise, I will return the set within 10 days of

installment within ten days and these *f nS!f at 5 °ur expense
-
Ule examiuaUo" to cost

twohandsome book-ends (5 inches *
high) will be delivered to you f Name

free—but send the coupon f
today! * Address

Dept. va, 30 IRVING PLACE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

$ Occupation.



oAn upward glance, a spirit of

mischief, a 'come hither' look —
darted from a pair of lovely eyes—all the lovelier because they are
fringed by dark, luxuriant lashes. The winsome little coquette brings
out the beauty of her eyes by darkening the lashes with WINX and
then she worries no more about it, for she knows it is waterproof and
will neither run nor smear.

Try it yourself. Darken your lashes with WINX and see how
much heavier and longer they will seem and how much beauty will be
added to your eyes. WINX dries instantly and is harmless. Brush for
applying attached to stopper of Bottle. Complete, 75c, Black and Brown.

For shaping eyebrows, use WINXETTE (cake form). Trace it

through the eyebrows after powdering. Complete, with tiny, one-row
brush and mirror, 50c, Black and Brown.

<SMail the coupon today 'with a dime for a generous sample of WINX.
cAnother dime brings a sample of

CPE%T, the rouge that 'won't rub off.

235 West 18th Street, New YorkROSS COMPANY

WINX.
Waterproof Co*V°

n
,

Today-
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FIRST YEAR

FOX PICTURES

pRODUCED byJohn Golden,

fortwo solid years this play

by Frank Craven occupied the

stage of one theatre in New
York. Frances Marion has

adapted it for the screen. ^

perhaps the greatest comedy
drama of young married life

ever written! Frank Borz,age

directs the picture superbly.

-

WHEN'fcDOOR^
OPENED\

A picture of that Canadian
1 Northwest James Oliver
Curwood writes about. It is

life in the far, wide places,

vivid, throbbing ~ the deep
snows, the tall pines! A superb
cast-Jacqueline Logan,\Valter
McGrail,Margaret Livingston,

_>v J. Farrell MacDonald,

. sT^f"—" Robert Cain,Frank
Keenan;directedby
Reginald Barker.

%ofts hail him with delight

BUCKJONES
oAce ofthe great outdoors

J-JERE is the true type of hardy American

manhood as seen in his many romantic

pictures of adventures in the open country.

From the pens of the best writers, these are

unvaryingly clean, invigorating, wholesome

entertainments^to be had in the best family

theatres. He will next be seen in "The Timber

Wolf," a story by Jackson Gregory,

and "Durand of the Bad Lands" by
Maibelle Heikes Tustice.

Fox Film Corporation,



SCREENLAND
* SALESMAN when he faced
||Tl the buyer; a sales manager
ihen he returned to the home
:;£fice with the biggest order his

linn had ever received, this man
ives LaSalle credit for both
irder and promotion, yet he had
<->,en enrolled for LaSalle train-

g only a month.

Cleveland

Could You Have
Made This Sale?

/t won 0. M.Abel big advancement, and he credits it to LaSalle training

ne Most Profitable Investment
Ever Made"

(—so writeB O. M. Abel, the employee.)

The practical ideas which I got from the
I first assignment of your course in Modern
BBmanship enabled me to land the biggest
Br our company has ever received. Natu-
I I am enthusiastic—not merely because of
initial advancement, but because of the

jre which your training has opened up to
It's by far the most profitable investment
er made or ever expect to make."

(Signed) O. M. ABEL, Cleveland, Ohio.
-

wr Training is 100% Practical"
—so writes D. W. Reinohl, the employer.)

?hat you have accomplished for Mr. Abel,
very few weeks, has been a revelation, and
only explanation is that, unlike other
sea which I have examined, your training
V tier cent practical. I can only wish that I
had this same opportunity for training
er in my career— it would have added
v thousands of dollars to my income. In
Ting its value so forcefully to my atten-
you have performed for this company a
real service. I appreciate it."

igned) D. W. REINOHL, Cleveland, Ohio.

O. M. Abel was a salesman for the Lind-
say Disc Sharpener Company, Cleveland,
Ohio. He was selling an excellent product—
a unique device for sharpening the discs of
harrows while in operation.

Mr. Abel possessed both ability and am-
bition; his immediate problem, therefore, as
he saw it, was to plus his ability with scien-
tific salesmanship.
He did not dream, however, that the first re-

ward of LaSalle training would come to him so
soon !

One month after he had enrolled with LaSalle,
he was sent to Chicago. A big order was at
stake. The prospect was one of the largest
mail order houses in the world.
He made the sale. And how?
Simply because the training he had got

from his very first assignment enabled him
to recognize the type of sales presentation he
should make.

Eight others he might have chosen.

O. M. Abel picked the winner!
"Because of the gratifying increase in bus-

iness Mr. Abel has brought about," writes
D. W. Reinohl, president of the Lindsay
Disc Sharpener Company, "we have made
him sajes manager of our company. And—
after 25 years in the selling field, I may add

that I, too, have enrolled for LaSalle training
in Modern Salesmanship. Already I have
found it an amazing source of sales-building
ideas and methods. No president, general
manager, sales manager, or salesman in the
field should be without it.

'

'

Send for Salary-Doubling Plan
Not alone in selling is LaSalle training a

tremendous help, but in management, ac-
counting, law— indeed, in every important
field of business. The salary-doubling plait
evolved and perfected by LaSalle has added
millions and millions of dollars to the earning
power of its members; has strengthened the
organizations in which those men were factors
beyond all estimation. Within only six months'
time, for example, as many as 1.24S LaSalle
members reported definite salary-increases
totalling $1,399,507—an average increase per
man of 89 per cent.

The details of the LaSalle salary-doubling
plan will be sent you for the asking. Whether
you adopt the plan or not, the basic informa-
tion it will place in your hands is of very real
and definite value. And it's free,

Balance the two minutes it takes to fill out
the coupon against the rewards of a successful
career—then clip and mail the coupon NOW.

LaSalle Extension University
The World's Largest Business Training Institution

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY *
^Dept. ToJTg^R Chicago"
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>°" r saW-doubling plan, together with complete information regarding the opportunitiesin the business field I have checked below. Also a copy of "Ten Years' Promotion in One all SoblS

SCT"i^irSlBS^r

Dep
nar^5 D Law: fining for Bar; LL.B. Degree. Management

:
T r a i n i n g

secure positions. mConunejetal Law: Reading. Refer- p/oduetion" Control?MuiapEngi-'odern Salesmanship: Training for posi- '
ence and Consultation Service for Busi- neering etc

an as Sales Executive, Salesman, Sales ness Men.

Sub-Foreman, etc.

3ach or Trainer, Sales Promotion Manager,
anufacturer'sAgent, Solicitor, and all posi-
jnsm retail, wholesale, or specialty selling.

Sgher Accountancy: Training for posi-

ModernBus
ness Corre-
spondence

l
Expert, Freight Solicitor, etc.

and Practice: Training for position
as Sales or Collection Correspondent
bales Promotion Manager, Mail Sales
Manager, Secretary, etc.
Business English: Training for Busi-
ness Correspondents and Copy Writers.

blic Ac^ra^ . . „ r-]CommerciaI Spanish: Training forwe accountant, Cost Accountant, etc. |_Jmg for position of Station Accountant, ^Personnel and Employment Man- I I Position as Foreign Correspondent with
Pert Bookkeeping: Training for posi- Cashier and Agent, Division Agent, etc. I—lagement: Training in the position of Spanish -speaking countries

r^lt-TrT; „a nBanki°8 and Finance: Training for ^V&JS^S^SSS^^ f~l %
e SP<-king: Training in theP. A. Coaching for Advanced Account- LJexecutive positions in Banks and •ffB^'aBEfh F™^er

' L-
'?.

rt of f°™eful. effective speech, forts
- Financiallnstitutions. Service

™*bne to Employee Ministers. Salesmen. Fraternal Leaders.
Politicians, Clubmen, etc.

— —- Present Position.
.Address..



Screenland is published

on the 10th of the

month preceding date

of issue.

C[ The trouble with Ben Lyon is that ]ohn Barrymore is going to play

"Don Juan" opposite Mary Astor, the girl on the cover.
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Use These New Secrets
of Powerful Speech

lb Win Popularity,Money, Success/
No longer is there any mystery to the

'art of public speaking—and how to talk
cunningly. No longer is it necessary for
|any man to be held back by the handicap
§>f ineffective speech. Smashed by actual
[proof in thousands of cases is the old
^tradition that "Only a few are born with
'the natural gift of forceful speech." Now
It has been conclusively shown that seven
jinen out of every nine have this "hidden
Knack"—and that a few scientific princi-
ples, ^easily learned by anyone, develop
pis "hidden knack" into a potent force
which can be used to bring amazing salary
increases—popularity—success—the great-
est reward that the world has to offer.

See How Easy It Is

College education or previous training is not
;eeded. Right in your own home, in 1 1 minutes

I'
y°\ Can learn these secrets of powerful

Pcech as they are given to you by a man known
nroughout the world for his successful experience
<} teaching public speaking. The knowledge that

hi
g ' V

1
S 70U 1S more tnan training in speech.

i

S£
j u

secrets are Principles that have been
'plied by men of prominence in gaining the
nngs that every ambitious man or woman is striv-

ing
for They are the things that cause one man

" rise troin an obscure position to the head of a
;cat corporation; another, from the rank and file
political worker to real prominence; and ordi-

"y trades union member to the national lcader-
"P of great labor unions; a timid and retiring
.an to develop into a popular and much applauded
Itcr-dinncr and banquet speaker. They are secrets

that will make you the ready speaker and conver-
sationalist under all social or business conditions.

What 15 Minutes A Day
Will Show You

How to talk before your club or lodge.
How to address board meetings.
How to propose and respond to toasts.
How to make a political speech.
How to tell entertaining stories.

How to make after-dinner speeches.
How to converse interestingly.
How to write letters.

How to sell more goods.
How to train your memory.
How to enlarge your vocabulary.
How to develop self-confidence.
How to acquire a winning personality.
How to strengthen your will-power and

ambition.
How to become a clear, accurate thinker.
How to develop your power of concentration.
How to be the master of any situation.

the handicap of bashfulness, self consciousness and
ineffective speech. Men who have millions have
sent for this book. It may prove to be the most
important step in your life when you send for it.

Mail Coupon for Free Book
Mail the coupon immediately. Find out for

yourself the secrets that have helped timid, back-
ward men into successful positions. Find out if

you are one of the seven men out of every r !ne
who have this "hidden knack," and learn how
you can use this talent to gain the things you
want. It gives you may hints on how to over-
come stage fright, How to speak before Club or
Lodge, How to Sell, How to Act as a Toast-
master, How to persuade—by simply spending 1 ?

minutes a day in the privacy of your own home.
Mail the coupon immediately.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Dept. 6327, 3601 S. Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois

Free Test To Prove You
Have This Hidden Knack
An amazing book has been written which en-

ables you to decide for yourself whether you have
this "hidden knack"—whether you possess the
qualifications that will make a leader in business

—

an effective public speaker—and how these little
secrets can be used to bring out your latent
ability. This book is primarily intended not only
for those who have realized the importance of
being able to talk effectively, such as lawyers, and
other professional people, but those who have Kit

North American Institute,
Dept. 6327, 3601 S. Michigan Ave,
Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me at once vour free book
to Work Wonders With 'Words." It i

able me to decide for myself wheth
of the seven men out of eve:
the hidden knack of effective speech,
not obligated.

'How
11 en-

I am one
ho haw

I

I

I Name : (

I I

| Address
j

I
I

|

Cuy^ State
|
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Si QKic .... ..Si Qharraantiu

. . . this Smart Oval Vanity

initialed with one's individual

monogram ! It conceals every

necessite de beaute, every coiv

venience Madame requires

—

even to her cigarettes !

The rich leather- effect case is

embellished with plated bands of

white or green gold. Fitted com-
partments for full mirror, rouge,

powder, keys, coin, cigarettes and

comb. Any jeweler can inscribe

your initials. At Department
Stores, Jeweler's and better class

Drug Stores— Price $7.50.

If your favorite store does not carry 'Serri

Vanitiessend$7.5odirect to us. ^Sor initialing

remit$i.ccextra. Trint your initials carefully.

Terri Incorporated
4 West 40th Street New York

An Answer
Page of
Information.

Address:
Miss Vee Dee
SCREENLAND,
236 W. 55 St.

New York
City.

W. von S. (Detroit). I fo

warded your letter to Carloti

Monterey although this depat

ment is to answer questions, n

to forward them.

Clifford W. (Wallingford

You can reach Victor McLagh

at the First National Studio

807 East 175th Street, N.

His next picture will be Win
of Chance featuring Anna '

Nilsson and Ben Lyon. Dire

reply is sent when stamped e

velope is enclosed.

2200 Pleasants Street. Rk
mond. You forgot to sign yo

letter. I still stick to my gu

and say I wouldn't give a ho

for the man, woman or chi

who doesn't care for anima

and especially dogs. A dog

the best friend a fellow c;

have; I never wish for a bett

anyway. Yes, mss. should

typed and I doubt if any o

will wade through an untyp

one these days. Norman Ker

,s with Warner Bros., 5842 Sunset Blv

Mary Pickford and Jack, and Douglas Fair- Hollywood. There's Peter the Great, who

banks all have theirs sent to Pickford- now working among the great at the Unit

Fairbanks Studios, 7100 Santa Monica Artists Studios, Hollywood. His trainer

Blvd Hollywood. Dorothy Mackaill, Do- Edward Faust. Peter has the distinction

ris Kenyon, Mary Astor, Anna Q. Nilsson, being able to tear the clothes from a m

and John Bowers have mail addressed to without injuring him. He first broke lr

First National Studios, 807 East 17 5th movies as Strongheart's double— even t-

Street New York. Harold Lloyd and canines have doubles, you see, and Wc

Jobyna Ralston are at the Hal Roach Stu- who is said to be half-wolf, starred

dio Culver City. Rod LaRocque, Vera Baree, Son of Karzan for Vitagraph. L

Reynolds and Edmund Burns are with Cecil you know that Rin-Tin-Tin and his sis

de Mille at Culver City. Cal. Alberta Nannette were found by soldiers in

Vaughn, George O'Hara and Richard Tal- bombed and deserted village near Par

madge at F. B. O. Studios, 780 N. Gower Lieut. Lee Duncan owns them now.

Street, Hollywood. Irene Rich, Huntley , ~, B i vfel

Gordon, Clive Brook, Marie Prevost, Monte Viola Anderson The
=

R^quel Mel

Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller can be found production was made abroad and 1 have

working at Warner Bros. Studio, 5842 Sun- a list, of the
:

cast Do you ™™
set Blvd., Hollywood. And that's all for France, or Pam 1? His Hour has

to-day, thank you.
shown m NeW Y°rL

A. Ambrose (III.). Have a

heart! One hundred and ninp

questions all at once! Here are

a few of the addresses you want;

rest later on— Richard Dix,

Bebe Daniels, Esther Ralston,

Mary Brian, Ricardo Cortez,

Thomas Meighan, all at Famous

Players Studios, Astoria, Long

Island, N. Y. Tom Mix, Alma
Rubens, Buck Jones, and Shirley

Mason are with Fox Films, 1401

N. Western Ave., Hollywood.

Reginald Denny, Pauline Garon.

Marion Nixon, Louise Lorraine

and Jack Hoxie are at the Uni-

versal Studios, Universal City,

Cal. Billie Dove, Gloria Swan-

son, Lillian Rich, Betty Comp-
son, Edward Everett Horton.

and Greta Nissen are with Lasky

Studios, 1520 Vine Street, Hol-

lywood. Corinne Griffith, Con-

way Tearle, Colleen Moore.

Blanche Sweet, Viola Dana, care

First National Productions, Unit-

ed Studios, Hollywood. Norma
Talmadge, Constance Talmadge,

Eugene O'Brien, and Rudolph
Valentino have mail sent to same address, i

G( George O'Brien
with two rings

hut still single.

Eleanor Mlappa. Ben Lyon was born on
February 6, 1901. Mae Murray was born

May 9, 1886— hard to believe, isn't it?

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is seventeen. Ad-
dress Ramon Novarro care Metro-Goldwyn,
Culver City, Cal. Twenty-five cents are

usually sent to cover postage on photo-

graphs.

Fred Thomson Admirer. So you're

twenty-one and married, eh! I'd hardly call

you a flapper— girls stop flapping around

eighteen, they tell me. My curiosity is

aroused— what do all the initials stand

for? Fred Thomson is married to Frances

Marion, the writer; and the stalwart Fred

is 30.

E. K. B. (Toledo). Just address Te

Guman at the Guinan Club, 117 West 41

Street, New York, and that will find

Born in Texas 1891.

R. P. F. (Palo Alto). David Pov

died suddenly about four months ago.

Cora E. A. (Clar\sville) . If you can

SCREENLAND for June and July you'll

Jack Holt and Tom Mix posed for

photos at the top of the Ask Me page

Delia Foscond Hurojosa. Write Coll

Moore and Lloyd Hughes at First Natioi -

United Studios. Hollywood, and the

probably oblige with photos. Lloyd Hug

is married to Gloria Grey, also a nu
i

player.
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June Mario w Admirer (Minn.). The
only rumor anent Betty Bronson and Doug-

|

las Fairbanks, Jr., is that they are very

,

good friends. They're just kids, too young
j
to think about marriage yet, you know,

i Write June Marlowe care of Warner Bros.

S

Studios, Hollywood. Glad you think I'm a

! good scout. But talking of scouts, look
| what the next customer asked me to find!

L. Coffey (Greenboro). You want pho-
tographs of one hundred and twentytwo
iplayers! Sweet Poppa! You'll have to

jwrite to the stars themselves— and enclos-

ing a quarter apiece, they'll cost you thirty

: dollars!

D. A. W. (Hew Yor\). Elinor Glyn's
:next picture will be entitled Four Flaming
\l)ays. The trouble with Elinor is that she
tloes tie us girls to time!

I

Lillian Weinstein. Can you dance, swim,
ride, drive a car and a few little things like

that? These are some of the questions
you'll have to answer when you go to .the.

studios, Lil!

M. I. (Montreal). Larry Grey is with
famous Players'Lasky, Vine Street, Holly
-vood. Buster Collier is at same address.

•!Bert Lytell, Universal Studios, Culver City;
imd for other addresses see answer to A.
Ambrose.

R. F. K. I'm to tell the editor to pub'
ish another picture of Richard Barthel-
pess. All right; consider it said. Dick's
post recent pictures have been K[ew Toys,
*oul Fire, Shore Leave and he is now at
vorfc on The Beautiful City with Dorothy
pish. Address him at Inspiration Pictures,

;F65 Fifth Ave., New York.

Lucy Woodruff. Frank Mayo's address
? 610 Bedford Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal.

Mary Drene. Anne Cornwall was born
b Brooklyn in 1897; Esther Ralston is

i'wenty-six; Claire Adams in her early twen'
ies; Dorothy Dwan is 23. Ann May was
orn in Ohio in 1901. Ruth Dwyer was
orn in Brooklyn. Madeline Hurlock is

. Margaret Landis 29.

Virginia L. R. Virginia Pearson was
orn in Louisville, Ky., in 1888, so you are
ring in her home town. In private life

le is Mrs. Sheldon Lewis, wife of the well-
nown actor. Educated in Louisville and
:mmenced stage career in stock. She is

ve feet eight, weighs 145, and has dark
irown hair and hazel eyes. Miss Pearson
ill shortly be seen in What Price Beauty,
irected by Mrs. Rudolph Valentino.

Saul Brettman, H. T. C. No, Saul, not
ven to you will I send a photo of myself,

just can't be done!

Marie Watson, Annette Sheehy, and Ida
lerling. Three letters all in the same
j&ndwriting— how come! John T. Mur-
iy seems to be one of those strong silent
en; try as I will, the only information is

iat he is fat, funny, a character man about
>rty, and that he wears a check suit and
slka-dot tie, and you can address him at
rst National, United Studios, Hollywood,
here ^he appeared in Winds of Chance.
nd I'm not a man; I'm a goil!

Anna Reali. After I came out of the
int, Anna, I groped for my trusty type
riter and herewith beg to state that it's
ore than I can do, give you all the names
ad addresses of all the actors and actresses,
ist read this column every month and
ake up your list from that.

{Continued on page 84)

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
Trados Modei No. 25 corrects
now all ill-shaped noses quieklv,
painlessly, permanently and com-
fortably at home. It is the only
adjustable noseshaping appliance
and a safe and guaranteed patent
device that will actually give you

I

a perfect looking nose. Over
SO,000 satisfied users. For rears
recommended by physicians.' lb-
years of experience in manufac-
turing Nose Shapers is at Your
service. Model 25 Junior for

and" free. khnWef ^ ,

re ?'„ Write for testimonialsaua iree rjooklet. which fell* von how to nhtiin <
perfect looking nose. Awarded Mze Mednl h hitWembley Exposition, London England

S

D^i
T2^ETY'

Pi°neer N° sJ?haPing Specialist
Dept. 2493 Binghamton. N. Y.

ALL
THIS Free
„^Lali°SIl-„ effect Bracelet
T'Pr 9 Bn.'I'Mits, Gold pla-
ted Layalhere with spark-
ing- Stone Long fceck
Cham, Pendant Earrings,

[J
Cameo Pattern Brooch. All
Free, for selling S6 pkgs.
Chewing Gum at 6c a pits.

BLUINE MFG. CO.
202 Mill Street

Concord Jet., Mass.

Science has solved the problem of
removing unwanted hair pleasant-

ly, without discomfort to the skin
or complexion. This with NEET, a

mild, dainty cream. You merely spread
it on and then rinse off with clear water. That's all-
the hair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool
smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor
and severe chemical preparations, have given way to
this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the ac-
cepted method of well-groomed women everywhere
60c per tube. 35,000 Drug and Dept. stores seL"
Neet. Money back if it fails to please you.
HANNIBAL PHARMACAL COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Literary Assistance
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS, PUBLIC SPEAKERS.
Speeches, Orations. Addresses. Essays, etc., prepared to
order on any subject, S3 per thousand words. Manu-
scripts typewritten correctly for publication (with one
carbon copy) $1 per thousand words. Markets for
Literary wares suggested.

I

F.B.CROSS, STUDIO,- 4553 Emerson Ave., St. Louii, Mo.



You've felt that urge to
playtheSaxophone. You've
had a hunch you could do
it easy. Follow that hunch*
If you want to be popular,
if you want to be admired r
favored, get thiswonder-
ful instrument. Young
folks are enamored by its

syncopated music. Flay
jazz in 10 days on your

mhm

SAXOPHONE
Seehow easy it is. Everybody
has a perfectly normal desire
to produce music, yet most peo-
ple have not the time ncr pa-
tience to become a musician.
But a Buescher Saxophone is dif^

ferent. It looks complicated, but
is really very easy to play. With
the aid of three free lessons, the
scale can be mastered in an hour;
in a few days you can be playing
jazz tunes. Practice is a pleasure
because you learn so quickly.

Six Days Free Trial, Easy Payments

Send for a Buescher Saxophone or a Cor-
net, Trumpet or Trombone for six days
free trial in your own home. Send no
money. If you like the instrument pay a
little each month. Clip the coupon now
for your free copy of the beautiful Saxo-
phone Book or catalog of any instrument.
No obligation whatever. Do it today. Now.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
Everything in Bandand Orchestra Instruments

999 Buescher Block Elkhart, Indiana

Cfree!
This 64 page book tells

about the various models*
with pictures of profes-
sionals using them. Send
coupon or postal for
your free copy. 27S

Clip the Coupon WOW!
I n | :l BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO. I

I
<
|J|/l1« !W9 Buescher Block, Elkhart. Indiana

• JWs?'"" Without obligation to me, send ' The Story I

t •» * of the Saxophone." Check here
» If you prefer other literature describing other band or I

f orchestra instruments check below.

J

Cornet Trumpet Trombone Tuba
|

J
Mention any other |

{ Write plainly. Name, Address, Town and i

State in Margin Below

*1\ /ST^ck excitement around Famous

j\\ /ll Players' studio these days. For

I V II
t^e ^rst tmle *n t^e history of

-A_ JA. the eastern film factory of Para'

mount, there will be a regular production

rush, with no less than nine—count 'em

—

companies working at the same time.

Among them will be the Griffith unit, mak-

ing That Royle Girl with Carol Dempster,

W. C. Fields, and James Kirlcwood; Gloria

Swanson and Larry Gray in Stage-Struck;

Herbert Brenon's— and Barrie's —- A Kiss

for Cinderella, with Tom Moore the kisser

and Betty Bronson the kissee; Adolphe

Menjou working under Monta Bell's direc-

tion in The Grand Du\e; Dick Dix and

Esther Ralston in a new thriller,- and

—

whew—we're out of breath!

* * *

Carol Dempster has blossomed into one

of the most popular girls around the

studio. She is a vivid, magnetic little

thing, with a quick intelligence and ready

sympathy; and everybody, if we can be-

lieve all we hear, simply .swears by her, and

not at her, as is sometimes the custom.

We watched her working in a scene with

Mr. Fields—-the Follies comedian who has

just about decided to desert the stage for

pictures, having had luscious offers for his

funny services since Sally. Carol romped
through her scene, dashed off the set to

chat a minute with Mrs. W: C. Fields, who
was watching from the side-lines, paused

;. again to place a glass of ice-water on Mr.

! Griffith's chair-arm (he thought it was the

assistant director who did it and never even

turned around) and then ran back ready to

go through another scene.

Once she was needed on the set and

I
was nowhere to be found. Finally, after,

looking all around and sending to her dress-

ing-room, the scouts saw her standing on
tiptoe on a table so she could peek in at

the Paramount School set, where the group

of youngsters were being coached in the

gentle art of screen pantomime. The girls

and boys were dressed a la 1830, having

progressed through the various periods of

history to that date. Carol Dempster
couldn't go inside—studio etiquette, and all

that sort of thing; but she could peek
through the figurative hole in the fence,

regardless of the fact that real, grown-up
stars don't behave that way. Maybe it ex-

plains her popularity!

Constance Bennett has signed a con-

tract with Oscar Price to make a series

of pictures in the east. One of the first will

be Peggy—the vehicle which introduced B
lie Burke to the screen years ago. Conri

will haye a chance to dress up in boi

clothes in it and she says it appeals to IK
after her long experience as a model f

the newest gowns.

Somebody told us that Constance was

great little girl except that she does requ

a dozen phone calls to wake her in t

mornings. She combines the careers

screen star and Fifth Avenue debutante.

* * *

ell, Charlie came to New York

» then had to go and get a bad co'

It interfered with many plans for his ent.

tainment, not the least of these being '-

big party which Conde Nast announced

his honor. Mr. Nast's parties are famo

and always include among their guests I

elite of theatrical Manhattan. It was

Nast's home that Frances Howard met S

Goldwyn. Always the newest artistic s

sation is present.

But there is one star that the dist

guished publisher of Vogue and Var.

Fair has not been able to persuade to

pear, and that's Betty Bronson. W)
Betty received—so the story goes—the t

gram from Nast \*fcch invited her to

party and requested a prompt reply,'

simply said, "But I've never met Mr. Na:

and declined. This Betty is a delici

little creature, by the way. She is not

ways understood; her quaint personality

shy
N
speech strike the hard-boiled as ir

cere. But we bet on Betty Bronson. 11

still just a kid who has not learned a pi

and it is pretty generally concluded tha

pose is a darn good thing for_ a movie
to have. Betty is just herself. She h

cunning little lisp, half stammer, which

is apparently trying her best to overco

but if she only knew it, it adds to

charm.

As the little Cinderella in Sir Js

Barrie's classic, she is a picture, whether

her rags or the gorgeous raiment to wl"

she is transformed by Esther Ralston, as

fairy godmother. Against the drab b

ground of a slum set, the beauty of tl

two girls, in their fairy-like costui

glowed like gems. Betty, with a glean

crown, and gown of silver and swansdc

and the lovely Miss Ralston with her,,*

ing gold hair and flowing robes, were

sisted by the white mice and the pump
which are later transformed into a co

and-four. The coach is a dream of Ip

ness, all jewels and waving plumes; and
milk-white horses the most spirited!
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Hiapely that Director Brenon could find.

1 Whenever he wanted his leading man
Md couldn't find him, he could look around

i>r the horses and there, rubbing the nose

!f the littlest one, would be Tom Moore,
lorn, despite his Oriental valet, is not

|uch of an actor off the set. He has

fever been interviewed in his life and
oesn't want to be. He was giving Miss

ironson a few tips on make-up out of his

Ing experience. "Just rouge your lower

7, Betty," advised Tom. "You don't need

!uch anyway, with that smooth skin of

ours." Whenever you want to see a man
ho defies all the rules of actordom, meet

'x. Moore.

j

Betty Bronson's mother guards her child

the proverbial movie-mamma fashion, but

jice in a while Betty eludes her—conver-

jtionally speaking. The little Peter Pan

ks remarking that she wasn't so very inter-

ring, and she believed she'd have to start

scandal! You should have seen Mrs.
Lcnson's face!

The screen find of the year, by the way,

said to earn only $150 a week. Her
tding man probably makes at least ten

nes that amount. Of course, it has to be

Icen into consideration that Paramount
.und her, advertised her, and made her a

s. • On the other hand, she has more
lin lived up to expectations. Famous
avers should remember what happened to

!r. Valentino.

)NE of the First Ladies of the stage and
screen, Pauline Frederick, is now

caning up" Australia. With a repertoire

duding The Lady and Spring Cleaning,

I Polly is endearing herself to a public

the other side of the world. They knew
tj loved her from her pictures, so this is

e meeting an old friend.

ick Barthelmess is not exactly jealous

of the popularity of the Prince of

ales in the news-reels, but he does be-

te that Edward offers screen possibilities.

prove it, he is going to essay the char-

ier himself. That is, a sort of fanciful

ales, in a romantic drama called Just
Opose, concerning the fictitious adven-
es of the Prince in this country,
vfary Hay has returned from London
h her dancing partner, Clifton Webb,
ey are soon to be seen in a new musical
iedy called Sunny, which will star Mari-
Miller (Mrs. Jack Pickford.) Mary

nhatically denies a contemplated divorce
. remarriage with Mr. Webb. The other
in the Algonquin, Mary was lunching

ti her professional partner while her ex-

nestic partner was eating with Wally
cDonald across the room. Dick's house
Rye is shared with him by his pal, Bill

a-

ell, the "villain" in the Barthelmess
Vs.

* * *

jfTTALLACE MacDonald came east for a

m picture with Constance Bennett. He
I

he should be an authority on flappers
V, having played with two of the best-
wn sub-debs of the screen— Constance
Clara Bow. Mrs. MacDonald stayed

le in Hollywood to look after the house.
used to be Doris May, you know—
heroine of the Douglas MacLean come-
When reproached with keeping her

p. the screen, Wally replies that she is

ectly satisfied to let him grab the acting
ors for the family. They tried it out
» both of them working, but after a few
iriences they gave it up. The Mac-
lalds determined to be together, and
n one was on location, the other usually

went along. Once, Wally says, he slept all

night in a closed car "watching" his wife

"shooting" night scenes. Now they're both

happy.

hitman Bennett has a new studio

in Glendale, Long Island, and cele-

brated it with a "premier" party. Nita

Naldi was the sensation of the evening in

a black back-less gown, black fan, black,

black hair severely and classically coiffed,

and no stockings. Nita can't be bothered

with 'em.

Mr. Bennett is a producer and director

of motion pictures and sometimes he turns

his hand to writing. But he is really most

interested in a little factory inside his studio

—a complete book-binding plant, where he

encases classics and rare editions in the

choicest of fine leathers. He is prouder of

his books than of his pictures, if his en-

thusiasm for the editions is any criterion.

He is a brilliant and scholarly man and

seems to regard the films strictly as a busi-

ness. His books are an art. He supervises

his workers in every detail, and only opens

his fine library to a privileged few. Some
one should ask Mr. Bennett why he doesn't

inject some of this art into his photoplays.

STUDIO parties are all the rage. If there

is the slightest excuse in the way of an

expensive set, or a new star, or a third-

assistant-director, they "throw" a party, and
all hands stop work. It's a good idea, be-

cause the eastern studios are so scattered

that the community spirit used to be en-

tirely lacking. Now, they're all just like

one big happy family—well, just about.

The rumor spread about that Gloria the

Marquise was getting "high-hat." It all

started when Gloria and Henry arrived

from the coast and were met by the usual

newspaper reporters and cameramen. One
of the former asked the Marquis to pose

with a suitcase in his hand—to get over

the idea they had just stepped from the

train. Henry seemed willing, but Gloria

said: "How absurd! We never carry our

own luggage."

Soon after, a New York daily printed an
editorial reminding Miss Swanson she used

to be a bathing girl. And soon after that,

invitations were issued to meet Miss Swan-
son at tea at the Ritz. Gloria regained

some of her lost popularity at this gather-

ing of the press. She had just washed her

hair and appeared with a scarf around her

head—so informal; and even told the news-
paper girls how she shampooed her famous
tresses. Her husband wants her to let her
hair grow again, and apparently she is

willing.

BP. Schulberg—the man who "dis-

„ covered" Clara Bow and Alyce Mills

—has done another Columbus. He has
signed Riza Royce to a long-term contract
and sent her to the" coast to begin her
engagement by being one of Lew Tyler's
Wives. Riza "got the job" because she per-
severed and finally convinced Mr. Schul-
berg, by repeated persuasion, that she would
be an asset to his pictures. She has done
extra work and was double for Carol Demp-
ster in America. She resembles Miss Demp-
ster in coloring and general facial contour,
but has a dash and a charm quite her own.

She was a success on the stage from the
start, but she left a Broadway cast because
the screen called her. She vows she'll make
good.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
The Muscle Builder

Author of "Muscle Building,"
"Science of Wrestling," "Secrets of Strength,"

"Here's Health," etc.

After Death-What?
That's the mystery. But don't get excited. Tou don't

need to worry if you play the game square. Tou were
given a good body to care for on earth. You were told
to spread happiness, but keep your body clean.

Are you doing it? Tou are not. Tou've gone in for
every possible kind of self-indulgence. Tou never stop
to consider the consequences. Are you playing the game
square? Tou're cheating both your Maker and yourself.

How to Live
Cut it out, men! Why not be square shooters? Don't

you realize what it means to you? Do you know you
will really enjoy life better and live longer? Sure, you
have to give up some things, but think what you get
in return. I would give up a dime to get a dollar
any day. The difficulty is. you are so chock full of
germs and decayed tissue by now, it would take vou
years to even get back to normal.
But listen, fellows. There's a short cut, I found it.

I've been showing others how to take it for nearly 15
years. And not only do I chase those disease bugs out
of you—and clean all that rotted tissue out of your
body, but I put good solid tissue—live, animated tissue
in its place. I build out your shoulders—I deepen vour
chest—I strengthen your back—I give you arms and
legs like pillars. I teach you how to breathe so that
your lung capacity is doubled. Every' time you take a
breath, you draw rich pure oxvgen down into every last
minute cell of your lungs. This loads your blood with
red corpuscles which fly around your body in jig time,
clearing the cobwebs out of your brain, toning up vour
liver, your kidneys and the muscles of the verv organs
themselves. In less than no time you'll feel the thrill
of life shooting up your old spine. You'll feel like
fighting a wild cat. Tou will have the flash to your
eye and the snap to your step that will make people
stop and say: "There goes a real He-man; Boy! but
he has pep."

Is it worth it, fellows? Tou can bet vour Sundav
socks it's worth it. And the best of it is—it's a sure
bet that you'll get it. Remember. I don't just promise
these things, I guarantee them. Can you beat that?
Try and do it. Are you with me? Of course vou are.
Well, let's ride.

Send for My New Book

Muscular Development
IT'S FREE

What do you think of that? I don't ask one cent.
And it's the peppiest piece of reading vou ever laid
your eye on. I swear you'll never blink an evelash till
you've turned the last cover. And there are 4S full-
page photos of myself and some of my prize-winning
pupils. This is the finest art gallery of strong men ever
assembled. And every last one of them is shouting mv
praises. Look them over. If you don't get a kick out
of this book, you had better roll over—you're dead.
Come on then. Take out the old pencil and sign vour

name and address to the coupon. Snap into it! Do it
now. Tomorrow you may forget. Remember it's some-
thing for nothing and no strings attached—no obli-a-
tion. GRAB IT!

a

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 5810 305 Broadway, New York City

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 5810, 305 Broadway, New York City
Dear Sir:—Please send me. without any obligation

on my part whatever, a copy of your latest book "Mus-
cular Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Name

Street

City „ state.

w
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More

stars

there

are

in

Heaven

JOHN GILBERT
plays the Prince

ERICH VON STROHEIM'S Troductm

THE MERRY
WIDOW
'Revealing the spice of Viennese life and love,

a subject at which he alone is master

A SENSATIONAL production from the world-famous stage success.

Ravishing Mae Murray and John Gilbert, the Screen's Great

Lover, bring a new dash and magic to the gayety, the pathos, the

tense, gripping drama of this superb masterpiece. And only a Von
Stroheim could re-create, in so masterly a fashion, the swirl and

glamor of Vienna's mad night life.

Von Stroheim and Benjamin Glazer made the adaptation and scenario

from the famous dramatic operetta by Franz Lehar, Victor Leon and

Leo Stein, as produced upon the stage by Henry W. Savage.

"The Merry Widow" is a

z\x(\(/olciivi/n^fyet
Tkture

r
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([Ford Sterling in "Trouble with Wives."

E all like a man who has humor
in his system, but not too deep in.

Years ago the world discovered that the
screen could invoke laughter. At that

time the one sure-fire laugh was the
Keystone cops. Ford Sterling in those
days invented the tricks that have been
used in comedy ever since.

natole France says that "A man's

*gayety is the measure of his genius/'

Ford Sterling has gaily carried his clown-

ing role through the years, and, as in

all good stories, his reward at last arrived.

It was a big "straight" part of fine

character drawing with limitless oppor-

tunities for subtleties— the bachelor in

"Trouble With Wives"— and he basked

in it, gloried in it, lived it, in as fine a

piece of acting as Screenland has seen
5

He changed the meaning of an entire

scene by a scarcely twisted lip. He was
alive, real; and he did as he liked with
your feelings.

That's what you can do if you're an
actor.

Ford Sterling is.

G[ Ford Sterling

in "Mike."

9



V

"William Qohill
CASTING DIRECTOR

OVIE patrons often exclaim at the perfection with

which the actors fit into the characters of their

parts. And the credit for this careful fitting goes

to the casting director— the man who must resolutely

say "No" to screen aspirants thousands of times every

week. William Cohill, casting director of the Famous
PlayerS'Lasky Studio at Astoria, New York, gets as much
pleasure out of giving a "likely" beginner a chance as a

fisherman gets from a four-pound catch.

THE GUARDIANS OF THE SCREEN SERIES



Miss Star\e's little whimsical smile

appealing beauty won lier i/ie ./e.

hart in -liSL'N-Up."
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SCREENLAND'S EDITORIAL COMMENT

The Old Army Game

AVID WARK GRIFFITH needs no words of

ours to establish his greatness. He did not need

"Sally of the Sawdust" to prove his s\ill, but it

has served to bring the masters name once more to

Broadway. It does more than this — it sets it there

a shining crown for other directors to bow to.

Griffith ma\es the movies fulfill their true service

"' entertainment. His every film is touched with a

quality of life that is the \ind of living that is grow-

ing and warm to the- heart. W. C. Fields as a

professor of sideshow thimble-rigging lives for Mr,

Griffith a jaunty pretence that cannot conceal his

lovable unselfishness. You laugh at the old army game

of shells and pea, but when this brave monteban\ sets

out alone, his Sally restored to her home, the old army

game of honor, of courage and of devotion to prin-

ciple shines out before tear-dimmed eyes.

We salute you! Griffith, Master!



1
^ROPICAL sun had sunk with gaudy pointers of

red, orange and opal as though the legendary

Woman Who Put Fire in the Skies also put dis-

respectful fingers to her nose and challenged the

movies to star her. The world turned purple, a moon
marauded up. Dogs around the huts bayed at it; but
eventually the last mongrel fell silent, the last whimpering
child was crooned to sleep, and the village slept. Except
for a gull's abrupt wail, only the monotone of surf

reached Tom Craig who lounged on the schooner's poop.

For the first time in two weeks he rested easily. Today
he had shot Peggy Braiden's final scene at Motuiti, while

three or four days' sail away at Papeete the rest of

the company waited.

Surveying his companion, Craig discovered no counter'

part for Chief Maranui. A bronze-fellow, certainly. But

tattooed? Bare-chested? Bare-limbed with a patterned

tapa about his loins? Far from it; although obligingly

Maranui had donned native dress yesterday for a scene or

two with Peggy. Half-naked, too, he had ridden the surf

while the cameras ground. Careening down a wave a

<_An adventure of a movie

16



By Gayne Dexter

Peggy listened— well,

possibly from her heart.

"Blood is the blessing

of our gods," he was
saying, "but two bloods
are the fury of our
dev\

Illustrated by
LORAX F. WlLFORD

half-mile out, he gleamed goldenly above the roaring pour
of blue water and white foam. Craig never could forget
how the proudest head he had ever seen was thrust up
defiantly. With arms folded and slender legs balancing
the board, Maranui swept from distance for the lens to
picture a splendid savage majestically untamed.
The cameras lied. Maranui a savage? Lounging be'

side Craig, he puffed a civilised pipe with the sublime
contentment of an English gentleman, which, queerly
enough, is a sublimity paralleled only by that of a Chink
about to greet his honorable forefathers underground. A
suit of tailored ducks dropped smoothly over Maranufs
strong lithe lines. He rested cross-wise on the rail two

girl on a tropical "location.

feet that found no discomfort in shoes, although Craig
kicked off his own for coolness after Peggy went below
As to age Maranui was thirty; as to ancestry, two thou-
sand. No wonder Peggy Braiden s eyes sometimes filled
with amazement at him— amazement and something
deeper which even secretly she dared not name: while
Craig, connoisseur of good port, good cigars and good
fellowship though he was, felt crude and unmellowed in
Maranufs presence. Two thousand years of kingly blood
underlay the fellow's careless grace, his pride, gentleness,
his serenity of mind, withal the suggestion of volcanic
fire sleeping beneath. Four years at -Yale, four at Ox-
ford, studying law and medicine which differed radically
from his father's rituals—and he chuckled occasionally
at these— so ran Maranufs (Continued on pa*e 8?)
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Marion Davies
always does
her bit to
ma\e other
people happy.

Do the film

Helping Hand

^ULL!"
There's a little word with a lot of meaning. You know

how it is usually uttered in screen circles— with the tongue
in the cheek and the uplifted eyebrows? Poor little Pull

—

it has an exclamation point following it around like a detective
To those outside, looking in— you know, the way the wistful

hordes on the wrong side of the studio gate are pictured, as if they
were the starving populace begging for bread, French pastry,
anything? If they were really as pinched and haggard as
they are pictured, any casting director would be glad to use
them for types. To those strugglers, "Pull" had no private

life. It was used as a single appropriate epithet to hurl
at the privileged few who entered the gates on foot
and came out in limousines.

The outsiders didn't know that everybody has to
have some kind of pull. They (Continued on page 80)

Lillian Gish has ta\e
more than one extra

under her friendly
wing.

(( Ben Lyon is slow—slow to condemn
others. He had
rather help them. .

Alice Terry is the most
important of all the im-
portant discoveries that
Rex Ingram has made.



sfi/rs give others a hand up?

By Delight Evans

fore she had reached a safe success, Mary Pic\ford held out

lining hands to Lillian and Dorothy Gish. The more

-nerous she was, the more she became America's sweetheart.

19
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PRIZE
CONTEST
to SECURE

The Fox Film Corporation, through
Screenland, offers an opportunity to the
fans to help in the making of a scenario.

\ HIS is not a contest for scenarios. Such contests

'''have been found to be impractical, as the tech-

nical requirements are such that it is almost
impossible for an amateur to write anything of

value. But everyone knows some incident which would
be excellent material to work into a film.

This contest is for colorful historic happenings which
the Fox Film Corporation can weave with a love story

to make a historical film.

All the many thousands who have
enjoyed "The Iron Horse," which was
produced by Fox Film Corporation, will

understand that the main theme of

building the railroad was but a small

part of the actual film itself. The love

story which ran through the film was
only a minor detail. The colorful in-

cidents of Indian attacks, track-laying,

the short cut discovery, etc., were what
made this film such a remarkable pro-

duction. It gives not only a history

of the period in a broad sense but the
vivid incidents enable the movie fan
actually to breathe the atmosphere of
this dramatic period of American his-

tory,

There is. no more worthy object in

the world than this plan of Mr. Fox's
which is to perpetuate, in the films, the
thrilling and dramatic life which has
resulted in the typical American char*
acter of to-day. We are all proud of our history and
proud of the part each section played in making this
great story. Even though the incidents which are known
to you are trivial, they may be of the greatest impor-
tance, particularly when the preparation of a film is considered.

Write out as briefly as you can some historic incident which is

treasured in your locality. Screenland circulates through the length
and breadth of these United States, and there are many stories and
legends which have come down to us from our fathers which never
have been printed in the books of history. It is these picturesque facts
which could be made into a film and such a film would truly represent
the spirit of America.

In order to illustrate the kind of true historical event desired, the
following is an example of the kind of contribution that woul'd be
eligible fox' a prize (we hope to receive better ones, however):

"Miss Rachel Carter, a school ma'am in New Durham Township, La Porte
County, Indiana, about 1830, had a thrilling experience when the Indians

used to walk silently into the schoolhouse and stolidly watch
the whites. Finally "Twin Squaw" told Miss Carter that when
the corn was knee high the Indians intended to kill all the
whites. The resourcefulness of the pioneer was in Miss Carter's
answer when, taking up a handful of sand and letting it run
through her fingers, she turned to the squaw and said, "We
know, and white soldiers from the East as many as the' sands
are ready/ The next morning no trace of Indians
be found."

was to

It will be seen that, while this incident appears to be

(( This scene from the great Fox picture, "The
Iron Horse," is a perfect example of the
filming of an incident. The picture itself
has established Mr. Fox as a producer with
fine patriotic enthusiasm. The railroad was
finished as shown here, and the last spi\e

Si !i4 Id) was driven while frenzied
i the great event. Observe
IDEK[T ma\es the picture.



ISTORICAL

First Prize

Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

Total

$250.00

100.00

50.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

$500.00
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d^In the Fox filming

of the O. Henry

stories you will

find young and
tric\y
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3~tarlan

Photograph by
Witsel Studios



BEFORE THEY WERE FAMOUS

£blleen ^Tkfoore

d J Worked in a factoryan
By Janice Kingsley

' The spirit tha
made Colleen the

life of the candy

factory too\ her

to stardom.

COLLEEN Moore and I were fellow workers

several years ago and I believe I can tell your

readers a few interesting things about Colleen

Moore.

Kathleen Morrison (as she was known then) was quite

a jolly person and was not unlike her screen personality.

It was quite some time before I learned that she was

in pictures. My, what a thrilling surprise it was to drop

into a "movie" and see her playing opposite Charles Ray

as a country lass. Colleen has improved in looks very

much in the last two or three years. Much more graceful

and filled out.

Well, readers, you are probably more interested in

what my story of Colleen is in the early days and of

my close associations with her.

The way we met was during Christmas time when

we both worked at Bishop's candy factory. Our main

object being able to learn the art of dipping chocolates

C[ "The Desert Flower" is the

story of a girl with very

little money. Colleen

\nows that life, too.

although our positions (if you may call

it that) didn't last long enough. Our
work was packing chocolates in these

fancy boxes and we ate about every

third one the first day; since then I've

never had much use for them. How we
hated the forelady; and no one would
blame us if they had to work under such

a person. She was positively mean. I'll

never forget the day little "Colleen" lost

her patience with this old woman and threw

a nice fat squashy strawberry chocolate cream
at her landing right on her chin. They never

found out who played the trick, however, and
I don't think they ever will.

After leaving that place we both started

to look for another way of making our living.

Without any experience we applied for

positions as waitresses in a small restaurant

and were accepted. Colleen was surely there

when it came to serving people, especially the

opposite sex. Although one can't really call

her a beauty, she had a very jolly personality.

Colleen Moore is great he-

cause she \ept a brightly

shilling ideal while she
climbed upward.

Once Upon
a Time

DID you ever

know one of

the girls or boys

who has since be-

come preat in theo
movies? Write

SCREENLAND
and you will be

well paid if your

letter is printed.



C7 wers in
(\The beauties of the whole world

bring to us their loveliness.

f( Pola T^egri first

among the for-

eign invaders
end first to win
ov.r affection.
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elting Pot

0[Vilma Ban\y
has air e ady
made her first

American pic-
ture and made
it note worthy
by her charm.

C[ Races mingle and new races result. Civilisation

advances and peoples the world over understand

each other better because of the wanderers who
seek far horizons. €[ America has the greatest film

industry and to us come all the great of the cinema
to reap their reward in gold and glory. Meanwhile
Americans push over the edge of the world with
cash registers and cook stoves, cars and cotton goods.

May they receive the same genuine welcome as we
gladly extend to these maids of the camera.

Greta Gar bo
hist off the boat

from Sweden
where she ran\s

first in the
aims.

\



Eighteen Great
(\The Paramount School is now in

swing. If you are ambitious to be a
movie player, here are some ofthe things

you must know.

Robert Andrews
of J^ew Tor\—
a candidate for

fame.
By Blake McVeigh

({Gymnastics form an important part of
the training to give the students grace
and poise.

T the end of their first month's training, eighteen
embryonic motion picture stars, now students
of the Paramount Picture School, are begin-
ning to glow with a brighter lustre.

True, they do not as yet gleam resplendently like stars
of the first constellation such as Gloria Swanson, Pola
Negri, Thomas .Meighan and Richard Dix. They still

have hundreds of difficult details to master concerning
the exacting but fascinating and profitable art of acting
in front of the grinding movie camera. One of the most
valuable results of their preliminary study, indeed, is the
fact that every single one of them would be the first to
admit that they have a long journey yet before they are
equipped to wear the coveted stellar halo.
However, the .fact remains that all

of these enthusiastically ambitious
youths and maidens have manifested
splendid talent during the first mile-

stone of the arduous six months'
course that will point the way to-

ward the crests of film fame. Al-
ready they have abundantly justified

the rosy hopes entertained by Jesse L. Lasky and Tom
Terriss, veteran director (and principal of the Paramount
School), when they culled the gifted eighteen from thirty

thousand screen-struck boys and girls of all the hamiecs
towns and cities in the entire United States.

Mr. Lasky and Mr. Terriss will be much surprised
and greatly disappointed if several of the prize students
do not develop into popular leading men and women
sOon after graduation in December. Virtually every one
of the pupils even at this early date has displayed herself;
or himself to marked advantage in particular roles. Fori
example,, some of the girls and boys wear costumes of
bygone days with rare elegance. Others clearly show
that their particular forte would be the impersonation
of hard-riding Westerners, or 192 <

> tempestuous vouth.
Some of the folks

about the school

J^lext month.

Bla\e McVeig
about the starl

, in SCREENLAND,

h will tell more

ets.

Josephi§
Dunn ta\e.~

her daily'
driving lei

11



Adventures—CHAPTER II

some idea of Blackton's potentialities.

Josephine Dunn brings to mind the piquant

and blonde Pauline Garon. Dorothy Nourse
might be mistaken for May McAvoy. Harriett

Krauth is a lovely type who wears ancient veh

vets like a queen. She looks like Pauline Fred'

erick when that eminent actress was younger.

Ethelda Kenvin is an accurate counterpart of

Betty Compson.
Jack Luden is the Jack Holt type. He is a

marvelous athlete and has a splendid physique.

Walter Goss, like Blackton, has an interesting

face and a fine bearing. He is the Earle Wil-

liams type, only with certain traits of person-

ality of his own and more dash

than the hugely popular Mr.
Williams had in his heydey.

Robert Andrews, Marian Ivy

Harris, William Dillon, Lorraine

Eason and La Verne Lindsay

cannot readily b e associated

(Continued on page 76)

G[ Lorraine Eason,

Thelma Todd
and La Verne
Lindsay on the

bridle path i n
Central Par\
where the class

rides daily.

C[ The boys learn fencing from Prof. Marcel Cabijos.

Left to Right—William Dillon, ]ac\ Luden, Charles

Bro\aw, Claud Buchanan, Walter Goss, Charles Rogers,

Greg Blac\ton, Robert Andrews and Irving Hartley.

compare these scholars with well-known actors. Mona Palma is described

as the very womanly type, like Florence Vidor. Thelma Todd is likened

to the regal Alice Terry. Claud Buchanan may best be pictured as

the manly, chivalrous type portrayed by Richard Barthelmess.

Charles Brokaw has indicated a penchant for sophisticated roles such

as William Powell and John Gilbert are generally found in. He may CT Dorothy "Hourse,

become the school's bad boy. Charles Rogers bears the markings of
l°

rnierl
T?!f

°^ R
£
X'

Charley Ray. He is wistfully boyish and so human! Greg Blackton S^t^iJS
1 \ i i r it i • 1 1 11 11 C n0W °! t,lC " nll£

has a remarkable face. You can t rightly say that he resembles any or
]ess worid f t]ie

the well-known players of the screen, but if you can picture the well- photograph by scret i

chiseled features of Alfred Lunt, only stronger and sharper, you will have William Potter
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Parties
of the

Picture

People
By Grace YLingsley

' When Carmel
Myers steps
out to a party
she ta\es the

spirit of rev-

elry with her.

QHas Miss Kingsley hidden

the sobriquet of Patsy, th

Patsy the Party-Hound simply wouldn't be either abses

from nor tardy at one of those Hollywood parties fc

anything!

And a party in Hollywood is likely to happen at ars

minute. So you can see how busy she is.

Everybody in Hollywood knows Patsy and Patsy knows ever.'

body, and she is invited just everywhere.

Patsy is just one of those bush league amateur ingenues
doesn't broadcast her stuff on the screen, you know, as a genera
thing— doesn't have to, though occasionally she does a bit in
picture; her dad owns what Patsy calls one of those Early
Universal-period-Spanish-haciendas-on-a-Hollywood-hill and h a
one of those great, wide
open pocket-books.

If BullMontana throws
one o f those spaghetti

dinner parties where you
roll your own spaghetti

and heaven help you if

your folk slips, Patsy is on
hand. If Mary Pickford

gives one of those

lovely little Y. W.
C. A. parties at

her home in Beverly

i-^fi)
^Rod La Rocque

WJr ind Mabel Long'
street when a jazz Hills for the baby stars and baby sheik:
band blows the — I don't suppose Mary ever gave .

whistle. i , j
c

?
cigarette holder away to a girl as .:

party favor in her life, and you couk
exchange the lace hanky you get ther

for a Sunday school book any time— Patsy is there. I

Samuel Goldwyn gives a stately reception, where you li

down if you like, but usually you don't want to for felt
you'll miss something, as, for instance, whom Rod La
Rocque is flirting with now, Patsy is always on the ins id

looking out. Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis give one of thes
kiddish Hallowe'en parties, where you can see wild Hollywood nigh
life sports in the apple-bobbing and witch-clowning, there will Pats
be in their midst. Or if Bess Meredyth or Agnes Christine John
ston give one of their most charming parties, there you'll find Pats;



real movie star behind

Party Hound?

kidding a baby sheik like Ben Lyon or some
body. If the center of movie doings happens

to be the Cocoanut Grove, there 'neath the shade

of the thirstless cocoanut palms, Patsy will be

Alma Rubens
and her director,

Emmett Flynn,
dancing the tan'

go that put the

Argentine into
the movies.

holding forth; and if the party

is at the Montmartre she will

be seen among those present.

I've known Patsy to do five

parties in one night!

And as for Harry Carey's

and Tom Mix's outdoor ranch

jaz2,eries— well, as Patsy justly

remarks, that is where she lives, moves and has

her bean.

^Xa7" ELL '" exclaimed Patsy, the other day, showing me aW card, "I can tell you right now this invitation is

accepted while it is still on the wing! Guess who it's from!"
"Oh," I said, "Maybe Mabel Normand is pulling one of

those nice little after'theater supper parties she is famous for,

where you can have radio or ginger ale or phonograph music
or sandwiches, or where you can have that self-made music
from the piano, or tell riddles— anything you like — and
nothing is compulsory.'"

"Yes," said Patsy, "or maybe the Warners are having a big reception
for the exhibitors who used to be butter-and-egg men, only it isn't.

It just happens to be an invitation to lunch with Pola Negri, that's

all!"

C[ Irene Rich and John Roche
and several hundred extras in

the party scene from "My
Wife and I."
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Arriving we found a sign on the front door of that
old Southern mansion — it is a Southern mansion on the
outside, you see — to call at the side door.

"What a nice idea!" exclaimed Patsy admiringly. "It
makes you feel at once that you are an intimate— really
a wanted guest— not at all formal and frozen. Still

there is a little reception room between the cozy library
and the door, so that if Pola didn't really want a person
to stay he couldn't."

Pola kept us waiting a few minutes in that interesting
library of her, and it was then that Patsy picked up a
copy of Shaw's "Antony and Cleopatra."

"I know now just who ought to play Cleopatra!" she
exclaimed when Pola entered, "It's yourself!"

Pola smiled in a gratified sort of way, and answered,
"Yes, I mean to some day. And I shall play her like a
spoiled child!"

Pola's hair is cut in a new straight bob, which gives
her the look of a naughty, lovable child.

"Mother is coming out soon, and
I'm going to make her bob her hair
too! ' laughed Pola. "You see natur-
ally I want my mother to look as

young as possible, so that they all

will say, Tola so young!'
"

She showed us her house, which is

mostly Italian, with her bedroom
done in the frothy rococo period with

dainty enamels and many soft yellow

and cream tints and trailing draperies.

There is a sunken bath which leads

off Pola's bedroom.
"Now doesn't that bath just suit Pola?" whispered

Patsy. "Wouldn't the idea of Pola hopping over the
side of the bath-tub just ruin one's ideal? But can't

you see that pantherish creature stepping gracefully down
into that ingrowing tub?"

William Haines came in to lunch from a game of
tennis. He was gay and full of the joy of living, and
he and Pola do seem to be just awfully good friends if

nothing more, as Patsy remarked afterward. You expect
Pola to like exotic men, instead of which she likes whole-
some, boyish ones.

We talked everything from international politics to
the latest scandal during luncheon. Pola is marvelously
well informed. She is a fierce little Polish patriot, and
told us how, when the Germans took Warsaw, she went
into the streets and aided in rescuing the children from
death and starvation.

"You learn from things like this how casual is life,"
she said. "Why, do you know, I met lots of Russians
on my recent trip to Paris, and though they are running
cafes and working at anything they have to do, I don't
think they are the least bit less happy than they were
in Russia."

A dip in the swimming pool was in order after
luncheon, and when Nita Naldi and Phyllis Haver
dropped in, Pola transformed herself into an outdoor girl
quite suddenly. Pola is learning to swim.
"A million dollar bathing girl parade!" cried Patsy.

-arold Lloyd and Mildred Davis delight in kid
parties like Hallowe'en festivities. At one of these

parties, I remember, everybody trooped over to the home
of Lloyd's night watchman, played tick-tack on the old
fellow's window and scared him into calling the police
which Harold didn't know until he looked up into a burly
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(\ The winners of
the dance scholarships

which were offered by

Albertina Rasch will

be announced in the

November Screenland.

cop's face! But both the night watchman and the co
were flabber-gasted when they saw who their victim wa;
and apologetically let Harold go. But of course it wa.
Harold who turned most apologetic, and I believe h
raised that old fellow's wages next day.

Harold is really rather a bashful young man. Th
other night when Mildred gave a party for the girls c

her club, Harold and some of his staff came and oeepec
in at the window, but wild horses couldn't have dragge:
him in among those girls.

The comedian, by the way, is very fond of magi,
tricks, and entertained me all one evening With feats o!
legerdemain. No trick is ever too hard for him to study
out. He does a puzzle every morning—that is providing
he can find one!—just as Doug Fairbanks works out a
crossword puzzle to get his mind working in the mornina

T ARRY Semon and his beautiful young wife, Dorothy
iL^ Dwan, have a beautiful home up on Vine Street in

Hollywood, and there Patsy and ]

have spent many a delightful evening,
Robert Leonard was up there one

night, and in the dim light of the
drawing room, sitting down on a

couch he sat plunk on a pile of
phonograph records which Dorotru
had left carelessly lying there. Bobby
is no light weight, and most of the
records were smashed. Red as a bee-
Bobby hopped up to apologize. Wip
ing his forehead, he sat down again,
in another spot on the couch— and

,
demolished another bunch of records

Larry s Cocoanut Grove parties at the Ambassador
are notable He and Dorothy gave a delightful one
there on Gloria Swanson Night. Gloria of course wa,
accompanied by her French Count husband

Oh, by the way," Patsy asked me, "have you heard
the beginning of that romance?"

I told her I hadn't.

"Well, it seems that Famous Players-Lasky delegated
the Count to look after Gloria and see that her interests
were protected against fortune hunters. The Count saw
to it quite thoroughly— by marrying her himself"

Cocoanut Grove on Tuesday night is brilliant with film
fans. It is always Somebody's night, and on the tables
always are placed wax dolls representing the person whose
night it is. Guests are of course permitted to take the
dolls home with them, and often people buy extra ones
Pf^g

u
a

i

S

ir
lgh aS

f
fty or sixty doIIars for a wax replica

of Mabel Normand or Betty Compson or Jackie Cooaan
No set of people in the world, of course, lend "the

sparkle to such an occasion that the picture stars do.
The Biltmore on Saturday nights and the Montmartre

Cafe m Hollywood on Wednesday ni^ht, and the latt(J
place on Wednesday and Saturday noons, are the mol
famous partying places on the Coast.

Especially is the Biltmore on Saturday night, when
the Sixty Club is giving its monthly ball in the ?reat
ball-room, a popular and brilliant place.

John Roche took Patsy and me to the dance the other
night. Just everybody was there. Norma and Constanci
Talmadge, Buster Collier, Eugene O'Brien, Mrs. Clarence
Brown, and several others were at one table John
Barrymore, Peggy Hopkins Joyce, May Allison, Claire
Windsor, Bert Lytell, Kathleen Key, Carmel Myers
Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis, Nita Naldi, Paul Bern,'
Patsy Ruth Miller, and scores (Continued on page 70)
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Box,"

1 WENTY years ago,

when Harold Mac-

Grath wrote h i s

"The Man on the

he could have had no

thought that in 1925 his

story would be considered

to contain all the necessary

elements of the perfect mo-

tion picture play. The pic-

ture industry was then in

its earliest infancy, and the

most extravagantly optimis-

tic enthusiast could hardly

have conceived such perfec-

tion in the then new art as

has since been achieved.

Now, Mr. MacGrath's

story is to be offered to

zinema audiences, having

benefited by every advan-

tage that modern picture

production affords, plus the

splendid art of Sydney

Chaplin.

"All the necessary ele-

ments of the perfect motion

picture play." The query

naturally arises: "What are

the necessary elements of

play7
"

Q Why "The Man on the Box"

was good screen material.

By Albert S. Howson

Cf S\d Chaplin, starring in "The Man on

the Box" which Warner Bros, are filming

because this story has all the essential

elements of a great photoplay.

the perfect motion picture

Perhaps the greatest and foremost qualifications of any

successful play or story are: its appeal to the funda-

mental human emotions, its fidelity to life, the sympathy

it establishes in the minds and hearts of its audience, or

reader, with the follies and frailties, the sacrifices and

sufferings, the heroism and fortitude of its characters.

Invariably the audience must be aware of the motives of

the characters, though they themselves act or speak at

cross-purposes. Motivation of character is most essential,

action an absolute necessity.

In "The Man on the Box" the hero disguises himself

as a coachman in order to be near the lady of his heart,

and in this guise is subjected to the gibes and indignities

heaped upon him by his friends. Here we have a situa-

tion which, while exciting the risibilities, at the same time

stimulates the sympathy of the beholder, for if "all the

world loves a lover" surely this lover is loved; and more

especially will the ladies sympathize with him and his

"her." How fervently will they hope that all may be

well, and inwardly "agitate" at the disaster which con-

stantly threatens the union of these loving hearts.

' Sympathy is the keynote of all humanity, be it engen-

dered by humorous or tragic circumstance. Mr. Mac-

Grath himself tells a story

of Rastus, who, anticipat-

ing that season of festivity

and rejoicing which marks

the beginning of the calen-

dar year, decided that he

would 1 a y aside a small

weekly sum toward the
purchase of good cheer.

The day arrived and with

his "ten," the fruit of his

self- deprivation, he ambled

forth. The treasure se-

cured, a problem confront-

ed him—how to convey it

safely home. He placed it

against his chest, buttoned

the lower button of his

coat, and cheerily went his

way. The day was raw.

He had almost reached his

destination, when an un-

controllable desire seized

him. He sneezed. His ab-

dominal muscles contracted,

his treasure, released from

his security, crashed to the

pavement. Glass is but
glass. He gazed upon the

ruin with lack-lustre eye and ruefully scratched his head.

"There's New Year's,"said Rastus, "there's New Year's

come and gone." Again I say, sympathy is the keynote

of all humanity.

In judging and selecting moving picture material, the

scenario department must take into consideration many
things, and view the prospects from various angles. A
primary thought is whether or not the material under

consideration is in any way censorable. Many splendid

books and manuscripts have been rejected because they

contained matter that did not accord with the standard

which Warner Bros, have set for themselves and their

product. In discussing such material with persons sub-

mitting it, they have frequently been offered suggestions

as to how the story might be altered to conform to their

requirements. Such methods are not employed, however;

their object is at all times to keep faith with the public.

The director is an all important factor, for in the last

analysis it is he who can make or mar a picture, and in

the latter case undo and set at naught all the work of

all the departments of the firm. The Warner Brothers

are particularly fortunate in their staff of directors, head-

ed by their ace, the brilliant and versatile Ernst Lubitsch,

whose latest masterpiece, "Kiss Me Again," but raises

him still higher on his pedestal of supremacy.
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GIFTS from
TARS

to

SCREENLAND
READERS

ff This beautiful bag in
10" square and em-
broidered with gold
thread. It has a cir-
cular panel, embroi-
dered in colors, on
both sides. The frame
and clasp are gold-
plated.

ff These orna-
ments av e of
imitation jade
surrounded by
brilliants and
were worn by
Gloria Swan-
son on a fancy
pair of danc-
ing slippers in
"Manhandled."

df Gloria Swanson with
Larry Gray in "The
Coast of Folly." You

AT the wardrobe sales in wiu notice on Gloria's
tt 11 i .1 right arm the bag which
riollywood the garments is to be given to the

and trinkets that have be- w
e
hT*%s™n thTllst

come well known through letter about Gloria.

use in famous productions
are sold to the public.

It is impossible for all the friends of the
screen players to appear at these wardrobe
-sales, and so Screenland is happy to announce
that some lovely things have been turned over
to us by Famous Players-Lasky for distribution
to friends of the stars.

These articles will be given out through
competitive fan letter contests, which are open
to every reader of Screenland.
And as there are young men who properly claim

the distinction of being most ardent worshippers of
these screen stars, it is probable that they will win
many of these souvenirs. It may be that one of these
trophies will serve as a figurehead on a college boy's
speedster, or it may be that in some village of the
North country a movie fan in storm -assailed cabin or
hemlock-guarded camp will treasure one of these
intimate gifts.

What You MuB Do
Write to Screenland your feeling about the player

who has made famous the article you wish, and if

your letter, in the opinion of the Editor, is the best,
briefest, clearest and most appreciative "fan letter"
that we receive in the contest, then the article that
you are interested in will be sent to you — postpaid
and free of charge.

CT Esther Ralston and Richard Dix in ''The Lucky Devil "
Esther Ralston, is H earing the cute little green tain which
will be given, to the best fan. letter about Esther

([This little hat
is made of soft
green and
white French
felt and can
be crushed up
in a pocket
without a ii y
bad results.

'This little evening dress is of
changeable blue and peach
taffeta u'ith panels of pale blue
tulle falling from the waist.
The tulle panels are trimmed
with wreaths of velvet pansies.
Esther Ralston icore this dress
in "The Little French Girl"
and it would fit a slim girl
about 5 feet 8 inches tall.



Would you like to have FREE something
your favorite star has worn?

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation have turned over to

SCREENLAND eleven valuable articles for distri-

bution among the fans.

'Lois Wilson and Bebe Daniels
shown icith "Valentino in a scene
from "Monsieur Beaucaire." There
are two articles in this picture
which are to be given away—the
delicate mirror in Lois Wilson's
hand and the fan Bebe carries.

" This fan, which Bebe Dan-
iels carried in "Monsieur
Beaucaire," is of white lace
with gold filigree. Tlie cute
idea of the holes for the
eyes makes it very individ-
ual. This fan is of real
value, although it has been
brolcen and repaired.

ff Wow many girls have wished that they were in
Carol Dempster's shoes? Well, here's your chance.

These' gold slippers* were worn by Miss Dempster
in "That Royle Girl" — to be released soon— and
are size 5AA.

For example, if you would care to have the beau-

tiful bag that Gloria Swanson uses in "The Coast

of- Folly" write a letter which expresses your feel-

ings about Gloria Swanson, not necessarily in con-

nection with "The Coast of Folly," but more about

the pleasure you have received from watching her

in any of the successful films in which she has

appeared. Your letter must be addressed to the

contest in which you are interested. For instance,

for the Gloria Swanson Bag, the letter would have

to be addressed: Gloria Swanson Bag Contest,

SCREENLAND Magazine, 236 West 55th Street,

New York, N. Y.

There has never been a successful

film without a large measure of sen-

timent. It is the life blood of every

story. And those of us who par-

ticularly enjoy the motion pictures

are probably among the most senti-

mental of all audiences, or at least

we are emotionally easily stirred. It

is for this reason that these trophies

and souvenirs of the stars will mean
more than their actual value to

motion picture enthusiasts. The
gifts have considerable real value,

but unless the sentimental value to

you is far greater, you will never be

able to write the letter that will

bring you one of these intimate gifts.

But if you sufficiently understand

the make-believe lives of these play-

ers you will have no difficulty in

telling what they mean to you.

The fan letters do not have to

Th is is a beaut if ally
wrought hand-mirror with
a jewel-encrusted cove)—
it is shown closed in this

picture. It is worn as a
pendant at the end of a
chain. It is 4" in length.
This will go to the fan
who writes the best letter
about Lois Wilson.
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(T This dress you can see in "Wild
Wild Susan" if you look quickly
enough, for Bebe in that picture is
her most fascinating, vivacious self.
The dress is green flannel with silver
collar and cuffs, and fits Bebe who,
as you know, is 5 feet 4 inches tall
and a perfect 36.

have suggestions nor criticisms. But both of these would be in order
When you sit down to write a letter for this contest you will fine

very likely that among all the thoughts you have it is difficult to

know which one to choose and difficult to express just what you think.

That is the value of this contest. The composing of the letter wili

do you more good probably than the gifts would. Always remembe:
if you do not win the prize it will be because you are unable to feel,

or to express your feelings.

Here is an opportunity to improve yourself.

Conditions

:

1. There are eleven separate contests.

You may enter as many of these contests as you desire
but you must write a separate letter for each one.

Keep a copy of your letter if you value it. No letters

be returned. -

Neatness and legibility will be taken into consideration.

The contests will close on the 15 th of October, 1925.

Address your letter to the contest you wish to enter:

will

4

5

6

No. 1 — Gloria Swanson's Bag Contest.

No. 2— Esther Ralston's Hat Contest.

No. 3 — Nita Naldi's Spanish Scarf Contest.

No. 4 — Nita Naldi's Spanish Comb Contest.

No. 5 — Lois Wilson's Mirror Contest.

No. 6— Bebe Daniels' Fan Contest.

No. 7 — Gloria Swanson's Buckles Contest.

No. 8 — Esther Ralston's Dress Contest.

No. 9 — Carol Dempster's Gold Shoes Contest.

No. 10— Bebe Daniels' Dress Contest.

No. 11 — Esther Ralston's Scarf Contest.

'Esther Ralston wears
this lovely scarf in "The
Lucky Devil." It is
French blue crepe de
chine with ornamental
ends of printed crepe,
and is three yards long
and twenty inches tvide.

" This red comb from Nita
Naldi's costume measures
12" and is shown in the
picture, "The Sainted
Devil." The richness of
the design is character-
istic of the Spanish love
for ornamentation.

' This black silk fringed
scarf is appliqned in the
Spanish custom with yel-
low, white and red pieces
of silk. The appreciative
fan will get an added
thrill out of the tiny holes
where Nita Naldi pinned
it on when dressing for
the famous scene with
V alentino.
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1 hey re Off
SCREENLAND'S CONTEST
WINNERS HAVE STARTED

By Rodney Hkkok

1 SUPPOSE you have all been wondering what happened to

the contest winner who was chosen from among the many
entries throughout the country. You remember the con-
test to give a young girl a chance in the movies? Well,

I am here to tell you all about it. She is with Allan Dwan
and getting her chance in Gloria Swanson's new starring
vehicle; and this is how it happened:
Tom Terriss chose Jeanne Lorraine as the winner,

intending to use her in his next production, accord-

ing to his promise to Screenland. But his pro-

duction plans were changed. He was selected as

head of the new Paramount Picture School, because
of his "destiny eye," I guess, and he is very busy
trying to find and develop new talent for the screen.

Consequently he is making no productions until

later in the year and it looked as though he might
not make good his agreement with Screenland.
He asked Mr. Dwan if there was anything suitable

for Miss Lorraine in his forthcoming production; if so

would he give her a chance at it? Mr. Dwan will-

ingly agreed. He interviewed Miss Lorraine, with
the result that she will appear in his new produc-
tion, "Stage Struc\," starring the same Glorious
Gloria.

And so, through the helpful generosity of Allan •

Dwan, Tom Terriss fulfills his promise to Screen -

LAND by proxy; and Jeanne Lorraine gets her chance
in the movies.

Allan Dwan who became famous through the direct
tion of Douglas Fairban\s in "Robin Hood" now is

directing Gloria Swanson in "Stage Struck."

(£ Tom Terriss ma\ing the
tests of Jeanne Lorraine
which resulted in secur-

ing for her a part in
Gloria Swanson' s pic
ture.

' Mr. Rowland of First T^a-

tional Pictures has given

Miss Minette Humphries,
the Screenland Contest
"Winner, a thorough test to

establish the \ind of part

for which she is best suit'

ed. For these tests, the

.young winner and her

mother came to 7\[ew Yor\
from Evansville, Ind., for
a few days and First T^d-

tionflJ paid all the bills.
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ew o/creenplays
Reviewed by

D e 1 igh t Evans

A poor little lonely tramp, starving and frozen but game.

Gold
AN OPEN LETTER FROM

TROUBLED HEART

ush

Dear Miss Barefax:

7"hat shall I do? As one girl to another,

try and tell me. You have solved so many
girls' problems so maybe you can help me.
I certainly need it.

I have been admiring a young man for years and years.

He was not exactly handsome and his taste in dress was
not what you call natty; but his heart was in the right

place and when he smiled I would forgive him anything,

even for wearing shoes ten sizes too big for him. He
behaved all right—except that he had a bad habit of
tripping up fat men and thumbing his nose at policemen
and kicking people in the pants—but the way he did it

you couldn't hold it against

him. I didn't see him for

three or four years and gosh,

how I missed him! Then
not so long ago I heard he
was going to be in town,
and I waited to see if he had
changed. And now— and
now!

Well, I'm telling you I

didn't know it was the same
young man. He dressed the
same all right, and h e

walked the same and wore
the same funny baggy pants

and big shoes and derby, and
still boasted that lovely little

moustache. But he was dif-

ferent, somehow. And when
he started in to act up, some-
thing was missing. He was
much more of a little gentle-

man than he used to be

—

in fact, I think he kicked
somebody in the face only
once; and he didn't trip up
anybody at all. I wouldn't
have known him. My heart
is broken.

Oh, Charlie, Charlie—how

could you! Here Broadway has been waiting nigh on
three years for you, and traffic was tied up on the great
light way when you came to town in The Gold Rush.
When you came down the aisle of the Strand Theatre
everybody cheered; it was just like old times. Then the
picture started. You have the part of a life-time, Charlie—a

.

poor little lonely tramp, mixed up in the hectic days
of _ 'forty-nine, starving and frozen, but game. You love
this girl and she kids you along and makes you think
she cares, too—when all the time she thinks you're just
a little bum, not worth bothering about. You should
have been pathetic and hilarious, and pitiful and funny.

You never had a theme
which suited you so well.

But you've changed, Charlie.

What's happened to you?
Have "you been imbibing

ideas a la Joe von Sternberg
Have you listened to the
high-brows who just discov-

ered you a few months ago
after the rest of the world
has known you for a genius
for ten years? Are you tak-

ing yourself seriously? What
you used to do— are you
ashamed of that, now? Have
you exchanged your derby
for a high hat? Somehow I

can't believe that. When
you responded to the cheers
at the end of The Gold Rush,
and stepped out on the stage
and said "a few words," you
seemed honest enough, and
sincere, and unspoiled. You

, can still blush, Charlie. But
> where's your slap-stick? Have

you just decided to discard
it for a while-, or have you
thrown it away altogether?
Before I break risrht down

gold in them thar fulls;"
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and sob, Charlie, I want to ask you why you ever made

a picture labelled "a dramatic comedy," with only one

or two real howls in all the eight reels, and long stretches

of stuff which the yes-men of the world may tell you

is art, but which is certainly not good entertainment.

Have you forgotten the kids who are crazy about you;

and all the others who want a big laugh more than any-

thing, whether it's art or not? After The Gold Rush,

I wouldn't have been surprised to see a broken heart

for every bulb on Broadway.

There was gold in them thar hills, Stranger, but you

didn't find it.

(Signed) Just a Girl Who Can't Forget.

C[ The Merry Widow

The .Merry Widow

ets the estate
^rr -p-EARS from now, when The Merry Widow has

been filmed again, and some cutie plays the

part, the old, wise guys will shake their heads

and mutter into their beards: "Ah, yes—but

you should have seen Mae Murray!"

The Merry Widow of today's film is not the Merry

Widow of the musical play. Where's that sheath gown

with the snappy slit skirt my great-uncle used to tell us

children about as we gathered at his feet? Where's that

picture-hat? All gone. They've white-washed the Merry

Widow. She's had her face lifted, and emerges as a

radiant, shy ingenue. She isn't continental at all; she's

Irish. You'll like her that way. And you'll like her boy

friend, better known as Prince Danilo, who, if his head

were not shaved, might be mistaken for the widow's

childhood sweetheart, back in our alley.

The Merry Widow—Sonia, the European original

—

has been transformed to Sally, shy little dancer of a

"Manhattan Follies" troupe which wanders into the myth-

ical kingdom of Monteblanco. Sonia is probably more

surprised than anybody at the change. But it works.

Sally's not too shy to captivate the two leading men of

the kingdom, Crown Prince Mirko, champion sneerer,

and his cousin Prince Danilo, champion charmer. .
Sally

is independently Irish; but after several glances at Prince

Danilo she's ready to change her nationality. Wait

—

she doesn't know yet that he's a Prince. She consents

to have supper with him. Now when the Prince said

supper, he meant supper. But how was Sally to know?

She'd always gone away hungry from suppers before.

She loved Danilo, so this time she stayed.

After he has smashed her heart, the lovely dog, she

finds he's a Prince and can't be after marryin' every col-

leen who comes along. All right, says Sally—or maybe
begorra—I'll marry the rich old man. Considerately, he

dies right after the wedding. Sally is—the Merry Widow.
And so to Paris. Danilo comes there to drink and forget.

Mirko comes to marry the widow. There's a duel; there's

—well, the picture is in ten reels not counting those

added by the Prince; but it seems more like five, espe-

cially when Mae and Jack get going. There's something

old-fashioned about the whole show, even though Erich

von Stroheim did direct. The love story is charming and

poetic, rather than hectic—more Griffith than von Stro-

heim. If you don't believe any more in mythical Princes

and virtuous dancers and night-life at Maxim's, stay

home and get station WJAZZ on the radio. But you'll

miss a lot of fun.

When I say old-fashioned, don't get the wrong im-

pression. There are modern wild parties if you like them.

If you want expensive scenery and extras, you'll find

them. If you crave action, there are the scenes in which

the Prince smashes his royal cousin in the nose, kicks

his aide, kisses a peasant wench, and beats up his cousin

again. And the duel—mustn't forget the duel, between

the Prince and the Crown Prince; and which one wins?

Why, the Crown Prince, and so's your old man.

Just wait until you see Jack in that uniform—just wait.

You might write to him now, before the picture hits your

home-town, and order your autographed photograph well

in advance. That's just a tip from one who fell, and fell

hard, for young Mr. Gilbert. He sacrified his lovely

curls for his art and on one occasion appears in a costume

which looks like a fancy night-shirt; but little things like

that, can't stop the boy. He's charming. And Mae Mur-
ray shares with him—fifty-fifty. She's never been so

lovely—she's the Merry Widow. She plays this time

without fluttering. She never seems to be trying to out-

Pavlowa in a rendition of the dying swan. She's beauti-

ful—and speaking of night-gowns, if the editor doesn't

interrupt, and if Mr. Hays doesn't snip the scene, she

wears a black lace one which will make all those mean
critics who have said she can't act put her right in the

Duse class. The villain is Roy D'Arcy, who has the

worst sneer you ever saw. Only the director himself

could have sneered better.

MAE MURRAY IS SCREENLAND'S

ONE BEST BET ofthe MONTH
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C[ Never the Twain Shall Meet

Don't You BELIEVE It
V"ever the Twain Shall Meet— but don't let the title

deceive you. I know how you must feel about one more
South Sea island thing. I felt the same way. But this

is the shock of the season. If anybody had told me—well,

live and learn, as the saying goes, and how's your uncle?
The heroine is one of those wild little things who flings herself

about in tropical abandon and mortifies the cast, though not the
audience, by refusing to put on any more clothes. She falls in love
with Bert Lytell but renounces him. He follows her back to the
South Seas and marries her, but they don't get along, see? And that's

that. The same thing might happen to a couple of people up in

Harlem and nobody would give a darn. But a row of palms has
magic power. A ukelele is mightier than the baby grand. In other
words, a love story laid in the tropics has everything its own way.
Anita Stewart as the tropical princess, Tamea, is irresistible. Anita

is perhaps the last person you would select to portray tropical passion
and things like that. But Anita fools you by playing it for all she's
worth and a couple of beads. She's a lovely girl—I can say so
without fear of contradiction; but I bet her own mother didn't know
her in this. She's the spirit of the south seas—I've never been there
but I know what I've read. She's a wicked number, that's what
she is. Bert Lytell has a hard time keeping up with her, but don't
blame him for that. I liked the ending until Huntley Gordon was
dragged in to share the sunset with Anita. I like Huntley but he
seems to me the last man in the movies who would travel to the
south seas to see any girl.

Peter B. Kyne, who wrote the story, also assisted in its picturisation.
But Kyne didn't take any mean advantages. And, altogether after
seeing Tamea—is altogether.

Anita Stewart as Ta
wic\ed number, and
tell has a hard time
up with her.

mea is a
Bert Ly
\eepino

({Wild Horse Mesa

JvLen WILL BE

MEN

I

C Billie Dove
and ]ac\ Holt
romp around
God's play
ground.

"F I ever see Jack Holt in a picture in

which he does not talk to his hoss and
fight with one, or both, of the Beery
brothers, I shall go home and take a

good, long rest; I will know that I am not
feeling right.

The latest Zane Grey romp around God's playground
is Wild Horse Mesa, and it is as good as any, if you
happen to like Zane Grey. Some of the most stunning
scenery a camera ever recorded, plenty of horses, Jack,
Noah, Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and Billie Dove are scrambled
into something resembling drama. The trouble is, there's

no suspense any more. If, just for a change, they would
let Jack talk to his horse all he wants to and Noah Beery
make love to Billie Dove and be accepted, then there
would be an element of novelty about the thing. As it

is, you can write your own plot, although I hope you
won't be guilty of such captions as are sprinkled, with a

wild

generous hand, through Wild Horse Mesa.
The most interesting part of it concerns the

horses, and George Seits—who, by the way, does every-
thing possible with his material—secured some gorgeous
shots of them. He also seemed to understand Billie Dove
better than any director for a long time. Billie is perhaps
the prettiest girl in the world—I don't mean beautiful,
handsome, stunning, or smart, but pretty—and she's so
pretty that she sometimes cloys. Seitz has shown us her
human side. Despite his efforts, if he makes another one
of these, nothing will drag me to it—not even the wild
horses.



C[ The Goose 'Woman

Wtfo th c r Goose
MAKES GOOD

HERE is a brand'new jingle for your Mother

Goose books. Good old Goosie has at last

caught the trend of things and brings herself

right up to date. She drinks gin, gets a facial,

and otherwise shows she knows what's what. The chil-

dren are justified for their long and patient interest in

the lady; in fact, it might pay them to look her up again,

and talk over old times.

Just because The Goose Woman is a fine

picture is no reason for getting serious

about it. It is good, and it is diverting

—

a combination seldom achieved. Clarence

Brown may have been just another direc

tor before; now he will be remembered.

He must have almost all the qualities neces'

sary for directorial distinction, because

The Goose Woman couldn't have been

easy to make. It is replete with pitfalls

for the too-eager director. He might have

fallen a dozen times. But

not even in the mother-son

scenes does he let his emo-

tions get the best of him.

There is so much plot that

to tell a little would be to

give it all away. And every

reel is as full of surprises as

a birthday cake. Louise

Dresser, in the title role, fur-

nishes many of them. She is

seen as a broken-down old

woman whose only compan-
ion is a faithful goose. She

has alienated the world, even

her own son. Then circumstances restore her to her

former grandeur, and she -is -able to make up for all she

has lost. It is interesting to watch Miss Dresser in this

part. She was once a celebrated musical comedy star,

you know; and when, in this picture, the goose woman
drags out old photographs of herself, they happen to be

Miss Dresser's own. It's the part of a lifetime, and
Douise Dresser is superb in it.

"It's the part of
a lifetime, and
Louise Dresser is

superb in it."

Gf Under the Rouge

Hows Your

I
THOUGHT for a minute that Under the Rouge was
another one of those cosmetic ads that points to a

picture of two girls and says: "Mother and Daugh-

ter—Guess Which? The sweet, natural, wholesome

type of girl is the girl a man wants for a wife. Would
he marry her?" They could never get away with things

like that on the screen.

Under the Rouge, however, concerns the tin you love

to touch. It's a crook picture—even Tom Moore is

crooked, so you see how crooked it must be. When he

reformed he almost broke this girl's little heart—for I

am so easily taken in, and I thought Tom was really

getting tough on us. As a story, Under the Rouge has

such situations as the hero pinning his own war cross
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on the mothers dress and telling her it's her son's his
buddy, who dacd in action; and the rescue of the

heroine just as she is about to be whirled over the rapids
which was what she wanted, anyway. Eileen Percy look"
like a nice sensible girl; but in this picture she acts like
a ninny. Here s Tom in love with her all the time, and
she keeps on spurning him. A group of us girls in the
audience just got right up to our feet and cried- "If you
don t want him we want him," or words to that effect

lorn Moore has no scruples whatever. He'll break
your heart with a gesture. He is not at all considerate
and no sooner has he torn you to little bits than he
proceeds to step all over your emotions again. I'd call

«a J""*
a g

,

r£
f S^een aCt0r

'
lf any°ne would listen.

- And, concludes the complexion ad—and the picture
if you want to be the kind of girl a man wants to

marry, use our soap." It's soft.

1 d call Mr. Moore a great
screen actor, if anyone would
listen."

<KThe Girl Who Wouldn't Wor\

Who Could Blame
Her? T^he Girl who Wouldn't Work

will be remembered, if not for its

pleasant, high-sounding title, then
as the first picture on record in

C Lionel Barrymore, bless his

heart, gets the girl!

({Lilyan T'ashman in "The Girl
Who Wouldn't Work."

which Lionel Barrymore, bless his heart, gets
the girl. Mr. Barrymore certainly deserves
to. He has wandered around the screens
lately looking like a walking illustration of
"All Alone." He is the man who sighs and
shrugs when the young hero takes into his
arms the only little woman in the world.
He tries to act as if he doesn't mind, but
you know he does; and why not, when. any
girl, even a movie star, in her right senses
would prefer him to any other man in the cast?

In his present picture Lionel Barrymore looks even more like sister Ethel in
his own way, than ever. He plays a rich bachelor-you know, one of those

tT^T U
CUt
I

duuad^ ^ little apartment. Although he takes

vpt Mr R
D automobile rides and she never had walked home from oneyet Mr Barrymore isn t satisfied

; he determines to add Marguerite de la Motte

In iV T°
n
A

Mar
£
U
t
nte is a clerk in * store, which seems silly wh^

all shed have to do would be to get a job in the Follies; but there she isanyway, engaged to the floorwalker, Forrest Stanley, though she worries him"'and Henry Waltha
,
her father, almost frantic because she insists on thraSmoney away on silk stockings. Things come to a head when she demandsstocking money and dad won't give it to her, and she goes riding with LW

Tn Z TS^ haP/fS then! 1€S °ne °f th°se "differ pkZl sIn the end, Marguerite and Lionel indulge in a clinch, and cheers were heardm the projection room Mr Barrymore deserved them; so did Miss de a Motte

t it €°AP ,
f°r

,
her aCting

' ?
h<S °ne^ who doe n't workat it. She depends upon her art to see her through, and it won't be her faultit people persist in concentrating elsewhere. The Girl who Wouldn't Work iseconomically directed by Marcel de Sano, one of the very new, ven ^ouridirectors. The other day he was doing two-reel comedies. Today he's reinvcTt*ing a Barrymore. And doing it darn well. Oh, for the life of a mt c
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C[A Slave of Fashion

LAVES of
I'm

speaking of at least two dandy

girls who might be better off if they

hadn't the misfortune to be starred.

Norma Shearer has just been
elevated to single billing and, thanks to

the aplomb of picture magnates, has had

a mediocre story shoved off on her. It's

true that the finer the actress, the worse

she seems in indifferent vehi'

cles. A pretty sap may shine

i n a story t o match. A
Norma Shearer, like a rare

jewel, needs a suitable set'

ting. She doesn't get it in

her first stellar story, A Slave

of Fashion. It's frothy stuff,

and it forces Miss Shearer to

be frothy, too. She is held

down by the limitations of

her role; she can't be a Bern-

hardt in a Fannie Brice act.

She may not be blamed be'

cause she looks very beau'

tiful.

HHHHHHBH

(IT^orma Shearer, li\e a rare jewel,

needs a suitable setting.



C[ The Marriage Whirl

DOM
Corinne Griffith is another

martyr to mediocrity. She
does the best work of her

career in The Marriage Whirl,
and it is not her fault if her surround-
ings are not equal to her talents.

Corinne has one or two marvellous
scenes as a neglected wife; in fact, she
passes even m y predictions

for her. She, too, is so very
to look at that, even

she couldn't act worth a

it, let alone a thousand or
would "get over."

beauty is combined
ie and sensitive gift

tomime. If she had
stories and exploita-

would be one of the
three first actresses of

the screen. Meanwhile The
Marriage Whirl, for her per-
formance alone, is worth
seeing.

C Corinne Griffith does the best wor\ of
her career in "The Marriage Whirl."
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C[ Winds of Chance

^Mush On!
C[ An "epic" film of
Dawson in the days

of the gold rush.

"INDS OF Chance is not an effort to compete

with Charlie Chaplin's burlesque gold rush.

But it is almost as funny, in its own quiet

way. It has a huge cast which went 'way
up thar somewheres in the mts. to film snow scenes and
almost fro2,e to death, and all for us. But they might
as well have stayed in Hollywood for all the good they

do me.

Frank Lloyd is such a nice man, I hate to say any
thing against one of his pictures. But I can't help think-

ing that Mr. Lloyd is completely lost when assigned to

direct one of these "epic" things. Why not let him
alone to mull over the vagaries of human nature in his

nice, competent, quiet way? Of course, there may have
been human nature up in Dawson in the days of the

gold rush, but Mr. Lloyd doesn't seem to have ferreted

it out. His actors all act as if they heartily wished them'

selves back home in Hollywood, and seem to think that

if they act hard enough, maybe Mr. Lloyd will send them

back sooner.

The story is by Rex Beach and I wish someone would

tell me what it is all about. Anna Q. Nilsson plays a

countess, Ben Lyon is "the boy," Viola Dana is Hobart

Bosworth's daughter and Hobart drinks and Vi imitates

the little girl in Ten Nights in a Bar-room— (i. e., obsolete

word meaning speak-easy). There are fights and lots of

rapids and Victor McLaglen rescuing people right and;

left. I like all these people—even Claude Gillingwater

as one of those lovely old funny men—but they made
me nervous skidding around. Thin ice is right.

(CHts Buddy's Wife

c^ferton £bme 'Sack

IF
Glenn Hunter really shares the ambition of the unforgettable Merton

of the Movies to be a "bigger and better and finer actor," he can take

a long breath right now. He is one. He steps into a puny little pic-

ture, "His Buddy's Wife," and while he is on the scene he almost kids

you into believing it's great stuff. He plays a sort of lost puppy part

—

that of a lonely young man who comes back after the war to take his buddy's
place on a New England farm. He runs into trouble, because the narrow-
minded villagers catch him kissing his buddy's wife. Nobody else blames
him, because the wife is Edna Murphy. But Glenn doesn't rise to become
the general manager of the local glue factory, or even of

Edna. The end of the picture finds him just as lost and
as lonely as in the beginning; and your heart goes out to ^ Glenn

him or you're an old tight-wad.
Hunter



Tom Terriss directed and he seemed to realise that in
Glenn Hunter he had a star who knows his business
better than anybody. He lets him pretty much alone.

Such methods might be dangerous with some actors; not

with Glenn. He keeps on the safe side of dignity and
restraint, even in a crying close'up; and you know what
a strain that must have been, even for him.

(C The Home Ma\er

Domestic but Q\X)t Dumb
'

|
if
~\J0

call any picture a domestic drama is to brand
I it and send it out into the world under a cloud.

| And that's a rotten thing to do to any picture.

So let's forget about The Home Ma\er being
omestic. As a matter of fact, she isn't domestic at all.

As a home maker, she's a dismal failure. It's just a
gentle dig at the millions of movie wives and mothers
who made movie homes such pleasant places that movie
husbands and fathers invariably were detained down'
town with the usual complications.

The Home Ma\er plays tag with movie tradition. Its

wife and mother resents domesticity and takes it out on
her family. Her children are sullen and
spoiled, her husband has that hunted look.

Then things happen. The husband loses his

job and tries to kill himself; he falls off a

roof and knows no more— except about
women. She goes out to work in his place.

He's a success as a home
maker. Point your own moral.

There's a terrific climax that

will thrill you as if it were
out of your own life. There's

something in this picture for

everybody, whether you like it

or- not.

King Baggott used to be a

popular actor. If he keeps on
directing with the power he
put over in The Home Ma\er,
hell never go back to acting.

He's there. Somehow or other

Alice Joyce has a habit of be'

ing identified with domestic
problems; she looks as if she
had been coaxed out of the

home just for one picture. But
the men steal all the applause
the husband is sincere, moving, and utterly
charming—and so he naturally gets most of the
sympathy. Except what he shares with a little

boy riamed Billy Kent Schaffer, playing a spoiled
child, who never cared for anything in the world
except a dirty teddy bear until his father stayed
home all the time and won his heart. Billy is a
bad boy or he is another Coogan. Maybe a little

of both.

With this issue, SCREE?{LA7iD presents to its readers reviews by a staff of writers
of whom we have reason to expect great things. Delight Evans is \nown to every
SCREETiLATiP reader. Her mail is the largest and her standing is the highest.

Bill Colling s reviews will also he found in this issue. His reputation is growing.
Read his criticisms.

Morrie Rys\ind, SCREEHLANP'S critic of the theatre, will give you the flavor
of the new shows entertainingly. He is "Morrie" to all Broadway—read his comments.

Clive Brook as

C[ "Alice Joyce has a habit of
being identified with domestic
problems."
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SOME
lS[ew

FILMS

Reviewed by

Bill Colling

Tom certainly can ride. He climbs all over a horse

about the way I do over a typewriter, and with considerably more

scenic effect! But when he dresses up like little Lord Fauntleroy, I

wish-he wouldn't, He is given excellent support by J. Farrell Mac
Donald, Billie Dove and others. Ann Pennington contributes terp'

sichorean interludes. Tony, as usual, is wonderful. The sets are

elaborate. And that's that.

Xady Robinhood
First of all, see it. You'll enjoy it. I did, and any average person

will. I may be wrong in my own estimation there. Some say

I am below average. Well, all the more reason why the average

should enjoy it. It is good entertainment.

It is all that the name implies. A lady Robinhood. And very

well done by Evelyn Brent. Her work is

exceptionally fine. She seems to have al>

sorbed some of the dash and fire of the

screen's male Robinhood. Her riding and
escapes are well worth watching.

dE JjJCKY

Worseshoe

p~T7 NJHJ
pi

I Wl
JA. hi

his is a Tom Mix
picture— so why
worry the good old

ghbrow with an

attempt to be analytical or

overly serious? The dog

days are upon us, and Tom
and dolce far niente with

respect to mental effort go

so well together that I X
would be a captious critic

indeed to make a labored

search for the Higher

Things of the Drama in

connection with any strip

o f celluloid bearing the
magic name of Mix.

Strangely enough, the
one thing I didn't like

—

purely from the standpoint

of hot weather entertain-

ment—about this film was that it seemed

too sissified. The plot starts out in the

usual way—the rancher's daughter goes

abroad where she acquires fiapperism

and a sheik, while the cowboy sings his

lonesome lament to the coyotes. The

girl comes home with her fiance, and all

is set for the wedding—but we see in the close-ups that

all is not well in her heart and that she really loves Tom
Oh, that he would but speak them wondrous woids!

And- then—then the plot goes on a vacation. Tom is

kidnapped to get him out of the way of the jealous

bounder who is to marry the sweet young thing, gets

rapped over the head, and has a dream in which he is

none other than Don Juan After many thrilling adven-

tures, some of which are decidedly clever, he rescues a

damsel in distress. Then Tom wakes up, gets away from

his captors, rides like fury and gets back to the ranch just

in time to bust up the wedding and claim the willing

maiden for his own.

({ ]ac\ Hoxie in "The White
Outlaw," does some wild

riding before he wins Mar-
celine Day.

The locale is an out-of-the-way province in Spain

where the downtrodden peasants are ruled by the mailed

fist of an unscrupulous governor. This governor, in

turn, is under the thumb of one Cabraza, well played

by Boris Karloff, who robs the treasury at will
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Evelyn Brent is Senorita Catalina, the governor's daughter, but
in the mountains she is known to the peasants as La Ortiga, Lady
Robinhood. Miss Brent makes two distinct characters in the dual
role. As the daughter she is the pampered, well dressed Spanish
senorita who lazily waves her fan; and as La Ortiga she is a dash-
ing, wide-awake bandit, the hope of the peasantry and the terror
of chose in power. Being a member of the governor's household
she obtains all information regarding the intentions of her father
and Cabraza and is able to forestall their every move. Their big
scheme is to unload upon an Ameri-
can, Hugh Winthrop, mines and con-

vict labor. But he is captured by
La Ortiga, taken to the hills, and
told he must stop the cruelty admin-
istered upon the convicts working the

mines. Hugh makes his escape and
reports to the governor where he
meets Senorita Catalina and recog-

nizes her as La Ortiga. He keeps
her secret and eventually co-operates

with her in the ultimate arrest of her
father and Cabraza.

And if you were an American and
met a girl like that and went through
the experiences with her which these
two do, what do you think would
happen? You'd fall in love with her,

wouldn't you? Sure thing. Well,
there you are. That is just what
happens to Hugh. By the way, Rob-
ert Ellis gives a splendid performance
as Hugh Winthrop.

"Lady Robinhood" is the sort of
picture that makes one want to put
on some false whiskers or a mask and
go out and round up the cruel land-
lord, the profiteer and the rest of
them and give them what is coming
to them.

>ee it! That's good advice.

Marion Harlan, as the O. Henry
girl, and her father in "Shoes,"
the first of the series.

'Henry and Miss

RNER

C Tom Moore, Florence Vidor, and
Ford Sterling give finished per-
formances in "The Trouble with
Wives."

G[ A Lady Robinhood with
plenty of dash and fire—that's Evelyn Brent.

F especial interest

are the two new
series of short films

now being preserved

in the canning factory

of the industrious

Bre'r Fox. O.Henry's
famous stories are be'

ing converted into
celluloid for fall and
winter consumption;

and the doings of that

curiously boneheaded
Icouple, Helen and
Warren, about whom
Miss Mabel Herbert
Urner unrestrainedly

if unconstrainedly
writes, are being pre-

served to a posterity

as yet too unconscious

to protest.

The first of the O.
Henry series is "Shoes," faithfully and really cleverly
adapted from that story dealing with the efforts of a
modern business man to sell footwear in a remote
South American country where the natives like to
rest their feet in unadulterated dust. When ruin
stares him in the face, the U. S. Consul sprinkles a
few pounds of cockleburrs around and—well, you
know the story. It is done in an interesting way
and provides real entertainment. If the rest of the
series is handled as well, the admirers of O. Henry's
art needn't fear the butchery which is all too often
the lot of famous authors' stories.

With regard to Helen and her husband, I find
myself in the position of those who can either take
it or leave it alone. In written form, the characters
annoyed me exceedingly, for never was there on land
or sea such an uncouth lout as the egotistical Warren
or such a spineless ninny as his feather-brained wife.
But in their transposition to the screen, something
seems to have happened to them. Helen, while still

a sap, has become rather appealing, while Warren
seems to be more sinned against than sinning. While
it seems sort of sacrilegious to compare this series to
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the human and delightful pictures made by Mr. and Mrs.

Sidney Drew, still the appeal is much the same, and

those who aren't too particular about the verities in movie

productions will find them interesting and fairly amusing.

KENTUCKY
"Pride

with the result that he has accomplished the seemingly

impossible: he has made a really thrilling, tingling, ab'

sorbingly interesting picture about one of the most hack'

neyed subjects on the movie calendar.

If this picture doesn't

please the fans from
Bath to Beer City and
points west, I'll miss my
guess by a Norwegian
mile.

(( /. Farrell MacDonald and
tucky Pride," an exciting

This hoss race story is

different. It's so dif'

ferent that it stands out

as one of the most inter-

esting dramas of the
year, which is going

some for a hoss story.

It was written by Doro-

thy Yost, and I lift my
Panama to her.

A Kentucky thorough-

bred tells the yarn, and

it's all from the horse's

viewpoint. Unlike most

of these tales, in this

one the horse doesn't

win the big race. She

falls, in fact, and is out

of racing for the rest of

her days. Her mean-

minded mistress orders

her to be shot, but the

big-hearted stableman

sneaks her out the side

door, so to speak, and

she is later mated with a

famous racer. Her mas-

ter meantime has sunk

into poverty, a n d the J

story tells how the

mare's filly finally

wins back his fortune.

Of course, you
can't get away from the

more or less usual plot

in an affair of this kind,

but the action of the hu-

mans in
' l Kentuc\y

Pride" is entirely subsid-

iary to that of the nags,

being dragged in merely

to provide the necessary

motive. You grow to

love this horse, to sym-

pathize with her and to

yearn with her for the

success of her filly. It's

much the same idea that

was so successfully used in "Blac\ Beauty," and

Yost has done a clever stroke in seizing upon it.

J. Farrell MacDonald, as the stableman, is tremendous.

His work, while not so boisterous as in "The Iron Horse,"

is more finished and decidedly more artistically perfect.

Henry Walthall, Gertrude Astor, Winston Miller and

other good players help out—but Director John Ford has

kept it firmly in mind that the hosses are the real stars,

the \ids i

horse-race

n "Ken-
story.

(( Helen and Warren, those prize dumb-bells,

played by Kathryn Perry and Hallan Cooley.

Miss

The

With

Trouble

IFlVES

THESE optimistic op-

tics are always de-

lighted when they can

rest on such a delightful

comedy as this Para-

mount effort. Those
who prefer their drama

raw will probably leave

the theatre in a cold
sweat of disappointment,

but those who are more
acutely Attuned to the

Infinite will find "The
Trouble with Wives" a

matter for joyous con-

templation.

It has been a long time

since I have seen such

finished acting and clev

er directing as are on ex'

hibition in this picture.

Ford Sterling puts real

meaning into the word
pantomime, especially in

a scene in which he de-

scribes the past life of

the hero, Tom Moore,

to his inquisitive bride,

Florence Vidor. It's

a long scene, without

subtitles, but what he is

telling is made as plain

as the nose on your face

— perhaps, just to be

diplomatic, I should say

plainer. If anybody asks

for my vote for the best

performance of the year

to date, Ford Sterling's

gets it.

There isn't a great

deal to the story— not

any more than there is

in the early days of any
young married couple

before they understand each other. But the situations

are logical, the humor is delicate and unforced, and the

motives behind the action are human and understandable.

Miss Vidor is 99 94/100ths per cent perfect in her char'

acterization of the young wife, and Tom, while a little

uncertain at times, blunders into trouble with consider*

able aptitude.
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Rohe DORIS KENYON
Balbriggan Frock

be well dressed, you simply must have a balbriggan frock in your

fall wardrobe. We doubt if you will find a more attractive model

han the one Doris Kenyon wears here. It's a jaunty creation for the

jlim miss yet equally as smart for the full figure as it has lines that slender-

ze. Notice the novel collar, the smart kick pleat and the decorative use

|bf self-covered buttons. The material is rich, lustrous, all-wool silvertone

oalbriggan. This frock would retail in most shops for at least twelve

jotlars yet through arrangement made with Modern Priscilla you can have

[n exact duplicate of Miss Kenyon's frock for only $6.85 postpaid.

The material is sent to you with the outlining lines stamped on the

naterial. You simply cut apart and stitch together, and your frock is

;-eady to wear.

! Choice of these pretty shades: Green, Rose, Heather and Pansy. Be

kire to state size and color wanted.

We can supply the Doris Kenyon Balbriggan Frock, made up, ready

:o wear, if you prefer, at a special price of $9.85 postpaid.

Screenland Shopping Service, 236 West 5 5th Street,

l<[ew Tor\ City, will be glad to buy for you this attrac-

tive froc\. Send chec\ or money-order.

[Balbriggan sport dresses are decidedly "in." This

chic froc\ worn by Miss Kenyon is made of all-wool

silvertone balbriggan, has a \ic\-out pleat in the

front, a novel color and self-covered buttons.

C[ Long sleeves are becoming more and more popular

for sports wear, especially for milady who goes in

for dainty evening froc\s and sleeveless afternoon
dresses.
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([(The feature films that are soon to be
released are briefly summarized in the

advance pictures to be found in this

monthly department of " Pre-Showings/'

HE

Qolden ^Princess

(\A romance of California in the

roaring days of '49 with a little

girl of the gold camp as the heroine.

Little Betty Kent arrives

at Poverty Gulch with
nothing more than her
ravishing beauty and a
sleepy burro.

Directed by Clarence Badger

Betty Kent . . . Betty Bronson
Tennessee Hunter 7s[eil Hamilton
Tom Romaine . Roc\cliffe Fellowes
Kate Kent .

Padre .
."

.. .

Gewilliker Hay
Bill Kent . .

Indian Squaw

Phyllis Haver
Joseph Dowling
Edgar Kennedy
George Irving

K[orma Wills

fi[ Betty came to loo\
for her father —
and found love.

Tennessee Hunter, after
hearing her story, recog-
nizes her as the bab\
he -brought tc the Mis-
sion years ago.



Q The theatre in New York is the

editorial room ofthe movies. The

public is the editor, blue pencil-

ing some plays and 0. Kaying

a few for Hollywood.

Kaye, and "An Old Fashioned Girl," written and

sung by Edith Meiser, are awfully good, too.

A burlesque of "The Guardsman," "Sh'Sh!" a pan-

tomime by Louis Sorin and Sam Jaffe, and the per-

formance of Romney Brent, Philip Loeb and Sterling

Holloway as "The Three Musketeers" are also guar-

anteed to make it a pleasant evening for you. Besides

Hildegarde Halliday gives a funny impersonation of

Ruth Draper, June Cochrane and Betty Starbuck pre-

sent their lovely selves, and Eleanor Shaler does some

fast dancing.

p. S. — We liked "Mr. and Mrs.", too.

"JUNE DAYS"

Ir
was Lowell who first pointed out that there was

nothing so rare as "June Days," which opened at

the Astor during the first week in August. Just why
it is called "June Days" except maybe that it was

August, is one of those things we could never quite

figure out, like problems in spherical trigonometry.

"June Days" is popularly supposed to be a musical

version of Alice Duer Miller's Satevepost story, "The

Charm School," which was afterwards made into a

play by Mrs. Miller and Robert Milton. Also, there

was a screen version of it, titled, strangely enough,

"The Charm School," made by Famous Players and

starring the lamented Wally Reid.

The Shuberts, however, after buying the musical

comedy rights, exercised their right to charge the title

to "June Days." Then they decided to change the

story, too. The new story is, briefly, that Elizabeth

Hines is in the cast, and so is Jay C. Flippen, the

latter disguised as Al Jolson. Aided by a pretty fair

group of dancers, the lovers are reconciled just before

the grand finale. This, as can be seen by the naked

eye, shows a marked difference from Mrs. Miller's

version.

Off-hand, that sounds as though your reviewer

didn't have such a swell time. But the contrary is

the case. It seems that your reviewer is what is

known as a sucker for blondes. Miss Hines, by a strange

coincidence, is fair-haired. And your reviewer, as he

likes to call himself, just sat there and watched her and

wondered what her telephone number could possibly be.

So, if you like blondes, see "June Days.". And it

would not be fair to close without mentioning one other

important fact about the show. It is the only play ever

witnessed by your correspondent here or abroad—and

he has never been abroad—in which "Deuteronomy"

is used as a music cue.

"IT ALL DEPENDS"

IT
All Depends" is the work of Kate McLaurin, who

did "Whispering Wires," and the movie rights should

be worth more than the play rights. Maybe even more
.

f^an the play itself.

a story about the younger generation, which, it

rounding the corner of the second act and settling down
for the big moment—it is the hour of wor\ for Broadway—
ten o'cloc\. And then the paralyzing whistle of a motor

cop, the double red lights in the trajfic signals, screeching

bra\es, and suddenly jostling crowds on every corner. The
defiant wild thrilling shrie\ of the motorcycle rider comes

nearer, and all Broadway waits. Down the famous street

past theatre after theatre comes the mounted cop leading the

way through' the jammed taxis and street cars, and close

behind at fifty miles an hour shoots the limousine with

the mysterious occupant.

"Who is that Who is it Who is she?"

Tou will never \now if you are on the outside, but if

you are of the Broadway elect you yell— "Go it, Ethel

—

Atta girl. That's the stuff."

It is Ethel Shutta, and she nightly receives the affectionate

losing salute of Broadway because she is "There with the

exhibits, boys." Miss Shutta plays in "Louis the 14th" at

Columbus Circle, but as Mr. Ziegfeld refuses to have any
show better than the "Follies" Ethel has to appear at the

}\ew Amsterdam Theatre at Forty-second Street as well,

and Broadway maizes way for a girl that can carry two
Ziegfeld shows.

It is the hardest parboiled street in the tcorld to you, but

to one of its own it has a heart li\e a Brontosaurus Dinosaur.

is Miss McLaurin's contention, smokes and drinks and
makes love. Now the funny thing is that we had noticed

this ourself from time to time, but hated to bring the

matter up, fearing that we would be set down as an old

fossil. And with middle age—thirty—looming up before

us, we are naturally getting a little sensitive about ourself.

But Miss McLaurin, with the superb courage of the

fair sex, has gone and written a play about it. It seems

that Shirley Lane—and very well played, too, by Kath-

erine Alexander—is in love with a married, stout and
moustached gentleman of forty, and vice versa. Now we
could understand—for we have read a great deal and
therefore know Life—why the vice versa, but the versa

vice bothered us. Just what there was about the afore-

said gentleman that made Shirley willing to Give Up All

for him, we couldn't figure (Continued on page 70)
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C[ Fred TJiblo, the ma\-
er of "Ben Hur,"
gossips with Rudolph
Valentino. They are
the masters of their

different fields: Big
Productions vs. Per-
sonality Films.

From Hollywood
By Bert Kay

EAR BOSS:

I have discovered a great secret, to wit, i

i. e., the meaning of the word "hot" as i

employed in the movies. This simple 1]

monosyllable now has as many different interpretati

as one of Pola Negri's love looks, signifying anytr

from "marvelous
1
' to something for which one" could

arrested.

The use of the word "hot," by members of the ce

loid circus, has been baffling to many outside that charr

circle. For instance the other day I was watch
naughty Nita Naldi doing some vamping on a wee
basis for Mrs, Rudolph Valentino. After Nita was d
another innocent bystander turned to me and said:

"Oh Boy! She's hot!"

I blinked and looked again at Nita. She seemed as

)ol as a letter from one's tailor anent that suit which

as bought but not paid for. And, what is more, her

>stume seemed to bear that assumption out.

A day or so later, out at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
impound, a set orchestra played "Swanee Butterfly" for

emotions with so much
untold heights. When
over to the musicians

an obligato to

Oh Boys! That's hot!"

s
Text, in a projection room at the Lasky lot, I heard

lie Sutherland exclaim, as he was viewing some of

rushes from "The Big Parade," in which he is direct-

Raymond Griffith:

([Margaret Morris and. several i

won beauty contests. They
of whom hav:

Best People."

€0



Pat O'Malley stands

pat with three of a
\ind and a queen.
Mrs. Pat herself in

person.

"Oh Boy! He's hot!"

And finally down at the beach I heard Eddie

Cline, Mack Sennett's laugh canner, chortle as

he gazed approvingly upon the bathing girls:

"Oh Boy! They're hot!"

In regard to the last three specifications one
might safely infer that nothing was- farther

from the truth. In the first place Sallie is so

adolescent her emotions are merely at the sim-

mering stage. In the second instance Raymond
Griffith employs a technique which one might

well designate as frappe. And Cline, in attrib-

uting heat to the Sennett bathing girls, is abso-

lutely perverting the truth, for how could they

be sultry when their costumes consist of sales-

men's samples, a bit of broken glass, a bead or

so, and a feather? If the camera
was not on them so consistently

the poor dears might catch cold.

I pondered heatedly for some
explanation as to the hot wave
which has seemingly engulfed Hol-

lywood with little success until a

friend of mine sent me down to

El Gentro on a location hunt. He
is

.
planning to make a picture of

the "winning of the west" type

depicting how the hardy pioneers

wrested the desert from the In-

dians and sand fleas and made it

blossom like a rose by the mere
expedient of turning a little water
on it. Of course there will be a

little dash of the love stuff in it,

some of that "winning of Barbara
Worth" stuff which has made
Harold Bell Wright a bloated

bond-holder and coupon-clipper.

Now El Centro is in California,

at the lower end of the Infernal, I

mean ImperialT valley as well as

being 52 38/100ths feet below sea

level and 118 degrees in the shade
on a cool day. If it were a little

lower and a little hotter the resi- .

de\ would not have to pay Uncle Sam any
watk taxes. Old Nick would get them. If

Dantk "iad not been a wop I believe he must
have b\ n here to get the literary inspiration

which wv capitalized last winter by William
Fox.

Fox sure\/ got his inspiration for the cos-

tumes here in El Centro, which, being trans-

lated into Spanish,

means "cinder." For,

~N in order to be com-
- -«--..,. fortable while run'

ning the typewriter,

' ''jSKtLc one must dispense

-

*
»|§f|f»

with everything in

the way of apparel

except one's glasses

and a Panama hat.

Needless to say I

am going to recom-
mend a change of

locale to something
on the order of

"'Ha no o\ of the

North." The hero,

instead of winning
wealth by wresting
it from the desert in

(£ Pauline Star\e
mixes the "Charles-

ton" with a little bit

of Broadway.

(("Mother and Child."

impression that she is

Lincoln Stedman serenading Myrtle under the
another flapper. Well, it is hard to tell.



Peggy Joyce — the

countess, you \now—is making a pic-

ture under Marshall

7<ieilan.

the face of death, can garner his

shekels in the ice business. It would

be impossible to make a picture here,

for how could the leads emote eft-

ciently in a climate so hot that when
a hound dog chases a jack rabbit they

both walk? Then too the directors

would change the script all around

so they could spend most of their

time over in Mexicali where the beer

has the same per cent that the loan

sharks get in New York.

But I feel the trip has been worth

while because as I stated in the first

paragraph (which see), I have dis-

covered the meaning of the word

S[ Michael Schleisser trained this

s\un\ for a part in "The
Knockout." His is not the

title role.

"hot" as employed in the movies. Anything which

knocks you completely off your feet and leaves you gasp-

ing for breath and clamoring for ice water, a pith helmet

and a palm leaf fan is "hot". And that goes for Nita

Naldi, Sallie O'Neil and the Sennett submarine sub-debs,
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C[ Dolores and Helene Costello. Dolores is the

leading lady {or John Barrymore, and that

means that the daughter of Maurice is run'

ning true to form.

but not for Raymond Griffith and "Swanee Butterfly."

There's a mangy old tiger skin over in the dingy-

property shop in Mack Sennett's ramshackle studio

which is awaiting a new mama. Madeline Hurlock has

been the chatelaine of the passionate pelt for lo these

many years but she, like Gloria Swanson, Marie Prevost,

Louise Fazenda, and others, has graduated into "drayma"

from the historic comedy lot. Madeline's contract with

Sennett expires early next year but she has been loaned

or rented to Lasky for the sole feminine role in Conrad's

"Lord Jim" on which production has now begun.

Madeline Hurlock is an unusual girl and should go

far in the vamping business. A girl with a back like

hers could do little else but come to the front. She hates

r



to be called i vamp, desiring a title somewhat more
recherche, but that word is one of honor among the

cinema sirens although they claim to dislike the sound
of it.

She has every qualification for stardom. She is convent
bred and was married at seventeen. She has been single

for several years.

-—o

—

Ben Turpin has made two notable purchases recently.

One is a marvelous Beverly Hills home. Now that Ben
has become a resident of that exclusive residential district,

the roster of the mighty in the movies living there is

almost complete. Ben's new home
boasts of ten rooms and, he avers,

nineteen baths. Hence one can see

it is but a simple little cottage en-

tirely suited to Ben's simple tastes.

His other purchase is a $10,000 Pr:'.,

mausoleum in the Forest Lawn
cemetery.

*™

I was surprised to learn that Ben

had fallen prey to this, the latest

departure of the real estate agents

for which our dear Southland is so

truly famous. The new line of endeavor for them grew
out of their despair. They have had all the live ones

during life for so long that they simply can not tolerate

the thought that a prospect can elude them bv the

simple process of dying.

Since Forest Lawn is a Protestant cemetery and Ben
is a Catholic, he had to resort to some strategy to guar'

antee his occupancy of his postmortem palace but, it is

said, he was able to have the ground and the mausoleum,
standing upon it, consecrated. I was surprised to hear
of Ben's flair for things funereal. It has always been my

ft*

Dolores Steel'

man, whose dad
runs the Lesley

ranch rides,

ropes and raises

the dust gener-

ally.

Lorna Duveen and the luc\y

hear cubs who joined Milton
Sills' troupe on location.

conjecture that a mausoleum to him

meant that stuff one utilizes in cover'

ing the kitchen floor.

As well as being screamingly fun-

ny on the screen Ben Turpin is just

as much of a clown in real life.

Recently he was over at Catalina, the beautiful Isle of

Wrigley forty miles from Hollywood, where one vacations

at ten dollars a day and up, including boat fare and a

peek at the submarine gardens. While there Ben was
guilty of what he terms a "black hand plot." Thus:
The flappers at Catalina and the Southland beaches this

season have been wearing what they term "beach" pants,

a queer psychological quirk as a matter of fact, since

pantalets have not been a part of the modern girl's ward'
robe for quite some time. But now, at the beach, after a

dip in the surf, the flappers wriggle their devious ways
and also their legs into white sailor jeans, the ones that

are very tight across here and very much like a blunderbuss

elsewhere.

Well, when Ben was at Catalina he did not even have
to cross his eyes to be recognized by the flappers beach'

combing the beach in their beach pants which are ideal

for beach combing. They fairly mobbed him in lionizing

him and Ben wanted to prove to one in particular that

he was a great man.
So he inveigled her up to the hotel verandah. Then

he excused himself and snuck into the kitchen where he
smirched his good right hand generously with stove polish.

Returning to the verandah he greeted the flapper in
somewhat this manner:

"Allons enfant! Voulez-vous a faire une promenade
avec moi!"

Then he slapped her roundly with his good right hand
right where she had been sitting. But the flapper thought



(FA new tenant in the
"

Beverly Hills—Rudolph
Valentino purchasedthis

lovely Italian villa up on
a hill-top which com-
mands a view for miles.

After the landscaping
is finished, the eleven

acres around it will be

used for riding ring,

tennis court, swimming
pool and aeroplane
landing.

I Gloria Swanson and her
famous designer, Rene Hu-
bert from Paris, tal\ over

the costumes for her new
production, "Stage Struck"

little of that, for motion picture heroes

have always popularly been supposed

to have a way with them, a sort of

bravado, a devil-may-carelessness.

Ben and his flapper next sauntered

along the beach amid a great deal of

craning of necks. Every person they

met stopped to stare and stammer be-

fore relapsing into chuckles.

The flapper was in ecstasy. She

gased at Ben in adoration but she was
not inarticulate:

i> You're a great guy! - Everybody is rubbering at you!"

But Ben took his honors modestly.

"It is nothing, my child," said he. "But I am sorry to be causing you all

this unwelcome notoriety."

The next day he saw his flapper friend again. She eyed him coldly and

reproached him roundly:

"Say you! The next time I take a walk with you for Pete's sake take the

trouble to wash your hands. My mother just gave me the dickens when I

got home last night because

I had a big black hand print _ .
i

:n the seat of my pants."

Mack Sennett's bachelor

paradise is being invaded. In

the first place two girls have

places on the scenario staff.

In the second place Mack has

constructed a marvelous fif-

teen-mile bridle path through

his Griffith park estate and
thrown it open to the public.

Those in the know insist that

this adjective should b e

spelled "bridal" and whisper
something about a wealthy
and charming Pasadena
widow.

C( Blanche Sweet a s Milla

Hanson in her latest pic-

ture, "Dangerous Curre-tf

C[ Bebe Daniels arrived in Hollywood from Jvfeiu Tor\ just in

time to ta\e part in the parade of the opening of "greater movie
season" and was greeted rousingly all along the line of march.
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Do Your Christmas Shopping Early

Q Laura LaPlante makes up a list of gifts.

Ifyou would like any of these, Screenland's

Shopping Service will purchase them for you.

FOR A GOOD HUBBY FOR AN AUNT
A genuine silver golf putter. A Writing portfolio of leather with
full-sised duplicate of Walter lock and key $8.50

Hagen's favorite putter . . . $3?.00 or

or
Hand-blocked silk crepe scarf $5.95

One of the new flat silver cigar- ci n t i

07
•

, f

, . ,
,

& bneer silk stockings with the new
ette cases that fits the pocket . $12.50 Paris clox $^45

or

FOR MOTHER Pair of imported washable doe-

A copy of a new French purse skin sliP'on §loves $3.75

of grosgrain leather with gilt FOR A MARRIED SISTER
monogram design and gilt clip A silver-plated vegetable dish
edgings $9.75 with double compartment

. $12.50

FOR A SMALL SISTER ^tfgjj^Hp FOR A SMALL BOY

French gilt $2.50 d ' W
. T^lHuj^^. fancy sweaters $7.50

FOR THE NEW YORK UNCLE
Silver plated cocktail shaker

holding one and a half quarts $6.50

A sterling silver corkscrew . $4.50

Laura LaPlante in the

throes of Christmas
"gives until it hurts."

FOR A BABY NIECE
Hand-smocked coat of white
wool crapella with hand-
made Irish pattern lace .

FOR A DEBUTANTE SISTER
A real crystal choker necklace, hand cut

$7.95

$8.00

Screenland Shopping Service, 236 West 55th Street, K[ew Tor\ City, will

he glad to buy for you any of these attractive gifts. Send chec\ or money-

order, together with size and color desired where necessary.
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Of

Hollywood

^"ou know
month I prom

this

month I p:

ised to tell the

secret of a girl

—the secret that's burn-

ing in my soul to tell.

But I can't, I simply can't!

I am still sworn to secrecy,

even though I know, a

whole lot more about it

in o w than I did then.

Yessir, I even know the

date and the time of day,

but I'm not even permit-

£

({Rudolph Valentino
and Vilma Ban\y.
his new leading wo-
man for "The Lone
Eagle."

-Kathleen Key can
hardly hear her

master's voice
because of the
pleading and
coaxing of the
ocean.

ted to give you a hint.

I can't say if she's

blonde or brunette; I

can't hint at any pic'

ture she's been in late-

ly, and I can't think of

saying what studio she

works at. I promised

faithfully. But next

month—oh, next month

I may be able to coax

or scare or plead her

into letting me tell about it. She's so pretty and sweet,

and my soul is aching to let the cat out of the bag.

However, I may add that I am not referring to Marion

Nixon and Joe Benjamin!

Irene Rich has

struc\ pay dirt

at Warner's.
But this is Irene

in her garden.

I'M trying to find out the trouble on the Fox lot ("lot" in

Hollywood means "studio"). They're getting things all twisted

around over there. Lou Tellegen, hero, has turned into Lou Telle-

gen, villain, and Walter McGrail, villain, has wiggled around into

Walter McGrail, hero. Looks kind of suspicious to me, but I'm

going to stick around just the same. Some day the "atmosphere"

after my name might somehow or other squirm around into "star."

Funnier things than that happen in Hollywood!

Nobody can say that Ann Pennington didn't try to be a cow-

girl—I'll vouch for that. And of course some day she may be,

but just now it reads about seven-eighths—in fact, all but the

boots. Ann has the hat, the shirt, the skirt and the spurs, but

the shoes—aye, there's the rub. As Nora O'Shea would say, "It's

a complimint that I'm thinking it is to you," because Ann's feet

are so tiny that all the boots in Hollywood and Los Angeles are

too big to fit her little foot. Boots aren't made that small except

by special request, and Ann has to wait until the boot-maker can

make her some real "westerns."

y
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OJ laskt rfWARNHlClASSICS
Great actors alone do not produce great pictures. There must be behind the scenes

the master mind directing the whole and harmonizing the parts.

And this is why Warner Bros, have contracted with, ERNST LUBITSCH—the man
recognized in America and Europe as the foremost producing genius in the world today.

Lubitsch's grasp of human nature and life is unerring. His psvchoiogv is perfect.

Whether directing a tremendous stage creation or a simple, heart-touching drama

from everyday life, he develops with amazing finesse the utmost dramatic power in

every situation.

The masterful work of Ernst Lubitsch may now be seen only in WARNER CLASSICS.
Watch for announcements of the new Pictures. Wonderful entertainment awaits you.

"If it's a WARNER Picture, it's a Classic"'



I WAS talking to little John-

ny Fox, Jr., the other day and
he begged me, as a special

favor, to write something

about him and tell all the folks from

whom he gets letters the real truth about

him. Johnny cannot get away from
"The Covered Wagon"; he can't get

away from being "You know, the kid

who chews tobacco in 'The Covered
Wagon." He keeps getting mail about

it. Worried mothers write and ask him
please to stop it because it's so bad for

his system. Little boys write and ask

him the exact method—the preferred

way— of shooting it straight! And
Johnny wants to say right

here that he doesn't chew;

his mother won't even let

him even if he wanted to,

and he can't imagine why
people don't change even

a little bit and think that

perhaps he might be a

smoker of big, fat cigars,

like in "The Lady." Any-
way, please take my word
for it that Johnny's a very

nice boy, and although I

have in mind another lit-

tle girl on whom I know
he's sweeter than on me,

please don't blame him for

that chewing episode in

his career.

G[ Madge Bella

"Thunde
tain" \ n
wor\ing at

ma\es a g

Gl Colleen Moore
the pigeons in L
while filming
Moderns."

feeds
ondon
"We

<T Ben Lyon and
' "The Pace That
Thrills" ma\e'
up.

"This is KNX, the voice of

Warner Baxter, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia, and I will now introduce

to you a little girl full of Love,

who will entertain you with her

ukulele and Love-ly voice. Friends

of Radioland, meet Miss Bessie

Love."

Thus was it spoken last Satur-

day night, Warner Baxter night at

"KNX", and a minute later Bessie

Love proved to all radioland that

she's the most human little bit

of Love in the world! She got

all set with her little "uke,"

and she got half-way through

her little song, and right in

the middle, even as you

and I, little Bessie
dropped her little

"uke," lowered her lit-

m ' tie Love-ly voice, and
"7 murmured: "Oh, golly,

I forget the words."

And says Warner:
"Okay. Start it all over

again." And Bessie

did. But the little

warm feeling that Bes-

sie gave to us in that

one minute of Radio-

land could almost be

called "Soul Fire." As
the girl next-door

said, "It was just

the cutest thing!"

Last week,
when the mercury
went so high it

almost "bust,"

and it seemed that each second came

hotter than the next, I happened to be

working on "C.B.'s" "The Road to Yes-

terday" set. Suddenly Jetta Goudal

called a "prop" boy over to her. He
left the set, (Continued on page 76)
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TheManWho is

Astounding
America

!

What is the mysterious power wielded by

this man—a power he also shows others how

to use? What is this new method which has

started thousands of despairing persons on

the road to health, happiness and prosperity?

THOUSANDS upon thou-

sands have been turned

away from the great thea-

tres and auditoriums in Chicago,

San Francisco, Seattle, Denver,

Boston, New York, Los Angeles,

Philadelphia,and practicallyevery

great city in America where Dr.

Bush has been lecturing!

Those who were ill have been

shown how to become well and

strong by a method to which

other mental science movements

were as the first step in a far-

reaching stairway. The worried

and the nervous

have been shown

how to rise above

their mental and
nervous troubles in

a single evening

and how to attack

and solve their

problems unham'

pered by despair.

An Astounding
New Power
But as wonder-

ful as it is to have

the secret of men-

tal and physical

health — there is

a still greater force at work.

This force can be harnessed to

bring us the material things

— money, power, influence, no

matter what it is. Dr. Bush

has harnessed this force, and has

proved that he can show others

how to use this power.

Partial List of

Contents
Psycho-Analysis and the Sub-

conscious

How to Have Amazing Memory
How to Destroy Fear—Man s

Worst Enemy
What Is Love and How to Keep It

How to Develop Personality

How to Be Popular

How to Be Beautiful Through
Mysterious Force

Vibration—How to Win Suc-

cess—How to Kill Worry

—

Conquer Illness

Poverty a Disease — How to

Overcome It

How to Double Your Efficiency

VISUALIZATION — How to

Make Your DreamsCome True
How to Use Suggestion for

Health, Success and Happi-

ness
.

The Greatest Law in the Uni-

verse, Just Lately Discovered

and How to Va It

What the World Owes You and

How to Get It

Long before the lectures

were over, reports began

to come in showing how

quickly his audiences had

been taught to use this

wonderful power. Re-

ports so amazing that
they were instantly investigated

by Newspapers, and Societies

for Psychological Research —
and found absolutely true.

"By your method of visualiz-

ation I secured the funds to

build my home," writes one of

Dr. Bush's Chicago listeners.

Mrs. Mary Rob-

erts of Denver
writes, "My salary

was increased 40%
in one week b y
following your
psycho 1 ogical

method and my
powers of sales-

manship were
DOUBLED."

His Teachings

Now in

Book Form

Dr. Bush's sole

idea in giving these lectures is the

same that actuated him in his earlier

days. Then as an earnest and brilliant

young minister of the Gospel he re-

fused honors and financial returns to

apply his efforts where they would do

good to the greatest number. His

lectures are given to teach this new

force to everyone. And to reach

more people he has incorporated his

DAVID V. BUSH
Famous Author and Lecturer on

Psychology

lectures in an absorbingly interesting book,

"Applied Psychology," which will be sent

on FREE TRIAL to any earnest seeker.

Luther Burbank says, "Applied Psychol'

ogy appears to me the most practical and
useful work which has been published on
these and similar subjects."

Are you nervous or depressed? Do you
feel old? Have you lost your grip? Have
you a worrying disposition? Have you a

personality that fails to attract others?

Are you timid? Are you misunderstood?
Do you lack the#aggressiveness necessary

to bring you position and power? Are
you in ill-health? Have you any chronic

disease? Is anyone in your family or
among your friends so affected? Are your
children wilful and disobedient?

Examine It Free
Mail the coupon. This book will be

sent at once. Read it five days. Practice

this new force yourself. If you find it the
most inspiring, the
most valuable means
to obtain health,

wealth and happi-
ness, send us only

S3. 50 — which you
will realise pays
only the cost of

printing, advertising

and distributing the
540 -page book.
Otherwise return
the book within
five days and you
will not owe a

penny. But begin
to enjoy the bene-

6t of this new force

at once. Mail the

coupon today.

DAVID V. BUSH, Publisher

Dept. 6010, 225 No. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, III

I DAVID V. BUSH, Publisher

I
Dept. 6010, 225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, III.

I
Please send me a copy of "Applied Psy

, chologv and Scientific Living" for approval.

[ I agree to remit $3.50' or re-mail the book in

j
five days.

J
Name ,

-

( Address

{ Citv State

Remittance must accompany all foreign orders.

APPUED
pSYCHOIOGV
' " AMD
i Scientific

LiviHg
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The Stage Coach
{Continued from page 59)

out. Unless, maybe, it was the moustache.

Now, you know we've always wondered
how we would look in a moustache.

At any rate, Shirley, in spite of her

mother's protests, goes right ahead until her

father apparently falls for a flapper friend

of hers. And then Shirley, realizing how
her poor, dear mother will be wounded,
begins to see the error of her ways. At
the end of the show, she is apparently be-

ginning to like the patient Bruce Arm-
strong, who is unmoustached. (On second

thoughts, we will get along without the

moustache.)

Well, that, in a nutshell, is the story.

Norman Trevor is in the cast, so the women
folk may like it. Trevor is pretty good, as

always, but we had a vision of the Trevor
who played with Maude Adams in "A Kiss

for Cinderella." Meanwhile, if we just had
to see a show, see "They Knew What They
Wanted."

rv

' Milton Sills pulls a real he-man fight

in "The Knock-Out." This is mild

compared with what comes later on.

"A LUCKY BREAK"
SIMPLE and unpretentious is "A Luc\y

Brea\." It endeavors to solve no
weighty problems, and that warmed us

toward it and let us enjoy it perhaps a lot

more than it deserved. It is written by
Zelda Sears, who has done some fair thea-

trical things, and the audience seemed to

enjoy it.

It's the story of a multimillionaire whom
everybody is pestering for favors. He pre-

tends to go broke and finds the whole world
warming up to him and glad to help him
out. Not exactly a new plot, as you can
see.

George MacFarlane, well-known in vaude-
ville, plays the leading role and sings sev-

eral songs, all of which the audience seemed
to enjoy, though it must be confessed that

he took too many encores to suit us.

((June Marlowe heads the cast in

port of the dog wonder Kin-Tin

in "The Clash of Wolves."

sup-

-Tin

The Parties of Picture People—continued from page 30

of others were present.

Priscilla Dean, of course, had her two

aviators with her— life just isn't worth

living to Priscilla without an aviator or

two around.
"An aviator a day keeps dull care away,"

commented Patsy, "and," she went on, "her

motto seems to be, 'Bigger and better avia-

tors!' Know who those two men are?"

John and I confessed ignorance.

''Why, they are the world flyers, Lieuts.

Smith and Arnold!"
Priscilla wasn't a bit stingy with her

aviators, either— brought them over and

introduced them to us, and we had a very

interesting chat with them.

Mae Murray and Robert Leonard were

both there, but at separate tables. How-
ever, they are great friends, and Bobby
moved his ginger ale bottle over to Mae's

table before the evening was over. I hear

that since Mae came home from Paris and

found Bobby so nice and thin, she is almost

sorry she divorced him! You see she ob-

jected to his being fat.

"I asked Mae the other day if she were

going to marry Bobby all over again," said

Patsy, "and she answered, 'Honestly, I don't

know!'

"

Alice Calhoun is blooming these days.

She was there with Carlo Schipa, brother

of the famous tenor, Tito Schipa. Carlo

is quite mad about Alice. He met her

up at the Hollywood Bowl, the outdoor

concert place, when she was planting a

palm on Tree Planting Day, and fell so in

love with her, clad as she was in a pink

gingham dress and wide straw hat, that

they say he hasn't been able to think of

anybody else since.

Young Doug Fairbanks and Betty Bran-

son were present, too. Young Doug wears
Betty's slave bracelet. He was very in-

genuous about showing the "B."
"Oh," he said, "I didn't mean to show

that side of the tag!"

He told us he is going to have to grow
a moustache for his next picture.

"Can you?" Patsy demanded impudently.

"Sure I can!" said Doug. "Why, I g
r;w

one a couple of weeks ago, but nobody
noticed it so I shaved it off!"

Just then we caught a glimpse of Con-
stance Talmadge and Buster Collier danc-

ing. They had been having a little tiff

earlier in the evening—but now Buster was
kissing Constance's blond hair as they

danced!

"Who are that couple?" asked Patsy,

pointing to a pair that had been dancing

together all evening.

"Pauline Garon and Ben Lyon," I said.

"They are becoming awfully interested in

each other, I think."

"Oh, and over there at the corner table

is Pauline's Spaniard, who followed her all

the way from Monte Carlo," declared Patsy.

"He's just looking at them like a meat-

axe!"

Anita Stewart came in with that awfully

handsome millionaire admirer of hers from

•San Francisco. We noticed him, as a mat-

ter of fact, first.

"Who is he?" demanded Patsy quite

breathlessly.

"Yes," exclaimed Priscilla Dean, "who
is that handsome heart-breaker?"

Then we noticed Anita for the first time.

"Why, he's with Anita Stewart!" re-

marked Pat.

Anita came over to our table and when
we told her she was playing second fiddle

she laughed at the joke on herself.

"You know very well I simply won't
have anything but a Mr. Anita Stewart!",

she said.

Suddenly the wedding march sounded.
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ow a Crazy Invention"
Ended My Baldness

G
they'

EORGE, don't b e

foolish. You ought

to know there's no

help for baldness. You're

just throwing your money
away.

"

"But listen, Bill—"
'

' Nothing doing. You
can't convince me that any-

thing will grow hair on

that bald head of yours.

And especially that crazy

invention! Take my ad-

vice and hang on to your
money. '

'

That was how my friend,

Bill Jenkins, felt. I had
been telling him about a
new treatment for baldness I wanted to take,

wouldn't listen to me. He was all against it

a way I didn 't blame him

Sixty days ago they called me "Baldy." Now
7Ve amazed at my new growth of hair

At the theatre I always felt that the people behind
me were doing nothing but giggling at me

He just

And in

For I certainly had wasted
an awful lot of money on other treatments with no
results. I had tried countless tonics and salves. I had
tried singeing and massages. I tried crude oil and
even mange cures. But every new thing I tried actu-

ally seemed to make my hair thinner.
Still, this new treatment "was entirely different from anything'

I had ever tried. Other methods treated only the surface skin.

This one consisted of a new invention which provided, for the

first time, a method of getting right down to the dormant roots

and nourishing them. The results it was bringing seemed really

L astonishing. Men who had been partially bald for years, who
had long ago given up hope, were getting- brand-new growths
of hair in surprisingly short times. Women, too, were using it

with equally remarkable results.

But the best part of it all, as I later learned, was this—

I

didn't risk a fenny in taking the treatment. The discoverer

. of this new method—Alois Merke—founder of the famous Merke
. Institute, Fifth Avenue, New York—absolutely guaranteed an
entirely new growth of hair in 30 days, or the trial would cost

me nothing!
I just couldn't resist

such an unusual offer. I
had nothing to lose, and
perhaps a lot to gain. So
I sent for the treatment.

Read This!
"Kesults are wonderful. My hair has

stopped falling out and I can see lots
of new hair coming in. I preach your
system to everyone."—F. D. K., Wash-
ington, D. C.

"My hair was coming out at an alarm-
ing rate, but after four or five treatments
I noticed this was checked. My hair is

coming in thicker and looks and feels

full of life and vigor."—W. C. Great
Neck, N. Y.

"I have used your system for eight
weeks and although the top of my head
has been entirely bald for six years the
results up to the present are gratifying.
In fact, the entire bald spot is covered
with a fine growth of hair."—W. B.,
Kenmore, Ohio.

"The top of my head is almost cov-
ered with new hair. I have been trying
for last five years, but never could find
anything that could make hair grow
until I used your treatment, and now
my hair is coming back."—Tom Carson,
Ohio.
(Original of above letters ou file in the

Institutes.)

The Biggest Sur-

prise of My Life
When I first saw this

invention I laughed out
loud. My friend Bill

had called it a "crazy
invention. '

' It almost
looked the part. But
that didn 't keep me from
trying it.

The first two or three

days, nothing happened.
True, my scalp felt very

much invigorated. And I

didn't see anywhere near
the amount of hair on
my brush that I used to.

Then, a few days later,

I looked in the mirror. What
I saw almost bowled me over!

For there, just breaking
through, was a fine downy fuzz

all over my head!
Every day I spent 13 minutes

taking the treatment. And
every day this young hair kept

getting stronger and thicker.

At the end of a month you
could hardly see a bald spot on
my head. And at the end of

sixty days— well, my worries

about baldness w ere ended.

For I had regained an entirely

new head of healthy hair.

Here's the Secret
According to Alois Merke, in most

cases of baldness the hair roots are
not dead, but merely dormant —
temporarily asleep. Now to make a
sickly tree grow you 'would not think

of rubMng "growing flu-id" on the leaves*. Te f that is just what I had
b°en doing, w>-«n I used to douse my head with tonics sa'ves, etc. To
make a tree grow vou must nourish the roots. -And it's exactly the same
w"th the hai'-. This new treatment, which Gierke perfected after 17

years' experience in treating baldness, is the first and only practical

method of getting right down to the hair roots and nourishing tlieni.

At the Me-ke Institnte many have paid as high a $500 for the results

secured through personal treatments. Yet now these very same results

rcay be secured in any home in which there is electricity

—

at a cost of

only a few cents a day!

New Hair in 30 Days or No Cost
Merke very frankly admits that this treatment will not grow hair in

everv case. There are some cases of baldnes that nothing in the world
can help. But so many others have regained hair thi new way, that he
absolutely guarantees it to produce an entirely new hair growth in 30
days, or the trial is free. In other wo^-ds, no matter how thin your hair

may be, he invi*es you to try the treatment 30 days at his risk, and if he
fails to grow hair then he's the loser—not you. And you are the sole

judge of whether you pay or not.

To be bald is certaiuly a real misfortune. In my own case, it was
more than embarrassing. Most of my well-meaning friends called me
"Baldy." At the office they were always "kidding" me. And at the ball

game "or theatre, I always felt the people behind me were doing nothing
but giggling at me. I never felt comfortable. So when I saw Merke's
offer of new hair in 30 days or no cost I determined to give it a trial,

anyway.
And without a doubt in the world, I will always consider the day I

sent for the Merke treatment one of the luckiest days of my life.

Coupon Brings You Full Details

I was once skeptical. And I suppose you are, too. But no matter
how fast your hair is falling out—no matter how thin it is—no matter
how little hair you have left—I certainly advise you to at least learn
more about this treatment.

This story is typical of the results that great numbers of people areS

securing with the Merke treatment.
"The New Way to Make Hair Grow" is the title of a vitally interesting 34 page

book describing the treatment. It will be sent you entirely free, if you simply mail
the coupon below.
This little book explains all about the treatment, shows what it has already dona

for countless others, and in addition contains much valuable information on the
care of the hair and scalp. Kemember. this book is yours free—to keep. And if
vou decide to take the treatment you can do so without risking a penny. So mail
:he coupon now. Address Allied Merke Institute. Inc.. De:it. 6"10, 512 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

GET THIS BOOK

Allied Merke Institute, Inc.

Dept. 6710, 512 Fifth Avenue, New York

Please send me—without cost or obligation—a copy of your book
describing the Merke system.

(State whether Mr.. Mrs. or Miss)

Address

City State.
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and we all looked toward the place where

the spotlight was resting. That is, it was

resting as much as anything can rest where

Viola Dana is. And that march was being

played for Viola and Lefty Flynn, who had

been married just that morning. A waiter

brought in some rice, and Patsy Ruth Miller

impulsively tossed her shoe at them. But

Lefty gallantly retrieved the shoe and gave

it back to Pat, because really you see it

belonged to Pat's best gold pair.

Charlie Chaplin came in for a few min-

utes, but didn't stay long, as he was tired,

he said. He had just come home from a

trip to San Diego. He told a joke on

himself.

He had speeded all the way through the

trip, going down— sat next his doctor in

the machine, driving himself, and telling

the doctor if a cop tried to pinch him for

speeding to say that he was sick. They

drove all the way to San Diego that way,

Charlie admitting he had hoped to get a

little thrill out of the cops. But nothing

happened.

"Then on the way home," he said,

"when I was driving twenty and a half

miles, instead of twenty, and hadn't my
doctor with me, I was fined for speeding!"

Rudolph Valentino was there, but not

Mrs. Valentino.

"Mrs. Valentino asked me to get Rudy

a girl for the party, as she couldn't go

herself," Patsy explained.

"My goodness, that sounds reckless!"

I commented.

"Oh, well," said Patsy, "she told me just

who to get!"

A funny thing happened to Harold

Lloyd. Harold hardly looks like himself

at all, you might say—I mean like his cellu-

loid double.

A visitor with one of the big parties told

Harold—the- visitor hadn't caught Harold's

name when he was introduced, "You look

a little like Harold Lloyd. I suppose that

in a minute you will be telling me that

you are he!"

Poor Harold blushed, but recovered him-

self before anybody else did.

"Oh," he laughed, "I often do!"

THE most easily informal and popular-

with-the-stars cafe is the Montmartre in

Hollywood. The management permits no

introductions nor notes to be sent to the

stars. But how the tourists do foregather

and gaze, to be sure!

One night I saw Charlie Chaplin come

in. He was tired and harassed from his

work on The Gold Rush. Suddenly he dis-

appeared from view. In a moment or two,

while we were wondering what in the earth

had happened to him, he came up from

beneath a table about five yards away. He
had scrambled under all those tables to pre-

vent being stared at!

A lot of charming outdoor parties are

given at private homes and at the Beach

Club at Santa Monica. This Beach Club has

a portion of the beach roped off for its use,

and many leading social lights as well as

many picture stars go down there to play.

You won't see any fancy bathing suits

there. The picture stars leave the fancy

stuff to the extra girls in the bathing girls'

parades. Nearly all the actresses are fine

swimmers, and they wear the one-piece bath-

ing suits.

There is a hand-ball court on the beach

here, too, and here Phyllis Haver, Marie
Prevost and Viola Dana all play a good
game of handball. Lefty Flynn, Lionel

C[ Marie Prevost as a lady porch'

climber in "The Easiest Road."

Belmore, Jack Holt, Tom Mix, Harry Ca-

rey, Ricardo Cortez, Rudolph Valentino

and others are crack players.

There is a little concrete swimming pool

on the beach for the children, and here

Jack Holt directs the water sports of the

little ones. Irene Rich has a summer cot-

tage next door to the Beach Club, and her

two tall, sunbrowned daughters are both

amateur champion swimmers.

Betty Bronson, Mary Brian, Kathleen

Key, Ann Cornwall, Ena Gregory, and

others of the younger set give nice little

dancing parties at the Beach Club house,

which is an unpretentious looking frame

structure, but fitted up comfortably with

wide verandahs— one of them serves as a

dining room in summer time— with wide
dancing halls, big showers and dressing

rooms, and a large lounging room.

Last time I was down at the Club, Miss

Rich's eldest daughter pulled another little

girl out of the surf. The child had been

taken with a cramp while swimming.

Parties at their homes are^ really the

chief delight of the picture stars, how-
ever, despite the patronage given to the

cafes and clubs. Most of the stars have
beautiful homes with wide grounds, and
garden parties are all the rage this summer.

Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch and Mrs. Clarence

Brown, directors' wives, give the most
charming garden parties at their Beverly

Hills homes, and there one meets all the

choice spirits in filmland. Not that these

parties are in the least stiff or formal, and
if you want to be frivolous you are at

liberty to be so. Ernst Lubitsch takes a

boyish joy in playing jazz on the piano and
in telling funny stories in his broken Eng-
lish.

Charlie Ray and his wife give pleasant

swimming parties in their garden swimming
pool at their Beverly Hills home. Gloria

Swanson entertains at tea almost every day
when she isn't working.

Anita Stewart gives such pleasing parties

at her beautiful Hollywood home! This is

a wide, rambling concrete house, surround-

ed by gardens, lawns and orchards. Anita

stepped out into her own orchard to gather

the fruit for our fruit punch one summer
night not long ago. She is entertaining

Marie Callahan of "Kid Boots" fame at this

time. George Stewart is supposed to be

engaged' to Marie, though neither will ad-

mit it. Anita has a lovely voice, and

charms her guests with her singing and

piano playing.

- Rarely do Mary Pickford and Douglas

Fairbanks go out at night, but they enter-

tain a good deal at their Beverly Hills

home, and still more at the studio bunga-

low. Here many famous people meet at

the luncheon hour. The last time I was

there, the Duchess of Sutherland and Bur-

ton Holmes were guests. Doug and Mary
toss the ball of light talk back and forfh,

and it is great fun to hear them.

"I'm going to play an extra in Doug's

picture," Mary declared. "I'm going to put

on a mask in the ballroom scene and pinch

Doug's arm in the crowd. If he pinches

back— well, you can imagine what he'll

get when he comes home at night!"

Other guests dropped in— members of

English nobility, too. Luncheon was just

finished. It was then that Mary demanded,
with a sidelong comical little glance at me,

that the waiter remove the onions!

Wouldn't that be a hit in a picture?

Holmes has a wonderful collection of

ivory Buddhas at his flat in New York, and
was telling us about ~ them.

"I'll bet you bought some of them at

Woolworth's!" kidded Doug.
"Well, as a matter of fact, I did get one

of my best ones there!" Holmes laughingly

admitted.

The Duchess of Sutherland is staying

with Douglas and Mary while she writes a

book about the motion picture people, and

what a sweet, brilliant, charming lady she

is!

"But of course when it comes to appear-

ance, according to tradition Elinor Glyn is

the real movie duchess!" grinned Patsy.

Speaking of the nobility, Vicky Mix.

Tom Mix's wife, told a funny thing that

happened to Tom in London.
"A certain English lord was entertaining

us at luncheon one day at his home," ex-

plained Vicky. "Tom had to leave early

to visit some of the soldiers' hospitals. He
had been the guest of honor, and as he

arose to leave naturally everybody was look-

ing at him. He made his apologies and

farewells, prepared to exit, opened a door-

—

and stepped right into the butler's pantry!"

Bess Meredyth and Agnes Christine

Johnston, scenario writers, give won-

derful parties, entertaining many stars a:

their homes.
Miss Johnston lives in a picturesque ok

English house in Santa Monica. Out then

one evening at dinner were King Vido

and Eleanor Boardman—who are to b<

married soon, I believe—Norma Sheare

and a number of other guests. After din

ner we played charades, with the writer

in the party naturally doing much bette

with the words and the actors naturall

doing much better with the acting. ^Frani

Dazey, playwright, is Miss Johnston's hu;

band, and a jovial host he is, with a lin

of humor that keeps you wondering ho\

he ever happened to write such a tragi

play as Peter Weston.
Out at Bess Meredyth's one night

listened to Mabel Normand play the pianc

I had known that Mabel could play, but nc

like that, ^he ; s going about quite a 1<
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NowYour Skin

Need Never
Grow Old

Houd gModern Science Working on 'The

Secret formula of the Qreat beauties

ofSpain Has 'Discovereda Way To cR^tain

Youth In the Qorneum*
*(The Outermost Layer of Skin)

"^TOW you may have and keep an entirely

new complexion— a complexion radiant

with the fresh coloring of youth—smooth
and firm as a child's—and free from the

slightest trace of blemish.

You need no longer fear the passing years

or the ageing effects of sun, wind, dirt and
emotions on your complexion.

How?
The explanation is simple.

A square inch of your skin under a micro-

scope looks like a fine silken sieve. It con-

tains hundreds of tiny grooves and well-like

pits. These pits are pores, the lungs of

your skin.

If your lungs become clogged, you die

from lack of oxygen. If your pores be-

come clogged, your skin dies.

Every pore of your skin is naturally brim-

ming with oil. The dust and dirt of our
civilized life is trapped and held by this

sticky fluid. It collects in the pores and clogs

them. Then your skin cannot breathe. The
glands of the skin become paralyzed without
oxygen, and the tiny muscles and tissues un-

derneath, which support the skin, become
slack. As result your skin grows old.

Scientists Agree That
Oil Will Not Remove Oil
To acquire and keep a clear, smooth, ra-

diant complexion, the pores must be kept

constantly clean. Oils or creams, no matter

how well compounded, will not penetrate

the pores, will not dissolve or remove the

oily, clogged mass in each tiny well. In fact,

if the pores are already clean, creams will

merely furnish the bait to catch more dust

and enlarge them.

Soap and Water Not Enough
Every woman knows that soap and water

alone will not remove this oil with its de-

structive cargo of dirt and germs. Washing
merely clears thejw/^ff?oftheskin— the lurk-

ing elements which bring on old age are

lodged within the pores. Left to their vicious

work they will undermine skin health, stop

.

natural skin breathing and shut out the nec-

essary oxygen which the tissues and glands

underneath must have.

Cleansing ©£ Any Kind
Is Not Enough

Cleaning is the first essential of skin youth
and skin health. But more than that is needed
to keep your skin from growing older. There
must also be some means of naturally stimu-

lating the glands of the skin and there must
be a means of building (and keeping built

up) the tissues underneath the skin.

I have had Almaviva made up for myself pri-

vately for several years. I have treasured the

formula as agreat beauty secret known to only
a few of the most beautiful women in Spain

It does, in truth, accomplish miracles and is

unquestionably the best cleansing and beauti-

fying lotion in the world. But I will even go
further and say that Almaviva is indispensible

in the toilet of any woman who wishes to

look young and beautiful. (Signed)

(WorldFamous Spanish Dancer and Beauty who
has appeared at the Trianon Palace in Madrid,
the Coliseum in London; also in this country in

The Greenwich Village Follies, the Winter
Garden, Keith 's Palace and the Orpheum Circuit.)

Otherwise, those tiny cracks and crevices

in the corneum (the outermost layer of the

skin) will soon sag into lines.

Women have always wanted and needed
a preparation that would accomplish all of
these things at the same time, simply and
easily. A single, simple, drugless preparation

that would
1". Cleanse the skin and remove all foreign

matter from the pores.

2. Stimulate the skin glands.

3. Strengthen the tiny skin muscles.

4. Build up the underlying tissues.

Science Experimented
Science tried out hundreds ofpreparations,

medicated soaps, creams and muds. They
found that soap only cleansed the surface of
the skin, and that if soap alone was constantly

used the skin would become roughened
—thatacneand other disorders would appear.

They found that creams, while perhaps fur-

nishing some nutriment to the skin, cause

dirt to collect in the pores and clog them.
They found that while muds clean the pores
they dry up the skin glands, i.:at their

astringent qualities cause tiny blood vessels

to break on the surface and that they have a

tendency to close the pores completely.

None of these filled the bill. Finally tra-

vellers brought back tales of a mystetious
beauty secret possessed byafew great Spanish
beauties which was mixed with actual cow's

milk. Science investigated, compounded
and the result was

—

ALMAVIVA (Soul of Youth)
The Secret Formula of the Beauties of Spain

Almaviva is made up of microscopic sponge-
like particles— in solution. Each particle is

approximately the size of a skin pore. And
each contains the essential elements necessary

to build up the underlying skin tissues and
to feed your hungry skin glands.

When this drugless solution is

mixed with actual cow's milk in aglass

or in the palm of the hand, it forms a

smooth, delicate, milky-white liquid.

This you rub over your entire face

—

enabling the liquid to lodge in every

pore until its sponge-like qualities

absorb all grease and foreign matter

and it has given up the precious

food elements of the milk to nourish

the tissues and stimulate the glands.

No rubbing in or rubbing off is

necessary. It is completely absorbed
within fifteen minutes.

And the results are immediately

noticeable.

All blackheads will be removed, there

will be a slight natural rose flush in your
cheeks and the skin will be left in its natural

state. It will be neither dry not drawn as

with a mud, nor slightly greasy as with a
cream. The pores are cleansed, the glands
are stimulated and the tissues strengthened
and properly fed.

Free Trial
For the present a special ttial offer will

be made. In order to introduce this new
scientific treatment ( hetetofore a secret

Spanish formula) alarge container of Alma-
viva intended to sell retail for $3.00 will be
be sent to you without a penny in advance.
When the package arrives, merely deposit
with the postman the small sum of $1.95
plus a few cents postage.

Absolute Guarantee
If, after giving this treatment a thirty-Jay

trial, your skin health has not been definite-

ly improved— if lost youth has not been
brought back and all ageing processes
stopped, your money will be returned to you
in full without question. Your satisfaction

is unconditionally guaranteed.

Send No Money
Send no money now. Simply mail the

coupon below. But do this today because
this special low price oftet may never be
made again Before you turn this page, tear

off the coupon and mail it.

[
*

VILAR BROS., Importers, Dept. 2147

J
156 W. 14th Street.

I New York City, N. Y.
I Please send me in accordance with your

j Free Trial Offer one large S3 00 size con-
I tainet of Almaviva. I will pay the post-

I man the special introductory price ofonly
Si 95 plus postage. If I wish I may send

1 back the package within 30 days and have

| my money refunded in full.

Name-

Address .

City

(If you prefer send Si 95 with coupon
and save postage—you are protected bf
the guarantee)
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m
Aviation!
D (\0 you love adventure? Do you want to make big

money? Although aviation is still in its infancy
thereis a crying-demand for men with courage, nerve,
and self-reliance—ambitious men who are looking
for a new field. For those who qualify there will be
thousands of highly paid jobs.

Aaasaziseg Cpportcsenaty In
the Antrplame Icsc&iestry

Yes, as yet, aviation is in its infancy, but now is

the time to get in. In the
automobile industry and
in the moving picture
business hundreds of men
got rich by getting in at

thestart. They madetheir
success before others
woke up.
Think how much avia-

tion has progressed in the
last few years. Commer-
cial air lines have already
proved themselves suc-
cessful both in Europe
and America. Great men
predict that in the near
future there will be air-

freight lines — organiza-
tions as large as bur rail-

roads are today. AVIA-
TION IS NEW. It
clamors for every young

Fascinating—
Baring — Big

Paying
Prepare Now for One^of

These Positions
Aeronautical Instructor

S60 to $150 per week
Aeronautical Engineer
SlOO to $300 per week

Aeronautical Contractor
Enormous profits

Aeroplane Repairman
*60 to $75 per week

Aeroplane (V'echanican
$40 to $60 per week

Aeroplane Inspector
$50 to $75 per week

Aeroplane Salesman
$5000 per year and up

Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65*per week

Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week

Be an Aviation Expert—
$50 to $100 a week

The Btudy of aviation is as fascinating as the actual work.
Only one hour of spare time a day at home and we teach you
the basic training. You will find every lesson packed full of
interest. Student S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says, "Your
lessons are like a romance, and what is more, after one
reading the student gets a thorough understanding.'* Men
who have had actual experience guide you carefully through
your training. They select the lessons, lectures, blueprints,
and bulletins. Once you start you can't get enough of it.

Here are some real jobs. Which one do you want'.' Aero-
nautical Instructor, Aeronautical Engineer, Aeronautical
Contractor, Aeroplane Salesman, Aeroplane Repairman,
Aeroplane Mechanician, Aeroplane Inspector, Aeroplane
Assembler, Aeroplane Builder.

Big Aviation Book FREE
Send coupon below for our new FREE book just out en»

titled,"Opportunities in the Airplane Industry." It is inter-
esting and instructive. Get yours before edition is exhausted.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 8827 3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

^AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
|

Dept. ' 88273601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
j

(Without any obligation send me yonr free book "Oppor- .
tunities in the Airplane Industry," also information 1

aboutyourHome Study Course in Practical Aeronautics

.

Name.
E

I

I Address I

^City Stale

now, and everybody is wishing her luck on
the stage, which is to be her next venture.

Charlie Chaplin was there, too, and kept
a bunch of guests amused with his magic
feats. Kathleen Key came in with her
Spanish bullfighter admirer, Paul Ellis. Of
course he isn't a bull'fighter now, but he
was formerly. He is in pictures at present.

"I couldn't keep on with the profession

of bull-fighting,'" he explained. "It is too

cruel."

"So now," Patsy remarked, "you're
working with it."

Harry Carey invited Patsy and me out
to his ranch to a big barbecue party the

other day. Harry just positively revives

the old Spanish hospitality, and you could
imagine, away off there in that big lonely

valley—which Harry seems to own almost
entirely—and with those Navajo Indians
about who work for him, that you were
back in the days of the Spanish dons. Not
even, as Patsy justly said, could little 'Dobe
Carey, Harry's four-year-old son, who has

fiery red hair, spoil the illusion. There is

a ranch house, with a great living room
running clear through it to an open fire-

place, and with wide verandahs running
across the whole front of the house, fitted

out with big chairs and rustic swings. This

C[ This business of being a movie star

is not so easy. Patsy Ruth Miller

risking her nec\ with the aid of

Monte Blue in "Red Hot Tires."

flanks a wide lawn, and beyond the lawn is

a - big dance platform furnished with a

piano, while away down the road is a large

s-vimming pool.

The two Carey children have Navajo
squaw nurses, and the little girl speaks

more Navajo than she does English. Little

Adobe goes swimming with the Navajos,

but they refuse to swim with anybody else

among the white folks.

Everybody at the party was turned loose

to ride horseback or swim in the big swim-

ming pool, or to dance on the big outdoor

platform to the music of a colored jaw
band, or, in between jazz pieces, to the

music of the piano played by some guest.

That piano must be acclimated, for it wears
only a rubber coat in rainy weather.

One charm of the party was that all the

generations that could possibly be alive were
represented at that party. There were
grandmas and little children and all the

in-betweens.

One slight accident marred the day. We
were all sitting on the verandah with the

children playing on the lawn, when we
heard a scream. A belated Fourth of July

fire-cracker had exploded in a little girl's

hand and set her clothing afire. Harry

Carey became a quick-thinking hero at that

moment. Down he dashed, tearing his coat

off as he went, and wrapped the child in

it, instantly smothering the flames. Only
one of her little hands was slightly burned.

Lionel Barrymo-re came along for a few

minutes, but he had an ulcerated tooth, and
explained he had merely come those seventy

miles to let Harry know that he couldn'c

come to the party! We offered him every-

thing in the world for his toothache, but

he wanted just to be alone with it. Even
Ann Cornwall's^ smile and Trilby Clark's

profile didn't seem to do him any good.

Robert Edeson was- there with his new
wife. She is a South American, pretty,

and very sweet. We supposed that maybe
she couldn't speak a word of English, but

it turned out that she could, and she said

that she didn't care a thing for a career

—

she just adored her home. Which must

be a rest to dear Bob, who has been tossed

about on the matrimonial sea until one
wonders how he ever had any courage left

to sail another bark.

Kathleen Key arrived with one of her

Italian admirers, but went off horseback rid-

ing with him, returning at a wild, reckless

gallop.

She tried to fake a runaway, I think,

but Harry Carey kidded her, and she ad-

mitted that she hadn't been a bit afraid.

The Navajo Indians danced for us,—

a

weird medicine dance, calculated, as Patsy

declared, either to kill or cure. If you were
well enough to get up and go away from

there, you certainly would; and if you
couldn't, why there was the sweetness of

oblivion for you anyway.

Dinner was served on long benches from

a chuck wagon, with Windy River Bill

Smith, the famous cowboy cook, presiding

over the feast as chief. I used to meet
Windy River Bill over on the Tom Mix
ranch, and long years have made him about

the best cook in the world. A hundred
chickens had been cooked for the dinner,

with other things corresponding. Later on
during the festivities, Bill put on a fresh

collar and joined the party to dance with

the guests! He is nearly as good a dancer

as he is cook, too.

After dinner, when we came back to the

house, I found Doris Anderson, who writes

scenarios, blooming out in an evening dress.

I asked her where she got it, and she said

that Mrs. Carey had given it to her. Mrs.
Carey came around just then with an offer

of evening dresses for all the girls who
cared to don them.

Isn't that just the last word in the book
on 'How To Be A Hostess?'

When we left, the moonlight was flood-

ing the valley, with the quiet, brooding hills

and their mysterious, restful shadows send-

ing forth a sort of serene blessing to u;

humans.

"Let's go in swimming!" Peter B. Kyne
was calling to Ann Cornwall,— it was
eleven o'clock then,—-and Mrs. Carey pro-

duced bathing suits from somewhere, which
a dozen guests went into the bedrooms to

don. We saw them coming forth and heard

their gay voices as they sallied to the swim-

ming pool.

"It seems almost as though Mrs. Carey
is so generous a hostess that some good
fairy has endowed her with magic power-

for providing for her guests!" exclaimed

Patsy. "Just imagine all those bathing suits

in this cow country!"
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How IWas Shamed
into Popularity/

For some reason I could never get out of

the wall-flower class. But one night I

had a bitter experience that changed
everything. Here's what happened.

By James Preston

YOU know, I' once thought nerve alone was
enough to get one by anywhere. That is,

I thought so till I met Olive. You never in

your life saw two people take to each other
the way we did. It was sheer joy to both of
us just to be together. She liked me a lot

and made no secret of it. and—well, I'll

admit I tumbled pretty hard myself. If

only that dance party hadn 't come along.
But dances are what parties are made for.

I sat out two or three fox-trots watching' Olive
spin around in the arms of other men. How
easily and gracefully they glided along! And
there I was, sitting back and letting these

other fellows monopolize the prettiest girl on the floor.

I felt like—well, you can imagine how I felt! I decided
right there to take a turn with her myself.

Just a Poor Boob
The fact that I didn't know how to dance well didn't mean

anything to me

—

then. It looked easy enough, and I thought I

could get by. So at the very first notes of the orchestra
for the next dance, I swallowed whatever fear I felt, and
taking a hold that must have been screamingly funny if it

hadn't been so pathetic—I started what I thought was
dancing.

Wherever did I get my nerve? And
where did that girl ever get her wonderful
patience' I must have stumbled twenty
times—and then in the middle of the dance
she winced with pain and stopped to rub
her toes.

'

' Jack, '
' she said—her voice tried hard

to be friendly— '
' Jack, let 's not finish this

dance. I'm too tired anyway," she added,
struggling with herself to be nice to me.

I guess I turned a million colors. Just
then I wanted the ground to open up and
swallow me. It was quite a while before I
saw Olive again.

But that night I sat up and turned that
terrible experience over and over in my
mind. And suddenly it dawned upon me
why I was so rarely able to make a date
with the girls of my social set. With
equal suddenness it occurred to me that
there was a remedy—a quick, simple rem-
edy that I had read about time and again,
yet never heeded.

A Free Booklet That Started
Something

The very next morning I mailed a maga-
zine coupon to Arthur Murray, America 's

foremost dancing instructor, asking him
for his booklet, "A Short Cut to Popular-
ity," and the test lesson all entirely free.

Here was an easy, inexpensive way to find
out whether I could learn to dance, and
learn in a few evenings.

A 32-page booklet and the free test les-

son came at once. The booklet explained

to me how easy it is to become a good
dancer—that dancing is as easy as walk-

ing, once you know how—and how quickly

anyone can master the art.

It showed me how, right in my own
room, without music or partner, and with
no one to watch me, I could learn to do
all the latest steps in a remarkably short

time. It explained how the ability to

dance well gives poise and self-confidence

in the presence of strangers—how it helps

to overcome timidity and awkwardness

—

how it enlarges one's circle of friends—
makes one welcome at every affair—and
brings many hours of joyous fun and
good times.

What I Learned in Just a Few
Moments

There was a lot more, of course. That
booklet was a revelation to me. But the free
test lesson— well, what it did for me amazes
me yet when I stop to think of it. I tried
the steps as explained and diagrammed in
the lesson and found that the hardest
dance step took me only a few minutes
to learn. Was I tickled? I was ready to
cheer! All I wanted then was another
chance to get on a dance floor. I could
just imagine how surprised my fnends
would be—for I knew that now 1 co;dd
show them a thing or two.

They were—and the girls are only too
glad to accept when I ask for a dance
now. I haven 't known a lonesome evening
since I mailed the coupon.

Whether^ you 've had an experience like
mine or not, take a tip from one who
knows, and avoid the possibility of em-
barrassment. You can do it—anyone can
do it—this easy, pleasure-giving way.

Do as I did. Get the free book and
test lesson and read them carefully. They
can mean the difference between a life of
happiness, of friends, of good times—or
a life of misery, loneliness and monotonv.
Mail the coupon at once and enclose only
-5 cents to cover postage and mailing.
Don't delay it. Do it now. Address:
Arthur Murray, Studio 511, 801 Madison
Avenue, New York Citv.

Arthur Murray, Studio 511,

801 Madison Avenue, New York City.

\\ ithout obligating me in any way, please send
me your Test Lesson and a copy of your beau-
tifully illustrated 32-page book, both free, which
tells all about Arthur Murray's remarkable
course in dancing and explains how it can make
me a graceful, versatile dancer, right in mv own
home, without music, partner or private teacher.
I enclose 21 cents to cover postage and mailing.

Name.
I

I Addres

[

I City ..Stat

J
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Playforpleasureandprofit'
—Conn gives you both in the short-
est time. Easy playing is the out-
standing feature of Conns, as the
world's greatest artists will tell you.
Beautiful tone, perfect scale, reliable

mechanism. With all their exclusive
features Conns cost no more. FREE
TRIAL, EASY PAYMENTS on
any band or orchestra instrument.
Write for details, mentioning in-

R. O. Sweeten is one of strument.
the hundreds of famous
stars who use and en-
dorseConn instruments.

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
1084 Conn B!dg-, Elkhart, led

CULTIVATE YOUR MUSICAL BUMP

WwS

$3000to$10000vA»
We train you quickly right in your own

home. Tremendous fieldin Modern Photo-
graphy. Newspapers, magazine 3, advertisers, etc.,
need thousands of high-class photos. 35,000 splen-
did locationsopen now. My amazingnew method
equips you to earn $50 to $100 a week while learn-
ing. Shows you how to do the kind of work turned
out in Chicago and New York studios. Also how
to start big money business of your own.

IgMgnBgi CDEIi Writeatoncefor FREE
HRka| rBlCC cameraoffer. I giveyou

[ ;j
high grade professional Camera
free. Offeropen only shorttime—
act at once. I guarantee ray training.

INTERNATIONAL STUDIOS. IliO.

3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1317
Chicago, U, S, A»

every way.
Sizes for all

types of noses.

/WITft HOSE ^PJLSSTER
The GENUINE (Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid pain-
less and safe. The ANITA is a Gen-
uine and most Comfortable Nose Sup-
porter. Absolutely GUARANTEED.
Highly recommended by

Physicians.
Write for FREE booklet.

"Nature's Way To Happiness" yv

TfoeflmTft Co.
Gold Medal Dept. 1069

VinnerFeb. '23

SONGWRITERS!
WE WTJLJL JRAY

$250.°°
Advance Royalty

upon publication oF sowrfs found
suitable.
Submit manuscripts at once

For examination orwxite. ForFREE
BOOKLET on Songwriting.

EQUITABLE MUSIC CO.
1656 BROADWAY NEW YORK

SCREENLAND
They Say

(Continued from page 68)

and in a few moments returned with a
cup of steaming water. He handed it to
Jetta, and without a word the steaming
cup of water was consumed, and Jetta,

smiling, insisted that she was 'the only one
in the whole company who really had solved
the problem of keeping cool. So Jetta

insisted that some of us try it. However,
after watching the second patient through
an agonizing minute or two, the rest of us
decided we didn't mind the heat at all!

I hope the men, particularly, read this

next; it may help them the Way it helped
me! I met my good friend Rod La Rocque
the other morning, and as usual noticed
something new about him. He had the
cuffs of his shirt sleeves unbuttoned and
turned up over his coat-sleeve about an
inch and a half. I suppose I kept staring
and gazing at him so much that he at last

vouchsafed some information.
"Say, Marion," he said, "that's perfectly

okay. Don't you know that this is the
very latest thing in 'What the Men Will
Wear'? It's called 'The Wales' Latest', and
it's the most sensible thing that's happened
in a long time. Now I can wear some of
my shirts which have been waiting to have
the sleeves shortened."

Pretty nice, isn't it? And it really does
look well, top.

Whatever is going to happen in Holly-

wood fifteen years hence is beyond me!
There aren't going to be any escorts, and
the only one held to account is Old Man.
Stork, Incorporated. Oh, he comes around,
all right, but he's unloading all the girls

in the world on the Hollywood moving pic-

ture families, and everybody knows that

you've got to have heroes just the same as

heroines. All of which means that there
are two new baby girls in Hollywood —
little Miss de Haven, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Carter de Haven, and little Miss
Vivian Reed, daughter of Jane Novak
Reed and her director husband, William
Reed. Who'll write to the Never-Never
Land and tell the boss there that Holly-
wood needs some baby boys?

"Oh^ no, he doesn't look a bit like his
father." How many times has that been
announced about Doug Fairbanks, Jr.? And
what do YOU think about it? I thought
the same until I saw him the other day
with the little moustache he wears in his

new Henry King picture, "Stella Dallas."

It's just like his father's and makes him a
regular chip off the old block. Growing,
your first "whiskers" must be a grand and
glorious feeling!

The Eighteen Great Adventures
[Continued from page 27)

with any type but all of them are mighty
attractive young people.

Although most of the time has been
spent within the spacious confines of the
Famous Players-Lasky studio in Astoria,
Long Island, or about New York City, the
eighteen boys and girls, paradoxical to re-

late, have lived through twelve centuries
and all over Europe and the Orient in one
month! That is to say, they have worn the
costumes of all countries and all ages back
to medieval times.

A large room, with a stage, has been
set aside at the studio for the students.
There all the classes are held, and there the
students have been suffering the heartache
or satisfaction, as the case may be, of wit-
nessing their histrionic efforts on the screen.
On the opening day of class, Mr. Terriss

undertook to rid the boys and girls of their

self-consciousness. This is a natural trait

among civilized people. Even well known
actors will admit that they are frightened
just before the curtain ascends on a new
play. And so it was with our eighteen
adventurers toward film fame. They were
scared to death, collectively and individ-
ually.

"Miss Kenvin, please get up on the
stage," said Mr. Terriss suddenly.

Miss Kenvin did, feeling decidedly un-
comfortable.

"Recite something for us," directed the
principal.

The girl hesitated. It was plainly a
dreadful ordeal.

"Well, sing your favorite song," Mr.
Terriss urged, kindly.

Miss Kenvin was patriotic. She began
to sing "America." The venture was not
a great success. The young woman looked
down into the faces of her colleagues. None
were smiling or laughing. All looked sym-
pathetic. Each was wondering, no doubt,
who the next victim would be. They ap-

plauded Miss Kenvin. She broke into a
natural smile. Her ordeal was ended. And
her self-consciousness was banished.

To the remaining seventeen pupils it

seemed a long time until Terriss spoke
again. 1

"Miss Dunn, please get up on the stage
and entertain us," he said.

With trepidation, she walked on . the
platform. Her companions smiled encour-
agement. She sang a popular song. The
ice was broken for her.

Each of the students had to repeat the
performance.

Mr. Terriss gently but firmly pointed out
to each his faults in walking on or off the
stage, in gesture and posture while singing
or reciting.

The next thing that the young folk-
learned was to act pictorially. This is an
important phase of screen technique that
only a movie actor can appreciate. The
students spent a whole day in going over
and over a simple scene in which two men
call on a girl, sit down and have a talk
with her.

Nothing very complicated about that, is

there? No doubt every attractive young
man and woman of the early twenties has
gone through the routine at least a hundred
times in real life.

But you see in real life we're pretty
clusmy about the way we do things. When
three people meet, they usually bunch to-

gether, get into awkward positions when
they are arranging chairs, get behind one
another, and in general do many little

things, which, while perfectly natural,
would make even the most unsophisticated
fan groan if they were done that way in
the movies. In other words, our everyday
actions aren't what is termed in screen par-
lance as "pictorial."

And when these boys and girls who may
be the popular heroes and heroines of the
silversheet in the next few years attempted
to do these commonplace little acts of sit-

ting down gracefully and bowing casually,
they found that it wasn't as easy as it

looks. Just to enter a room,' for instance,
in a perfectly easy manner, without too
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our price, white man.
she is yours!

Still alive, before us on the altar stood the
woman we had spent so many perilous
months seeking. But what was she doing

here among these jungle savages,
carrying in her arms their holiest
idol? What chance had we to save
her, three white men among these
hordes of angry blacks!

TO enter the sanctuary would be to

violate their holiest laws; to touch the
hem of her skirt would mean instant
destruction.

Suddenly ... a strangled "cry and Ragnall
sprang toward her. But with a fierce gesture the
Arab thrust himself before the altar and set the
price of this woman 's freedom.
As he made his bargain I gasped with horror,

for what he demanded was dearer than gold.

But read the rest of this stirring
story for yourself. You can have
it and twelve other gripping vol-
umes for free examination if you
will mail the coupon at once.

Great Historical Romances
of H. RIDER HAGGARD

13 Splendid Volumes FREE On Approval

A million people have thrilled to the stories of

Rider Haggard! A million history and
f romance lovers have been transported by his

magic pen right into the heart of the African jungle,

to stately ancient palaces of Asia Minor, to the
hunting lodges of England.

A peep into one of his volumes and immediately
you are following his intrepid hunters through
tangled jungles where lions stalk and tigers roam;
sharing the adventures of fearless pioneers in strange
lands

;
journeying across the burning desert ; witness-

ing the secret ceremonies of queer jungle tribes,
1

hunting, shooting, warring with the black men of.

forest and veldt, amid hair-breadth escapes.
[

The Least Expensive Form of Entertainment1

Good History As Well!
In these 4400 gripping pages of breath-taking tales,

you will forget your business and your worries—
McKinlay, Stone & Mackenzie, Dept. 57, 30 Irving PI

forget everything but the joy of living. You will'

want to read them over and over again. No other
form of entertainment in this day and age offers you.
so much for so little money!

40% Reduction If You Act Now!
The demand for this, the only uniform edition^ is)

rapidly increasing since the author's recent death.
There are still a number of these sets left. If you
mail the coupon today, you can have one at our
original figure—40% less than the publisher's price.
Handsomely bound in substantial cloth covers or Jk
in rich Artcraft, difficult -to tell from leather 4>

*
\

. v» I
Mail The Coupon Today - £5T j?'

Read Them 10 Davs Free! "WHb*?;
Then if not more than delighted, D ept

M
5

A
7

CKENZIE -

return them at our expense. But ^ "J^ScM
send the coupon now .before J^p^au" 1
the limited number of/these / H^^nSWi/wl
sets is exhausted, f # ^ cl0

»
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.

/ vO* Ine Publisher's price. If after 10 H
tvt -\_/ | g~<•. / ?y days' free examination I am hrghh •*

., lMe\V IOrkV^ilty \Q delighted. I will mail you $1.00 promptly m
^and $1.00 each month thereafter for onl\ a

I-t months. Otherwise I will return themB
• «5*vvithin in days at your expense. Examina-a

^/tiou to cost me nothing. S-25J
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Your or husband's occupation
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The Velvet Pools
of Midnight Eyes

fascinate the imagination because of

their luxuriant sweep o f shadowy
lashes.
Darken your lashes with WINX and your
eyes will instantly take on the magnetic lustre

that you have always envied. It requires

but a second or two, yet your lashes stay

dark and lovely for days.

WINX is a harmless waterproof liquid that

neither runs nor -Smears. It is simple to

apply and dries at once. Complete with
dainty brush attached to the stopper of the
bottle, 75c, U. S. and Canada.
To give distinction to the eyebrows, use
WINXETTE (cake form). Simply trace it

through the brows after powdering. Equip-
ped with one-row brush and mirror. 50c.
Black and brown.
WINX and WINXETTE, at drug and de-
partment stores, or by mail.

Mail 12c today for a generous sample of
WINX. Another 12c brings a sample of
PERT, the 24-hour waterproof rouge.

Mail 12c today for a generous sample of
WINX. Another 12c brings a sample of
PERT, the 2i-hour waterproof rouge.

ROSS COMPANY
235 West 18th Street New York

WINX
"Waterproof

MAKE $2.50 AN HOUR
IN YOUR SPARE TIME

and
GET A HANDSOME

BRAEMOOR COAT FREE
No experience necessary. We
send you complete instruc-
tions and a beautiful sell

ing outfit, and a handsome
traveling case.

BRAEMOOR COATS
are as exclusive in

style as the tailored

coats sold by the

finest shops on Fifth

Avenue. Their stun-

ning lines, excellent work-
manship and rich all wool \
fabrics, and the unusual
low nrice of $24.75 for such
wonderful coats, make them
easy to sell,

BRAEMOOR COAT COM-
PANY, Inc. Dept. HH

126 Fifth Ave.
New York City

f^ Get KM
©I Your FAT
Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-

reduced" offer. I have successfully reduced
thousands of persons, often at the rate of
a pound a day without diet or exercise.
Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed "Physician

State of New York, 286 FiSth Ave., N. V., Desk S-2

OWN a Typewriter
Big Typewriter Bargain! ^jjjigfjp*

Own your own Underwood fe
Model 5 ! Why take less when our 7|
rebuilt plan brings this ace of all
writing machines at a big saving
and on easy monthly terms!

Don't bay a typewriter un-
til after a free trial of this

one! We nive you a quick course in
touch writing. Send today, here and
now, for our special offer: we'll send cata^
log and new, valuable Typewriting Manual
f-We.AddresaSHiPMAN-WARDMFG.Co i'047Sh!DmanB!dg.. Chicago

much swinging of arms, is a trick in itself.

And after the first man has shaken hands
with the girl, nothing is more natural than
that he should step into the background
while the second man comes forward. That
is, nothing is more natural, except in the
movies, for there the first suitor would be
completely out of the picture, and the
grouping, or, as the camera-wise express
it, "the composition," would be all wrong.

Take the little matter of chairs. You
can't imagine how hard a chair is to handle
"pictorialiy" until you try it in front of a
penetrating camera. It bumps the back of
your legs and throws you into awkward
positions before you get into it. And when
you sit down, there are a dozen ways of
placing yourself in a chair. Only one of
them is the right way in the movies.
The eighteen students worked all day on

these problems, and with a truly invincible
spirit bred by their mutual earnestness and
ambition they won out.

Next day the pupils were privileged to
glimpse such noted exponents of the photo'
dramatic art as Carol Dempster, Harrison
Ford and James Kirkwood conduct them-
selves under similar circumstances with the
great D. W. Griffith directing them in a
scene of his forthcoming production, "That
Royle Girl." Probability is that never be-
fore were these actors watched with such
painstaking scrutiny.

The students the next day took their
first lesson in horsemanship. Since riding
is fast becoming a lost pastime in America,
most of the pretty maids" and handsome
swain not only had to be shown how to
mount their steeds, but also had to be
shown what to do once they were atop the
horses. The lesson in equestrianism was
held on the bridle paths of New York's
famous Central Park where a weekly lesson
will be given during the entire course.

Well, there were eighteen weary and
sore youngsters who returned to th'eir re-
spective headquarters in the Allerton House
for girls and the Allerton House for men,
that evening. Now, although there is no
prospect of rodeo promoters seeking their
services, still they are all fairly good riders
and by the time they get their diplomas
from Mr. Lasky they will be qualified to
impersonate pony express riders.

Outside of costume movies, can you re-
call, offhand, many in which a motor car
does not figure? That's right. The stu-
dents spent some days learning to drive
through the traffic congested streets of New
York City. The driving of a car was no
dark mystery to some of them,, but .they
quickly learned that there is a difference
between speeding along small town thor-
oughfares and going through the bustling
streets of the metropolis, with pedestrians,
traffic officers and swarming motorists seem-
ingly in a conspiracy to confuse one.

"Smile, please," is a part of the litera'
ture of photography. All that a man needs
to straighten his tie, set his hat at a new
angle and act totally unlike himself is for
somebody to point a camera at him. With
girls, the case is a little different. All they
do is begin poking their fingers into their
hair, dab powder on their noses, a little

color on the cheeks and hold mirrors before
their noses.

Students of the Paramount School were
no exception during the first week. They
smiled. Then they smiled some more, and
the cameramen tried vainly to be patient
and charitable.

But at length the boys and girls topped
the hurdle of posing naturally before the
lens and now they are almost as camera
wise as Thomas Meighan, Bebe Daniels,
Jack Holt, Lois Wilson, Betty Bronson or
any of the other favorites of the cinema.

C[ Carmelita Geraghty, who accorw
panied Virginia Valli on her trip

to Europe.

After these preliminary essentials of a
screen career had been mastered, Mr. Ter-
riss and his aides introduced their charges
to the beautiful, but oh, so hot, costumes
of bygone days. Gone but never to be for-

gotten by them, vow the students, as they
reflect how they suffered those blistering

days in August with a full thirty pounds
of satin and broadcloth weighing them
down.,

Grace and stateliness, gallantry and
courtesy, plus the closest observation and
vivid imagination, are required of the man
or woman who would wear the splendid
trappings of from three to ten centuries ago.
Under the direction of Hal Clarendon the
students were given lessons not only in the
wearing of ancient, medieval and renais-

sance costumes, but in the manners that
accompanied the clothes. Mr. Clarendon,
assisted by Morgia Lytton, danced a minuet
before the camera. Then the class danced
the minuet and were photographed. These
films were then shown to the pupils to
illustrate by comparison, what mistakes they
had made.

Visiting the classroom one day I found
the gallant gentlemen and stately ladies of
long ago arrayed in rows before the stage
on which stood a man in grey business suit.

He was George Currie, who is instructor
of pantomime and body control for the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts.

"Weight on the right side," he said, il-

lustrating the pose he wished them to take.
"Now. the other side." They shifted. "Lean
forward." The gallant figures in silks, sat-

ins and velvets, doublets, hose and plumed
caps swayed forward.
"On your toes!"

All rose on their toes.

"No, Mr. Goss, you mustn't lose your
balance. Miss Harris, do it more easily.

Don't make such work of it. All right.
Down on your heels. Bend the knees."

All stooped, and with the gray-clad man
in the same position, remained so until it

seemed the strained muscles could not stand
it longer.

Under such painstaking instruction al!

the girls soon wore their gorgeous gowns
as if used to them. The boys were not so
much at ease. Male legs, as a rule, are not
things of beauty, and the long hose and
trunks seem to accentuate their bad points.

_
In addition to this, the students were

given lessons in swimnr'ng, fencing, gym-
nastics and etiquette. .In next month's is-
sue of Screenland we will describe these
courses for our readers.
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Famous Marcelling Cap

Now Offered at New Low Price

Tremendous volume of sales makes further reduction possible on re-

markable Curling Outfit, which marcels your hair at home in 15 minutes

After moistening the hair
•with McGowan's Curling
Liquid, which comes with
every outfit, you stretch the
elastic headband with t he hands
and bring it over the hair, s

unutes your
hair is dry, you re-
move tlie CaP—and
tliere is the loveliest

marcel you ever saw!

—a total of 80,000—we
could afford to sell them
at a still lower price. But
we're not going to wait

until the 80,000 are sold

to give you the benefit of

this quantity production.

We're going to give it to

you now while orders are

still pouring in at the

regular price almost as

fast as we can fill them.
We're going to cut nearly

one dollar off the price and
distribute this saving of

approximately 840,000
among the next 40,000

girls and women that

order!

If you read the
newspapers

Then with tin fingers, or an
orange stick: puff out the

hair in little "waves" and
let it dry in this^ position.
Meanwhile you. can read
or finish dressing.

Nothing succeeds like success! Rarely in

the history of American business has any

invention received such instant and hearty-

approval as the McGowan Marcelling Cap,

recently granted a Patent by the United

States Government. From the very first

announcement orders have come pouring in

and pouring in, until now this marvelous

marcelling outfit is in the hands of more

than 40,000 women—10,000 satisfied users,

who are doing more to "boost" our sales

than all the advertising we could possibly

run!
In our first advertising we told the women

of the nation we were going to set a price

that would mean ruin for us unless we could

quickly get a big volume of business. In-

stead of pricing this unique invention at

$5 to $10., as manv advised us to, we went

to the other extreme and offered the entire

outfit (including a $1.87 bottle_ of Mc-
Gowan's Curling Liquid) at $3.2/—($2.87
plus average of 40c postage). This was

little more than enough to cover the cost ot

making, advertising and selling, but we

felt that by selling at the closest possible

margin of profit, we could quickly get the

volume of sales we needed to operate most

economicallv.
We knew' the Marcelling Cap was some-

thing even- girl and woman wanted. We
expected a' quick response from the women
of the nation. But optimistic as we were,

even we did not anticipate such an over-

whelming flood of orders. Our judgment

was vindicated. Soon our facilities were

overtaxed so we could hardly keep up with

orders. But now we have just com-

pleted arrangements which will practically

double our capacitv

—

and we're going after

the next 40,000!

You're Invited to Share in

the Profits

Now we're going to do an unheard of

thing. We've figured that if we can quickly

sell 40,000 more of these Marcelling Outfits

and magazines regularly, you are more or

less familiar with this remarkable hair waving
device. You can see at a glance just how it

works. There is nothing complicated about

it; nothing to get out of order. It is so.

amazingly simple that you can hardly be-

lieve your eyes. But 40,000 girls
j

and
women throughout the country are using it

with gratifying results. That's the best

proof we can offer.

For Every Type and Style

Whatever style of "bob" you prefer

—

shingle, Ina Claire, cross-wave, center or

side-part bob—whatever kind of hair you
have—soft and fluffy, course and straight,

long or short—this new marcelling device is

guaranteed to give you just the kind of

marcel you want in 15 minutes' time. And
the beauty of it is that you can have a fresh

marcel every time you need it with as little

trouble as it ordinarily takes to comb long

hair.

Think what a saving this will mean.
Instead of paying $1.00 to $1.50, plus a

25 to 50 cent tip every time you need a

marcel, now it will cost you only about one

cent! Instead of an hour or two going and
coming from the Beauty Parlor, it will take

only 15 minutes at home!
But even more important than the saving

of time and money is the benefit to your hair.

Any specialist will tell you that constant

marcelling with artificial heat is most

injurious. Shortly after you discard the

harsh, artificial method of marcelling and

adopt this safe, natural way, you'll begin

to see the difference. Split ends and unruly

strands will vanish. You can put the

waves in the same place each time and soon

you will be able to train your hair and keep

it naturally marcelled with very little

attention.

The Curling Liquid that goes with the

McGowan Hair Waving Outfit is most
beneficial to the hair, too. It not only ac-

centuates the curl, but acts as a tonic for

scalp and hair, eradicates dandruff and
itching and promotes rich, luxurious growth.

It is absolutely neutral and is guaranteed
not to stain the hair or affect its color in

any way.

Be Among the 40,000 Who Will
Profit by This Reduction

The McGowan Marcelling Outfit consists of the
Marcelling Cap and a large size bottle of McGowan's
Curling Fluid. The Curling Liquid itself has always
sold for SI.87 a bottle and the Cap, if ordered sep-

arately, for the same amount—a total of S3. 74.

When we offered the combination for S3. 27, we had
to do some close figuring, but we did it in order to

get a great volume of sales in the shortest possible

time. Now we're going the limit and making another
reduction to S2.45 for the entire outfit and this

price includes the postage—a price which, as we
have said, is based on the anticipation of selling

40,000 more during the next few months.
Frankly, unless we can do so it will be impossible

to maintain this price. We may have to change it

at any time, so if you've been thinking of ordering
one of these Marcelling Outfits, don't lose any time.
Remember, we still take all the risk. The same
guarantee of Absolute Satisfaction or Money Back
applies at this reduced price just as it did before.

Send No Money—Just Mail
the Coupon

Even at this reduced price you do not have to pay
for your Marcelling Outfit in advance. Just sign
and mail the coupon and when the postman brings
your new found beauty aid, simply deposit with
him S2.45. Then after trying this outfit for seven
days, if you aren't entirely satisfied in e%"ery way
just return it and we will refund the purchase price
in full.

We couldn't afford to make such an offer if we
didn't know the McGowan Marcelling Outfit would
do everything we say—if we didn't know you will

be amazed and delighted if you give it a trial.

Your mirror is the sole judge. If you don't find

the McGowan Marcelling Outfit the greatest beauty
invention you ever used—if it doesn't give you the
loveliest marcel you ever saw—if you are not
simply delighted in every way with both the
Marcelling Cap and the Curling Liquid—then the
cost of the trial is on us.

Don't put it off another day. You have nothing
to lose; everything to gain. Tear out the coupon,
fill in and mail today. You'll always be glad you
didl

The McGowan Laboratories
710 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago

— COUPON ——— -

• THE McGOWAN LABORATORIES,
I 710 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 112,
I Chicago.
I Dear Mr. McGowan—Please send me your hair- t
I waving outfit, which includes your recently patented |

Marcelling Cap and a bottle of Curling Liquid. I I
(agree to deposit $2.45 with Uie postman upon its .

deliverv. After seven days' trial, if I am not satisfied I

with results in every way 1 w-ill return the outfit and •

I

you are to refund the purchase price in full, without I
any further obligation on my part. f

! *** \

i

| Address r

I
Note: If you expect to be out when the postman calls, J
enclose S2.45 with your order and the McGowan

j

Marcelling Outfit will be sent postpaid.



that's folly nowadays
Look about you. Note how slender-

cess prevails. Excess fat is not one-

tenth so common as it was.

Ask those slender people why. Some
will say, "I starved and exercised.

More will say, "I took Marmola Pre-

scription Tablets and they brought my
weight down at once."

That's the modern, scientific way, the

easy pleasant way. People have used

it for 18 years. Now they are using

100,000 boxes monthly because of the

proved results.

Investigate Marmola in fairness to

yourself. Don't let excess fat blight

your beauty, your health, your efficiency,

when millions know how to avoid it.

We state every ingredient in Mar-

mola, tell you how and why it acts. You
will know why results, which seem so

amazing, come in a natural way. Then

are bound to let Marmola bring you

to the weight you want.

Marmola Prescription Tablets are sold

by all druggists at $1 per box. Send this

coupon for our latest book, a_25-ct. sample

free and our guarantee. Clip it now.

The Pleasant Way to Reduce

MARMOLA
General Motors Bids.

DETROIT, MICH.

Mai I for

25c Sample

Free

$T DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-

pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adda wonderful cnarm.
beauty and expression to any face.

Perfectly harmless. Used bym ill.oris

of lovely women. BLACK orBROWN,
obtainable in solid form or water-

proof liquid. .75c at sour dealer a or
direct postpaid.
MAYBELLINECO. CHICAGO

Turn Your Spare Time
Into Money!

Take advantage of this opportunity to

join the Rose-O-Youth Club, and you
will soon be able to buy all the things

you have wished for. Dignified, re-

sponsible work for ambitious women.
Pome of our members are earning over

$20.00 a day during their spare time;

YOU can do the same.

Send for FREE Information
Before you forget it, send for complete
information concerning this marvelous
opportunity to make extra money; no
obligation, so do it NOW!

. ROSE-O-YOUTH CLUB
^ 2025 Fifth Ave., New York City

SCREEN LAND
The Old Helping Hand

(Continued from page 18)

can't get in without it. In fact, pull isn't

always what it may seem. In these days,

picture pull may lift its bowed head and

face the world once more. It may be sub-

jected to the strictest scrutiny and emerge

a good, clean little word.

Come out from your hiding place, Full,

old kid. You're all right. Nobody can get

along without you and hope to be some-

body someday. And don't let 'em tell you

different.

You are, in other words, simply the old

helping hand in disguise. The thing to do

is to grab you when you come along.

If you're painting a picture of the great,

big-hearted film magnate who stops his

Minerva on the road to the studio to ask

the poor little foot-sore Venus of an extra

if he can give her a lift, stop it and be

yourself. That scene may have been popu-

lar—once. Today, the main road to the

studio is so crowded with little extras wend- .

ing their way to the casting window that

the magnate has to run over a dozen every

day to get to his office at all. And, like

the " fabled French aristocrat, he is more

concerned over the damage to his horse

(power) than he is over the fate of his

victims. That some of them are still only

too glad to be run down is no business

of ours.

Just the same, there has to be a lift

somewhere. Somewhere a voice is calling,

"Come on. kid— take hold and I'll give

you a hand up." It may not be the mas-

ter's voice—the master producer, or direc-

tor. It may be the clerk at the casting

window who calls her boss's attention to the

good-looking photographs of the juvenile

who called for a bit the other day. It

may be the head electrician who brings

his little niece in to look over the studio,

paves the way for an introduction to the

assistant director, and then lets events take

their course. (Note: little nieces should

always be pretty.) It may even be the

established .star who brings her girl friend

to the studio, presents her to the director,

and urges screen tests. (Note: this doesn't

happen very often.) It may be an obliging

magazine, with a contest, such as—ahem!

—

one not a million miles from here, or even

inches, which makes it possible for a little

girl like Minette Humphreys to put it up
to Old Man Camera if she's to be a motion
picture wow. Call it something else if you
want to—but as far as I'm concerned, I

think we owe it to "pull" to help it begin

life anew, in a nice way.

How did Lillian and Dorothy Gish get

into the movies? Pull. They called on

their old friend, Mary Pickford, who was
just starting her own career at Griffith's

Biograph. Mary held out both hands and
welcomed them in. D. W. at the time said

banteringly: "Aren't you afraid these girls

may be rivals, Mary?" Mary smiled. Look
at the three of them now!

Anita Stewart might never have been
gracing the screen today if she had not

been ushered into a studio by a brother-in-

law. Ralph Ince married Anita's sister Lu-

cille. He had a story which required a

very young, flower-like girl to play its

heroine. Anita answered the description

—

she was only fifteen.

And there are others. One way or an-

other, it was pull that did it. And now
that the lucky ones who had pull, who
profited by it, are in a position to use pull

themselves for others' benefit—what do

they do? Do they pass it along, the way
it was passed on to them? That's what I

GT Meet Tom Tyler, newest West-
ern star, who will ma\e his debut

in "Let's Go, Gallagher!"

wanted to know. Well, I found out the

answer.
It's "Yes, and No."
I am thinking right now of a star who

had a chance, not so long ago, to help

another girl on the way up—to use the

pull that had been used to put her where

she is today. (She's satisfied.) She didn't

take it. Her word is law to her director.

She noticed the little extra, with the dark

eyes and hair, struggling for a foothold in

the studio. The director liked the little

girl's work and promised to find a part for

her. Meanwhile, she doubled for the star,

whom she resembled just the least little bit

in the world. There came a chance—

a

very definite chance. There was a part to

play in the picture which the little extra

would have given her soul to try. It was
the chance she had been promised. She

asked for it and she was turned down. She
doesn't know the reason to this day. All

she knows is that she was dismissed, rather

suddenly, and for no good reason. I know
why. The star stormed and threatened.

The extra might double for her in long

shots, in hazardous scenes. She might even

rehearse for her—just imagine that! But.

"If you give that girl a part, I'm leaving.

Either she goes, or I do." There was no
argument.

There's the famous star who was once a

bathing girl. She had her chance, too, to

help one of her former beach-mates up the

ladder. She, too, let it pass. But the

joke's on her now. The other girl found
a foothold finally. Somebody else made
room for her. The Pacific isn't big enough
for both of them to this day.

A certain well-known actor—well, I won't
tell you his name, but he's handsome and
he wears a moustache and he has wavy
black hair and he plays leads for Universal

—has a record for extending the protective

paw. to struggling thespians. Two young
men who are far-famed for their fiery por-

trayals could thank this actor, if they ever

thought of it. One of them is so celebrated

he hasn't time. The other is apparently too

busy revelling in his elaborate wardrobe to

remember the time when he had to borrow
a pair of pants from his benefactor so he
could apply for and "get the job." But the

boy isn't discouraged. He's the kind who
can't help helping.

But let's be cheerful. Dry your tears

and prepare to listen to the other side of

the story. Boy, bring on the silver lining.

And whoever is this rosy-cheeked cherub
ushering in the new era, of hope and help-
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AreYou Afraid
To Love?
Is Life a Mystery

To You?
Has true love come into your life— or didn't you
recognize it when it came ? Are you afraid now
of the baffling, perplexing mysteries of sex re-

lationship? Are you discontented with the stupid
lies and furtive ashamed answers the world gives
you in place of the naked, fearless truth you
desire ? Do you want some safe, sane, unashamed
advice on sex questions? Do you hesitate asking
your doctor certain questions? Then clip the
coupon below, send it today without any money
and in a few days you will receive the most start-

ling surprise of your life.

Is spooning danger-
oils? Does a petting
party stop with a
kiss? At last the
question answered.
See "Safe Counsel",
page 199.

Life's Mysteries Revealed
YOUR QUESTIONS — all of them, the most intimate—

all are answered in simple, straightforward fearless
language. Here are the real facts about the so-called

mystery ofsex—thethingsyou should know about YOURSELF,
about YOUR BODY, your DESIRES and YOUR IMPULSES.

At last a book has been published that digs into sex matters
without fear or beating around the bush. This startling 512
page book, "Safe Counsel", written by Prof. B. G. Jefferis,

M. D. Ph. D. and Prof. J. L. Nichols, A. M. contains just

the information you want. You will be amazed at its frank-
ness. Words are not minced. "Polite" phrases are forgotten
—the right word is used in the right place. In this remark-
able volume are answered all the questions that brides want
answered on the eve of their weddings—that youths ap-
proaching manhood demand of their elders— that married
people should know. The naked facts are told. Ruthlessly!

Daringly! But truthfully!

"It zMight Hare Been Prevented"
How pitifully often do we hear this pathetic phrase. Glorious young
lives are wrecked by ignorance and falsehood. Innocent children suffer
as a result of prudishness and "modesty." We think we are an en-
lightened, civilized people—but we will continue to be in the dark ages
until every adult knows the truth about the functions and purposes of his
body, and about that great powerful invisible force, the Life Urge.

Woaafld You Like to Knows

The Truth At Last!
Safe Counsel contains nine startling sections : 1. The Science of Eugenics;
II. Love; III. Marriage; IV. Childbirth; V. Family Life; VI. Sexual Science;
VII. Diseases and Disorders; VIII. Principles of Health and Hygiene;
IX. The Story of Life. Here are just a few of the subjects discussed—
Love, Anatomy and Physiology, A Word to Maidens, Maternity, Parental
Influences, Change of Life, Impotence, Fighting Modern Evils. Y6u
owe it to yourself, to your happiness and your health to read this
wonderful book.

Nobody can escape sex problems. Men and women—rich and poor—all
face the sex question. Do not let ignorance blight your life. Do not
allow fear and superstition to mar your happiness. Knowledge will
free you— give you security, self-confidence and courage to face life

without the shadow of fear and doubt threatening your peace of mind.

Send No Money—
Simply Mail the Coupon

Ignorance perverts the mind. Don't stay ignorant any longer. Send for
this invaluable book today—and settle your problems now.

Just clip the coupon. Send it in today. No money is required. In a
few days when the postman brings you "Safe Counsel" (in a plain
wrapper) you can pay him $1.98 and postage. If you are not thoroughly
satisfied after examination, return the book and we will refund your
money. Send the coupon immediately. Mail it today to the Franklin
Association, 186 N. La Salle St., Dept. 7202,Chicago.

—The secrets of a happy mar-
riage ?

—The mistakes every couple
should avoid?

—What true love really means?
—How to perpetuate the honey

moon?
—Law of mutual attraction?
—If continence is desirable?
—How to control your impulses?
—Answers to sex problems?
—Dangers of ignorance?
—Advice to the newly married?

—Signs of excesses?
—What every girl should know?
—The reasons for marital un-

happiness?
—How to hold your husband's

love?
—The prevention and cure of

social diseases?
—Mistakes often fatal?
—Ethics of the unmarried?
—What every young man should

know?
—Advice to expectant mothers?

These are justfew of the questious answered truthfully and
authoritatively by "Safe Counsel"

FRANKLIN ASSOCIATION
186 No. LaSalle St., Dept. 7202 Chicago

Please send me your amazing 512-page book, "Safe Counsel" in a plain
wrapper marked "Personal." I will pay the postman S1.9S, plus postage,
upon arrival. If I'm not satisfied, I'll return it within 5 days and you
refund my money.

Name-

Street
or R.F.D.-

City. State - --

(Price outside U. S—$2.22 cash with order)

C. O. D. shipments are often delayed. If you want to be sure Of
getting book sooner, send cash with order
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Put Yourself and Your Friends

-

The Amateur
"arnera that YOU can operate

Give yourself a "screen test." "Filmo" gives professional results—
yet it's inexpensive to operate and simple to work. Cost ot iilms

reduced 80%.
Filmo is compact, light-weight, automatic No tripod no crank to

turn. Just train "Filmo" on your .subject and press the button. What

you See, you Get.

If in New York, have us demonstrate "Filmo" to jou.

Or, send for bookletS"W hat you See, you Get.

Charles G. Willoughby, inc. 110 West 32nd St., N.Y.

Paris says: More Hair.

They are wearing them

Fashionable Bobbed Hair Switches
(for bobbed hair)

Our special imported 20-inch switch $1.00 prepaid.

Send stamps or money-order together with sample of

your hair. Perfect match guaranteed.

E. MITTELSTAEDT, Inc. Dept. s

Established 1867

84-86 University Place, New York
Large assortment best quality switches, all lengths $3 $5 and

$10. Also, transformations, waves, wigs, etc. Send for literature.

MINNIE FLYNN
By Frances Marion.

A story of the motion picture world

and a girl acclaimed by the public

as one of filmdom's immortals.

MINNIE eventually winds u p
where she began—utter obscurity.

Send in a year's subscription to

Screenland with one other at $2.50

for each and we'll send you a cloth-

bound copy of this $2.00 book.

Screenland Book Department

236 West 55th St., New York City

Peel OffYour Skin
if you don't like it, and have abeautifulnew skin.

Youth-Ami Liquid Skin Peel
A Scientific Discovery, harmlessly and painlessly

1 peels off the old skin and removes surface blemishes; tan, dis-

coloration, sunburn, blackheads, whiteheads, large pores,

nimple3, freckles, etc. Not a clay or cream but a liquid free from
aeida and mercury. Booklet, "The Magic of a New Skin" sent

free in plain sealed envelope.

Yoath-Ami Laboratories, Dept. F , 30 E. 20th St., New York

60 pages of vital business facts and
figures. Who, where and how many
your prospects are.
8,000 lines of business covered. Com-
piled by the Largest Directory Publish-
ers in the world, thru information ob-
tained by actual door-to-door canvass.

Write for your FREE copy.

R. L. POLK& CO., Detroit, Mich.
640 POLK DIRECTORY BLDG.
Branches In principal cities oi U. rf.

fulness? Can it be—is it? It is! Our
own Ben Lyon!

I assume this flippant pose in order to

hide my emotion. If I let it get the better

of me, I will break down into happy tears.

The tale I tell sounds too good to be true.

But say you believe it! It just goes to show
that motion picture actors are sometimes

capable of living up to their own close-ups.

Yes, sir—even Ben. And you know how
gosh-darn Galahad his close-ups can be.

Some time ago Ben began to receive from

New York shops large bills which he never

contracted. Upon investigation he discov-

ered he was being impersonated. This had
never happened to Ben before—he hasn't

been a star so very long, you know. In-

stead of dismissing it in the usual hard-

hearted manner—turning the impostor over

to the authorities—Ben decided to talk to

him. And he found that the villain was

only an adventurous boy, a little younger

than himself, from a good western home—
in search of excitement. When the boy
found a .sympathetic listener instead of a

judge, he poured out his heart.

Maybe it was the echo of all the heroic

roles he ever played. Maybe it was a sym-

pathy that youth feels for youth. Maybe

—

and I think we're getting warm—maybe it

was because Ben Lyon is just a nice, good-

hearted kid that he determined to give the

boy a chance. Not by sending him home
to his family with advice. But by giving

him work in the movies!

Ben said to him, "If you'll do the square

thing, I'll get you a job in the picture I'm

making. I'm sure you'll send as much of

your money as possible home to your

mother."
Can you imagine how that boy felt? He

had admired Lyon in the first place; he

chose to impersonate him because he was
the ideal of American youth. And then

his hero turns around and acts like one!

In The Pace That Kills, Ben's starring

vehicle for First National, the boy he helped

has a small part. They say he played it

for all he was worth. Ben made three

people happy.

Marion Davies is a happy-go-lucky girl.

She has everything she wants— beauty,

youth, wonderful clothes, cars, and jewels.

When a girl has all these to occupy her

time, she doesn't worry much about any-

thing. But Marion wants every one to be

as carefree as she is — if they can. She is

willing to do her bit to - make them so.

When she heard that the first motion pic-

ture star, whom she had worshipped on the

screen when she was a kid, was stranded

in England, without prospects of a job, she

smiled and said: "Send for Florence Tur-

ner." Miss Turner came back to New
York, where once she had been pointed out

as a great film star, and found the little

girl she had once entertained waiting to

help her. Florence Turner is happier now.

She has been working her way back to the

screen — you may see her in T^ever the

Twain Shall Meet.
It is one thing, of course, helping back

to fame a former star. It is another to

introduce a brand-new twinkler of your
own age and beauty into your own studio

and even into your own pictures. Bebe
Daniels did it. She always believed that

Lois Wilson's sister Diana would be great

in pictures. So she took charge of Diana's

career. First she changed her name to

Diana Kane; then she told her what's what
about makeup and saw to it that Diana had
a part in one of her pictures. Result:

you'll see Diana Kane in important roles

before long— thanks to friend Bebe.

Tommy Meighan has the helpful habit.

He brought, his old friend, Larry Wheat,



C[ Prince Yucca Trow
betz\y, new leading
man, has been loaned
by Universal to Pola
Negri for her next
picture, "Flower of
the Nights."'

whom he used to pal with on the stage,
into his own pictures. Now Larry can
stand on his own feet. Remember him in
Old Home Wee\l Tom also boosted his
nephew, Eddie Sutherland, to a director'
ship. To prove he was a good sport,
Meighan let the untried kid take his first

crack at directing with one of his own pic
tures. Sutherland made good—his uncle
had a hunch he would, but he couldn't
have been dead certain. You have heard
how Uncle Tom's faith has been justified.
Sutherland is one of our most promising
young directors—his latest assignment is

with Ray Griffith, and he boasts a long
contract with Paramount.

Dick Barthelmess believes in pull. If his
own mother had not been an actress in
Nazimova's stage company, Madame Alia
might not have sent for Dick when she
wanted a personable juvenile to play in her
memorable picture, War Brides. And
Richard, being what he is, also believes that
one good pull deserves another. He has
always been an ardent rooter for his friend,
William Powell. Although very well-known
on the stage, Bill Powell is still a struggler
in the films. To prove his faith in Bill,
Dick made him good parts in his own pic
tures. The latest is The Beautiful City, in
which Bill villains to Dick's heroics. Aah
—you exclaim. Easy enough! Barthelmess
knows there's no danger. But have you
ever seen Powell as a villain—as in Ro-
molal Remember how he walked off with
hero Colman's applause? Well—

!

Lillian Gish will never be too wrapped
up in her mantle of Duse, which the critics
have

^
thrown about her, to forget that she

wasn't always so showered with praise.
Lillian has the humility of true greatness.
The only time she ever kept me waiting for
an appointment was when she _was busy
"making up" an unknown girl for her first
screen test. Lillian became so absorbed in
her task of preparing the novice for her or-
deal that she forgot all about time. She
has taken more than one extra under her
friendly wing. Though she is philosophic-
al almost to the extent of cynicism about
the gruelling demands of a screen career,
having once worn her famous lean-and-
hungry look which makes you cry at her
close-ups for necessity, not for art, she can
still realise that to the young and hopeful
advice is not so valuable as experience.
When her two kid cousins from Ohio came
to visit her, she took them to the studio
and worked them into her picture. They
were both beautiful, by the way. They
looked like husky youngsters, particularly as
contrasted with their frail cousins; but they
could not stand up under the strain of
picture-making. They went back home con-
vinced that cousin Lillian certainly earned
her applause and she could have it.

Oh, there are lots of other stories I could
tell you. How Frances Marion, for in-

stance, the foremost scenario writer, has
helped more than one aspiring writer—and
really

. helped, by suggestion and criticism
and, often, even more substantial assistance.
How June Mathis, another scenarist, goes
out of her way to give youngsters a boost.
She insisted, if you remember, that Valen-
tino was the one and only Julio for The
Four Horsemen. She was equally insistent
upon Kathleen Key for Ben Hur. Elinor
Glyn earned the undying gratitude of Har-
riett Hammond by pulling her back from
obscurity, into which she had been forced
through no fault of her own, and giving
her the lead in a Glyn picture. Mrs. Glyn
has helped others in the same way.

There is, of course, the long list of stars
who have been aided by their husbands.
While Norma Talmadge would certainly
have risen to heights if she had never met
Joseph Schenck, her marriage nevertheless
facilitated her soar. Her husband is am-
bitious for her. He takes all business mat-
ters on his own shoulders and leaves his
wife free to pursue the will-o-the-wisp of
art. He has helped her sister Constance,
and her brother-in-law, Buster Keaton.

Collen Moore was a promising youngster
before she married John McCormick, the
young Irish executive of First National, but
Colleen needed a helping hand about that
time. Fortunately she found help, and fell
in love, all at once. Her husband was in-
strumental in her First National stardom:
he has been untiring in his efforts to pro-
vide her with the best stories; and now that
he has been made western manager of his
company, Colleen will have the added ad-
vantage of a boss who is her devoted hus-
band in private life.

Rex Ingram has made many discoveries
but his most important is his wife, Alice
Terry. Douglas Fairbanks has helped his
wife s sister, Lottie Pickford, by casting her
in Don And don't forget that Doug
is always ready to hold out encouragement
of all kinds to his son, Douglas Fairbanks.
Jr. Lie doesn t object to another Doug on
the screen. You know Doug—can't you
just imagine him thinking there can't be toomany Fairbankses around?

t .
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*> about. But now that

1 have told all, I m wondering if it wouldn't
have been better not to mention any names?
it might start an epidemic of impersona-
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re contemplating makingup as Ben Lyon or Mary Pickford and
sallying forth in quest of the merciful mittdon t forget that it might be used agains

he other cheek, they wouldn't have anytime to make pictures. }
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$195 A CARAT
Decide what size diamond
you want and figure price
at this rate. Pay small de-
posit, balance in 12 equal
monthly payments. Retail
value over $300 per carat.

NO RED TAPE
All credit dealings confi-
dential. You getquick de-
livery, the best of service.

FREE TRIAL
If you return your pur-
chase within 10 days we
will return your deposit.
You take no risk.

LOWEST PRICES
EASIEST TERMS
Try as hard as you please,
you can not buy elsewhere
and get as good value for
your money. The terms

|

are so easy that you will
never miss the money.

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

I You get our gold bond
written guarantee that
your money will be re-
turned if not satisfied.

S% EXCHANGE
We will give more for
a diamond than you paid
for it, when exchanged
for a larger diamond.

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail coupon and we

I will send ring toyourbank
I or express office for in-
spection. See -what you

I
are getting before paying.

WRITE FOR BIG
FREE CATALOG
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(Diamond Importers—S 1 ,000,000 Stock— Est. 1879)
1540 BROADWAY Dept. 1995PNEW YORK
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1540 BROADWAY Dept. 1995P New York
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SCRE ENLAND
How To Develop

The Bust
There IS aWay!

HIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve

your problem, no matter what your age or

the cause of your flat figure.

"It is almost two years since I first

used The National. I am happy to say

that the results are permanent, for my
development is just the same and my
figure is even better than ever. I do

appreciate so much what the National

has done for me. 1 have proven that

any woman can have a beautiful bust if

she will only use the National. Friends

znvy ray perfect figure."

How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

back until it is even more perfectly

developed than ever, is what every un-

develoDcd eirl or woman will want to know.
. , ,

If you wist to learn how she produced the beautiful development shown m her photograph, write

us L once All this charm of perfect womanhood can be yours-all the beauty and capt.vat.ng grace

that is your birthright-all the artful, delicate allurement that makes you first a woman-Gods

Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is 'within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your own room.

If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps if you wish this information sent under

sealed postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-

ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, Dept. 30,CLARINDAtfOWA, U.S.A.

Brings

Your

onest Watck Values
for Honest People!

WE TRUST YOU—Send only $1. and Tour choice of these

Guaranteed Wrist Watches mil come for your approval and 15-

day trial. Convince yourself that it is an excellent timekeeper-

try to duplicate it elsewhere at the price quoted. If satisfied,

pay the balance in 10 ecuial monthly payments. Otherwise

return and your $1 Deposit will be refunded.

10 MONTHS CHARGE ACCOUNT
Tou have 10 full months to pay—the amount you'll never miss.

We have a charge account system all our own—no difficulty in

opening it—no inconveniencr'tto you whatsoever. TRANSACTIONS
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. MAIL TOUR ORDER TODAY.

2322—Ladies 14K White Gold-filled Wrist Watch, Oval-shaped,
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(( Tour own Noah Beery as Ramon
Garcia in "The Coming of Amos."

Ask Me
Anxious. Try Universal, Universal City,

Cal. The copyright law in its present form

doesn't protect scenarios to any extent, but

for a small sum the Authors League will

protect your story for you. The big pro-

ducers all have their own staff of scenario'

writers but who can .stop a beginner whose

work has merit?

Emery F. (Ohio). I'm giving you Rich-

ard Talmadge's address so that you can ask

all the details of his accident and so on

yourself. F. B. O. Studios, Melrose and

Gower Streets, is where Dick earns a crust.

Alice Doherty. Milton Sills is married

to a non-professional. He was born Jan-

uary 10, 1882. Conway Tearle married

Adele Rowland, an actress, and Conway's

birthday is July 10, 1880.

Franhje. George O'Brien entered pic-

tures about three years ago. He is a native

son of California, hailing from San Fran-

cisco, where his father is Chief of Police

O'Brien. George started as an extra and

if you look hard enough you'll see him in

"The Ten Commandments" (but he wears

whiskers). Not married yet, though I've

heard of a brunette from his home town

who will probably be pouring out his morn-

ing coffee before long. Born 1900.

Donald Rennie. Utterly impossible to

answer you in the "next" issue, which was

two issues ago. You have to take your turn

like every one else. Jacqueline Logan was

born in Texas, and her address is F. B. O.

Studios, Melrose and Gower Streets, Holly-

wood. Address Captain Charles, care of

Associated Exhibitors, 35 W. 45th Street,

New York. Sigrid Holmquist is free-lanc-

ing, I understand.

Pat's Kid. Hope Hampton is in her

twenties, married to Jules Brulatour, the

film magnate. Height 5 feet 3, weight 125,

auburn hair, dark blue eyes, and I believe

her name was Kennedy, so presumably Ire-

land is in her blood. Thanks for the luck!

A. Davis (Fa.). So you want my pic-

ture, do you? Well, Aaron, old boy, it just

can't be done.

Betty Bec\er. You've got me this time,

Betsy my gal. In what picture did you see

this wonderman Rex Lease?
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No more freckles,

no more blackheads,
no more sallow skin!

A new discovery
called Golden Pea-
cock Bleach Creme
clears and whitens your
skin with amazing quick-
ness! Now you can clear

your skin of redness,
roughness, blotches, mud-
diness or any blemish

Male
MiMinute Test

An Unsolicited
Letter

"Almost overnight
Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme re-
moved all tan from
my face, and when I

got ud in the morn-
ing my husband
asked if I felt ill be-
cause I looked so
pale. I told him of
the preparation and
he said he could
hardly believe his
eyes. I did not look
the same person."
Mrs. M. M., Royal

Oak, Mich.

There is hidden beauty in your
skin. Dust, wind, and clogged
pores may have injured it. But
underneath—justwaiting to be

! brought out— is a clear, vividly
beautiful complexion. Banish
ireckles, pimples and black-
heads this new way; don't let
liver splotches, moth patches,
tan or sallowness mar your
beauty. Make this 3-minute-
fcefore-bedtime test. Smooth
this cool, fragrant creme on
yourskin. Thevery nextmorn-
ing look into your mirror.

Moisey-Baek Guarantee
So wonderful—so 'quick—are the results of this

new scient lfic cream that we absolutely guarantee
it! Send for a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Cremenow—today. Use it for only five nights. Then if

i

you are not delighted and
1 amazed with the trans-
formation, your money will
be instantly refunded. Just
enclose a $1 bill with your
order and mail direct.
Don't be without the nat-
ural radiant beauty that

i
lies hidden in your skin.
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Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketingof the ShortStory,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; Editor of The
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

The Home Correspondence School
_ Established 1897

Dept. 25 Springfield, Mass.

Your Last Chance —
Screenland's present yearly subscription

price is $2.50. Commencing with the No-
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"ribe at $2.50. Send your orders now.
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SCREENLAND
Sacred Fires

{Continued from page. 17)

history. He would tell as much, then smile
rather tragically as he puffed his briar,
watching whorls of smoke drift and disap-
pear the way his hopes had vanished when
the blood'call drew him back.

For a long time neither man had spoken.
Ragged clouds loomed along the horizon.

"Like Broadway, don't you think?" Mar-
anui remarked. "I sometimes sit on the
beach and juggle the stars into electric
signs. Names, chewing-gum, theatres, chop-
suey, ginger-ale," laughing softly. "Not
often though. It makes me lonely; and
loneliness isn't good for a man out here.
Craig, I cursed when your schooner came
in; it was the first ship for a year. I don't
encourage visitors. Why? I—well, I don't
want to be reminded, that's all. Now I'm
sorry to see you go."

"Better come along with us, Maranui,"
the director suggested. "Run up to Los
Angeles for a few months. We'll make an
actor of you — not that I wish you any
harm, understand."

Peggy Braiden, mounting the poop just
then, was a mere rustle of shadow. It was
too hot to stay below, and even here heat
hung like resentment in the air.

"I'd like to. That's the trouble. I'd like
to too well," Maranui answered.

HE re-lighted his pipe. Clear as a cameo, his
face flashed against the silvered dark-

ness of night. The match died, and again Ma-
ranui was no more than an outline. "Our
worlds are different, Craig," he said, his
voice as reverberant as a far tom-tom. If
we see too much of the other's, we learn
to laugh at our own gods. Our faith shakes.
Tomorrow night I'll show you the umuti,
the fire-walking. Pity you couldn't film
that. No one would believe it, though.
How do men walk through fire unburned?
Perhaps you'll call it some divine power
that wooden images have given my people.
I should have it, too; it was born in me;
but civilisation destroyed it just as I would
be destroyed if I stepped across the umuti,
although the man in front or the man be-
hind wouldn't even be singed." He spoke
the rest almost below Craig's hearing, al-
though Peggy caught his words distinctly.
She listened—well, possibly from her heart.
^Blood is the blessing of our gods," he said,
"but two bloods are the fury of our
devils."

As casually as she had returned, Peggy
wandered away. Down the gangplank,
along the narrow jetty and among restless
palm shadows that reached like inescapable
tentacles across the beach, her step con-
tinued unhurriedly. But few would have
known this Peggy Braiden who laughed in-
voluntarily: a jolty laugh as if even she
had only just recognized herself very dif-
ferently from her portraits that American
newspapers displayed liberally on fashion,
amusement and rotogravure pages, wearing
or doing something startling, if not actually
scandalous. Nor was it the kind of laugh
that greeted announcements of her engage-
ment to some freak artist, some jazz-king °or
Argentine millionaire, and. on a dozen^oc-
casions, to ambitious leading men who
claimed her heart for the publicity it
pumped. She always denied matrimonial
intentions. Either she had never even met
this person or they were just good friends
Whereupon several million film fans
breathed easie;. An ideal had been pre-
served. For Peggy appealed spectacularly.
By popular demand she must marry — if
she must marry — a title of Continental

MustMen
Fear40?

MEDICAL authorities agree that 05%. or nearlv two-
thirds, of all men past middle age, are afflicted

with a disorder of the prostate gland. Here is the known
cause for many of the ailments commonly ascribed to
declining years—including aches in back, feet and legs
frequent nightly risings, sciatic pains, nervousness and
lack of vitality. But now, science knows that thousands
suffer needlessly.
For a member of the American Association for tho

Advancement of Science has discovered a remarkable
new drugless hygiene that usually restores the prostata
Bland to its normal functioning. Already it has been
used by more than 15,000 men—Doctors. Statesmen
Teachers. Bankers, Lawyers, men in everv walk of lifo
—with amazing results.

Free Book
If you will mail the coupon

below, you will get, in plain
wrapper, a free copy of an in-
teresting book describing this
new method. It contains facts
every man should know. But send immediately, for tb.3
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Forever

—New Safe Way!
No More Unsightly Hair on Face,

Neck, Arms, Underarms, or Legs.

Amazing Discovery Lifts Out

Hair Roots—Safely and Gently.

TT ERE it is at last—a scientific treatment

H perfected for home use which not only

removes the hair, roots and all, but actually

destroys the growth forever!

Dr Irwin's Home Treatment for the per-

manent removal of superfluous ha.r is an

entirely new discovery - extraordinary — yet

absolutely safe and harmless. Does not merely

remove ha.r temporarily, but attacks cause of

hair growth, gently easing away the roots and

its repeated use safely and surely destroys the

growth ridding you forever of all superfluous

Lir No electricity, no muss, no bad odors,

no unbearable pain. You simply spread a

soothing balsam over the unwanted growth

and remove it in a few seconds tc.find every

objectionable hair lifted right out by the root

—and the skin left exquisitely smooth and

white!

FREE Book Tells All

Write for fascinating booklet describing

Dr Irwin's remarkable treatment and how i

will auicklv easily and inexpensively nd you

of superfluous hair' forever! No obligatron-marl

coupon TODAY! F. C. Irwin M, D., Dept.

810, 730 Fifth Ave., New Yoilv.

F. C. Irwin, M. D., Dept. 810,

730 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

You may send me, free and without obliga-

tion you/ interesting little book "The New

Way' to Remove Superfluous Hair Permanently.
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Address

City state

$16aDayandFreeAuto——JL-B Write now for a proposition

MM®
UIH Write now for a proposition

J™ that will pay you $16 a day

in cash profits and give you an

auto FREE. You can do it with-

out capital or experience, work-

ing spare time or full time.

Amazing Plan
Ournewsellingplanmakesiteasy
to get orders for Jennings Guar-

anteed Hosiery in every home.

We tell vou how to introd uce this

wonderful line and get repeat

orders from every member ot the

family. You build up permanent
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Double your income. Write

today for full details.

The Frank B. Jennings Co., Hose N-51, Dayton, Ohio

MINNIE FLYNN
Rv -FRANCES MARION. A story of the motion picture

world Its heroinT a foolish slip of a girl, is so effl-

'Sentlv exploited by a canny director and an intrigued

ran alist that the public acclaims her as one of Mm
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TE Moore and Dorothy Devote m a

scene from "His Majesty Bunker Bean.

origin, but on no account English since

Lady Margaret sounded sedate while La

Comtesse had a romantic flavor.

Now her pellet of laughter trailed home

lessly through the hushed g™ve and up to

the solitary peak rearing over Motuiti like

a serene, omnipotent joss Dwind mg m o

distance it became a sob. I was a kid

when I went to the studios then suddenly

I was a woman," she whispered 1 ve

acted too long; acting love, love love day

after day with the camera watching. All

pretense, until pretense drained every-

thing from my heart. It was empty; and

'then
" She stopped. Echoes persisted

n her ears; she mocked herself to banish

them. "Listen to me reading the subtitles

°U
peggy ' Braiden loved Maranui. It was

easy to excuse her. .

The man rose above the human swelter,

he was god-like; a fling of his arm and,

it seemed he enfolded her in the whole

pagan tapestry. That muffled and com-

forted her beyond thought as she wandered

without direction until h» spindrift flecked

her and the beach ended at a reef where

combers broke. She stood buried in the

night A gull wheeled close; its wing

tipped her coldly. It screamed and other

gulls awakened, all wailing and calling like

phantoms and flitting and ebbing as so

many memories. She wished no memories.

She found herself running from them once

more towards the schooner. Surf-heads ob-

literated her trail. They receded and left

no trace.

nnwo weeks ago she would have laughed

1 at the impulse that made her walk back-

wards now, watching the footprints of fame

erased by contemptuous sweeps ot sea. in

fact, no such impulse could have existed;

but here beneath the inverted bowl of sky,

she felt infinitesimal, too small to make more

than momentary indentations in the sand.

Swish and her tracks were gone, just as

she would go the day after to-morrow-

forever. The terrific finality of things

gripped her. A star fell; it was bright it

faded, it vanished. So Peggy Braiden

would vanish without trace, while Maranui

would pour his blood into sons and their

sons everlastingly. Not men—grand pagan

g
°She was sobbing half-fearfully when Ma-
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ranui saw her. He had left the schooner
and was strolling home. When he came
striding up, she caught his arm instinc-

tively and, without speaking, stared at him.
"Did something frighten you, Miss Brai-

-I don't

den?" he asked.

Words were difficult, "No—yes-

know what it was—something."
"I'll walk with you back to the boat."

• "I'd rather not go; not yet!"

"You wish me to leave you alone?"
"Talk to me, Maranui."
His eyes found strales of moonlight; they

shone briefly, then darkened as if shutters
closed behind them. "I will talk to you
while we return to the ship," he offered.
"It's better to go now, Miss Braiden . . .

I think I understand."

Nevertheless he walked half-way without
uttering a word. Though she still clutched
his arm, he seemed remote, and when Peggy
glanced up his head was determinedly high.
She might have been alone, hearing only
her own scuff-scuff-scufi through shells and
weed over which the man passed sound-
lessly.

"You are afraid because tonight you are
doing everything for the last time," he said
eventually. "You should be glad of that."

"I do not know." Her voice was hin-
dered. "At home I mean something, I
think of myself as being big. But here I
am nothing at all."

He nodded. "You have the islands in
your eyes. You see only colors. But they
are the colors of a bubble—enchantment.
If you stayed the bubble would burst. For
a man that's merely the end of a dream;
but for a woman it's the end of everything—the dead finish." He spoke from an un-
canny distance. Then, fumbling for his
pipe, he grew mortal with that curved old
briar hooked contentedly between his teeth.
"There's only one woman who ever re-
mained here successfully and sometimes,
confound her, we can't dodge her."

A missionary Peggy supposed. "A white
woman?"
"As white as the sun. That's the lady

—

the Woman Who Put Fire in the Skies,"
chuckled Maranui. "Just another of our
legends, one of my civilized disbeliefs. I

saw it used as a movie theme once. ' New
York or London, I forget where. You
know those modern dramas with mythical
beginnings. They reincarnated the sun-
goddess as the woman who put fire in a
man's heart."

She saw him shrug. "And you don't
even believe that possible?"

Probably many women in Maranui's trav-
els had counted the seconds as Peggy did
now, before he answered, "I know noth-
ing of sacred fires."

They reached the jetty. Tom Craig
leaned over the ship's rail, waiting; but
after Maranui had bidden the girl good-
night, Craig was numbered among the un-
noticed shapes as Peggy groped rather than
walked aboard and went wavering down a
~ompanion-way.

Two clefts resembling sabre wounds
:rom Craig's cheekbones almost to his chin
deepened and he slumped a little wearily,
.udged by ability to picture incidents that
crowds found humorous or tear-compelling,
he was a good director. Art, love, human"
interest, happy endings; that formula guid-
ed him. But life turned scenarios into gor-
geous jests. He loved Peggy Braiden whose
cabin was hushed when he tiptoed by. No
sound, no movement at all. She had simply
thrown herself down.
And silhouetted along the beach Maranui

was
_

equally motionless, as inscrutable as
the infinite that he contemplated. But his

'

,
shook suddenly as if he desired to

i

dislodge thought as easily as he dislodged
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^lOOfor One Good
CommercialDrawing
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the vestiges of civilization. He removed

ducks, shoes and socks and let sea-wmd

set his body tingling. Blood was the bless-

ing of his gods; two bloods would be the

fury of his devils—and he preferred to be

a peaceful minded pagan But the umu

the oven of his priests and sorcerers glared

redly in a crevice of the hills, and Maranu.

shuddered. . . •
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a ll next day Peggy remained below,

A although her cabin .steamed and the

Wn-decks resounded to the bump o

crates and equipment being stowed. lime

after time she looked through her port,

peering down into the water where her re-

flection swam among weed; and once Craig,

bending moodily over the poop rail cast

another image over hers. He moved away

and the girl's shadow was left lonely. At

one moment realising the impossibility of

all this, she drove herself to a miserable

frenzy- After she had sailed, after she had

pricked this bubble, Maranui would be for-

gotten. She would work him from her

heart laugh him out, stifle whatever mem-

ory of him remained. Yes, she would do

so tell a fragment of the story—enough

for studio troubadours to adorn with a

sparkling witticism and recount the love of& Braiden for a South Sea Chief as a

joke Why, they expected as much of her.

something startling, if not actually scandal-

I. Maranui? She made herself hate him

for his aloofness, for the barriers he built

about himself. Yet hate was a loose pas-S no truer than her hate which cameras

had screened often enough; though she

could act it, she failed to feel it. The only

real emotion raced through her veins when

a white clad figure dawdled about the

groves, disappeared, returned and after sun-

set led Craig and Peggy up the winding

path to the fires of his gods.

"You may call it impossible that the flesh

can conquer fire," said Maranui as he

talked ahead and the others followed sin-

gle-file, Craig bringing up the rear.

"I call nothing impossible, answered

Craig slowly. The moon hung m the trees

then soared up to stripe the island white

and submerged blue.

Climbing, the pounding of surf gave

place to native chanting.

The scene when the three reached the

umu baffled Craig's studio-craft. From a

long shallow pit wherein stones burned

from red to white, a glare ebbed and

flowed. Fingers of light, splitting the shad-

ows, played upon dark faces and squatting

forms When, like the closing of a hand,

the light contracted it drew to the pyre a

hundred stretching gargoyles, then catapult-

ed them back against the jungle, so that

the only solid among those swaying shapes

was the crimson wall of heat Foliage was

scorched brittle. Peggy and Craig
_

could

not approach beyond the furthest rim, al-

though Maranui moved closer Still he did

not join his people; nor did he crouch, but

stood erect, fully clad, with only glinting

'sweat upon his cheeks while all about him

distorted bodies shone. The chant pitched

higher. Step by step Maranui retreated un-

til" he was beside the two white watchers.

The muscles of his neck distended to re-

press the lifting surge within him the

Sieging died to a single voice from the edge

of the pit where one man appeared alone.

The glare reddened him.

"That's the sorcerer, the priest of the

umu," Maranui muttered "He^is singing

to appease the Woman of Fire.

Despite the natives' silence, Peggy felt

their breaths toss and fall with her own

to the tides of the sorcerers invoca-

tion Never were her ears drummed by
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such ancient savagery; it was unforgettable.
Craig's grasp upon her arm tightened.
"By God!" he said hoarsely. The girl's

temples frosted. With nothing but a tapa
about his waist, the sorcerer stepped into
the fire. He glanced neither right, left nor
down where stones sputtered white-hot be-
neath his bare feet. His gase was never
lowered from the heavens. Heat shim-
mered around him; he flung his tapa off;
it burst into flames and was ash a moment
later. Yet his flesh defied the umu; twice
he^walked through unscathed.

"Follow!" he commanded.
One by one a hundred natives passed

through the furnace and returned, their
faces lifted skyward in worship, and their
bodies preserved by an incredible hynotism
of faith.

((Theodore Roberts, famous Para'
mount character actor.

Craig was breathing hard; Peggy dared
not breathe. The scorcerer called shrilly.
A ^tremor swept through Maranui.
"He is calling me. I must walk." In

Maranui's eyes were flecks of white. He
gathered himself up.
"No! No!" Peggy scarcely heard herself

speak; but of a sudden she clung to him,
drawing him back when he would have
advanced. "Not you, Maranui. Not
through that," she pleaded. Her fingers
Dit through his coat into his arm; his
sinews flexed, yielded and tightened again.
"You—you have lost your faith; this isn't
in your blood."
The priest's calling had become the clam-

or of Maranui's people, a deep-throated
ominous clang. Peggy spoke wildly, Mara-
nui rocked. The veins of his temples were
stark and darkly bright. He heard his
priest; he heard the girl crying, "I love
you—I love you—I love you," as if all
>ther words were denied her.

_
He shook her off and went. He removed

is shoes, and as he neared the pyre the
clamor softened until only the sorcerer's
intonations pierced that wilderness. "Look
up, look up to the Woman V/ho Put Fire
in the Skies'"

Maranui obeyed.
Peggy recoiled limply against Craig; she

Wild not look. And as for Craig, this

—

this was something—something too immense
t0 nlm. His thoughts came in gasps like
that. Cameras might record the picture,
but not the spirit. Devotion and super-
stition strained down the air and hammered
the white man's pulses to numbness. Mara-
nui devil red but wrapped in the mantle
or faith so that he seemed white, cool", im-
pregnable; Maranui, with his head turned
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GREENLAND
of Studios DANGE

Dance for Happiness

New York

Phone BRYANT 8945

for

Modern Sensational

Stage Dancing
Stretching and Lim-

bering Exercises

143-5 WEST 43 ST.

N. T.

East of Times Square

New York

TohnTillefs
DANCING SCHOOL OF

AMERICA, Inc.

226 West Seventy-second Street

New York City

.„, -p-t— + Professionals Now Working
Special Rates* Pro ^
Classes Forming in Groups of Six or Eight.

Special Attention to Children

MARY READ, Secretary

Phone Endicott^8215-6

AURORA ARRIAZA

Spanish Dancing Studio

has removed to

1721 BROADWAY - NEW YORK
Between 54th & 55th Sts

Tel. COLUMBUS 2384

HERMANN & DEMUTH
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway T^'r^o.
New York Circlel0319_

New York

- - - - HELENE ACROBATIC

VEOLA DANCING
Ballet Technique, Limbering and Stretching
Ballet 1^u6ng EXERCISES

,721 BROADWAY. N. Y. Coluinbus_2384

carterTvvaddell
SCHOOL OF DANCING

For the Professional. The Amateur, and The Teacher.

18 West 72nd Street, New York
Tel. ENDIC0TT 4188

Mr and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
individual instruction in fecial and modern dancin

BTolZ vn rkuest Phone Academy 1581

2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

EMETERIO GALI
Modern Argentine and French Tango

Simplified Method of Teaching

Calisthenics Acrobatic Spanish Ballroom

Lessons can be given at your
home and clubs.

STUDIO, 151 W. 57th ST NEW YORK
Telephone, Circle 8495 ^^^^

LENORA AH Styles

Dancing Taught

PUPILS PLACED
STUDIO 310 — 1658 B'way, N. Y.

Circle 3127.

—I^TjTs^vecchio
The "Physi-Cultural" School

Dancing, Grace, Poise, Stage Arts.

"Physi-Cultural" Classes for girls exclusively.

$3 monthly. „-r^r
1446 BROADWAY, at 41st St., N. Y. CITY

Denishawn
THE RUTH ST. DENIS

and
TED SHAWN

School of Dancing and Its

Related Arts

Nathaniel Edson, Director

327 West 28th St., New York
Short Courses Always Open. Catalogue on Request.

PRIVATE CLASSES IN

Classical Toe Dancing
Special attention given to children

EVENING CLASSES

MME. REZZI
438 West 23rd Street New York City

Telephone Watkins 1892

EVANS & FLETCHER
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
All Styles Stage Dancing

313 W. 46th St., N. Y. Long. 9089

IMLOrOUGHES^
(America's Representative Dancers)

Studio of Dance
Arlvancpd intermediate and beginners' classes for chil-

dren and adults in Ballet, aesthetic and tap dancing-

Complete training for society or the stage. Write for

Catalog A. Dl 7R,c
45 West 57th St.

Plaza 7635

VALODIA VESTOFF

MME. MICHALOVA
CLASSIC CHARACTER ECCENTRIC
Ballets and Dances Created and Staged

Professional and Beginners'
Glasses , ...

136 W. 72nd St. New York City

Phone Trafalgar 5636

.^,T T A T Tri RUSSIAN NORMAL
CHALIF SCHOOL of DANCING
^-' JL LOUIS H. CHALIF, Principal

"I admire your ^%*n

NV PAVLOVA.

Summer 4 .Winter Courses. ^^RKC^Y^
163-165 WEST 57TH ST.,
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HUDAK
formerly Premiere Danseuse

of the

MILAN GRAND OPERA
MADRID ROYAL OPERA
MONTECARLO CASINO

CHIcTgO GRAND OPERA
Class and Private Instruction

in Ballet, Character Dancing

and Pantomimic Art—Talent-
ed pupils placed.

CHILDREN'S CLASSES
Special Course for Teachers.

Arranging Dances
Staging Ballets

Write for booklet.

PHONE CIRCLE 4251

1658 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK

IVAN TARASOFF
STUDIO

AND

Helene Romanoff

Vocal Studio

Recent 8283 Telephone Regent 7450

637 Madison Avenue, New York

Michel Fokine
Dance Studio

Four Riverside Drive, New York City

Telephone: ENDICOTT 9858

Registrations are now being accepted

for Winter Course. Instruction

given in every type of Dancing

and Pantomime.

PROFESSIONAL AND BEGINNERS' CLASSES

SPECIAL CHILDREN'S CLASS PERSONALLY
SPEC

CONDUCTED BY BALLERINA

Vera Fokina
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DIRECTORY

Instruction
Dance for Health

Consult this Directory

for instruction in the

dances of all na-

tions.

Folk, military,

acrobatic, social

and fancy dancing

New York

LA SYLPHE
Ballet : : Acrobatic : : Orientale

1658 Broadway, corner 51st Street
Telephone Circle 10448 New York City

JAG MAG'S
Famous School of Acrobatics
For the Development of all kinds of sensa-
tional Dancing. Personal instruction for
eoery pupil.

223-225 West 46th St., New York
'Phone CHICKERINCr 3127

Important Notice!

ERTINA RASCH, Inc.

Dance Studio

113 WEST 57th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Tel. Circle 8232

SPECIAL OFFER
To enable us to discover some new
talent which we can use in our
various Companies, we have or'

ganised a special BEGINNERS'
CLASS, in addition to our regu'
lar classes, which meets:

Monday
Wednesday at 7; 30 P. M.
Friday

At a very special rate

We have at present over 150
dancers employed in our Com'
panies and require an additional
200 for our fall productions.

Ballet, Interpretive Taps
and Stage Dancing

Teachers' Course
Children's Class

Classes can he joined at all times

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

Dance for Strength

New York

BALLROOM DANCING
taught by

MISS FAY EVELYN
Beginners and Advanced Pupils.
Lessons private. Day or evening.

Tango Specialized.
INSTRUCTION UNRIVALLED

900 - 7th AVE., N. Y. C.

...Ml M |

7th
||.

St ' C ' rC ' e 7592

RYAN-POTTER
specializing inTAP DANCING

ACROBATICS
1658 Bway, N. Y., Tel. Circle 3553

DANCING TEAMS WANTED
FRED LEOUORNE
For Vaudeville, Hotels, Cabarets and Club Work.

specializing in forming teams, partners secured, dances
arranged, teams managed and placed. Argentine tango
Apache dance, acrobatic waltz Adagio, Whirlwind One-
btep and Charleston. Routines arranged for beginners
advanced and professionals. Special teachers' course
(luring August. Call, phone or write LEQUORNE
STUDIOS, 1658 Broadway, Room 607. Circle 7933

FOLLI
Dancing Studio

World's Greatest Dancing
Studio

TOM NIP
JOHN ERRICO

A trial convinces

Competent pupils placed

1658 Broadway New York

GAVRILOV
Formerly of

DIAGHLIEFF'S BALLET RUSSE
and

IMPERIAL OPERA HOUSE
Petrograd

PRIVATE AND SEMI-PRIVATE LESSONS
Creative Work Double Work

_ (with Partner)
PRIVATE AND AMATEUR

ENTERTAINMENTS
STAGED

TEACHERS' COURSE — ENROLL NOW
Write for Booklet

7 West 86th Street, New York
Telephone SCHUYLER 2831

./Vew York

Specializing

in Acrobatic

Instruction

for

Sensational

Stage

Dancing

Stretching and Limbering Exercises
ALL TYPES of DANCING TAUGHT for STAGE

or SOCIAL AFFAIRS
Mile. Amy Mantova and Eddie Russell

Formerly N. Y. Hippodrome
Associated with the COLE STUDIOS.

T0E ^ SISM® - CLASSICAL - CHARACTER™™J)AI'vCL's — BUCK-WING — (LOGECCENTRIC - HIGH-KICKING - ACROBATIC
and CHARLESTON DANCES

Arranged and Routined.

GEO. COLE STUDIOS
249 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK CITY

M A C H A I R A
Known in the best Artistic and Society Circlet,

Society, Classic & Original Argentine
Tango for Ballroom and Stage.

Personal Instruction — Catalog on ReauestBROADWAY & 77th ST. Susquehanna 7330

.
1658 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

Studio 610. Phone, Circle 0738
Teacher of the Most Famous

European and American Celebrities.

Ballet, Character, Toe,
Deportment. Pantomime

BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED CLASSES.

The BILLY PIERCE STUDIO
Charleston "Striitt" and Black Bottom

Lady Attendant — Colored Instructors — No Classes
Suite 307, Navex Bldg., 225 W. 46th St.

New York-
Phone Lackawanna 0275 Clarence Bradley, Instructor

Open 10 A. M. to 10 P M
COURTESY OUR WATCH WORD

Don Leno
Who has been established 20 years, is known to
every Theatrical Manager as an Actor and
Producer of Novelty Stage Dances, Musical
Comedy, Exhibition Dances created and
arranged.

Stage and Ballroom Dancing. Teachers when
visiting New York will do well to see Don Lcno
about the Genuine Argentine Tango.

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Was taught the ARGENTINE TANGO bvDON LENO, Maker of Stars and Dancing
leachers.

BOOKLET ON REQUEST

117-119West48thSt. Bryantll94 NewYorkCity
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GIRLS! How does your
figure compare withthese?
TOO FAT ?— Here is a new way to reduce!

Silph Reducing

Chewing Gum!
"Did you hear about

the latest discovery .0

reduce?" one fat wom-
an is whispering it to

the other— "It is called

'Silph' and is making a

hit because it does take

off FAT in the easiest

and most agreeable way.

What is there to do ?
—

Simply chew two or

three pieces of a re-

freshing and pleasant

gum—it is as good as

eating candies."
Through a most mar-

velous recent discovery

scientists have been able

to incorporate the ex-

tract of sea plants and
herbs known for years

as wonderful reducers

'into a delicious, re-

freshing chewing gum
.> called, "Silph"—Doc-

tors—medical authori-

ties and grateful users,

who had been burdened with obesity for years, are amazed

at the ouick and astonishing results produced by kijptt

\n most obstinate cases where everything else seemed to

have failed.

If you are suffering from excess fat you should today

get a package of SILPH Deducing Gum that is enough.for

one week or you can send in a dollar bill and get, pre

paid a full two weeks' supply which is sufficient amount

to see wonderful results. You can send direct to the

Silph Medical Company, 9 West 60th Street Dept. 46,

New York City. Silph is also recommended for stomach

troubles. BEWAEE of the imitations »Mjhare bound to

spring up—Remember that to "CHEW SILPH IS TO
SYLPHLIKE," that's New York's latest slogan.

SCREENLAND
proudly up, worshiped the Woman of Fire

sublimely. Craig saw him conquer fear;

Peggy saw him make his first step forward

and, though Craig's arm imprisoned her

when she would have leapt, her cry reached

Maranui.
Snap!
He spun. He searched the shadows for

her. The glare roared into his face where

every resolute line melted. His body tee-

tered and became like wax. Nevertheless

he tried to goad himself forward with

prayer, not looking up, but staring into

darkness where Peggy was hidden, or down
at the white-hot stones. One step and they

seared him; the odor of burned flesh arose;

but if pain whipped a scream across his

lips, the wrath of his people drowned it.

Maranui reeled from the umu. He could

not walk through. The sorcerer cursed in

the name of many gods and natives, swell-

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
Silph is the name of the original and genuine reducmg

Bum THE ONLY ONE WE PERSONALLY GUAR-
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G[ George O'Brien and Margaret Living-

ston in a scene from "Havoc.

ing the maledictions, swarmed behind the

figure that staggered on one leg and

dragged the other uselessly. Maranui

lurched halfway across the clearing.

"Run, Craig! Get her away!" he shout-

ed. The throng crushed him down. . . .

What happened up there never was re-

lated afterwards. Nothing was told, but

in the morning, at the gray end of a night

which Craig spent prowling the ship's deck,

while Peggy alternated fitfully between un-

consciousness and terrified awakenings, Ma-
ranui crawled through' the groves. His

clothes had been torn from him; his flesh

was pulped. Digging his fingers into roots,

he hauled himself along. Before Craig

raced to him, what was left of Maranui's

pride set what was left of his body pain-

fully upright. One sound leg bore his

weight; the other, burned in the umu, tilted

him when he endeavored to walk. The
schooner's captain ran with Craig; together

they carried him abroad and the ship slid

out on the tide.

Maranui's lips parted as Peggy hovered

helplessly near. "I have found the sacred

fires," he said simply.

Now she could not repeat, "I love you."

That had destroyed him last night and some
shard of the shattered man pricked the

bubble of enchantment. But for Peggy this

could not be the end. . . .

The film was completed in Hollywood,

where no one attached any particular

significance to a disfigured Tahitian who
limped among the extras in studio interiors

or occupied the ha^y sidelines while Peggy

worked. Craig introduced him as a chief,

which meant nothing. Half-a-dozen lords

on the extra line made all titles disreput-

able.
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Few women looked twice at Maranui
these days. If the soft roll of his voice
attracted them, his scars repelled them. Nor
was the tragedy in his eyes worth speculat-

ing upon; it resembled hunger too much,
and hunger was commonplace. But Peggy
understood and she talked out her misery
with Craig who often came to her house.

"It was fascination and you couldn't help
what happened," he tried to comfort her.

'And this is cowardice," she accused
herself. "Tom, I—I crippled a god."
"And now you're killing yourself."
"If I had Maranui's courage, I would,"

she said bitterly. "I know what I have
taken from him: his faith, his strength,
even his people; he can't go back to them.
And I can give him nothing—not what I

really owe him." She pointed westward
where clouds built a lonely peak and dis'

tant city lights were stars. "Out there I

thought I loved him. But here—no, no!
Yet I maimed him; I can't forget that."

"He sits on my verandah every night
just staring out there," responded Craig.
"He knows that it's dead. Our worlds are
different, there's the same old answer. I

shouldn't have brought him here."
"I made you. Now, if only I could do

something to
"

"Steady," Craig cautioned, gently taking
her hands. "I can keep him; see that he
always has a job around the studio. But
even then I'm afraid. He won't live on
that kind of charity. Eventually he'll drift

away."
Peggy Braiden shut her eyes and buried

them still deeper beneath her hands.
"Drifting—and limping—where?"
As for Maranui, he asked nothing of

her. At the studio he respected the barrier
between extra and star; and when Peggy
visited him at Craig's home—as she often
did, irresistibly drawn there—Maranui
would hide himself in verandah dimnesses
whence he spoke without one word of the
past or future. If his pipe went out, he
reloaded and drew on it unlighted. Had
he struck a match his broken face would
have tormented the girl. But ghosts of his
splendor crowded the studio projection-
room the day Craig's production was
screened. Players, executives, publicity men
and members of casts not busy on their sets
formed the audience; their critical under-
tones became a gasp. Not that tropical
settings were new to them; the stage crew
could have built sets twice as colorful; loca-
tion men might have duplicated the beaches
and palms less than thirty miles away. Mo-
mentarily Maranui owned the screen. His
figure lifted far out and rode the surf,
spray pluming. He poised above the slid-
ing crest; he challenged, bitted and tamed
the wave, then stepped from his board to
the beach.

Maranui! God-like! A fling of his arm,
and he enfolded Peggy Braiden in the
whole pagan tapestry! She crouched in
her chair. She forgot that he also sat in
the dimness of this room. Again her eyes
filled with amazement at him—amazement,
and the deeper thing she had dared to
name. The spell caught her. But as
quickly as warmth had come, she grew cold,
taut, nerveless; and the next scene banished
that Maranui forever.

A raspy feminine voice demanded jocu-
larly, "Say, Peggy, will you give me that
guy's address? He's so-o-ome lollapalooza."
When the picture ended Peggy's chair

was vacant. She had crept away. Long
after the others had gone Maranui contem-
plated a blank screen until Craig bent over
him. "She wants you." He hesitated, then
obeyed and climbed stairs and stairs to the
dome upon the studio-roof that was Peggy's
dressing-room. Her little nervous gesture
greeted him, and he sat.

"To-day " she commenced, but con-
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<C I have seen clerks turn from
their desks, workmen from their

tools, and in no time at all develop

a perfectly amazing income in ad-

vertising. No career in advertis-

ing— however sensational — could

surprise me. '
'— Carl Widney, in

' ' Forty Years of Advertising. '

'

WHATEVER you are able to earn now in other

lines of business—advertising will pay you more.
Put the same ability, the same time, the same

energy into advertising that your present job requires

and you'll make twice the money. That is a proved
fact. Here is a simple example. Many men
make more in a few evening hours than they do
ill dav at regular jobs. Sim-
ply by helping some local store

with its advertising.

$100-$200 a Week
Advertising is the quickest

road to big pay. No profes-

sion pays the handsome sal-

aries to its young men that

are paid in advertising. No
Dne asks you to hang on for

years to work up to a sizable

income. Your ability pays big

dividends from the day you
get into this enchanting work.

Yet there's no magic gift re-

quired. It's mainly a matter
of training. One of our star

advertising counsels was once
a, $25 a week bookkeeper. An-
other a printer. Another a
shipping clerk.
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ing campaigns. There is noth-
ing dull or routine about ad-
vertising. It's the greatest

business game in the world.

Full *f action and the joy of

actually seeing things accom-
plished under your control.

"I have always
believed that the

principles and funda-
mentals of advertis-

ing, especially as they

are applied to copy-
writing and the me-
chanical end, can be
successfully taught by-

mail. Such oppor-
tunity as I have had
to inspect the Les-
sons of your course

as you publish it to-

day, leads me to be-
lieve that you are

offering the kind of

instruction that any-
one who is desirous

of entering into the
advertising field can
profit by."—L. A.
KXING, Sales and
Advertising Expert.
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world. It gives you the advantage in landing the
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trasts muted her. Seeking inanimate objects

for her glance, she tried to speak without

beholding him, but inevitably her orbit fin-

ished at his level eyes.

"May I say it for you?" he enquired.

She nodded, and a hint of his old careless-

ness reached her. "We will go back, not

to Motuiti, but to some other island. There

are plenty. Well live as we might have,

but for this," smiling almost whimsically

as he indicated his deformity.

"You want me to go?" she asked tightly.

"I am merely saying what you are trying

to. You want to feel small again under the

bigness of things out there, .so that even I

may seem big to you, too. With the bub-

ble in your eyes again and all its colors,

you could overlook realities." Rising, he

approached unsteadily. "Why would you

consider - this unless you feel you owe me

something? You owe me nothing at all,

he said, and let his head fall. "On the

contrary, if I could call myself a man, I

would get away from here and help you to

forget. I would go back to my people

alone. I can't do that yet. They won't

accept me until the fire of one woman has

burned out and I can worship another

without disbelief. ... If I keep out of your

sight, you will let me wait until then? I

have nowhere else to go.'

The door closed slowly after him. His

uneven tread receded. A dresser entered

but was dismissed. At last Peggy moved

to the windows. Sunset sprang upon glass

roofs and ricochetted into her face. Skele-

ton shacks of a mining camp huddled on

a lot, hard by a towering castle front.

Mohammedan temples bordered a campus

that would sprout an army tomorrow. A
watchman pottered about. Shadows length-

ened; mist lowered; the last of the sun

spread vast red strands like a woman's head

suspended; then gradually bungalow win-

dows burned orange squares in the night.

Still Peggy did not leave her dressing-

room, but folded wearily on a couch, re-

peating,

"Until the fire of one woman has burned

out and he can worship another without

disbelief." Presently she sobbed. . . .

Name

Address..

SHE must have slept; for the air had an

acrid tang, an intangible weight pressed

down, and fumes that choked her were not

the gathering of a few minutes. They
grew heavier as she lay unable to separate

realities from the figments of dreams or

thoughts which revolved about human fire.

Dazedly she fumbled for a light; a few

wires burning redly, distantly, and with

little illumination through gray swirls, re-

sponded to the switch. These things Peggy
regarded numbly before she freed herself

from the final threads of sleep. Smoke
poured past the door when she opened it,

and groping back, she emerged on the nar-

row roof but could escape no further.

Vapor rolled impenetrably up the one stair-

way that descended into an ugly orange

core; and completely surrounding her, struc-

tures of iron formed gaunt skeletons. Alive

with eerie reflections, too, walls and roofs

of glass made transparent ovens wherein

tongues of fire licked over stages and sets.

Already the .shouts of men and clanging

engines and alarms were lost beneath an in-

sistent roaring; glass crashed at intervals like

gigantic laughter and, with each crash, heat

rushed out to widen the circle of fighters.

Their hoses played upon no more than the

red hem. Even had Peggy's calling pierced

the tumult, had she been visible through

the smoke, no ladder would have reached

the dome. Twice she attempted to escape

by the stairs. To where?
She only could wait and stare down, or

into split darkness beyond the glare, until
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she saw nothing at all. Her brain built
savage pictures: Maranui shuddered from
his umu as she did now; and her ears
translated this clamor into the swollen curses
of his gods.

To these she could neither blind nor
deafen herself. Again the roar was a mad-
dening, barbaric tympani. Frenzy took her,
then calm—a death-like remoteness so that
she seemed to stand beyond herself, with-
out sensation; she stripped shoes and stock-
ings from the half-familiar creature that was
herself; she guided this being to the stairs

d down.
The rest was silence. . . .

ON a glowing floor where sets and stages
had been reduced to embers and gir-

ders had fallen in white-hot entanglements,
there emerged, incredibly, a shape that was
a woman—Peggy Braiden; and watchers
groaned out the name in fearful disbelief.

No wonder! She walked through a pyre
whose heat held the cordon fifty yards at
bay. She came step by step. Her dress
was white—not ruddied even by the glare;
and some called her whiteness the trick of
their own vision. So she was not real.
Tom Craig looked once, hurled himself for-
ward, but staggered back, babbling. There
was a cripple who murmured "UmutV."
As if the force of disbelief awakened

her, the girl halted. She seemed to sway,
almost to fall; her face remained upturned
only because she battled within herself to
hold it thus. She possessed that power
no more. Another step and she faltered.

Some watchers shouted; Craig's throat
rattled; a thin chant swelled above all

sounds, a Tahitian chant that no one un-
derstood.

Maranui broke the cordon. Glancing
neither right, left, nor down, he walked the
;mu now, a poor lop-sided fellow who sang

In 15 Minutes I Will
Give You the Secret of a

Perfect Memory
I Guarantee to Increase Your

Memory 100% In 10 Days
Not by any abstract, tiresome, difficult-to-

master methods; not by the old system
of association of ideas or thoughts. Not
by hard study, rotation exercises or
repetition of words or sounds.

It is not a book. There is nothing to study

—

nothing to learn—nothing to repeat. It is by far the
newest, best, simplest method ever devised. I will

give you a memory in one
week's time that will surprise
you. In one month things
that occurred 30 days ago
will be as- clear as if they
happened yesterday.

My Secret for

30 Years
I have given my secret to

thousand?. I have used it

myself for more than 30
years. It gave me a good
vocabulary, developed my
powers of perception and
analysis and fitted me to

write on a 'hundred subjects.
It is V-FLECT—my method
of memory-building — that
helped mc rise from a clerk

in a department store to the
head of its advertising de-
partment — to my further
mental development that en-
ables me to occupy my pres-

ducator in professional and

GEO. J. SPINNER
Author and Educator

to the Woman Who Put Fire in the Skies.
And he worshipped thatHis pagan fires

woman.

There was another woman whom he gath-
ered in his arms and carried to safety; but
he scarcely saw her.

Even Craig, to whom he surrendered her,
and who held her tightly—as if flesh were
worth such devotion!—even Craig belonged
to an inconsequent civilization, a different
blood. Gaping faces were waves that Ma-
ranui passed heedlessly. There was peace
in his heart; and perfect faith for his pagan
gods.

Tomorrow he could go back.

ent position as

scientific circles.

Command Success
VI-FLECT is for those who are ambitious to

improve their business, professional, social or finan-
cial condition — merchants, managers, salespeople,
clerks, agents, bookkeepers, stenographers, lawyers,
doctors.^ dentists, teachers, students, ministers, pub-
lic speakers, lecturers, artists, actors, superintendents,
foremen, craftsmen, detectives, policemen, politicians—men and women in every walk in life.
VI-FLECT will develop your brain power—your

ability—earning-capacity. It will lift you out of the
rut; you will no longer have to stumble, mumble
"°r

cf
r°Pe for words with which to express yourself.

VI-FLECT will enhance your value as manager or
employee; it will increase your ability, expertness,
raise your salary, help you in business, profession-
ally, socially, politically—in every way.

Build Your Memory
If your memory is poor; or, if you want to fur-

ther improve it, you are hurting yourself, holding
yourself back, keeping yourself down by neglecting
to learn my secret. No matter what your age or
sex—rich or poor, successful or struggling to get
ahead here is YOUR opportunity to SECRETLY
quickly and with little effort get to that wonderfui
place in life for which you arc aiming!

Learn my VI-FLECT Secret

i

1
??X

ld
,
put

,

VI-FLECT in a series of lessons and
ask STO. for them. I could have it printed in deluxe
book form and get $100. But I prefer to place it
within the easy reach of everyone; and the price Iam going to ask you for VI-FLECT—my wonderful
method of memory-building, which I have developed
and perfected during my 30 years of constant study
and application—is only $5.00.
So sure—so positive—am I that VI-FLECT Is by

far the easiest, best, most commonsense and practic-
able method ever devised, I guarantee it to increase
your memory 100^ in 10 days, or you set yourmoney back without question or argument.

Send Today— Right Now
If the attainment of your ambition and happiness—your ideals and desires—is worth $5.00, then sendme this small sum now—today—while vou havo vr,,,rm now—today—while you have yourmind made up to climb the ladder of success Own

possess, enjoy VI-FLECT—reap its limitless benefits'
Let nothing stand between you and a succc«ful
happy, prosperous future! If it is not convenient to
enclose the money, or if you prefer. I will mail
your copy of VI-FLECT and you can hand the smallamount to your postman when he deliver* the pack-

important thing is—SEND NOW!The

----USE THIS COUPON
Geo. J. Spinner. ilG S. pearbornSt., MB741— Chicago. IU.
Dear Sir: Please send me your VI-FLECT for which

I enclose SS.00. I will try your VI-FLECT method ofmemory-building for 10 days, and if it does not ia-

>ou aie cue me my money back without argument.

Xame .

Address..
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TheyThought IWas Bluffing

^When ITold Them ILearned
"MusicWithout a Teacher

YOU could have heard a pin drop
in the room! I had just finished

playing Rubinstein's "Melody in

F." My friends were actually dumb'
founded— they couldnt believe their

ears. At last I was the center of at'

traction instead of a mere onloo\er!

It was just like a dream come true!

"Why, you didn't know a single

thing about music not so long ago,

Bob"
—"How in the world did you

ever do it?" A note of half envy, half

admiration unconsciously crept into

their voices after they had recovered

from the unexpected surprise which I

had just furnished. "Yes," said Jim,

"what sort of a trick have you played

on us—I thought you weren't music
ally inclined." "Oh, he's been taking

lessons for years and has kept it a

secret"—followed Betty and Sue in

rapid-fire succession. "You can't fool

us though, you never learned to play

that well without a teacher."

"Well, you're all wrong—every one of
you," I replied, chuckling

with glee. "I'll admit that

a short time ago I didn't

know one note of music
from another. And as far

as special talent goes—well,

I never had any. And al-

though I had always longed

to be able to play the piano

it was more or less of an
empty dream. For I just

couldn't stand the thought

of learning music from a

teacher and going through

a lot of monotonous scales

and exercises. It just went
against my grain.

"So I've just contented

myself with sitting around
envying others who could

play—watching them have

Banjo

Tenor
Banjo

Mandolir

Clarinet

Flute

all the fun. Until one night last March I

was reading a popular magazine and sud'

denly an announcement caught my eye. It

told of a new, easy method of quickly

learning music—right in your own home

—

and without a teacher. At first I laughed,

like you folks, I thought that such a thing

was a joke. Somehow or other I didn't

believe it was possible to learn music by

mail. But that announcement set me won-

dering. So I decided that the only sensible

thing to do was to investigate. And

—

well, you know the rest."

From the very beginning I was enthusias'

tic about my wonderful course in music.

Each new lesson was better and easier than

the last. Everything about them was so

simple that a child of eight could under-

stand it. It was great fun—actually as

fascinating as learning a new game. And I

always played real notes and catchy tunes.

No tricks, puzzles or makeshifts of any kind.

Now I can play any piece of music, whe-

ther it's a ballad, jazz or classical number.

And I never have to refuse when I'm called

upon to entertain. No more lonely nights

for me. Now my life is just a joyous round
of gay parties and admiring friends.

* * *

Play Any Instrument
You, too, can now teach

yourself to be an accom-

plished musician—right at

home— in half the usual

time through this startling

method, which has already

shown 3 50,000 people how
to play their favorite instru-

ment. Forget that old-

fashioned idea that you need

special "talent." Just read

the list of instruments in

the panel, decide which one

you want to play and the

U. S. School will do the

rest. And bear in mind no

matter which instrument

you choose, the cost in each

case will be the same—just

a few cents a day.

Pick Your
Instrument

Piano 'Cello

Organ Harmony and

Violin Composition

Drums and Si Sht Sin8ing

Traps Ukulele

Guitar

Hawaiian
Steel Guitar

Harp

Cornet

Piccolo

Saxophone Trombone

Voice and Speech Culture

Automatic Finger Control

Piano Accordion

No matter whether you are a mere begin-

ner or already a good performer, you will

be interested in learning about this new and

wonderful method.

Send for Our Free Booklet

And Demonstration Lesson

In order to make it clear to you— to

show you just how and why it gets results

twice as fast as any old-time method—we
will send to you upon request an interesting

free booklet and a valuable demonstration

lesson that will make clear the method by

which so many thousands have learned.

The method is the same for all instruments.

If you are in earnest about wanting to

play your favorite instrument—if you really

do want to gain the proficiency in music

that will add to your happiness, increase

your popularity, and open the way to

greater income—ask at once for the free

booklet and demonstration lesson. Getting

them will cost you nothing and place

you under no obligation. Right now we are

making a Special Offer to a limited number

of new students.

Now—before it's

late to gain its benef
-—sign and send the

convenient coupon. In-

struments supplied
when needed, cash

orcredit. U.S. School

of Music, 32210
Brunswick Bldg.,
New York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
32210 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons

in Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.

Frank Crane, Demonstration Lesson and particulars

of your Special Otfer. I am interested in the follow-

ing course:

Have you above instrument?..

Name ....

(Please write plainly)

Address -

City State.-



Entertaining and Instructive Books
THE ROMANCE AND REALITY OF FILM LIFE
IS REFLECTED IN THE BOOKS LISTED BELOW

J
If y°U are interested in photoplay writing, screen acting, motion picture

directing, r motion picture production, the books listed below will be of
great interest. Each book is handsomely bound in gold decorated cloth cover
and will be delivered anywhere in the United States at prices mentioned
Canadian and foreign orders extra for shipment and duty.

SCREEN ACTING (By Inez and Helen Klumph) - An authoritative
presentation. Enables the reader to judge just what the opportunities arc
and the training required. This work was developed through the valuable
assistance and advice of Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mabel
Ballin, Mae Murray, William S. Hart, Ruth Roland, and many other distin-
guished motion picture players, directors, cameramen, and make-up ex-
perts.

Price $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING (B y Peter Milne) -Of
special interest to those in the Motion Picture Industry— or intending to
enter this field. The author was critic for years on Motion Picture News
and \\ ids (Film) Daily. He was a member of Scenario and Production
Department of Famous Players - Lasky Corporation. This work contains
data about Marshall Neilan, William C. DeMille, Rex Ingram. Cecil DeMille
and other famous directors '

pr jce $3 qq

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION (By T. 'Conor Sloane,
Ih.D., LL.D.) The enormous growth in number of motion picture theatres
has created a large and increasing demand for operators. It is an interesting
good paying held and requires but a short time to qualify as a projector
This book includes the fullest details of practice. . . Price $5 00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING (By William Lord W right)-The author
was formerly Editor for Selig Polyscope, Pathe Exchange, and Universal. The
book is a thorough and authoritative presentation of this lucrative field for
writers. Every year new writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pictures and how and where tosubmit your ideas. ... r> • <r-> nnPrice $3.00

MOVING PICTURES
How They Are Made and Worked

$3.50

A Veritable

Encyclopedia of the

Moving Picture

Art

By FREDERICK A. TALBOT

New Edition, Completely Revised and Reset.

Numero us III ust ratio ns.

It tells of the romances, the adventures, the great prepara-
tions of marvellous ingenuity and the hundreds of other
things that go into the making of moving picture plays.

It shows how inventors have overcome difficulties up to
the present status of the business. It is a popular account
of everything concerning the subject— trick pictures and
how they are produced; pictures in color; pictures that
move and talk

;
the making and costs of the most elaborate

'sets" and studio equipment; the risks taken bv photoo-
raphers and players; the secrets of many sensational climb-
ing and jumping feats; what the audience does not see
in the most daring wild animal films, and a great many
other inside facts the "movie" patron delights in knowing

Any one of fh* above books will be mailed on receipt of advertised price to any address in the
V. 8. A.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
BOOK DEPARTMENT

236 WEST 55th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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The New Vogue:

Carry loose Face Poivder as neatly, as safely,

as you would a Compact

The Last Chic Touch
A mere tiny drop or two of Par-

fum Djer-Kiss and your toilette

complete becomes sparkling, ex-

otic, French, alluring! With

this odeur Kerkoff has scented

his many specialties so that all

your toilet accessories may echo

its Parisian charm.

IN smart gatherings everywhere

women have been asking:"Why
doesn't someone contrive a really

neat, convenient way to carry loose

face powder in the hand-bag?"

Kerkoff now offers you, in his

charming Djer-Kiss Rouge-&-

Loose-Powder Vanity, a perfectly

safe way to carry loose powder.

This Vanity is fitted with grooved

"powder pockets" (an exclusive

Djer-Kiss feature). Each time you

open the case, these pockets release

just enough powder on the puff

There is a dainty compact of

Djer-Kiss Rouge, too, and a con-

venient double-faced mirror— detail

mirror on one side, reducing mir-

ror on the other.

Yet, complete as it is, this new
vanity is petite enough to tuck

easily into your small purse or bag.

It is exquisitely fashioned ofnickel-

silver,itscoverartistically embossed.

You will find the Djer-Kiss

Rouge-&-Loose-Powder Vanity at

those shops which carry always the

newest aids lO beauty.

TCerkoff-Parls
PARFUM EUR

PARFUM FACE POWDER TALC TOILET WATER VEGETALE SACHET

CREAMS ROUGE LIP ROUGE BRILLIANTINE BATH CRYSTALS










